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      January 27, 2012 
 
Mr. James Upchurch, Supervisor 
Coronado National Forest 
P.O. Box 4207 
Logan, Utah84323 
 
 RE: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed 
  Rosemont Mine Plan of Operations 


Dear Mr. Upchurch: 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 


This letter and accompanying attachments represent the response to the solicitation of 
comments on the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) for the proposed Rosemont Mine 
Plan of Operations, published in the Federal Register on October 21, 2011, on behalf of the 
organizations and individuals listed above.   


II. THE CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST MUST PREPARE A REVISED OR 
SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 


We appreciate the fact that Coronado National Forest (CNF) staff have done considerable 
work in producing the DEIS, but for the reasons articulated below, the current DEIS is 
substantially inadequate.  The DEIS is fundamentally flawed because of inaccurate and 
incomplete information that runs throughout the DEIS and presents an imbalanced analysis of 
the effects of the proposed Rosemont mine.  Critical and explanatory data, methodologies, and 
analysis are simply not provided; this failure goes to the heart of NEPA’s requirements regarding 
full and transparent disclosure of issues so that the public can credibly comment on the proposal. 
Furthermore, the DEIS contains considerable quantification of benefits but no quantification of 
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adverse effects. Such unbalanced commentary is no help to a public trying to provide useful 
public comment, and it is not helpful to the CNF in trying to make a credible analysis of the 
project. Furthermore, as explained in greater detail below, the putative temporal and spatial 
“bounds of analysis” used in preparation of this DEIS are simply too constricting and inadequate 
for the public to understand fully the immediate and cumulative impacts.  We ask the USFS to 
prepare and publish a revised DEIS for public comment.  At a minimum, a supplemental DEIS 
must be published for public comment to meet NEPA’s legal requirements.   


III. DISCUSSION OF ISSUES 


Inadequate Statement of Purpose and Need 


The DEIS articulation of purpose and need is far too narrow to suffice as an adequate 
purpose and need statement for the public’s review and comment.  The statement that the USFS 
and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) are “required to respond to a preliminary MPO for 
conducting mining operations” (DEIS, p. 5), reduces the purpose and need to a description of the 
administrative responsibilities of those two agencies.  Essentially, it says the purpose and need of 
this project is to respond to our “in box”.    


 
This articulation fails to describe the purpose and need of the actual proposed project here 


in southern Arizona.  First, as discussed in detail below, the DEIS needs to be revised or 
supplemented to determine whether Rosemont’s claims are valid under existing law.  If and 
when that threshold determination is made, a new purpose and need discussion should include an 
analysis of how the development of these copper deposits contributes to a need for copper in the 
United States, especially in light of publicly available information stating that a significant 
percentage of the copper concentrates is already committed to overseas investors.  In light of that 
fact, the DEIS should also discuss whether development of these copper deposits now, if they are 
determined to be valid, contribute to the development of minerals in southern Arizona or whether 
they are best left in reserve for domestic use.  


 
While the DEIS acknowledges that, on the one hand, part of the goal of the CNF’s 


management plan is to “support environmentally sound . . . mineral development and 
reclamation” and that, on the other hand, this particular proposed mine would be inconsistent 
with numerous, important aspects of the forest plan, the purpose and need statement fails to 
make any judgment on the dichotomy between these two statements (DEIS, p. 6).  Instead, the 
text jumps to the procedural “fix” of amending the forest plan without credible analysis as 
whether the purpose and need of the project warrants such a significant amendment to the forest 
plan.  To credibly evaluate the purpose and need for this project and associated features of it, the 
entire section needs to be rewritten following determination of the legal status of Rosemont’s 
claims. 
 


The DEIS Is Based on Incorrect and Unsupportable Assumptions and Positions  
Regarding Rosemont’s Alleged “Entitlement” to Have the Project Approved Under  
the Mining Law 


 The DEIS states that: “Rosemont Copper is entitled to conduct operations that are 
reasonably incidental to exploration and development of mineral deposits on its mining claims 
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pursuant to U.S. mining laws.” (DEIS at p. v) (emphasis added).  The DEIS was similarly based on 
the USFS’ belief that, due to the filing of these claims, the USFS “cannot categorically prohibit 
mining or deny reasonable and legal mineral operations under the mining laws.” (DEIS, p 7)  Thus, 
according to the DEIS, Rosemont has a statutory right to conduct its waste rock and tailings 
dumping, pit excavation, processing, and other operations based solely on the fact that the company 
has blanketed the projects lands with mining claims.   
 
 Here, Rosemont has filed lode mining claims on all of the federal lands in the project area, 
including those where no mining is proposed (i.e., dumping, processing, and other ancillary uses).  
Most of the proposed mine pit is private land owned by Rosemont, but almost all of the lands 
proposed for waste and tailings dumping, processing, etc. are on “a contiguous group of 850 
unpatented lode mining claims totaling approximately 12,000 acres.” (DEIS, p. 116) 
 
 According to the USFS/BLM, the filing of these lode claims precludes the agencies from 
choosing the no-action alternative, as well as significantly restricting its approval and review 
authority over the project.  The USFS/BLM’s position is wrong.  Such rights, or “entitlement” as 
stated by the USFS/BLM, can only accrue to the company if these claims are valid under the 1872 
Mining Law.  Here, there is no evidence in the record that these claims are valid.  Indeed, the 
agencies have not even inquired into whether these claims are valid and stated their intention not to 
conduct such an inquiry. See Feb. 11, 2007 letter from Forest Supervisor Jeanine Derby to C.H. 
Huckelberry (Pima County). 
 
 Accordingly, in addition to making an arbitrary and capricious decision without evidentiary 
support, the USFS/BLM violated the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) and the 
1872 Mining Law (as amended) by not requiring Rosemont to pay Fair Market Value (FMV) for 
the use of public lands not covered by valid mining claims, based on the lack of any evidence that 
the vast majority of the mining claims at the Project site contain locatable minerals and the requisite 
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit.  Similarly, the agencies’ position also violates provisions of 
FLPMA and the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act, National Forest Management Act, 1897 Organic 
Act, and other laws mandating that the agencies manage, or at least consider managing, these lands 
for non-mineral uses – something which the agencies refused to do or consider in this case. 
 
 The DEIS’s review and the agencies’ proposed approval of the Project are based on the 
overriding assumption that Rosemont has statutory rights to use all of the public lands at the site 
under the 1872 Mining Law.  However, where Project lands have not been verified to contain, or 
do not contain, such rights, the USFS/BLM’s more discretionary multiple-use authorities apply.  
See Mineral Policy Center v. Norton, 292 F.Supp.2d 30, 46-51 (D.D.C. 2003) (although that case 
dealt with Interior Department lands, the same analysis applies to USFS lands.)   
 
 A proper application of USFS/BLM’s multiple use, public interest, and sustained yield 
mandates to those areas not covered by valid claims would result in a very different Project 
review, alternatives, and level of protection for public land resources and values, as well as 
reducing or eliminating the adverse impacts to the use of these lands by members of the public 
and commenters. 
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 The Mineral Policy Center court specifically recognized the federal government’s duty to 
apply its broader, multiple use authority when mineral development operations are proposed on 
lands not subject to valid and perfected claims:  
 


While a claimant can explore for valuable mineral deposits before perfecting a 
valid mining claim, without such a claim, she has no property rights against the 
United States (although she may establish rights against other potential 
claimants), and her use of the land may be circumscribed beyond the UUD 
standard because it is not explicitly protected by the Mining Law.    
 


292 F.Supp.2d at 47.    
 
Although the “UUD standard” was at issue in that case (BLM’s duty to “prevent 


unnecessary or undue degradation” under FLPMA), the holding that development  “rights” under 
the mining laws only apply to lands covered by valid claims applies equally to the USFS and 
BLM.  The court was equally clear as to what was required to “perfect” a mining claim:  


 
The Mining Law gives individuals the right to explore for mineral resources on 
lands that are “free and open” in advance of having made a “discovery” or 
perfected a valid mining claim. United States v. Locke, 471 U.S. 84, 86, 105 S.Ct. 
1785, 85 L.Ed.2d 64 (1985). The Mining Law provides, however, that a mining 
claim cannot be perfected “until the discovery of the vein or lode.”  
 


30 U.S.C. § 23.   Id. at 46 n. 19.   
 
As a result:  


 
[b]efore an operator perfects her claim, because there are no rights under the 
Mining Law that must be respected, BLM has wide discretion in deciding whether 
to approve or disapprove of a miner’s proposed plan of operations.   
 


Id. at 48. 
 
In its review of the Rosemont Project, USFS/BLM erroneously believed that they did not have – 
and never even considered – this “wide discretion” to “approve or disapprove” any part of 
Rosemont’s Plan of Operations. 
 


Regarding the requirement for the federal government to obtain FMV for the use of lands 
not covered by valid claims, the court held that, under FLPMA, “the United States [must] receive 
fair market value of the use of the public lands and their resources unless otherwise provided for 
by statute.” 43 U.S.C. §1701(a)(9).  The court held that unless the lands were covered by valid 
claims (i.e. the situation “otherwise provided for by statute” in § 01(a)(9)), the agencies must 
comply with their FMV duty: 


 
Operations neither conducted pursuant to valid mining claims nor otherwise 
explicitly protected by FLPMA or the Mining Law (i.e., exploration activities, 
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ingress and egress, and limited utilization of mill sites) must be evaluated in light 
of Congress’s expressed policy goal for the United States to “receive fair market 
value of the use of the public lands and their resources.”  


43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(9).  Id. at 51. 


 At Rosemont, the USFS/BLM has utterly failed to even consider the application of its 
multiple use authority, and related FMV requirements pursuant to the Court’s Order in Mineral 
Policy Center – a violation of FLPMA, the Mining Law, and their multiple-use mandates, as well 
as being an arbitrary and capricious decision under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).     
 
 As noted above, the vast majority of the proposed disturbance on public land involves 
waste rock, tailings, processing and other non-extractive uses covered by unpatented lode claims.  
There is no evidence in the record that any of these claims are valid or indeed contain locatable 
minerals (outside of arguably the lode claims covering the edges of the mine pit, although the 
validity of these claims have also never been ascertained).  Indeed, it is likely that the lands 
covering the waste rock, tailings, and other ancillary facilities do not contain the requisite 
locatable minerals, which is a prerequisite for claim validity. See 30 U.S.C. § 22 (only “valuable 
mineral deposits” are covered by the Mining Law); 30 U.S.C. § 611 (“common varieties” of 
minerals are not locatable under the Mining Law).  As the Interior Department has held: 
 


Generally, absent the discovery of a “valuable mineral deposit” on each of the 
unpatented lode mining claims, ASARCO would not be entitled to the “exclusive 
right of possession and enjoyment of all the surface [of the claim]” and subsurface 
rights under 30 U.S.C. §§ 22 and 26, good against the United States, or ultimately 
to a patent of the claimed lands, pursuant to 30 U.S.C. §§ 22 and 29 (2000). Best 
v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334, 335-36 (1963); Wilbur v. 
Krushnic, 280 U.S. 306, 316-17 (1930); Cameron v. United States, 252 U.S. 450, 
460 (1920); Cole v. Ralph, 252 U.S. 286, 294-96 (1920). In such circumstances, 
BLM would have discretion to modify or even reject an MPO filed to engage in 
mining operations and related activity. Great Basin Mine Watch, 146 IBLA 248, 
256 (1998) (“Rights to mine under the general mining laws are derivative of a 
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit”.) 


 
Center for Biological Diversity, 162 IBLA 268, 278 (2004).  “[T]he location of a mining claim 
does not render a claim presumptively valid and the Department may require a claimant to 
provide evidence of validity before approving an MPO or allowing other surface disturbance in 
connection with the claim.” Id. at 281.1  As stated in the USFS Minerals Manual,  


                                                
1 The Board’s decision in Center for Biological Diversity was overturned by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Center for Biological Diversity v. U.S. Department of the Interior, 623 F.3d 633 (9th Cir. 2010).  That case involved 
BLM’s approval of a land exchange with the holder of mining claims.  The BLM had approved the land exchange 
based on its view that, because the exchange proponent had mining claims, the exchange would have made no 
difference in BLM’s regulation of the intended mining of the lands (since it was obligated to approve the mine 
anyway).  The IBLA affirmed the BLM’s position.  The Ninth Circuit rejected that view, and held that the mere fact 
that the exchange proponent had mining claims did not mean that BLM lacked authority to reject or condition 
eventual mining on the land if it remained in public ownership. Id. at 642-647. 
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“In order to successfully defend rights to occupy and use a claim for prospecting and mining, a 
claimant must meet the requirements as specified or implied by the mining laws, in addition to 
the rules and regulations of the USFS.  These require a claimant to: … 2.  Discover a valuable 
mineral deposit. … (and) 7.  Be prepared to show evidence of mineral discovery.” FSM 2813.2. 
 
 Under the Mining Law, in order to be valid, mining claims must contain the “discovery 
of a valuable mineral deposit.” 30 U.S.C. § 22.2  According to the USFS Minerals Manual: “A 
claim unsupported by a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit is invalid from the time of 
location, and the only rights the claimant has are those belonging to anyone to enter and prospect 
on National Forest lands.” FSM §2811.5.   
 


The term "valid claim" often is used in a loose and incorrect sense to indicate only that 
the ritualistic requirements of posting of notice, monumentation, discovery work, recording, 
annual assessment work, payment of taxes, and so forth, have been met.  This overlooks the 
basic requirement that the claimant must discover a valuable mineral deposit.  Generally, a valid 
claim is a claim that may be patented.  FSM§ 28115. 
 
 The DEIS shows that the mining claims proposed to be buried by the hundreds of 
millions of tons of waste and rock in the ancillary facilities do not contain sufficient 
mineralization to be considered valuable, ore-bearing claims. (DEIS,  pp.117-126.)  Figures 20 
and 21 in particular show that the mineralized ore zones are in the area proposed for the mine pit 
– not the thousands of acres to be buried by the ancillary facilities.  Thus, based on the record, 
the lands to be covered by the large ancillary waste and processing facilities do not contain the 
requisite valuable and locatable mineral deposits. 
 
 In addition, USFS/BLM’s decision not to require the payment of FMV, and to limit its 
authority over the use of the ancillary lands, must be supported by substantial evidence in the 
record – evidence which does not exist.  The agencies cannot simply assume, without any 
evidence (and indeed the evidence points to the contrary) that the lands to be buried by the 
dumps and processing facilities are covered by valid mining claims.   The Supreme Court has 
explained: 
 


[A]n agency rule would be arbitrary and capricious if the agency has relied on factors 
which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider an important 
aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs counter to the 
evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a 
difference in view or the product of agency expertise.   


                                                
2 The Supreme Court has endorsed at least two tests for determining whether a claim qualifies as a “valuable 
mineral deposit.”  Under the “marketability” test, it must be shown that the mineral can be “extracted, removed and 
marketed at a profit.”  United States v. Coleman, 390 U.S. 599, 600 (1968).  According to the “prudent-person” test, 
“the discovered deposits must be of such a character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified in the 
further expenditure of his labors and means, with a reasonable prospect of success, in developing a valuable mine.”  
Id. at 602.  The Court has held that profitability is “an important consideration in applying the prudent-man test and 
the marketability test,” and noted that “ . . . the prudent-man test and the marketability test are not distinct standards, 
but are complementary in that the latter is a refinement of the former.”  Id. at 602-603. 
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Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 
(1983).  
 
The Ninth Circuit, citing Motor Vehicle Mfrs, has explained: 
 


[T]he APA requires us to determine whether the Commission's decision was a reasonable 
exercise of its discretion, based on consideration of relevant factors, and supported by the 
record. . . . While our standard of judicial review is highly deferential, it may not be 
uncritical.  Under the APA, an agency's discretion is not boundless, and we must satisfy 
ourselves that the agency examined the relevant data and articulated a satisfactory 
explanation for its action based upon the record.   
 
People of State of Cal. v. F.C.C., 905 F.2d 1217, 1230 (9th Cir. 1990).  See also Marsh v. 
Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989)(requiring that courts 
ensure that agency decisions are founded on a reasoned evaluation “of the relevant 
factors.”). 


 
 Put another way, it defies the record in this case, and indeed common sense, for the 
agencies to assume that Rosemont would permanently bury “valuable mineral deposits” with 
hundreds of millions of tons of waste rock and contaminated tailings.  Indeed, it is very likely 
that these ancillary lands do not contain sufficient mineralization to qualify as “valuable mineral 
deposits” and are in fact simple “common varieties” of rock and sand covering the non-
mineralized portions of the Project site. 
 
 At a minimum, the agencies should have inquired as to whether the vast majority of the 
Project lands contained “common varieties” or “valuable mineral deposits.”  BLM regulations 
contemplate an investigation into whether the lands covered by proposed plans of operation 
contain the requisite locatable minerals instead of common varieties.  Under 43 CFR § 
3809.101(a), except for casual use operations, claimants “must not initiate operations for 
minerals that may be ‘common variety’ minerals … until BLM has prepared a mineral 
examination report.”   
 
 Similarly, the USFS recognizes that a valid claim under the Mining Law cannot be made 
for common variety minerals. “The 1955 Multiple-Use Mining Act (69 Stat. 367; 30 U.S.C. 601, 
603, 611-615) amended the United States mining laws in several respects.  The act provides that 
common varieties of mineral materials shall not be deemed valuable mineral deposits for 
purposes of establishing a mining claim.”  FSM §2812.  The DEIS admits that only “locatable 
minerals” can be the subject of a valid mining claim.  (DEIS at 5) 
 
 In this case, due to the evidence showing that the lands proposed for the waste dumping, 
tailings, and other non-extractive uses do not contain the requisite valuable minerals, and may 
indeed be “common variety” minerals, USFS/BLM’s assumptions of “rights” or an “entitlement” 
under the Mining Law are erroneous.  The agencies' assumption regarding these alleged rights 
and entitlements should be investigated and supported by detailed factual evidence in a revised 
or supplemental DEIS. 
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Inadequate Identification and Analysis of Alternatives 


Missing Analysis of Action Alternatives 


The DEIS identifies alternatives that the USFS intends to investigate between draft and 
final EIS.  These alternatives must be presented to the public for review and comment in a 
supplemental DEIS.  Further, the DEIS completely fails to adequately analyze the required “no 
action” alternative. 


The DEIS states that the USFS is “currently investigating” a partial pit backfill. (DEIS p. 
85)  A new alternative should be developed around a partial backfill.  Such an alternative would 
entail changing plans for locations and shapes of waste and tailing piles and should include an 
analysis of the possibility of using tailings to bring the fill up to a particular level of backfill.  
Given that the possibility of a partial backfill was identified as a possible alternative for further 
study by  one of the technical consultants providing advice to the CNF over 16 months prior to 
the release of the DEIS, it is quite unclear why the DEIS fails to include this analysis.  The 
candid acknowledgement in the document that the CNF is still investigating this alternative 
strongly reinforces the need for a revised or supplemental DEIS.  


Similarly, the DEIS states that the USFS is “investigating the feasibility of geomorphic 
design” which could also include partial backfill of the pit (DEIS, p. xviii).  This is precisely the 
type of analysis that should have been done prior to publication of the DEIS.  Both of these 
techniques could have important consequences from both a hydrological and ecological 
perspective as well as to the public in numerous ways.  The public and other federal, state, tribal 
and local agencies must be able to review and comment on the USFS’s analysis.   


Importantly, the USFS chose to reject for full analysis the alternative of a complete 
backfill.  A complete backfill would, according to analysis prepared by Pima County, 
significantly reduce several of the most serious adverse effects of the proposed mine including a 
reduction of the obliteration of potential waters of the United States from 35.7 acres to 5.8 acres 
(Memorandum from C.H. Huckelberry to Chairman and Members, Pima County Board of 
Supervisors, January 10, 2012).   Curiously, the reason for this rejection seems to have changed 
over the course of preparation of the DEIS from an expression of concern that this alternative 
“will drive the costs up to the point that the project may not be economical” (Draft Alternatives 
and Mitigation, Document No. 8.6.9.2-020/09, p. 2 from Rosemont to the USFS  (April 22, 
2009) to the statement in the DEIS that backfill could eliminate the creation of a hydraulic sink 
(DEIS, P. 85) with no mention of cost at all.  A more complete explanation of the rationale for 
and evolution of the rejection of a complete backfill alternative should be included in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS. 


Inadequate Analysis of the “No Action” Alternative 


The analysis of the required “no action” alternative in the DEIS is totally inadequate.  It 
is predicated on the premise that the no action alternative requires no real analysis, but simply 
repeated statements to the effect that nothing will happen were the no action alternative to be 
selected.  Not only does this “wax museum” representation fail to recognize on-going, changing, 
and projected patterns of use within the project vicinity, it totally fails to acknowledge the larger 
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context within which the proposed project would occur.  The requirement to analyze the effects 
of the no action alternative is not satisfied by an oft-reiterated version of the statement that 
“nothing will happen”.  The requirement for the no action alternative exists as a mechanism for 
comparing the environmental and related social and economic effects of the affected 
environment in the absence of the proposed action as compared to all of the proposed action 
alternatives.  “Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy 
Act Regulations,” Federal Register Vol. 46, No. 55, March 1981, Question 3, “No Action 
Alternative”.  Just as the impacts of the four alternatives are analyzed over the 20-plus years of 
the project life, so the “no-action” alternative must be analyzed over 20-plus years. Furthermore, 
the period after mine closure needs to be carefully and fully analyzed, particularly because the 
mine represents an irreversible commitment of resources.  


Unfortunately, in this DEIS, there is no acknowledgement of the current, on-going and 
project/planned changes in the overall built and natural environment.  Instead, the substance of 
all commentary of this alternative is characterized as “none,” “not applicable,” “no impact,” “no 
change,” and similar phrases.  The DEIS totally ignores the ecological changes that would occur, 
the impacts of climate change, projected patterns of visitation and use, including grazing and 
recreation, on the site of the proposed Rosemont mine. 


Moreover, the DEIS fails to recognize that substantial change will continue to occur on 
the balance of the Coronado National Forest as well as other public lands and private lands 
surrounding the project area. Consistent with local government plans and policies, significant 
increases in population and population distribution will occur throughout the area in both Pima 
and Santa Cruz Counties.  Changes in the land use patterns will also occur, including, but not 
limited to, residential uses, commercial uses, employment centers, ranching, recreation, as well 
as conservation.  Moreover, patterns in resource use will also change, most notably use of 
increasingly scarce water resources.  In effect, then, the “No Project Alternative” does not 
consist of a baseline suspending all change in southeastern Arizona for the duration of the 
projected operation of the proposed project as interpreted in the DEIS; rather, the baseline for 
evaluating impacts is the dynamic and changing world surrounding the proposed project.  And,  
to realistically project conditions in the affected area without the proposed mine requires the 
USFS to evaluate the aggregate of local government plans, policies, population projections, 
capital improvement programs, etc., as well as plans for other relevant Federal, State, and local 
agencies.  


The analysis of the “no action alternative” must also address the fact that changes would 
be occurring incrementally over the period of mine operation.  Many of the impacts would be at 
their most severe or greatest magnitude in the final years of mine operation.  For example, 
growth in traffic and water use would likely be at their highest levels due to the combination of 
normally occurring growth combined with the proposed project.  Thus the baseline for evaluating 
impacts in the DEIS should be the aggregate state of the environment from the initiation of 
operation of the proposed project through to the completion of reclamation.   


The “No Action” Alternative should properly consist of the aggregate “future” baseline 
conditions and reasonably foreseeable actions as embodied in the following public policy 
documents:  
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1. The Pima County Comprehensive Plan.  The Pima County Comprehensive 
Plan provides the public policy foundation for land use and development within 
Pima County.  Of specific importance is the Land Use Plan: Planned Land Use 
– Eastern Pima County, 2009.  This plan delineates the land use zones in the 
Pima County portion of the Area of Analysis for the DEIS.  Reasonably 
foreseeable development within Pima County is set forth in these and related 
documents.  This foundational document is not cited in the DEIS and is not listed 
in the bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS failed to consult this 
important public policy document in the preparation of the DEIS. 
http://www.pimaxpress.com/planning/ 
http://www.pagnet.org/Documents/LandUse/LandUse2007.pdf 
 


2. Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (2009).  The Sonoran Desert Conservation 
Plan is guiding regional efforts to conserve the best lands and most precious 
resources for future generations of Pima County residents to enjoy. The Plan 
combines short-term actions with long-range land-use decisions in Pima County, 
one of the most biologically diverse counties in the U.S. From cactus-studded 
deserts to conifer forests, the diverse landscape of Pima County is the home to a 
million residents from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and contains a 
rich diversity of plant and animal life.  The pattern of land use and development 
within the next 25 years will be in part influenced by this important conservation 
plan.  This foundational document is not cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the 
bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS failed to consult this 
important public policy document in the preparation of the DEIS.  
Source: “Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan”, 2009.  Prepared with the assistance 
of over 180 scientists and researchers from public agencies, universities, and non-
governmental organizations.  www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/   
 


3. Pima County Multispecies Conservation Plan (2010).  This important plan 
(currently in Administrative Draft form) is being prepared to address protection 
and mitigation of species occurring within the jurisdiction of Pima County, 
focusing primarily on the southern and southeastern portion of the County where 
future growth is planned to occur. This foundational document is not cited in the 
DEIS and is not listed in the bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS 
failed to consult this important public policy document in the preparation of the 
DEIS.   
Source: Multi-species Conservation Plan, Administrative Draft, 2010.  
www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/MSCP/PDF/12.10/MSCP_AdminDraft_Low_REs.pdf 


4. Projected Impacts of Urban Growth for Pima County’s Multiple Species 
Conservation Plan (2009)  Julia Fonseca, Office of Conservation Science and 
Environmental Policy; GIS analysis by Mike List, Cory Jones, John Regan, and 
Mark Probstfeld, Geographic Information Services. This foundational document 
showing the projected impacts of urban growth on the Multispecies Conservation 
Plan is not cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the bibliography, suggesting that 
the authors of the DEIS failed to consult this important public policy document in 
the preparation of the DEIS. 
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Source: Projected Impacts of Urban Growth for Pima County’s Multiple Species 
Conservation Plan (2009). 
http://www.pima.gov/cmo/sdcp/reports/d51/Urban%20Growth%20Projection.pdf 
 


5. City/County Water and Wastewater Infrastructure, Supply, and Planning 
Study (2009).  Specifically, Scenario 1: Status Quo, and/or Scenario 2: Enhanced 
Habitat Protection showing the location and intensity of future growth (Tucson 
and Pima County).  These scenarios are deemed the most likely to occur; all 
scenarios identify a significant percentage of growth to occur in the Southeastern 
portion of greater Tucson, specifically the southern Houghton Road Corridor and 
the Southlands (Corona de Tucson and Vail). 


This foundational document is not cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the 
bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS failed to consult this 
important public policy document in the preparation of the DEIS.  
Source: “Location of Growth, Urban Form, and Cost of Infrastructure”: A White 
Paper Supporting Phase 2 of the Water and Wastewater Infrastructure, Supply and 
Planning Study (2009).  
http://www.tucsonpimawaterstudy.com/Reports/Phase2/White_paper_6.14.09.pdf 
http://www.tucsonpimawaterstudy.com/Reports/Phase2/water%20ConservationFI
N4Web.pdf 
 


6. Pima Association of Governments - Projected Land Use Change: 2007 – 
2040.  This planning diagram shows the projected location and intensity of 
growth for the metropolitan Tucson area.  Note the significant expansion and 
intensification of growth in the southwestern portion of greater Tucson.  This 
foundational planning diagram is not cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the 
bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS failed to consult this 
important public policy document in the preparation of the DEIS. 
Source: “The Shape of Our Region” – Tucson Regional Town Hall; ULI Forum, 
12/3/2008; Andrew S.  Gunning, Director of Planning. Powerpoint Presentation; 
particularly image showing Projected Land Use Change: 2007-2040. 
Existing land use is shown in the following document and map. 
Source: Existing and Historical Land Use; Pima Association of Governments. 
http://www.pagnet.org/RegionalData/LandUse/ExistingHistoricalLandUse/tabid/9
98/Default.aspx 
 


7. Pima Association of Governments – 2040 Regional Transportation Plan 
(2010).  This is the basic transportation plan for the region, identifying key 
roadways and other projects such as interchanges, transit, bike and pedestrian 
improvements, implementation strategies, and linkages to regional land use plans 
for the period 2010 – 2040.  As such, it sets the context for identifying the impacts 
of the proposed project.  Regrettably, this foundational transportation plan is not 
cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the bibliography, suggesting that the authors 
of the DEIS failed to consult this important public policy document in the 
preparation of the DEIS.   
Source: 2040 Regional Transportation Plan 
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http://www.pagnet.org/Programs/TransportationPlanning/2040RegionalTransport
ationPlan/tabid/809/Default.aspx 
 


8. Pima Association of Governments – 2040 Regional Transportation Plan – 
2040 Roadway Projects (May 2010).  The map of Proposed Improvements 
shows the major improvements necessary to serve projected growth in the 
Southeastern portion of Greater Tucson. Note that a new or rebuilt interchange is 
shown for the intersection of SR83 and I-10.   
Source: 2040 Regional Transportation Plan 
http://www.pagnet.org/documents/RTP/RTP2040/2040-RTP-Map-1.pdf 
 


9. City of Sahuarita General Plan (2008). This general plan shows the projected 
land use for the City of Sahuarita, and generally defines the urban growth pattern 
to the northeast of the Santa Rita Mountains. This area is projected to experience 
major population growth in the period 2010-2040, and, thus, is a central element 
in the “No Action” Alternative.  This foundational local government plan is not 
cited in the DEIS and is not listed in the bibliography, suggesting that the authors 
of the DEIS failed to consult this important public policy document in the 
preparation of the DEIS.   
Source: General Plan, Town of Sahuarita, Arizona, 2002; updated 2008.  
http://www.ci.sahuarita.az.us/index.php/town-departments/planning-a-building 
 


10. Sahuarita Farms Master Plan (2011).  This plan for 7,000 acres of private 
holdings in the Sahuarita area shows the projected land uses and magnitude of 
development for the Sahuarita Farms area within the City of Sahuarita.  This 
project is an important component of the “No Action” Alternative, as well as 
similar development projects currently in the planning and approval process. 
Source: Sahuarita Farms Land/Water Master Plan, 2011. 
http://www.sahuaritafarms.com/plan/ 
 


11. Tucson Metro Plan (showing Green Valley) (2007).  Growth in the Green Valley 
area of Pima County also needs to be incorporated into the “No Action” 
Alternative. 
Source:  Pima County Assessor’s Office 
http://www.pagnet.org/Documents/LandUse/LandUse2007.pdf 
 


12. Santa Cruz County 2004 Comprehensive Plan – Land Use.  Projected and 
planned development and use in the Sonoita-Elgin-Patagonia area -- essentially 
northeastern Santa Cruz County is set forth in the Santa Cruz County 
Comprehensive Plan.  This foundational local government plan is not cited in the 
DEIS and is not listed in the bibliography, suggesting that the authors of the DEIS 
failed to consult this important public policy document in the preparation of the 
DEIS.  According to the State of Arizona, Department of Commerce populations 
projections as shown in Table 172: Comparative historical and projected 
populations for the analysis area and the United States of the DEIS (pp. 709-
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710), the Santa Cruz County communities are projected to grow as follows 
between 2010 and 2025: 


 
Elgin:  2025 population of 705; an increase of 337.8%; annual average 
rate of 22.5% 


Sonoita: 2025 population of 1,601; an increase of 95.7%; annual average 
rate of 6.38% 


Patagonia: 2025 population of 1,075; an increase of 17.7%; annual 
average rate of 1.18% 


As shown in this data, the Sonoita/Elgin area is projected to grow at a far more 
rapid rate than is Patagonia, placing an increasingly greater number of people 
closer to the proposed Rosemont mine. 
Source:  Santa Cruz County Comprehensive Plan 2005 
http://www.co.santa-cruz.az.us/com_development/pdf/complete-plan-2005.pdf 
 
A Comprehensive Plan for Northeast Santa Cruz County (2002).  This 
community-based plan sets forth land use goals, policies, and objectives for the 
greater Sonoita-Elgin area.  It was incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan for 
Santa Cruz County, and formally adopted by the Santa Cruz County Board of 
Supervisors in 2004. 
Source: Sonoita Crossroads Community Forum, 2002 
http://www.co.santa-cruz.az.us.com_developments/pdf/complete-plan-2005.pdf 
 


13. Population projections 
The “No Action” Alternative analysis needs to take into account these various 
plans and projections developed by local government bodies.  
http://www.pagnet.org/RegionalData/Demographics/PopulationEstimates/tabid/58
2/Default.aspx.  In addition, the analysis needs to take into account all of the 
“reasonably foreseeable” actions, including, but not limited to, the reasonably 
foreseeable mining actions, identified under “Cumulative Effects”. 
 


Effects Analysis 


Public Health and Safety   


The DEIS, on p. 9 first, full paragraph states: ‘Risk to public health and safety from 
recreational hazards, subsidence and other geological hazards, noise, or air quality would be 
unlikely to occur’. 


This all-encompassing sentence has no merit or scientific support. In fact, all existing 
open pit mines in the country have resulted in numerous public health impacts and hazards. 


(1) Transportation issues – traffic accidents and fatalities. 
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Traffic accidents would increase from an average of 30 per year, with one 
fatality every three years, to 61 to 107 accidents per year with fatalities 
between one and two times per year. This almost doubles the rate of 
accidents and triples the fatalities. These risks are unacceptable.  


The DEIS lacks a serious plan to mitigate the adverse effects from 
increased traffic. Car pools are proposed to reduce passenger commuter 
traffic, but these are often not successful. The engineering of SR83 is 
inadequate and dangerous for the heavy volume of large truck traffic 
proposed. There are no simple or quick fixes to remedy these existing 
situations, all of which contribute to the likelihood of more serious 
accidents than modeling studies would indicate. (pp. 652-653). Adequate 
mitigation would require a total re-construction of SR83 to appropriately 
mitigate the dangers of the proposed mining operation. The statement in 
the DEIS that this is a matter for Rosemont and the Arizona Department of 
Transportation attempts to avoid an issue which requires serious major 
mitigation. 


(2) Transportation issues – other road hazards. 


Copper concentrate, when dribbled out, becomes a regulated hazardous 
waste. This will result in release/disposal in violation of both Superfund 
and hazardous waste management law. The proposed response will be that 
the haul trucks are covered so that nothing from the loads can escape, but 
this does not guarantee no spills, especially should the hauling vehicles 
have an accident or even when unexpected lane maneuvering causes 
shaking and spillage. Regardless, this issue needs to be identified and 
investigated, as well as a mitigation measures required. 


(3) Air pollutants and Disease Organisms. 


Coccidioidomycosis (Valley Fever) is an environmentally-mediated 
systemic infection caused by the inhalation of airborne arthroconidia from 
Coccidioides immitis, a soil dwelling fungus found in the southwestern 
United States, parts of Mexico and Central and South America. Valley 
Fever is not spread person to person. When soils containing the fungus are 
disturbed and dust is raised, spores may be inhaled along with the dust. 
Certain activities such as agriculture and construction, two large industries 
in Arizona, cast aloft large amounts of dust. Non-human events that act to 
disturb the soil include wind storms and earthquakes.  


A rough chain of events can be construed where the soil serves as the 
initial habitat of the fungus, human or other dust-disturbing events send 
dust into the atmosphere, the winds distribute the now airborne spores 
where they can then be inhaled by people or other animals. Dr. John 
Galgiani at the University of Arizona Valley Fever Center at the Tucson 
VA Hospital indicates that the number of cases of Valley Fever is 
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increasing. The Center for Disease Control has C. immitis on the 
dangerous list as a potential bio-hazard for terrorism.   


(4) Public Health and General Air Pollution Problems. 


The DEIS improperly denies the existence of a public health and safety 
problem with respect to air pollution: On p. 659, with respect to the public 
health and safety issues associated with air quality, the DEIS states: “Air 
quality mitigation would be effective at reducing emissions. However, air 
quality was not found to have an impact on public health and safety.” The 
statement is unsubstantiated and scientifically unsupportable. EPA raised 
the issue of NOx, and that immediately negates the original statement. The 
omissions associated with monitoring and program activities of the mine 
with respect to air pollution in this document further strongly support the 
opposite view. The DEIS has relied on faulty modeling, lack of data, 
improper analysis methods and lack of knowledge of fundamental 
sciences relating to air pollution problems to public health and safety and 
has restricted the bounds of analysis for this issue to exclude population 
groups at risk from the adverse effects of air pollutant discharges and toxic 
substance exposure.   


(5) Public Health and the Risks of Exposure to Primary Criteria Air 
Pollutants. 


The DEIS fails to assess risks from acute and chronic exposure to toxic air 
pollutants from mining activities: On p. 644, the DEIS states, “Air quality 
impacts are assessed based on air quality modeling and the ability to meet 
numeric air quality standards for acute and chronic exposure.” There is no 
evidence in any of the background documents or the DEIS of analyzing 
acute or chronic exposure to air pollutants because the DEIS claims 
modeling shows that there would not be such exposure. That statement is 
scientifically unsupportable. EPA has already indicated that NOx and 
ozone levels can be exceeded, and there is no current analysis of risk and 
exposure. Pima County has already indicated that the mine is a major 
source of carbon monoxide production, but Rosemont has failed to 
provide the necessary exposure analysis. The comments on sulfates and 
sulfur dioxide are important with respect to exposure analysis because the 
modeling is inconclusive on whether the levels of this ambient criteria 
pollutant related to proposed mine activities will violate health standards.  


(6) Public Health and Risks of Exposure to Lead and Arsenic as Toxic and 
Hazardous Air Pollutants.  


Lead and arsenic are the two major toxic and hazardous materials 
associated with the mine source materials that are released to the 
landscape from mining activities. These toxic elements are particularly 
dangerous when children, pregnant women and nursing mothers, and the 
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elderly receive acute and chronic exposure because they are neurotoxins 
and affect brain development, cognition and intelligence. Further, airborne 
arsenic is a human carcinogen and affects cardiac function. But, the DEIS 
describes no risk assessment studies or chronic exposure studies for these 
substances which will appear in emissions from mining processes.  


(7) Public Health and Risks of Exposure to Other Toxic and Hazardous Air 
Pollutants. 


Other toxic and hazardous air pollutants which require exposure 
assessments and risk assessments are: chromium, nickel and cadmium 
which are also human carcinogens; fluorine because of the danger of 
fluorosis in humans and wildlife; selenium because it is a teratogen; 
manganese because it is a neurotoxin; radioactive elements because of 
their special hazard and danger. Because of the poor quality of data on 
thallium and antimony, it is not clear if a risk assessment can be performed 
for these elements which are known to cause adverse cardiac responses.   


(8) Public Health, the Interactive Effects of Multiple Air Pollutants, and Risk 
Assessments. 


The DEIS omits any consideration of the interactive effects of multiple 
pollutants, a cumulative effect over and above any basic effects of the 
toxic pollutants on plant, animal and human exposures. When multiple 
toxic substances are present, their interactions need to be addressed 
because the overall impact may exceed the impacts of the individual toxic 
substances appropriately weighted for their relative presence. A mixture of 
chemicals in which every chemical is below some “threshold” does not 
mean the mixture has no health effects, especially in the very young.  
Interactive effects mean that less than threshold amounts of certain 
chemicals will cause health problems and that means a reassessment of the 
limits on toxic and hazardous pollutant emissions. This requires a need to 
lower the stated thresholds of emission of air pollutants of 10 tons/year of 
a single toxic substance and 25 tons/year of all toxic substances combined. 
In many cases, these interactive toxic effects are enhanced by ozone and 
NOx.  In the “threshold” data cited in the DEIS, the issue of 
toxicogenomics and enzyme polymorphism, which is now the standard 
utilized by newer risk models, is not addressed.  All risk developed under 
the DEIS or any Supplemental DEIS need to utilize this recognized 
methodology. 


(9) Public Health Problems of Air Pollution Are Not Exclusively Related to 
Human Exposure to NOx. 


The DEIS improperly limits attention to air pollution problems to human 
exposure to NOx only because EPA has insisted that this issue must be 
addressed. There are, however, other air pollutants beside NOx and 
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hazardous and toxic pollutants of lead and arsenic mentioned in a previous 
item of this section. These include chromium, nickel, cadmium, and 
radioactive elements (thorium, uranium and radium), which are 
carcinogenic and likely to be released to the landscape. Further, the public 
health implications of sulfate, ozone, and carbon monoxide are not 
considered.   


(10) Public Health and Ultra-fine Particulate Matter. 


The DEIS does not consider public health problems associated with the 
ultrafine PM(0.1-2.5). This size fraction even if not complexed with toxic 
metals, induces inflammation and predisposes for related diseases 
(National Health and Environmental Effects Research Laboratory). This 
particular size fraction is a significant portion of the fine particulate matter 
size distribution data.   


(11) Public Health and Endocrine Disruptors. 


The hazardous substances lists provided in the DEIS mention several 
chemicals which are known as “endocrine disruptors.” These chemicals 
interfere and adversely affect the growth, metabolism, neurological and 
sexual development of children, and affect immunological functions. 
These chemicals can manifest their effects in utero with a developing 
fetus, during infant development through transmission in mother’s milk or 
contamination in food or water, childhood growth and development at 
critical stages where gene expression causes functional changes in 
neurological and sexual development. The DEIS has no discussion of 
these impacts. 


(12) Public Health and Environmental Justice. 


A considerable portion of the land area in the various bounds of analysis 
includes treaty lands of Native American populations. Their health status 
is generally less favorable than the health status of residents of 
surrounding urban and suburban areas. The reserve populations include 
children and elderly among the residents. The DEIS acknowledges the 
environmental justice issues, but does little to indicate that anything will 
be required to remediate adverse effects which the DEIS recognizes as 
long lasting, irreparable in many instances, culturally and economically 
destructive, and a public health issue. 


(13) Public Health and Special Consideration of Erionite, Asbestos, and 
Asbestiform Minerals. 


Erionite is a zeolite, not an asbestos mineral, but it occurs as a fibrous or 
wooly aggregate (thus is called “asbestos-like”). It is a common alteration 
product of siliceous tuffs, and as a hydrothermal deposition product. There 
are known localities in Arizona which have this mineral in its geological 
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makeup. Its fibers have recently been shown to be carcinogenic and cause 
mesothelioma, the form of cancer most associated with asbestos. Several 
government agencies, including National Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH) and Center for Disease Control (CDC) have called 
for special measures to prevent erionite exposure, but the DEIS makes no 
reference to regulations on asbestos and asbestiform minerals in the Clean 
Air Act requirements, but also no record of erionite or asbestiform 
minerals appears in the list of minerals from the Rosemont geochemical 
background documents. This does not mean that erionite or asbestiform 
minerals are not present, only that the background studies have not 
reported on them. The DEIS should provide data and information from a 
basic petrographic or crystallographic search for erionite in some of their 
“tailings” composites. It is the kind of mineral that will not be routinely 
“found” unless you are specifically looking for it.   


(14) Public Health and Water Pollutants. 


Many of the previous comments about public health and air pollutants 
apply to public health issues and water pollutants. The waters involved 
including drinking water and potable water supplies, water for bathing and 
contact sports. These can be either surface water supplies, groundwater 
supplies or both. The public health requirements on these water supplies 
may differ, but all of the substances mentioned as air pollutants exert their 
adverse effects also when they are in water supplies. Thus, arsenic,  
chromium, nickel, cadmium, radioactive materials, and asbestos and 
asbestiform minerals are also carcinogens or neurotoxins when in water 
supplies. Lead is still a neurotoxin, fluoride still produces fluorosis, 
selenium is still a teratogen. Further, epidemiological evidence indicates 
that selenium supplementation may increase risk for glaucoma and ocular 
hypertension. In dealing with risk assessments for these materials, there 
will be a need to consider all sources, both atmospheric and aquatic, in the 
exposure assessments. While the DEIS considers surface water and 
groundwater requirements for various chemicals, there is nothing in the 
DEIS requiring risk assessments for these substances to assess the public 
health risks. There is nothing in the DEIS to assess the cumulative effects 
of these chemicals. 


Climate Change 


Missing Information 


While providing brief discussion of climate change and offering a rationale for not 
providing an assessment of the contribution from and effects of greenhouse gas and other 
emissions contributing to climate change as the result of the proposed mine activities, the DEIS 
ignores any assessment of the effect of climate change on the numerous natural resources that 
would also be affected by the proposed Rosemont mine.  Rather, the actual effects analysis in the 
DEIS is written as though climate change is not happening.  This is particularly disturbing given 
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that recent warming in the southwest is the most rapid in the Nation and significantly more than 
global averages in some areas. The average temperature in the southwest is projected to rise by 
2.5 to 5.5 degrees Fahrenheit by 2050.3  The DEIS entirely fails to analyze the effects of climate 
change on the proposed project. USFS guidance on how to consider climate change in project-
level NEPA analysis and documentation includes the effects of agency action on global climate 
change and the effects of climate change on the project.4 


The DEIS needs to analyze the effects of climate change on the project for all 
alternatives. This is a reasonably foreseeable issue that should be analyzed in an integral way and 
included in the DEIS when assessing potential impacts to Soils, Surface Water Quality, Surface 
Water Quantity, Ground Water Quantity, Ground Water Quality, and Biological Resources.  


Scientists are well aware that the southwest has experienced periods of unusually severe 
drought (e.g. a five decade mega drought) and findings suggest that similar severe drought 
conditions should be anticipated in an even warmer and drier future.5 Until the climate dynamics 
of such mega droughts are fully understood, plans involving water management should be 
designed to accommodate a 50-year independent of the climate change impacts (e.g., 
temperature increase and snow decrease) that will only make the average water availability less, 
and the drought more severe. The DEIS should analyze the potential for 50-year mega drought in 
its consideration of groundwater quantity and quality and surface water quantity and quality.  


In Arizona, winter precipitation is already becoming more variable with a trend toward 
both more frequent extremely dry and extremely wet winters.6 On the global and national scale, 
precipitation patterns are shifting with more rain falling in heavy downpours that increase the 
risk of flooding. Rapid landscape transition such as that which will result from the proposed 
Preferred Alternative and the Proposed Action, will reduce flood-buffering capacity of the 
landscape and exacerbate the risk of damaging flooding. The effects of climate change will not 
play out on pristine systems but will interact with existing stressors on the landscape and will 
generally exacerbate impacts to natural resources and reduce effectiveness of mitigation and 
reclamation that is designed without taking climate change impacts into consideration.  


Decadal-scale Pacific Ocean circulation persistence can result in long-term drought, 
which can drastically reduce water supplies as demonstrated in the extremely dry conditions 
between 1999 and 2005 and during the 1950s. The Southeastern Planning Area and the Active 
Management Area as defined by the Arizona Water Atlas (ADWR) experienced a total departure 
from normal of -27.6 inches and -35.1 inches, respectively, for the time period 1940-1960.  
While the current drought may reflect precipitation conditions similar to those of the 1950s 


                                                
3 Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. 
Cambridge University Press. 
4US Forest Service. 2009. Climate Change Considerations in Project Level NEPA.  Accessed at 
http://www.fs.fed.us/emc/nepa/climate_change/index.htm 
5Cody Routson. 2011. Second Century Southwest Megadrought.  Accessed at 
http://www.southwestclimatechange.org/blog/13285 
6Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. 
Cambridge University Press. 
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drought, temperatures during the last decade are almost 2 degrees higher. This warming trend 
will affect the severity of drought.7 


The USFS recognizes that forest management and watershed function depend on 
productive, porous soils. Ongoing and projected climate changes compound the effects of other 
factors on soil resources and increase the need for watershed treatments to restore degraded soils 
and stabilize sites at increased risk of erosion, loss of porosity, and loss of soil organic matter.8 
The DEIS needs to consider the ongoing and projected climate changes in their analysis of 
impacts to soils. 


A revised or supplemental DEIS must analyze how these changes will affect surface 
water and groundwater, habitat, dust – indeed, the entire ecosystem in which these proposed 
mining operations would take place.  Detailed comments are provided in the attached Appendix 
A.  


Air Quality 


General comment: The DEIS omits critical air pollution issues, lacks supportable 
scientific evidence for most of its analyses and conclusions, has relied on faulty sampling 
procedures and modeling methods with respect to data collection and use, lacks references to 
meaningful and relevant data for many evaluated situations, and fails to provide a meaningful 
monitoring plan and mitigative measures for air quality problems. Yet, the EPA still managed to 
use the deficient analysis quoted in the DEIS with respect to NOx to require that the USFS state 
in the DEIS that the mine may be expected to cause violations of NOx primary ambient air 
pollution standard, and Pima County has cited deficiencies in the analysis for carbon monoxide 
and particulate matter which can cause violations of these air quality standards.   


The air quality problems begin with the collection of the basic meteorological data used 
in climate and air pollutant dispersion models, then continues into the use of these models from 
an operational standpoint, and then ends up with specific limitations and deficiencies in the 
reported DEIS analysis or lack thereof for air quality. 


Basic Meteorological Data: 


The basic meteorological data which are used to operate (prime or initialize) the climate 
and air pollution dispersion models essential to understanding how these processes affect 
atmospheric releases of pollution have major structural problems. The meteorological data 
collection efforts were flawed from the beginning because of:  poor selection of a location for 


                                                
7Arizona Department of Water Resources. 2009. Arizona Water Atlas. Accessed at 
http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/StatewidePlanning/WaterAtlas/Volume1ExecutiveSummary.htm 
8Furniss, Michael J.; Staab, Brian P.; Hazelhurst, Sherry; Clifton, Cathrine F.; Roby, Kenneth B.; Ilhadrt, Bonnie L.; 
Larry, Elizabeth B.; Todd, Albert H.; Reid, Leslie M.; Hines, Sarah J.; Bennett, Karen A.; Luce, Charles H.; 
Edwards, Pamela J. 2010. Water, climate change, and forests: watershed stewardship for a changing climate. Gen. 
Tech. Rep. PNW-GTR-812. Portland, OR: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Pacific Northwest 
Research Station. 75 p. 
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on-site collection – which because of geological features provided considerable sheltering of the 
equipment from the meteorological conditions the equipment was slated to monitor. There is 
inadequate sampling; questionable use of certain equipment from the on-site instrument package;  
improper use of data or failure to use relevant data from other existing National Weather Service 
stations in augmenting their own data collection; a lack of recognition of the limitations on the 
data, parameters and records associated with National Weather Station sites and various 
monitoring sites; a flawed quality control plan; failure to indicate archiving of certain samples 
for analytical checking and future analyses of the data; a limited range of parameters measured; 
and misuse of the collected data with respect to that quality assurance plan. Further, there is 
evidence that the consultants did not pay careful attention to guidance and requirements of the 
meteorological and climate collection accompanying the computer packages for dispersion 
modeling with respect to coordination, review, peer commentary and associated required 
practices, as specifically recommended in the use of these models for environmental work. Who 
reviewed and provided the required coordination was not identified in any of the available 
documents. Detailed discussions of these items are included in this document beginning on page 
126 and in Appendix A.  The basic meteorological data are so flawed that they cannot  
support any conclusions or analyses made by Rosemont or cited in the DEIS. 


Improper and Incorrect Use of the Dispersion Models 


These comments address improper and incorrect use of the dispersion models AERMOD 
and CALPUFF with respect to the guidance and directions for their use. The comments on the 
specific applications with respect to DEIS-referenced comments on appropriateness and validity 
of the results are included in later sections of this document. 


The AERMOD Model 


The use of AERMOD, as described in the Rosemont background documents, indicates 
that the modeling effort was not designed properly with respect to the actual surface conditions 
and the observed “seasonality” of the Rosemont project area. A single, simple weather station 
was assumed to represent the meteorology of a very complex and large project area, when 
multiple stations were actually needed.   


The guidance manual on the use of this model has a section related to “sectoring.” The 
EPA guidance has AERSUFACE prompt the user, “Do you want to define the surface roughness 
length for multiple sectors?” If user answers YES, then the option is given to define up to 12 
sectors, and now the user will have run the routine multiple times to define surface character for 
each sector.  Rosemont’s consultants answered NO, and further chose to consider surface 
roughness for an area of the site of 1 km radius. These are both default positions which reflect 
either a lack of careful consideration of the site or a very simplistic approach or both.  If an 
independent expert would have actually reviewed what they were doing prior to actually 
running AERMOD, especially with respect to the decision on sectoring that is not indicated, but 
if such a recommendation was made not to do sectoring, it would have been a serious error.  
Such anticipatory analysis is not indicated, however, and failure to do so is a serious error.  The 
importance here is that AERMOD is extremely sensitive to surface roughness (Grosch et al. 
1999). and careful characterization of the site allowed by AERSURFACE will lead to the need to 
run AERMOD multiple times. 
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As a result, the observations used in this modeling effort produced flawed data sets which 
lacked statistical homogeneity. The modelers further did not take appropriate advantage of 
nearby sites from existing networks and include the relevant data from those sites in their 
analyses for the project site. Consequently, this air quality modeling effort cannot be 
expected to represent the dispersion of pollution away from the project site. Detailed 
information with respect to above statements appears in this document beginning on page 128 
and in Appendix A.  


The CALPUFF Model 


The CALPUFF model was used primarily to model particulate matter and opacity. The 
revised consultant report shows a very limited modeling effort that is thin on details. Some of the 
information was inaccurate and did not reflect important changes that have occurred in southern 
Arizona with respect to land designations, terrain maps and other items.  The model advents 
“puffs” of pollution in 4-dimensions. It is driven by hourly output from CALMET9, a 4-
dimensional, meteorological prediction model. CALMET can be driven by forecasts from more 
sophisticated, mesoscale meteorological prediction models; by only meteorological observations; 
or it can be driven by a combination of model-produced psuedo-observations blended with 
actual, real-world observations. The consultants used this third option.  


EPA guidance shows a preference for modeling using data from the most recent 5 year 
period, but the consultants used a different approach. It is unclear whether the difference in 
approaches is itself a significant issue. The issue is that Rosemont would have had to contract 
with a modeling group to run a mesoscale model for the past 3 to 5 years to generate the pseudo-
observations, a costly, but better option if concern about the quality of the modeling was a 
consideration.  


The consultants began with easily available model forecast data for the years 2001, 2002, 
and 2003, but these forecasts were all made using a computer routine in sufficiently slightly 
different configurations for each year to question whether these data can be used as a continuous 
homogeneous time series. The forecasts for 2001 and 2003 were made on a 36-km grid; whereas, 
the 2002 forecasts were made on a 12-km grid. Thus, the model “observations” used as input for 
CALMET were an inhomogeneous data set. Kimbal-Cook et al.10 have evaluated the 2002, 12-
km MM5 forecasts. They noted that the forecasts were better for winter than summer; over the 
Southwest the amplitude of the summer, diurnal temperature cycle was consistently 
underestimated by the model forecasts; in the Southwest the humidity was “greatly 
overestimated” in summer; and finally, the model forecasted excessive amounts of summertime 
rainfall over the Southwest. These authors also point out that the over-forecast of rainfall can 
have “serious repercussions” for air-quality modeling, due to excessive “wash out” of pollutants. 
Even at 12-km resolution the forecasted low-level winds were not particularly good due to small-


                                                
9 A User’s Guide for the CALMET Meteorological Model (Version 5).  Scire, Joseph H. et al., 2000, Earth Tech 
Inc., 332 pp. 
10  Annual 2002 MM5 Meteorological Modeling to Support Regional Haze Modeling of the Weatern United States 
(Draft Final Report).  Kemball-Cook, Sue et al., 2005 ENVIRON International Corp. and University of California 
Riverside, 70 pp. 
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scale terrain effects. All of these problems increase at the coarser model grid spacing used in 
2001 and 2003 model forecasts.  


The consultants blended actual meteorological observations with the three years of model 
forecasts in their use of CALMET. This blending included meteorological observations from 
Tucson, Davis Monthan AFB, Nogales, and Douglas-Bisbee, combined with the model forecast 
data  from the NWS ASOS stations. Data from the NWS ASOS station had problems with 
respect to cloud cover, a major parameter in AERMOD and CALPUFF models, and coupled 
with the consultants making improper assumptions about values of data from albedo, resulted in 
questionable analyses. Both cloud cover and albedo strongly influence numerical forecast 
models, in some cases a fourth decimal place in these parameters becomes significant. However, 
the models used parameters with only two decimal places in most cases. Although there are a 
number of additional, 24-hour, NWS observing sites within the area of geographical concern for 
the modeling, the consultants did not use these sites for unknown reasons. These include Safford, 
Casa Grande, and Phoenix. Surface data are also available from the University of Arizona 
(Atmospheric Science building) and Ft. Huachuca (Army).  


The consultants used precipitation observations from 7 sites (NWS TUS, and 6 
cooperative stations) even though numerous cooperative stations exist, 120 NWS cooperative 
stations that report precipitation located within the CALMET modeling domain used by the 
consultants. Again the reasons for these omissions are not clear. Finally, the interagency, RAWS 
observation program and the RAWS stations actually provide more complete data, with respect 
to the input desired within CALMET, than any of the other stations. The modelers incorporated 
none of the RAWS data into CALMET. The RAWS data should have been used in the visibility 
modeling because several RAWS stations have locations in or near Class I areas. The omission 
of the RAWS, and other station, data is a serious flaw. Further details on these issues appears 
in a Appendix A. 


In spite of the problems in Rosemont’s work using the CALPUFF model, the model still 
has some direct applicability in studying the impact of the mine on the urban area of Tucson and 
some surrounding communities. Therefore, separate commentary on these uses appears later in 
this document. 


Air Pollutant Dispersion and the Emissions from the Dry-Stack and 
Tailings Piles: 


The waste tailings from mine processes will be disposed of by dry-stacked piles, but there 
is little evidence that the control practices on the processes and the piles make any improvements 
in mitigating pollutant dispersion by wind. In fact, in this arid desert southwest environment, it is 
likely these pollutants will be more vulnerable to mobilization and settling in the communities of 
Sonoita, Elgin, Vail and in the Monsoon season delivered west into Corona De Tucson and 
Tucson metropolitan area. There are detailed modeling studies performed by local researchers 
demonstrating PM distribution patterns from high wind events for all PM sizes at current mine 
sites. All PM sizes including PM10, PM2.5 and PM1.0 have been demonstrated at other mining 
sites in Arizona to be deposited into communities near the mining operations. This has resulted 
in an ongoing and highly expensive mitigation process for existing mine operators because of the 
overwhelming evidence that these particulate matter cause health problems including lung 
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inflammation and related diseases. Recent data also suggest that these particles carrying toxic 
metals such as arsenic also contribute to cardiovascular diseases. Previously noted were that the 
ultrafine PM(0.1-2.5), not even complexed with toxic metals, induces inflammation and 
predisposes for related diseases (National Health and Environmental Effects Research 
Laboratory). The DEIS does not address this issue related to air quality and impact on public 
health. Since there is clear evidence from medical research and existing open pit mining 
operations, it is incumbent that the USFS demand Rosemont to address these concerns 
upfront and present a plan for preventing such pollution of both toxic metal particulates 
and fine particulate matter into the air that the public breathes. 


At one of Arizona’s Superfund sites, Iron King Mine, tax payers are paying for the 
cleanup of toxic mine tailings which are impacting the community of Dewey-Humboldt. Once 
mining ceased at the site, the company left the aftermath and cost to the public to clean up the 
highly contaminated site. There is nothing in the Rosemont proposal on how they will be 
responsible and cover any costs for cleanup after the mining has stopped.  


The comments on air quality that follow apply to all USFS studied alternatives other than 
the “No Action” Alternative because the problems cited affect the entire process used to evaluate 
impacts on these alternatives.   


(1) The DEIS mainly relies on data collected or estimated by other groups for 
ambient air pollutants and cites very little data from Rosemont studies. 
The DEIS cited background documents which used the following 
alternative data sources: federal and county monitoring data and 
equipment manuals from manufacturers. Rosemont’s consultants restricted 
their actual field measurements of air quality to meteorological data and 
particulate matter, specifically PM10 and PM2.5. The federal data are 
collected at airports and special urban sites, all of which are located a 
considerable distance from the project site. The DEIS has not described 
the impact of these sites and the relationship of air pollutant data from 
these sites on the air quality of the mine site. Some recently reported 
information on the federal network indicates a relocation of monitoring 
sites for measuring ambient air pollutants has occurred within the past four 
years. If the before and after move data for a site were not extensively 
analyzed, the use of the older data may be inappropriate to the analysis, 
and the use of the newer data may be insufficient in scope, length of 
record, and other features as to make these data questionable for analyses. 
The use of pooled data for the before and after move for air pollution 
analysis is incorrect unless the two data situations were previously 
evaluated and the two interrupted data sets were shown to have statistical 
homogeneity. This important quality control feature in statistics was 
never acknowledged by either background documents or the DEIS. 


Our analysis shows that these two time series were NOT homogeneous, 
and, therefore, the use of the pooled series by Rosemont’s consultants was 
erroneous! The NWS has been implementing a program to modernize its 
upper-air program during recent years. The program is known as the 
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Radiosonde Replacement System (RRS)9. This program implemented new 
hardware and software systems in early June 2007 for obtaining and 
processing upper-air data at Tucson.  Further, the upper-air balloon launch 
site was moved at this time from a location near the runways at TUS to a 
new site on the University of Arizona campus. These changes result in a 
flawed, heterogeneous data set that was used by Rosemont’s 
consultants as they ran the AERMOD and CALPUFF air quality 
forecast models. 


(2) The DEIS does not reference statistical relationships and correlations 
between existing air quality monitoring sites of federal and county 
sponsorship, thus ignoring how these sites mutually impact each other. 
Neither background data nor the DEIS acknowledge this basic data quality 
control operational need. 


(3) The DEIS refers to Rosemont’s calculations using empirical equations 
from EPA and other government guidance documents, and various 
guidelines used to perform modeling calculations of possible maximum 
ambient levels of criteria air pollutants for comparison with NAAQS 
(National Ambient Air Quality Standards). These results enabled EPA to 
warn of possible violations of primary and secondary ambient air quality 
standards. Because Rosemont did not measure other pollutants, there are 
no independent, quality controlled back-up data to support the 
appropriateness and authority of the DEIS referenced calculations which 
the DEIS concluded incorrectly show no likely adverse effects. 


(4) Pima County air pollution monitoring has budget constraints and does not 
measure all primary air pollutants at all of its sampling locations. That 
raises issues of the relationships between county sites and federal sites as a 
“missing data” statistical problem, which could render use of some County 
data irrelevant in the analyses of the mine emissions with respect to 
violations of primary and secondary air quality standards. The issue here is 
a possible need to impute statistical data to check on modeling 
calculations.   


(5) The DEIS references data for its background calculations that rely on a 
faulty quality assurance plan for the data. The quality assurance plan for 
meteorological measurements was put into effect nearly three months 
after the instrument package was installed, tested and operating. Thus, a 
quarter year of data were discarded and the next quarter data under the 
plan were used twice. That kind of data sloppiness renders questionable all 
aspects of the measurements made as well as the effectiveness of the 
quality assurance plan itself.  


(6) Rosemont’s background calculations routinely cite the manufacturer’s 
literature on the operations of selected pollution control equipment, 
minimally at 95%, but mostly at 99%+. There is considerable skepticism 
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with respect to these numbers, because the efficiencies are so high as to 
suggest violations of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Furthermore, 
for some pollutants, notably the hazardous and toxic ones, a 99+% 
processing efficiency may not be sufficient. The potential discharges of 
some of the toxic elements would require as much as 99.9996% removal 
or prevention of release, a very unrealistic number. This problem with 
respect to the Second Law of Thermodynamics is identified in another 
form in the discussion later on of the chelating agent used in the 
electrowinning process for copper extraction. 


(7) The DEIS cites no data or discussions of lead. The DEIS contains no 
background discussions of the ambient air pollution criterion for lead, and 
there are no lead measurements referenced. Lead is a trace component of 
the source minerals, but given the large volumes and tonnages expected to 
be processed, there is a potential production in excess of 2500+ tons/yr of 
lead for a typical year. If only 0.25% of this lead is released to the 
atmosphere, it violates hazardous air pollutant emission limits, and will 
also likely violate ambient air pollution limits for lead at the mine site. The 
only mention of controlling the pollution potential of lead in Rosemont 
documents relates to the lead-based electrodes of the electrowinning 
processes. These are to be separately removed, packed, hauled away and 
reprocessed at appropriate smelter locations.   


(8) The DEIS referenced modeling of pollutants does not address 
photochemistry and aerosols which are major mechanisms and 
constituents for reduced opacity. Two air pollution models, AERMOD and 
CALPUFF were used to model selected air pollution dispersion scenarios. 
Both are accepted models, but neither model can address photochemistry 
or non-linear chemical reaction kinetics. Ozone production is a 
photochemically activated set of reactions which have non-linear kinetic 
mechanisms. Arizona has intense solar radiation in the areas of the mine 
site, more than sufficient to provide the necessary photocatalysis. Further, 
neither model is particularly well suited for aerosol calculations.   


(9) The DEIS ignores the fact that ozone is not the only toxic substance for 
which a photochemically active pollutant system occurs. The combination 
of ozone, NOx and sulfates can photochemically oxidize arsenic, 
chromium, nickel and manganese. The oxidation of arsenic will produce 
arsenates which are soluble and/or sorbed on sulfates and sulfuric acid 
mist. Thus, arsenic can disperse by two atmospheric routes: as particulate 
matter and as soluble materials suspended in aerosols, the latter moving 
with the ozone/NOx/sulfate plume. Because this second form of dispersal 
of toxic materials is unmonitored under present DEIS requirements, 
arsenic emissions can produce a violation of the hazardous air pollutant 
requirements. The aerosol transport mechanism will also increase human 
and ecological exposure to arsenic compounds. The arsenic sources 
include tailings piles and possible volatile process emissions. Recent 
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studies by the University of Arizona have confirmed arsenic emissions in 
the particulate matter from active copper mines.  


(10) The likelihood of little or no effect of federal sites on the mine site gives 
the AERMOD some useful advantages for the evaluation of ambient air 
quality at the mine site, but the analysis of the effects of the mine plume at 
the federal sites depends on dispersion modeling which has not been 
adequately developed and explained. The DEIS does not cite error bounds 
for the estimates on how the dispersion modeling affects any tolerances 
with respect to the ambient air quality standards. The DEIS makes no 
comment as to the sufficiency of the government data used in modeling to 
estimate error bounds of the final answers. 


(11) Even the combination of use of the AERMOD and CALPUFF models and 
maximum emission calculations for scenarios used to model the effects of 
the mine on the urban environment still cannot assure that the primary air 
quality standards will not be violated. The AERMOD model works best in 
places where it does not need to look at the contributions of an urban 
plume to a rural source. This does not mean there is no impact of urban 
sites on the mine. It is marginally suited to the complex terrain 
(mountains, mesas, etc.) and regional scale topography of the various 
areas in Arizona likely to be impacted by air pollution from the mine. It is 
also a model recommended by EPA for preliminary calculations. The 
CALPUFFS model is suited to the urban environment. It has a chemical 
reaction subroutine based on linear kinetics. In many cases, the very dilute 
nature of atmospheric concentrations of various reacting species permits 
linear approximations. It is also a model recommended by EPA. However, 
neither model can handle aerosols or photochemistry. AERMOD has no 
chemical reaction subroutine. At best, the combined use of AERMOD and 
CALPUFF can approximate any local chemical interactions as additive 
systems with linear kinetics, but with unknown errors. The concern in 
using these two models is their inability to assess the effect of the mine on 
the urban environment when there is a non-linear chemical interaction 
between urban plumes and the mine plume such as local production of 
ozone. The DEIS does not cite these concerns. 


(12) The DEIS references sample calculations based on the estimated 
maximum emission loads from year five of the mine. Such calculations are 
important for many reasons, but their reliability in estimating the impact of 
the mine on urban sites is statistically inadequate. Unless the time series 
averages of meteorological and climate parameters remain relatively 
stationary with no extreme events like record monsoons, triple digit 
temperatures, and wind speeds in excess of the scenarios presented for 
more 10% of time (that is such events occur on no more than 36 days in a 
calendar year), the modeling assumptions underlying the model 
calculation scenarios for the first five years of the mine existence’s are 
faulty. The extreme event limitation has already been violated every year 
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since the time background studies for the mine began.  The background 
documentation shows no applications of extreme value statistics (Gumbel 
analysis methods; see: E.F. Gumble, Statistics of Extremes; Columbia 
University Press, NY; 1958) to test the applicability of the modeling 
assumptions with the kind of extreme meteorological data observable in 
Arizona. The result is a likelihood of exceedances and violations in the 
start-up years of the mine independently of the emission estimates in year 
five, and that makes the year five scenarios look even worse. In spite of 
the extreme meteorological conditions potentially observable, the 
background documents, in providing the averages of wind speeds and 
directions for various sampling periods, have not demonstrated that these 
parameters have stationary time series. That means that the selection of 
which meteorological data should be selected for modeling calculations is 
biased and may not give statistically supportable results. It also calls into 
question any conclusions based on these calculations.   


(13) The DEIS is deficient because it fails to require measurements and 
monitoring of all primary air pollutants. The DEIS does not require 
measurements and monitoring of all primary air pollutants.  While the 
USFS has a primary interest in the visibility issue and secondary air 
quality standards, limiting measurements to particulate matter without 
measurements of the other primary air pollutants at the sites of USFS 
concern reflects an inability to warn of a need for remedial and mitigation 
measures on a timely basis. This especially will occur in the case of 
damage from NOx, ozone and the sulfate as it affects opacity and visibility 
and causes damage to sensitive vegetation. Further, without requiring 
measurements of all primary air pollutants in the monitoring plan, the 
DEIS statement that, “Ambient concentrations of all other criteria 
pollutants are expected to be well below the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards, based on monitoring conducted in Pima County,” is not 
scientifically supportable.   


(14) There is a possible statistical analysis problem with selected PM data that 
may assure violation of primary and second air quality standards. A 
comparison of the probability distributions for the PM10 with the 
probability distributions for the PM2.5 data in a few cases shows that 
these distribution functions appear as almost mirror images of each other. 
That observation warns that the particulate matter size probability 
distribution functions have long-tailed distributions with a possible self-
similarity component. Mathematically, self-similarity behavior in the 
dynamics of the parameter calls for some highly specialized statistical 
analysis, possibly using fractal methods. Technically and operationally, 
the self-similarity characteristic of the data warns that PM2.5 levels will 
likely butt up against the secondary standard and produce exceedances, 
and the PM10 data will likely show exceedances and violations of the 
primary standard. In fact, if one violates its appropriate standard, the other 
will also violate its appropriate standard. 
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(15) There is a possible statistical problem with sulfate data which renders the 
analysis inconclusive as to whether sulfate emissions may violate health 
standards. The combination of possible spills of sulfuric acid during 
transportation and possible venting of sulfates from various process 
components, and particulate matter containing sulfate materials from the 
tailings and waste rock piles cause the statistical modeling of the sulfate 
data to be deficient because the analysis cannot at present show that the 
sulfate releases will not violate the ambient air standard for sulfate nor 
injure public health. Pima County has indicated that current ambient levels 
of sulfur dioxide come within only 50% of the ambient air quality 
standard. The sources are dispersed geographically, yet the total release of 
the pollutant is of interest. The modeling with respect to impact of sulfur 
dioxide from the Rosemont mine is inconclusive as to its violation of the 
ambient air quality standard or its adverse effects on human health. It is 
therefore possible for the mine to cause exceedances of ambient sulfur 
dioxide if for some reason all of these possible dispersed sources and a 
spill or unpredictable release of sulfate materials have a combined or 
closely sequential set of emission events. Further, certain other pollutants 
enhance the adverse health effects of sulfates, especially if they are present 
in aerosol form. These include the “inert” mineral contents of particulate 
matter with respect to calcium and iron compounds.   


(16) The DEIS does not require measurements of fugitive emissions from 
the tailings piles. EPA has told Pima County that in accordance with 
the SIP (State Implementation Plan) under the Clean Air Act, 
Rosemont Mine must measure fugitive emissions from the tailings 
piles. Rosemont has claimed that its management of tailings will prevent 
such things because of watering operations and dust control, etc., and is 
currently considering litigation over this requirement. But climate 
conditions in Southern Arizona still make such measurements necessary. 
There is little evidence, none provided in the DEIS, that the measures cited 
will make any improvements in mitigating dispersion by wind. In fact, in 
this arid desert southwest environment, it is likely these will be more 
vulnerable to mobilization and settling in the communities of Sonoita, 
Elgin, and Vail. In the Monsoon season and intermittently during the rest 
of the year, this material will be transported west into Corona De Tucson 
and Tucson metropolitan area. In looking at fugitive emissions from the 
tailings, the concern seems only with the total amount of particulates, 
without regard to their chemical or mineralogical composition. This is a 
major deficiency because these fugitive emissions contain potentially toxic 
elements and minerals. Furthermore, these fugitive emissions are 
specifically cited for dry-stack disposal in the major authoritative 
reference in the technical literature, a 2004 distinguished lecture 
presentation: Raymond J. Krizek, “Slurries in Geotechnical Engineering.” 
The Twelfth Spencer J. Buchanan Lecture, College Station, Texas. As 
previously noted, there are detailed modeling studies performed by local 
researchers demonstrating PM distribution patterns from high wind events 
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for all PM sizes at current mine sites. All PM sizes including PM10, 
PM2.5 and PM1.0 have been demonstrated at other mining sites in 
Arizona to be deposited into communities near the mining operations.   


(17) Because the DEIS has not related the geochemical composition of the 
source minerals to air pollution problems, the DEIS has seriously 
underestimated the potential release of toxic and hazardous pollutants 
during blasting and ore processing, the fact that some toxic elements can 
pass through the various mineral capture processes untouched and be 
released at any point which offers such an opportunity, and that other toxic 
elements which are processed are not necessarily chemically changed to 
provide for safe disposal. The geochemical composition of the source 
minerals contain numerous toxic elements at trace quantities, but given the 
volumes and tonnage of ore to be processed, there are sufficient quantities 
of many of these toxic elements to cause a violation of the toxic and 
hazardous materials restrictions of the Clean Air Act. Some of these 
possibilities: 


From Illustration 5.7 of the background report on the geochemistry from 
Tetra Tech. 


Median concentrations of trace elements in waste rock are estimated as: 


Cu 300 mg/kg  Mn 800 mg/kg  Zn 100 mg/kg 


Pb 80 mg/kg   As 15 mg/kg   Cr 30 mg/kg 


Ni 7 mg/kg   Sb 2 mg/kg   Cd 1 mg/kg 


Se 12 mg/kg   Be 0.8 mg/kg   F 6 mg/kg 


Median concentrations were chosen because of log-normal and other long-
tailed distribution functions of the data. From this information, maximum 
possible releases from the ore based a typical year production with a 20-
year mine life time and the percentage of the release which will cause a 
violation of a toxic and hazardous air pollutant threshold for a single toxic 
pollutant can be calculated. 


As: 0.013 lb/ton of waste rock; 444.7 tons As available; Threshold: 
Release 2% of available arsenic 


Pb: 0.074 lb/ton of waste rock; 2531 tons Pb available; Threshold: Release 
of 0.3% of available lead 


Ni: 0.0065 lb/ton of waste rock; 222 tons of Ni available; Threshold: 
Release of 4% of available nickel 
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Cr: 0.027 lb/ton of waste rock; 954 tons Cr available; Threshold: Release 
of 1% of available chromium 


Cd: 0.00093 lb/ton of waste rock; 31.8 tons Cd available; Threshold: 
Release of 31% of available cadmium 


Se: 0.011 lb/ton of waste rock; 382 tons of Se available; Threshold: 
Release of 2% of available selenium 


Be: 25.4 tons of Be available; Threshold: Release of 40% release of 
available beryllium 


Zn: 3163 tons of Zn available from; Threshold: release 0.24% of available 
zinc 


Mn: 25304 tons Mn available from waste rock; Threshold: release 0.03% 
of available manganese 


F: 186 tons F available; Threshold: Release of 5.5% of available fluorine 


From the above table, the elements of greatest concern are: As, Pb, Ni, Cr, 
Se, Zn, Mn and F. All are both air and water pollution issues either 
because of adverse effects on human health or because they are toxic to 
fish and aquatic invertebrates.  


Beryllium as an air pollutant problem is a human carcinogen, but 
beryllium rarely becomes a water pollution problem because its various 
chemical forms are usually found as insoluble mineral or bound in 
sediments. Its bioaccumulation and uptake capacity in tissues from aquatic 
sources is very small. 


The data for antimony in the background report are marginal in quality. 
The levels of detection and measured values of this element suggest some 
quality control problems. Data for two other elements, boron and thallium, 
are presented, but not discussed. Thallium is a pollutant, but the thallium 
data suffer from quality control problems similar to the antimony data. 
Both antimony and thallium are toxic to animals and people. Boron is 
rarely an air pollutant but it can be a major water pollutant, especially if 
the waters are used for agricultural purposes. Boron affects the growth of 
certain crops, and is toxic to the larval stages of certain amphibians.  The 
numbers presented in the preceding listings applied to potential releases 
for the maximum release in an average year’s production. If one considers 
a maximum year’s production in year five, the numbers are even less 
favorable. This statement in the DEIS, “Hazardous air pollutants 
regulations are only applicable when certain thresholds of emission are 
reached, specifically 10 tons per year of any individual hazardous air 
pollutant, or 25 tons per year of all hazardous air pollutants. Modeling 
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indicates that 3 to 4 tons per year of hazardous air pollutants would be 
released by mine activities,” has no scientific support. 


(18) The DEIS ignores the radioactive elements present in the source materials. 
These are thorium, uranium, and radium, although Rosemont background 
documents seem to ignore thorium entirely.  Although these might show 
up in the waste rock tailings, the blasting process to produce ore for 
further extraction of copper, silver and molybdenum, will also likely 
release these elements from the mineral matrices and you will also have 
radioactive particulate matter. The DEIS requires no measurements of 
radioactivity of particulates. During the processes of extracting 
copper, silver and molybdenum, if these radioactive components of 
the ore become soluble, their soluble state will allow them to pass 
through many of the processes untouched. Many of these radioactive 
elements also can form volatile fluorides and the presence of fluoride in 
the ore materials, allows the formation of these compounds in various 
processing steps under appropriate conditions. Neither the background 
documents nor the DEIS indicate that such conditions are not found in the 
various steps, and therefore the formation of these radioactive compounds 
cannot be dismissed. The fluoride compounds of these radioactive 
elements, if formed in various reaction steps, will be vented as volatile 
toxic chemicals from these processes.   


(19) The DEIS fails to consider that the mobility of toxic and hazardous 
materials released from the ore is enhanced by the processes of the 
Rosemont mine, especially crushing and grinding, to produce small 
particles. These are more readily absorbed to aerosols and other particulate 
matter and increase transport of toxic materials from the mine site to 
sensitive ecosystems and populations. 


(20) The DEIS fails to note that mine processes can produce toxic volatile 
compounds not accounted for in the Rosemont background documents. In 
particular, the DEIS does not discuss the use of a chemical chelating agent 
during the electrowinning/extraction processes for copper. Rosemont 
background documents list this chemical as 5-nonyl-2-hydroxy-
benzaldoxine in a matrix of various petroleum distillates. This chemical is 
capable of forming metallo-organic compounds. According to US Patent 
number 4020106, this chelating agent will bind preferentially to copper, 
but it will also bind to nickel, iron, chromium, cobalt, tin, zinc, cadmium, 
silver, gold, mercury, and most elements having a +2 valence state, 
including radium. The petrochemical matrix of chelating agent will take 
up any metal capable of a lipophyllic binding (can bind to or be absorbed 
by lipid/fat compounds), including arsenic, nickel, lead, zinc, cadmium. 
These metallo-organic compounds are volatile and can be vented during 
the raffinate recycling step. Further, most metallo-organic compounds of 
the substances listed are known animal and/or human carcinogens. The 
lead and manganese compounds are also known neurotoxins to animals 
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and humans. Further, the mine processes can form other volatile 
compounds like hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen selenide, and selenium 
adducts of organics. The formation of many selenium adducts is catalyzed 
by mercury, a trace constituent of the source ore. Although mercury is not 
expected to be a pollution concern per se, because it can catalyze many 
organic reactions of selenium, it is of potential concern on this issue.  


(21) The DEIS does not consider the likelihood of multiple and sustained 
exceedances and violations of primary and secondary air pollution 
regulations. The DEIS indicates that likelihood of exceedances and 
violations are small because the modeling shows that the emissions do not 
come near the thresholds for violations. The modeling, however, did not 
consider the impacts of toxic substances, the issue of aerosols, 
radioactivity and a host of problems discussed in previous items in this 
section. Under the conditions described in various items in this section, the 
likelihood of exceeding the ambient standards are high. Because of the 
extreme climate conditions in Arizona at different times of the year, there 
is a strong likelihood that these violations will be multiple and sustained in 
duration. 


(22) The DEIS fails to provide meaningful monitoring and surveillance with 
respect to air quality. On page 126 of the DEIS Appendix document, the 
DEIS notes its incompleteness with respect to an air quality monitoring 
plan, and that such a plan will depend on the requirements of the Air 
Permit which Rosemont receives. The DEIS implicitly assumes that the 
materials submitted by Rosemont to obtain such an air pollution permit 
will be accepted as submitted, but that assumption is wrong because Pima 
County has initially denied the permit for a Class II air pollution source. 
Regardless of Pima County’s final actions, the appropriate air pollution 
permit for Rosemont is a Class I air pollution permit, which requires 
extensive monitoring and legally enforceable mitigation. The County’s 
initial actions were known to the USFS before the DEIS was released, and 
that information could have been used to have the DEIS address many 
already known and available components of a needed plan.  Special 
consideration must be given to the air quality impacts of the proposed 
mine on Saguaro National Park as it is a Class 1 Airshed pursuant to the 
Clean Air Act. 


(a) NOx measurements. US EPA has informed the USFS of the need 
to monitor NOx and ozone formation for both its effects on aerosols and 
fine particulate standards, opacity and visibility, as well as public health. 
All references to measurements and analyses of NOx cited in the DEIS 
used government data to model various scenarios. Neither Rosemont nor 
its consultants measured NOx. The DEIS, in responding to the EPA 
concerns, neither mentions who must conduct the monitoring nor whether 
any monitoring will include both the Rosemont site as well as Saguaro 
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National Park to assess the impacts on the Park and confirm whether NOx 
is one of the responsible agents for adverse effects. 


(b) Aerosols and dust control. The DEIS mentions only dust control, if 
needed, will be undertaken by Rosemont to control particulates. Any dust 
control measures on roads and other places depend on the final air 
pollution permit. The DEIS does not mention aerosols in this context. 
Fugitive particulates and aerosols can originate from both mobile and 
stationary sources, but the DEIS indicates that the controls will only apply 
to fugitive particulates. The DEIS does not indicate any requirement to 
monitor aerosols.   


(c) Lead. Arizona and Pima County will begin monitoring airborne 
lead as a primary ambient air pollutant in 2012 in response to NAAQS 
rules on atmospheric lead. The source ore material for copper extraction 
contains a trace quantity of lead, but the volumes and tonnages of ores to 
be processed indicate a potential production of lead from this source 
material of as much as 2500+ tons of lead yearly. If only 0.25% is released 
to the environment through atmospheric emissions, the mine has exceeded 
the hazardous air pollution limit on lead as a toxic substance, and now 
Rosemont becomes a major source of air pollution for lead. The DEIS 
makes no provision for monitoring lead. If more than 1% is released, the 
lead emission exceeds the threshold for all hazardous pollutants combined. 
Further, this lead emission does not assure that the ambient standard for 
lead will not be violated at the point of emission at the proposed mine site. 
The concerns about lead have been confirmed with recent reports from the 
University of Arizona on lead levels associated with another mine in 
Arizona. 


(d) Opacity: The DEIS considers only the secondary air standard 
associated with Visual Resources (Monitoring Category I) without regard 
to its causal mechanisms. Rosemont and its consultants have routinely 
monitored particulate matter and their size distributions but have not 
routinely monitored aerosols, which also affect opacity. The atmospheric 
chemical reactions which generate the fine particulates and aerosols 
involve NOx, SO2/sulfates, O3 (ozone), and are photochemically driven. 
The DEIS refers to some modeling calculations about levels of NOx and 
SO2/sulfates, and ozone based on analysis of vehicular traffic at the mine 
site and similar surrogate sources. This modeling looked at year five of the 
mine, the year which is expected to produce the greatest production and 
emission of these pollutants. The DEIS approach is inadequate because 
there is a need for continuous monitoring of these items; otherwise one 
does not know the reasons for reduced opacity as a basis to implement 
corrective measures. Although the DEIS refers to Rosemont proposed 
controls of aerosols using “emitters” and “spray mechanisms,” in various 
process steps, the meteorological conditions in Arizona at various times of 
the year, of high temperatures, high wind and high solar intensity in 
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Arizona at various times when examined in terms of these methods, may 
show that the methods actually enhance aerosol formation rather than 
control, repress or prevent it. 


(e) Chemical Composition and Mineralogy of Particulates: The 
background measurements for particulate matter omit chemical and 
mineralogical composition of the particulates and state only particle 
counts in various size ranges. There was no indication that filters from 
particulate collectors were retained and archived for later chemical and 
mineralogical analysis. The lack of data on the chemical and mineralogical 
composition of the particulate matter makes the assumptions and 
conclusions about the pollutants present in the particulate matter 
scientifically unsupportable as to their not having any adverse effects due 
to toxicity on vegetation, animals, people and ecosystems. The actual 
situation is unknown. 


(f) Among the EPA regulations on air pollution, there are specific 
regulations applicable to airborne asbestos and asbestiform minerals, as 
well as hazardous and toxic materials emissions. The DEIS neither 
mentions, nor requires monitoring the chemical and mineralogical 
composition of the particulate matter to confirm the absence of toxic 
elements, asbestos or asbestiform and asbestos-like minerals, or provide 
data to indicate that relates to possible violations of emission regulations 
with respect to these materials. It should be noted that asbestos and 
asbestiform minerals are found in the particulate matter from copper mines 
in Butte, Montana, and even ASARCO in the Pima County area west of 
the Town of Sahuarita recognizes the asbestos problem in their operation 
of an open pit copper mine. There are reported indications that tremolite, a 
naturally occurring amphibole and serpentine mineral and one of the 
minerals in the asbestos group, has been found at the Rosemont proposed 
mine site. Left undisturbed in the rock formations, it is harmless. Once 
released by mining or construction, it is deadly.  Research on tremolite 
itself has been on-going for decades, and environmental health specialists 
maintain that tremolite dust is the most deadly form of asbestos (in 
comparison to serpentine asbestos).   


(g) Limits of spatial bounds for air pollution monitoring. The spatial 
bounds for the consideration of the effects of air pollution in the 
monitoring plan are inadequate. The western bounding limit is I-19 as it 
passes through the Town of Sahuarita and goes south through Green 
Valley. Both the Town of Sahuarita and the Green Valley area have 
residents who live west of I-19 and who will be exposed to toxics. This is 
actually an area of population expansion in the region because of new 
retirement communities. There is no reason cited to explain why an area of 
air pollution exposure should end at the western curb of a roadway. The 
southern bounding limit is the Town of Patagonia and is within a zone of 
exposure to airborne pollutants from the mine, but the City of Nogales is 
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outside of limits, and again no explanation. From an international 
perspective, no analysis has looked at the whether any air pollution from 
the mine is transported into Mexico. Such a finding might create a State 
Department diplomatic issue for the mine. 


(h) The DEIS omits monitoring of air pollution and its effects on 
vegetation in Saguaro National Park. It also fails to include one or more 
monitoring stations within the Park.  The DEIS notes  that air pollution 
may impact Saguaro National Park, but does not indicate that any entity 
will measure and monitor such impacts in or on the Park. Most impacts to 
the Park discussed in the DEIS relate to visibility, but with potential toxic 
air pollutants, visibility analyses are not enough. There is no explicit 
requirement for monitoring stations in the Park which can measure not 
only the air pollutants, meteorological variables, and opacity and visual 
status, but also can sample and measure vegetation to assess the pollutant 
effects. More than one monitoring station may be needed because of the 
extent of monitoring required. The vegetation studies will need to 
determine the following (1) if the plants have taken up toxic elements 
from deposition on soils or contact with water or atmosphere directly, and 
which toxic elements they have accumulated; (2) if there is a gradient of 
specific chemical pollutants that is traceable back to the mine site; (3) if 
there are outward manifestations of ecological damage such as plant tissue 
discoloration, plant stunted growth, increase in insect infestation, tissue 
necrosis, or similar effects on the vegetation; and (4) if the plants have 
become so riddled with the accumulated toxic materials as to stifle the 
success of any re-vegetation efforts at the mine sites.  


The DEIS does not address the air quality impacts to the Mt. Wrightson 
Wilderness Area in the Santa Rita Mountains, a Class I airshed  
immediately adjacent to the proposed Rosemont Mine site. 


 
 Remarkably, in its air quality section, the DEIS does not address the air quality impacts 
of the proposed Rosemont Mine to the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness Area, a Class I area as defined 
by the Clean Air Act immediately adjacent to the mine site. 
 


The Mt. Wrightson Wilderness area on the CNF was established in 1984 (PL-98-406), as 
was the Galiuro Wilderness area also on the CNF. What makes this notable is that the DEIS 
particularly noted that the proposed mine “would cause or contribute to visibility degradation in 
the in the Saguaro National Park East AND the Galiuro Wilderness Area Class I airsheds”, all 
some distance from the mine.  Yet for some reason, there are no impacts defined or any 
indication that air quality analysis or modeling were ever undertaken for the Mt. Wrightson Class 
I area immediately adjacent to the mine site. 


 
Clearly this is a significant oversight on the part of the CNF and must be corrected in a 


revised or supplemental DEIS. 
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Water and Hydrology 


Impacts of the Proposed Rosemont Mine on Water Resources 
 


In the desert southwest, threats to water resources take on a much greater importance than 
other regions of the country. The region’s arid climate results in an inherent scarcity of water. 
Historical settlement patterns were and continue to be largely determined by access to water 
resources.  As this region grows, demands on water compel wise and thoughtful stewardship. 
Consequently, public policy and regulatory decisions affecting water resources must be made 
carefully with thorough consideration of impacts to current and future residents.  
 


The significance of water (and lack of it) to the natural environment also has a 
differential impact on the ecosystems in southern Arizona than other regions.  Relatively small 
reductions in both water quality and quantity can have profound and even disastrous impacts on 
flora and fauna. For example, the drying up of small water bodies, even for a short amount of 
time, could result in the permanent elimination of certain species of plants and animals from this 
ecosystem or even the extinction of threatened and endangered species as noted elsewhere in 
these comments. 
 


The potential impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine on regional water resource are 
significant to both current and future residents of southern Arizona as well as the region’s unique 
natural environment.  As a result, the implications of these impacts are critically important and 
deserve additional analysis and consideration than what is contained in the DEIS. 
 


As the DEIS notes, the issues associated with the potential impacts to water resources fall 
into four broad categories: 
 
  Impacts to surface water quality; 
  Impacts to surface water quantity; 
  Impacts to groundwater quality; and 
  Impacts to groundwater quantity. 
 


As such, these comments will address these categories as well as topics common to each. 
 


General comments about the DEIS analysis of impacts to regional water resources from 
the proposed Rosemont Mine. 
 


The CNF must critically and independently review assertions and technical findings of 
Rosemont and its consultants.  
 


Generally, the DEIS appears to accept the assertions and technical analysis provided by 
the proponent about the project’s impacts to water quantity and quality without critical review or 
independent analysis.  This is problematic in several respects. 
 


First, neither this mining company nor its parent company has any history of mineral 
production. In its most recent annual report (Annual Information Form – AIF), Augusta 
Resource, Rosemont’s parent company says that, “the company has no history of production and 
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may never place any of its properties into production” and “[t]he Company’s properties are not 
in commercial production, and the Company has never recorded any revenues from mining 
operations.”11  Because of this lack of track record, the CNF has an obligation to the public to 
thoroughly and independently evaluate Rosemont’s or its consultant’s representations about its 
impacts on water resources. 
 


This deficiency is particularly manifested by the apparent stipulation in the DEIS that the 
dry stack tailings technology, or “filtered tailings”12 is a mitigation measure that “would reduce 
Rosemont Copper’s consumption of water by 50 to 60 percent over traditional industry 
designs.(p. 74)”  While dry-stack technology is now used in many open-pit mines globally, and 
in some with comparable semi-arid conditions (e.g., La Coipa, Chile), we know of none that are 
employing this technology at anywhere near the processing levels envisioned by Rosemont 
(20,000 tons per day is the limit of current practice, versus – 75,000 tons per day for Rosemont).  
One thing is for certain, as a company Rosemont Copper has never used dry stack tailings 
technology in mineral production given that it has never engaged in mineral production. 
 


Consequently, the DEIS should have investigated this critical mitigation measure more 
thoroughly - sought out specific examples where it has been utilized and independently evaluated 
these applications for suitability to the Rosemont Copper project.  Further, a revised or 
supplemental DEIS must analyze the effects of using a more typical tailings treatment should dry 
tailings fail. 
 


Also, the DEIS does not meaningfully consider the implication of Arizona Law on the 
water consumption of the proposed Rosemont mine.  Unlike other users of groundwater in 
Arizona (i.e. industrial, agricultural, and residential) mines are essentially unregulated water 
users.  Groundwater extraction permits for mines are “must issue.”  As a result, they face no 
legal restrictions or limits on the amount of water they can pump from the aquifer. (ARS 45-514) 
 


While it is not the obligation of the CNF to assert a view one way or the other on the 
suitability of Arizona law in this regard, it is the CNF’s obligation to consider potential impacts 
of the project that would arise from the implementation of this (and other) statutes.  The net 
effect is that notwithstanding the representations made today, Rosemont could pump as much 
water as they want at any point in the future and as such, the DEIS must consider this in its 
evaluation of impacts. 
 


The bottom line is that this DEIS is asking the public to accept at face value the 
representations regarding its water usage from a mining company with no mineral production 
history and a legal framework that provides them the ability to pump an unlimited amount of 
groundwater.  Under any circumstances, this is unacceptable and a supplemental DEIS must be 
prepared that addressees these deficiencies. 
 
                                                
11 ANNUAL INFORMATION FORM (“AIF”) of AUGUSTA RESOURCE CORPORATION, For the Year Ended 
December 31, 2010, Dated: March 29, 2011, System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR), 
www.sedar.com 
12 This use of the term “filtered tailings” instead of “dry-stack tailings” is confusing and could mislead the public.  
At a minimum, there should have been an appropriate entry in glossary of terms for filtered tailings. 
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The Production Lifespan of the Rosemont Mine 


Related to the previous discussion, the DEIS suggests that the mine life of the proposed 
Rosemont Mine will be 20 years and thus evaluates impacts based on that schedule.  This is 
particularly significant as it pertains to impacts to water resources.  For example, “the DEIS 
defines the temporal bounds of analysis for groundwater pumping in the Upper Santa Cruz basin 
that are dependent on a 20-year mine life.” 
 


However, there are no limitations preventing this mine from operating beyond the 20 
years period defined in the DEIS.  The suggested 20-year life span becomes even more suspect 
when compared to the life span of other existing mining operations in the region. 
 


Consequently, the CNF should identify and analyze impacts of the proposed mine with a 
lifespan more in line with the operational history of other mining operations in the region.  
Alternatively, the CNF could include permit and reclamation requirements for the mine that 
would limit mineral production to 20 years. 
 


The DEIS is inadequate in the scope of its analysis of the 
impacts to water resources that could result from this  
proposed project. 
 


The DEIS contains numerous assumptions, uncertainties and unknowns associated with 
the proposed mine plan design and environmental protections, making its conclusions 
unsubstantiated and unreliable.  The DEIS makes many claims that there will be negligible water 
quality and quantity impacts from this project, but history clearly shows that hard rock mines, 
similar to the Rosemont Copper mine tend to create both groundwater and surface water quality 
problems in their watersheds. 


Incomplete and/or Insufficient Analysis Impact to Water  
Resources 
 


Throughout the DEIS, there are examples that impact analysis is not yet complete or 
simply insufficient. 
 


Consider: Sediment carries many pollutants with it, and sediment from mines and 
mine roads can be used as a surrogate for pollution loading into streams.  
The analysis of sediment yield/total suspended solids does not adequately 
evaluate impacts to intermittent and perennial streams downstream from 
the mine site.  For example, the DEIS states that changes in sediment yield 
are only “rough estimates” (DEIS, p. 338) of downstream impacts. 


 
Sediment analysis for the Preferred Alternative, Barrel Canyon, was still 
pending when the DEIS was released, but was estimated based on an 
interpolation of the results from the Barrel Trail Alternative because it is 
“very similar in size” (DEIS, p. 324).  This is clearly not an appropriate 
evaluation based on good science. 
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Apparently, there yet to be agreement reconciling the difference between 
the two predictive geochemical modeling reports that have arisen as a 
result of peer review. (DEIS page 281) 


Groundwater Quantity 


Impacts in the Upper Santa Cruz River Basin near Sahuarita 
 


The DEIS inadequately addresses the socioeconomic 
impacts that Rosemont Copper’s groundwater pumping will 
have on established business and water ratepayers in the 
Upper Santa Cruz Basin.   


The DEIS does not analyze how the reduced groundwater levels in the Santa Cruz Valley 
will economically affect existing well owners.  The DEIS identifies 70 feet of additional 
drawdown attributable to the mine pumping in the Santa Cruz Valley.  (See, e.g., DEIS, Table 
47, p. 227.) Moreover, each foot of additional aquifer drawdown increases the costs to 
groundwater users due to the additional lift.  Consequently, the DEIS must include a socieo-
economic analysis of the increased costs associated with groundwater pumping from the aquifer 
drawdown by the mine’s groundwater extractions in the Upper Santa Cruz Basin. 
 


The DEIS does not sufficiently analyze the Sahuarita 
Heights Well Owner Agreements to determine that they are 
adequate mitigation measures. 


The DEIS identifies the Sahuarita Heights Well Owner Agreements as a mitigation 
measure against “potential effects of mine related pumping on residential supply wells in the 
Sahuarita Heights neighborhood . . . .”  (DEIS pp. 74, 276)  The DEIS goes on to state the well 
protection program will “ensure that residential water wells in the Sahuarita area remain 
productive throughout the mining operation.” (DEIS pp. 74-75, 276-77). This statement and 
overall discussion about this mitigation is overly broad, misleading, and must be clarified with 
further analysis. 
 


As the first quote indicates above, the well protection program is limited to “residential 
supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood.” The DEIS does not identify how many 
“residential supply wells” are even subject to this program.  Moreover, the DEIS does not 
analyze how many “residential supply wells in the Sahuarita Heights neighborhood” there are 
that may be subject to this program, as compared to the “400 to 450” wells within the geographic 
extent of impact.  (See, e.g., DEIS, Table 47, p. 227). 
 


The DEIS also does not identify where the “Sahuarita Heights neighborhood” is located 
relative to the area of aquifer impact or relative to the other “400 to 450” wells within the 
geographic extent of impact. 
 


As such, to tout this mitigation as protecting the “Sahuarita area” is misleading.  The 
DEIS needs to include the analyses identified above and delete the overly broad statement that 
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this limited well protection program “ensure that residential water wells in the Sahuarita area 
remain productive throughout the mining operation.” 
 


This is clearly another example of the CNF stipulating to the assertions and 
representations provided by the project proponent without any critical analysis or review. 


The Groundwater Mitigation Measures within the Tucson 
Active Management Area suggested in the DEIS are not 
valid and thus must not be considered as adequate 
mitigation 


The DEIS identifies several mitigation measures that “Rosemont Copper has voluntarily 
committed to implementing.” DEIS, at 75.  These voluntary measures include: (1) Use available 
Central Arizona Project water as a source to conduct recharge within Tucson Active 
Management Area; (2) recharge will occur as close as possible within the Tucson Active 
Management Area to the Rosemont Copper supply well field in the area of the cone of 
depression caused by Rosemont Copper water withdrawal; (3) to the extent practicable, Central 
Arizona Project storage credits will be balanced with water to be pumped from mine supply well 
field, with the intent to maintain a surplus inventory of storage credits prior to pumping 
groundwater for mineral extraction use; and (4) maintain water storage and use inventory records 
to show that Central Arizona Project recharge credits are balanced against groundwater removed 
from the Tucson Active Management Area.  See DEIS, at 75, 277.  Including reference to these 
voluntary measures as mitigation without further clarification is inaccurate and misleading. 


 
First, as the DEIS states, the measures identified above are voluntary.  These measures 


are not legally enforceable; Rosemont Copper is not bound to ever implement any of these 
measures.  As such, touting these measures in the absence of any enforceable requirement is 
misleading.  Besides making it clear that these measures are voluntary, the Forest Service must 
identify mitigation measures, if any, that address the impacts and would be enforceable.  If there 
are no such available mitigation measures, that must also be addressed.     


 
Second, the recharge activity referenced in these voluntary measures is contingent on the 


availability of certain Central Arizona Project water for physical recharge.  Heretofore, any 
recharge that Rosemont Copper has participated in utilized Excess Central Arizona Project Water 
as the source of Central Arizona Project water. Excess Central Arizona Project Water is the only 
source available to Rosemont Copper if it intends or is attempting to accrue Central Arizona 
Project storage credits.  At the November 2011 Board of Directors meeting of the Central 
Arizona Water Conservation District (Central Arizona Project), Central Arizona Project 
announced that, due to increased Central Arizona Project water use by Municipal and Industrial 
Central Arizona Project Subcontractors, Excess Central Arizona Project Water is no longer 
available for subcontractors such as Rosemont Copper.  Consequently, any future recharge 
relying on Central Arizona Project water is speculative at best and this must be clearly explained 
in a revised or supplemental DEIS. 


 
Third, the DEIS identified two alternative water sources that were eliminated from 


detailed study because, among other reasons, “there is no guarantee that available excess effluent 
or reclaimed water would be available” and “there is no indication that Rosemont Copper could 
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obtain the necessary rights or permits to use such water.”  DEIS, at 88.  By the same logic, both 
of these reasons quoted above for eliminating an alternative water supply from detailed study 
(i.e., (1) no guarantee that the source of water would be available; (2) and there is no indication 
that Rosemont Copper could obtain the necessary rights or permits to use such water) equally 
applies to Central Arizona Project water as a source for recharge in the DEIS.  Therefore, to be 
consistent throughout the DEIS, and based on the fact that Rosemont Copper is not bound to 
pursue its volunteer measures of recharging or otherwise utilizing a source of water that is no 
longer available to it, the DEIS must either eliminate from discussion Rosemont Copper using 
Central Arizona Project water as a mitigation measure or include the previously eliminated 
alternatives for full analysis in a revised or supplemental DEIS for public review and comment. 
 


At the November 2011 Board of Directors meeting of the Central Arizona Water 
Conservation District (Central Arizona Project), Central Arizona Project announced that, due to 
increased Central Arizona Project water use by Municipal and Industrial Central Arizona Project 
Subcontractors, Excess Central Arizona Project Water is no longer available for subcontractors 
such as Rosemont Copper.  Consequently, any future recharge relying on Central Arizona 
Project water is speculative at best. 
 


The DEIS does little to address how Rosemont Copper’s 
groundwater pumping will alter the migration of an existing 
groundwater sulfate plume. 


The DEIS does not analyze or numerically model how Rosemont Copper’s mine 
pumping in the Sahuarita area will impact the migration of the Sierrita sulfate plume.  (See DEIS 
p. 294)  In the absence of such analysis, however, the DEIS concludes: “It is unlikely that the 
minor (emphasis added) amounts of drawdown created by the water supply pumping will 
significantly affect the results of the Sierrita mitigation pumping or result in any additional 
migration of the Sierrita sulfate plume.” (DEIS p. 295.)  
 


As a preliminary matter, the DEIS identifies 70 feet of additional drawdown attributable 
to the mine pumping in the Santa Cruz Valley.  (See, e.g., DEIS, Table 47, p. 227.)   The DEIS’ 
characterization of 70 feet of additional drawdown to the aquifer in the Santa Cruz Valley as 
“minor” is unsubstantiated and must be removed. 
 


More to the point, in the absence of any analysis or numerical modeling, this conclusion 
in the DEIS is baseless and must be removed.  The Forest Service’s first obligation under NEPA 
is to obtain credible information about the effect of Rosemont Copper’s pumping on the 
migration of the sulphate plume.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(a).  If it can produce such credible 
information, that analysis and any associated modeling must be made available in a revised or  
supplemental DEIS for public review and comment. 


 
If the USFS is unable to obtain this information because the means to obtain it are not 


known or the overall costs are exorbitant, it must include in a revised or supplemental DEIS the 
following information: 


 
(1) A statement that such information is incomplete or unavailable; 
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(2) A statement of the relevance of the missing information to the evaluation of 
reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts on the potentially affected 
area, including impacts to existing water users in the affected area such as water 
treatment requirements and associated costs for domestic water providers and 
damage to agricultural and industrial users due to increased sulfate levels;  


(3) A summary of existing credible scientific evidence which is relevant to this issue; 


(4) The agency’s best evaluation of these impacts based upon approaches or research 
methods generally accepted in the scientific community.  These impacts must 
include, for these purposes, impacts which could have catastrophic 
consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low, provided that the 
analysis is not based on pure  conjecture, is supported by credible science and is 
within the “rule of reason”.  40 C.F.R. § 15022.22(b). 


 
Additionally, the DEIS states that “by its nature, the mitigation pumping is designed to 


create a cone of depression to capture sulfate-contaminated groundwater and prevent it from 
migrating further.”  (DEIS p. 295)  This statement seems to both: (1) acknowledge that 
Rosemont Copper’s mine pumping will impact the migration of the Sierrita sulfate plume; and 
(2) push the responsibility for mitigating any such impacts on to Freeport-McMoRan, the owner 
and operator of the Sierrita Mine.  In total, this statement is inconsistent with the DEIS’s 
conclusion quoted above and must be eliminated. 


The DEIS mischaracterizes the impacts of the Rosemont’s 
Groundwater Pumping to the regional overdraft of this 
aquifer 


The DEIS states that Rosemont’s new draw on the aquifer is “only” 6% of the annual 
withdrawals.  However, the DEIS needs to accurately represent that Rosemont’s groundwater 
withdrawals ADD to the annual deficit and analyze the impacts of this pumping to regional 
efforts to bring this aquifer into equilibrium (pumping is equivalent or less than recharge.) 


Impacts on the eastern side of the Santa Rita Mountains 


The DEIS inadequately examines the potential impacts to 
the water resources, both surface and subsurface, of the 
Sonoita Plain 


This comment incorporates by reference the comments submitted by the Sonoran 
Institute (SI) that address recent scientific inquiry of possible effects on the surface and ground-
water resources underlying the Sonoita Plain [copy of comments attached in Appendix D, i.].  
The SI comments identify potential significant declines in ground-water levels attributable to the 
hydraulic sink effect of the pit for the mine proposed by Rosemont Copper. 
 


The SI comments reference the technical analysis undertaken by Rosemont Copper that 
are adopted by CNF as the basis of the DEIS’ impacts analysis in this regard.  These analyses 
primarily address ground-water issues related to extraction of copper ore at the proposed 
Rosemont Mine and “generally have taken the form of ground-water flow models.” The results 
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of these technical analysis are, as SI points out,  “deficient in the regard that they do not specify 
estimated effects of subsurface dewatering in much of the Sonoita Plain, they do not recognize 
differing lithologies of rocks underlying the mine site and the Sonoita Plain, and they do not 
acknowledge the possibility or likelihood of confined (artesian) ground-water conditions at the 
mine site and beneath the Sonoita Plain.” 


 
As a result, noted hydrologists Dr. Larry Winter, PhD (Professor and Head, Department 


of Hydrology and Water Resources, University of Arizona), and Dr. W. R. Osterkamp, PhD 
(Research Hydrologist, Emeritus, National Research Program, U. S. Geological Survey) have 
suggested “additional and expanded consideration of the possible regional effects of water 
draining into the proposed open-pit mine…” 
 


This comment concurs with SI in suggesting that the CNF take into consideration “the 
scientific work of Drs. Winter and Osterkamp and undertake a detailed and rigorous analysis of 
these potential impacts prior to rendering a decision on this project.” 
 


The potential impacts to the water resources of the Sonoita Plain identified by Winter and 
Osterkamp are profound.  Because of the geology of the areas east of the mine site, water 
resources in this region are vulnerable to depletion or even elimination resulting from the 
excavation of the proposed open pit for the Rosemont Mine.  At its deepest, the pit will be 2,200 
ft lower than the mean elevation of the central Sonoita Plain.  Given that the pit will be 
excavated into an aquifer, it will, as noted in the DEIS, “cause a drawdown in the regional aquifer.” 
(Page 208). 


Dr. Osterkamp, using available geologic and hydrologic information from the mine area 
constructed a conceptual model covering the area of the Rosemont Mine eastward through the 
Sonoita Plain and identifies a “worst-case” scenario, of a water-level decline of up to 980 ft in 
the Sonoita area and 660 ft in the Elgin area.  Potential ground-water levels resulting from 
hydraulic effect of the Rosemont mine could occur as far as 25 miles to the east and southeast of 
the mine. 


An additional independent analysis was conducted by Dr. Winter, of the University of 
Arizona using the well-accepted Theis equation, which can estimate drawdown at various 
distances from a mine.  Dr. Winter’s analysis assumed various geologic conditions including 
rock transmissivity.  The Winter analysis is “probably conservative”, but indicates a drawdown 
of between 1.6 and 50 ft. at a distance of 6 miles from the mine. 
 


While the different analytical approaches of Winter and Osterkamp produce a range of 
estimates of impact, they both indicate potential groundwater level declines much greater than 
what was considered in the Rosemont DEIS.  Moreover, the DEIS did not even discuss the 
possible reduction of ground-water levels east of the mine in the Sonoita Plain, nor does the 
DEIS provide summary results of the Montgomery & Associates, Tetra Tech, or Myers reports 
for areas other than in the vicinity of the proposed mine. 
 


The potential impacts identified by Winter and Osterkamp represent significant threats to 
the many unique natural resources of this area.  These impacts must be thoroughly analyzed and 
considered prior to mine approval. 
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The most apparent potential impact concerns the riparian areas in this region; including 


those within the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area (LCNCA). Congress established the 
LCNCA, “[i]n order to conserve, protect, and enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present 
and future generations the unique and nationally important aquatic, wildlife, vegetative, 
archaeological, paleontological, scientific, cave, cultural, historical, recreational, educational, 
scenic, rangeland, and riparian resources and values of the public lands…” 
 


In addition to the affects to the LCNCA, the potential impacts to the Sonoita Plain can 
manifest itself in other ways, such as the general decline of vegetation that serve as important 
habitat elements for many wildlife species as the water level drops.  This regional desiccation 
will in all likelihood exacerbate the consequences of future drought conditions that could arise 
from global climate change. 
 


Also, the impacts to the Sonoita Plain could result in significant additional costs of the 
proposed Rosemont Mine that have not been adequately analyzed in the DEIS.  For example, if 
groundwater levels drop in the range identified by Winter/Osterkamp, the costs of deepening 
existing water wells in the region would likely be significant.  Additionally, taxpayers have made 
significant conservation investments in the region, including the Empire Ranch as part of the 
LCNCA.  The value of those investments would be significantly diminished if the surface and 
ground water resources were adversely impacted by the hydraulic impact of the pit for the 
proposed Rosemont mine. 
 


Because of the potential impacts to the water resources of the Sonoita Plain, SI identified 
a number of studies that are necessary to adequately analyze the potential impacts of the 
proposed Rosemont Mine in this regard.  The needed investigations identified in the SI 
comments include but are not limited to: 
 


Geology: 
Geologic mapping of rocks exposed at the surface and characterization of subsurface 
stratigraphy, and geologic mapping of structural features including faults, folds, fracture 
patterns, and rock jointing.  
 
Hydraulic Properties of Water-bearing Rocks: 
Characterization of hydraulic properties of saturated rock types underlying the Sonoita 
Plain; these properties in particular should include transmissivity, storage capacity, 
determination of hydraulic gradients for unconfined aquifers and the potentiometric 
surface for confined aquifers, and rates/velocities of ground water flowing through rocks 
underlying the Sonoita Plain.  A starting point for determining these properties is the use 
of previously published geologic maps, water-well logs and related data, and aerial 
photography and imagery, but these sources will need to be supplemented by the drilling 
of test wells at suitable sites, determination and logging of rock types penetrated, and 
aquifer tests of the wells. 
 
Ecological Analyses of the Sonoita Plain and Adjacent Hills and Mountains: 
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The Sonoita Plain, including Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, has one of the 
last remaining relatively natural grassland ecosystems of the semiarid American 
Southwest.  Components of the ecosystem include four rare habitat types (native desert 
grassland, riparian/wetland, mesquite bosque, and oak woodland) as well as moist-
bottomland stands of the bunchgrass, sacaton, diverse riparian-zone plants, and numerous 
invertebrates, reptiles, amphibians, and fish dependent on intermittent-to-perennial flows 
of streams draining the Sonoita Plain.  Many fauna are listed as endangered (lesser long-
nosed bat, Huachuca water umbel, Gila chub, Gila topminnow, Southwestern willow 
flycatcher, and jaguar) or threatened (Chiricahua leopard frog), and all rely on water 
supplied as spring flow or seeps, generally emanating from carbonate rocks exposed in 
bounding mountains and hills that define the limits of the Sonoita Plain area.  A lowering 
of water levels resulting from the dewatering of rocks at the mine site could adversely 
affect these plants and animals, and an analysis of the magnitude of the effect is 
mandatory. 
 
Modeling of Groundwater Impacts Owing to Possible Dewatering by an Open-pit 
Mine: 
Based on results of the geologic and hydrologic (hydraulic) investigations recommended 
above, modeling of ground-water movement beneath the Sonoita Plain should be 
conducted that is similar in approach but more detailed and validated than that conducted 
by Dr. Winter.  Thus, the preliminary modeling results and information obtained to 
characterize the geology and hydrology of the Sonoita Plain should be used to develop a 
conceptual model of the area that is based on more substantial information than was 
available for the conceptual model proposed by Dr. Osterkamp or the hydraulic-model 
results computed by Dr. Winter.  Furthermore, the improved hydrologic and conceptual 
models should be combined to generate families of drawdown curves, similar to those 
advanced by Dr. Winter, that yield indications of the range of likely effects to the 
regional water-table and potentiometric-surface configurations that may result by aquifer 
dewatering at the mine site.  Input data for generating these curves should include 
aquifer-characteristics information transmitted in consultants’ reports such as those of 
Montgomery & Associates (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010).  These curves should reflect 
changes in land-surface and spring-discharge elevation with distance east of the mine 
site, and should be constructed to yield change with time.  
 


 Topographic Analyses of the Sonoita Plain: 
The results of the geologic and hydrologic (hydraulic) investigations and modeling need 
to be combined with investigations of surface features including regional slopes, 
occurrences of springs and seeps, and stream reaches of intermittent to perennial flow.  
The objectives would be to anticipate how ground-water gradients and the potentiometric 
surface of the Sonoita Plain will be altered, the degree to which springs and seeps of the 
Sonoita Plain will be affected, and the degree to which yields of wells currently drawing 
water from rocks underlying the Sonoita Plain will be reduced by dewatering at the mine 
pit. 
 
Socio-Economic Analysis: 
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An economic analysis of the implications of projected ground-water drawdown, 
including but not limited to the costs associated with springs, streams, and wells drying 
out; and aquifer storage decreasing. These costs can be measured in terms of changes to 
personal income, personal property, business income, business property, Tucson Water 
drinking water costs; fiscal impacts; local/regional economic development; and 
ecosystem services values. 


 
As also noted in the SI comments, “these investigations should be peer-reviewed by 


impartial experts in the fields of geology, hydrology, biology and ecology, and economics prior 
to submission of results of the studies to the USFS and other regulatory agencies” and public 
comment. 
 


In view of the forgoing, it is imperative that the CNF undertake the analysis called for in 
the SI comments and address the potential impacts identified by Winter/Osterkamp’s scientific 
analysis and present this information in a supplemental DEIS for additional public comment. 
 


Dewatering and Impacts to Fisheries and Wildlife Habitat 
Violate the Organic Act and Agency Regulations 


The DEIS admits that, due to the pumping/dewatering of the mine pit, significant impacts 
will occur to local streams, springs, and seeps.  For example, the DEIS predicts that dewatering 
“had the potential to remove base flow from some portions of [Cienega Creek] during May and 
June.”  (DEIS p. 263)  See also DEIS Figure 45 (DEIS p. 263).  For Davidson Creek, “ Perennial 
stream length could decrease by up to 41 percent of the observed 0.7 mile length of the perennial 
stream.”  (DEIS p. 265)  The DEIS further details the loss or severe reductions of numerous 
springs and seeps (Table 61, DEIS pp. 268-274).  “The alteration of surface and subsurface 
hydrology from the pit and other mining related operations may result in the loss of riparian 
habitat and the fragmentation of riparian habitat and corridors.   Riparian habitat that could be 
affected includes 490 acres of hydroriparian or mesoriparian habitat along Cienega Creek, 471 
acres of xeroriparian habitat along Davidson Canyon, up to 204 acres of mesoriparian habitat 
along Davidson Canyon, 58 acres of hydroriparian or mesoriparian habitat along Empire Gulch, 
and 140 acres of hydroriparian or mesoriparian habitat along Gardner Canyon.” (DEIS p. xxi, 
100)  
  


Each of these impacts will result in significant degradation to, and in some cases the 
elimination of, the fisheries and wildlife/riparian habitat dependent upon these and other waters 
potentially affected by the project.  “Potential lowering of the water table/reduced groundwater 
flow to Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek that results in permanent changes in flow patterns 
may affect their designations as Outstanding Arizona Waters and current designated uses.” 
(DEIS p. 209). (See also DEIS p. 307 (Table 48)).  “Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
support riparian habitat and are classified by Pima County as important riparian areas.” (DEIS p. 
306) 
  


As noted herein, the DEIS actually underestimates the extent and impacts from 
dewatering.  However, even the DEIS’s underestimated impacts are unacceptable and violate the 
USFS’ requirements to protect important environmental resources. 
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Under federal law, the agencies cannot approve the dewatering, which would adversely 
affect, and in some cases eliminate, these resources.  The dewatering and potential water losses 
resulting from the project violates the USFS’s duties under the Organic Act and implementing 
regulations “to maintain and protect fisheries and wildlife which may be affected by the 
operations.” 36 C.F.R. 228.8(e).  These impacts also violate the USFS’s duties to “minimize 
adverse environmental impacts on National Forest surface resources,” including water resources, 
fish and wildlife, and habitat, under 36 C.F.R. 228.8.  While this duty applies to all aspects of the 
USFS’s review of the project (and as discussed herein, the USFS has failed to meet this 
protective duty to other resources as well, such as air quality, scenic resources, cultural 
resources, wildlife, etc.), the violation of this duty resulting from the dewatering is especially 
problematic. 
  


It should also be noted that the DEIS’s groundwater/dewatering modeling and analysis is 
still “uncertain.” (DEIS p. 265)  Such “uncertainty” when it comes to NEPA review is 
unacceptable. 
  


That these individual harms are somewhat uncertain due to BLM’s limited 
understanding of the hydrologic features of the area does not relieve BLM of the responsibility to 
discuss mitigation of reasonably likely impacts at the outset. See National Parks, 241 F.3d at 733 
(“lack of knowledge does not excuse the preparation of an EIS; rather it requires [the agency] to 
do the necessary work to obtain it.”) 
  


South Fork Band Council v. Dept. of Interior, 588 F.3d 718, 727 (9th Cir. 2009)(rejecting 
EIS for failure to conduct adequate review of baseline, impacts, and mitigation for mine 
dewatering).  At a minimum, in addition to need for the agencies to "do the necessary work to 
obtain" accurate modeling and other ground and surface water information, the agencies must 
base their decisions on the most conservative of the models and analysis, i.e., the models/analysis 
which predict the greatest environmental impact. 
  


The same is true for other inadequately analyzed baseline data or impacts.  For example, 
regarding the potentially affected springs: “A total of 63 springs would potentially be lost either 
directly to surface disturbance or to impacts from declining aquifer water levels.  The presence of 
most of these springs is based on literature and map review, and they have not been field 
verified.” (DEIS p. xxiv)  Such incomplete analysis violates the agencies’ review duties under 
NEPA.   Relatedly, the agencies’ conclusion that only 63 springs would be adversely affected 
cannot be based on such incomplete analysis.  A full on-site analysis of all the potentially 
affected springs/seeps in the region must be completed. 


The DEIS inadequately examines the impacts of seepage 
from the mine facilities on the regional aquifer and surface 
waters. 


With respect to seepage from the mine facilities, the DEIS makes statements suggesting 
that impacts to both groundwater and surface water would be negligible.  For example, the DEIS 
says (page 295): 
 


“potential seepage from the dry-stack tailings is expected to meet current Arizona 
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Aquifer Water Standards”; 
 


“None of the seepage expected from the tailings, or potentially occurring from the 
waste rock, is expected to impact a navigable water, as these discharges are most 
likely to be captured by the mine pit lake”. 


 
However, the analysis in the DEIS does not support these optimistic statements.  In fact, 


the state of Arizona Aquifer Protection Permit (APP) discussed elsewhere in these comments 
compel Rosemont to make a “required demonstration” that the facility will not cause or 
contribute to an exceedance of Aquifer Water Quality Standards at the point of compliance.  This 
means that the burden of proof is on Rosemont to demonstrate that they will not adversely 
impact water resources.  That demonstration is lacking in the DEIS and consequently renders it 
insufficient.  
 


As discussed elsewhere in these comments, Rosemont undertook a series of laboratory 
“leaching experiments” that when combined with flow modeling that were intended to show that 
runoff from the mine will not exceed Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards.  As asserted 
elsewhere in these comments, these experiments are inflicted with well-known flaws and were 
misinterpreted by Tetra Tech.  In general, these experiments grossly underestimate the quantity 
of toxic metals derived from weathering, leaching and seepage from the tailings piles. 
 


Moreover, the data provided in the DEIS show that water quality standards for several 
toxic elements will, nonetheless, exceed standards in seepages from the tailings piles. As a result, 
future contamination of both groundwater and surface water resources is the DEIS apparently 
anticipates discharge to occur in amounts that exceed existing standards – clearly a fundamental 
flaw in the DEIS. 
 


Comments related to both Surface and Ground Water Quality Impacts 
 


1. Evaluation Overview 


To understand the contribution of toxic elements to the surface and ground 
waters exiting from the mine property, due to leaching and seepage from 
the tailings pile, Rosemont commissioned a series of laboratory “leaching 
experiments”. The results of these experiments, in conjunction with flow 
modeling, are used to argue that water exiting the mine property will not, 
with a few exceptions, exceed Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards 
(AAQWS) or applicable surface water standards. We argue that these 
experiments are flawed in well-known ways, and have also been 
misinterpreted by Tetra Tech in fundamental ways. In general, these 
experiments will grossly underestimate the quantity of toxic metals 
derived from weathering, leaching and seepage from the tailings piles. 
Thus, even conservative use of this data shows that waters exiting the 
Rosemont property will almost certainly exceed the AAWQ Standards. It 
is unlikely that further laboratory experiments will lead to any definitive 
answers, but there are several long- running copper mines in the 
immediate vicinity that could be used as perfectly analogous “natural 
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experiments”. Whether any permissive collaborations could be arranged or 
not is obviously a delicate issue, given that any derived information may 
be a regulatory nightmare for the operating mines! 


2. Laboratory Leaching Experiments 


Three different types of experiments were utilized to assess the likelihood 
of leaching of toxic elements from the tailings pile (or the exposed open 
pit rocks, or the waste rock piles). Note that some information about the 
details of these experiments is given in the DEIS appendix materials, other 
information is derived from provided references, and we have inferred the 
rest from standard protocols for these tests. While some of the tests 
conventionally specify a grain size for the test rock powder, no such 
information could be found in the DEIS. Clearly this is a major variable in 
the tests, as leaching of a fine grained powder will be more effective than 
leaching of a coarse powder. Since the copper mineral extraction 
processes are only effective with very fine grained powder (probably 20-
50 micrometers?), it is incumbent on the USFS to show in the DEIS that 
weathering and leaching of such a powder does not lead to a violation of 
AAWQ Standards. 


Humidity Cell (HC): 1 kg of rock powder is exposed at 25-30°C to 
alternating humid and dry air, to facilitate oxidation of sulfides and other 
minerals. This powder is then extracted weekly for 3- 4 hours with 0.5 kg 
of pure water, and this water is analyzed for a range of elements of 
interest. In the present case, the experiment was continued for 20 weeks. 


Meteoric Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP): 1 kg of rock powder is 
mixed with 1 kg of very weak nitric acid (here pH ~ 5.4), and agitated at 
room temperature for 24 hours. The resultant solution is separated and 
analyzed for a range of elements of interest.  


Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP): 1 kg of rock 
powder is mixed with 20 kg of very weak sulfuric acid (~ pH 5) and 
rotated for 24 hours at room temperature. The resultant solution is 
separated and analyzed for a range of elements of interest. 


The HC test results appear to have been pooled in 5 week batches; these 
showed no detectable levels of Be, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Ni, Se or Tl. Arsenic 
(As) and antimony (Sb) were above detection limits, but mostly just below 
or at AAWQ Standards. While these appear to be “long term” tests (20 
weeks), each actual exposure of rock to a leach solution was only 3-4 
hours. Furthermore, the test data should have been provided as cumulative 
amounts extracted, in addition to “concentrations per each extraction”. If 
this total amount extracted is converted to concentrations with the 
experimental water/rock ratio of 0.5, then all concentrations will increase 
by a factor of ~ 20 times, and many values may (will) then be in excess of 
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AAWQ Standards. Note that this test is still far from the natural process 
that will be taking place in the leach pile. Some appreciation of this can be 
gained from the “modified” humidity cell test proposed by Bouzahah, 
Benzaazoua and Bussiere (2010), which utilized a constant degree of 
saturation with no drying cycles. Cumulative sulfate extracted was 4.5 
time that of the conventional Humidity Cell (e.g. ASTM protocol D5744-
07). 


The MWMP and SPLP experiments are quite similar, differing only in the 
choice of leaching acid, and the water/rock sample ratio chosen. In 
principle, the SPLP results can be expected to be up to 20 times lower than 
those of the MWMP tests, simply due to the dilution effect of using 20 
times more solution per weight of rock powder. As with the HC tests, 
because of the short duration of the test, most of the results are near or 
below detection limits. Note that in general the blanks and detection limits 
of the analytical methods utilized by SVL Analytical were substantially 
lower (factor of 10) than the AAWQ Standards concentrations. However, 
for thallium, the detection limit was much higher than the AAWQ limit; 
for antimony, the detection limit was the same as the AAWQ value; for 
arsenic, the detection limit was only half of the AAWQ limit. This is 
clearly too close for comfort with these three important toxic elements. 


Looking only at the MWMP results, which will always be higher than the 
SPLP results, the elements Be, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Ni, Se are generally well 
below AAWQ Standards. The upper limits given for thallium was 7 times 
the AAWQ standard, so Tl cannot be eliminated as a problem. Similarly, 
antimony had a detection limit 3 times the AAWQ Standard, so is 
potentially a problem. Arsenic had a similar problem in tests on the 2010 
samples, but was below the AAWQ Standard for tests on the 2007 and 
2008 samples. So, even given the short duration and questionable 
applicability of the various leaching tests to natural situations, several 
toxic elements were shown to be above AAWQ Standards. This issue 
cannot be sanitized with summary statements such as “Potential seepage 
from dry-stack tailings is expected to meet current Arizona Aquifer Water 
Quality Standards” (DEIS page 295). 


3. Biological Issues 


Note that all three experimental leaching tests were strictly inorganic 
(abiotic). It is well known that the presence of organic acids and active 
biological processes can increase weathering and leaching rates of some 
toxic metals by huge factors (e.g. White and Brantley, 1995; Erel et al., 
1990; Stille et al, 2011). Therefore, in actuality, the results from the 
leaching experiments discussed here should all be viewed as lower limits, 
with the leaching rates under field conditions certainly higher, and 
probably much higher. 
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4. Sample Selection Issues 


There is a lack of clarity regarding the selection of the samples that were 
used in the leaching tests. For example, the “2010 samples” were chosen 
to comprise the five major rock types making up the sulfide ore material, 
plus one composite sample representing the actual mixture of rock types to 
be mined during years 4 to 7. There appears to be an intention to focus on 
the sulfide ores, and no direct mention is made regarding leach tests of the 
oxidized ore. This material will be primarily mined in preproduction, and 
in years 1, 2 and 5, and will be intentionally strongly leached in a heap 
leach facility (where seepage can be captured). However, some parts of 
the sulfide ore will also contain oxidized ore minerals that will end up on 
the tailings pile after sulfide extraction, and these may have a drastically 
different behavior during the various leach tests. If leach tests of this 
material have been performed, they should be discussed. If not, either tests 
should be made, or reasons given as to why they are not needed. 


5. Flow modeling issues 


In addition to the inapplicability of the laboratory experiments, the 
hydrologic “sink” or “trap” created by the open pit is frequently cited as a 
factor in sequestering groundwaters contaminated by seepage from the 
tailings pile. While there is unquestionably a local “sink” produced by the 
open pit, there must also be a flow gradient driving groundwater off the 
property. This was perhaps not revealed by the modeling because the 
boundaries of the hydrodynamic model may have been set too close to the 
Rosemont property. With the bottom of the pit eventually reaching about 
3000’, there will be a hydrodynamic gradient toward any distant surface 
elevation below 3000’. The question isn’t whether flow will be driven in 
such a direction, but whether the flow will be important. This will depend 
on the permeability of the intervening formations. The flow model needs 
to be adapted to address this issue, and at least demonstrate that such flow 
will be inconsequential. There is a statement on page 291 that appears to 
admit that groundwater beneath the tailings stack will move northward and 
eastward (away from the open pit). If true, and if this groundwater exceeds 
AAWQ Standards due to seepage from the tailings pile, or the open pit 
itself, then regional aquifer contamination is possible. Quantitative 
modeling must be used to deny this possibility, using more realistic input 
“seepage” water concentrations than those discussed above. (This 
discussion is related to the comment on the water resource impacts of the 
Sonoita Plain included in this document.) 


Groundwater Quality 


DEIS omits groundwater contamination in its “six” public health hazards 
related to mine activities (p. 647 of Volume 2 of the DEIS). The DEIS indicates 
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that the public health concern is with people not involved with the mine. These 
are people who depend on groundwater for drinking water and other purposes.  
  


(1) The DEIS has not looked at possible groundwater contamination 
by arsenic even though EPA has already told the USFS this may 
occur because of possible pollutant release from the tailings. The 
arsenic problem has several aspects which make the situation more 
complicated than might be suggested by EPA’s remarks. (a) 
Arsenic in groundwater will move with any sulfate plume in the 
groundwater. In fact, the sulfate will concentrate arsenic to levels 
beyond what even modeling can show. Groundwater 
contamination by a sulfate plume has already been documented in 
Pima County, making this geochemical relationship a subject of 
concern. (b) EPA has recently reduced the allowable levels of 
arsenic in groundwater and these changes should become 
mandatory in any aquifer water quality regulations. There is now 
the danger that this specific contaminant will violate the aquifer 
regulations. (c) The arsenic compounds will lower pH of the water 
and add to the depletion of any buffering capacity by calcium 
compounds. These are additional acid generators.  


(2) The DEIS omits mention of other possible toxic elements as 
possible groundwater contaminants that can possibly be leached 
from the tailings pile or processes prior to disposal of tailings: 
chromium, zinc, antimony, lead, thallium, and the radioactive 
elements, especially thorium. Chromium, thorium and other 
radioactive elements are carcinogens. Antimony and thallium 
affect cardiac function. Lead is a neurotoxin. The EPA is reducing 
the allowable levels of lead from 25 to 10 parts per million. 


(3) The DEIS mentions that a bioengineering process will assure that 
cadmium, fluorine, nickel and selenium as possible groundwater 
contaminants are prevented from becoming groundwater 
pollutants, but the statement has no scientific support because there 
are no references or discussions on its use or efficacy. Rosemont 
Mine recently announced “innovative biological processes” in the 
Arizona Daily Star [“Mitigation measures listed for Rosemont” by 
Tony Davis (October 18, 2011)] utilizing bacteria to remove toxic 
elements from waste streams to prevent contamination of 
groundwater. The main reference in the DEIS to an “engineered 
biological system” appears as an entry in Table 62 on page 282 of 
Volume 1, The DEIS indicates that this system supposedly will 
correct water quality problems associated with cadmium, nickel, 
fluoride and selenium which were raised in modeling calculations 
with respect to the Heap Leach facility 2. There are several 
problems with this assertion. 
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(a) This entry has no reference to treatment of arsenic, which 
under revised aquifer and groundwater regulations, in place 
as of 2008 nationally, reduces the allowable level of arsenic 
from 50µg/liter to 10µ/liter. At this reduced level, the 
arsenic from the Heap Leach facility 2 will violate 
groundwater quality standards, as well as from the tailings. 
EPA has already alerted the USFS of their concern about 
arsenic contamination of groundwater from various mine 
operations and activities. 


(b) Most of the “innovative biological processes” and 
“bioengineering processes” to remove toxic metals and 
other elements from waste streams using metal 
accumulation in bacteria have only been laboratory-tested. 
Some work using bacteria to remove toxic metals from 
waste streams has looked at possible use in sewage 
treatment plants which receive waste streams loaded with 
toxic heavy metals, but these waste streams have less heavy 
metal loadings than a mine waste stream. There is no 
indication in the background documents nor the DEIS that 
Rosemont can commercialize the processes at a scale 
necessary to be used appropriately and effectively over the 
lifetime of the mine.  


(c) There is concern that such processes will not treat fluoride. 
Fluoride specifically inhibits and blocks the enzyme 
enolase, a critical component of the Krebs Cycle (the basis 
for bacterial utilization of carbon for food and energy). This 
blockage is the basis for fluoride’s bacteriostatic behavior.   


(d) At very high levels of heavy metal accumulation in the 
bacteria, the metals become toxic to the bacteria and the 
culture dies. New culture must replace the dead culture, and 
this requires a reseeding or re-inoculation of cultures to 
allow the process to continue. Both the reseeding and 
disposal of the replaced toxic culture are biohazard issues. 
How will Rosemont handle the biohazard waste from these 
bacterial processes? 


(e) Literature references to bacterial metal removal processes 
sometimes call for the possible use of genetically 
engineered organisms. If Rosemont’s processes use such 
engineered organisms, will Rosemont need additional 
licensure from EPA for this work? Will Rosemont require a 
special biohazard monitoring facility for these processes 
separate from and in addition to its regular facilities? Even 
if Rosemont does not use engineered variants, it will still 
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need a biohazard facility with special biohazard protective 
measures. Does this “innovation” sufficiently change the 
Mine Plan of Operation as to require new submissions? 
How will the Rosemont and the DEIS deal with 
bioengineered organisms as an environmental problem? 


(f) Most of these bacterial processes depend on one or a 
combination of several mechanisms: surface adhesion and 
absorption, cellular incorporation as chelated ligands, and 
use of electron transport mechanisms that release energy 
when elements with multiple valence states change 
valences during various chemical reactions. Surface 
adhesion is likely to work with most of the elements, but 
the elements can be “washed off” or desorbed, and that 
requires further controls. In some cases, surface reactions 
may provide mineral occlusions of the toxic elements in 
iron oxide and calcium oxide matrices. The second method 
depends on cysteine linkages, and should work with all 
elements that can combine with sulfide ion based proteins. 
These include iron, cadmium, copper, nickel, zinc, 
chromium, mercury and silver. That process will likely be 
less effective for the radioactive elements and thallium. 
Because of the selenium content of the waste stream, the 
major sulfur ion based protein, cysteine, can form a 
selenocysteine derivative. This chemical can also bind to 
the elements which can bind to the sulfur linkages. The 
resulting selenocysteine adducts are less toxic than purely 
sulfide linkages on proteins and less stable. They can break 
down more easily and much faster than the sulfur adducts, 
and conceivably, could release the heavy metals back to the 
processing streams or effluents because of the weaker 
selenium bonded proteins. The third method depends on 
elements with several possible positive valence states, and 
will likely not work with thallium, antimony, cadmium, and 
zinc. However, such processes have been documented with 
uranium, nickel, molybdenum, iron, and chromium. Any 
uranium utilization will make the bacterial wastes a low 
level radioactive waste product. Since Rosemont is mining 
molybdenum, it is not likely they would wish this material 
to be lost to bacterial waste streams. 


Groundwater Monitoring 


(1) Rosemont’s Mine Plan of Operation includes individual pollutant 
control processes for each of the process steps which Rosemont 
claims exceeds standards, but does not prove that this is both state-
of-the-art technology and has demonstrated that BADCT has been 
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achieved to assure protection of groundwater. The DEIS does not 
cite evidence or data to demonstrate the success of these processes 
on a commercial scale in an industrial setting appropriate to the 
concerns of the DEIS. The main data cited in Rosemont 
background reports are reported efficiencies of certain equipment 
as suggested by the manufacturer. As to the comment, “where 
practicable” with respect to alternatives, this is a loop hole. The 
ideal situation is “no discharge”, and closed cycle operations are 
the best way to achieve this.  This partially occurs with energy and 
water conservation actions and recycle of raffinate to the copper 
extraction process, but the information given does not assure 
achieving no discharge or assuring pollutant free transfer of 
materials within all processes. Venting during the raffinate 
recycling and other processes, and transport/conveying operations 
allow for releases of pollutants beyond the control measures listed. 


(2) The frequency of sampling for monitoring of groundwater does not 
include sampling during climate and geophysical events and 
episodes which will increase pollution. The monitoring plan 
implies a reliance on typical annual or biannual sampling and 
monitoring surveys for groundwater. This “standard wisdom” 
assumes that groundwater moves slowly and contaminating 
materials diffuse slowly, but the approach only applies in a 
relatively quiescent environment. The combination of huge 
groundwater withdrawals and the effects of a hydrological sink 
warn of a need for more active routine physical monitoring at week 
or biweekly intervals at the site. The DEIS notes that modeling of 
the hydrologic gradients does not favor certain undesirable 
movements of contaminated groundwater. The DEIS also notes 
that groundwater permit regulations require a computer model of a 
hydrological sink, but a computer model is not a monitoring plan. 
Episodes like major climate events (for example, the monsoons 
and major storms), require daily samples for the duration of the 
episodes to assure that protective systems designed to prevent 
groundwater contamination have not been breached or 
compromised, and to signal the need for immediate mitigation 
measures. Also, there is no current provision to monitor the toxic 
contamination of storm runoff and event episode monitoring will 
work to fill only some of this need. One should not rely on a 
computer model to warn of possible breaches of protective systems 
before carrying out such needed event monitoring.   


(3) The monitoring fails to address special statistical methods 
associated with sampling and analysis of large numbers of 
chemical parameters on a given sample and the need for 
reproduction of analyses on a large number of samples. These 
problems extend to data presentation and data methodologies. The 
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DEIS, by not indicating that any current monitoring plan can 
accommodate these needs, is therefore likely to be inadequate. 


(a) When a monitoring plan calls for extensive chemical 
analyses for many chemical parameters on a large number 
of water samples, such that the large number of parameters 
measured attempts to quantify almost the entire chemical 
composition of a sample, the statistical design of such a 
plan and analysis and presentation of data require attention 
to the statistical problems of “compositional data.” (see: J. 
Aitchison, 1986, The Statistical Analysis of Compositional 
Data, Chapman and Hall, London UK). Previous 
background documents on the geochemistry of the source 
mineral material attempted to measure all detectable 
constituents of a sample. The limited analysis and 
presentation of that data made no references to the 
problems of compositional data. 


(b) The probability distributions of chemical constituents in 
groundwater tend to have long-tailed distributions, and this 
may require some non-standard methods. The background 
analyses show ranges on logarithmic coordinates, but do 
not carry the analysis much further. 


Surface Water Quality 
 


The Stormwater Management Facilities were not analyzed in 
the context of the best new data and analytical methods. 


 
The proposed stormwater management facilities (berms, ponds, diversion channels, flow-


through channels, roads and ditches along roads, etc.) were not analyzed in the context of the 
best new data and analytical methods. The DEIS uses the 100-year 24-hour event for the design 
storm,  but climate change models predict that the Southwestern U.S. will experience larger and 
more intense storms (Overpeck, 2011).  Recent data suggest that a larger design storm should be 
used due to ongoing climate change. 
 


Recent multi-day precipitation events in Southern Arizona (i.e. July 27-31, 2006) have 
caused extremely large floods with associated extremely large debris flows.  Various studies of 
the July 2006 floods indicate that the series of storms over those several days resulted in a storm 
event that was equivalent to a 500-year or greater event.  See, for example, Webb et al. (2008), 
and the reports available through the Pima County Flood Control District webpage on the July 
2006 flood events: http://rfcd.pima.gov/reports/debrisflow2006/; 
http://www.azgs.az.gov/arizona_geology/archived_issues/Fall_2006.pdf; 
http://www.azgs.az.gov/hazard_dfcatalinas08.shtml).   
 


Another example is the Zortman and Landusky Mine in Montana, which experienced 
surface water impacts associated with storm events exceeding the 100-year design criteria 
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(Kuipers et. al, 2006).  From the Kuipers report, and concerning the Zortman-Landusky mine: 
 


“During the past 25 years, at least four storm events have exceeded the predicted 100-
year storm event. In addition to improper design criteria for the mine units and the lack of run-on 
ditches to prevent upgradient additions to storm events, this suggests that the extent of 
hydrologic characterization in terms of storm frequency and strength (i.e. amount of rainfall) 
prediction was inadequate to properly design mine units.” (Kuipers et. al, 2006) 


The Rosemont mine proposal must plan for these types of events to occur in the future by 
designing stormwater facilities for larger storm events than the 100-year 24-hour event.  This is 
the only way that sensitive downstream protected waters (Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek 
Arizona Outstanding Waters) and other waters of the U.S. can be adequately protected from 
catastrophic events or accidental spills and leaks that inevitably occur at mine sites. 
 


DEIS lacks sufficient detail in analysis and modeling of 
sediment yield - an important component of Clean Water Act 
compliance 


 
Sediment carries many pollutants with it, and sediment from mines and mine roads can 


be used as a surrogate for pollution loading into streams.  The analysis of sediment yield/total 
suspended solids does not adequately evaluate impacts to intermittent and perennial streams 
downstream from the mine site.  For example, the DEIS states that changes in sediment yield are 
only “rough estimates” (p. 338) of downstream impacts.  This information is critical in 
determining the impacts to waters of the U.S. before deciding whether to issue this permit.   
 


The DEIS presents results of sediment yield modeling, but indicates that only the 
watershed above the USGS stream gage in Lower Barrel Canyon was modeled.  According to the 
DEIS, “The potential for downstream scour or aggradation caused by changes to upstream 
sediment yield is assessed based on the watershed area disturbed by the mine relative to the 
overall watershed area of Barrel and Davidson Canyons” (DEIS, Chapter 3, Surface Water 
Quality, page 324).  This “assessment” is based on the 1968 Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency 
Committee (PSAIC) method.  There is no justification provided for why this method was chosen, 
if other methods were considered or why they were deemed inappropriate.  The PSAIC method 
is an outdated, empirical model that is too generalized for site specific analysis, which is needed 
to meet the demands of this permit application.  It is a scoring/ranking model that is less rigorous 
and more subjective than other models, and is more appropriate for broad application to larger 
areas.  PSIAC predicts average annual sediment yield, not single event yield (100-year storm, 5-
year storm, etc.), which should have been analyzed for determining pre- and post-mine impacts.  
Furthermore, PSIAC is a qualitative tool; a quantitative tool should be used due to the 
complexity of the proposed Rosemont mine design and the sensitive nature of this watershed.   
 


Sediment analysis for the Preferred Alternative, Barrel Canyon, was still pending when 
the DEIS was released, but was estimated based on an interpolation of the results from the Barrel 
Trail Alternative because it is “very similar in size” (DEIS, Chapter 3, Surface Water Quality, 
page 324).  This is clearly not an appropriate evaluation based on good science.  “Size” simply 
fails to account for the other, more relevant characteristics.  Sediment production is highly 
dependent on watershed configuration, slope, land cover, soil, and channel geometry, in addition 
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to precipitation characteristics.  A more rigorous analysis of the sediment yield and downstream 
impacts is warranted, especially since two downstream State of Arizona Outstanding Waters 
would be impacted (Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek).   
 


There have been many advances in sediment yield analysis and estimation since the 
1960’s, and there are better watershed-based models that would produce more accurate results.  
Although it is acknowledged that estimation of sediment yield is one of the more difficult tasks 
in watershed analysis, there are many better models than PSAIC.  Other more appropriate 
watershed-based models for sediment yield analysis include AGWA/KINEROS/SWAT (Miller 
et al. 2007), SWAT (Arnold et. al, 1994), or SEDMOD (Van Remortel and Heggem, 2006). 
 


The potential adverse effects from acid rock drainage are not 
adequately addressed in the DEIS  


 
In 2006 a report was released that reviewed the reliability of EIS predictions of water 


quality impacts from hard rock mines in the West (Kuipers et. al, 2006).  This study found that 
60% of all mines reviewed had mining-related surface water quality exceedances when the EIS 
said they would not.  Seventeen percent (17%) of those mines with exceedances had noted a low 
potential for surface water quality impacts in the absence of mitigation measures.  In addition, 
36% of the mines reviewed had acid mine drainage, and nearly all (8/9) that did, had ignored or 
underestimated this potential.   
 


An example of an EIS underestimating the potential for acid mine drainage cited in the 
Kuipers et. al (2006) study is the McLaughlin Gold Mine in California, located upstream from 
Hunting Creek, an intermittent stream.  The EIS/EIR (environmental impact report) predicted 
low acid drainage potential, yet acid drainage occurred on site.  In addition to inadequate 
geochemical characterization, the Kuipers report noted that the mixing and segregation of 
potentially acid generating waste rock to mitigate acid drainage was not effective.  Rosemont is 
proposing to use a similar method to mitigate acid drainage.   
 


“Geochemical characterization conducted in the original McLaughlin Mine EIS appears to 
have been inadequate, possibly due to inadequate sample representation, lack of kinetic 
testing, or modeling of results. Acid-base accounting results for waste rock removed from 
the pit showed that 92% of the waste rock was determined to be either neutral or 
neutralizing. These results were not accurate for longer-term weathering of waste rock as 
demonstrated by water quality impacts to groundwater, surface water and pit water at the 
site. Acid drainage has developed and water resources were impacted by multiple 
constituents (metals, arsenic, and sulfate).” (Kuipers et. al, 2006) 
 
Rosemont is also claiming that a high percentage of their waste rock will neutralize any 


potential acid drainage.  This potential for acid drainage and associated adverse impacts from the 
Rosemont mine was not adequately addressed in the DEIS and must be in a supplemental DEIS.   
 


Examination of Other Waters on the CNF Impacted by Mine 
Runoff 
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The DEIS for the proposed Rosemont Mine suggests that "[c]onstruction and operation of 
tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may result in sediment or other pollutants reaching 
surface water and degrading water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses". Throughout 
southern Arizona on the CNF, there are other examples where mining activities have 
significantly impacted water resources.  These include Pena Blanca Lake, a water body that was 
significantly impacted from runoff from mining activities that resulted in significant mercury 
contamination and necessitated costly remediation that included the complete drainage of this 
water body. 
 


In fact, the importance of water resources on the CNF was identified in its Forest Plan.  It 
says: "[m]uch of the water used in Southern Arizona and New Mexico originates on the 
mountain Watersheds of the Coronado. Competition for available water is rapidly increasing, and 
concern is growing about quantity, and quality."  The Plan goes on to say that, "[m]anagement of 
forest resources to protect or enhance watershed condition from both a hydrologic function and 
soil productivity standpoint" is a priority. 
 


As a result, because of the existing impacts and threats on water resources on the CNF, 
there are a reduced number of waters unimpacted by mining.  Because protection of water 
resources on the CNF is a priority manifested in the Forest Plan, the CNF should, in the context 
of the analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine, undertake a more 
thorough inventory of other water resources impacted or threatened by mining and evaluate the 
waters threatened by the proposed Rosemont mine in that context.  Doing so will enable the CNF 
to more accurately understand the threats to water resources, potential mitigation to these threats 
and a better understanding of the potential remediation costs. 
 


Also, the analyses of water quality contamination threats from the proposed Rosemont 
Mine are woefully inadequate and accept, without critical or independent review, the analyses 
undertaken by the project proponent.  The CNF must undertake its own independent analysis of 
water quality impacts from mine runoff and provide that analysis for public comment and 
review. 


Surface Water Quality and Modeling 


The DEIS tabulates (Table 90, pages 332-334) baseline background data 
on surface waters potentially impacted by the mine which are marginally 
degraded in several cases, and for which any further pollutant releases will 
result in major violations of surface water quality standards, but does not 
indicate what measures will assure that once the mine is operative these 
violations do not increase or become worse. The listing indicates that 
surface water quality exceeds standards to protect fish and wildlife for 
arsenic, copper and lead, and potentially exceeds standards for livestock 
for selenium. Marginal results are given for silver, nickel and chromium. 
The background data indicates several problems which will affect mine 
operations should approval be granted: 


 
(1) The arsenic standard is likely to be further lowered. 
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(2) The surface water quality standards are mainly for a total element 
and its dissolved portion. It does not fine tune these standards for 
toxic elements based on the valence state. California’s Cr(VI) 
requirement is a first here. This is important because the toxicity of 
the other major form of chromium, Cr(III) is very much lower. It is 
likely that surface water quality standards for chromium will be 
lowered because of California’s actions, because once California 
institutes a new standard, many states follow suit, and then EPA 
has the job of playing referee. In the case of arsenic, copper, 
nickel, zinc, cadmium and silver, valence state is not that critical, 
but for elements like boron, which affect agricultural uses the 
differential toxicity of valence states is important. In the case of 
selenium, there are several valence states, but the most important 
one is -2, and it is the toxic form. The others have very limited 
stability. 


(3) While the monitoring plan indicates that it will monitor the surface 
waters to assure compliance with any Section (404) permit from 
the Corps of Engineers, the monitoring requirements may be 
subject to alteration in a way that no longer assures protection of 
surface water quality.  The monitoring requirements should either 
be permanent or any modification needs to be justified in the 
context of protecting surface water quality.  This must be spelled 
out in a revised or supplemental DEIS.   


(4) The USFS has commented that processes “incidental” to the DEIS 
are given a pass to Rosemont because of business issues.  The 
DEIS needs to explain, either in a revised or supplemental DEIS, 
how Rosemont’s financial concerns can interfere with potential 
destruction of surface water quality.  Consideration of economic 
issues can relate only to navigation and anchorage, neither of 
which is relevant to the Rosemont Mine Project.  How does that 
affect the destruction of surface water quality in this case?    


It is likely that the mine project will violate the Clean Water 
Act 


Evidence to date raises significant question whether the proposed Rosemont Mine will be 
issued a Clean Water Act 404 permit by the Corps of Engineers because of concerns regarding 
jeopardy to species listed pursuant to the Endangered Species Act and, more importantly, threats 
to the quality of surface and groundwaters. The Corps of Engineers is separately evaluating 
Rosemont's application.  Furthermore, an essential part of the 404 permit process is Clean Water 
Act Section 401 certification by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality that the 
activities authorized by the 404 permit will not violate state water quality standards.  Since this 
issue is far from resolved, the DEIS is inadequate because it fails to consider these issues, 
including the foreseeable possibility that the Corps will deny a 404 permit or will condition it 
significantly on altered operations of Rosemont.  The DEIS must be revised, or a supplemental 
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DEIS must be prepared, for public comment to consider the impacts of the 404 permit and the 
401 state certification, both of which may be denied. 


Hazardous Materials  


The DEIS addresses hazardous materials in Volume 2, Chapter 3, Pages 560-579. 
This discussion has many deficiencies and errors. 
 


(1) The DEIS omits chemical toxins generated in the copper, silver 
and molybdenum extraction processes which are likely to be 
emitted in spite of the controls present. The only hazardous 
substances listed are raw materials and supplies for various 
processes, and equipment which if disposed of would contain 
hazardous materials not allowable in a waste repository like a 
municipal land fill. The DEIS ignores or omits the possible toxic 
and hazardous substances generated in the chemical processes 
themselves. For some specific examples, see items in the air 
pollution section. 


(2) On pages 573-577 the various materials in the DEIS improperly 
assert that because selected chemicals are biodegradable they are 
likely to be non- toxic in the environment. These pages list 
individual chemicals and their effects on the environment. The 
DEIS notes that several listed substances are biodegradable and are 
not expected to have any adverse environmental effect. But 
biodegradability and toxicity are neither mutually neutralizing nor 
exclusive. A chemical can be both biodegradable and toxic 
(examples: morphine, atrazine). The biodegradability property 
requires a specified time frame for the biodegradation processes. 
Under unfavorable environmental conditions, a biodegradable 
substance may manifest its toxicity because the substance has not 
degraded sufficiently in a specific period of time to reach a no 
effect environmental level. The DEIS cites no references, data or 
experiments from actual environmental studies using the soils and 
aquatic microflora of streams potentially exposed to these 
substances to test biodegradability under the conditions in which 
these substances would be released to, or found in, the 
environment, nor does the DEIS cite reference material on 
structure-activity relationships  (SARs) that might support such a 
view. The DEIS comment on no toxicity problem or environmental 
hazard has no scientific justification. 


(3) The list of laboratory chemicals mentioned in the DEIS tables on 
pages 573-577 contain many minor mistakes in technical 
information about laboratory reagents used in the mine activities 
and their environmental effects. This listing contains too many of 
these minor mistakes, and that makes the list questionable. The 
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DEIS needs to present corrected tables. Some substances, but not 
all substances listed in the table with mistaken information are: 
cobalt sulfate, guar, diatomaceous earth, acetone, sodium 
hydrosulfide, sodium metasilicate, lead oxide, “antifreeze.” 


(4) The DEIS technical information does not list explicitly the 
chelating agent or appropriate synonymy for it which is used in the 
electrowinning process. The omission of a direct listing of this 
chemical or a synonymy note under these conditions carries the 
implicit assumption of 100% reuse and recycling of this 
compound. If this chemical is one of the commercially listed items 
with a trade name, that synonymy is also not given. Elsewhere in 
this document it is shown that 100% reuse is not possible because 
the chemical will combine with other elements besides copper to 
produce toxic and volatile organo-metallic compounds which will 
be released during venting in the raffinate recycling process. This 
is a consequence of inorganic reaction equilibria and the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics. 


(5) The DEIS lists chemicals which are “endocrine disruptors,” but the 
DEIS has no discussion of this property which has major adverse 
impacts on humans. This issue was raised under public health 
issues at the beginning of this document,  and is also raised as a 
cumulative effect under biological resources because of its 
ecological implications. Again, endocrine disruption affects human 
health concerns, especially growth and development, neurological 
and immunological functions, and sexual and reproductive system 
functions rather than as a cumulative effect issue. 


(6) The DEIS fails to perform a risk assessment for catastrophic events 
related to transport of hazardous chemicals, even though it 
indicates that there is no unknown information with respect to 
performing such an assessment. The DEIS has only qualitative 
statements which can obscure the true hazard or risk. 


Monitoring of Hazardous Materials 


(1) The DEIS improperly states that hazardous and toxic materials are 
not expected to produce any irretrievable or irreversible 
commitment of resources. It notes that such damage to surface and 
groundwater and terrestrial environments are required by law to be 
mitigated. However, the DEIS does not recognize the immediate 
concerns about loss of grazing lands, forest ecosystems and bio-
data from toxicity related to air, water and solid waste emissions 
from the mine operation because toxicity is not being monitored. 
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(2) The monitoring of toxic and hazardous materials is deficient, but because 
Rosemont claims it will be a minor or small source for these materials, the 
extent of monitoring will be limited. Many ore constituents appear on the 
Toxic Release Inventory. The DEIS has indicated that modeling analyses 
show that no more than 3-4 tons/year of toxics in general will be released, 
most of which are organic solvents and sulfuric acid used for various 
processes. Because of the composition of the ore source material, there is a 
high probability that the mine operations will breach the statutory 
thresholds of the Clean Air Act of 10 tons/year of a single toxic element 
and 25 tons/year of a combination of toxic elements. In addition, the 
source material contains radioactive substances. Environmental release 
will occur through a combination of fugitive emissions from blasting, 
process systems through venting, and fugitive emissions through transport 
and tailings disposal. Based on information in the Toxics Release 
Inventory, the DEIS should be providing monitoring for the following 
specific toxic elements: arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt 
(because it is used as a reagent in several of the processes for molybdenum 
extraction), fluorine, nickel, radium, selenium, silver, thorium, uranium. In 
addition, with respect to the radioactive elements: alpha emission and beta 
emission. These substances will also need to be assayed in both surface 
waters and groundwater.   


(3) The DEIS, by limiting the spatial bounds for monitoring toxic substances 
to the site of the mine only, fails to provide for monitoring the transport of 
toxic and hazardous substances beyond the site limits where it can affect 
humans and ecosystems.  


Mining Plan of Operations, Reclamation, and Revegetation  


Interpretation of Mining Laws and Acts. 


 Some criticism is due regarding the ways in which the USFS seems to be showing how 
the Rosemont mine plan is in compliance with certain mining laws. In this respect a paragraph in 
a section near the beginning of the DEIS (Vol.1, p. 5 & 6) requires some querying. It relates to 
the laws and regulations on which the purpose and need for action on the Rosemont mine are 
based  The section summarizes the 1872 Mining Law and subsequent Acts modifying the law 
and goes on to state, that a modification to the law, addressed in the 1970 Mining and Minerals 
Policy Act encourages “private enterprise in the development of economically sound and stable 
industries and in the orderly development of domestic resources to help assure satisfaction of 
industrial, security and environmental needs” . The Rosemont deposit may not be economically 
viable and the USFS has been negligent in failing to investigate and assess its viability 
(discussed below) but, rather,  appears to have simply taken the company’s word that it is viable.  
Furthermore, a single mine with, perhaps a twenty year operating life does, not constitute a stable 
industry. Regarding the satisfying of needs; a copper mine does not satisfy domestic industrial 
needs if all the copper is to be exported.  It does not satisfy security needs and would be more 
likely to do so if the copper is kept in the ground to use in the case of a national emergency.  It 
does not satisfy environmental needs; actually the opposite. Therefore, the 1970 Act can not be 
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used to help in justifying approval of construction of the mine. 
 
 Now going back to the previous Act, the Multiple-Use Sustained Act of 1960, again as  
summarized on p. 6 of the DEIS; in part stating that USFS “lands be administered in a manner 
that includes consideration of relative values of various resources as part of management 
decisions,” it is doubtful that using land for development of a questionably viable mine with a 
life of 20 years and which will render useless a wide swath of country for centuries thereafter is 
of more value than maintaining the current uses of the land , and endeavors of local people and 
businesses over the same length of time. 
 


Project Viability 
 
 A major concern of the Rosemont deposit relates to its economic viability (i.e., is it an 
orebody in the strict sense?)  For this to be true, figures for grade and tonnage have to be correct,  
crushing and grinding circuits have to be configured appropriately and metallurgical methods for 
metal recovery have to be determined correctly.  Consulting groups to the Rosemont company 
have calculated figures for the grade and tonnage of the deposit and designed the engineering 
requirements for the mine: information on all compiled by Westland Resources (Mine Plan of 
Operations July 11, 2007). The reserve figures have not been quoted, commented on, criticized 
or questioned in the DEIS, but the engineering plans have been fully described, and with a few 
minor changes, seem acceptable to the USFS.  The reason for lack of comment on the reserves is 
unexplained, but it should be noted that in the List of Preparers (for the DEIS), Chapter 5, p. 769, 
DEIS, there is no mining engineer, a person who could verify calculations, listed.  For review 
and approval of a mining project this seems to be a blatant omission.  If mining went ahead 
based on inaccurate reserve figures   and eventually had to be abandoned as uneconomic, the 
environmental impact of an abandoned mine could be great and local life and business would 
have been disrupted, all for no gain. 
 
 Grade and tonnage of the reserves have been quoted and methodology of calculation 
described in Rosemont’s Updated Feasibility Study of Mar. 17, 2009, by M3 Engineering and 
Technology Corp. (and also in earlier reports), and the lack of comment  on them in the DEIS 
would appear to mean that the USFS accepted, without question, some of the most important 
aspects in determining if the deposit is economically minable, probably the leading factor in 
deciding whether the project should be approved. 
 
 Figures for grade and tonnage have been calculated entirely on the basis of assays of split 
core. Assays have been performed by reliable assayers and are probably accurate but of some 
concern though was that the 200-300 feet and in some cases 400 feet spacing of core holes was 
relatively large and resulted in the reserve calculation coming up with a low ratio of proven to 
probable mineralization:  26% : 74% for sulfide mineralization and a slightly lower ratio of 
23:77 for oxide mineralization.  Both ratios are low and possibly too low to give the necessary 
confidence that the deposit as a whole has a grade sufficiently high to make it economically 
minable.  A geologist’s report assessing the reserves expresses the same reservations about the 
figures. 
 
 Of further concern is the inhomogeneity of the deposit. The deposit represents, as 
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described in most of the Rosemont reports and the DEIS ( P. 116 – 129 ), partial mineral 
replacement of a varying sedimentary sequence dominated by various limestones with 
interbedded layers of siltstone , shale, and sandstone, the whole sequence affected by faulting 
and jointing. The intensity of replacement therefore varies from place to place according to rock 
type and available channelways and results in an erratic or uneven distribution of sulfide 
minerals and therefore metal grades. Even from the widely spaced drill holes alone it can be 
seen, according to Rosemont’s updated 2009 Feasibility Report, (Section 1.19, 15, p. 68 ) that in 
some places barren blocks occur surrounded by strong mineralization and vice versa.  Thus 
assessing reserves from drill holes alone may be providing a misleading result. With this type of 
mineral distribution it is necessary, firstly to drill more closely spaced core holes and secondly, 
as is a common practice, to investigate the deposit by examining a portion of it from 
underground.  The latter should show the true pattern of mineralization. Underground 
exploration could be achieved by driving a decline at as steep an angle as possible from east to 
west into the upper center of the deposit, or by sinking a vertical shaft and driving a horizontal 
tunnel from the bottom of it. This additional exploration is expensive but essential in 
determining, with a greater degree of certainty, the viability of mining. 
 
 Crushing and grinding characteristics of the rock types have been described in various 
Company reports (for example, p. 46-47, Updated Feasibility Report, 2009 Project Viability) but, 
once more, except for a brief mention on p. 25 of the DEIS, have not been commented on by the 
USFS.  The characteristics, reflecting the wide range of rock types, are extremely variable and 
have not been thoroughly investigated because of reliance on using only drill core samples in 
testing procedures. In consultants’ reports there are remarks indicating that much larger samples, 
up to 175 Kg, are needed for crushing studies (Ref. presently lost), as are bigger samples for 
grinding.  This would also require underground sampling. 
  
 In order to clarify whether the deposit is viable or not, the permitting process should be 
put on hold and Rosemont should be required to do infill drilling, assay the cores as necessary, 
do the underground exploration as suggested above, provide core logs for all cores (no cores 
omitted) with summarized assay results attached, supply cross section illustrating all or most of 
the drill holes, and recalculate ore reserves using all information, previous and additional. Finally 
what are needed are some large bulk samples from underground to test the whole, envisaged , 
mining and milling sequence and determining true mine scale metal grades and recoveries.  After 
that a more accurate picture of the reserves and the milling characteristics should emerge. 
 


Pyrite in the sedimentary sequence 
 
 Pyrite in mineralized and waste rock can have a detrimental effect on many aspects of a 
possible mining operation and this aspect has not been considered as a serious problem by 
Rosemont consultants, and the USFS has not criticized the lack of attention given to the problem.  
Company and other reports show the occurrence of pyrite in small but unspecified amounts 
through most of the sedimentary sequence and also in the intrusive bodies. The stratigraphic 
section shown in one of Rosemont‘s reports,(Updated Feasibility Study, Mar. 17, 2009, p. 123 ) 
shows pyrite occurring in unspecified quantities through 2,200 ft. of section above the deposit. 
Above that and up to near surface, pyrite occurs in slightly higher amounts  (Anzalone, 
S.A.1995.  The Helvetia Area Porphyry Systems, Pima County Arizona.  In Porphyry Copper 
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Systems of the American Cordillera. AZ Geol. Soc. Digest 20, P. 436-441). It appears that only 
small parts of the section are pyrite free. Within the deposit itself there is generally up to 3% of 
sulfide, including pyrite (Anzalone), but in places there are layers of massive sulfide, presumably 
mostly pyrite, up to 15 feet in thickness. More such layers are likely to be found during mining 
than from drilling and they could add significantly to the pyrite content of ore going to the mill.  
Disseminated pyrite also occurs in some formations below the deposit (Rosemont updated 
Feasibility report March 17, 2009)) though only a small portion of these formations would be 
mined.  Consultants for Rosemont have considered the pyrite problem but tested only two 
(presumably core) samples of ore grade material and concluded that there would not be enough 
pyrite to cause acid production or acid leaching.  They also tested a few samples of what would 
be waste rock and determined also that waste rock would not give rise to acid leaching solutions 
(Mine Plan of Operations, Jul. 2007, p. 68 & 69).  This minimal sampling, however, appears to 
be seriously inadequate. 
 


Possible problems caused by pyrite are: 


(1) It will be present in tailings. Tailings would be spread on 
the ground with no underlying liner. When tailings are 
sprayed with water for dust control or saturated by heavy 
rainfall, acid water could be formed, could pick up metal 
contaminants and could percolate downward into the 
ground, and subsequently  into the ground water, or it could 
enter surface drainages.  This process, if it occurs, would 
continue for a long time after closure of the mine. 
Rosemont’s Consultants say this will not be a major 
problem because tailings will be covered by waste rock to 
prevent downward percolation. However tailings will be 
relatively coarse grained and pervious as will be the waste 
rock on top. Consultants also say that solutions entering the 
groundwater will tend to flow towards the open pit, because 
of the drawdown cone around it, and be trapped in the pit. 
However, when water level in the pit rises to an 
equilibrium level, over a long period of time, the flow 
direction of groundwater movement could change and enter 
the regional flow. 


Under the Proposed plan tailings would be stacked in both of the 
McCleary and Barrel washes. In the Preferred Alternative plan,(Mine Plan 
of Operations, Jul. 2007) tailings would cover the Barrel wash.  Both 
washes drain to the northeast into Cienega Creek.  Although some 
measures will be taken to prevent seepage it seems inconceivable that no 
solutions will percolate out of the base of the stacks and into the drainage 
basins. As a precaution, below the lower end of the tailings stacks, at the 
point where McCleary and Barrel washes meet, a rock dam is to be built to 
trap water for testing before it gets into Cienega Creek. It is, however 
admitted that this dam could be destroyed by a sudden flood, therefore 
letting water, sediment and any contained contaminants percolating out of 
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the tailings, flow into Cienega Creek and down towards Tucson. Although 
water in the dam will be tested for contamination there are no planned 
measures for remediation if contaminants are detected (p. 25 op. cit.). 
Even in the absence of sudden floods, the impoundment behind the dam 
will gradually fill with sediment and the dam could be overtopped.  This 
can be remediated when mine operations are in progress and staff are 
available, although no remediation plans are presented in the DEIS or 
company reports, but nothing is planned for the long term after mine 
closure. 


There are plans to monitor the quality of runoff water, also draining into 
the above collection dam, from the sides of the waste dumps (P.25 op.cit.).  
It is assumed, based on the view that waste will be relatively pyrite free, 
that this water will be free of contaminants.  However, waste may be more 
pyritic than expected, and as modeling is still ongoing, it cannot be 
assumed that the runoff will be uncontaminated and it could further 
pollute water in the dam. Also, once dumps are established and it is 
discovered that they do contain acid producing, pyritic rocks, there is 
nothing that can be done to correct the problem. 


(2) It is planned to surround tailings by pyrite free buttresses of 
waste rock and place pyrite bearing waste rock in central 
parts of waste piles. The separation of the two rock types is 
to be accomplished by selectively mining and separating 
pyrite free waste rock from pyrite bearing rock. This seems 
idealistic:  With pyrite being so widely dispersed  it may 
not be possible to separate the two types with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy, even with the help of the planned rock 
sampling.  There is probably not much visual difference 
between the two types. 


(3) Pyrite is common in the arkoses hosting the oxide copper 
mineralization (Anzalone, 1995) and probably occurs in the 
oxidized deposit itself. This oxidized material would be 
mined and placed on a pad, leached by a weak acid, and at 
the end of many cycles of stacking and leaching the 
residual leached rock would be covered by waste rock.  The 
leach material will, in this case be underlain by a liner, but 
through time the liner will probably deteriorate and start to 
leak.  Rainwater percolating down through the pile could 
cause the same problems as for the tailings. In this case the 
contamination getting into groundwater, and starting near 
the pit, will enter the drawdown cone around the pit and 
will end up being trapped in the pit (DEIS p.287 Predicted 
Seepage Rates).  However, it seems that long after mining 
has ceased the water level in the pit lake will reach an 
equilibrium level near to the original water table level and 
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then water with seepage from the pit and the leach pad may 
again start to flow into the surrounding rocks.  It is stated in 
the DEIS and mine plan reports that, for neutralization 
purposes, crushed limestone will be placed on top of the 
leach pad.  This may not be helpful in neutralizing acid 
produced at a much later date from breakdown of pyrite in 
the leached ore simply because the acidic water produced 
from pyrite will percolate down and not through the 
overlying neutralizing limestone  


(4) In addition, according to S.A. Anzalone (1995. Ref. above), 
the Mesozoic arkoses overlying much of the deposit and 
which would account for most of the waste to be removed 
in the early stages of mining, contain a slightly higher 
content of pyrite than lower parts of the sequence.  Thus 
there may not be as much pyrite-free rock as needed for 
early stage buttressing. 


Loss of Mineral Resources 
 
 In the DEIS Vol.1, p. 110, section entitled “Qualitative Assessment of Potential for 
Disturbance of Cave resources”  it is stated that covering a large part of Rosemont’s unpatented 
claims with waste rock will cause a loss of possible mineral potential to Rosemont, but points out 
that Rosemont has put forward no proposals to further explore the area. However, it should be 
added that the waste dumps will cause a loss to any company wanting, in the future, to explore 
the area after Rosemont has relinquished the claims. 
 
 This section goes on to state that regulatory authority to conduct locatable minerals 
operations on National Forest lands as found in Code of Federal Regulations 228 subpart A, 
allows “for activities that are reasonably incidental to mining, whether or not the operator has 
active mining claims in the area, and including processing and disposal of mineral materials”.   
This seems to say that it is all right to dump waste on Federal land even if the operator does not 
have any claims in the area.  On p. 112 under the heading “Claim Location” it is stated that, 
“under the mining law” [probably of 1872] a claimant may stake claims to cover an area of 
interest for mineral discovery and use it for mining, processing ore and for waste disposal. It 
further states that claims can be staked prior to discovery and as long as the claimant actively 
holds and works the claims seeking a discovery he is protected against rival claimants.  Again 
this implies that it is legitimate to dump waste on Federal land (i.e., claims )but in this case 
exploration, related work must be carried out in order to maintain the  claims.  This could lead a 
reader of the DEIS to the question of how Rosemont can hold its unpatented claims for the life of 
the mine with no intention of doing any exploration on them.  However,  in the section “Claim 
Recordation and Maintenance” on p. 113 of the DEIS, it is stated that, since the enactment of the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act, claims on Bureau of Land Management land can be 
maintained simply by payment of an annual fee, (presumably to the BLM).  It is not stated in the 
DEIS as it should be, that this now also applies to USFS land and if so, Rosemont can retain 
control of all claims by making an annual payment , without a need to work the claims.  It seems 
that the USFS is confusing a term of the original mining law with one in an amendment to the 
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law and this  in turn, will be confusing to some readers of the DEIS. It would seem that the above 
sections should be returned to the USFS for clarification.  This problem reinforces the need for a 
revised or supplemental DEIS so that public comment can be fully informed. 
 


Map and Illustration Deficiencies 
 


In the above section, Loss of Mineral Resources, reference is made to the question of 
whether unpatented claims can be used solely for dumping waste material from a mine on 
adjacent ground.  However, from the DEIS and Rosemont’s reports it appears difficult to discern 
if all of the deposit to be mined is on patented or unpatented claims.  In the Company’s Updated 
Feasibility Report of March 2009, a map on p. 121 shows, on what is little more than a small 
scale sketch, an approximated position of the deposit just within the limits of the patented claims. 
Another map on p. 127 shows an accurate location of the deposit with respect to a grid but with 
no claim boundaries marked. The Appendix to the DEIS on p. 16 shows an accurate depiction of 
the proposed pit and claim boundaries but not the location of the deposit nor the grid. It also 
shows that the pit periphery, in some places, extends beyond the patented on to the unpatented 
claims but the deposit does not necessarily extend to edges of the pit, so it might occur entirely 
within the patented claims.  There is no written description of the deposit location so we are left 
not knowing whether any part of it extends on to unpatented claims or not. 


 
 Other such examples, too many to list, of maps lacking some essential feature such as 
grids, property boundaries, township lines, contour lines are common throughout the Company 
reports and the DEIS. Features omitted often make it difficult or impossible to correlate between 
maps. These omissions should have been criticized rather than continued by the USFS.  
 


Wind Speeds on Rosemont Property 
 


Wind speeds and other meteorological data have been recorded at a weather station 
constructed for Rosemont Copper at the site of the proposed open pit, see: www.rosemonteis.us.  
A retired meteorologist (personal communication) has reviewed wind speed readings taken in the 
period 2006 - 2009 and by comparison with readings from other stations in the general area, has 
concluded that readings at the open pit are conspicuously low.  He has suggested that this may be 
due to the station being in a relatively sheltered spot. 


 
 His suggestion is probably right. A contour map of the area shows that the proposed pit is 
in an east facing embayment of the main Santa Rita ridge and is right at the base of the steep east 
facing slope. The site is well sheltered from the west and also sheltered from the southwest and 
south, the direction from which strongest winds come, by the curving embayment. By contrast, 
the tailings stack and waste dumps are out near the center of the valley about one and a half 
miles east of the proposed pit. Not only are these heaps in a wind corridor but at the end of the 
project their tops will be 400-500 feet higher than the present land surface, and 200-300 feet 
above the site where the wind measurements were taken. Wind speeds on the heap tops therefore 
stand to be a lot stronger than at the measurement station. Thus readings at the proposed mine 
site cannot give a realistic measure of wind generated dust from waste and tailings dumps and 
should not be used for this purpose.   
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Some measures to control dust due to operations have been described (DEIS, p. 64 & 65) 
but the dust hazard due to high winds during and after mining operations has not been 
commented on by the USFS and no responsibility is established for dust control after mine 
closure. Although the tailings piles would be well buttressed and covered with waste rock, the 
summer winds, and especially those preceding storms, will certainly whip up dust from these 
covered tailings and the waste dumps composed of everything from fine dust to large boulders. 
Heavy summer rains will eventually cause gullying of waste piles, a process which will 
continually expose fresh dust to the wind, and also contribute sediment , some of which could be 
acidic, to water course  Plant and other work sites, laid bare by mining operations, will also 
become a source of dust after mine closure. 


 
 The USFS needs to reassess the overall dust problem using wind speed measurements 
appropriate to each situation.  
 


Revegetation 
 


Studies to determine optimum means of revegeteation have been carried out for 
Rosemont Copper at the University of Arizona (DEIS, p. 148-151).  The studies or experiments 
on a variety of seed mixes have all been carried out in greenhouses so results have to be 
considered hypothetical and may not be fully applicable to the environment on the Santa Rita 
Mountains. Greenhouse seed studies are a good beginning but they need to be followed up by 
extensive outdoor studies, which take time and have not yet been started.  The main concern with 
any approach to revegetation by seeding is the availability of moisture especially in arid areas. 
The variability and unpredictability in the amount of precipitation in the Santa Ritas is likely to 
influence which species germinate and become established on site, irrespective of whatever seed 
mix is used . Under actual field conditions, only some of the species in the selected seed mix are 
likely to respond well during any seeding event.  Thus, the plant mixture that becomes 
established in the field is likely to differ from that desired or planned.  Continuing droughts are 
likely to lead to a high probability that conditions will not provide for the appropriate selection to 
germinate and become established. 
 
 The sequence of plant regeneration given on pp. 150 and 151 assumes that revegetation 
proceeds smoothly and as planned. There is no question of failure at any stage and there is no 
requirement to replant after failure or repeated failure to reach the established goals.  Another 
problem likely to crop up is with trees such as Mesquite which are deep rooted and are likely not 
to do well over time as their roots try to extend beyond the one foot (DEIS, p. 72) thick layer of 
salvaged soils, that are used to cover the waste piles, and penetrate into the sterile broken rock 
below.  Yet another problem is that the transported soil cover, designed as a medium for plant 
growth, could be washed or blown away before any vegetation becomes established. 
 
 To produce the medium for plant growth it is planned to mix salvaged soil from disturbed 
areas, with waste rock.  The ratio of the two is not specified and there is no indication that the 
amount of available soil has even been estimated.  Therefore, it appears uncertain if there will be 
enough of the medium to cover all of the disturbed area to a depth of one foot.  The method of 
spreading the medium evenly on the fairly steep faces of the waste rock piles is not explained. 
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 There appears to be no provision for irrigation of reseeded areas during the 20 years of 
planned mining and no provision for this after mine closure.  However, assuming some irrigation 
during the early mine life, some plantings may be established after 20 years but the plantings of 
later years will not.  Provision needs to be made to irrigate the reclaimed areas for a long period, 
for example 15-20 years after mine closure.  Young plants will not survive without irrigation on 
dirt covered waste piles during long, hot, dry periods, which will occur yearly in this area. 
(Witness the failure of the promised landscaping of the waste dumps north of the Duval Mine 
Road and east of La Canada.  When the mine closed, the irrigation was turned off, and the new 
vegetation has since died.) 
 


Meteorological Analysis Problems Caused by Failure to Use Appropriate 
Data-Collection and Methodology 


 
Even though, as a general conceptual matter, the report states that the modeled, 


atmospheric boundary layer structure (conditions near the ground) is apparently most important 
in determining results, Rosemont’s process for gathering data and its methodology for analyzing 
the data is so significantly flawed that its analysis is not credible.  It should be noted that the 
following analysis comes from a Rosemont technical report on which statements in the DEIS are 
based.  Since the technical report is not credible, the DEIS is not credible and should be revised 
or a supplement issued to correct the errors based on Rosemont’s faulty documents. 
 


Rosemont installed a single-surface weather station in January 2006.  It is located where 
the center of the proposed pit would be.  The report shows three yearly wind roses (2006-2009) 
for the Rosemont surface site, but with no adequate figure labels to tell what they are actually 
showing.  It seems very suspect that the maximum hourly average wind speed shown for any 
year is less than 8.8 m/s (20 mph).  Given public observations of winter winds near the site, the 
speeds shown in the DEIS seem quite low.  There is a BLM surface weather station just east of 
the Rosemont site (31.78N, 110.64W at 4650 ft. elevation).  Recent wind measurements from the 
BLM station indicate that November 4 and 5 were very windy, with a number of hours having 
average speeds above 20 mph with gusts at times reaching over 50 mph. Another nearby BLM 
station on Mt. Hopkins measured a period of very strong winds in mid-November, with speeds 
reaching as high as 70 mph.  Obviously, the winds reported in the DEIS appear too low (or, the 
Rosemont weather station has been installed at a very protected location). 
 


Also needed for model inputs are upper-air sounding data.  The surface data (2006-2009) 
from the mine site has been used in conjunction with the National Weather Service (NWS-TUS) 
upper-air soundings.  In the complex terrain of the Santa Rita sky island, this approach does not 
seem valid. Additionally, the report does not note that the NWS-TUS upper-air site was moved 
from the airport to a location on the U of A campus in June of 2007.  Thus, the upper-air data 
used in the DEIS has been taken at two quite different sites and are an inhomogeneous data set. 
 


Further, the upper-air instrumentation package was changed co-incident with their 
location.  The new data has proved unreliable at times, especially at low-levels during the 
summer, when the measurements indicate lower RH than is actually present. 
 


Finally, cloud cover observations are needed in the model (presumably to estimate local 
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solar radiation inputs).  The cloud observations from NWS-TUS have also been used with the 
Rosemont site surface data.  The NWS automated surface observing station (ASOS) measures 
clouds overhead and only up to12,000 feet above the elevation of the airport.  Thus, the cloud 
observations used in the modeling work for the DEIS drastically overestimate the frequency of 
clear sky conditions. 
 


These are all very serious deficiencies that should be examined, reported, and corrected 
in a revised or supplemental DEIS. 


 
Center for Science Report, incorporated by reference (Appendix D) 


 
 Attached in Appendix D is a report prepared by the Center for Science in Public 
Participation (“Center for Science Report”). This report is expressly made part of these 
comments, and the issues discussed therein are familiar to the signatories of this letter. 
 
 The Center for Science Report provides comments and recommendations across a range 
of issues, emphasizing water resources and water quality issues, public health through comments 
on the DEIS analysis of air quality issues, inadequate analysis of reclamation and mine closure 
issues, and insufficient analysis of geochemistry issues through an analysis of the SRK report. 
The Center for Science Report does a page-by-page highlight of a variety of concerns in Chapter 
2, Alternatives, Chapter 3, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences, and the 
Reclamation and Closure Plans. The Center for Science Report makes specific recommendations 
regarding missing or inadequate data and/or analysis that reinforce the need for either a revised 
or a supplemental DEIS that must be circulated for public comment. Without the important 
information identified in the Center for Science Report, the public is unable to understand fully 
the environmental impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine and to provide meaningful 
comments. 


Biological Resources 


General Observations 


Overall, the analysis in the DEIS of impacts to the biological and ecological resources of 
the area falls short of what NEPA requires.  Agencies cannot make a decision and the public 
cannot make meaningful comments based on the analysis in this DEIS.  Comments submitted by 
Cooperating Agencies on the Administrative DEIS clearly and consistently outline major 
deficiencies in the Administrative Draft. These identified deficiencies were only addressed in a 
few instances and we will reiterate those deficiencies again for the Forest and BLM to consider. 


The biological and ecological resources of the Rosemont area are unique and of both 
national and international significance. Hundreds of rare and regionally endemic species occur in 
the project area.  Neither the Proposed Action nor the Preferred Alternative (Alternative 4, Barrel 
Alternative) identify mitigation that is adequate to protect the Rosemont area’s biological 
resources.   


The Rosemont mine would cause a reduction in individuals and population size for every 
species occupying the greater area. Native habitat, invaluable riparian areas, and animal 
movement corridors would be lost or impacted. The loss of linkage corridors would reduce gene 
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flow and impact population viability for hundreds of native species, particularly in the face of 
global climate change. Mortality from vehicle strikes would also increase significantly.  Three 
species that are under review for Endangered Species Act protection would also be harmed by 
the Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative including beardless Chinchweed, Coleman’s 
coral-root, and the Sonoran Talus snail. The No Action Alternative is the only alternative that 
would not result in a downward trend toward federal listing for these species. For Coleman’s 
coral-root, the Proposed Action could drive the species to extinction.  The Proposed Action and 
the Preferred Alternative would jeopardize the continued existence of the Rosemont Talus snail. 


In the Analysis, Methods, Assumptions section it is stated that for many species surveys 
were not conducted. Failure to make species surveys is not justified, especially in the light of the 
findings for each species. In addition the “supporting biological documents” (page 353) used to 
determine which species were analyzed and surveyed for are not all available on the Rosemont 
EIS website.  


The analysis of these impacts is incomplete and conclusions are suspect.  Documents 
obtained through the Freedom of Information Act from the USFS indicate that Rosemont Copper 
reduced budgets and shortened time-lines for investigations analysis and reporting. 


• Inadequate analysis of climate change impacts and the interaction of climate change with the 
identified issue areas 


• Inadequate analysis of Cumulative Impacts 


• Inadequate analysis of impacts to aquatic and riparian resources with analysis and findings 
spread over three to five different sections of the DEIS (Riparian issue factors that address 
springs and seeps as well as qualitative impacts to riparian areas are analyzed in the 
“Groundwater Quantity” section. Riparian habitat lost is analyzed fully in the “Surface Water 
Quality” section. Impacts are summarized in the “Biological Resources” section) 


• Inadequate analysis of impacts to the Ciénega Creek Watershed 


• Inadequate analysis of impacts to the ecological system as a whole 


• Inadequate information on mitigation measures 


• Inadequate analysis of impacts to migratory birds, including species with restricted range in 
the United States and to Golden Eagles 


• Impacts to recreational access including dispersion of recreation to other areas 


• Impacts to management of the CNF through re-direction of Federal resources 


• Impacts to the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. The site of the proposed Rosemont Mine is 
located in such a manner as to pose significant threats to all five elements contained in the 
Plan.  
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o Adjacent to the critical biological core area and situated within key biological 
corridors;  


o Situated in the headwaters of a stream (Davidson Creek) identified for riparian 
restoration and rehabilitation; it is also in the vicinity of important springs; 


o Located within a strategic corridor of lands linking the Santa Rita and Rincon 
Mountains and proximate to a proposed new Mountain Park and a new Natural 
Preserve;  


o Situated within an area designated as an archaeological sensitivity zone, as well as a 
Priority Archaeological Complex and a Priority Archaeological Site; and 


o Situated proximate to four open space bond purchased ranches, a Ranch Conservation 
District (immediately adjacent to the Coronado) and virtually surrounded by lands 
identified as Ranchlands. 


o The impacts of the proposed amendment to the CNF management plan are not well 
identified and lack significant analysis. 


The proposed Rosemont Mine constitutes a significant adverse impact to the Sonoran 
Desert Conservation Plan; a comprehensive conservation plan years in preparation as well as 
supported and funded by the people of Pima County. It is thus no surprise that the Pima County 
Board of Supervisors is unanimous in their opposition to the proposed Rosemont Mine.  


Detailed comments are found in Appendix A. 


Invasive Species - Missing Information 


The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative violate Executive Order 13112 which 
directs Federal agencies to prevent the introduction of invasive species. Mining will directly 
destroy 6,000 to 7,000 acres of wildlife habitat and have negative indirect effects on an 
additional 145,100 acres. The clearing of land, increased traffic, utility corridors, loss of native 
vegetation, and groundwater decline will all contribute to the spread of invasive species in the 
National Forest.  


The DEIS provides virtually no information about the probable nature of the invasive 
vegetation that will become established in the area.  Reference is made to an “invasive species 
control plan” that will be developed (DEIS, p. 414).  The actual plan should be provided in a 
revised or supplemental DEIS for public review and comment.   


Migratory Birds - Missing Information 


The very cursory discussion of migratory birds in the DEIS is also inadequate to meet the 
USFS’s obligations under NEPA, the Migratory Bird Act, Executive Order 13186, 
“Responsibilities of Federal Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds” and the Memorandum of 
Understanding executed between the USFS and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the 
Executive Order.  Indeed, it would hardly be necessary to have created an entire infrastructure of 
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international treaties, domestic statutes, executive orders, interagency agreements and public-
partnerships to protect migratory birds were the destruction of avian habitat dealt with as easily 
as suggested in the DEIS – that is, “migratory birds occupying the northern Santa Rita Mountains 
could fly off and become established elsewhere.” (DEIS, p. 402) 


The analysis should include species identified in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s 
guide to Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC, 2008).  This report is the most recent iteration of 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s implementation of a requirement under the 1988 
amendment to the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act to “identify species, subspecies, and 
populations of all migratory nongame birds that, without additional conservation actions, are 
likely to become candidates for listing under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), 102 Stat. 3825.  
The Birds of Conservation Concern list integrates assessment scores from the Partners in Flight 
North American Landbird Conservation Plan as well as other important avian conservation 
plans.  The list produced by the Fish and Wildlife Service under the auspices of this statutorily 
mandated report includes on the list of species likely to be candidates for listing under ESA a 
number of species identified in the DEIS as being in the Rosemont project area, including the 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo, the Rufous-winged Sparrow, Botteri’s Sparrow and the Varied Bunting. 
(BCC, Table 32, BCR 34).  The most current reference cited for the three bird species with 
restricted breeding ranges within the U.S. is the Davis and Callahan report from 1977.  This is 
precisely the type of out of date and incomplete information that should have led to the conduct 
of current surveys for these species.  As noted above, these species are also on the BCC list.  
Serious mitigation measures need to be identified for these species in the context of the proposed 
project and included in any relevant amendment to the Coronado National Forest Management 
Plan to avoid, if possible, a later listing under ESA. 


Golden Eagles - Unsupported or Incorrect Information 


The extremely short discussion of Golden Eagles is quite disturbing.  The referenced 
SWCA report on migratory birds clearly states that it is “unknown” whether Golden Eagles nest 
or simply forage in the analysis area.”  (SWCA Draft Migratory Bird Analysis, p. 41)  Yet the 
DEIS text states that it is not “believed” that golden eagles currently nest in the immediate area.  
There is no basis offered for the change in characterization.  The USFS needs to seriously 
consider the need for surveys for Golden Eagles and the need to obtain a permit for incidental 
take under the Bald and Golden Eagle Act.   


Recreation 


General Comments 


Despite the common characterization of the CNF as being a “recreation forest” for the 
growing population of southern Arizona, this topic is given short shrift in the DEIS.  Indeed, 
there is no Recreation Specialist Report available in the project record. This report must be made 
publicly available as soon as possible.  If there is no Recreation Specialist Report this oversight 
must be corrected.  Major areas of oversight include the realignment of the Arizona National 
Scenic Trail, the displacement and relocation of other designated recreation uses of the proposed 
project area and inadequate, incomplete analysis of mitigation measures. 
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Missing and Incomplete Information 


The following are examples of “significant” adverse effects and management challenges 
of all action alternatives, not addressed in the DEIS, as they relate to the FS stated objectives of 
“Recreation, Wilderness, and Related Resource Management and Recreation Opportunities.”   


All action alternatives indicate the Arizona National Scenic Trail (Omnibus Public Land 
Management Act of 2009) re-routes in close proximity to the industrial zone of the proposed 
project.  The preferred (Barrel and Barrel Trail) alternative suggests the conceptual route as 
somewhere between difficult to impossible to design. The described “excessively steep grades” 
(DEIS, p. 541) appear to be unsustainable, at the least. The DEIS states that the exact routes of 
the Trail realignments “are currently unknown, and that no on-the-ground trail feasibility 
determination has been completed, and no verification that the realignments would meet FS trail 
standards” (DEIS, p. 515).  The Arizona National Scenic Trail must be moved before the 
proposed project can begin, a fact that was obvious to the USFS and other agencies long before 
publication of the DEIS.  There is no reason presented for publication of this DEIS without this 
important analysis included.  As the Trail now runs within the proposed perimeter, the relocation 
of the Trail is part of the public review process. The DEIS has offered no realistic alternatives for 
the Trail, thus the conceptual trail realignments offered in the Draft cannot be commented on in 
any meaningful way.  


The FS must present complete and total realignment alternatives as near to the objectives 
of the laws and policies associated with the Arizona National Scenic Trail as practicable in a 
revised or supplemental DEIS for public review and comment. 


The DEIS fails to analyze the probable relocation of recreation activities currently taking 
place in the proposed Rosemont project.  The Draft contains a mere acknowledgement of 
displacement impacts to the immediate management areas, with absolutely no examination of the 
ways that this displacement will alter management practices. 


To the extent possible, the shifts of off highway activities and other recreation must be 
identified and the effects on the new areas analyzed.  The DEIS describes the Rosemont area as 
“one of the more popular and traveled off-highway vehicle riding areas, the loss of which would 
be more intense than the loss of roads in other portions of the Santa Rita Backcountry Touring 
Area” (Page 532). This comparison is too limited. This “intense loss” will have a dramatic, 
negative affect on other parts of the CNF and the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, as 
these areas outside the Rosemont are predominantly fragile grassland savannahs less capable of 
bearing the added pressure of Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) displacement because of a proposed 
Rosemont closure. This wording should include not only the Santa Rita Backcountry Touring 
Area and the greater CNF, LCNCA and BLM, but also private property and ranches that the 
proposed closure would negatively affect.  


The DEIS should contain analysis of foreseeable restrictions and closures that would be 
put into place to protect these areas from the increased OHV use caused by a Rosemont closure, 
the order of priority these restrictions might take, and the methods the FS and BLM would 
employ in monitoring and regulating these increases in OHV traffic. These analyses and 
mitigation alternatives should be made available in a revised or supplemental DEIS for public 
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review and comment, with cost projections of maintenance, enforcement and rehabilitation 
resulting from all action alternatives. 


One of the issues that needs to be analyzed in the context of displaced OHV activity is 
noise.  While the DEIS examines ambient noise levels for the purpose of noise modeling, it 
offers no comparative discussion of OHV noise level, or lack of it, within and beyond the 
Rosemont area. The same topographic features that discourage unauthorized off-road travel also 
act as acoustic baffles, limiting the noise level affect of ATVs and shooters even to hikers, 
campers and equestrians in the immediate area. A Rosemont closure that would displace OHV 
traffic to other areas would increase noise levels in these areas disproportionate to any scenario 
envisioned in a no-action alternative.  A revised or supplemental DEIS should include 
distance/decibel data in and around the proposed project area and distance/db data for areas 
likely to experience increased OHV and shooter use because of a Rosemont closure for a side-
by-side comparison.  


A large percentage of OHV users and hunters also camp in the Rosemont as part of their 
recreational pursuit. Campers utilize a 300’ zone along numbered forest roads. Most of the 
dispersed campsites in the Rosemont are in the Wasp and Barrel drainages along gravel washes 
and away from sensitive and volatile grasslands. Campers will move into areas less capable of 
bearing the added pressure of displacement because of a Rosemont closure. The DEIS should 
include analysis of foreseeable restrictions and closures that would be put into place to protect 
these areas (e.g., access to Oak Tree Canyon. from HWY 83), the order of priority these 
restrictions might take, and the methods the FS and BLM would employ in monitoring and 
regulating displaced campers. These analyses and mitigation alternatives should be made 
available in a revised or supplemental DEIS, with cost projections for maintenance, enforcement 
and rehabilitation resulting from all action alternatives. 


Hikers, campers, horseback riders, birdwatchers and other non-motorized users enjoy the 
Santa Rita Backcountry Touring Area, Las Cienegas National Conservation Area and other parts 
of the Coronado National Forest as well as other public and private lands within and beyond the 
analysis boundary. Non-motorized users typically desire a sense of solitude in outdoor pursuits 
and will seek environments that offer an impression of remoteness.  


User numbers are conspicuously absent from the DEIS. On any given Holiday weekend, 
ATVs in the Rosemont Valley will number between 70 and 300 vehicles, with as many as 400 
people. This is a conservative average, informally collected over the past four years. A closure 
will push OHV users out of the Rosemont onto other public lands, which will push non-
motorized users out even further. While the DEIS makes a passing mention of the recreation 
challenges that a growing metropolitan area presents to the CNF, the Draft should have 
examined issues of trail maintenance and recreation management more thoroughly and over a 
much wider area as a result of motorized increases in areas that at present are enjoyed by non-
motorized users.  


Light, noise, dust and view degradation will discourage non-motorized users in a wider 
radius disproportionate to motorized users from the proposed mine site. This translates to a net 
loss of recreation opportunities by non-motorized users far beyond what the DEIS fails to but 
must analyze.   
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Much of the trails system in the CNF was designed before sustainable design modalities 
were even understood. Unsustainable gradients, waterbars and switchbacks are evidence of 
construction in a time when builders could not imagine the amount of use these trails might 
someday see. The DEIS acknowledges the greater demands for outdoor recreation activities 
resulting from population growth trends in SE AZ (Page 525). Oddly, the Draft does not address 
the maintenance challenges and trail re-routes that will be the future of USFS management in the 
wider Coronado as the result of the “non-significant” industrial event that will dominate the east 
side of the Santa Ritas, the Cienega basin, west side of the Whetstone range and the night skies 
over all.  


Inadequate Analysis of Mitigation Measures 


Simply stating that the USFS will review and relocate “or otherwise mitigate” the loss of 
this area is insufficient. Much more detail about the planned relocation or mitigation is needed. 
This is especially critical at this time because the entire Coronado National Forest is in the midst 
of Travel Management Planning, the Nogales Ranger District has already released a proposed 
action for changes to the off-highway vehicle uses in this area, and there have been no 
indications that the USFS is planning to relocate or otherwise mitigate the loss of this area.13   


The statement that off-highway vehicle loading ramps impacted by the mine operations 
will be relocated is insufficiently described and cannot be considered a mitigation measure. 
(DEIS, p.72). The off-highway vehicle area near the planned mine location is a favored location 
of many local off-road vehicle enthusiasts and millions of dollars were spent to develop the 
ramps, parking areas, and kiosks that will be destroyed if this project is approved. Many years of 
planning went into locating the off-highway vehicle areas in the Coronado National Forest and 
the locations were carefully chosen. There are very few and possibly no other areas that are 
appropriate for off-highway vehicle uses such as exist in the project area.  This area is one of the 
most well managed off-highway vehicle areas in Region 3 of the USFS. There is little trash and 
little illegal driving, and when compared to other areas in the Coronado the area is extremely 
well managed and the use well accepted.  


There is no information in the DEIS about the millions of dollars that have been spent in 
the project area to develop and maintain the backcountry touring area. There is no information on 
how this loss of tax payer dollars will be addressed and whether sufficient replacement recreation 
areas can feasibly be developed under current budget conditions without significant new adverse 
environmental effects. 


In the DEIS at page 72, there is a statement in the section on mitigation that “Rosemont 
Copper has already paid for the establishment and enhancement of a segment of the Arizona 
National Scenic Trail in the project area.” There is no explanation how this pre-project payment 
for a segment of the Arizona National Scenic Trail is a mitigation measure for the planned 
                                                
13 See Proposed Action for Nogales Ranger District, Santa Catalina Ranger District, Sierra Vista Ranger District, 
Douglas Ranger District and Safford Ranger District, available at the Forest Service website: 
http://www.fs.fed.us/nepa/project_list.php?forest=110305, last visited January 5, 2012.  We note that the Santa 
Catalina Ranger District has already released a Draft Environmental Analysis for the Travel Management Plan and 
did not include any provisions, mitigations, or relocations of off-highway vehicle areas in their proposal, 
alternatives, or analysis.   
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project, which has yet to be approved. Rather than classify this pre-project payment as a 
mitigation measure, it is more properly classified as an attempted bribe of the community.  There 
is no indication of how many miles of trail were paid for, whether the paid for segment of the 
trail has been established or enhanced, and how the mine operations will impact the paid for 
segment of the trail. It is unclear how paying for some undescribed segment of the Arizona 
National Scenic Trail, a trail that will be significantly negatively impacted by the mine 
operations, is a mitigation measure. This “mitigation measure” must be more fully explained and 
identified. 


Designated Wilderness 


Incomplete Information 


The DEIS acknowledges the negative impact of all action alternatives on wildlife 
corridors and linkages. Movement equals genetic variability, which equals species vitality.  As 
much literature in the ecological field establishes, an interruption in established patterns will 
have a negative, cascading effect on wildlife and biomass health (Paine, 1980). The question is, 
to what extent. The Santa Rita Mountains are a single range, bisected only by the Sawmill Fault 
and a limited-maintenance dirt road. A detriment to part is a detriment to all. An 
acknowledgement of negative impacts is insufficient here. The Draft should have provided data 
of similar ecosystems faced with similarly catastrophic events as a model of what resultant 
degradation would look like.  


People who enjoy wilderness will be the first to notice any unraveling of the immediate 
ecosystem. As such, they will be second in line of direct impacts as a result of any of the action 
alternatives. 


Wilderness visitors, particularly those who are willing to climb 7000 feet off the desert 
floor, esteem the primitive, “…with the imprint of man’s work substantially unnoticeable” 
(Wilderness Act, 1964). Not “some” wilderness visitors. The view to the west northwest side of 
the Santa Ritas reveals urbanity and mining, the rest of the view is something else entirely, and 
the Weigles Butte and upper Wasp canyon views could hardly be characterized as “distant”. It is 
the same mountain range.  


The Arizona Scenic Trail currently passes from the McCleary to the Scholefeild Drain 
(south to north), between two hills on the east and on the west. The Rosemont MPO calls for the 
northeast tip of the tailings stack to brace between these two hills. Climb the hill on the west and 
you can get a sense of how high the stack will be. This will offer stunning views of Saguaro 
Wilderness and National Park to the north and the Mt. Wrightson Wilderness to the south. Where 
the Trail now runs west of Oak Tree and Trail Canyons, on the two track that runs along the 
proposed waste-rock stack, you would be standing a bit lower (75-100’) than the ultimate height 
of the stack. Now look back at the Wrightson Wilderness.  


One might claim that this is a “distant” view. It is certainly greater than rock-throwing 
distance. The point here is that you do not need to climb Mt. Wrightson to understand that the 
view goes both ways, and that the proposed copper mine is detrimental to the wilderness area 
and of the experience therein.  A revised or supplemental DEIS should make this clear. 
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Visual Resources 


General comment 


There are two substantial areas of concern: (1) missing or incomplete information and/or 
analyses, in particular, the selected viewing points are not sufficiently representative,  and 
additional viewing points must be incorporated into the analyses and evaluation of impacts to 
visual resources; and (2) errors in the use of panoramic photographs to illustrate “representative 
viewpoints”, which result in reducing the apparent degree of visibility of the proposed project 
and thus reducing the level of impact.  Both of these issues must be addressed in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS.  Detailed comments are provided in Appendix A.   


The Conservation of Biological Diversity and the Public Investment in 
Conservation 


The Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan 
 
 The Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan is “A Long Term Vision for Protecting the 
Heritage and Natural Resources of the West” The Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP) is 
guiding regional efforts to conserve the best lands and most precious resources for future 
generations of Pima County residents to enjoy. The SDCP combines short-term actions with 
long-range land-use decisions in Pima County, one of the most biologically diverse counties in 
the U.S. From cactus-studded deserts to conifer forests, the diverse landscape of Pima County is 
the home to a million residents from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and contains a rich 
diversity of plant and animal life. 
 
 Specifically the biological goal of the SDCP is to ensure the long-term survival of the full 
spectrum of plants and animals that are indigenous to Pima County through maintaining or 
improving the ecosystem structures and functions necessary for their survival. Inherent within 
this broad goal are several objectives: 
 


1. Promote recovery of federally listed and candidate species to the point where their 
continued existence is no longer at risk. 


2. Where feasible and appropriate, re-introduce and recover species that have been 
extirpated from this region. 


3. Maintain or improve the status of unlisted species whose existence in Pima County is 
vulnerable. 


4. Identify biological threats to the region’s biodiversity posed by exotic and native species 
of plants and animals, and develop strategies to reduce these threats and avoid additional 
invasive exotics in the future. 


5. Identify compromises to ecosystem functions within target plant communities selected 
for their biological significance and develop strategies to mitigate them. 


6. Promote long-term viability for species, environments and biotic communities that have 
special significance to people in this region because of their aesthetic or cultural values, 
regional uniqueness, or economic significance. 
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Missing, Inadequate and Incomplete Information 


 
 Unfortunately the DEIS does not quantify nor even qualify impacts to the SDCP. The site 
of the proposed Rosemont Mine is located in such a manner as to pose significant threats to all 
five elements contained in the Plan. Specifically, the proposed mine is in conflict with these plan 
elements as follows: 
  


• Adjacent to the critical biological core area and situated within key biological corridors 
(see map of Critical Habitat and Biological Corridors);  


• Situated in the headwaters of a stream (Davidson Creek) identified for riparian restoration 
and rehabilitation; it is also in the vicinity of important springs (see map of Riparian 
Restoration); 


• Located within a strategic corridor of lands linking the Santa Rita and Rincon Mountains 
(see map of Critical Habitat and Biological Corridors) and proximate to a proposed New 
Mountain Park and a New Natural Preserve (see map of Mountain Parks); 


• Situated within an area designated as an archeological sensitivity zone, as well as a 
Priority Archeological Complex and a Priority Archeological Site (see map of Historical 
and Cultural Preservation); and 


• Situated proximate to four open space bond purchased ranches, a Ranch Conservation 
District (immediately adjacent to the Coronado) and virtually surrounded by lands 
identified as Ranchlands (see map of Ranch Conservation). 


 
In sum, the proposed Rosemont Mine constitutes a significant adverse impact to SCDP; a 


comprehensive conservation plan years in preparation as well as supported and funded by the 
people of Pima County.  A revised or supplemental DEIS must analyze the various ways in 
which the proposed Rosemont mine would conflict with the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. 
 


The Vision for Ranch Conservation 
 
 Historically, ranching has probably been the single greatest determinant of a definable 
urban boundary in eastern Pima County. While over half of our 2.4 million acre region appears 
to be open, unused land, virtually all of this open space is used in ranching, an extensive but low-
intensity land use. Through the conservation of working ranches that surround the Tucson 
metropolitan area, vast landscapes of open space are preserved, natural connectivity is 
maintained, and the rural heritage and culture of the Southwest are preserved. 
 
 With over 44 million dollars in open space funding Pima County has purchased four 
ranches in the area that will suffer impacts from the mine, these are the Empirita Ranch, the Bar 
V Ranch, the Sands Ranch, and the Clyne Ranch. These ranches continue to contribute to the 
local economy and to the protection of open space.  
 


Missing, Inadequate and Incomplete Information 
 
 The mine will have direct and indirect impacts to these ranches through ground and 
surface water reductions, loss of creek flows and riparian vegetation, loss of springs, seeps and 
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shallow ground water areas, water and air pollution, visual impacts, noise and light pollution, 
loss of connectivity for wildlife, and through increased pressure reduced recreation and hunting 
opportunities. Because of impacts from the mine to ground and surface water, ranching 
operations will be impacted potentially forcing ranches to suspend operations and putting the 
responsibility and cost of management back on Pima County and its taxpayers.  The 
environmental, social and economic effects of the proposed Rosemont mine on these ranches is 
not analyzed and must be analyzed in a revised or supplemental DEIS.  
 


Ciénega Creek Natural Preserve 
 
 In 1986, Pima County began to acquire land to create the 4,000-acre Ciénega Creek 
Natural Preserve. They eliminated off-road vehicular use, removed livestock from the perennial 
and intermittent reaches, and established a recreational access permit system with ranger patrols. 
The riparian habitat recovered quickly, and in 2003, following over a decade of management 
favoring improvement of riparian conditions, the Gila topminnow and Gila chub expanded into 
the downstream reach of the preserve.  
 
 Recognizing the significance and quality of this water resource, the Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality designated a segment of the creek within the preserve as a “Unique 
Water of Arizona.” This designation prevents the state from authorizing permits that would 
degrade water quality. Pima County also monitors streamflow, groundwater and water quality, 
and educates the public about native and invasive species at various community events.  
 
 Pima County, as part of their open space program, has acquired additional land near the 
preserve to assure perennial stream flow and to provide a corridor wide enough to protect 
Ciénega Creek’s fragile habitat. The perennial flow ends abruptly due to a surface water 
diversion dam on a one-acre inholding within the preserve. Acquisition of this inholding could 
transform what is now an ephemeral stream into a lush, riparian area similar to other reaches 
within the preserve. Continued land acquisition further protects riparian habitat, a very rare 
resource in the desert, as well as protects significant upland habitat adjacent to the creek. 
 
 As groundwater levels are critical to continued flow of Ciénega Creek, Pima County 
monitors groundwater levels in the preserve on a quarterly basis. Between 2002 and 2005, lower 
than average rainfall dropped water levels in most of the monitoring wells by 10 to 20 feet. 
Groundwater levels throughout the preserve rose during the fall of 2006, but remain at or below 
levels measured in 2000. In general, stream lengths have been decreasing over the last five years, 
with a drop of approximately 3.7 miles since the spring of 2002. 
 
 Other management concerns (and impacts that should be considered in any cumulative 
impacts analyses) for the preserve include human impacts from illegal entrance and uses of the 
preserve, invasive and exotic species from adjacent residential development and state lands, 
construction impacts from utility lines that cross the preserve, and nearby proposed development 
that could impact perennial flow from aquifer depletion or contamination.  The extremely brief 
acknowledgement of adverse effects on visitor experience (DEIS, p. 532) is inadequate to 
account for the multiple, synergistic effects that this area will experience.  
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Runoff from Barrel, McCleary and Wasp Canyons will be reduced 34 – 46% resulting in a 
reduction of flow in Davidson Canyon of 3.6 – 7.1%. On Ciénega Creek, the average estimated 
reduction in flow is 1 – 3%, and reduction in perennial stream length is 2.1%. The DEIS states 
these are minor but they are not when you consider the small amount of surface water, continued 
drawdown of the aquifer by residential pumping, the uncertain timing of rain events and current 
state of the creek and surrounding uplands. 
 
 Change in sediment yield to Davidson Canyon is estimated to be 5%. The DEIS states 
that this is unlikely to represent a significant change in geomorphology however they admit they 
don’t know for sure. This reduction in sediment yield could have unknown but significant 
impacts to downstream function and should be further analyzed. 
 
 The DEIS finds that the modeled decreases in groundwater (less than 1 foot) would occur 
over a long period of time and are unlikely to cause large changes in riparian vegetation extent or 
health; however, the reduction in stream flow will impact aquatic species needing standing or 
flowing water and very well could impact riparian vegetation extent or health. The DEIS fails to 
substantiate the conclusion that it is “unlikely to cause large changes in riparian vegetation extent 
or health” in the Ciénega Creek Natural Preserve and contend that even small changes in riparian 
vegetation extent or health, flow, sediment yield, aquifer height and spring systems will have a 
large impact to the overall ecosystem of the preserve. 
 


Colossal Cave Mountain Park 
 
 On the National Register of Historic Places, Colossal Cave Mountain Park is a 2,400-acre 
desert park. The Park showcases Colossal Cave and La Posta Quemada Ranch, a 128-year-old 
working ranch. Colossal Cave was officially "discovered" in 1879, but archaeological findings 
show that the cave had been used for centuries by prehistoric peoples. Guided tours and 
advanced caving treks are conducted on a daily basis. The ranch headquarters house is an 
historical museum and research library. Exhibits explain the human and natural history of 
Colossal Cave Mountain Park and the Ciénega Corridor. 
 
 In addition to impacts on visual resources and air quality there could be impacts to the 
cave due to blasting. The DEIS makes no mention of whether blasting at the Rosemont site 
might impact Colossal Cave Mountain Park. 
 


Kartchner Caverns State Park 
 
 Kartchner Caverns State Park is a world class attraction just twenty miles due east of the 
proposed mine.  Discovered in the 1970’s and purchased as a State Park in the late 1980’s, the 
state of Arizona has spent over thirty million dollars protecting this magnificent system of 
caverns.  The DEIS makes no mention of impacts to Kartchner Caverns State Park.  The Forest 
Service should analyze whether blasting at the Rosemont site might impact it. 
 


Pima County's Conservation Lands System 
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 The Conservation Lands System (CLS) is considered the backbone of the SDCP. The 
CLS was constructed based on the science of the SDCP with participation and oversight by the 
SDCP Science Technical Advisory Team and according to the most current tenets of 
conservation biology and biological reserve design. The five tenets of the CLS are to: 


• Perpetuate the comprehensive conservation of vulnerable species;  
• Retain those areas that contain large populations of focal vulnerable species;  
• Provide for the adjacency and proximity of habitat blocks;  
• Preserve the contiguity of habitat at the landscape level; and  
• Retain the connectivity of reserves with functional corridors.  


 
 The collective application of these individual tenets produced a CLS that retains the 
diverse representation of physical and environmental conditions, preserves an intact functional 
ecosystem, minimizes the expansion of exotic or invasive species, maximizes the extent of 
roadless areas, and minimizes fragmentation. 
 
 Along with a map identifying various categories of environmentally-sensitive lands, the 
CLS includes an associated set of open space preservation guidelines for development projects 
that must go through the rezoning process or some other discretionary action. If a landowner 
develops on his/her property and does not request a higher density zoning, then the CLS does not 
take effect. 
 


Missing, Inadequate and Incomplete Information 
 
 The mine will directly impact a total of 3786.3 acres of Conservation Lands including 
510.9 acres of Important Riparian Areas, 302.8 acres of Biological Core Areas, and 2972.6 acres 
of Multiple Use Management Areas. In-direct impacts on over 145,000 acres will be entirely 
associated with the CLS of which the majority is Biological Core and which has significant 
amounts of Important Riparian Areas. 
 
 Based on Pima County mapping, the amount of hydroriparian and mesoriparian habitat 
along Cienega Creek between the confluence with Gardner Canyon and the confluence with 
Davidson Canyon is approximately 490.9 acres. The DEIS does state that these 490 acres will be 
impacted but does not qualify or quantify the statement other than that as above in regards to 
flow reductions. In addition over 510 acres of Important Riparian Areas will be directly impacted 
by the mine footprint. 
 
 The DEIS finds that the modeled decreases in groundwater (less than 1 foot) would occur 
over a long period of time and are unlikely to cause large changes in riparian vegetation extent or 
health; however, the reduction in stream flow will impact aquatic species needing standing or 
flowing water and very well could impact riparian vegetation extent or health. Please see detailed 
discussion under water resources challenging these assumptions.  As explained in that 
discussion, the modeling and subsequent analysis is inadequate. In addition there are no 
proposed mitigation measures proposed.  
 


Biological Corridors and Critical Habitat 
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 The work on the biological corridors and critical habitat element of the Sonoran Desert 
Conservation Plan revealed that biology is the basis for all other elements. The strong 
interconnections of all five elements are critical in forming a viable land management plan that 
ensures continuing biodiversity for Pima County. 
 
 By definition, an intact healthy landscape maintains the ability of wildlife to move 
between core areas, those protected wildland blocks where species, both plant and animal, have 
the resources to survive and reproduce. Furthermore, plants should also be included in any 
discussion of linkages since plant gene-flow and the movement of pollinators are important 
ecological processes. Plants and animals move across the landscape in many ways and for many 
reasons. For example, plants can move slowly or rapidly across an area depending on seed 
dispersal strategies. Leopard frogs can move large distances in search of new habitat and jaguars 
can move hundreds of miles in just a few nights. In any event, all plants and animals use portions 
of the landscape, drainages, other geological and vegetative features, and linkage areas that are 
the most efficient, or most permeable, when connecting areas of suitable habitat. Corridors are 
the actual paths of movement used by individual species within a linkage area.  When intact and 
protected, linkages that encompass multiple species corridors can serve as functioning 
ecosystems. There is good information on the use of these DEIS identified linkages and corridors 
by black bear, mountain lion, mule and white-tail deer, javelina, coati and other species moving 
between the Santa Rita Mountains, Ciénega Creek and the Whetstone and Rincon Mountains. 
 
 Animals move both north and south along the mountain ranges of the region and east and 
west across wide valleys depending on life-history characteristics and needs. Animals such as 
mountain lions, black bears spotted owls, and jaguars can have home ranges and/or dispersal 
distance that can cover multiple mountain ranges and intervening valleys. These animals are 
known to move north from the Patagonia Mountains through the Santa Ritas and from the 
Tumacacori Mountains east across the Santa Ritas Mountains and into the Sonoita Valley and 
Whetstone Mountains and vice-a-versus. In addition smaller animals such as bats and birds use 
these same paths to move north and south during migration and east and west during residency in 
the region. In fact the Rosemont area is considered an anchor area for three wildlife linkages 
identified in the Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) Arizona Wildlife Linkages 
Assessment and impacts to the anchor will render the three linkages unsuitable as noted 
previously by AGFD in a letter to the Coronado National Forest on July 8, 2008.  
 
 The reduction of connectivity between habitats can significantly impact less agile animals 
such as reptiles, rodents, ground birds and others by reducing opportunities to fulfill life-history 
needs and increased exposure to predation and mortality. These smaller animals and plants to 
some extent depend on local habitat connectivity to find mates, food resources, refugia, etc. and 
when they must modify movement patterns they expose themselves to higher mortality. A 
significant but unquantified source of mortality and life-history interruption for smaller animals 
and plants today is Highway 83 which will see an increase of 356% in traffic during the life of 
the Mine, plus its closure and reclamation, so transportation impact will be a major barrier to 
local wildlife movements and a significant source of mortality for resident animals including 
TES species such as the desert tortoise, Mexican garter snake, box turtle, jaguar and ocelot. 
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 The DEIS is totally inadequate in its assumptions, such as that impacts to corridors and 
connectivity will be temporary and it is missing some important analyses such as impacts 
through road mortality in the face of a 356% increase in traffic on SR 83. In addition there are no 
mitigation measures proposed for these impacts. 
 


Las Ciénegas National Conservation Area 


 In 2000 Congress created the Las Ciénegas as the first property designated as a National 
Conservation Area. At that time the Empire and Ciénega Ranches, along with portions of the 
Rose Tree and Vera Earl Ranches faced an uncertain future that almost certainly included 
housing and commercial development.  Thanks to a concerted effort by local governments, 
federal officials, and members of the public, more than 45,000 acres of rolling grasslands and 
woodlands in Arizona’s Pima and Santa Cruz counties were permanently protected.  This 
magnificent landscape with its rolling grasslands and oak-studded hills that connect several “sky 
island” mountain ranges”, along with the riparian corridors are irresistible to both people and 
wildlife. Cienega Creek, with its perennial flow and lush riparian corridor, forms the lifeblood of 
the NCA and supports a diverse plant and animal community. Ciénega Creek is also a tributary 
in the Rilito Creek Drainage that provides a portion of the domestic water supply for the City of 
Tucson.  
 
 Las Ciénegas NCA supports 5 of the rarest habitat types in the American Southwest: 
cottonwood-willow riparian forest, Ciénega marshland, sacaton grass floodplain, mesquite 
bosque, and semidesert grassland. It is home to 6 endangered species and has 2 eligible wild and 
scenic river segments. The NCA’s intact grassland, stream, riparian, and marsh habitat are the 
best remaining examples of ecosystems that were historically more common in southeastern 
Arizona. 
 


Missing, Inadequate and Incomplete Information 
 
 The DEIS is inadequate in its analysis of impacts to this important area.  The DEIS does 
state that impacts to Ciénega Creek, Empire Gulch and Gardner Canyon are expected but they 
down play these impacts. Specifically it states that 490 acres of riparian habitat could be 
impacted along Ciénega Creek, which based on Pima County Mapping is all of the riparian 
habitat along the creek between its confluences with Gardner and Davidson Canyon a distance of 
approximately 22 miles. The predicted reduction in stream flow along Ciénega Creek is 1 – 3% 
and in stream length it is 2.1% and are called “minor” (page 265). These two figures don’t really 
match if a 1 – 3% reduction in stream flow can impact all the riparian habitat along 22 miles of 
creek and this should not be considered “minor”. The same holds true for both Empire Gulch and 
Gardner Canyon, both home to important creek and Ciénega habitats and riparian-specialist 
animal and plant species. 
 
 The BLM manages 245 million surface acres, as well as 700 million acres of subsurface 
mineral estate, with about 10,000 employees, and a budget (FY 2011) of $1.1 billion. For the 
LCNCA this comes out to be just over $220,000 spent annually managing the area. In addition 
the BLM has invested over three million dollars in ARRA funds in vegetation treatments and 
grassland restoration over the last two years. In addition hundreds of thousands of dollars of 
research and non-profit funds are expended annually on LCNCA on many projects including 
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frog and prairie dog reintroductions, grassland and riparian monitoring, bird research, riparian 
restoration and others. 
 
 In addition over 25,000 people visit LCNCA each year and they will be impacted by the 
noise, lights, traffic and loss of riparian areas. The DEIS also is inadequate as it does not address 
any other potential impacts to other resource values or landscape elements on the LCNCA such 
as displaced recreation, fire, invasive species, traffic, etc and the impacts to the wild nature of the 
Sonoita Valley from large-scale industrial development.  
 
 Also, the ranch headquarter’s adobe structures, listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places, are located seven miles from the proposed mine, and according to a professional 
structural evaluation, are at risk from the impacts of blasting described in the Mine Plan of 
Operation for the proposed Rosemont Mine. 
 


Direct Economic Value of Public Lands  
 
 Table 3, below, contains data on the value of the public lands described above. For the 
purpose of this analysis, the values of all lands within Pima County are expressed as “Assessor's 
full cash value even though there are lands that the Assessor has no authority to assess and tax, 
i.e., public lands, Nation lands, etc.  Since the purpose of this analysis is to establish a plausible 
value for all public land, the use of Assessor’s full cash value provides a reasonable but 
conservative estimate.  Where there was no full cash value for specific parcels, the following 
values were used:  


 
• State Lands: $3,737 per acre 
• Coronado National Forest Lands: $1,466 per acre 
• Las Cienegas National Conservation Area Lands: $2,020 per acre 
• Private Lands: $120,000 per acre 


 
 These values represent the average cash value per acre of other lands within the 
jurisdiction or category.  In establishing these figures, is it useful to compare these data with 
actual sales data.  For example, according to the Arizona State Lands website, in 2001 sales of 
3,500 acres of State Trust Land produced $148,000,000 over $42,000 per acre, and under the 
Urban Preserve Initiative, sales of 1,612 acres for open space uses in urban areas produced $ 
26,000,000 at an average price in excess of $ 16,000 per acre.  Thus the Assessor’s full cash 
value of $3,737 is clearly at a very conservative figure.14   
 
 Table 3 provides a summary of the values of the aggregate of public lands shown in 
Figure 2 and detailed in Appendix A. This Appendix also sets forth detailed data on “Assessor’s 
Full Cash Values” for the public lands in the Greater Tucson Region study area. 
 
Table 3: “Full Cash Value” of Public Lands in Greater Tucson Region 
 
 Distance in 5-mile Increments from Proposed Rosemont Mine  


                                                
14 A discussion of State Trust Lands can be found at http://www.land.state.az.us/news/ataglance.htm .   
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 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 Total 
Total  
Value 
(millions) 


$ 
92.


3 


$ 
575


.8 


$ 
681.


0 
$71
3.8 


$ 
638.


7 


$ 
1,05
0.5 


$ 
494.


0 


$ 
388.


7 
$ 


84.6 
$ 


13.8 


$ 
4,733.


2 
Aggregat
e 
Value 
(millions) $ 668.0 $ 1,394.9 $ 1,689.2     


$ 
3,752.


0 
Aggregat
e Percent 14.1% 29.5% 35.7%     


79.3 
% 


Aggregat
e Value 
(millions) $ 2,062.9        
Aggregat
e Percent 43.6 %        
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(millions)       2.007 
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$ 
2,358 


Source: Pima County, AZ 2010 
 
 As shown in Table 3, the current total “full cash value” of all public lands in the study 
area is approximately 4.73 billion dollars ($4,733,173,889), an average of $ 2,358 per acre.  In 
terms of public lands in proximity to the proposed Rosemont Mine; 14.0 % of the overall value -- 
$ 668,000,000 is within the 10-mile radius; 43.6% of the value – $ 2,062,871,142 is within the 
20-mile radius; and 79.3% of the total value – $ 3,752,074,738 is within the 30-mile radius. 
 
 Even very modest diminution in value of these public lands results in a significant loss in 
value.  The economic analyses contained in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the 
proposed Rosemont Mine failed to address the diminution in value of all public (as well as 
private) lands adversely impacts by the proposed project.   


Livestock and Grazing 


Impacts on Ranching 


General Comments 


The analysis of impacts on livestock grazing in the DEIS is too narrow, both in terms of 
factors considered and the geographic area of analysis.  It is not clear how or why the USFS 
determined that these impacts would not be “significant” and should this statement be carried 
forward, the evidence for this assertion must be made clear.  The spatial scope of analyses of 
these impacts must be expanded to consider effects on nearby allotments and private sector 
ranching, water quantity and quality as it would likely affect ranches, impacts of toxic material 
and dust residues on forage and in water.  In addition, the analysis must address the potential of 
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effects to the health of livestock and on the health of humans consuming beef subjected to toxics 
that may be emitted in one form or another from the proposed copper mine.  The assertion in the 
DEIS that adequate information was found to analyze effects of the proposed mine on livestock 
grazing is undercut by incomplete analysis presented.   


Incomplete and Missing Information 


A revised analysis of impacts on ranching should be based on objective, long-term 
research on livestock raised and grazed in pastures under use or lease by copper mine companies 
that contain tailings and waste rock.  Based on that research, the DEIS should analyze alternative 
designated zones of safety for ranches and neighboring allotments in close proximity that could 
be impacted by fine particulate airborne dust particles that could have toxic residues affecting 
soil, air, water, grass, seeds, livestock feed, animal hair and buildings, taking into account the 
high winds in the affected area of southern Arizona.  Please see the detailed comments on 
“health and safety” at pp. 13-18 for further explanation of what is needed.   


This analysis should also take into account the effects on the social and economic effects 
of the impacts of the proposed mine on affected ranches, along with the cumulative effects of 
other proposed and current operating mines and other present and reasonably foreseeable actions 
affecting local ranching.  Please see additional comments in Appendix A.    


Livestock and Rangelands 


(1) Livestock grazing and selenium toxicity: The DEIS discusses 
impacts on livestock grazing on page 429 of Volume 2, but omits a 
very important impact: toxicity of Rosemont emissions to 
livestock, in particular from selenium. Further, the DEIS omits 
citations of two relevant laws and regulations: the Toxic 
Substances Control Act (TSCA) and the Clean Air Act. 


(a) Exposure to selenium toxicity occurs through several 
routes: (1) airborne emission of selenium compounds 
which are deposited on plants can be absorbed directly by 
the plants. The plants can absorb both gaseous and 
particulate selenium compounds directly from air. (2) The 
deposition of selenium compounds on soils, and 
incorporation into the soil around plants allows the root 
systems of plants to absorb selenium from the soil. (3) 
Plants can absorb selenium directly from the aquatic 
environment. In general, plants can accumulate selenium 
preferentially to many other elements which accompany it 
in particulate and aerosol emissions. The exposure of 
animals to the selenium toxicity occurs through 
consumption of the plants, and through inhalation of 
particulate matter and aerosol materials which contain 
selenium compounds. 
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(b) The median concentration of selenium in the source 
mineral material for the mine is 12 mg/kg. The average 
processing of mineral material each year over a 20 year 
period of time translates into a potential release and 
emission of up to 382 tons/year of elemental selenium. 
Even if only 2% of the available selenium is somehow 
released to the environment, it exceeds the toxic and 
hazardous air pollution threshold. Given the volatility of 
many selenium compounds, this probability is likely to be 
significant.   


(c) The toxicity of selenium compounds to grazing and farm 
animals occurs at microgram levels. The classic diseases of 
blind staggers and alkali disease were recognized in 1930’s 
as associated with selenium toxicity. And in the 1950’s the 
teratogenic properties of selenium to poultry were 
documented. The malformation of horses was recognized 
as early as Marco Polo’s travels to the orient, although the 
cause was unknown for some 500 years except that horses 
consumed some contaminated grasses. 


(2) Management priorities among multiple uses of rangeland:  The 
DEIS indicates that the USFS manages livestock in a manner 
compatible with multiple use designations of the rangeland 
according to USFS protocols and guidelines. What the DEIS does 
not state is the relative priority of livestock management compared 
to other uses. In multiuse environments there is often a tension or 
conflict among certain uses, and the priority of which use is 
granted greater protection relative to another is clearly stated and 
known. Where does livestock grazing fit in all of this? 


(3) Possible secondary toxicity exposure to manganese:  A possible 
second toxicity problem for livestock occurs because of manganese 
emissions. Manganese is a neurotoxin, but it has been shown in a 
few instances to be associated with a toxic smoke syndrome of 
cattle and other livestock. The median manganese content of the 
source material is 800 mg/kg more, than 2½ times that of the basic 
copper to be extracted. That represents a potential 25000+ tons/yr 
of materials, and if only 0.1% of this material is released it exceeds 
the thresholds for all toxic and hazardous air pollutants combined.   


(4) Effectiveness of chemical monitoring for rangeland ecosystems:  
The DEIS does not include toxicity issues with respect to 
rangeland management in the monitoring plan.  Thus, the 
monitoring plan is deficient to protect grazing animals. Chemical 
monitoring to protect ecosystems needs to include (a) sampling of 
grazing vegetation with chemical analysis to determine whether the 
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vegetation has accumulated or is in the process of accumulating 
toxic elements, (b) analysis to assess whether a gradient of 
accumulation can be traced back to the mine operations, and (c) 
measures to show specific thresholds of data which trigger 
mitigation and remediation. Further, this type of monitoring 
becomes very important in determining problems occurring during 
revegetation and post mine closure because it may show that the 
landscape has become sufficiently poisoned that it cannot support 
revegetation efforts. 


(5) Lack of monitoring for radioactive materials in the landscape and 
vegetation:  The background geochemistry documents clearly 
show a concern about the radioactivity components of the source 
minerals. The sampling plan to assay the minerals included 
additional samples over and above their initial sampling protocol, 
specifically to characterize the radioactivity content of the source 
materials. Yet nothing about the radioactivity issue appears in the 
Rosemont documents requesting an Air Pollution Permit, nor in the 
DEIS. The source minerals have significant but unanalyzed 
thorium content. The only alpha emitters quantified were uranium 
and radium, yet thorium is likely to be the major alpha emitter 
because of its large geochemical presence in Western mineral 
formations. The DEIS does not reference or indicate the 
availability of a material balance on thorium, which is needed if 
only to show that uranium production is not financially credible 
because the radioactivity is not mainly associated with uranium. 
Thorium, uranium and radium form volatile fluoride compounds. 
Will the “bioengineered process” remove enough fluoride to block 
this chemistry, or will the bacteria also accumulate thorium, 
uranium and radium because of the fluoride connection and thus 
become a radioactive biohazard? Given the effect of fluoride as a 
bacteriostatic material, it is unlikely that the fluoride would be 
blocked from producing the volatile actinide-fluoride compounds. 
Although alpha emitters rarely travel far from their point of 
discharge before deposition, given some of the extreme wind 
conditions in Arizona, there is likely to be greater movement and 
transport of these toxic compounds than initially thought. The 
vegetation and landscape need to be checked for accumulation of 
these radioactive substances.   


(6) Ecosystem Measurements:  Although the DEIS mentions that 
rangeland management seeks to protect ecosystems and provide for 
ecological diversity, none of the monitoring methods given, nor the 
objectives and impacts cited are associated with ecosystem 
measurements with respect to the livestock concerns. For example, 
how will rangeland ecological diversity be measured and reported?   
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Cultural and Historic Resources 


General Observations  


The discussion in this section of the DEIS reflects an understanding of prehistoric, 
protohistoric and historic Native American and European historic resources that is seriously 
inadequate.  The analysis in the DEIS is fundamentally flawed by a dependency on out-of-date 
information, omission of current information and incorrect and inconsistent assumptions.  
Because these problems are integrated into the entire text of the DEIS in Chapter 3 (pp. 660-
699), these comments will be presented generally, with some specific examples offered in 
Appendix A.  However, the problems inherent in the text are not confined to those particular 
examples, but rather, as explained below, run through the course of the discussion.  This means 
that rather than correcting a few particular mistakes, the entire analysis must be rewritten.  There 
are more than two dozen recent journal articles, several reports, and a book on the protohistoric 
and historic Native American period that contain relevant and useful information and were not 
cited in the DEIS.  Please see Appendix C for a suggested bibliography that contains appropriate 
references for such a rewritten analysis. 


The analysis is also fundamentally flawed because of overly narrow spatial bounds of 
analysis.  DEIS states that for purposes of comparing alternatives, the analysis area for direct and 
indirect effects on cultural resources is the perimeter fence for each alternative (which extends 
750 feet beyond the mine perimeter), includes the perimeter road and is “assumed” to include all 
ground-disturbing activities associated with the mine.  Separate areas of analysis are utilized for 
the proposed utility corridor and proposed water pipeline.  (DEIS, p. 663). 


These spatial bounds are inappropriately small and thus lead to the omission of analysis 
of other important impacts.  There are two levels of indirect impacts to be considered here. One 
has to do with sites that are to be left untouched within the Rosemont property limits. The 
Ballcourt Site would be an example here as it is not due to be directly impacted in the proposed 
actions. The second has to do with sites outside the Rosemont property. Such sites may be 
impacted due to highway improvements resulting from increased truck traffic, the construction 
of new businesses to support mining personnel along the highway, or they may be impacted due 
to increased recreational use of the region because of the publicity surrounding the mine, because 
of new roads constructed to support the mine or improvements to old ones, and so forth.  An 
important example is the entire Santa Rita Experimental Range, which is known to be rich in 
cultural resources, both prehistoric and historic (see Madsen, John, 2003, “Cultural Resources of 
the Santa Rita Experimental Range,” USDA USFS Proceedings RMRS-P-30 for a discussion of 
the cultural resources of the Range).  The surveys conducted by EPG in connection with the 
proposed utility corridor were extremely limited in geographic scope and should be redone 
taking impacts on the entire Range into consideration.  These sites outside the Rosemont 
property that may be impacted as an indirect effect of the mine must be identified and the spatial 
bounds of analysis must be redrawn accordingly. 
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Prehistoric Sites 


Misinterpreted or Incorrect Information Running Throughout 
Discussion 


The chronology presented is out of date and confused.  The Early Ceramic is not a 
synonym of the Early Agricultural period. Instead, they are sequential. Furthermore, the Early 
Agricultural period is not stated by Huckell to be present in all areas. Instead, in some areas, 
there are no indications of early agriculture and he recommends we use the term “Late Archaic” 
for those areas. The date range cited from Huckell 1984 is woefully out of date. More recent 
work in the Tucson Basin has resulted in a refined chronology. Lastly, the Early Ceramic period 
no longer includes the span that has red ware without other decorated wares. Instead, that span, 
from ca. A.D. 475 to 650, is included in the Pioneer period of the Hohokam sequence or it is 
included in the Early Formative if one uses that system. 


A comment from the 1984 work at ANAMAX is reiterated in several places in this 
section – that the Ballcourt site and associated community was the first to be discovered in an 
upland setting. This is inaccurate. There are a number of upland courts known in Arizona that 
were known prior to the Anamax studies. For example, the Stove Canyon court excavated by 
Neely north of Safford, and the unexcavated Leslie Canyon court on the western slope of the 
Chiricahua Mountains.  


That Paleoindian remains are lacking from the Tucson Basin is hardly surprising given 
that no deposits of the correct age are exposed along the stream courses. 


The document addresses the obvious range of aesthetic and direct impacts of the 
proposed actions but it overlooks the intersection of aesthetics, scientific context, cultural 
resources, and tribal values. Specifically, part of the value of a prehistoric cultural property lies 
in its setting. The setting of the project area has been documented based on current standards 
such that resources have been mapped, plant and animal communities documented, geological 
resources noted and mapped, and so forth. Much as is the case for excavating cultural resources, 
this documentation was done to today’s standards. Much finer grain documentation may be 
present in the future and if we destroy a cultural property’s context now, that information will be 
lost. Context is important at many levels. It is significant from an aesthetic level for populations 
of varied backgrounds (for example, tribal members, hikers, birders, etc.). A prehistoric site 
holds different meanings to different populations and the experience of visiting sites will be 
altered if the landscape around it is altered. Context is significant for archaeologists because 
clues to resource use, activity areas, pathways, and ritual activities depend on detailed knowledge 
of a site’s context. Context is especially important to consider for major land-altering actions 
such as the proposed mine. 


There is a persistent problem with the DEIS not using the literature from times more 
recent than the mid 1980s. There has been substantial work since that time in the Hohokam area 
of southern Arizona and there are several projects that have explored Hohokam adaptations in 
upland areas. For example, investigations conducted by Statistical Research, Inc. along the 
Beeline Highway may be relevant to research issues that would be of importance at Rosemont. 
Another example: the DEIS does not consider the range of more recent Hohokam investigations 
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into Ballcourt sites. This literature is highly relevant to the Rosemont area given the court there. 
Literature on indirect impacts of large-scale land-altering developments on cultural resource-rich 
areas is not even considered in the DEIS. 


The research potential of the prehistoric sites in the project area, which is one measure of 
the value of the resources, is magnified to a degree because of the previous excavations and their 
well-documented results. For example, because we know the distribution of subsurface remains 
in a portion of the Ballcourt Site, we can postulate that there was probably a plaza with 
additional human burials and that focused excavations would reveal details of ceremonial and 
political life at the settlement that would not be clear to us without prior knowledge. This ‘value 
added’ to the resources is not adequately considered. 


Missing Information 


The Draft EIS states that the human remains and associated funerary objects were 
repatriated to the Tohono O’odham Nation in 2009 but it does not cite whether the remains 
received any additional analysis and documentation. The Hohokam pottery vessels should have 
been measured and drawn if that had not been previously done and all artifacts and the human 
remains should have been re-analyzed using current standards. The DEIS does not state whether 
this was done.   


Indirect Impacts 


Indirect impacts of the mining operations are not adequately considered for prehistoric 
cultural resources in the DEIS. There is no discussion of how visitation to the area changed (if it 
did) due to the work done there in the early 1980s. The DEIS should identify what changes have 
taken place since the work was done in the 1980s. There should be a consideration of whether 
there are new roads, trails, vehicular access, and any vandalism or looting. This would help 
assess what may happen in the way of secondary impacts in the future due to mining activities. 
There should also be comparisons with other regions adjacent to major mining operations. Such 
large-scale operations are often disastrous to cultural resources in a relatively large and 
somewhat unpredictable zone around the development. Mining operations have had a major 
indirect impact in some areas due to the access to heavy equipment, varied mining resources that 
require upkeep (such as roads, wells, etc.), and large numbers of employees (which increases the 
risk of vandalism by mining employees). For example, in the early 1990s, the platform mound 
site of Big Bell in the San Pedro Valley, already seriously mined for artifacts using heavy 
equipment, was bulldozed into the San Pedro River in order to help stave off bank erosion. 


Indirect impacts to sites outside the Rosemont property are mentioned in the DEIS on p. 
692 but are not adequately considered nor are there studies of comparable developments and 
their effects. Some of the likely supportive facilities for the mining operation may be in the 
Sonoita area, which is in Santa Cruz County. Unlike Pima County, Santa Cruz has few 
requirements for the location or mitigation of adverse effects to cultural resources. Given the 
differences from Pima County, however, there is the expectation that due to the mine, cultural 
resources will be destroyed without mitigation in Santa Cruz County.  
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Protohistoric Issues 


Lack of Current Source Material 


The DEIS also fails to include an up-to-date or thoroughly researched culture history for 
the protohistoric time period in this area.  The area is known to have been occupied by the 
Jocome and other non-Apache mobile groups during this period. The DEIS culture history does 
not mention the Canutillo or Jocome/Jano complex. There are several publications on this 
complex and this culture group that have not been cited.  A primary concern is that over the past 
ten years we have learned to identify these protohistoric groups, whereas prior to this these 
groups were not archaeologically distinguishable and therefore invisible to researchers. The lack 
of citation of references indicates a lack of familiarity with these complexes and therefore they 
were in all likelihood invisible to the field personnel.  The DEIS does not reference numerous 
relevant articles on advancements in the identification of Cerro Rojo or Chiricahua Apache 
material patterns that are directly pertinent to this area.  The DEIS does not reference numerous 
relevant articles and a book on the identification of Cayetano or Sobaipuri material patterns that 
are directly pertinent to this area. This area and its resources are specifically mentioned with 
reference to the under-recording and under-evaluation of resources in the area.  In sum, the DEIS 
shows a lack of control of current and directly pertinent literature and a lack of familiarity with 
the nature of archaeology expected in the area.  


Incomplete Survey Reports 


Part of the systemic problems with the text in the DEIS arise from the underlying survey 
reports used for both the proposed mine site and for the utility line.  These survey reports, 
referenced in the DEIS at pp. 675-676, do not include up-to-date or thoroughly researched 
cultural histories.  Specifically: 


1. The survey reports do not cite more than two dozen articles, several reports, and a 
book directly pertinent to the history and culture history of the groups occupying 
the areas of the proposed mine. The survey reports cite out-of-date references and 
omit dozens that are specifically relevant to this area during this time.  


2. Discussions in the survey reports cover topics dealt with in numerous journal 
articles, books, and reports published over the last decade that are not included in 
the discussion that represents substantial advances in understandings of these 
issues.  


3. Therefore, the discussion is incomplete and shows a lack of familiarity with 
current literature. 


4. There is some indication that this culture history was “boilerplate” and is not 
directly pertinent to the project area and current issues. 


Incomplete and Missing Information 


Because the DEIS does not include reference to a primary culture group that occupied 
this area in the protohistoric and historic periods:  
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1. DEIS overviews, discussions, identifications, and significance evaluations are 
incomplete and cannot be considered adequate. 


2. All protohistoric groups are discussed as a single entity, demonstrating the lack of 
familiarity with these resources and their substantial differences in signature and 
landscape use. 


3. It is clear that the archaeologists are not familiar with the Canutillo complex that 
should be found in this area. 


Because the DEIS does not include reference to current literature, research issues, and 
familiarity with the material culture and landscape signatures of the three primary protohistoric 
and historic Native American groups, it is clear that: 


4. Field personnel would not have been familiar with the material culture signature 
of the Canutillo or Jocome/Jano complex and therefore would have missed any 
sites and components present in the project area. 


5. Field personnel would not have been familiar with the Cerro Rojo or Apache 
complex and therefore would have missed any sites and components present in 
the project area. 


6. Field personnel would not have been familiar with new understanding of the 
Cayetano or Sobaipuri complex and therefore would have missed or 
misinterpreted any sites and components present in the project area. (One 
company recently missed over half of the residential structures on a Sobaipuri site 
because they were not sufficiently familiar with the Sobaipuri signature. Another 
surveyor entirely missed an important Sobaipuri mission site, referring generally 
and vaguely to sparse lithic scatters in the area.) 


7. Field and management personnel would not have been familiar with the early 
chronometric dates for some of these complexes and would likely mistake dates 
for other culture groups. The DEIS includes the wrong dates for the protohistoric 
period. Acknowledgment of this is critical for the recognition of sites that 
continue into the protohistoric and historic periods. 


8. Owing to lack of familiarity with these references, field personnel would not have 
been familiar with recent advances in separating components and isolating the 
protohistoric and historic Native American components on multiple component 
sites. 


Because the DEIS does not include reference to the recent and substantial literature 
published over the past ten years on the key protohistoric and historic Native American groups 
that occupied this area:  


9. Field personnel would not have been aware of substantial advances in the 
identification of sites and components related to these groups. 
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10. It is highly unlikely that they would have identified these types of sites and 
components.  


11. It is highly unlikely that field and management personnel would have recognized 
the significance of these sites and components. 


12. It is highly unlikely that the adverse affects to these resources can be addressed 
with this absence of knowledge. 


13. It is likely that the field personnel would have (a) identified these sites as isolates 
or misidentified them as pertaining to a prehistoric group or (b) completely 
missed their presence owing to their unobtrusive, subtle, and unfamiliar signature 
with exceptionally low artifact densities and difficult-to-define features. 


14. These are the types of resources that would be considered not significant and not 
be assigned to a culture group or time period owing to lack of general knowledge 
about them. There are a substantial number of sites assigned to an unknown 
cultural affiliation and temporal period, again supporting the notion that surveyors 
were not sufficiently versed in the nature of the archaeological record in this area. 


15. Archaeologists must be specifically trained to locate, identify, interpret, and 
mitigate sites of this time period. 


16. The survey is therefore insufficient, the culture history incomplete, the 
evaluations not appropriate. 


17. Twenty-six sites were evaluated as ineligible or of unknown eligibility which is a 
high percentage of overall sites. Sites not assigned to culture group or time period 
could easily be representative of these later periods. Today most sites should be 
assignable to time and group and eligibility recommendations should be clear 
when based on an understanding of the culture history of the area. 


18. Substantial additional concern results from the lack of apparent knowledge as to 
the different ways survey and excavation must be carried out on these types of 
sites as compared to those that are earlier or later in time. Mitigation measures 
undertaken using normal recording and excavations techniques will miss and 
destroy the information content of these sites. Special methodologies are required 
for these sites. 


19. Lack of demonstrated knowledge of dating techniques that are widely accepted 
throughout the world and used by protohistoric and historic Native American 
experts means that these later components will not be isolated or identified and 
that impacts will not be properly mitigated. These components must be isolated 
prior to excavation stage so components can be evaluated and so that proper 
mitigation plans can be prepared. 
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20. These types of sites are especially important because they are directly related to 
modern descendant groups who are concerned about proper treatment of their 
ancestral sites. 


The archaeologists are unfamiliar with the protohistoric and historic Native American 
signature and so it is likely that they might have missed these resources:  


21. The DEIS does not list and discuss properties that were recommended ineligible 
and so it is not possible for readers to evaluate the nature of these resources and 
determine whether they were properly identified, recorded, and evaluated.  


22. The DEIS does not list and discuss isolated finds that were not considered for 
eligibility and so it is not possible for readers to evaluate the nature of these 
resources and if they  were properly identified, recorded, and evaluated.  


The archaeologists are unfamiliar with recent methodological discussions in the 
publications and therefore used field methods inappropriate for locating, evaluating, and 
ultimately mitigating adverse impacts to protohistoric and historic Native American sites: 


23. The site definition criteria used are out-of-date with reference to their ability to 
identify and isolate sites from this period. 


24. Topographic features judged most likely to contain protohistoric cultural 
resources (p.133 Survey Report) and therefore surveyed are those appropriate for 
prehistoric resources but not protohistoric and historic Native American. It seems 
the surveyors excluded from survey many of the areas most likely to contain and 
historic Native American resources. 


25. A substantially high number of isolated occurrences were identified. This raises a 
concern that many of these are protohistoric and historic Native American sites 
that were not recognized. 


26. Several of the previously recorded ANAMAX sites that were not relocated raise 
concern that sites with a light footprint were not being recognized. Such sites are 
likely to be protohistoric and historic Native American sites. 


Historic Period 


Incomplete Information 


Many of the same problems with out-of-date source information also manifest themselves 
in the context of the discussion of the historic period.  There is also significant missing 
information.  For example, the DEIS also does not acknowledge the special history of this area as 
it is connected to the local and regional mission sites showing a lack of familiarity with the 
Spanish Colonial history of the region. 


The DEIS is very vague in regard to the historic period sites. The survey reports prepared 
by SWCA, Inc., provide somewhat detailed information. These reports, and the data backing the 
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conclusions, must be included in the DEIS report if the DEIS is to be complete, rather than 
forcing the public to rummage through complex websites to find relevant data. At the very least, 
a table listing each site, its function, its likely period of occupation, and a notation regarding 
whether archaeological fieldwork has been conducted and whether additional work was 
recommended, would be a useful addition. The degree of historical research conducted for each 
historic period site cannot be evaluated based upon the DEIS, but is suggested by the content of 
the SWCA survey reports. 


“Cowboy culture” and Hispanic traditional use of the area are mentioned in passing but 
no systematic effort was made to frame these uses in terms of the NHPA.  This omission needs 
to be corrected. 


The DEIS notes that historical period burials may be present at the mining and ranching 
camps.  A partial list of historic sites is provided (DEIS, p. 684) and indicates that several of the 
sites are considered Priority Archaeological Sites in the Pima County Sonoran Desert 
Conservation Plan.  The State of Arizona has made copies of death certificates available at 
www.genealogy.az.gov and death certificates filed for Pima County should be examined to 
identify burials within the proposed project area.  As an example, Matthew Donahue died on 19 
March 1906 at Helvetia from alcoholism and Manuel Valencia died on 22 February 1918. Both 
were buried at Helvetia. The DEIS states that only one historic period site is known to have 
human remains, and the SWCA survey report indicates that the burial of Walter J. Pfenninger 
was exhumed. One other site contained a rock pile that was thought likely to be the location of a 
burial. If the historic period sites are to be destroyed during mining work, every effort must be 
made to locate and exhume historic period burials. Newspaper articles in the Arizona Daily Star 
from the 1880s note that miners and ranchers who died in isolated places were typically buried at 
those locations. 


Inadequate Cumulative Effects Analysis  


The DEIS identifies some of the past, present and reasonably foreseeable actions 
affecting cultural and historic resources in both Zones 1 and 2.  However, identifying other past, 
present and reasonably future actions that have had, continue to have and will have an effect on 
the same resources impacted by the proposed Rosemont mine is simply a step in preparing a 
proper cumulative effects analysis.  A list of actions is not an analysis.  What is missing here is 
the actual analysis of cumulative effects.  For Zone 1, absolutely no analysis is offered.  For 
Zone 2, the DEIS offers precisely one sentence, indicating that there will be “continued 
degradation and loss of cultural resources from land disturbance.”  (DEIS, p. 697).   


Inadequate Mitigation Measures 


The DEIS does not address what mitigation would be accomplished or required for 
cultural resources that would be directly or indirectly impacted by the proposed mining and 
related activities. Avoidance is mentioned for some resources, but that will depend on which 
alternatives are taken and that will not necessarily have any effect on indirect impacts as cited 
above. The DEIS should specify that any resources that will be directly impacted will require 
100 percent mitigation using state of the art excavation and documentation techniques and that 
there will be the need for a comprehensive study of potential indirect impacts and a 
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mitigation/preservation plan developed based on the findings of that investigation. In both 
instances, it should be specified that there will be independent review of the plans and 
procedures and the details of that independent review should be presented. 


The DEIS fails to discuss appropriate programs of cultural resource education and 
enforcement that would need to be implemented for employees and affiliates of the mining 
operation as part of project monitoring and mitigation. Potential and predictable secondary 
impacts of the Rosemont project are simply not adequately considered in the DEIS and there is 
no consideration of how the various landholders and agencies would realistically be capable of 
dealing with these effects in the face of current fiscal constraints. 


Rosemont property sites that are to be left untouched will require some sort of protection 
in order to remain untouched. Fencing, the common alternative, is inadequate in some settings 
and always inadequate without ongoing stewardship and maintenance. The DEIS fails to explain 
how sites on Rosemont’s property will be protected during mine construction and operation and 
after mine closure and more importantly, it does not identify this as something that would be 
necessary. There is also no discussion in the DEIS of what oversight there would be if plans were 
implemented for site protection. 


Traditional Cultural Properties 


 The consideration of traditional historic properties in the DEIS is inadequate because 
known or potential traditional cultural properties are insufficiently identified, there is an 
incomplete analysis of how the proposed Rosemont Mine would adversely effect the traditional 
uses and values that make these properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, 
and discussion of how adverse effects on traditional cultural properties can be resolved is 
deficient.  Traditional cultural properties are historic properties eligible for the National Register 
of Historic Places because of the roles these properties play in the retention and transmission of 
traditional cultures. 
 
 The DEIS identifies a single traditional cultural property within the APE (Area of 
Potential Effect).  This is Ce:wi Duag, the Santa Rita Mountains, a traditional place associated 
with the Tohono O'odham Nation.  However, Tohono O'odham perspectives on how the 
boundary of Ce:wi Duag is culturally defined are insufficiently discussed, and cultural 
information about the traditional use, contemporary use, and sacred aspects of the traditional 
cultural property is lacking.  The elements of Ce:wi Duag that contribute to its National Register 
eligibility – including landscape, spiritual locations, vision quest locales, ancestral villages, 
cemeteries, and traditional resource collecting areas – are not specifically identified in the DEIS.  
As a result, the analysis of how the proposed Rosemont Mine would affect the values that make 
this historic property eligible for the national Register of Historic Places is incomplete, and the 
discussion of how adverse effects can be resolved is inadequate. 
 
 In addition to recognizing that the proposed Rosemont Mine is within the judicially 
determined aboriginal lands of the Tohono O'odham Nation, the DEIS acknowledges that the 
Hopi Tribe, Pueblo of Zuni, and Western Apache tribes claim the area as part of their ancestral 
homelands (DEIS, p. 661).  Given this, it is surprising there is no analysis in the DEIS regarding 
whether the Santa Rita Mountains (defined as Ce:wi Duag) are also a traditional cultural 
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property for other tribes. The Western Apache name for the Santa Rita Mountains, dzil enzho 
(beautiful mountain), is identified in the DEIS on p. 686, but the significance of this toponym 
with regard to the status of this place as a traditional cultural property is not addressed.  Western 
Apache place names in particular are known to be associated with the retention of important 
traditional and oral histories, and ultimately play a vital role in cultural resource preservation.  
Furthermore, there is no identification of other traditional cultural properties that are associated 
with the Hopi, Zuni, and Apache tribes. 
 
 The DEIS discusses springs, high vision points, sacred sites, plant and mineral resource 
collection areas, and cultural landscapes without specifically considering whether these places 
are also traditional cultural properties that need consideration pursuant to the national Historic 
preservation Act.  This is inexplicable because the DEIS acknowledges that the USFS has 
documented through tribal consultation that springs, high vision points, and many natural 
resources in the project area have sacred ceremonial functions (DEIS, p. 662).  Because of the 
format of the DEIS, much of the discussion of biological and natural resources is relegated to 
chapters other than the cultural resources chapter, thus making it difficult to understand or 
analyze these resources as traditional cultural properties and to consider how potential adverse 
effects on these traditional cultural properties can be resolved. 
 
 The DEIS acknowledges that the alteration of cultural landscapes and adverse impacts to 
springs and natural resource collection areas would be an adverse effect with social and cultural 
impacts that cannot be mitigated (pp. 684, 688).  However, this analysis is deficient because it 
does not explicitly link this discussion to which of these landscape features and natural resource 
areas are traditional cultural properties eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.  The 
DEIS fails to present adequate information from consultation with tribes that identifies potential 
adverse effects on traditional cultural properties and how these adverse effects can be resolved. 
 
 A reliable inventory of traditional cultural properties within the Rosemont APE has not 
been documented, and it is probable that there are additional traditional cultural properties that 
are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.  The quantification of National Register 
properties in the DEIS is incomplete.  When a full inventory of traditional cultural properties is 
completed for the proposed Rosemont Mine, the number of historic properties eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places will increase and this will necessitate a new analysis of the 
ways the proposed mine will comply with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 


 
Finally, we would like to address the status of the proposal of the Santa Ritas as a 


Traditional Cultural Place/Property under the National Historic Preservation Act.  According to 
the State Historic Preservation Office, the document that has been submitted to them requesting a 
Determination of Eligibility is sound, but the SHPO needs to receive a copy of “Tribal 
Consultation and Ethnohistorical Research for the Proposed Rosemont Copper Mine on the East 
Slope of the Santa Rita Mountains, Pima County, Arizona.”  More importantly the results of 
consultation with the Four Southern Tribes Cultural Working must also be submitted to SHPO. 


 
Overall, the discussion in the DEIS of the Traditional Cultural Place/Property proposal is 


woefully inadequate.  Of special importance, time and opportunity must be provided for the 
Tohono O'odham Nation to become involved in shaping the Determination of Eligibility.  As a 
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result of their lack of involvement, the DEIS lacks sufficient information to allow for a thorough 
assessment of impacts to the cultural resources. 


Socioeconomics 


For an extensive list of reasons, the Rosemont Mine DEIS is legally inadequate. These 
inadequacies are discussed in greater detail in the following analyses. The first analysis is the 
executive summary from the report titled “The Failure of the Rosemont DEIS to Adequately 
Analyze the Socioeconomic Impacts of the Proposed Mine” prepared by Thomas Michael Power 
PhD. Dr. Power’s full report is attached in Appendix D. The second analysis is a summary of 
extensive page-by-page comments on a variety of socio-economic issues; the full page-by-page 
comments are attached in Appendix A. 


Executive Summary of Power Report  


The Failure of the Rosemont Mine DEIS to Adequately Analyze the Socioeconomic 
Impacts of the Proposed Mine 


The Coronado National Forest has prepared a Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
the Rosemont Copper Project (DEIS.) The proposed open pit copper mine, waste piles, and 
copper ore processing facilities would be located south of Tucson, Arizona, just north of the 
Pima- Santa Cruz County line. 


This report comments of the socioeconomic section of that DEIS that, in its own words, 
“evaluates the social and economic effects, both positive and negative, of the construction, 
operation, and reclamation phases of the [Rosemont copper mining] project.” (p. 702)  


The primary conclusion that follows from this review of the DEIS socioeconomic 
analysis is that it systematically exaggerates the economic benefits while just as systematically 
dismissing or ignoring the economic costs of the Rosemont Mine. As a result of a series of errors 
in economic analysis, the DEIS describes the Rosemont proposal as having large economic 
benefits but no or negligible economic costs. Those economic errors include: 


Ignoring the economic role that the landscape amenities of the Greater Tucson area play 
in supporting local economic wellbeing and vitality. 


Treating landscape amenities and their degradation as primarily cultural, social, or 
aesthetic problems with no significant economic implications. 


Ignoring or misinterpreting the empirical economic research findings of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS) researchers who have documented the 
important economic role that landscape amenities play, including, specifically, in the American 
desert southwest. 


Relying uncritically on economic impact modeling funded by Rosemont and based on 
Rosemont-specified assumptions and commissioned by a local economic development group. 
The Coronado National Forest did no economic impact modeling of its own nor did it 
commission and supervise any economic impact modeling for the DEIS. The USFS did not even 
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inquire about the assumptions and methods used in that outside economic impact modeling 
before the DEIS embraced it as its own. 


When during the DEIS comment period the USFS did seek additional information from 
Applied Economics, Rosemont, and TREO on the assumptions and methods behind the 
economic impact modeling on which the DEIS relied, the USFS was not willing to share that 
information with the public despite repeated requests. 


The economic impact modeling on which the DEIS relied explicitly stated that “[t]he 
potential impacts of the mine on the value of public lands, the tourism industry, air and water 
quality, wildlife habitat, astronomical observation conditions and recreational and cultural 
resources are not addressed in this analysis.”15 As a result, that economic impact modeling 
adopted by the DEIS explicitly excluded all of the potential costs associated with the proposed 
mine while exclusively reporting on its benefits. 


The economic impacts of the construction phase of the Rosemont project are exaggerated 
by a factor of four because the annual jobs and payroll are multiplied by the four- year length of 
the construction period. The result is an estimate of thousands of new jobs (4,100) rather than 
hundreds of temporary jobs. 


The economic impacts of the projected 20-year period of full production were 
exaggerated by assuming that most of the supplies needed to operate the mine would be 
produced by and purchased from local business firms. This led to estimates of indirect impacts 
that were 3 to 5 times too large. The result was total “multiplier” impacts that were twice as large 
as appropriate. 


The DEIS explicitly assumed that “[e]mployment and output projections [for the 
Rosemont Mine] will not fluctuate over the life of the project.” (p. 704) This is a counter-factual 
assumption. Throughout the history of copper mining in Arizona and the United States copper 
mine production and employment have fluctuated substantially over periods as short as ten years 
or less. This DEIS assumption explicitly assumed away one of the primary economic costs 
associated with metal mining, the instability and disruption it brings to local employment and 
payroll. The net result, again, is to exaggerate the local economic benefits by assuming they will 
be more stable than can reasonably be expected and, as a result, higher levels of employment and 
payroll over time. 


The DEIS understated the size of the visitor economy that could be negatively impacted 
by degrading the landscape amenities in the Greater Tucson region by focusing primarily on:  


1. a small area in the immediate vicinity of the mine, 


2. people engaged in recreation on Coronado National Forest land, 


                                                
15 “Economic Impacts of the Rosemont Copper Project on Pima County, Arizona,” Applied Economics, June 2011, 
p. 1.  Emphasis added. The DEIS quotes this warning statement on page 700 when listing this economic study along 
with other economic studies that were available but does not repeat the warning when 37 pages later it adopted the 
Applied Economics economic impact results as its own. 
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3. people engaged in active recreation as opposed to other types of visitors to the 
Greater Tucson area. 


The DEIS understates the impact of the Rosemont mine on the visitor economy by 
assuming that there are perfect substitutes in the area for any landscape values degraded by the 
Rosemont open pit mine, extended waste rock piles, scenic highway congested by mine haul 
vehicles, and general industrialization of the landscape. 


The DEIS dismisses the negative impacts of the mine on the visitor economy and 
amenity-supported economic development as “not substantial”  (p. 736) or “negligible” (pp. 718 
and 745). At the same time it characterizes the positive local economic impacts of the mine as 
“quite modest” (p. 740). The DEIS, however, never places the “quite modest” positive economic 
impacts in the same context as the “not substantial” negative economic impacts to determine the 
extent to which one might cancel out the other. The result is that the DEIS emphasizes and, in the 
process, exaggerates the positive economic impacts despite their small size relative to the overall 
economy.  


The DEIS ignores the fact that the negative economic impacts of the Rosemont Mine do 
not have to actually reduce the employment or payroll associated with the visitor economy or 
amenity-supported in-migration of people and businesses. Very small reductions in the growth of 
these sources of local economic vitality because the natural landscape amenities in the Greater 
Tucson area have been degraded and it is not as attractive a place to live, work, and do business 
as it had been, can have negative economic impacts over time that are larger than the positive 
economic impacts associated with the proposed mine. 


The DEIS characterizes the negative economic impacts of the Rosemont Mine due to its 
impact on the visitor economy as being “speculative…difficult to predict and quantify.” (p. 744.) 
Alternatively it characterizes the impact on the visitor economy as having “no measurable 
impacts.” (pp. 736, 740, 741) Yet the DEIS confidently predicts the level of copper production 
and its impacts on employment and payroll 23 years into the future in its positive economic 
impact analysis. Predicting future employment down to the job and payroll down to the dollar 23 
years in the future not just for the mine itself but also for the indirect and induced impacts 
throughout the Pima County economy is also “speculative,” to say the least, as well as “difficult 
to predict and quantify.” Yet the DEIS is willing to speculate on the positive impacts but 
dismisses potential negative impacts because they might be “speculative” or “difficult to predict 
or quantify.”  This clearly represents a bias that emphasizes positive economic impacts while 
dismissing negative economic impacts. 


“Difficult to predict and quantify” or “measure” is not an excuse in an environmental 
impact statement to ignore or dismiss impacts. Impacts, including economic impacts, can be 
described and evaluated in whatever terms or metrics are available rather than ignoring or 
trivializing them because they are not easily predicted, measured, or quantified. 


U.S. Department of Agriculture and USFS economic research has demonstrated the 
economic importance of landscape amenities to local economic vitality. That research has also 
warned about the negative consequences on local economic vitality and wellbeing associated 
with commercial development that damages or degrades those landscape amenities. That 
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knowledge developed, over the last several decades, not only by USDA and USFS but many 
other economists, should serve as part of the foundation for any socioeconomic impact analysis 
written by the . 


If the exaggerations associated with the DEIS’s modeling of the economic impacts of the 
Rosemont Mine are eliminated and the instability in copper mining production and employment 
are taken into account, the positive economic impacts associated with the proposed mine would 
be only a quarter to a third of what the DEIS projects. 


If the economic analysis of the Rosemont Mine took into account amenity-supported 
economic development and eliminated the bias in the DEIS socioeconomic analysis, a quite 
different picture of the local economic impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine would be clear: 
It is highly likely that the “relatively modest” positive economic impacts of the Rosemont mine 
will be completely offset by equally modest negative impacts on the visitor economy and 
amenity supported in-migration. For that reason, it is also highly likely that the Rosemont Mine 
would, overall, damage the economic vitality and the economic well-being of the Greater Tucson 
area.   


Summary of Page-by-Page Comments 


Appendix A of this letter contains page-by-page comments regarding the DEIS, Chapter 
3, pp. 699-754 (Socioeconomics Impacts) and pp. 442-452 (Dark Skies Impacts).  The comments 
are critical of the stated impacts to regional tourism and a variety of other conditions, including 
analysis of workforce impacts to local residents, and population demographics, and they focus on 
the lack of quantified data on adverse impacts, the lack of localized data, inadequate 
methodology for analysis, and inaccurate analysis or misinterpretations of the data presented. 


Inability to Comment Fully Because of Lack of Modeling Data TREO 
chronology – see Appendix E) 


Additionally, credible review and comment of the economic analysis presented in the 
DEIS has been hindered by the inability of members of the public to obtain the data and 
assumptions that were given Rosemont to Applied Economics to use in IMPLAN modeling.  
This modeling was the basis for the report released by the Tucson Regional Economic 
Opportunities (TREO),  “Economic Impacts of the Rosemont Copper project on Pima County, 
Arizona.  The results of that report have been widely distributed as well as being used in the 
DEIS and they differ significantly from other analyses about the economic effects of the 
proposed mine.  Further information about attempts to obtain this data is presented in Appendix 
E. 


Financial Resources  


While financial issues are not usually covered in the NEPA process reviewing a mining 
plan of operation for activity within a national forest, the issue is relevant in this circumstances 
because of the environmental impacts that will ensue if Rosemont and its parent Augusta 
Resources fail to have adequate capital or experience to carry out the work for which approval of 
the MPO is requested. In short, a sudden halt mid-stream to mining operations, or a failure to 
complete reclamation as approved, or a failure to post adequate bond coupled with a failure to 
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provide adequate back-up resources, will result in an irreversible and irretrievable commitment 
of public lands that will be altered forever and useless to the public enjoyment. While such an 
environmental catastrophe may not necessarily be reasonably foreseeable, considering the 
tenuous financing structure on which the project is built, as well as the past history of some 
senior Augusta executives with respect to mining projects, such a catastrophe could occur. 


A recent experience with the Carlota Mine on the west end of the Miami-Globe Mining 
District in central Arizona is instructive here.  Carlota, owned by QuadraFNX is ceasing 
operations due to higher costs and lower expected production.  The Carlota failure and early 
closure leaves the public being with a torn up landscape for little monetary gain.  Furthermore, it 
calls into question the adequacy of the Rosemont reclamation bonds at about $25 million.  That 
seems small compared to Carlota’s $17 million bond, as Carlota is about one-tenth the project 
compared to Rosemont. 


Financial Concerns 


Financial Viability 
 
There seems an underlying assumption in the DEIS that Rosemont Copper is financially 


viable and able to meet whatever financial requirements are needed for operating the mine as 
planned in the MPO, such as all bonding requirements.  The DEIS does not mention directly that 
the USFS even considers the financial stability/viability of the mine proponent.  Not doing so 
allows any applicant for a mining permit to spend taxpayers’ funds to evaluate whether a mining 
permit can be issued, and the public’s land to be used for private enterprise.  It’s in the public’s 
best interest that the financial health of a mine applicant be thoroughly evaluated, as not doing so 
runs a huge risk of failure by the applicant, with the public to clean up the remains left by an 
underfinanced operation.  There is no information brought forward in the DEIS that addresses 
the financial capability of Rosemont/Augusta, which is essential to a reasoned choice among the 
alternatives.    


 
Rosemont is a subsidiary of Augusta Resources (AZC) and receives all funding from 


Augusta.  The latest financial statements filed by AZC (3rd qtr. 9/30/11) showed a minus cash 
flow of $3.1 million for the 9 months of 2011 ending 9/30/11.  AZC never made a profit for any 
year since 2006.  The company was financed by debt to various mining interests and a hedge 
fund, who in turn receive future mineral rights from 20% to 100% of specific ores mined at 
Rosemont, and in the case of the hedge fund (Red Kite Explorer Fund) the entire Rosemont mine 
assets are collateral.  AZC owes Red Kite over $40 million, due in April 2012.  If AZC fails to 
pay this debt and accrued interest, then the entire Rosemont project is subject to Red Kite’s 
discretion.  This is not the mine applicant, but an entire new entity, that can take whatever 
direction they chose with their assets.  There is no guarantee that AZC will be able to meet this 
obligation.  The financial history of the officers and directors of AZC show personal and 
business bankruptcies.  Their track record of broken promises, non-disclosures of material 
information and failure to safeguard the environment in past mining ventures provide no 
assurances that AZC can be viable as a mining company.  The USFS failure to take this into 
account is a material breach of the public’s trust.        


 
Reclamation Bonding 
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Page 80, last paragraph:  The DEIS states: “it’s premature for the USFS to calculate 


(reclamation) bond amounts”.   However earlier in the same paragraph the DEIS states 
“Rosemont has submitted (reclamation) calculations in section 13 of the aquifer protection 
permit.”  The amounts in the Aquifer Protection Permit Application show $23,700,000 to the 
USFS, $3,713,000 to the AZ Mine Inspector, and $1,175,000.  No analysis of whether these 
amounts are adequate and reasonable appear anywhere in the DEIS.  There is no comparison of 
other mines in either AZ or other states, from which an informed choice can be made.  Also, no 
financial capacity of Rosemont/Augusta is available to determine if the company has the ability 
to obtain the funding to pay for the bonding.  Bonding is insurance, and premiums are based on 
various quantitative assessments, chief among them whether the company needing the bond can 
afford the cost, and if the bonding company wants to take the risk.  The DEIS substantiates 
nothing related to reclamation costs.  It just says it will address this later.  This is a substantive 
issue that raises a foundational issue, the financial capacity of Rosemont/Augusta.  Leaving this 
until later makes it impossible to make any reasonable choice of the alternatives, as the public 
cannot wait and see if the company can meet its obligations after it is allowed to violate the 
public’s land.  It is irresponsible and could have catastrophic consequences to the public to leave 
this issue until later.  According to the New Mexico State Mining and Minerals, two copper 
mines in New Mexico whose operations disturb 9,416 acres and 7,440 acres respectively, 
required bonding amounts in excess of $185 million for each (Freeport-McMoRan Tyrone and 
Chino mines).  These amounts are required under New Mexico mining law.  Neither mine uses 
any US Forest land, but the bonding amounts show the importance of the financial capacity of 
the mine operator.       


 
The amount of the reclamation bonds is also not discussed, nor is there any mechanism 


provide by the DEIS for the public to understand how the bond amounts are calculated, who does 
the calculations, how does it compare to other mines in AZ and the US, who decides on the 
amounts, what are their qualifications, who monitors the reclamation process to determine if the 
bond needs adjusting, especially if there are accident or hazardous spills.  No information is 
provided regarding additional bonding requirements from the State or other permits that require 
bonds, and how that is evaluated by the FS in its analysis of the required bonds.  Not doing this 
analysis prior to determining an alternative deceives the public, as the process is not transparent 
and unavailable for the public to comment on.  An independent third party is requested to 
analyze the entire financial issues raised here prior to making any decision on this mine permit.   
The possibility of this mine operator abandoning the site prior to completion of the reclamation 
is a real possibility.  This is reasonably foreseeable based on the Rosemont’s lack of any mining 
history and its precipitous financial status. Long-term financial assurances and Rosemont’s 
ability to meet them must be provided before any decision is made on this permit.   
The EIS process must afford the public an opportunity to comment on the adequacy of the 
financial assurances that are developed between the USFS and Rosemont.  There is no means to 
do so in this DEIS, so at a minimum a supplemental EIS is needed to meet the requirements 
under the law.     


Historic Experience of Augusta Executives 
 


In December, Save the Scenic Santa Ritas (SSSR) filed complaints with securities 
regulators in British Columbia, Canada, and the United States requesting they investigate 
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Augusta Recourse, the parent company of Rosemont Copper, regarding that corporation’s failure 
to disclose required and material information in securities filings.  The omissions date at least as 
far back as 2001 and include certain officers’ personal and corporate bankruptcies, an insider 
trading settlement agreement, cease trade orders, and the delisting of a company on the American 
Stock Exchange.  This apparent lack of disclosure is potentially significant in that it deprives the 
public and investors of material information important for making investment decisions 
concerning Augusta Resource. 


As it relates to the matters addressed in the DEIS, Rosemont Copper, a subsidiary of 
Augusta Resource, makes representation on how it will conduct mining operations on the CNF 
and provides certain assurances, financial and otherwise, that it perform in a manner consistent 
with its representations.  However, an apparent pattern of failing to disclose material financial 
information in other regulatory venues must compel the CNF to more closely examine 
Augusta/Rosemont’s willingness to, and ability to, meet its obligations and assurances related to 
the proposed copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountains, particularly as it relates to matters 
requiring disclosure and transparency issues on the part of Augusta/Rosemont. 


This DEIS needs to identify and analyze the foregoing issues because of the significant 
environmental impacts resulting from an irreversible loss of resources that may result as a 
consequence of Rosemont’s failure to complete its obligations. It is clear from the foregoing 
information that, while such a catastrophe may not be imminent, it is certainly plausible and 
possible. The USFS should include this new analysis either in a revised DEIS or a Supplemental 
DEIS that must be circulated for full public comment. 


Energy Impacts 


The DEIS analyzes no impacts regarding energy, either generation, transportation, or use. 
This, however, ignores very significant environmental impacts that will result from the proposed 
Rosemont Mine’s use of energy. In summary, the energy issues are as follows: 


A. Failure to consider and analyze alternatives to the use of the 
overhead TEP transmission line.   


B. Failure to consider and analyze the effects of using energy 
generated off-site. This is a failure to analyze alternatives and 
cumulative effects. It also represents a too-narrow and restricted 
spatial bounds of analysis in the DEIS. 


Alternatives to Overhead TEP Transmission Lines 


The DEIS pp. 36-39 discusses only the alternative alignments presented by TEP. There 
are, however, significant alternatives for energy supply that need to be identified and analyzed, 
The following outline some possibilities: 


(1) Use of natural gas for power instead of coal-fired generation from the TEP 
plant. 


(2) On-site alternative energy sources. 
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(3) Buried transmission lines. 


(4) Alternatives if the Arizona Corporation Commission denies all proposed 
alignments presented by TEP. 


Off-site Impacts 


With respect to the environmental impacts of supplying the proposed Rosemont Mine 
with the needed133 MW of electrical energy, the DEIS is seriously and legally deficient in 
failing to account for the cumulative impacts of off-site sources having to generate such a huge 
amount of energy and failing to consider alternatives to the use of the Tucson Electric Power and 
its likely sources facility at Springerville. This failure can be characterized also as a significant 
failure of the DEIS to apply the appropriate spatial bounds of analysis in determining 
environmental impacts. Such a huge energy demand will tax and exceed the regional electrical 
generating capacity as it stands now, resulting in the likely need to go father afield to acquire 
operating energy. Regardless of whether more distant energy generating facilities are used or the 
Springerville facility is significantly expanded, not only will there be significant additional 
scarce water used in the generating plants and additional fuel must be acquired, with the 
consequent impacts from mining, which impacts will be felt on land and global warming. The 
science is clear that increased burning of fossil fuels to generate energy will emit significant 
greenhouse gases that will have consequences on the environment, but these consequences are 
hardly analyzed to the extent that an appropriate bounds of analysis would dictate. Thus, given 
the inadequacy of the DEIS analysis of energy impacts, a revised or supplemental DEIS must be 
prepared for public comment that not only uses the appropriate spatial bounds of analysis but 
takes into account the cumulative impacts. Realistically, as well, the DEIS should analyze 
alternatives to the expanded use of fossil fuels for generating Rosemont’s needed energy; these 
alternatives are not considered. 


 
Transportation Analysis 


General Observations 


Most of the discussion in the DEIS centers around impacts to users of SR 83.  Thorough 
analysis of these impacts is indeed vital because  is an important rural connector serving the 
Elgin, Patagonia, and Sonoita region.  Indeed, it is the lifeline between rural residents in this area 
and Tucson, where many people need to commute to work, go for medical appointments, 
business meetings, shopping and other needs.  SR 83 is also the road that the Arizona 
Department of Transportation (ADOT) routes people to in case a segment of I-10 is shut down.  
Traffic congestion, increased travel time, and reduced safety caused by the Rosemont mine 
traffic would negatively impact the region.   


However, the DEIS discussion is incomplete and inadequate regarding transportation.  
Traffic impacts are incomplete and were created with unsupported assumptions, improper 
methodology, and inaccurate data.  The analysis also suffers significantly from technical errors, 
overly narrow bounds of analysis and failure to identify appropriate mitigation.   Further, there is 
new information that needs to be analyzed and incorporated into a revised or supplemental DEIS. 
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Finally, as discussed below and in the detailed comments in Appendix A, the 
identification and analysis of mitigation measures is quite inadequate.   


Incorrect Information 


The traffic impact reports that are the basis of much of the analysis in the DEIS show 
increased traffic from the mine will cause level of service on SR83 to approach unacceptable 
values of D during peak travel times.  Several incorrect assumptions are made to reduce 
Rosemont’s traffic impact with no supporting documentation justifying these assumptions.  
Incorrect methodology was used to generate the traffic impact reports.  Two-way, two-lane 
highway segment methodology was used when the roadway conditions mandate the directional 
methodology must be used.  There is also evidence of incomplete LOS worksheets. No input 
data is documented; there is incorrect site information, and incorrect lane width and shoulder 
width used to determine adjusting values. 


Much of the DEIS analysis centers around SR83’s incorrect classification as a Class 2 
roadway.   This classification was predicated in part on the mistaken premise that the public will 
accept increased percent time spent following.  It also fails to consider average travel speed when 
determining if a roadway will maintain acceptable levels of service.  Commuters who regularly 
use SR83 to travel to Tucson expect a reasonable travel speed.   


Missing or Incomplete Information 


Oversized loads are not documented.  Peak construction supply shipments must be 
documented and applied to the traffic impact reports. 


Socio-economic impacts are incomplete.  Additional public cost of road improvements 
and ongoing maintenance to SR83 and other roads that will be used to transport product and 
supplies to and from the mine must be documented.  A 200%-400% increase in traffic accidents 
and a 600% increase in fatalities will increase emergency personnel and equipment costs to 
respond to the increased number of accidents.   


The roadway assessment report created for Rosemont by Tetra Tech and completed in 
July 2009 identifies many substandard roadway elements including lack of shoulders, 
substandard guardrails, insufficient recovery zones, limited sight distance, lack of school bus 
pull-offs, and lack of passing lanes and passing opportunities.  Research to determine roadbed 
structure and its capacity to handle increased truck frequency carrying heavy loads was not 
completed. The DEIS fails to identify improvements to SR83, when they will be completed, or 
how they will be paid for.  Public concern that roadway improvements will not be completed 
before construction of the mine begins must be addressed and roadway improvements must be 
identified and completed prior to mine construction.  Indeed, the Federal Highway 
Administration has just published a Primer on “Integrating Road Safety into NEPA Analysis:  A 
Practitioner’s Primer. It is available at 
http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/strmlng/newsletters/jan12nl.asp and we recommend that it 
be reviewed in the context of a revised or supplemented transportation analysis. 


Traffic impact reports may help to identify potential traffic impacts, but does not address 
traveler safety.  Accident frequency is expected to increase from 200%-400%, but no mitigation 
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to reduce accidents on SR83 are documented.  Accident fatalities are expected to increase 600%, 
yet the DEIS suggests it will not impact emergency service expenses, nor does it identify who 
will pay for emergency response.  The DEIS states that over the 25 years of mine life there is 
potential for 2,565 traffic accidents with 50 fatalities considering increased traffic from the mine.  
Measures to improve traffic safety must be identified and mitigation negotiated with ADOT and 
the improvements must be completed prior to construction of the mine if it is permitted. 


The DEIS fails to consider the practical aspects of operating a large truck while travelling 
southbound on SR83.  For example, Tetra Tech’s Fig. 3 in the Rosemont “T Intersection 
Analysis, incorporated into Tetra Tech’s AZ-83 Roadway Assessment report (July, 2009) and 
referenced in the DEIS, shows the intersection of the Primary Access Road to the proposed 
Rosemont Mine at Mile Post (MP) 46.9. The north bound photo is fully candid and shows a long 
straightaway while the southbound photo sight distance clips the hill to be climbed by trucks 
from the photo. The southbound section from MP 46.9 is essentially level and straight for about a 
half mile. This distance is inadequate for a loaded truck to accelerate to highway speeds and 
poses an under ride risk to automobiles due to poor or non working lights on a truck at night or a 
low hanging afternoon sun during late fall, winter and early spring (see photos in Appendix B, 
Visual Exhibits 8 and 9). Depending on the truck’s weight, power and gearing it is unlikely that a 
truck would be able to reach 55 mph, on much of the grade, to the pass at MP 35.5. On the high 
end, speeds more like 45 mph would pull the grade, with 25 to 35 mph being the norm and in 
rare cases, depending on weight and power, 15 mph is not out of the question on some sections.  


The grade traveling southbound has 2 passing opportunities and theses passing segments, 
while acceptable for passing cars, are too short to avoid increased hazards when passing a 70 to 
80 foot truck.  These real life scenarios need to be evaluated by the DEIS.   


The DEIS ignores an additional hazard for bicyclists headed southbound between MP 46 
to MP 44.5. There are no shoulders for bicyclists to escape to in the event trucks traveling in 
opposite directions need to take up all of the lane spaces in each direction. In addition, there are 
curves that will only reduce safe distances between truck and bicyclists; particularly at the tail 
end of trailers due to the off tracking of the trailer. Increased southbound truck traffic will 
increase the risk of injury or death to bicyclists on SR83 from about MP 46 to MP 44.5.  The 
deceleration lane, or “Right Turn Pocket”, at the proposed “T” intersection of the primary access 
road with SR83 is of questionable length to afford a safe braking distance.  Trucks need to 
decelerate from 55 mph to 5 - 10 mph, in order to safely navigate the turn.  Because of this short 
distance a truck driver will have to begin deceleration while still in the southbound travel lane. 
Further, the deceleration lane will accommodate only one truck at a time. If 1 or 2 more trucks 
are waiting to make that right turn, they will block traffic and southbound SR 83 will be brought 
to a stop to the frustrations of motorists. These real life effects of the increased truck traffic are 
not evaluated by the DEIS. 


The above degrades southbound SR83 for all users. Unnecessary crashes due to lack of 
roadway design to accommodate more trucks will only further exacerbate the efficiency of SR83.  
While the deceleration lane for southbound SR83 is inadequate, an acceleration lane for 
northbound SR83 is non-existent.  The hazards created by this lack are not recognized or 
evaluated in the DEIS and no mitigation measures are identified.  Under current conditions, from 
a complete stop at the “ T” Intersection in Figure 4 a truck driver travelling north on SR83 is 
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expected move his 70 to 80 foot vehicle across southbound traffic and into the northbound lane 
safely w/out an acceleration lane. Southbound, at the “T” Intersection, has a 620 foot 
acceleration lane. The DEIS needs to address the option of providing for an acceleration lane for 
northbound trucks.  This lack of an acceleration lane presents a hazard for rear underside crashes 
at night due to glare from southbound traffic or poor lighting on the rear of the northbound truck 
or both. 


The DEIS fails to identify and analyze the inadequate design for the proposed “T” 
Intersection from the perspective of traffic moving north on SR 83.  The motoring public is 
presented with a new and unnecessary hazard with trucks crossing southbound lanes from the 
stop sign. Southbound motorists are at elevated risk for side under ride crashes due to oncoming 
glare at night, poor or non-existent clearance lights on the sides of trailers or blinding glare from 
the sun from October through February.  An analysis of the risks of this design along with 
appropriate mitigation must be provided. 


The role of the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) has been overlooked in 
the DEIS's description of decisions that must be made in the transportation arena.  Neither the 
description of decisionmaking agencies (DEIS, pp. 7-10) nor the discussion of relevant laws, 
regulations policies and plans related to transportation (DEIS pp. 593-594) describe the 
obligation of the applicant to obtain a permit from ADOT for access and encroachment onto 
SR83.  In preparation for that decisionmaking process, ADOT has commissioned a separate 
Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) for purposes of  their permit process that has a different 
proposal for ingress and egress onto SR83 than is analyzed in the DEIS.  The  USFS 
must improve their coordination with ADOT and include an analysis of this new proposal in a 
revised or supplemental DEIS. 


The DEIS not only fails to identify appropriate mitigation for safety measures but fails to 
discuss the obligations of Rosemont to finance such mitigation.  Rosemont should be required to 
pay for all transportation mitigation measures required by ADOT in connection with SR83, as 
well as any mitigation measures required for National Forest System roads.  In that regard, we 
agree with the position of Pima County, outlined in the January 13 Memorandum from 
Administrator Chuck Huckleberry to the Pima County Board of Supervisors, recommending that 
Augusta "post a bond in the amount of all improvements necessary to SR83 as a result of their 
mining proposal", including, but not limited to, any future widening of SR83.  A revised analysis 
of transportation impacts should include information about whether taxpayers or the applicant 
will be paying for such improvements. 


Overly Narrow Spatial Bounds of Analysis 


The DEIS text includes the statement that, “Shipment to market for copper cathodes and 
copper, molybdenum, and silver concentrates to the Port of Tucson via State Route 83” is 
common to all of the action alternatives.  Yet the traffic impact analysis does not include an 
analysis of impacts between SR83 and the Port of Tucson, including segments of I-10, already 
heavily travelled by large trucks, and Kolb Road, a major thoroughfare in the City of Tucson.  
Further, the DIES does not identify what other mine-related shipments will arrive by rail at the 
Port of Tucson and whether there will be additional HAZMAT risks associated with the area. 
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Additionally, signatories to this letter have repeatedly heard Rosemont officials say in 
public forums that the copper concentrates will be shipped from the Port of Tucson to Nogales, 
Arizona for shipment to a port near Guaymas, where there is a smelter.  The DEIS needs to 
identify the route the copper would take from the Port of Tucson to the railroad head and the 
capacity of commercial rail to handle these shipments.  Analysis then needs to extend to the 
proposed routing area.  For example, east-west traffic in heavily populated Rio Rico and at 
thirty-two other major road-railway intersections will be blocked at least twice daily for the 
additional trains along the line between Tucson and the border.  A revised or supplemental DEIS 
must analyze the affects on traffic on air quality (Nogales has already been designated as a “non-
attainment area” area by EPA), safety, traffic flow and commerce in Rio Rico and other 
communities affected by the route, including the city of Nogales.  Downtown Nogales already 
has a serious problem with automobile and truck traffic due to long delays at the border for trains 
traveling to and from Mexico.  Downtown traffic stops when a train crosses the border and there 
is only one bridge crossing the railroad tracks.  Clearly, there would be additional traffic delays 
due to the trains carrying concentrate.   


The analysis of impacts on air quality, traffic, safety, and any other relevant issues then 
needs to extend to the same types of issues in Nogales, Mexico and south of the border.  Should 
the mine go forward, these types of transboundary impacts will be caused by a federally-
approved action within the United States for which reasonably foreseeable effects will occur in 
Mexico.  NEPA requires agencies to include analysis of reasonably foreseeable transboundary 
effects of proposed actions in their analysis of proposed actions in the United States.  Officials of 
environmental and transportation agencies in the State of Sonora and the federal government of 
Mexico should be engaged in helping to provide information for this analysis.   


In short, the spatial bounds of the transportation analysis is significant inadequate and is a 
major failure of the DEIS.  Analysis must be provided to the public for review and comment in a 
revised DEIS or supplemental draft EIS, not just presented in an FEIS. 


Inadequately Identified and Analyzed Mitigation 


Car-pooling is identified as the least expensive mitigation measure with the most 
improvement in Level of Service however there is no supporting documentation describing car-
pool costs, the traffic impact on the car-pool parking locations or the costs associated with 
acquiring land, paving a parking lot, and roadway improvements that will be necessary to access 
car-pooling parking lot locations.  Car-pooling does nothing but move the traffic impact from 
mine employee traffic to other locations that the DEIS does not identify.  Carpooling cannot be 
considered for mitigation, since it can not be legally enforced. 


Physical mitigation for impacts to traffic on SR83 is completely inadequate.  The 
proffered car pooling is not well explained, including whether and how and by whom such a 
requirement would be enforced.  The additional traffic scenarios created as a supplement to the 
April 2009 traffic impact report, page 29 says 80% of SR-83 north of the mine access would 
need to have passing lanes to have significant impact on traffic level of service values.  The 
traffic impact assessment report completed in April 2011, says they analyzed one passing lane 
but since it did not improve LOS values significantly, passing lanes were not considered further.  
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An in-depth assessment of passing lanes on SR83 must be completed and must consider level of 
service, average travel speeds, public safety and potential mitigation measures. 


Additionally, reduced property values for property that is dependent upon SR83 for 
access are not identified, nor is mitigation suggested compensating affected parties for the 
reduced values.   


The USFS presents the idea of constructing four new school bus pullouts on State Route 
83 as a way to reduce impacts related to mine traffic (DEIS, p.  612).  However, this is not a 
measure that will in any way reduce mine traffic. Rather, this “mitigation measure” is really an 
efficiency measure that will improve the speed at which mine traffic will be able to travel and 
will at the same time increase risks to school children and bus drivers.  


Currently, traffic on State Route 83 must stop when a school bus is present and either 
picking up or dropping off children at seven of the 8 bus stops. If bus pullouts are created this 
will have the effect of allowing large mining operation vehicles to speed past the school bus and 
children, actually increasing the chance that there will be an accident.  The purpose of requiring 
vehicles to stop when children are boarding or de-boarding a school bus is to ensure that there 
are no vehicles speeding by the bus during this time. The proposed mitigation measure will 
increase safety risks to children and should not be implemented. There are no studies presented 
that demonstrate that bus pullouts would reduce impacts from mining traffic nor demonstrating 
they are safer for children.  


Additionally, there are eight bus stop locations (DEIS, p. 603), but only four proposed 
pull outs. This will create considerable confusion for any motorist driving State Route 83. At one 
location, they will be presented with a bus pullout where they are able to proceed past at a high 
rate of speed. At another location, they will be expected to stop but will easily be confused by the 
prior pullouts.  This will create additional safety hazards for children, not improve them.   


The Arizona Department of Transportation recommended against using school bus 
turnouts or pullouts. ADOT Rosemont Primary Access Road Intersection Project, Tetra Tech, 
April 2011 at 37. The Arizona Department of Transportation also recommended entry and exit 
tapers with a 5:1 and 3:1 width ratio respectively. Id. This information is not reflected in the 
DEIS for this project.  


A stopped vehicle cannot run over children or into a school bus. The school bus pullouts 
should be abandoned as a “safety” measure or “traffic improvement” measure and should be 
classified only as a mining efficiency measure that will increase revenues at the cost of 
children’s lives. The current system of bus stops appears to be working and keeping children 
safe: only one accident involving a school bus was reported between 2002 and 2008. AZ-83 
Roadway Assessment Report, Tetra Tech, July 2009 at 26 and 29. We note that the Tetra Tech 
July 2009 report refers readers to “Appendix F” for detailed design information on bus pullouts, 
but “Appendix F” is not available to the public.  


If safety is a true concern for the USFS and mining proponents, the only viable solution is 
to prohibit all mining traffic on SR83 while school buses are on the route.  
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Cumulative Effects 


General Observations 


Throughout this comment letter, deficiencies in cumulative effects analysis are noted.  
Broadly speaking, the problems with cumulative effects analysis in this DEIS fall into two 
categories.  First, there is insufficient identification of past, present and reasonably foreseeable 
actions that continue to have, are having, or likely will have an impact on the same resources that 
would be affected by the proposed Rosemont mine.  There is also an inadequate temporal scope 
of inquiry and analysis.  Second, in several sections of the DEIS, some listing of actions is 
provided for purposes of cumulative effects analysis, but there is a failure to provide the actual 
analysis.  The identification of other actions affecting the resources that would be affected by the 
proposed action is not the end of the analysis, but rather the beginning.  There is very little in the 
text that provides actual analysis of such effects.  In many places, the analysis is missing all 
together; in other places, it is very scant.   


Past and Present Actions and Analysis 


Sections labeled “cumulative effects analysis” actually only include an analysis 
(generally insufficient) of reasonably foreseeable future actions.  Cumulative effects of past and 
present actions are purportedly included in the description of the “affected environment” (DEIS, 
Vol. 1, p. 108).  In large part, this treatment of past and present actions is substantially 
inadequate.  For many important issues, such as effects on wildlife and other ecological 
resources, air quality impacts and noise impacts, no indication is given as to whether and to what 
extent there continues to be a significant cause-and-effect relationship with present effects that, 
in turn, will add to impacts of the proposed Rosemont mine.  While we understand that the USFS 
is not obligated to provide analysis of all past actions in the affected area, it does have an 
obligation to determine what information regarding past actions is useful and relevant to the 
required analysis of cumulative effects. 


Cumulative Effects 


Endocrine Disruptors. In the hazardous materials listings the DEIS mentions several 
chemicals which are “endocrine disruptors.” The DEIS contains no discussion of this in the 
section of cumulative effects on biological resources (p. 413 of Volume 2, Chapter 3 of the 
DEIS). Ecologically, these chemicals can stunt or change the patterns of sexual hormonal 
development resulting in reproductive failure of invertebrates, fish, amphibians, birds and 
mammals.  Yet the DEIS has not indicated this as a danger or an adverse cumulative effect issue 
for its biological resources. 


Air Pollution.  The only statement related to cumulative effects for public health and 
safety with respect to air pollution considers the Stakaer Parsons concrete batch plant in the 
Town of Sahuarita (Volume 2, Chapter 3, Page 658.) According to the DEIS, “The fourth 
reasonably foreseeable activity is the operation of the Stakaer Parsons concrete batch plant and 
crushed aggregate plant, located in Sahuarita, which could increase impacts on air quality. This 
operation has air quality controls in place to prevent dust emissions from facilities and trucks. 
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Cumulative effects owing to this plant on air quality are possible; it is not known whether these 
impacts would exceed any numeric air quality standards.” 


The DEIS comments cites no data, no modeling, and no analysis on how the mine air 
pollution emission plume might interact with the Stakaer Parsons emission limits related to that 
company’s air pollution permit. The company’s air pollution permit should be available public 
information. There is no statement in the DEIS which contradicts this, and no statement in the 
DEIS that any attempt was made to find such information to perform an analysis from which to 
make a decision or come to the conclusion that is presented. 


Reasonably Foreseeable Actions and Analysis 


As mentioned above, the first fundamental flaw in the discussions labeled “cumulative 
effects analysis” in the DEIS involves failure to identify the appropriate time period for analysis 
and failure to identify important “reasonably foreseeable” actions. 


Development of Other Mining Claims 


The DEIS sets forth a set of assumptions regarding the proposed project, including, but 
not limited to, that the operation of the proposed project would occur over a 21-year period, that 
operation would be uninterrupted, that the price of copper would remain constant, and that the 
mine would operate at full capacity/full employment for the entire time period.  Obviously this is 
an unreasonably overly optimistic assumption, since no mining operation has ever achieved such 
a constant level of production.  This assumption is challenged elsewhere in these scoping 
comments and should be addressed in a revised or supplemental DEIS.  But if, after further 
analysis, the USFS comes to the conclusion that this assumption is logically appropriate, because 
the demand for copper is sustained at this level over the 21-year projected lifetime of the 
proposed project, this exceptionally strong demand for copper would clearly apply to the other 
Augusta holding adjacent to Rosemont – Peach-Elgin, Copper World, and Broadtop Butte -- and 
at a bare minimum, at least one of the additional mines would enter production during this period 
of time.  The following materials provide documentation supporting the conclusion that at least 
one additional Augusta Mine should be included in the determination of “cumulative effects”. 
Note also that key infrastructure serving the proposed project also runs through the center of 
these additional Augusta holdings: energy transmission lines, water supply, and secondary access 
road, thus essential infrastructure for additional mining operations would be in place.  Note that 
this fact should also support the conclusion that the proposed project does, in fact, constitute 
piecemealing or segmenting, in violation of NEPA provisions.  Note especially the 14 reasonably 
foreseeable events at DEIS, pp. 108-109, especially under 14. 


There is considerable evidence to support the conclusion that  Augusta Resource Corp. is 
actively planning additional mining in the immediate area and within the reasonably foreseeable 
future.  There is a record of Augusta touting the value of these claims at the same time the 
scoping process for Rosemont began and continues to today.  For example, the September 11, 
2007, issue of World Mining Stocks: The Definitive Guide for Equity Investing, contained an 
article touting Augusta’s plans for the Rosemont area.  The following excerpts are from the 
article, “Augusta’s Arizona jewel on target to be big player in copper league”.  
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Under the subheading “STRATEGIC LAND PACKAGE” is the following statement: 


“The company has accumulated a land package covering some 
14,000 acres, plus a further 20,000 acres of grazing lease for the 
cattle ranch it will continue to run throughout the life of mine. 
Included in their holdings are the Rosemont deposit plus Peach-
Elgin, Broad Top Butte and also the Copper World prospects. 
During a recent interview, Mr. Clausen noted that, although 
developing Rosemont was clearly the company’s primary focus, 
the three other properties offered opportunities for further 
exploration, especially including Broad Top Butte as the Rosemont 
deposit is open to the north and east directly toward where Broad 
Top is located.” 


Source: www.augustaresource.com/upload/powerpoint/Final_Profile.pdf 
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Figure 1: Rosemont Area 
 


 
Source:  Augusta Resources website (found under Frequently Asked Questions 
(http://www.augustaresource.com/section.asp?pageid=8264 ).   
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 


The Augusta website also contains a publication clearly setting forth Augusta’s plans to 
proceed with additional mining in the Rosemont Area.  This publication, titled Rosemont 
Copper: Arizona’s Next Major Copper Mine – Right People, Right Place, Right Time, 
contains the following statements: 


“President’s Message (p. 02) 


… After publishing the updated resource statement, the company 
was pleased to complete a positive bankable feasibility study in the 
third quarter of 2007. … Augusta has since commenced an 
exploration program geared towards increasing reserves and 
resources at Rosemont, specifically targeting a 50 to 100 million 
ton conversion of waste ore from the northern part of the existing 
Rosemont open-pit mineable reserve.  The program is also hoping 
to discover a potential 10 million tons of deeper high-grade ore for 
underground operation and identify additional higher-grade targets 
in a district-wide search for deeper mineralization.” 
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“2008 Growth Objectives (p. 06) 


• Continued New Exploration 


• Expand current open pit reserve 


• Define new Rosemont property resources” 


“Exploring the Future (p. 06) 


Augusta’s recent geological mapping and sampling taken around 
the Rosemont ore body has identified several promising new 
exploration targets.  The work significantly advances the 
understanding of fault displacements on rock units, rock alteration 
and mineralization, and identified that faulting has apparently 
displaced a yet-unexplored western extension of the Rosemont 
deposit approximately 4,500 feet (1,400 meters) to the north.” 


These statements are unequivocal; Augusta is actively planning significant additional 
mineral extraction beyond the scope set forth in the MPO.  Even following submittal of the MPO 
and prior to the initiation of the NEPA process, Augusta published materials on their website 
identifying additional areas planned for mining, and undertook field explorations to expand the 
scope and magnitude of the ore body within the Rosemont area, including the possibility of an 
“underground operation”.  


The following graphic is excerpted from Augusta Resource, “Growth in North American 
Copper” Investor Presentation November 2011, page 19.  Note that Peach-Elgin, Copper World, 
and Broadtop Butte are all noted as integral to Augusta’s “three-phase geophysical survey 
exploration program”, obviously suggesting to investors that this is a serious ongoing effort. 
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Other mining claims that are in some stage of development or that are likely to be 
developed in the reasonably foreseeable future also need to be evaluated for cumulative effects 
on the affected resources in the Santa Rita Mountain area.  The following excerpt is from 
“Mineral Potential of Eastern Pima County, Arizona”, authored by Southwestern Minerals 
Exploration Association, Tucson, AZ 2001; Arizona Geological Survey Contributed Report 01-
B.  Prepared in support of the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, and authored by ten southern 
Arizona Mining Geologists, this document sets forth and describes the mineral potential of 
Eastern Pima County, including the Rosemont-Helvetia area. Note that the greater Helvetia area 
is considered a significant deposit. 
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Excerpt from page 12 of the report: 


 


 
 
 
Materials from the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources 


Existing Mining in the Santa Rita and Patagonia Mountains 


The following materials are excerpted from the Arizona Department of Mines and 
Mineral Resources, County Mine Map Series, CM-10: Pima and Santa Cruz Counties, 
2009.  The document consists of a geographic index of all mines in the two counties.  This index 
uses an AZMILS number for each mine, and lists each mine in terms of reference number, 
primary and alternative mine names, topographic map reference, legal description (township, 
range, section and quarter-section), as well as a listing of the primary commodities.  


As shown in Table 1 below, at present, there are eight mines classified as Producers; 
three classified as Development Initiated; 91 classified as Defined Prospect; and 35 classified as 
Raw Prospect.  These four classifications identify 135 mines which are operating or could be 
developed. An additional inventory of over 500 mines – classified as Unknown Resource and 
Past Producer suggests that there is even more potential.  
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Table 1: Mines within Mapped Area 


 Number Percent 


      
Current Producer 8 1.1% 
Development 
Initiated 3 0.4% 
Defined Prospect 91 12.9% 
Raw Prospect 35 5.0% 
Unknown 
Resource 100 14.2% 
Past Producer 420 59.7% 
No Data 46 6.5% 
      
 703 100.0% 


 
As shown in Table 2, below, copper is the most prevalent commodity, followed by lead, 


silver, gold, and zinc. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Geographic Extent and Magnitude of Mining in the Region 


Figure 1 in the accompanying pdf file title “Mining Maps” consists of a map showing the 
location of these mines.  These data and the accompanying map, illustrate the extent and 
concentration of mining within the Mountain Empire Region immediately south/southeast of 
Tucson, and underscore the serious nature of the growing conflict between hard rock mining – 
particularly open pit mining – and all other land and resource uses, particularly urban and 
agricultural uses.  


Table 2: Major Commodities 


Primary 
Commodity Rank Number Percent 
        
Copper 1 190 27.0% 
Lead 2 123 17.5% 
Silver 3 81 11.5% 
Gold 4 63 9.0% 
Zinc 5 27 3.8% 
Other    219 31.2% 
        
Total   703 100.0% 
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Materials from the US Department of Interior – Bureau of Land Management 


Mining Claims in the Santa Rita and Patagonia Mountains 


Table 3 below shows the density of Mining Claims per Quarter Section that are located 
within 50 miles of the proposed project.  As shown in this table, there are over 20,000 mining 
claims within a 20 miles radius of the proposed Rosemont mine, all of which constitute an 
unregulated claim on water.  Further, any of these claims could become an active exploration at 
any time, and given the assumptions of the production schedule for the proposed project – full 
production, copper prices remain stable, economic growth continues, etc., it is not unreasonable 
to anticipate that a significant number of claims could convert to exploration or active operations 
during the projected 25-year time period for the proposed project.  Therefore development of a 
substantial number of these claims must be considered as “reasonably foreseeable” (see 
discussion below). 


 


Table 3: Mining Claims: Density per Quarter Section 
Area Within 50 miles of Proposed Rosemont Mine 


Number of 
Claims per 1/4 
Section Claims 


Percent total 
Claims 


No. 1/4 
Sections 


Percent 
total 1/4 
Sections 


          


1-10           9,668  13.3% 
       
2,023  51.7% 


11-20        11,821  16.3% 
           
790  20.2% 


21-40        18,941  26.1% 
           
650  16.6% 


41-70        17,403  23.9% 
           
331  8.5% 


71-120           9,876  13.6% 
           
113  2.9% 


>120           4,987  6.9% 
             
24  0.6% 


          


Total        72,696  100.0% 
       
3,931  100.5% 


       
Source: Bureau of Land Management “: 
http://www.blm.gov/lr2000/about.htm#MC     
     
     


Figure 2 in the accompanying pdf file title “Mining Maps” consists of a map showing the 
location of these mining claims.  Note that these mining claims are shown in terms of both 
location (within a quarter-section) and density, as shown by both the size and color of the “dots” 
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on the map (see map legend for details). In combination, the data in Table 3 and the map 
showing the location of these mining claims shown in Figure 2 illustrate the extent and 
concentration of potential mining within the Mountain Empire Region immediately 
south/southeast of Tucson.  As is the case with the data on existing mining, these data on mining 
claims underscore the serious nature of the growing conflict between hard rock mining – 
particularly open pit mining – and all other land and resource uses, particularly urban and 
agricultural uses.  


Recent Mining Activity in the Santa Rita and Patagonia Mountains 


During 2011 at least seven mining projects were initiated on Coronado National Forest 
lands within the Santa Rita, Patagonia, Empire, Whetstone, and Huachuca Mountains.  Most of 
these projects involved some form of NEPA process. 


1. Andrada Holdings LLC (near Sahaurita) 
2. Bear Canyon Mine (southwestern Huachuca Mountains) 
3. Five Amigos (Santa Rita Mountains) 
4. Geovic Mining (northern Whetstone Mountains) 
5. Oz Exploration (Patagonia Mountains) 
6. Placer Mine #8 (Patagonia Mountains) 
7. Quartz Dreams (Santa Rita Mountains) 
8. TM Sunnyside Project (Patagonia Mountains) 
9. Two-hundred new mining claims filed (Patagonia Mountains) 
10. Wildcat Silver – Augusta/Hardshell Mine (Patagonia Mountains) 


This activity all occurred during somewhat difficult economic times.  The US economy 
had been very sluggish in 2011, as the country struggled to recover from the deep recession of 
2008-2009, as well as a slowdown over 2010.  The assumptions of sustained economic strength, 
indeed economic growth embodied in the DEIS projections for the operation of the proposed 
project, suggest that the mining industry in the greater Tucson area will flourish over the next 
quarter century.  As such, it is not unreasonable to conclude that an average of at least five new 
mining projects will occur during each of the 25-year period of projected operation of the 
proposed Rosemont mine – a total of 125 new projects, some of which could easily lead to new 
major mining operations (see material regarding significant deposits above).  Also bear in mind 
that the proposed project submitted its initial Mine Plan of Operations in 2007, and that 
Rosemont is pressing to get this major project approved within a 5-year period.  As such, the 
discussion of “cumulative impacts” must include a substantial increase in new mining activities 
during the 25-year period of mine operation.   


Other Reasonably Foreseeable Actions 


There are a number of other types of reasonably foreseeable actions that are relevant to a 
cumulative effects analysis.  The various local government plans listed on pp. 8-13 of this 
comment letter in the discussion of the “No Action” Alternative must be analyzed to determine 
which reasonably foreseeable actions are most likely to affect the same resources as would the 
proposed Rosemont mine.   
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Monitoring and Mitigation 


Basic Meteorological Data 
 
 (a) Instrument at site location problems. The instrument packages for an on-site 
meteorological station were partially protected by current geological features which will be 
destroyed during operations. The data sampled from this station is not representative of the 
meteorology of its location, and future data collections cannot be related to these data once the 
mine is operational. 
 
 (b) Incorrect statements in the monitoring protocol with respect to achieving the goals 
of representative data for meteorological conditions at the project site with respect to the 
following objectives: Establish the meteorology which will transport and disperse emissions 
from the proposed facility” and “The measured meteorological parameters should thus yield 
representative meteorological emission transport patterns in the vicinity of the proposed 
facility.”  These objectives require installation of a number of weather stations at key locations 
and at various elevations on the project area.  However, only one at the project site was 
established. This on-site weather station is located about 4,000 ft east of the south-to north 
ridgeline of the Santa Ritas and approximately a mile north of a distinct west-to-east ridge. It is 
likely that winds, especially from the south to west, are stronger along the eastern periphery of 
the project area than those measured at the weather station location. The varying land-surface 
character and diverse vegetation on the site also support the conclusion that data from this single 
station can NOT characterize this diverse site. Based upon descriptions of observed and 
documented complexity of the diurnal wind cycle in sloping and canyon terrain (Whiteman, 
Chapter 1116) it is very unlikely that the data from the on-site weather station quantify the 
meteorological conditions occurring over the approximately 4,800 acres and the 2,000 ft 
elevation range of the project area.   
 
 (c) Inappropriate use of other existing sites outside of Tucson from available 
meteorological networks. Five sites are listed: Santa Rita Experimental Range (elevation 4,300 ft 
MSL, 1950-2005). Data used from this site included: temperature and precipitation. This station 
is located approximately 8 miles southwest of the project area.. Nogales (elevation 3,560 ft MSL, 
1952-2007). Data used from this site included: temperature, precipitation, and pan evaporation. 
This station is located approximately 30 miles south-southwest of the project area. University of 
Arizona (elevation 2,440 ft MSL, 1894-2007). Data used from this site included temperature, 
precipitation, and pan evaporation. This station is located approximately 30 miles north-
northwest of the project area. Helvetia (elevation 4,300 ft MSL, 1916-1950). Data were used 
from this site, even though it has been out of operation for over 60 years, and included 
temperature and precipitation. This station was located approximately 3 miles west of the project 
area. Canelo 1 NW (elevation 5,010 ft MSL, 1910-2007). Data used from this site included 
temperature and precipitation. This station is located approximately 24 miles south-southeast of 
the project. These sites are mostly west of the Santa Rita mountains and in the large-mesoscale, 
meteorological regime of the Santa Cruz River basin. Canelo, while located south-southeast of 
the project area, is in the western foothills of the Huachuca mountains and not in the mesoscale 
                                                
16   Mountain Meteorology – Fundamentals and Applications.  Whiteman, C. David, Oxford University Press, 2000, 
355 pp. 
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wind circulation regime of the Cienega watershed – Canelo is actually located in the upper 
watershed of the San Pedro River. Data from other existing observation sites within the Cienega 
watershed and at higher elevations in the Santa Rita and Rincon Mountains were apparently not 
considered, or used, by Rosemont's consultants.  
 
 (d) Failure to address problems with sites located in Tucson. Site 1: for National 
Weather Service. This site is at elevation 2641 ft (MSL, 2006-2008). Data used from this site 
include surface conditions observed by the NWS automated surface observing system (ASOS), 
including wind and cloud cover data. This station is located approximately 24 miles northwest of 
the project site. Tucson NWS (elevation 2641 ft MSL, 2006 – June 4, 2007). Data used from this 
site were the twice-daily upper-air soundings. Site 2: This upper-air site was located 
approximately 24 miles northwest of the project site. University of Arizona NWS (elevation 
2464 ft MSL, June 4, 2007-2008). Data used from this site were the twice-daily upper-air 
soundings. This upper-air site is located approximately 30 miles north-northwest of the project 
site. The NWS moved its upper-air sounding site on June 4, 2007, to the University of Arizona 
campus – the new site is located approximately 7 miles north of the old site.  The Tucson NWS 
ASOS observing equipment are located near the runways at Tucson International Airport (TUS), 
within the large-mesoscale, meteorological regime of the middle Santa Cruz River watershed. (1) 
The diurnal wind regime observed at TUS is markedly different from that observed from 2006-
2008 at the Rosemont site. (2) Cloud cover observations are an important input variable for the 
AERMOD CALPUFF models. However, the cloud cover at TUS is undoubtedly much different 
than that at the Rosemont project area (as per the lower annual rainfall at TUS, and its greater 
distance from the Santa Rita mountains). The sky islands of southeast Arizona are very effective 
generators of orogenic clouds (clouds produced by mesoscale wind flows up the mountain slopes 
– particularly during the warm season). An important characteristic of the NWS ASOS cloud 
sensors is that they do not detect clouds above 12,000 ft AGL1718. Major airports have the 
ASOS cloud observations augmented by human observers, but this is not the case at TUS. Thus, 
regardless of the actual cloud cover, if there are no clouds detected below 12,000 ft AGL at TUS, 
the sky condition is reported as “clear.” The cloud cover data used in the development of the air-
quality model forecasts and the EIS were apparently incomplete. Since there were no solar 
radiation data taken on site, the only way to improve the cloud information is to use closer 
observations, which do exist and which do include solar radiation data. 
 
 (e) Problems with upper-air sounding data at Tucson sites. The NWS takes upper-air 
soundings twice a day in Tucson, at 5 am and 5 pm MST. These soundings, from 2006 – 2008, 
were used as key input to the air quality models run by Rosemont's consultants. The EPA 
guidance for modeling suggests using the closest NWS upper-air data, relative to the site being 
evaluated, for air quality modeling, regardless of whether data from the upper-air site are 
actually representative of the site/project area being evaluated. Given the complex terrain 
involved in the Rosemont project, the difference in elevation between the sites (more than 2,700 
ft) and the distance of the TUS sounding sites from the Santa Rita Mountains, the upper-air data 
used in the modeling efforts were not likely to be representative of the site below 700 mb (i.e., 


                                                
17   ASOS:  Automated Surface Observing System – Guide for Pilots.  NWS publication online at:  
www.nws.noaa.gov/os/brochures/asosbook.shtml.  Last updated July 2011. 
18  Sky Condition.  NWS publication online at:  www.nws.noaa.gov/asos/sky.htm.  Date unknown. 
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approximately 10,000 ft MSL). This limitation makes the mixing depths computed within the 
AERMOD model unreliable. 


 
Meteorological Data and Dispersion Modeling 


 
Rosemont's consultants used the AERMOD model was one of two major modeling tools 


to predict air quality in the region surrounding the Rosemont project area. AERMOD (plus, 
several associated models/programs, e.g., AERMET19 and AERSURFACE20) is a steady- state 
(meteorological conditions remain constant in time as the model performs its calculations and 
predictions), plume model that can account for sloping terrain (albeit in a very simple way). 
AERMOD is designed to estimate pollutant concentrations within a 30 mile (50 km) distance of 
pollutant source. (See FN 19 below).  Rosemont consultants used the on-site weather data, plus 
the 5 am Tucson NWS upper-air sounding data in their applications.  
 


Note – the ridgeline to west will remain in place but it is not clear how the terrain and 
ridge to south would eventually be modified (this is area where the waste rock would be dumped. 
The Geological cross-section in the DEIS (Fig. 21, p.121) indicates that the south dry stack 
would increase the elevation by about 500 ft – increasing exposure to gusty surface winds. The 
north dry stack heap, as well as the waste rock heap, appear to increase the undisturbed terrain 
elevation substantially more than occurs along the “Pit cross-section” provided.   
 


 
 


The model also uses mixing depth calculations (the depth of what is called the boundary 
layer) from an associated program and stability estimates based on both the differential 
temperature data on site and the upper-air data from Tucson. Additionally, the user  must specify 


                                                
19   User’s Guide for the AERMOD Meteorological Preprocessor (AERMET).  U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, EPA – 454/B-03-002, 252 pp. 
20   AERSURFACE User’s Guide.  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, EPA – 454/B-08-001, 2008, 24 pp. 
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the surface roughness length, the albedo (the amount of solar radiation reflected by surface 
conditions at the site, expressed as the ratio of reflected to total radiation - the albedo is high over 
light-colored surfaces (e.g., snow and sand but lower when there is considerable green 
vegetation), and the Bowen ratio (the ratio of surface sensible heat flux to latent heat flux – in 
arid environments the Bowen ratio becomes large as evaporation from the soil becomes very 
low). 
 


The AERMET meteorological preprocessor derives hourly mixing heights based on the 
morning upper-air sounding and the surface meteorology, including available solar radiation. 
The model is then run every hour, so that under light winds, the pollution does not move very far 
from the site. A problem: a long period of stable drainage flow could move the pollution 
plume considerable distances (particularly down Davidson Canyon).  
 


The AERSURFACE interactive program allows the user to estimate albedo, Bowen ratio, 
and surface roughness for sites where these have not been determined by site-specific 
measurements. The program's versatility allows the user  to make decisions concerning a specific 
site to be certain that the best values of these important parameters are used. Grosch and Lee21 
performed sensitivity studies on the model and showed that predicted concentrations can vary 
substantially due to normal ranges of variations in the albedo, Bowen ratio, and surface 
roughness length. Their study of the sensitivity of AERMOD predicted concentrations to 
changes in the albedo, Bowen ratio, and surface roughness length, they found changes in the 
predicted design concentrations of 1.5, 2.6, and 160 (this was for a relatively flat and simple site 
in Kansas). Thus, the specification of these parameters is extremely important, if the user wants 
to obtain the most realistic design concentrations from the models. 
 


The AERSURFACE program allows the user to partition complex sites, such as the 
Rosemont project area, into sectors to allow more precise specification of the surface 
characteristics. Rosemont's consultants did NOT do this. Modeling surface parameters can 
vary by season. Generalized seasonal definitions can be used, or the user can specify seasons, if 
the site climatology indicates that typical U.S. season definitions do not apply. However, the 
table below (from the Rosemont Copper Company revised AERMOD modeling report22) 
indicates that consultants essentially used the most simple, default options from AERSURFACE 
and did not determine more accurate, site-specific conditions – this is a serious flaw within the 
AEC modeling effort, given the very complex character of the Rosemont project area. 
 
 


                                                
21  Sensitivity of the AERMOD Air Quality Model to the Selection of Land Use Parameters.  Grosch, Thomas G., 
and Russell F. Lee, 1999, 10 pp. in Ecology and the Environment, Vol. 37, 1112 pp. 
22 Revised AERMOD Modeling Report to Assess Ambient Air Quality Impacts.  Applied Environmental 
Consultants, April 4, 2011, 42 pp. plus 2 Appendices of 6 pp. and 41 pp. 
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The table indicates that generalized, U.S. seasons were used. Note that spring is 
considered a transitional season with greening occurring during March, April, and May (the 
lowest Bowen ratio is specified for spring (this implies that spring is the wettest season at the 
site); June, July, and August are considered as having lush vegetation and an increased Bowen 
ratio. Given the climatology of the site, these seasons are patently absurd. In contrast, the albedo 
has been set to a constant 0.25 throughout the year – implying that the surface character does not 
change during the year. This is certainly not accurate. The summer monsoon season (July, 
August, September) brings a strong greening, as the grasses come to life (note that the site has 
several grazing leases in effect). Thus, the albedo certainly changes through the course of an 
annual cycle. The high-resolution satellite images of the enhanced greenness index (i.e., 
vegetation index) shown below contrast late March 2006 with late August 
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2006 (the first year considered in the AEC AERMOD modeling work). The Rosemont site is at 
the center of these images. The monsoon grasslands have undergone spectacular change from the 
brownness of the winter and spring months. Shown below are photographs of a wash taken (by 
R. A. Maddox) in September 2007 (top) and in November 2007 (bottom). The location is 
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approximately three miles south of the southern boundary of the Rosemont project area. (An 
aside – the documents related to the proposed Rosemont project employ a subtle, visual 
subterfuge. There are no photographs of the site shown in the documents that were taken 
during the green beauty of the monsoon season.) 
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The figure4 above shows monthly average precipitation for the weather stations identified 
as being near the project area by Rosemont consultants. The averages for the Rosemont site are 
for only 2006-2008, whereas the other curves are for 30-year averages. The data indicate that the 
seasons at the project site should essentially be defined as: 1) pre-monsoon - hot and very dry 
April, May, and June; 2) monsoon - cooler and very wet; and 3) extended fall/winter - cool to 
cold and moderately dry October through March. These “seasons” at the site differ from those 
used in the modeling effort by Rosemont's consultants; however, they could have been 
specified within AERSURFACE but were not. Using the data tables in AERSURFACE 
(appendix 3) and the actual seasons at the project area, as well as considering the transitions from 
shrubland to grassland that occur on the site, it appears that the Bowen ratio for season 1 would 
be approximately 6-10; for season 2 (the wet monsoon period) approximately 0.5 -1; and for the 
extended fall/winter season approximately 4-6. The actual Bowen ratios used by the 
consultants appear seriously flawed. Similarly, it is likely that on-site albedos range from 
about 0.15 to 0.25 during the annual cycle. The surface roughness values used by AEC are 
also NOT reasonable, and that they should range from about 0.05 to 0.30 during the course of 
seasonal cycles at the project site  See table of estimated, more realistic values below. These are 
very significant errors, given the very sensitive model results note by changes in these 
parameters by Grosh et al.  (See  FN 20 on p. 119.) 
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  Estimated Surface Characteristics - Realistic to Actual Site Surface and Seasons 
                              (using AERSURFACE User’s Guide of January 2008) 
 
 
Surface Characteristic            Spring  


      (April, May  
             June) 


  Summer - monsoon  
      (July, August,   
         September) 


        Fall/Winter  
   (October through  
            March) 


Albedo        0.18 to 0.25        0.15 to 0.20         0.20 to 0.25 
Bowen Ratio            6 to 10          0.5 to 1.0             4 to 6 
Surface Roughness        0.05 to 0.15          0.1 to 0.3          0.1 to 0.15 


 
Geochemical Testing for Water Quality Analyses 


 
Humidity Cell (HC): 1 kg of rock powder is exposed at 25-30°C to alternating humid and 


dry air, to facilitate oxidation of sulfides and other minerals. This powder is then extracted 
weekly for 3-4 hours with 0.5 kg of pure water, and this water is analyzed for a range of 
elements of interest. In the present case, the experiment was continued for 20 weeks. Meteoric 
Water Mobility Procedure (MWMP): 1 kg of rock powder is mixed with 1 kg of very weak nitric 
acid (here pH ~ 5.4), and agitated at room temperature for 24 hours. The resultant solution is 
separated and analyzed for a range of elements of interest. Synthetic Precipitation Leaching 
Procedure (SPLP): 1 kg of rock powder is mixed with 20 kg of very weak sulfuric acid (~ pH 5) 
and rotated for 24 hours at room temperature. The resultant solution is separated and analyzed 
for a range of elements of interest.  
 


The HC test results appear to have been pooled in 5 week batches; these showed no 
detectable levels of Be, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Ni, Se or Tl. Arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb) were above 
detection limits, but mostly just below or at AAWQ Standards. While these appear to be “long 
term” tests (20 weeks), each actual exposure of rock to a leach solution was only 3-4 hours. 
Furthermore, the test data should have been provided as cumulative amounts extracted, in 
addition to “concentrations per each extraction”. If this total amount extracted is converted to 
concentrations with the experimental water/rock ratio of 0.5, then all concentrations will increase 
by a factor of ~ 20 times, and many values may (will) then be in excess of AAWQ Standards. 
Note that this test is still far from the natural process that will be taking place in the leach pile. 
Some appreciation of this can be gained from the “modified” humidity cell test proposed by 
Bouzahah, Benzaazoua and Bussiere (2010), which utilized a constant degree of saturation with 
no drying cycles. Cumulative sulfate extracted was 4.5 time that of the conventional Humidity 
Cell (e.g. ASTM protocol D5744-07). 
 


The MWMP and SPLP experiments are quite similar, differing only in the choice of 
leaching acid, and the water/rock sample ratio chosen. In principle, the SPLP results can be 
expected to be up to 20 times lower than those of the MWMP tests, simply due to the dilution 
effect of using 20 times more solution per weight of rock powder. As with the HC tests, because 
of the short duration of the test, most of the results are near or below detection limits. Note that 
in general the blanks and detection limits of the analytical methods utilized by SVL Analytical 
were substantially lower (factor of 10) than the AAWQ Standards concentrations. However, for 
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thallium, the detection limit was much higher than the AAWQ limit; for antimony, the detection 
limit was the same as the AAWQ value; for arsenic, the detection limit was only half of the 
AAWQ limit. This is clearly too close for comfort with these three important toxic elements. 
Looking only at the MWMP results, which will always be higher than the SPLP results, the 
elements Be, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Ni, Se are generally well below AAWQ Standards. The upper 
limits given for thallium was 7 times the AAWQ standard, so Tl cannot be eliminated as a 
problem. Similarly, antimony had a detection limit 3 times the AAWQ Standard, so is  
potentially a problem. Arsenic had a similar problem in tests on the 2010 samples, but was below 
the AAWQ Standard for tests on the 2007 and 2008 samples. So, even given the short duration 
and questionable applicability of the various leaching tests to natural situations, several toxic 
elements were shown to be above AAWQ Standards. This issue cannot be sanitized with 
summary statements such as “Potential seepage from dry-stack tailings is expected to meet 
current Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards” (DEIS page 295). 


General Observations 
 


The identification of possible mitigation measures is an integral and important part of 
NEPA analysis.  While NEPA does not require mitigation, it does require the identification of 
possible mitigation measures for adverse environmental impacts.  As the Supreme Court has 
said: 


“Implicit in NEPA’s demand that an agency prepare a detailed 
statement on ‘any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided 
should the proposal be implemented,’ 42 U.S.C. §4332(C)(ii), is an 
understanding that the EIS will discuss the extent to which adverse effects 
can be avoided.  [cite omitted]  More generally, omission of a reasonably 
complete discussion of possible mitigation measures would undermine the 
‘action forcing’ function of NEPA.  Without such a discussion, neither the 
agency nor other interested groups and individuals can properly evaluate 
the severity of the adverse effects.  An adverse effect that can be fully 
remediated by, for example, an inconsequential public expenditure is 
certainly not as serious as a similar effect that can only be modestly 
ameliorated through the commitment of vast public and private resources.  
Recognizing the importance of such a discussion in guaranteeing that the 
agency has taken a ‘hard look’ at the environmental consequences of 
proposed federal action, CEQ regulations require that the agency discuss 
possible mitigation measures in defining the scope of the EIS, 40 CFR § 
1508.25(b) (1987), in discussing alternatives to the proposed action § 
1502.14(f), and consequences of that action, § 1502.16(h), and in 
explaining its ultimate decision, § 1505.2(c).  Robertson v. Methow Valley 
Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 352 (1989). 


The DEIS’s identification of discussion of mitigation measures for the many severe 
adverse impacts identified in the document is woefully inadequate.  For a number of serious 
impacts, there are simply no mitigation measures identified in the DEIS.  In some cases, there are 
mitigation measures identified in referenced technical reports that are not even mentioned in the 
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body of the DEIS.23  In other sections, such as transportation, mitigation is proposed that is 
severely inadequate to address serious safety concerns.  The enforceability of mitigation 
measures for a number of types of impacts, including transportation and dark skies, is never 
addressed.   


Similarly, there is little to no discussion of monitoring for most affected resources in the 
DEIS.  Thus, the public has no way of commenting on whether and how the USFS, other 
involved public agencies and the affected communities could determine whether any mitigation 
measures chosen for implementation are actually implemented and what their effectiveness 
might be over the lifetime of the proposed mine and following its shutdown. 


Generic Comments on Monitoring 
 


The monitoring plan appears on Appendix C, pages 125 through 137. The introduction on 
page 125 calls for some discussion as to its structure, suitability and future implementation. The 
Monitoring Plan follows a standard format of Objective, Desired Results, Methods, 
Responsibility (for implementation and/or management), and Funding (who picks up the tab). (a) 
All the objectives come directly from the analyses of Chapter 3 of Volume 2 of DEIS. Those are 
the only objectives covered specifically, although the wording of some objectives has a general 
tone. (b) The desired results are the outcomes expected with respect to the objectives, and cite 
the appropriate laws, regulations, protocols or governing items. (c) The methods are keyed to the 
objectives. If an objective does not have a method, it means one of two things: (a) the objective 
inherently does not require a method to fulfill; or (b) the objective does require a method, but 
USFS has dismissed this need or not provided for it. However, a third situation exists of greater 
importance: the DEIS does not include a needed objective, which in turn would require a 
method, and the omission of both a needed objective and its method are deficiencies in the DEIS. 
(d) Under “Responsibility,” Rosemont Mine and other agencies are listed, but how the 
responsibility is apportioned is mostly unclear. Some statements in the methods section amplify 
a few of these concerns, but this concern mostly remains unaddressed. (e) Under “Funding,” 
Rosemont’s funding responsibility is clearly stated, but government component and 
responsibility for funding is unclear. Federal, state or municipal/county government 
contributions depend on budgets and appropriations, and in a period of reduced government 
funding, the government contributions become vulnerable to reduction or elimination. That 
translates into a loss of the effectiveness and responsibility for monitoring health and 
environment, oversight of Rosemont, initiation and supervision of mitigation and remediation. 


Furthermore, the DEIS refers to monitoring, after the fact, by a Multi-Agency Monitoring 
Group (79, 347) – This is clearly inadequate. Monitoring should be more often and also 
unannounced, including both spot operational audits and verification testing of required periodic 
sampling, in advance.  Clearly, a more detailed and comprehensive monitoring plan is required; 
this should be part of a revised or supplemental DEIS. 


                                                
23 For example, the SWCA Migratory Bird Analysis listed as a reference used in the DEIS identifies thirteen 
mitigation measures, none of which are identified in the DEIS.  SWCA, Draft Migratory Bird Analysis, Rosemont 
Copper Project, pp. 42-43, October, 2011. 
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Incorporation by Reference 


Missing Information 


Throughout the DEIS, there are various reports and papers that are referenced as support 
for parts of the text.  There are also reports characterized as being ‘DEIS References” posted on 
the website.  However, nowhere in the text of the DEIS does it explain to the public precisely 
what information is being “incorporated by reference” as part of the DEIS as per the Council on 
Environmental Quality’s NEPA regulations at 40 C.F.R. §1502.21.  This should be clarified in a 
revised or supplemental DEIS. 


Administrative Record 


Missing Information 


The Memorandum of Understand between USDA Forest Service, Coronado National 
Forest and Rosemont Copper Company dated 3/5/2008 states that, “Two complete copies of the 
NEPA AR (Administrative Record) will be made available to the public during the Draft EIS 
comment period.”  MOU, Section D(20)(d).  No information was given to the public as to where 
or how this record could be obtained.  This error should be corrected in a revised or supplemental 
DEIS.   


Proposed Amendment to Coronado National Forest Plan - Management Area 
16 


General Comments 


Table 4 of the DEIS indicates several aspects of the proposed project that will violate the 
Forest Plan.  
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At least 29 Standards and Guidelines, either forest-wide or for specific management 
areas, are going to be violated by the implementation of this project. Rather than modify this 
project to ensure that the Forest Plan standards and guidelines are complied with, the USFS 
intends to amend, or weaken, those standards and guidelines.  The USFS is going so far as to 
entirely re-name the project area as Management Area 16 – Rosemont Mining Area, clearly 
acknowledging the devastating and permanent impacts the project and Forest Plan Amendments 
will have on the landscape.  (DEIS, p. 90). 


All of this is occurring while at the same time the USFS is planning to completely revise 
the Forest Plan for the Coronado National Forest and indeed has posted a new draft of the Plan 
during this comment period.  There is considerable confusion about the relationship between the 
two seemingly related efforts, although neither the draft Forest Plan nor the DEIS for the 
proposed Rosemont mine discuss the relationship.  This should be addressed in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS. 
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Incorrect Analysis 


The statement that “[i]mplementation of the proposed forest plan amendment would not 
significantly alter the multiple-use goals and objectives of the current forest plan” is incorrect 
and cannot remain in the environmental analysis nor be relied upon by the USFS to justify this 
project.  (DEIS, p. 93).  Clearly there will be violations of the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act 
because this area which is currently utilized for recreation (motorized and non-motorized and 
which includes mountain biking, hiking, driving 4WD vehicles, driving off-road vehicles such as 
ATVs and dirt bikes, bird watching, hunting, hiking, camping, picnicking, wildlife viewing, 
stargazing, and many other activities), grazing, supports diverse wildlife, provides clean water 
and air to the local communities, and allows small scale mining operations to proceed, will be 
converted to a single use area.  


Further, the statement that “[t]he amendment proposes changes in management direction 
to allow mining and associated activities to occur only in the Rosemont area and adjacent lands. 
These activities are restricted in geographic extent and would not have wide-ranging effects 
across the Coronado National Forest” is completely erroneous.  (DEIS, p. 93).  To name a few 
examples: the dust from the mine activities and tailings will distribute throughout the area: the 
water table draw down will impact a much larger area than described by the proposed 
Management Area 16; water from the Colorado River will be relocated specifically for this 
project, having far flung impacts across two countries and seven states: the reduction of 
recreation opportunities caused by this project will have significant impacts as recreational users 
are displaced forest-wide.   


 In addition, and overall, the USFS cannot amend the Forest Plan as proposed in order to 
accommodate the project.  As noted above, the project proposal, if approved, would violate a 
number of current Plan requirements.  The Standards and Guidelines in the Plan were 
implemented to protect important public land resources such as riparian areas, water quality, 
wildlife, scenery, recreation, and other uses.  
   
 The DEIS incorrectly assumes the 1872 Mining Law requires the USFS to amend the 
Plan to allow the proposed project to proceed. That is wrong as a matter of law.  Federal courts 
have required the USFS to comply with all Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines in reviewing 
and approving mining Plans of Operations  submitted pursuant to claims filed under the 1872 
Mining Law. See Hells Canyon Preservation Council v. Haines, 2006 WL 2252554, at *6-10 (D. 
Oregon 2006)(USFS approval of mining plan of operation violated the National Forest 
Management Act, NFMA, when approval violated Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines).  In 
that case, the court held that the USFS’s approvals violated the road density and riparian and 
fisheries requirements, among other requirements.  
 
 Under the NFMA (and FLPMA for BLM), all activities authorized by the agencies must 
be consistent with the Forest Plan (and BLM RMP). There is no “NFMA exemption” for mining 
projects. Thus, the agencies are under no obligation to amend, eliminate, or otherwise weaken 
the Plan (and RMP if applicable) prescriptions or Standards and Guidelines, and indeed cannot 
weaken the standards if that would threaten important forest resources such as water 
quality/fisheries, wildlife, etc.  As noted above, these environmental protection requirements 
were enacted and implemented for a reason – to protect the various public resources covered by 
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the Standards. These requirements are in addition to other NFMA provisions which require the 
protection of wildlife viability, etc., which cannot be weakened to accommodate an individual 
exploration project. 
 
 Although the DEIS argues that the USFS has the authority to amend the Forest Plan to 
accommodate the project, such a weakening of these protections would violate another of the 
agency’s primary statutes governing uses of the National Forests (including mining) – the 
Organic Act of 1897. Under the Organic Act, and the 36 CFR Part 228 regulations, the agency 
cannot approve a MPO unless it can be demonstrated that all feasible measures have been taken 
to “minimize adverse impacts” on National Forest resources. See Rock Creek Alliance v. Forest 
Service, 703 F.Supp.2d 1152, 1170 (D. Montana 2010); (USFS MPO approval violated Organic 
Act and 228 regulations by failing to protect water quality and fisheries).   
 
 Changing the Plan standards and other protections that were established to protect these 
resources would violate this protective standard and the agency’s statutory and regulatory duties.  
In other words, even if the agency had the discretion to eliminate/weaken the Plan’s protective 
requirements, doing so would violate the protective requirements of the Organic Act and 228 
regulations. 
 


Failure to Require FLPMA Right-of-Ways and/or Special Use Permits for 
Pipeline(s), Transmission Line(s) and Other Conveyances 


 
 The DEIS states that all activities on federal land are governed by the 1872 Mining Law 
and associated USFS/BLM mining regulations (36 CFR Part 228, 43 CFR Part 3809).  As noted 
herein, the DEIS incorrectly assumes “rights” under these laws for operations that are not 
proposed on valid claims.  However, the DEIS also incorrectly fails to apply the proper 
regulatory structure for the water pipeline(s), transmission line(s) and other conveyance routes, 
facilities, and activities.   For example, the DEIS illegally fails to require that Rosemont obtain 
the requisite Rights-of-Way (ROW) and/or other special use permits for these facilities. DEIS at 
40 (listing federal agency permits with no mention of FLPMA ROWs or Special Use Permits). 
 
 Contrary to the DEIS, water pipelines, transmission lines, and other conveyances cannot 
be authorized by the 36 CFR Part 228 or 43 CFR Part 3809 plan of operations approval process. 
Instead, the agencies must require the company to submit right-of-way or other special use 
permit authorizations and require that all mandates of FLPMA Title V and its implementing 
regulations are adhered to (e.g., no permit can be issued unless it can be shown that the issuance 
of the permits is in the best interests of the public, payment of fair market value, etc.).  This is 
required because the approval of transmission lines, pipelines, etc., is not a right covered by the 
1872 Mining Law (i.e., water and waste transportation is not part of the implied right of access to 
mining claims) – even if the company could show that its claims were valid, which it has not 
done.  Further, even if the USFS/BLM could ignore its duties under its multiple use and other 
mandates and assume that the company had a right under the Mining Law (which as noted herein 
is wrong), such rights do not attach to the right-of-ways and other FLPMA approvals needed for 
the pipelines, transmission lines, etc.  Because the USFS/BLM failed to review these proposed 
facilities under the correct permitting regime, its review and approval of the Project could not 
stand. 
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 The Interior Department has ruled that pipelines and roads, including those across public 
land related to a mining operation, are not covered by statutory rights under the Mining Law.  
“[A] right-of-way must be obtained prior to transportation of water across Federal lands for 
mining.” Far West Exploration, Inc., 100 IBLA 306, 308 n. 4 (1988) citing Desert Survivors, 96 
IBLA 193 (1987). See also Alanco Environmental Resources Corp., 145 IBLA 289, 297 (1998) 
(“construction of a road, was subject not only to authorization under 43 C.F.R. Subpart 3809, but 
also to issuance of a right-of-way under 43 C.F.R. Part 2800.”); Wayne D. Klump, 130 IBLA 98, 
100 (1995) (“Regardless of his right of access across the public lands to his mining claims and of 
his prior water rights, use of the public lands must be in compliance with the requirements of the 
relevant statutes and regulations [FLPMA Title V and ROW regulations].”).  Although these 
cases dealt with BLM lands, they apply equally to Forest Service lands.  As noted in Alanco, 
ROWs for access roads (as opposed to internal mine roads) are subject to FLPMA’s Title V 
requirements. 
 
 The Interior Board of Land Appeals has expressly rejected the argument that rights under 
the mining laws apply to pipelines and roads associated with water delivery: 
  


Clearly, FLPMA repealed or amended previous acts and Title V now 
requires that BLM approve a right-of-way application prior to the 
transportation of water across public land for mining purposes. See 43 
U.S.C. § 1761 (1982). As was the case prior to passage of Title V of 
FLPMA, however, approval of such an application remains a discretionary 
matter and the Secretary has broad discretion regarding the amount of 
information he may require from an applicant for a right-of-way grant 
prior to accepting the application for consideration. Bumble Bee Seafoods, 
Inc., 65 IBLA 391 (1982).  A decision approving a right-of-way 
application must be made upon a reasoned analysis of the factors involved 
in the right-of-way, with due regard for the public interest. See East 
Canyon Irrigation Co., 47 IBLA 155 (1980). 


BLM apparently contends that a mining claimant does not need a 
right-of-way to convey water from land outside the claim for use on 
the claim. It asserts that such use is encompassed in the implied rights 
of access which a mining claimant possesses under the mining laws. 
Such an assertion cannot be credited. 


The implied right of access to mining claims never embraced the right to 
convey water from outside the claim for use on the claim. This latter right 
emanated from an express statutory grant in the 1866 mining act.  See 30 
U.S.C. § 51 (1970) and 43 U.S.C. § 661 (1970). In enacting FLPMA, 
Congress repealed the 1866 grant of a right-of-way for the construction of 
ditches and canals (see § 706(a) of FLPMA, 90 Stat. 2793) and provided, 
in section 501(a)(1), 43 U.S.C. § 1761(a)(1), for the grant of a right-of-
way for the conveyance of water under new procedures. In effect, 
Congress substituted one statutory procedure for another.  There is simply 
no authority for the assertion that mining claimants need not obtain a 
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right-of-way under Title V for conveyance of water from lands outside 
the claim onto the claim. 


Desert Survivors, 96 IBLA 193, 196 (1987)(emphasis added). 
 
See also Far West Exploration, 100 IBLA 306, 309, n. 4 (1988)(“a right-of-way must be 


obtained prior to transportation of water across Federal lands for mining.”).  The same analysis 
applies to water and power either delivered to, or conveyed from, the mining site.  The leading 
treatise on federal natural resources law confirms this rule: “Rights-of-way must be explicitly 
applied for and granted; approvals of mining plans or other operational plans do not implicitly 
confer a right-of-way.” Coggins and Glicksman, PUBLIC NATURAL RESOURCES LAW, 
§15.21.  
  
 The fact that the USFS (and BLM) mining regulations consider roads and pipelines 
associated with the project part of the mineral “operations,” 36 CFR §228.3, does not override 
these holdings or somehow create statutory rights where none exist.  The Mineral Policy Center 
court specifically rejected the federal government’s argument that all mining-related operations, 
even those on unclaimed lands or on lands not covered by “valid and perfected claims,” were 
exempt from FLPMA’s ROW requirements. 292 F.Supp.2d at 49-51 (“[I]f there is no valid claim 
and the claimant is doing more than engaging in initial exploration activities on lands open to 
location, the claimants’ activity is not explicitly protected by the Mining Law.”). Id. at 50. 
 
 Overall, the DEIS and agency review of these facilities fails to apply the proper 
discretionary and public interest review applicable to Title V and its USFS/BLM implementing 
regulations.  This failure further undermines the agencies’ NEPA alternatives and mitigation 
analysis, as well as the fundamental errors in assuming that Rosemont has a statutory right to 
receive approval of these delivery, conveyance, transmission, and access facilities. 
 


Failure to Comply With All Environmental Standards and Requirements 
 


 As noted herein, the project is predicted to violate numerous environmental standards.  
This is especially true for air quality.  For example, the DEIS admits that each alternative may  
violate at least one, if not multiple, air quality standards.  DEIS pp. 202-203.  These violations 
are predictions even after the proposed mitigation measures are factored-in.  DEIS p. 200.  Under 
USFS mining regulations, the agencies cannot approve any mining plan that may result in such 
exceedences/violations.  “Operator shall comply with applicable Federal and State air quality 
standards, including the requirements of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857 et 
seq.).” 36 CFR 228.8(a); 228.8(b)(same, for water quality requirements/standards and the Clean 
Water Act). Similarly, BLM cannot allow a mine to violate any environmental standards. CFR § 
3809.5 (definition of prohibited Unnecessary or Undue Degradation includes “fail[ure] to 
comply with one or more of the following:  Federal and state laws related to environmental 
protection.”). 
 It should also be noted that Pima County, the designated air permitting agency (DEIS pp. 
196-197), has recently denied Rosemont’s air permit application.  Thus, without such permit in 
place, the USFS cannot approve the project. 
 Regarding water quality, in addition to the severe impacts resulting from the dewatering: 
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Construction and operation of tailings, waste rock, and leach facilities may 
result in sediment or other pollutants reaching surface water and degrading 
water quality, leading to a loss of beneficial uses. Sediment may enter 
streams, increase turbidity, and exceed water quality standards.  
Downstream segments of Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek have been 
designated Outstanding Arizona Waters by the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality. Outstanding Arizona Waters are Tier 3 waters for 
antidegradation purposes and are given the highest level of 
antidegradation protection. As outstanding resource waters, Tier 3 waters 
must be maintained and protected, with no degradation in water quality 
allowed. 


DEIS pp. 14-15 (emphasis added).  In addition to the agencies’ regulations, under the 
Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 313, the agencies cannot approve any activity that may result in 
a violation of a water quality standard.   


Under the Clean Water Act, all federal agencies must comply with state 
water quality standards, including a state's antidegradation policy. 33 
U.S.C. § 1323(a). Judicial review of this requirement is available under 
the Administrative Procedure Act. Oregon Natural Resources Council v. 
United States Forest Service, 834 F.2d 842, 852 (9th Cir.1987). 


Idaho Sporting Congress v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1153 (9th Cir. 1998). See also Marble 
Mountain Audubon Soc’y v. Rice, 914 F.2d 179, 182-83 (9th Cir. 1990); Oregon Natural 
Resources Council v. Lyng, 882 F.2d 1417, 1424-25 (9th Cir. 1989);  Hells Canyon Presv. 
Council v. Haines, 2006 WL 2252554, *4-5 (D. Or. 2006)(USFS mine approvals must comply 
with CWA standards).   


Under the Organic Act, and the 36 CFR Part 228 regulations, the agency cannot 
approve an MPO unless it can be demonstrated that all feasible measures have been taken 
to “minimize adverse impacts” on National Forest resources, including all measures to 
protect water quality and habitat. See Rock Creek Alliance v. Forest Service, 703 
F.Supp.2d 1152, 1170 (D. Montana 2010); (Forest Service MPO approval violated 
Organic Act and 228 regulations by failing to protect water quality and fisheries). 


Under the CWA and EPA regulations, water quality standards include the 
protection of beneficial uses.  “A water quality standard defines the water quality goals of 
a water body, or portion thereof, by designating the use or uses to be made of the water 
and by setting criteria necessary to protect the uses.” 40 CFR § 131.2.  The minimal 
designated use for a water body is the “fishable/swimmable” designation which “provides 
for the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for 
recreation in and on the water.”  


33 U.S.C. § 1251(a)(2).   


The text [of the CWA] makes it plain that water quality standards contain two 
components.  We think the language of § 303 is most naturally read to require that a project be 
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consistent with both components, namely, the designated uses and the water quality criteria.  
Accordingly, under the literal terms of the statute, a project that does not comply with a 
designated use of the water does not comply with the applicable water quality standards. 


 
PUD No. 1 of Jefferson County v. Washington Department of Ecology, 
(italics emphasis in original, bold emphasis added).  Thus, the CWA 
prohibits any activity that will not fully protect all of the designated uses 
for that water body. 


 
511 U.S. 700, 714-15 (1994) 
 
 As the DEIS acknowledges (above), the mine also violates the CWA’s/Arizona’s  
“antidegradation” requirements.  Antidegradation policies “shall, at a minimum, be consistent 
with . . . [e]xisting instream water uses and the level of water quality necessary to protect the 
existing uses shall be maintained and protected.”  40 CFR §131.12(a)(1).  Under this regulation, 
“‘no activity is allowable . . . which could partially or completely eliminate any existing use.’”  
PUD No. 1, 511 U.S. at 718-19 (citing EPA, Questions and Answers on Antidegradation 3 (Aug. 
1985)).  (citing EPA, Questions and Answers on Antidegradation 3 (Aug. 1985)).  In addition, 
because Davidson Canyon and Cienega Creek are designated “Outstanding Waters,” the 
prohibitions against any degradation or impairment apply – something which the project cannot 
meet.  See 40 CFR §131.12(a)(3) (“Where high quality waters constitute an outstanding National 
resource, such as waters of National and State parks and wildlife refuges and waters of 
exceptional recreational or ecological significance, that water quality shall be maintained and 
protected.”) 
 
 The beneficial use/designated use protection is not limited to streams which support fish; 
a water body composed of solely plants and invertebrates is also protected under the 
antidegradation policy.  Bragg v. Robertson, 72 F. Supp.2d 642, 662 n.38 (S.D. W. Va. 1999) 
(citing EPA, Water Quality Standards Handbook § 4.4) reversed on other grounds 248 F.3d 275 
(4th Cir. 2001).   


 By contributing to a loss of beneficial uses in aquatic life and its supporting habitat, 
and/or by directly violating stream standards, the project violates the stream standards and the 
antidegradation policy.  As such, the operations cannot be authorized. 


 It must also be noted that the project cannot be approved without the required CWA 
Section 401 Certification.  Hells Canyon Preservation Council v. Haines, 2006 WL 2252554, *4 
(D. Or. 2006).  Although the DEIS mentions that a 401 Certification would be required, there is 
no evidence that an adequate Certification can be obtained.  This is due in part to the above-
noted predicted potential water quality violations and degradation/loss of beneficial uses.   
 Further, there are additional water quality concerns that have not been adequately 
addressed.  For example, it does not appear that the agencies will require Rosemont to obtain 
NPDES permit coverage for the sediment and other pollutants discharged from the road culverts 
and other water management structures.  As the Ninth Circuit has stated: 


Further, the term man-made “conveyance,” the essential trigger for finding 
a “point source” under the CWA, is broadly defined.  [W]hen stormwater 
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runoff is collected in a system of ditches, culverts, and channels and is 
then discharged into a stream or river, there is a “discernable, confined and 
discrete conveyance” of pollutants, and there is therefore a discharge from 
a point source. In other words, runoff is not inherently a nonpoint or point 
source of pollution. Rather, it is a nonpoint or point source under § 
502(14) depending on whether it is allowed to run off naturally (and is 
thus a nonpoint source) or is collected, channeled, and discharged through 
a system of ditches, culverts, channels, and similar conveyances (and is 
thus a point source discharge). 


Northwest Environmental Defense Center v. Brown, 640 F.3d 1063, 1070-71 (9th Cir. 
2011)(culverts directing stormwater flows are point sources subject to NPDES 
permitting).  Without the required CWA permits (and Section 401 Certification), the 
USFS cannot approve the Plan of Operations. See Dubois v. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
102 F3d 127, 1300 (1st Cir. 1996) (“the Forest Service was obligated to assure itself that 
an NPDES permit was obtained before permitting the [requested activity].”). 


 In addition, it also appears that the agencies would authorize Rosemont to divert 
jurisdictional waters around the mine site, without protecting the aquatic life and habitat in the 
stream reach to be moved, and without requiring NPDES coverage for the outfall from the 
constructed channel.  As the Ninth Circuit has held, discharges from such mine diversion 
channels must be covered by an NPDES permit and be considered when determining whether a 
project meets all water quality requirements.  Friends of Pinto Creek v. EPA, 504 F.3d 1007, 
1015-16 (9th Cir. 2007).  Although the DEIS mentions this diversion as a means to mitigate other 
water quality impacts (e.g., keeping flows away from mine facilities), DEIS at xxvii, there is no 
analysis, or permit coverage, for this new water conveyance structure and discharge. 


Failure to Minimize All Adverse Environmental Impacts 


 As noted herein, the project as proposed as well as all action alternatives, fails to comply 
with the USFS’ (and BLM’s) environmental and natural resource protection mandates.  In 
addition to the herein-noted problems, the DEIS admits numerous other violations of the USFS’ 
duty to “minimize adverse environmental impacts on National Forest surface resources,” 
including water resources, fish and wildlife, and habitat, under 36 CFR 228.8. 


 One glaring example is the mine pit lake that will form upon the cessation of pumping.  
The DEIS admits that the pit lake will result in a severe, and potentially lethal, threat to wildlife: 


The results of geochemical modeling for the mine pit lake and studies of the 
expected water quality from heap leach seepage indicate that various contaminant 
levels that would result from these mining processes may exceed aquifer or 
surface water quality standards for wildlife. The mine pit lake water quality could 
exceed standards for silver, cadmium, lead, copper, mercury, selenium, and zinc. 
Silver is known to be a bactericide and is toxic to aquatic species. Cadmium is 
highly toxic to wildlife, is carcinogenic and teratogenic, and can have sublethal 
and lethal effects at low environmental concentrations. It affects respiratory 
functions, enzyme levels, muscle contractions, growth reduction, and 
reproduction. Cadmium is known to bioaccumulate in the food chain. Lead is 
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carcinogenic and adversely affects reproduction, liver and thyroid function, and 
disease resistance. The main potential ecological impacts result from direct 
exposure of algae, invertebrates, and freshwater fish and amphibians. It can be 
bioconcentrated from water but does not bioaccumulate. Copper is highly toxic in 
aquatic environments and affects fish, invertebrates, and amphibians. A portion of 
mercury released into the environment is transformed by abiotic and biotic 
chemical reactions to organic derivatives, such as methylmercury, which 
bioaccumulates in individual organisms, biomagnifies in aquatic food chains, and 
is the most toxic form of mercury to which wildlife are exposed. Risks from 
selenium are primarily associated with aquatic species. Selenium is a 
bioaccumulative pollutant, and aquatic life is exposed to selenium primarily 
through diet. Risks stem from aquatic life eating food that is contaminated with 
selenium, rather than from direct exposure to selenium in the water. Zinc can 
adversely affect growth, survival, and reproduction in aquatic species. 


DEIS p. 389.  See also DEIS p. 294. 


 Despite this acknowledged and severe threat to wildlife, the DEIS argues that because the 
mine pit lake is not a “navigable water,” no mitigation will be required to eliminate these 
threats/impacts. DEIS p. 293.  This ignores the fact that mine pit lakes are considered “waters of 
the State” under ARS 49-201 (41).  The DEIS also argues that, because the pit lake will be a 
“sink” with no discharge to groundwater, water quality standards are inapplicable and Arizona 
would not require an aquifer protection permit. DEIS p. 292-93.   
 Even if this were true for Arizona, this completely ignores the USFS’ separate and 
independent duty to protect wildlife from such serious, and indeed lethal, impacts.  36 CFR 
228.8.  The failure to prevent these impacts also violates the duty to minimize all adverse 
impacts from “all deleterious materials or substances … produced by the operations.” 228.8(c).  
In addition, these predicted impacts violate the agencies’ duties to protect threatened, 
endangered, sensitive, and indicator species under various federal wildlife laws such as the ESA, 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, NFMA, Organic Act, etc, and their implementing regulations. 


 Another failure to adequately protect natural resources is the significant and permanent 
loss of water due to the evaporation from the pit lake.  The DEIS predicts that, 200 years after 
closure (75% of full size), evaporation from the pit lake will reach 517 acre-feet each year, 
forever. DEIS Table 67, DEIS at 292.  This will likely increase even further as the lake reaches 
maximum size in 700 years. DEIS at 291.  With one acre-foot equal to 325,851 gallons, this 
means that  186,060,921 gallons of water will be permanently removed from the Santa Rita 
Mountains in just one year.  The USFS has no plans to mitigate against this severe depletion of 
public resources – in violation of its duties to minimize impacts to resources under the Organic 
Act, Part 228 regulations, and other mandates discussed herein. 


 Regarding the seepage from the waste rock dump, the DEIS predicts that it will violate 
the upcoming tightened arsenic standard of 0.01 mg/L.  DEIS at 288-89.  Yet the USFS ignores 
this based on a vague statement that the “predicted arsenic concentration of 0.013 milligrams per 
liter is generally in the range naturally observed in groundwater samples within the project area 
(<0.0005 to 0.0266 milligrams per liter).” DEIS at 288.  However, there is no specific 
information given as to where “within the project area” the higher outlier arsenic readings 
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occurred, or whether they truly represent the conditions under the waste rock dump.  Without 
this detailed information, the DEIS additional fails to comply with NEPA.  Further, according to 
the DEIS, the true “ambient groundwater quality” for arsenic is 0.0037 mg/L, well below the 
predicted 0.013 mg/L discharge levels. DEIS Table 65, DEIS at 288.  Thus, the failure to 
eliminate the discharge of high levels of arsenic (including the failure to have any mitigation for 
this seepage or an alternative that would eliminate the seepage) violates the USFS’ requirements 
noted herein. 
 Regarding the heap leach facility, the DEIS predicts that the seepage will violate 
numerous water quality standards.  DEIS at 289-90.  This “seepage will cease approximately 115 
years after closure.” DEIS at 287.  To attempt to prevent these violations, the DEIS relies upon 
an as-yet-submitted “treatment” plan that will be sent to the ADEQ.  DEIS at 290.  The DEIS 
admits that “a long-term maintenance plan to ensure continuation of treatment, if needed, has not 
yet been developed and is expected to be included under the Aquifer Protection Permit program 
administered by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.” DEIS at 290.  “Exact 
treatment technology and techniques will be determined under the aquifer protection permit.” 
DEIS at 295. 
 However, deferring such critical analysis to the future violates the USFS’ duties under 
NEPA to review all impacts, etc., in the EIS (duties to which ADEQ does not have to comply 
with).  In addition, the deferral (and indeed abdication to ADEQ) of the plan to mitigate seepage 
impacts (i.e. treatment) violates the USFS’ duty to analyze mitigation measures, and their 
effectiveness.  In other words, how can the USFS analyze the effectiveness of the “treatment 
plan” when that plan has yet to be submitted? 


 The need for a detailed analysis of mitigation and its effectiveness is required under 
NEPA.   See South Fork Band Council v. Dept. of Interior, 588 F.3d 718 (9th Cir. 2009)(rejecting 
EIS for failure to conduct adequate review of mitigation and mitigation effectiveness in mine 
EIS).  As noted by the Ninth Circuit, brief discussions of mitigation measures is not acceptable – 
the EIS must fully analyze the effectiveness of each proposed mitigation measure.  This problem 
occurs clearly for the heap leach seepage, but pervades the DEIS for other issues as well (see 
discussion elsewhere in these comments on inadequate mitigation analysis). 
 Equally problematic is the USFS’ reliance on 100+ years of treatment of the heap leach 
seepage.   Admitting the potential for long-term treatment is essence admits that reclamation will 
never be fully accomplished, or at never in the reasonable future.  As all mine operations must be 
reclaimed under the Organic Act/228 regulations and related federal law (such as the Mining and 
Minerals Policy Act of 1970), the failure to achieve reclamation requires that the Plan of 
Operations be denied.  It should be noted that having a financial assurance/bond in place to cover 
such treatment is not a substitute for reclamation. 
 


 In addition, and overall regarding the agencies’ duties under NEPA to consider “all 
reasonable alternatives,” the agencies must consider alternatives for each major project facility 
that truly minimizes adverse impacts under the 36 CFR Part 228 mandate.  As just one example, 
this means that the agency should have considered alternative(s) that prevented the formation of 
the mine pit lake (due to the water quality and quantity problems with the lake).  Another 
example regards the waste rock, tailings, and heap leach facilities, where the agency should have 
considered alternatives which would eliminate seepage and the need for long-term treatment.  
Relatedly, the USFS’ duty to minimize adverse impacts requires it to choose the least 
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environmentally-damaging alternative for the project as a whole, as well as for each facility-
specific alternative. 


Proposed Finding of NonSignificance for Amendment of Coronado National 
Forest Plan 


Incomplete Information 


Given the serious, area-wide and forest-wide effects of the proposed Management Area 
16, it is perplexing that the USFS has issued a preliminary finding of “nonsignificance”.  The 
DEIS states that there is additional information on this in the Project Record (DEIS, p. 95) but it 
is not clear where it might be or how the public is to access it.  The information is not found in 
any apparently logical place on the Rosemont EIS website maintained by the Coronado National 
Forest and no direction as to whereabouts is given in the DEIS.  The DEIS text is insufficient in 
terms of both substance and clarity to alert the public to the importance of this amendment and to 
inform the public about how to participate in the process under the National Forest Management 
Act.  The only rationale for a nonsignificance finding appears to be the percentage of land for 
various uses that would be affected in the context of the rest of the Forest.  The DEIS fails to put 
into context the importance of this area to particular users and for particular functions.  Numbers 
alone are an insufficient basis for concluding that closure of the area to all public uses is 
nonsignificant.   


Given the significant breadth, severity and complexity of the direct, indirect and 
cumulative effects of the proposed Rosemont mine, including the many displaced activities 
referenced above, either the USFS must comprehensively address the proposed amendment in a 
revised or supplemental EIS or prepare a separate draft and final EIS on the proposed 
amendment or include all required analysis in the draft EIS that is being prepared for the new 
proposed Forest Plan.  Whichever EIS the USFS chooses to address these issues, that additional 
analysis should include a realistic analysis of the ripple effects the proposed action alternatives 
will have upon the surrounding Coronado National Forest, Las Cienegas, and other public as 
well as private lands radial from the proposed project site. 


IV. CONCLUSION 


In conclusion, this DEIS is riddled with mistakes, missing information, and imbalanced 
analyses.  The Forest Service can do better than this.  Because of the significance of the 
errors, the problems cannot be corrected by going straight to a final EIS.   We ask that the Forest 
Service prepare a revised DEIS for public review and comment or, in the alternative, a 
supplemental DEIS that addresses all of the deficiencies noted in these comments.  Please 
contact Lisa Froelich, Coordinator for Save the Scenic Santa Ritas, at 520-445-6615, if there are 
questions about these comments. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 


Save the Scenic Santa Ritas, Gayle Hartmann, President.  Save the Scenic Santa Ritas is a non-
profit organization that is working to protect the Santa Rita and Patagonia Mountains from 
environmental degradation caused by mining and mineral exploration activities. Its current 
activities are centered around the proposed Rosemont Copper mine in the Santa Rita Mountains. 
 
Arizona Mining Reform Coalition, Roger Featherstone, Director.  The Coalition works in 
Arizona to improve state and federal laws, rules, and regulations governing hard rock mining to 
protect communities and the environment.  We work to hold mining operations to the highest 
environmental and social standards to provide for the long term environmental, cultural, and 
economic health of Arizona 


Center for Biological Diversity, Randy Serraglio, Southwest Conservation Director.  The 
Center for Biological Diversity works through science, law and creative media to secure a future 
for all species, great or small, hovering on the brink of extinction. 


Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection, Carolyn Campbell, Executive Director. The 
Coalition, founded in 1998 and comprised of 40 environmental and community groups, works to 
achieve the long-term conservation of biological diversity and ecological function of the Sonoran 
Desert through comprehensive land-use planning, with primary emphasis on Pima County’s 
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. The Coalition achieves this mission by primarily advocating 
for: 1) the protection and conservation of Pima County’s most biologically rich areas, 2) 
directing development to appropriate land, and 3) requiring appropriate mitigation for impacts to 
habitat and wildlife species.  


Defenders of Wildlife, Matt Clark, Southwest Representative.  Defenders of Wildlife is a 
national organization, founded in 1947, with nearly a million members.  It is dedicated to the 
preservation of all wild animals and native plants in their natural community.  Defenders 
maintains an office in Tucson, Arizona. 


  
The Mountain Empire Action Alliance, Jimmy Pepper, Convenor.  The Mountain Empire 
Action Alliance (MEAA) is a non-partisan, informal confederation of concerned citizens residing 
in the greater Sonoita basin -- Elgin, Sonoita, and Patagonia, with a membership consisting of 
over half of the households in the area. MEAA is committed to sustaining and enhancing the 
quality of life and economic well-being of this rural and agricultural area; an area known for its 
scenic landscapes, ranching, abundant wildlife, and the peace and quiet of the wholesome, rural 
lifestyle it provides. 


Sky Island Alliance, Melanie Emerson, Executive Director.  Sky Island Alliance is a non-profit 
conservation organization dedicated to the protection and restoration of the rich natural heritage 
of native species and habitats in the Sky Island region of southeastern Arizona, southwestern 
New Mexico, and portions of Sonora and Chihuahua in northwestern Mexico. SIA works with 
volunteers, scientists, land owners, public officials, and government agencies to establish 
protected areas, restore healthy landscapes, and promote public appreciation of the region's 
unique biological diversity.  
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The Sierra Club, Sandy Bahr, Director, Grand Canyon Chapter.  The Sierra Club is one of the 
oldest and most influential grassroots environmental organizations in the country.  The Sierra 
Club's mission is "to explore, enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth; to practice and 
promote the responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources; and to educate and enlist 
humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human environments."  The Grand 
Canyon Chapter and its 12,000 members have long been committed to protection of Arizona's 
lands, wildlife, water, and communities.  We have been engaged in national forest issues in 
Arizona for decades.  Our members recreate on the Coronado National Forest, including the area 
affected by this proposed action.   


INDIVIDUALS 


Fred Baker 
P.O. Box 1313 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Virginia H. Baker, M.D. 
2822 E. Weymouth Circle 
Tucson, Arizona  85716 
 
Sarah Barchas 
High Haven Ranch 
P.O. Box 246 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637-0246 
  
Alison Bunting 
P.O. Box 310 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
  
Wade Bunting, Ph.D. 
P.O. Box 310 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
  
Lynn Carey, Esq. 
P.O. Box 183 
Tumacacori, Arizona  85640 
  
Todd D. Camenisch, Ph.D. 
Tucson, Arizona 
 
Shelia L. Dagucon, Esq. 
P.O. Box 700 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Morris Farr 
P.O. Box 527 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
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Joel L. Fisher, Ph.D. 
2665 East Genevieve Way 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
Anne M. Gibson, GRI, e-Pro 
P.O. Box 331 
Sonoita/Patagonia, Arizona  85637 
 
Fergus Graham 
2771 West Calle de Dalias 
Tucson, Arizona  85745 
 
Stanley R. Hart, Scientist Emeritus 
4561 East Madera Vista Road 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
Sherry Hull 
583 S. Paseo Felice 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
John M. Kozma 
2468 East Overview Lane 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
Leslie F. Kramer, Esq. 
P.O. Box 306 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Jim Kramp 
15560 East Hilton Ranch Road 
Vail, Arizona  85641 
 
Quentin Lewton 
P.O. Box 207 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Marshall Magruder 
P.O. Box 1267 
Tubac, Arizona  85646-1267 
 
Nancy L. McCoy 
P.O. Box 162 
Patagonia, Arizona  85625 
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Annie McGreevy 
P.O. 207 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Jo Anne Meyer 
P.O. Box 321 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Jimmy E. Pepper 
P.O. Box 1326 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Sherry M. Pepper 
P.O. Box 1326 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
Thomas F. Purdon, M.D. FACOG 
706 E. Bent Branch Place 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
Susan Scott 
P.O. Box 178 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
 
David Steele 
1661 North Swan, Suite 116 
Tucson, Arizona  85712 
 
Arnold Urken 
1104 N. Rams Head Road 
Green Valley, Arizona  85614 
 
Nan Stockholm Walden 
P.O. Box 449 
Sahuarita, Arizona  85629-0007 
 
Richard S. Walden 
P.O. Box 449 
Sahuarita, Arizona  85629-0007 
 
Joan Williams 
P.O. Box 182 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
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Mark Williams 
P.O. Box 182 
Sonoita, Arizona  85637 
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APPENDIX A 


PAGE-BY-PAGE COMMENTS 


Page  Comment 


Executive Summary The report ignores the impact of oversized truck loads on SR83 and, therefore, an  
p. ii analysis of this impact is missing from the DEIS.  There is no documentation in the 


report, and hence the DEIS, regarding the number and frequency of oversized loads 
that will travel SR83 for the Rosemont mine during construction, operations, and 
reclamation.  The impact on traffic from these oversized loads must be documented. 


 Physical mitigation measures considered for SR83 traffic impact are inadequate.  
The only measure studied was a passing lane for NB and SB traffic between MP 49.7 
and MP 50.8.  The report says “it should be noted that the passing lane mitigation 
measure does not improve the traffic operation level significantly compared to the 
traffic schedule mitigation measure”.    


This assertion ignores substantial evidence to the contrary.  For example, a  study 
completed for the Missouri Department of Transportation by the Midwest Research 
Institute in 2004 titled “Benefits and design/location criteria for passing lanes” on 
page xiii of the executive summary states that “two lane highways with passing lanes 
provide a definite improvement in level of service compared to two lane highways 
without passing lanes.  The improvement could be quite pronounced in that, at 
medium and high volumes, a roadway with alternating passing lanes can provide a 
level of improvement by two levels of service over a conventional two lane highway 
without passing lanes.”  Percent time-spent-following was improved by 10 to 31%.  
On page 97, the study found that in passing lane sections, accident frequency was 
reduced by 12 to 24%.  The DEIS needs to evaluate the Missouri study, as well as 
any other credible evidence that contradicts Tetra Tech’s conclusion. 


The traffic impact analysis report created for Rosemont in April 2009, additional 
scenarios, page 29 says:  “The other mitigation method identified includes roadway 
modifications to AZ-83 such as adding a passing lane(s). The mitigation analysis 
presented in the April 2009 Traffic Study Report of adding a passing lane(s) showed 
less improvement compared to carpool management. For example, mitigation 
analysis for Operations Year 20, for Scenario 3 during the peak season weekday PM 
peak period, showed approximately 80% of Segment 1 (AZ-83) needed to be 
converted into passing lanes in order to achieve an acceptable operation level of 
LOS C (see Attachment 5). This will require significantly high construction costs as 
well as numerous other considerations such as environmental issues and roadway 
design restrictions. Furthermore, with possible negative traffic impacts during 
construction of the passing lane(s), an in-depth assessment should be conducted 
when considering this type of mitigation measure.”     


Yet the DEIS does not contain the in-depth assessment recommended.   At a 
minimum, alternating passing lanes on SR83 need to be evaluated to determine if 
traffic impacts and accident frequency are reduced.  


Executive Summary The DEIS Executive Summary, page v says:  “The mine life, including construction, 
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p. v  operation, reclamation, and closure is approximately 25 years and may include 
beneficial and adverse impacts on the human environment.”  All of the transportation 
impact reports created for the Rosemont mine proposal have used this assumption.  
However, historically mine production fluctuates depending on market demand for 
copper.  Assuming Rosemont will produce at 100% capacity during mine life and 
that mine operations will last exactly 20 years, is too optimistic.   Population growth 
will increase the amount of traffic travelling SR83 every year.   Traffic impacts must 
be analyzed further into the future to allow for increased population growth 
combined with mine traffic. 


Executive Summary The DEIS states lined stormwater sediment control ponds will be utilized to collect  
p. xii  runoff from the waste rock facilities and buttresses.  A revised or supplemental DEIS 


needs to state the size and volume for these stormwater control ponds and to briefly 
indicate how the sediment will be periodically removed without damaging the liners.   


p. xii The DEIS stipulates to Rosemont’s assertions about water use and fails to recognize 
that Arizona water law provides that groundwater withdrawal permits for mines that 
are "must issue".  Thus, Rosemont has no legal restrictions on the amount of water 
they can extract from the aquifer.  The USFS must not rely on these representations 
and must undertake its own, independent analysis of expected water use. 


Executive Summary The DEIS indicates the proposed pumping of groundwater by Augusta Resources  
p. xxiii & 227 will be about a 6% to 7% increase over that now being pumped from the Upper 


Santa Cruz aquifer by other users.  What the DEIS does not say or include is that 
each gallon pumped will be a direct one-for-one addition to the current net aquifer 
deficit.  This fact and the approximate 13% resulting increase in the aquifer net 
deficit value needs to be included in a revised or supplemental DEIS.  The reason for 
inclusion is to better understand the impacts to the groundwater situation and the 
mine’s operation.   


Executive Summary The DEIS says that the proposed pit for the proposed Rosemont Mine will create a  
pp. xxiii-xxiv permanent hydraulic sink that will result in a drawdown in the regional aquifer as 


well as impacts to the perennial stream flows in the region including those in the Las 
Cienegas National Conservation Area (LCNA.)  The legislation creating the LCNA 
identified the preservation of the desert riparian habitats as a priority. The impacts 
identified in the DEIS would be inconsistent with this federal legislation as well as 
compromising significant taxpayer resources used to purchase and manage this land. 
(Note: these comments contained the results of additional scientific study that 
demonstrate that the impacts to the water resources in the mine vicinity would be 
much greater than those identified in the DEIS.) 


Executive Summary The stated annual update of the Rosemont Copper Mine website to inform the public 
p. xxvii & 321 of water test results, etc, needs to done at least monthly.  Otherwise, any information 


or possible related issues would be significantly after the fact, and virtually useless in 
going forward as to any mitigation or corrective action required.  If a decision is 
ultimately made to go forward with the mine, this requirement needs to be included 
in the Record of Decision.   


33 The DEIS statement that sediment ponds have the capability to store up to a 10-year, 
24-hour storm event provides no frame of reference as to what this volume is.  The 
DEIS needs to state this figure to substantiate analysis as to some degree of 
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credibility.  The same omission is also true for the highest peak flow by the six-hour 
local probable maximum precipitation, and for the highest runoff amount by the 72-
hour general probably maximum precipitation, and both need to be added. 


35 Page 35 of the DEIS says 56 trucks loaded with copper concentrate will travel north 
on SR83 from the mine site to the Port of Tucson 7 days per week.  Since the total 
truck trips are expected to be 86 per day, 30 trips remain.   


43  If the Rosemont project is approved, the construction schedule needs to be included 
in the Rosemont Copper Mine web postings.  This requirement needs to be a part of 
the Record of Decision.   


44/79/347  Self monitoring and annual after the fact reporting to the Multi-Agency Monitoring 
Group is totally inadequate, especially given the fact Augusta Resource has never 
operated a mine before nor established any level of creditability.  If there is 
ultimately a decision that this mine will go forward, unannounced, spot audits and 
on-site verification testing needs to be made a part of the Records of Decision.  
Reference the Massey Energy, Beaver, West Virginia, coal mine explosion of April 
5th, 2010, where 29 miners were killed, and the Walter Resources, Brookwood, 
Alabama, Blue Creek Mine #5 explosion of September 23rd, 2001, where13 miners 
were killed.  In both cases, federal investigators found the companies were keeping a 
double set of safety books.  One set was for the periodic outside mine inspectors “in 
order to keep production running smoothly”, and the second internal set portrayed 
the true conditions with numerous known violations of safety standards.  Comments 
in the investigative reports indicate this practice of double sets of books by mining 
interests is more wide spread than just these two occurrences, and speaks to a culture 
where wrongdoing becomes acceptable.  Such was the case with Enron and Bernie 
Madoff.  The potential for this deviant type of behavior can not be allowed to occur 
within the Coronado.   


49  The DEIS states the temporary storage ponds which will receive stormwater runoff 
from the plant site area have the capability to provide containment of a 100 year, 24 
hour storm event.  The estimated total volume of these storage ponds needs to be 
specified in order to determine the creditability of the statement.   


66  The DEIS states that Rosemont Copper or any successor would be responsible for all 
damages resulting from blasting associated with mining activities.  No where else in 
the DEIS are successor carry over responsibilities addressed or noted.  A revised or 
supplemental DEIS and the Record of Decision (except for the “No Action” 
Alternative) needs to specify this same successor carry-over responsibility on all 
rulings and requirements going forward.   


70/76/79  The DEIS fails to require from Augusta Resources and to address any 
comprehensive form of catastrophic planning.  There are brief references to a Health 
and Safety Plan, to a contingency plan that was developed, and to a monitoring plan 
that is known to lack details.  All of these documents currently lack any substantive 
content.  The Draft Monitoring Plan as shown in section C of the Appendix to the 
DEIS is currently nothing more than boiler plate.  Reference the 168,000 gallon 
sulfuric acid spill at the Morenci copper mine near Clifton, Arizona, in October 
2008, and the British Petroleum oil rig explosion and subsequent oil slick near New 
Orleans, LA, in 2010.  The Forest Service needs to know Augusta has the 
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knowledge, infrastructure, and resources to deal with any major incident in a very 
timely and very effective manner.  An acceptable catastrophic plan needs to contain 
a list of all possible events and how Augusta plans to respond to them and under 
what timeline and should be published in a revised or supplemental DEIS for public 
review and comment.   


 Comments on Revegetation 


71, ¶ 1 This discussion did not provide any information as to what the seed mix would be or 
how they would be “revegetating” the area.  Yes, Rosemont said they “commenced 
revegetation study in 2007 to ensure that any revegetation program it uses would be 
a success and avoids the spread of invasive plant species.”  Rosemont states that a 
site seed mix has been developed but they do not list the seed mix.  A proper 
revegetation plan, in order to be evaluated properly, must consider the following: 
germination status and rate; planting rate; other measures to ensure germination; 
irrigation considerations, time period, and frequency; getting organic material into 
the soil; and how the “soil cap” will be used. 


71, ¶ 2 The DEIS needs to explain the phrase “incorporate ranching impact assessments” 
and how this concept will be used. For example, how the following issues will be 
evaluated must be considered: the impact of ranching on the land prior to mining and 
then use of the area after revegetation; use of livestock to revegetate; livestock 
management, including the use of livestock to incorporate organic matter into the 
site; impacts to livestock that feed on the vegetation grown on the revegetated sites; 
assuring sufficient vegetation for future grazing; and the objective of the study and 
the analytical methodology.  Previous use of cattle in mine-land reclamation has not 
proven useful or cost effective for reclamation of tailings.  The analysis is suspect 
because mines have found that placing a “cap” on the tailings was more economic to 
them, thereby putting dollars ahead of sound science. 


71, ¶ 3 (a) First sentence, that Rosemont would “revegetate with the intent to reduce visual 
impacts, reduce potential erosion, and recover vegetation for wildlife habitat and 
livestock grazing”.  They do not provide a “plan” to “provide sufficient cover on all 
disturbed areas to be reclaimed”, only an “intent”. A revised or supplemental DEIS 
needs to identify the relevant Forest Service regulations regarding revegetation. 


71, ¶ 3 (b) Rosemont does not state what the “slope” on the waste rock and tailings piles would 
be.  Regulations already state a slope that is necessary for these structures.  By 
changing the natural slope of the area, Rosemont will be disturbing a “stable” 
environment.  Rosemont will not be able to re-create what is there and yet establish 
vegetation on the site or slow erosion.  The whole landform will be changed; not 
only the slopes but the groundwater flow, Surficial flow, etc. 


71, ¶ 3 (c) The DEIS states that Rosemont will use “a Forest Service approved seed mix...”.  
The revised or supplemental DEIS needs to explain whether this is the result of the 
2007 study and also explain whether this is consistent with the current “Forest 
Service approved seed mix.”  Often, the seed mix are generalized species, not site-
specific.  A revegetation mistake is that it will often include species that are non-
native or do not generate well in micro-climates.  Species to be planted is very 
dependent on environmental issues.  The factors that must be considered in a revised 
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or supplemental DEIS include (1) whether the planting will disturb natural landforms 
and waterways, (2) whether the planting will disturb the topsoil and replace it with a 
completely different material and the impacts if this should occur, and (3) whether 
the original micro-climates that occur naturally will be altered.  Note:  “The aspect of 
a slope can make very significant influences on its local climate (microclimate). For 
example, because the sun's rays are in the west at the hottest time of day in the 
afternoon, in most cases a west-facing slope will be warmer than a sheltered east-
facing slope (unless large-scale rainfall influences dictate otherwise). This can have 
major effects on altitudinal and polar limits of tree growth and also on the 
distribution of vegetation that requires large quantities of moisture.” 


71, ¶ 3 (d) “Specific provisions to prepare seedbed and reseed any project related disturbances 
along Pima County right-of-way or roadway would be developed.”  The specific 
provisions not developed prior to the disturbance must be researched and decided 
prior to the disturbance of any landform. 


71-72 The DEIS section on revegetation (Chap. 2, pp. 71-72) is riddled with general and 
conclusory comments, seriously lacking in adequate data development and analysis, 
including dealing with the most basic questions regarding revegetation for 
reclamation. Furthermore, too many decisions are left to uncertain future experience, 
planning decisions that should be made before critical revegetation work 
commences. There will be fewer options for revegetation once the mining work 
commences, options that are hinted at but not analyzed. Following are comments that 
raise issues that require analysis in a revised or supplemental DEIS: 


72, ¶ 1 “Rosemont Copper would identify reference sites in the mine vicinity that would be 
used to calculate native species’ occurrence, density, and cover.”  A revised or 
supplemental DEIS must explain how data from a “naturally occurring site” is 
applicable to a site that is “disturbed.” Studies have shown that different species will 
revegetate “disturbed land” differently from how they occur on “natural” or 
“undisturbed land.” In addition, the revised or supplemental DEIS must explain 
whether and how the native species can be “established” on the disturbed sites. In 
particular, if Rosemont places “cover” on the piles, as waste rock and tailings do not 
have any organic matter available for plant establishment, the revised or 
supplemental DEIS must explain how plants can establish themselves with a “limited 
soil depth” available. Many of the desert species have deep root systems to sustain 
themselves during the drought times. Nonetheless, the piles will only have a cover 
placed over the inert materials. The revised or supplemental DEIS must explain, and 
require Rosemont to adopt as a mitigation measure, the foreseeable consequence that 
the plants will die in a few years due to lack of root depth or during drought years 
when water availability is restricted, thus completely nullifying the entire 
revegetation project. 


72, ¶2 “Unless otherwise specified, Rosemont Copper would provide for a minimum of 1-
foot of growth media cover over final waste rock....”  The revised or supplemental 
DEIS must explain how the one-foot coverage is sufficient to establish a sustainable 
vegetation on the site, including whether the entire site will be covered with one foot 
of growth media. It is not explain in the current DEIS whether Rosemont has already 
delineated which areas will get a deeper growth media coverage. 
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72, ¶2 Stockpiled cover material – it is already disturbed.  Desert soils have a very small, if 
any, A-horizon.  They will be disturbing this fragile depth with their removal and 
stockpiling activities.  They do not state any additional measure that will be taken to 
establish vegetation or reduce the non-native, invasive species. 


72, ¶2 “Sediment control structures would be installed or other best management practices 
implemented, as needed” to protect growth media from loss.”  Either/Or.  Too much 
is left undecided prior to the mine commencement.  


72, ¶2 The last sentence of the paragraph is unclear.  “growth media stockpiles would be 
used quickly during concurrent reclamation to minimize the length of storage time.”  
This needs to be explained. 


72, ¶ 3 “Rosemont Copper would take appropriate actions to ensure...”  This is not a 
sufficient explanation. The DEIS needs to explain what constitutes “appropriate 
action,” whether it is company economics, timeframe to revegetate, cost of 
equipment needed for plant establishment, or whatever in a revised or supplemental 
DEIS.   


72, ¶ 3 “Plantings would include species from a list approved by the Coronado and would 
generally match the native assemblages currently onsite”  Again, Rosemont has 
stated it was already working on a seed mix.  They have not delineated the seed mix; 
they did not state the rate of application or any means that will be used to establish 
vegetation or the length of time required for establishment.  The DEIS needs to state 
clearly how long Rosemont will be responsible for the area in order for the public to 
have sufficient information to provide meaningful comment. 


72, ¶ 4 Rosemont states that it will put a “growth media” over everything.  Technically, any 
soil covering can be considered a “growth media”.  Neither the DEIS nor Rosemont 
states that Rosemont will “revegetate” the remaining areas and make sure the 
vegetation survives.  Based on what is set forth in the DEIS, Rosemont can simply 
plant trees on the site, walk away, and then the trees die when they cannot survive 
due to lack of water or organic matter in the tailings materials (which are at a depth 
of 1 foot below ground surface!). This clearly is insufficient mitigation for the 
serious environmental harms that can result from failed reclamation. This issue needs 
to be better explored in a revised or supplemental DEIS. 


73, ¶ 2 The statement that “Rosemont Copper would comply with the Coronado travel 
management goals where feasible…” demonstrates that the proposed mine plan of 
operations is going to be in violation of the Travel Management Rule.  The DEIS 
must explain in either a revised or supplemental DEIS whether 36 C.F.R. 212, 
Executive Orders 11989 and 11644 will be followed as a matter of law or whether it 
views compliance by Rosemont as voluntary.  


80 The DEIS indicates it is premature for the Forest Service to calculate the reclamation 
bond amounts.  However, Augusta Resources has already provided suggested 
reclamation bond amounts to the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 
(ADEQ) as a part of the Arizona Aquifer Protection Permit process.  These amounts 
are (1) $23,700,000 for the Forest Service, (2) $3,713,000 for the Arizona Mine 
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Inspector, and (3) $1,175,000 for ADEQ.  As a part of a revised or supplemental 
DEIS, the Forest Service needs to have made a preliminary determination if these 
amounts are valid and reasonable, or if other amounts are more appropriate.   


99/300 The DEIS fails to quantify the reduction in aquifer recharge from reduced run-off, 
stating is it simply “expected”.  This is very significant given (1) the reduction of 
514 acre-feet per year run-off during production and 464 acre-feet per year post 
production for Davidson Canyon Wash at its confluence with Cienega Creek (DEIS 
p. 315), (2) a larger 35% flow reduction within Davidson Canyon from 1,489 acre-
feet to 971 acre-feet (DEIS,  p. 338), and (3) an even larger flow reduction within the 
project area from 1,407 ace-feet to 762 acre-feet (DEIS,  p. 317).  In addition, given 
these values, the DEIS Executive Summary statement on page xxiv that mountain 
front recharge to Davidson Canon/Cienega Basin would be reduced by 1% and that 
groundwater outflow from Davidson Canyon would potentially be reduced by 6.4% 
appears to be in conflict, and needs to be validated by the Forest Service and 
corrected as appropriate in a revised or supplemental DEIS.  


108-109 The DEIS contains a list of reasonably foreseeable actions that are likely to occur in 
the future. The list of reasonably foreseeable actions in the EIS should include 
revision of the Coronado National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 
(LRMP) which has been underway since 2005 and is likely to be completed between 
2012 and 2013. The most current draft (March 2010) of the revised plan when this 
DEIS was released indicated that a large area overlapping and bordering the 
Preferred Alternative project area will be designated as a Motorized Recreation 
focused management area. This designation and subsequent actions will have 
impacts on the areas soil, wildlife, water and other biological resources. The 
Preferred Alternative conflicts directly with that draft of the revised LRMP. The list 
of reasonably foreseeable actions should also include Travel Management Planning 
in the Santa Rita Ecosystem Management Area (EMA).  A scoping notice was 
released on 9/13/2010 detailing the proposed action which will change the legal 
system of roads and trails on the Santa Rita EMA by adding new roads and 
decommissioning others. The list currently includes “Anticipated increase in demand 
for groundwater in the Sahuarita area by 200 percent in 2030 year.”  The list should 
also include anticipated increase in demand for groundwater in the entire Cienega 
Creek groundwater basin. All water use in this basin is currently groundwater. The 
population in the basin has more than doubled since 1980.1 


109 We are concerned that any caves discovered during mining operations while 
mentioned will not receive any protection or mitigation. The DEIS makes no 
mention of impacts to Colossal Cave or Kartchner. Caverns, however we question 
whether blasting at the Rosemont site might impact them. In addition we are 
concerned about impacts to Cave of the Bells and Onyx Cave, approximately 7 miles 
south. The DEIS does not address impacts from blasting or the possibility that if 
there are Karst formations in the Rosemont area they can quickly transfer 
contaminants  and pollutants to adjacent cave systems including Cave of the Bells 
and Onyx Cave. Many caves in the region contain rare and endemic forms of life. 


                                                 
1 Arizona Department of Water Resources. 2009. Arizona Water Atlas. Accessed at 
http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/StatewidePlanning/WaterAtlas.htm 
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109 When discussing cumulative impacts and foreseeable actions, Page 109 of the DEIS 
says: 


“Specific projects included by the ID team typically need to have 
a level of documentation describing the type and location of  
proposed activities, such as a permit application submitted to 
a Federal, State, or local agency. Projects without this level of 
documentation are considered speculative and are not considered 
“reasonably foreseeable.”   
 


 As discussed in more detail in the “cumulative effects” discussion of the letter 
(Section III(C)(c)), the approach to identifying reasonably foreseeable future projects 
is flawed and must be corrected.   


135 A revised or supplemental DEIS should address the cumulative effects does not 
address the potential for more mining proposals in the area on claims owned by 
Rosemont Copper: Broad Top Butte, Peach-Elgin, Copper World.  It should also 
address impacts to surrounding cave systems from blasting or subsurface transport of 
chemicals was not addressed. 


136 Mitigation activities are inadequate, missing or incomplete: There is no mention of 
what that the mitigation measure would be in the case of a cave or void discovery 
only a vague reference to an “investigation”. A revised or supplemental EIS should 
include a description of mitigation activities.  


137 Soil contamination is a large issue that the DEIS fails to consider or analyze. The 
EIS should consider soil contamination as a factor for EIS comparison and should 
analyze the potential effects of soil contamination on soil productivity and on 
downstream surface and groundwater quality for all alternatives. Soil contamination 
may result from runoff from pits, mine workings, and tailings impoundments, as well 
as overburden, waste rock, mine development rock, ore, and sub-ore piles. 
Contaminated soil may act as a pathway to transport contaminants to ground and 
surface water. It may also spread contaminants through deposition of airborne 
particles.2 


137 Flood severity is expected to increase in much of the West because increased 
interannual variability in precipitation will cause increased runoff in wet years and 
increased rain-on-snow probability in low-elevation snowpacks.3  


137 The DEIS should include a qualitative assessment of effects on soil stability and 
productivity for areas downstream of the immediate project area as a factor for 
alternative comparison for the issue of Impact on Land Stability and Soil 
Productivity.  


137 The DEIS states that because of the linear nature of utility lines, utility corridors 
were not considered in the analysis area. The DEIS should include utility corridors in 


                                                 
2 US Environmental Protection Agency. 1994. Technical Resource Document  Extraction And Beneficiation Of  Ores And 
Minerals, Volume 4, Copper.  EPA 530-R-94-031  NTIS PB94-200979. 
3 Hamlet, A. F., and D. P. Lettenmaier (2007), Effects of 20th century warming and climate variability on flood risk in the 
western U.S., Water Resour. Res., 43, W06427, doi: 10.1029/2006WR005099. 
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the analysis area for soil disturbance. Utility corridors are associated with the 
clearing of vegetation and maintenance of a road in order to facilitate maintenance of 
the line. Even if vehicles are not driving on this road and devegetated area, this area 
will be susceptible to erosion and can directly affect the numerous stream channels 
and watersheds that the line crosses. 


137 The DEIS analysis of the impacts to soil should include areas downstream of the 
footprint of the project area. It is a well known fact that areas in a watershed 
downstream of disturbed land will be affected by alterations to soil structure, to 
stabilizing vegetation and to topography, all of which will occur for any of the 
alternatives.  The minimum area of impact analysis should be the entire sixth level 
Davidson Canyon watershed and should ideally include the downstream watershed 
of Ciénega Creek. 


139 The DEIS analyzes sediment delivery to Davidson Canyon and Ciénega Creek but 
states “Sediment delivery to other streams and washes was not analyzed.” The DEIS 
does not adequately justify leaving other streams and washes out of the analysis and 
the DEIS must analyze sediment delivery to other streams and washes including 
ephemeral streams within all watersheds affected by the mine project area. For 
ephemeral streams found in the arid southwest where runoff and sediment delivery to 
the channel system is primarily the result of high-intensity thunderstorms the 
Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (Weltz et al. 1987) is most applicable to 
estimate sediment loads because it was developed to estimate sediment yields from 
watersheds based on single storms.4 


139 Methodology described for analyzing sediment delivery and total suspended solids 
concentrations, the Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee (1968) method for 
sediment yield analysis should produce a range of expected annual sediment yield 
values and should be based on nine factors: (1) land use, (2) channel erosion, (3) 
channel transport, (4) runoff, (5) geology, (6) topography, (7) upland erosion, (8) 
soils, (9) ground cover and climate. This method is only acceptable to make 
reasonable estimates of expected ranges of yield. The DEIS should identify the range 
of sediment yield based on model outputs and explain how input factors differ to 
produce the range.  The DEIS needs to explain how each of these factors takes into 
account the reasonably foreseeable changes expected in timing and intensity of 
precipitation and other watershed changes. The methodology does not mention 
incorporation of climate change considerations.  Additionally, the Technical 
Memorandum for Soil Erosion Estimates (March 11, 2010) does not include any 
mention of foreseeable changes in precipitation patterns.  On the global and national 
scale, precipitation patterns are shifting with more rain falling in heavy downpours 
that increase the risk of flooding.5 This significant trend needs to be taken into 
consideration when estimating sediment yields.  


148-151 The DEIS must analyze the interacting factors of increasing temperatures 
particularly including increasing daytime high temperatures, changes in timing and 


                                                 
4 US Army Corps of Engineers. 1995. Application of  Methods and Models for Prediction of Land Surface Erosion and Yield. 
US Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center. Training Document No. 36. Davis, CA.  


5 Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. Cambridge 
University Press. 
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intensity of precipitation and increasing soil aridity due to climate change when 
analyzing the impacts of lost soil and lost soil productivity on reclamation and 
revegetation activities. These factors will interact with changes to the soil, such as 
compaction and contamination to create more difficult growing conditions. The 
USFS recognizes the potential for decreased ecosystem productivity due to water 
limitations and increased heat.6 


156 The cumulative impact section for Soils in the DEIS should include an analysis of 
ongoing livestock grazing as a reasonably foreseeable action on allotments in 
watersheds affected by the proposed mine. Livestock grazing is known to cause soil 
compaction, decrease and alter vegetative cover that may otherwise reduce soil 
erosion and to cause erosion due to soil disturbance. 


157 The DEIS needs to describe in more detail what is meant by “the areas to be 
revegetated would be contoured, graded, prepared, and seeded.” This mitigation 
measure needs to be analyzed in the context of constant analysis of the success of the 
revegetation efforts and the revegetation efforts on adjacent lands, as well as the 
nature of the mining activities and what varying impacts they have on the 
revegetated areas. In short, revegetation is not a one-shot activity; it is the result of 
regular and constant experimentation as to what is or is not successful, the extent of 
successful and failed revegation, and then analysis of consequences not only as the 
mining activities progress through the life of the mine but post-closure impacts. This 
DEIS inadequately considers the organic nature of the revegetation activity, and it 
must be revised or supplemented so that the public has sufficient information on 
which to provide comments. 


157 The DEIS states: “Sediment control structures would be installed or other best 
management practices implemented as needed to protect growth media from loss.”  
Further detail needs to be provided on what best practices may be implemented, how 
it will be determined when these practices are needed and how sediment control 
structures and other best management practices take into account the fact that flood 
severity is expected to increase in much of the southwest. 7 


158 The DEIS states: “The primary factors that influence greenhouse gas emissions from 
the project are the combustion of fossil fuels in highway and nonroad vehicles for 
project construction, operations,  and employee personal use and the combustion of 
fossil fuels in project processing equipment.   The primary greenhouse gas emitted 
by these activities is CO2; therefore, the analysis focuses on the emission of this 
gas.” The EIS also needs to consider and analyze methane emissions which have a 
higher global warming potential than CO2 and contributions to smog in the valley.  


158 The DEIS should address vehicle and transit emissions from any trips resulting from 
project construction and operation and the transport of freight to and from the 


                                                 
6 Southwestern Region Climate Change and Forest Planning Work Group.  Southwestern Region Climate Change Trends and 
Forest Planning: A Guide for Addressing Climate Change in Forest Plan Revisions for Southwestern National Forests and 
National Grasslands. Prepared for U.S. Forest Service, Southwestern Region. May 2010. 
7 Hamlet, A. F., and D. P. Lettenmaier (2007), Effects of 20th century warming and climate variability on flood risk in the 
western U.S., Water Resour. Res., 43, W06427, doi: 10.1029/2006WR005099. 
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project. When considering the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions from the project, 
the “project area” should include mine related vehicle emissions to the Port of 
Tucson at a minimum.  


158 The DEIS needs to include a complete life-cycle analysis of direct and indirect 
emissions from the impacts of resource extraction, transport, construction and 
processing. 


158 The DEIS should address the following direct operational impacts of the project: 
emissions from mining processes and emissions resulting from impacts on carbon 
sinks, such as forests and soils.  The DEIS should also address the impacts of climate 
change on the project, including increased flooding, extreme weather events, greater 
temperature variations, water shortages, and activities needed to adapt to climate 
change. 


177 Chapter 3, p. 177, of the DEIS states that copper shipments will be from the Port of 
Tucson.  To reach the Port of Tucson, trucks must travel north on SR83 to I-10 and 
then to Kolb Road.  Yet, the DEIS completely fails to consider the traffic impacts of 
copper concentrate shipments to either I-10 or Kolb Road., north of SR83, which 
will inevitably result from this truck traffic increase.  


Final destination of product shipments and the associated traffic impacts must be 
documented to determine the true impact of Rosemont mine traffic on the travelling 
public. 


179 The DEIS fails to explain how emissions of particulate matter resulting from wind 
erosion would be mitigated by constructing the tailings storage area using waste 
rock. The DEIS also fails to take into account the increased intensity of storms, and 
wind and, therefore, increased emissions of particulate matter due to climate 
changes. Research has found that sustained drought conditions across the southwest 
will accelerate the likelihood of dust production in the future on disturbed soil 
surfaces.8 


207/231 The Analysis Area For Groundwater Quantity used in the DEIS is excessive in 
square mileage/size as it relates to the immediate Green Valley/Sahuarita 
groundwater issues.  The DEIS does not state an area size for Figure 29, but 
extrapolation implies an area of approximately 1,000 square miles.  The DEIS states 
total recharge in the analysis area is approximately 60,000 acre-feet, which then 
allows the DEIS to draw the conclusion the aquifer deficit is a mere 22,000 acre-feet.  
Calendar year 2008 data from the Upper Santa Cruz Providers And Users Group 
(USC/PUG) conservatively indicates total recharge to the local aquifer is 
approximately 37,280 acre-feet, which then results in a net aquifer deficit of 
approximately 45,000 acre-feet.  The local area for the USC/PUG is from the Santa 
Rita Mountains ridgeline to the east; to the Pima County/Santa Cruz county line to 
the south; to Pima Mine Road to the north including the Pima Mine Road, Central 
Arizona Project Recharge Station; to the Sierrita Mountains ridgeline to the west.  
This local area is far more relevant to the immediate groundwater issue, given the 


                                                 
8 Munson, Seth M., J. Belnap, and G. S. Okin. 2011. Responses of wind erosion to climate-induced vegetation changes on the 
Colorado Plateau. PNAS vol. 108 no. 10 3854-3859. 
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fact the vast majority of all significant wells serving Green Valley/Sahuarita are 
located within this local aquifer area.  If the Forest Service, in its required validation 
of the Analysis Area For Groundwater Quantity, deems reaching out all the way to 
the Cochise County line to the east is appropriate for recharge calculations, then this 
needs to be explained in a revised or supplemental DEIS in extensive, hydrological 
detail.   


229 The DEIS states no pumping (from Augusta’s well fields) is expected to occur 
during (facility) construction and closure periods.  Just as the DEIS indicates sanitary 
waste will be handled by portable toilets during the construction phase, the DEIS 
needs to state how potable water for employees, water related to dust mitigation, and 
water for construction purposes (concrete pads) will be obtained.   


229 The DEIS states Augusta Resource is permitted to extract up to 6,000 acre-feet of 
groundwater per their Arizona Department of Water Resources withdrawal permit.  
What is not stated is that Augusta can apply for a permit modification at any time, 
and there is no upper limit for them with the approval process being a rubber stamp 
action.  The analysis regarding this fact needs to be included in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS in order to more effectively understand all the potential impacts 
associated with groundwater quantity and the mine’s operation.   


252/244 The DEIS contains a partial list of the existing 400 to 450 wells with the geographic 
extent of possible drawdown impact.  Although a cadastral location is provided, 
these tables fail to denote by name which wells are critical to the area (i.e., primary 
pumping wells owned by the major water providers, such as Sahuarita Water, versus 
non-producing monitoring wells).  Failure to provide this data does not allow one to 
fully scope and understand the significance of the stated drawdowns.  This 
differentiation needs to be provided.   


265 The DEIS states these are minor, but they are not when you consider the small 
amount of surface water, continued drawdown of the aquifer by residential pumping, 
the uncertain timing of rain events and current state of the creek and surrounding 
uplands. 


265 The DEIS does state that impacts to Ciénega Creek, Empire Gulch 
and Gardner Canyon are expected but they down play these impacts. Specifically, it 
states that 490 acres of riparian habitat could be impacted along Ciénega Creek, 
which based on Pima County Mapping is all of the riparian habitat along the creek 
between its confluences with Gardner and Davidson Canyon a distance of 
approximately 22 miles. The predicted reduction in stream flow along Ciénega Creek 
is 1 – 3% and in stream length it is 2.1% and are called “minor”. These two figures 
don’t really match if a 1 – 3% reduction in stream flow can impact all the riparian 
habitat along 22 miles of creek and this should not be considered “minor”. The same 
holds true for both Empire Gulch and Gardner Canyon, both home to important 
creek and Ciénega habitats and riparian-specialist animal and plant species. 


266 The impacts of the mine pit lake on groundwater quantity are discussed but with 
such widely varying estimates, a water loss of 9 to 75% from the aquifer and a loss 
of 5 to 14% in basin recharge and a loss of only 1% of mountain-front recharge, that 
it calls into question the whole modeling and analysis of impacts to groundwater 
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quantity. The DEIS should include adequate modeling and analysis of impacts to 
groundwater quantity. 


267 Impacts identified in the DEIS to Davidson Canyon include a reduction in discharge 
of an estimated 6.4%, and reductions in shallow groundwater of between 4 and 8%. 
The DEIS then goes on to downplay these impacts by stating that portions of this 
groundwater are likely lost to evapotranspiration in riparian areas anyway, which 
while a popular belief in the 20th century has proven to be mostly wrong, in fact 
riparian areas store more water then they transpire to the atmosphere due to bank 
storage and shading.  The DEIS needs to be corrected after USFS verification in a 
revised or supplemental DEIS. 


268 Springs and seeps are important features in this arid landscape and as such should be 
protected from impacts of the mine. In this section on groundwater the connection 
between springs and the aquifer is downplayed and an unproven assumption is 
inserted into the discussion that the springs in the area are fed by ephemeral storm 
flows stored subsurface. Many of the spring sites were not actually visited 
(Executive Summary p.xxiv) and this assumption is unfounded and not supported. 
The DEIS should include adequate analysis of all 132 springs that may be affected. 
The DEIS states that 132 springs were identified in a 12-mile radius of the mine pit 
but only 63 springs will be impacted, we disagree with this conclusion which seems 
to be based solely on Tetra Tech or Westland Resource reporting that there is no or 
low predicted impacts. We contend that without extensive investigations into spring 
sites that many conclusions of no impacts because of a spring being non-perennial or 
fed by subsurface flows are erroneous. 


268 In addition, the direct or major indirect impacts to 63 springs out of the 132 
identified in the analysis area are unacceptable. We contend that all 132 springs will 
be impacted to one degree or another, and there are other springs in the area not 
identified by Westland Resources.  Springs are an important feature on the landscape 
for wildlife and can harbor rare and endemic species. In addition, many of these 
springs were not visited and most had no hydrological investigations. For adequate 
analysis in the DEIS, we believe that at least Level Two Springs Assessments 
(Lawrence, et al. 2011) should be conducted on all 132 springs and more detailed 
geological and hydrological investigations be undertaken at the 63 spring with major 
impacts.  


 
275 Cumulative Impacts that must be addressed in this section include climate change, 


the potential for new mines on the three Rosemont Copper identified sites, continued 
residential need for groundwater in the Sonoita Valley, and increased need for 
groundwater due to climate change. 


276 Mitigation activities are inadequate, missing or incomplete: under Mitigation 
Effectiveness it is stated that a water source enhancement and mitigation plan is 
available but we could not find it to actually analyze its effectiveness. In the DEIS 
the water source enhancement and mitigation activities should address all natural and 
human created water sources. 


277 The DEIS states the precipitation analyzed related to the potential pit lake chemistry 
was obtained at the Organ Pipe National Monument near Why, Arizona, two-
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hundred miles to the west.  Given the storm patterns in the immediate Tucson area, 
the DEIS needs to state why this was a valid sample.  It is a known fact there is 
higher acid rain potential in larger metropolitan areas.   


278 The DEIS indicates that, “mine operations proposed in the Davidson Canyon/ 
Ciénega Basin have the potential to affect groundwater quality as a result of seepage 
from unlined mine waste rock and tailings storage facilities, leakage from heap leach 
processing facilities, and formation of a permanent pit lake following mine closure. 


  The DEIS inadequately considers the potential groundwater contamination that could 
result from discharge from specific mine facilities.  As noted in the Aquifer 
protection permit being considered by the Arizona Department of Environmental 
Quality, nine specific “discharging” facilities related to the propose Rosemont 
copper mine are being examined.  They are: 


   Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
   Primary Settling Basin 
   Process Water Temporary Storage Pond 
   Raffinate Pond 
   Heap Leach Pad 
   Pregnant Leach Solution (PLS) Ponds 
   Stormwater Pond 
   Waste Rock Storage Area 
   Waste Management Area (Non-Municipal Solid Waste Landfill) 


 The DEIS should consider potential impacts to the groundwater that could result 
from discharges from these specific facilities. 


278-279 The DEIS fails to consider or analyze how soil disturbance, removal and 
restructuring will affect water infiltration and therefore groundwater quality. It also 
fails to analyze how soil contamination will affect water infiltration and groundwater 
quality.  The DEIS must consider the effects of changes to the soil and soil 
contamination on groundwater quality. 


279 The DEIS states, “In general, groundwater contamination from most leaking 
underground storage tanks extends only a few hundred feet; therefore, further 
analysis of the effects on these leaking underground storage tanks was not 
conducted.” The DEIS should further analyze the effects of groundwater pumping 
and effects on these leaking underground storage tanks and should take into 
consideration the compounding factor of increased ground water use due to climate 
change. 


281 The DEIS considers different assessment factors identified including “the ability to 
meet Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards and the ability to demonstrate best 
available demonstrated control technology.” In determining the ability of the project 
to meet “Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards, several specific parts of the mine 
operation were assessed. These include the following:  


  •  Expected water quality from water infiltrating from leach facilities  


  •  Expected water quality from water seepage from waste rock  
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  •  Expected water quality from water seepage from tailings  


  •  Expected water quality in the mine pit lake  


  •  Potential for the acid conditions in the mine pit lake  


  •  Expected fate and transport of any contaminants reaching groundwater  


  In addition to these identified “specific parts of mine operation” the CNF should 
consider the other potential discharging facilities of the proposed Rosemont Mine, 
including those identified in the DEQ APP.  They are: 


     Dry Stack Tailings Facility 
     Primary Settling Basin 


  Process Water Temporary Storage Pond 
     Raffinate Pond 
     Heap Leach Pad 
     Pregnant Leach Solution (PLS) Ponds 
     Stormwater Pond 
     Waste Rock Storage Area 
     Waste Management Area (Non-Municipal Solid Waste Landfill) 


  Also, given that the APP does not include specific discharge limits as noted below, 
the referenced Best Available Demonstrate Control Technology (BADCT) 
demonstration is useless.  It is impossible to know how discharges will be controlled 
without knowing the quantity of pollutants discharged.  The CNF should reexamine 
any conclusion it has made about environmental impacts in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS. 


281 The DEIS says, “[a]s with the groundwater flow models, these two predictive 
geochemical modeling reports have undergone peer review (Day and Hoag 2011; 
Sieber 2011; Sieber et al. 2010; Ugorets and Day 2010). Revised reports based on 
peer reviews have been completed. Final agreement with the revised reports through 
the peer review process is currently underway.” 


  This is another example of the CNF’s reliance on incomplete information. It is 
essential that prior to presenting to the public the DEIS, the unresolved issues 
including those among the geochemical models should be resolved and presented to 
the public for review and comment. 


281 The methodology for determining impacts to groundwater quality does not take into 
account warming water temperatures and the expected effect of concentrating 
pollutants by decreasing water in the affected groundwater basins.  


When drought conditions persist and groundwater reserves 
are depleted, the residual water that remains is often of 
inferior quality. This is a result of the leakage of saline or 
contaminated water from the land surface, the confining 
layers, or the adjacent water bodies that have highly 
concentrated quantities of contaminants. This occurs 
because decreased precipitation and runoff results in a 
concentration of pollution in the water, which leads to an 
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increased load of microbes in waterways and drinking-
water reservoirs. One of the most significant sources of 
water degradation results from an increase in water 
temperature. The increase in water temperatures can lead 
to a bloom in microbial populations, which can have a 
negative impact on human health. Additionally, the rise in 
water temperature can adversely affect different 
inhabitants of the ecosystem due to a species' sensitivity to 
temperature. The health of a body of water, such as a river, 
is dependent upon its ability to effectively self-purify 
through biodegradation, which is hindered when there is a 
reduced amount of dissolved oxygen. This occurs when 
water warms and its ability to hold oxygen decreases. 
Consequently, when precipitation events do occur, the 
contaminants are flushed into waterways and drinking 
reservoirs, leading to significant health implications (IPCC 
2007). 


283 The DEIS suggests that Arizona regulations “dictate numeric water quality standards 
both for surface waters and for groundwater” and that discharges require issuance of 
an Individual Aquifer Protection Permit by DEQ. 


 The recently proposed APP for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine only requires 
monitoring and then the applicant (Rosemont) is required to submit to DEQ 
recommended alert levels (AL) and quarterly discharge limits (AQL) for reserved 
pollutants.  In other words, Rosemont is able to contaminate groundwater for at least 
2 years before ROSEMONT is required to recommend a discharge limit.  


 The baseline stormwater runoff quality samples exceed allowable water quality 
stands in several areas.  There is no indication the USFS has verified these findings.  
Given the significance of these sampling results, the USFS needs to accomplish this 
verification, including obtaining and testing new samples as applicable.  A review of 
and/or reliance on old test reports is not adequate for verification purposes in this 
matter. 


 Consequently, in light of this information, the CNF should: 


• Examine the potential discharges from the facilities 
identified in the APP that would occur absent of 
specific discharge limit from DEQ. 


• Specifically analyze the impacts to groundwater quality from the 
reserved pollutants identified in the APP.   


Below is a summary of the potential health impacts of exposure to the 
following contaminants identified in the APP: 


Nitrate:  Lack of breath and potentially fatal “blue baby syndrome” in 
infants (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/nitrate.cfm) 
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Fluoride:  Increased likelihood of bone fractures in adults and tooth 
damage in children. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/fluoride.cfm) 


Antimony:  Gastrointestinal disorders; decreased longevity; cardiovascular 
problems; and altered blood levels of glucose and cholesterol. (Source: U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation Antimony Fact Sheet.) 


Arsenic:  Cancer of the bladder, lungs, skin, kidneys, nasal passages, liver 
and prostate. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/rulesregs/sdwa/arsenic/index.cfm) 


Beryllium:  Intestinal lesions. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/beryllium.cfm) 


Barium:  Increased blood pressure. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/basicinformation_b
arium.cfm) 


Cadmium:  Kidney damage. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/cadmium.cfm) 


Chromium:  Allergic dermatitis; potentially carcinogenic. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/chromium.cfm) 


Lead:  Delayed physical or mental development in children; attention deficits 
and learning disabilities in children; kidney problems and high blood pressure 
in adults (Source: http://water.epa.gov/drink/info/lead/index.cfm) 


Mercury:  Kidney damage. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/mercury.cfm) 


Nickel:  Decreased body weight; heart and liver damage; dermatitis. (Source: 
www.epa.gov/ogwdw/pdfs/factsheets/ioc/tech/nickel.pdf) 


Selenium:  Hair or fingernail losses; numbness in fingers or toes; 
problems with circulation. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/selenium.cf
m) 


Thallium:  Hair loss; changes in blood chemistry; kidneys, intestines, or liver 
problems. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/thallium.cfm) 


Gross Alpha Particle Activity (pCi/L):  Carcinogenic. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/radionuclides.cfm)  


Radium 226+Radium 228 (pCi/L):  Carcinogenic. (Source: 
http://water.epa.gov/drink/contaminants/basicinformation/radionuclides.cfm)  


• Issue a supplemental draft EIS containing this additional analysis. 
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287 The DEIS states that “infiltration from precipitation over tailings, waste rock, or the 
heap leach facility is expected to be negligible” but offers no support for this 
conclusion. This conclusion must be adequately supported in the EIS and the 
analysis must consider the likely effect of more intense rain events.  


287 The DEIS concludes that “No seepage is expected from the waste rock storage areas, 
although stormwater control basins along the periphery and benches may result in 
infiltration that may contact waste rock, and very large precipitation events could 
result in infiltration and seepage.” This conclusion is unsupported by any analysis or 
explanation. Flood severity is expected to increase in much of the West because 
increased interannual variability in precipitation will cause increased runoff in wet 
years and increased rain-on-snow probability in low-elevation snowpacks.9  This 
foreseeable effect must be analyzed and addressed in the EIS.  


287 The DEIS concludes that the heap leach facility will be encapsulated with waste rock 
resulting in prevention of infiltration through the heap leach and the neutralization of 
acid by the rock. There is no explanation or evidence offered to explain why waste 
rock, a potential contributor in and of itself to water and soil contamination via acid 
seepage, would not allow infiltration through the heap leach and how or why it 
would be “acid-neutralizing.” The EIS needs to analyze this issue further and to 
include the expected increases in intensity of precipitation due to climate change in 
its analysis.  


287 The DEIS states various seepage rates over various time periods for the tailings 
facility and for the heap leach pad.  Nowhere in this data are the approximate surface 
areas specified, thereby giving one a better perspective of the magnitude and degree.  
The analysis needs to note the surface areas across which this seepage will occur.   


288 The DEIS states that “under normal climatic conditions” seepage is not expected to 
occur from the waste rock storage areas but under “large precipitation events,” 
seepage could occur.  Normal climate conditions and large precipitation events need 
to be quantitatively defined, and this needs to be empirically tied to the analysis of 
estimated seepage water quality. This issue needs to be further analyzed and to 
adequately consider the issue that precipitation patterns in the southwest are shifting 
with more rain falling in heavy downpours.10  


289 The DEIS needs to include detailed and qualitative information on the “passive 
treatment systems” for treatment of heap leach seepage. The DEIS states that the 
“technology and techniques used are not known at this time.” The collection system 
for the heap leach needs to be described in more detail and needs to explain how it 
will address the issue of more rain falling in heavy downpours.  


The DEIS does not analyze the combined effects of potential seepage from the 
tailings, waste rock, and heap leach. All of these leaks occurring simultaneously 


                                                 
9 Hamlet, A. F., and D. P. Lettenmaier (2007), Effects of 20th century warming and climate variability on flood risk in the 
western U.S., Water Resour. Res., 43, W06427, doi:10.1029/2006WR005099. 


10 Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. Cambridge 
University Press. 
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would be expected to have a different effect on groundwater quality than each 
considered by itself. 


290 The statement that seepage from the waste rock facility is not expected to occur does 
not agree with other statements in the seepage analysis. Namely, large precipitation 
events which are expected to cause seepage will occur during the life of the mine and 
beyond. These events are already occurring in the region and are expected to 
continue to increase in frequency and intensity. 11 The DEIS must analyze and 
address this foreseeable outcome which will negatively impact groundwater quality. 


290 The DEIS needs to empirically support the conclusion that “any seepage infiltrating 
to groundwater beneath the heap leach facility is expected to move toward the mine 
pit lake. General flow direction for the Davidson Canyon Groundwater Basin would 
indicate otherwise.12  It is reasonably foreseeable that the heap leach seepage 
containment system will fail. Because of this, the DEIS needs to analyze the impacts 
of contamination moving laterally or migrating offsite. The DEIS also needs to 
analyze the possibility that regional groundwater flow direction would pull 
contamination to the south toward Sonoita. 


292 Table 67 of the DEIS indicates a perpetual water inflow into the pit lake of 
approximately 140 acre-feet 200 years after closure.  Given the significance to the 
groundwater net overdraft condition in the immediate Green Valley/Sahuarita area, 
the DESI does not indicate if the Forest Service has validated this number and/or 
modeling.  If the inflow rate has varying values over time, this also needs to be 
indicated.  This work needs to be done as a part of a revised or supplemental DEIS.   


296 Mitigation measures specific to groundwater quality need to be described in further 
detail. In particular, analysis needs to indicate how waste rock is expected to stand 
up to changing climatic conditions, including more intense precipitation events, what 
the “maximum reasoned storm event” is and how that corresponds with climate 
change projections. At p. 288 in the DEIS, it was previously stated that seepage 
could be expected under “large precipitation events.” 


297 In the Environmental Consequences section in Impacts Common to All Action 
Alternatives, it is stated that “. . . the actual impacts of groundwater drawdown, 
combined with the impacts of global climate change over time within the analysis 
area, are uncertain,” and “the exact amount of impact to biological resources over 
time (e.g., 1,000 years after mine closure) carries a high level of uncertainty.” This 
uncertainty in the face of Cooperating Agency's criticism of assumptions and 
methods in modeling and analyzing the impacts calls into question the “negligible” 
finding on p. 297.  The DEIS should provide documentation for the conclusion that 
impacts will be negligible. 


297  The DEIS methodology for analyzing impacts to surface water quantity and quality 
needs to adequately consider the historic, current, and reasonable foreseeable future 


                                                 
11 Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. Cambridge 
University Press. 
12 Arizona Department of Water Resources. 2009. Arizona Water Atlas. Accessed at 
http://www.azwater.gov/AzDWR/StatewidePlanning/WaterAtlas.htm 
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variability in precipitation. Unprecedented flows are occurring in mountains 
managed by the CNF due in part to changes in the climate. Sabino Canyon offers a 
clear example of this. 


297 In the introduction to this section is stated “Ciénega Creek has not been included 
within the analysis area for surface water quantity. The drainages affected by the 
proposed project represent a small proportion of the Ciénega Creek watershed 
(roughly 2 percent), and unlike that for Davidson Canyon, the expected reductions in 
ephemeral flows are considered negligible.” (p. 297). The predicted reductions in 
stream flow along Ciénega Creek of 1 – 3% and in stream length of 2.1% are not 
negligible when you take into consideration other factors, including the validity of 
the analysis and models (see comments in main text). 


299 An assumption laid out by the DEIS is that “Linear construction, such as … access 
roads, is not expected to impact surface water quantity.” (p. 299) based on the 
statement that all roads will be constructed using best management practices without 
outlining what exactly all of these are. The EIS must outline what best management 
practices will be used for road construction. 


300 Runoff from Barrel, McCleary and Wasp Canyons will be reduced 34 – 46% 
resulting in a reduction of flow in Davidson Canyon of 3.6 – 7.1% all are 
contributing drainages to Ciénega Creek Natural Preserve. On Ciénega Creek, the 
average estimated reduction in flow is 1 – 3%, and reduction in perennial stream 
length is 2.1%. The DEIS states these are minor but they are not when you consider 
the small amount of surface water, continued drawdown of the aquifer by residential 
pumping, the uncertain timing of rain events and current state of the creek and 
surrounding uplands.  The DEIS must analyze the impact of this reduction in stream 
flow and those impacts need to be included in a revised or supplemental DEIS. 


300 Runoff from Barrel, McCleary and Wasp Canyons will be reduced 34 – 46% 
resulting in a reduction of flow in Davidson Canyon of 3.6 – 7.1% (Table 69, p. 
300). 


302-304 The DEIS analysis of hydrometeorology for the project area needs to consider data 
related to expected future precipitation, future temperatures and future evaporation. 
Recent warming in the southwest is the most rapid in the Nation and significantly 
more than global averages in some areas. The average temperature in the southwest 
is projected to rise by 2.5 to 5.5 degrees Fahrenheit by 2050. In Arizona, winter 
precipitation is already becoming more variable with a trend toward both more 
frequent extremely dry and extremely wet winters. On the global and national scale, 
precipitation patterns are shifting with more rain falling in heavy downpours that 
increase the risk of flooding. 13 These effects of climate will affect the project during 
its life and beyond and will have significant effects on surface water quantity and 
quality. 


316 The DEIS does not adequately describe the surface water management structures that 
would be put in place to convey storm events that occur up gradient of the pit, 


                                                 
13 Karl, T. R., J. M. Melillo, and T. C. Peterson (eds.). 2009. Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States. Cambridge 
University Press. 
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operating facilities, waste rock and tailings storage areas. The carrying capacity of 
these structures needs to be quantitatively described in the DEIS along with the 
quantity of runoff expected to be produced by the “100-year, 24-hour storm event.” 
The DEIS should also demonstrate that a “100-year, 24-hour storm event” 
adequately represents modeled potential precipitation events due to climate change. 


320 Cumulative Impacts that must be addressed in this section includes climate change, 
the potential for new mines on the three Rosemont Copper identified sites, continued 
residential need for groundwater in the Sonoita Valley which will affect surface 
water, Travel Management Planning, ongoing impacts from old mine sites.   


320 Mitigation activities are missing or incomplete:  There is no Rosemont Water Source 
Enhancement and Mitigation Plan, and there is no way to mitigate for impacts 
expected. 


324 Sediment analysis for the Preferred Alternative, Barrel Canyon, was still pending 
when the DEIS was released, but was estimated based on an interpolation of the 
results from the Barrel Trail Alternative because it is “very similar in size”.  This is 
clearly not an appropriate evaluation based on good science. 


325 For some reason the impacts to riparian and wetland habitat that would result in the 
alteration of surface and subsurface hydrology is addressed in this section. And 
although in the introduction they exclude Ciénega Creek as in the Surface Water 
Quantity section they then specifically include it in the Issues discussion on impacts 
to riparian habitats. Table 87 Summary of effects states that a loss of waters of 
the U.S. of 47.8% under the Proposed Action and 39.9% under the Preferred Action 
is expected, neither of the figures matches the 38.6 acres of direct impacts that is in 
the Rosemont Copper's Army Corps of Engineers Clean Water Act 404 Permit 
Notice/Application No. SPL-2008-00816-MB. 


330 In addition the figure in table 87 for loss of riparian habitat in the mine footprint is 
213.8 acres for the Proposed Action and 207.5 acres for the Preferred Action. Again 
these figures do not match the Pima County estimate of 510.9 acres of Important 
Riparian Areas ( IRAs) directly lost inside the mine footprint. Later in this section 
under Existing conditions, the DEIS states that a total of 494.4 acres of IRAs are 
present in the “project area”. These discrepancies hinder the public's ability to 
critically evaluate this proposal. 


332/294 No mitigation appears to be stated or established for the fact that the resulting water 
in the pit lake will exceed the limits for Agriculture Livestock Watering and Aquatic 
Wildlife.  Such conditions present a danger, especially to migrating birds and water 
fowl.  Appropriate mitigation needs to be determined and presented in a revised or 
supplemental DEIS. 


336-339 Sediment yield is discussed under the Environmental Consequences section and 
while the discussion is well-founded, there are a number of problems. First, please 
explain how loss of sediment delivery to the USGS Gaging Station is estimated at 
51.3% and less than 1.5 miles downstream (the DEIS states that it is 2.5 miles) at the 
confluence of Davidson Canyon it is estimated at 5.1%. Secondly, the DEIS states 
that while the reduction in sediment yield has the potential to cause aggradation or 
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scour in riparian areas of the reach of Davidson Canyon that is designated as an 
Outstanding Arizona Water no modeling of the effects has been conducted. This 
modeling must be conducted for the public to effectively analyze the impacts. Third 
the DEIS states that all action alternatives would result in a significant reduction in 
sediment yield, then goes on to this reduction is “unlikely to represent a significant 
change in geomorphology” with little supporting evidence. 


339 Change in sediment yield to Davidson Canyon is estimated to be 5%. The DEIS 
states that this is unlikely to represent a significant change in geomorphology 
however they admit they don’t know for sure. We contend that this reduction in 
sediment yield could have unknown but significant impacts to downstream function 
including surface water quantity and subsurface storage and the EIS must analyze 
this and provide evidence for their stated change in sediment yield. 


345/346  The DEIS fails to explain why the design of the compliance point dam, where large 
flows or run-off are expected to overtop it and/or occasionally destroy it, is not a 
concern.  Logic indicates this is the very reason why such a dam is needed in the first 
place.   


346 Cumulative Impacts that must be addressed in this section includes climate change, 
the potential for new mines on the four Rosemont Copper identified sites, continued 
residential need for groundwater in the Sonoita Valley, Travel Management 
Planning, dispersal of motorized recreation activities in neighboring watersheds and 
ongoing impacts from old mine sites. 


347 Mitigation activities are inadequate, missing or incomplete: There is no revegetation 
plan; and there is no way to mitigate for impacts expected. The EIS should include a 
mitigation plan that adequately incorporates projected changes in precipitation 
timing and intensity due to climate changes which will affect surface water quantity 
and quality. 


347  Self monitoring and annual after the fact reporting to the Multi-Agency Monitoring 
Group is totally inadequate, especially given the fact Augusta Resource has never 
operated a mine before nor established any level of creditability.  If there is 
ultimately a decision that this mine will go  


  Unannounced spot audits and on-site verification testing needs to be made a part of 
the Records of Decision.  Reference the Massey Energy, Beaver, West Virginia, coal 
mine explosion of April 5th, 2010, where 29 miners were killed, and the Walter 
Resources, Brookwood, Alabama, Blue Creek Mine #5 explosion of September 23rd, 
2001, where13 miners were killed.  In both cases, federal investigators found the 
companies were keeping a double set of safety books.  One set was for the periodic 
outside mine inspectors “in order to keep production running smoothly”, and the 
second internal set portrayed the true conditions with numerous known violations of 
safety standards.  Comments in the investigative reports indicate this practice of 
double sets of books by mining interests is more wide spread than just these two 
occurrences, and speaks to a culture where wrongdoing becomes acceptable.  Such 
was the case with Enron and Bernie Madoff.  The potential for this deviant type of 
behavior can not be allowed to occur within the Coronado.   
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347  The DEIS statement “water quality in the runoff generated from waste rock and 
tailing piles would be monitored, and pollutants would be collected and disposed of . 
. .” lacks any creditability and fails to address in detail how this would be 
accomplished.   More specifics need to be provided in a revised or supplemental 
DEIS.   


348 Finally, at the end of this section, it is stated:   “Each alternative would result in the 
loss of the natural erosion control offered by riparian areas; however, considering the 
mitigation measures that will be implemented, the overall development itself would 
have a beneficial effect with respect to total suspended sediment and water quality, 
compared with baseline sediment yield conditions. No mitigation measures are 
proposed for any changes in downstream geomorphology caused by the reduction of 
sediment yield from the project area.” This statement is contradictory and should be 
resolved by modeling and then mitigating for impacts to downstream 
geomorphology. 


353 The various supporting biological evaluations and reports used to determine which 
species were analyzed and surveyed for are not all available on the Rosemont EIS 
website. In the Helvetia/Thurber grazing permit renewal EA of 2008 (USDA 2007), 
the USFS analyzed the impacts of livestock grazing on sensitive wildlife and plant 
species including the lesser long-nosed bat, Mexican spotted owl, northern aplomado 
falcon, Chiricahua leopard frog, jaguar, Arizona manihot, Chiricahua Mountain 
brookweed, Huachuca mountain lupine, Lemon lily, Lemmon milkweed, tiger beetle, 
Arizona giant skipper, Arizona metalmark, Poling's giant-skipper, Ursine giant 
skipper, white-tailed deer, black bear, Mearn's quail, Gould's turkey, buff-breasted 
flycatcher, and the Arizona ridge-nosed rattlesnake. It is unclear, therefore, why 
Table 97 in the Rosemont DEIS (pp. 354-357) does not mention and the DEIS does 
not analyze impacts of the proposed action on the northern Aplomado falcon, 
Huachuca mountain lupine, tiger beetles, Arizona metalmark, Poling’s giant-skipper, 
Ursine giant-skipper, Mearn’s quail, or buff-breasted flycatcher. All supporting 
evidence must be made available to the general public in order for reviewers of the 
DEIS to understand and critically evaluate the proposal’s impacts.   


 
359 In the Affected Environment section under Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies and 


Plans, several important things are missing including the Las Ciénegas National 
Conservation Area legislation and Resource Management Plan, The National 
Landscape Conservation System Organic Act and Science Plan, the Federal Lands 
Policy and Management Act, and the Pima County Conservation Lands System 
guidance and riparian protection policies.  


 
359 The Rosemont mine is located in a recognized wildlife migration area.  Page 359 of 


the DEIS states wildlife road kills will double by year 20 of mine operations.  The 
DEIS does not contain mitigation measures to reduce this impact on both wildlife 
safety and traffic safety.   It is silent on the advisability of wildlife crossing tunnels 
and bridges which should be considered in conjunction with other SR83 roadway 
improvements. This issue needs to be addressed prior to the construction of the mine.   


363 On p. 363, a map is presented that depicts the Analysis Area, but it is unclear how 
this area was determined and why it captures only the lower portion of Gardner 
Canyon. In the Existing Conditions section, it is stated that riparian habitat mapped 
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in the field by Westland Resources was 37% of what Pima County mapped. Pima 
County mapping does not overestimate the amount of riparian habitat but instead 
recognizes the connection between riparian and upland areas. Westland Resources 
has been under estimating the extent of riparian habitat at the bequest of developers 
for years and much of their work in Pima County and the City of Tucson has been 
suspect. Immediately after the above statement, it then goes on to say that the 
method employed by Westland Resources to map riparian habitat does not lend itself 
to direct comparisons with mapping by Pima County. The EIS should include a peer-
reviewed riparian habitat analysis.  


 
370 Again, in the same section under Animal Movement Corridors, there is no mention 


that the Rosemont area is considered an anchor area for the three wildlife linkages 
identified in the AGFD Arizona Wildlife Linkages Assessment and impacts to the 
anchor will render the three linkages unsuitable.  


372 Later in the same section under Special Status Species in Plants, there are 12 plants 
discussed but the introduction says 10, later in Animals, there are 16 species listed, 
but the introduction says 15. Of the eight species listed as Endangered under the 
ESA, only two were surveyed for, of the two Threatened species only one was 
surveyed for, and of the four Candidate species, only one was surveyed for. Of the 
remaining 13 species, only six were surveyed for.  


 
383 Sediment carries many pollutants with it, and sediment from mines and mine roads 


can be used as a surrogate for pollution loading into streams.  The analysis of 
sediment yield/total suspended solids does not adequately evaluate impacts to 
intermittent and perennial streams downstream from the mine site.  For example, the 
DEIS states that changes in sediment yield are only “rough estimates” of 
downstream impacts.   


 
383-385 Finally, at the end of this section in Other Special Status Animal species and Pima 


County's Priority Vulnerable Species discussions, it is stated that these species (6 of 
22 PVS and all other special status species) will not be analyzed in the DEIS because 
“depending on where these species occur within the analysis area, they may not be 
impacted from project activities in the same manner as riparian-dependent or other 
species. It is unclear at this time whether smaller species occurring in uplands areas 
within the outlying portions of the analysis area may be impacted at all by the 
impacts of noise, light, and dust”.  Unfortunately, there is no mention of direct 
mortality from construction and operation of the mine. Also, unfortunately, impacts 
to desert box turtles and burrowing owls were not analyzed at all. The EIS should 
include an analysis of these impacts. 


 
386 In addition, the predicted reductions in stream flow along Ciénega Creek of 1 – 3% 


and in stream length of 2.1% cannot be considered negligible when you take into 
consideration other factors. The DEIS does state that 490 acres of riparian habitat 
could be impacted along Ciénega Creek which seems to contradict the “negligible” 
qualification. And the complex interaction between climate change, precipitation 
timing and intensity, subsurface storage, recharge, upland condition, riparian 
vegetation, channel geomorphology, local residential and stock water pumping, 
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depth to groundwater, fire, drought, man-made infrastructures etc. can have 
synergistic effects not accounted for. 


 
386-388 In the next section under Biophysical Features, it is stated that between 83 and 220 


acres of riparian habitat will be directly impacted which seems to contradict other 
estimates found in the previous sections on ground and surface water, 404 permitting 
and impacts to Ciénega Creek above the confluence with Davidson Canyon. It then 
goes on to state that Westland Resources documented 204 acres of meso-riparian 
habitat and 471 acres of xero-riparian habitat in Davidson Canyon, and Pima County 
has identified 490 acres of riparian habitat along Ciénega Creek, 58 acres along 
Empire Gulch and 139 acres in Gardner Canyon for a total of 1362 acres of riparian 
habitat that will be directly impacted by changes in ground and surface water. 
Unfortunately, the riparian habitat along Ciénega Creek downstream of its 
confluence with Davidson Canyon through Pima County's Natural Preserve is not 
quantified nor are impacts discussed. The EIS should rectify this contradiction and 
should address impacts to Ciénega Creek downstream of the confluence with 
Davidson Canyon. 


 
While there is considerable disagreement about the reliability of the analysis and 
modeling of impacts to groundwater quantity we feel that the currently modeled 
impacts are of such magnitude to the Ciénega Creek Watershed and its ecological 
communities that no amount of mitigation can make up for the loss. 


387 The DEIS finds that the modeled decreases in groundwater (less than 1 foot) would 
occur over a long period of time and are unlikely to cause large changes in riparian 
vegetation extent or health; however, the reduction in stream flow will impact 
aquatic species needing standing or flowing water and will impact riparian 
vegetation extent and health. We do not agree that it is “unlikely to cause large 
changes in riparian vegetation extent or health” in the Ciénega Creek Watershed and 
contend that even small changes in flow, sediment yield, aquifer height and spring 
systems will have large impacts to riparian vegetation extent and health, and the 
overall ecosystem of the watershed. 


387 Based on Pima County mapping, the amount of hydro-riparian and meso-riparian 
habitat along Ciénega Creek between the confluence with Gardner Canyon and the 
confluence with Davidson Canyon is approximately 490.9 acres. The DEIS does 
state that these 490 acres will be impacted but does not qualify or quantify the 
statement other than in regards to flow reductions discussed below. Stream flow is 
not the only contributor to riparian vegetation, some larger trees do connect directly 
to groundwater and are very sensitive to drops in aquifer elevation. The same holds 
true for both Empire Gulch and Gardner Canyon, both home to important creek and 
Ciénega habitats and riparian-specialist animal and plant species. 


387  The DEIS states that 490 acres of riparian habitat could be impacted along Ciénega 
Creek which seems to contradict the “negligible” qualification. And the complex 
interaction between climate change, precipitation timing and intensity, subsurface 
storage, recharge, upland condition, riparian vegetation, channel geomorpology, 
local residential and stock water pumping, depth to groundwater, fire, drought, man-
made infrastructures need to be factored into this analysis. In addition serious 
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questions were raised in the Administrative DEIS review by Pima County and the 
BLM about the modeling conducted, and about the storm water control plans. 


389 The pit lake will be, at 213 acres, much larger than the other two nearby lakes on 
Forest Service lands (Parker Canyon Lake at 130 acres and Pena Blanca Lake at 49 
acres). Both of these lakes attract wildlife from miles around and provide important 
habitat for waterfowl, bald eagles, osprey, native amphibians and aquatic insects. 
The potential for the pit lake to attract wildlife is high, and nowhere in the DEIS or 
MPO is there any mention of wildlife exclusion to prevent exposure to lake water 
that will exceed aquifer and surface water standards for wildlife on silver, cadmium, 
lead, copper, mercury, selenium, and zinc. In addition these contaminants are known 
to bioaccumulate in animals and will have impacts to any animal that eats aquatic 
insects originating from the pit lake such as birds and amphibians. These impacts are 
on-going for the life of the mine and thousands of years after. Other mines in the area 
have on-going problems with bird-kill at their water storage areas so it is surprising 
that this is not addressed. 


 Throughout southern Arizona on the CNF, there are other examples where mining 
activities have significantly impacted water resources.  These include Pena Blanca 
Lake, a water body that was significantly impacted from runoff from mining 
activities resulted in significant mercury contamination and necessitated costly 
remediation that included the complete drainage of this water body. 


 As a result, the foregoing compel the CNF to examine the potential wildlife impacts 
of the pit lake and further impacts in the event it becomes contaminated by mine 
runoff similar to what happened at Pena Blanca and other waters. 


390-391 By definition, an intact healthy landscape maintains the ability of wildlife to move 
between core areas, those protected wildland blocks where species, both plant and 
animal, have the resources to survive and reproduce. Furthermore, plants should also 
be included in any discussion of linkages since plant gene-flow and the movements 
of pollinators are important ecological processes. Plants and animals move across the 
landscape in many ways and for many reasons. For example, plants can move slowly 
or rapidly across an area depending on seed dispersal strategies. Leopard frogs can 
move large distances in search of new habitat, and jaguars can move hundreds of 
miles in just a few nights. In any event, all plants and animals use portions of the 
landscape, drainages, other geological and vegetative features, and linkage areas that 
are the most efficient, or most permeable, when connecting areas of suitable habitat. 
Corridors are the actual paths of movement used by individual species within a 
linkage area. When intact and protected, linkages that encompass multiple species 
corridors can serve as functioning ecosystems. We have good information on the use 
of these identified linkages and corridors by black bear, mountain lion, mule and 
white-tail deer, javelina, coati and other species moving between the Santa Rita 
Mountains, Ciénega Creek and the Whetstone and Rincon Mountains. 


390-391 Animals move both north and south along the mountain ranges of the region and east 
and west across wide valleys depending on life-history characteristics and needs. 
Animals such as mountain lions, black bears, spotted owls, and jaguars can have 
home ranges and/or dispersal distance that can cover multiple mountain ranges and 
intervening valleys. These animals are known to move north from the Patagonia 
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Mountains through the Santa Rita Mountains and from the Tumacacori Mountains 
east across the Santa Rita Mountains and into the Sonoita Valley and Whetstone 
Mountains and vice-a-versa. In addition, smaller animals such as bats and birds use 
these same paths to move north and south during migration and east and west during 
residency in the region. In fact, the Rosemont area is considered an anchor area for 
three wildlife linkages identified in the AGFD Arizona Wildlife Linkages 
Assessment and impacts to the anchor will render the three linkages unsuitable. 


390-391 The reduction of connectivity between habitats can significantly impact less agile 
animals such as reptiles, rodents, ground birds and others by reducing opportunities 
to fulfill life-history needs and increased exposure to predation and mortality. These 
smaller animals and plants to some extent depend on local habitat connectivity to 
find mates, food resources, refugia, etc., and when they must modify movement 
patterns, they expose themselves to higher mortality.  


391 In the Environmental Consequences section in Impacts Common to All Action 
Alternatives, it is stated that “A temporary (i.e., 20-year) impact on, or fragmentation 
of, an unknown number of acres of upland and riparian habitats could lead to a loss 
of local movement corridors and gene flow for numerous species.” We disagree with 
this unfounded assertion that impacts will only be temporary, and find other 
statements in this section that it is “thought” some animals will not use current 
movement corridors and some animals will; that impacts may be permanent for some 
but not others. These statements need to be qualified with a species-by-species 
accounting of potential impacts. 


391 A significant, but unquantified, source of mortality and life-history interruption for 
smaller animals and plants today is Highway 83, which will see an increase in traffic 
of 356% during the life of the mine, plus its closure and reclamation so 
transportation impact will be a major barrier to local wildlife movements and a 
significant source of mortality for resident animals including TES species, such as 
the desert tortoise, Mexican garter snake, box turtle, jaguar and ocelot. 


391 The EIS should include an assessment of impacts to vegetation, including special 
status species from dust (Freeman, 1993) due to all mining activities and due to wind 
across the approximately 4,000 acres of land that will be disturbed by clearing and 
mining activities. 


391-405 In the Environmental Consequences section in Impacts Common to All Action 
Alternatives we are confused by the inconsistency in describing the impacts and the 
findings. For non-listed species there is language that the impacts may or may not 
result in a downward trend toward federal listing, however for the threatened and 
candidate species on the list, the Chiricahua leopard frog, Mexican garter snake, 
Rosemont talus snail and Mexican spotted owl no determination was made that 
impacts may result in a downward trend towards listing as an Endangered species.  


393 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will destroy habitat and 
individuals of  the endangered Huachuca water umbel. The mine could eliminate the 
species in the Ciénega Creek watershed, reducing its long-term chances of survival 
and recovery. The DEIS incorrectly dismisses the threat of groundwater withdrawal, 
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reduced surface flow, dust, and pollution on the endangered plant. The DEIS should 
analyze these threats. 


393 The endangered Pima pineapple cactus would be directly impacted by the proposed 
utility corridors for all action alternatives.  Individual cactus would be lost, the seed 
bank would be impacted, soil would be disturbed, water infiltration would be altered, 
and habitat would be vulnerable to colonization by noxious weeds. Pineapple cacti 
outside the mine footprint would be negatively impacted by dust, pollutants, and 
lowered groundwater.  


393 Coleman’s coral-root is a rare orchid with an extremely restricted distribution that is 
found only in appropriate microhabitat conditions in the Santa Rita and Dragoon 
Mountains. There was a population of this recently-described orchid in the 
Baboquivari Mountains, but it is now extirpated.  The coral-root grows only in 
association with symbiotic fungi found on the roots of host trees and shrubs. Coral-
root is a myco-heterotroph, meaning it does not use photosynthesis to make food, but 
rather, obtains food via a symbiotic relationship with photosynthetic community 
members, such as pines or oaks, via mychorrhizal fungi that colonize the roots of the 
trees. Because the orchid is completely dependent on its hosts, it will likely die if 
transported. Similarly, any disturbance to the substrate which interferes with the 
relationship between the orchid rhizome, the fungi, and the host plant, will likely kill 
the orchid.  


393 Hexalectris orchids are particularly vulnerable to habitat loss and degradation 
because their distribution is naturally limited by specific substrate requirements and 
because of their dependence on symbiotic fungi (Hill 2007). Because Hexalectris 
orchids are threatened by any factor that results in soil disturbance or compaction, 
mining would eliminate the orchid.  


393 Mining would destroy orchids in the footprint of the mine, tailings piles, and 
associated structures, and would also threaten the coral-root in several additional 
ways. Dust and air pollution would have significant negative impacts on the orchid 
and its host trees, shrubs, and fungi both in the footprint and in adjacent areas. Dust 
and airborne pollutants will result from topsoil removal and replacement, 
construction of infrastructure, mining operations, tailings piles, road construction and 
maintenance, and traffic.  


393 Contaminants from several sources threaten the orchid and its host fungi. Airborne 
contaminants from mining, waste rock, and tailings piles include uranium, sulfate, 
fluoride, antimony, and other toxic substances. Herbicides used in conjunction with 
mining activities and road maintenance could be washed into the orchid’s habitat.  
Herbicide runoff and drift and direct herbicide application are serious threats to 
Hexalectris orchids due to their absolute dependence on symbiotic fungi. Chemicals 
used during the mining process could damage the orchids or the fungi upon which it 
relies, particularly in the event of accidental spills.  


393 Fencing off areas to protect the orchid from mining would not be sufficient 
mitigation to ensure the species’ survival. The pumping of groundwater, diversion of 
streams, and removal of thousands of acres of vegetation will unquestionably alter 
microhabitat conditions in the surrounding area. The resultant changes in hydrology, 
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reflection, wind, temperature, moisture, and nutrient input will cause microhabitat 
changes that could make it impossible for the orchid or its host fungi to survive.  
(Hill 2007) identifies stream alteration, vegetation removal and the reduction of soil 
nutrient input, road building, and “any activity that results in increased erosion or 
chemical influx” as threats to Hexalectris orchids (p. 19-20).  


393 The cumulative adverse impacts on the orchid should be identified.  The orchid is 
also threatened by the proposed post-mining land uses, which include cattle ranching 
and recreation, including ATV and motorcycle riding, and four-wheeling activity. 
Hexalectris orchids are edible to livestock and wildlife and are threatened by grazing 
or browsing pressure (Hill 2007, p. 19).  If the flowering stalks are consumed by 
cattle or other animals, the orchid is unable to reproduce.  Because H. colemanii does 
not emerge every year, and because when it does emerge few individual flower 
stalks are present, populations could easily be extirpated by herbivory or trampling, 
making livestock grazing a primary threat to the species. Coleman’s coral-root is also 
threatened by the invasive species that will colonize the disturbed land.   


393 There are only two surviving populations of Coleman’s coral-root, one in the Santa 
Rita Mountains and one in the Dragoons. In the Santa Rita Mountains, the  orchid 
occurs in McCleary Canyon, Wasp Canyon, and Sawmill Canyon (also known as 
Cave Creek or Gardner Canyon), all of which are in the footprint of the Proposed 
Action. The Proposed Action would jeopardize the continued existence of the 
species by extirpating the population in the Santa Rita Mountains, leaving only a 
single population in the Dragoons. The species would then be exceedingly 
vulnerable to extinction because individual populations are highly susceptible to 
extirpation from stochastic genetic and environmental events. The Preferred 
Alternative would extirpate the orchid in Wasp Canyon, but would not directly 
impact McCleary Canyon because tailings would be placed upslope rather than 
within the canyon. The Preferred Alternative still threatens the survival of the orchid 
in the Santa Rita Mountains because it would extirpate two sites, leaving only the 
McCleary and Sawmill Canyon sites and reducing the orchid’s long-term population 
viability. Even though tailings would not be placed directly in McCleary Canyon 
under the Preferred Alternative, indirect effects could extirpate the orchid in the 
canyon including effects from chemical runoff, groundwater drawdown, dust and 
airborne pollutants, and disruption of the symbiotic fungal host relationship. Thus 
both the Preferred Alternative and the Proposed Action would jeopardize this 
endemic species.  


395 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will both have negative direct 
and indirect effects on threatened Chiricahua leopard frogs. The federally-threatened 
Chiricahua leopard frog is known to occur in the mine footprint. Surveys detected 
Chiricahua leopard frogs in Ciénega Creek, Empire Gulch, and Louisiana Gulch, and 
in a stock tank in the mine footprint. All action alternatives  will have direct negative 
impacts on the survival of the Chiricahua leopard frog. The mine will also adversely 
modify proposed critical habitat in the project area. Habitat will be permanently 
destroyed, dispersing frogs will be crushed and trampled, and normal amphibian 
behaviors will be disrupted due to noise, vibrations, light, traffic, dust, and other 
factors (Wise, 2007). The EIS should analyze potential impacts of artificial night 
lighting on reproduction of amphibians within the area. Both dispersal and breeding 
habitat will be destroyed due to reduced groundwater flow, loss of seeps, springs, 
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and stock tanks, and pollution. The DEIS is inadequate because it dismisses threats 
to the survival of the frog from future hydrological impacts that will result from the 
mining. The frog is also threatened by food web disruptions and bioaccumulation of 
toxins such as cadmium, mercury, selenium, and other contaminants. Mining 
threatens not just the population in the Santa Rita Mountains but the survival of the 
species as a whole due to the barrier it would create to gene dispersal between 
populations.  


396 The Sonoran Desert Tortoise, a candidate species, would be harmed by the Proposed 
Action and the Preferred Alternative. Desert tortoises likely occur in lower Davidson 
Canyon, along Ciénega Creek, and in areas proposed for utility corridors. It is 
unacceptable that surveys for tortoises have not been conducted for the proposed 
mine. For the environmental analyses to be sufficient, tortoise surveys should be 
completed.  Tortoises could be crushed by mining activities, and tortoise habitat 
would be destroyed due to loss of vegetation, pollution, groundwater decline, and 
loss of creeks, seeps, and springs. Habitat loss and disturbance from light, noise, and 
vibration will disrupt tortoise dispersal and gene flow and will compromise the long-
term viability of the species.  


397 We disagree strongly with the assertion in the DEIS that the mine will not impact the 
federally endangered Gila chub. Both the Proposed Action and the Preferred 
Alternative will harm the chub and will adversely modify its designated critical 
habitat in Ciénega Creek and in Empire Gulch. The Gila chub and its designated 
critical habitat will be adversely impacted by groundwater drawdown, decreased 
stream, seep, and spring flow, and decreased water quality. The DEIS is blatantly 
incorrect in dismissing groundwater impacts that will occur in Gila chub critical 
habitat after the closure of the mine.  


397 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will both have direct and indirect 
adverse effects on the endangered Gila topminnow. The species will be directly 
impacted at the confluence of Davidson Canyon and Ciénega Creek. The mine 
threatens the Gila topminnow through habitat loss and degradation, reduced water 
quality and quantity, and contaminants. The long-term survival and recovery of the 
Gila topminnow will be negatively impacted by pollution and by groundwater 
drawdown, and reduced stream, seep, and spring flow. The DEIS is flawed in that it 
dismisses the negative effect of groundwater drawdown on the Gila topminnow 
because it will occur after the closure of the mine. This is not acceptable because the 
foreseeable future groundwater decline will be directly caused by the mining.   


398 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will destroy jaguar habitat and 
will destroy vital movement corridors for the endangered cat. A jaguar was identified 
in the Santa Rita Mountains by the Department of Homeland Security in June 2011. 
Another jaguar siting very near the Santa Rita Mountains (within 20 miles) was 
reported to Arizona Game and Fish in fall 2011. Jaguars will be impacted by habitat 
loss, loss of prey and cover, groundwater drawdown, loss of surface water, noise, 
vibrations, light, pollution, and bioaccumulation of contaminants that will enter the 
food web due to mining. The DEIS should identify the No Action Alternative as the 
only decision that would not hinder the long-term survival and recovery of the jaguar 
in the United States.  
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398 The endangered long-nosed bat would be harmed by the Proposed Action and the 
Preferred Alternative. There is a large post-maternity roost site within the footprint 
of the proposed mine. Two additional lesser long-nosed bat post-maternity roosts 
adjacent to the proposed mine footprint would be degraded or destroyed, impacting 
more than 5,000 endangered individuals. Bats present in the mining area would be 
crushed, poisoned, and their habitat would be entirely destroyed. Bats would be 
disturbed by noise, vibrations, and light. Lesser long-nosed bat foraging habitat 
would be destroyed by all action alternatives. More than 300,000 Palmer agave 
rosettes that provide food for the bats could be directly lost, with even greater loss of 
foraging habitat extending into adjacent areas due to dust, pollutants, and 
groundwater decline. Bats that drink from the mine pit lake would be poisoned by 
silver, cadmium, lead, copper, mercury, selenium, zinc, and other toxins. Bats would 
also be harmed by loss of surface water as drinking sources. The DEIS should 
identify the No Action Alternative as the only alternative that would not have 
unacceptable consequences for the lesser long-nosed bat.  


399 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will destroy ocelot habitat and 
will destroy vital movement corridors for the endangered cat. Two ocelots have been 
identified recently in the Huachuca Mountains by Arizona Game and Fish, less than 
40 miles away. Another ocelot siting very near the Santa Rita Mountains (within 20 
miles) was reported to the Arizona Game and Fish in fall 2010. Ocelots will be 
impacted by habitat loss, loss of prey and cover, groundwater drawdown, loss of 
surface water, noise, vibrations, light, pollution, and bioaccumulation of 
contaminants that will enter the food  web due to mining. The DEIS should identify 
the No Action Alternative as the only decision that would not hinder the long-term 
survival and recovery of the ocelot in the United States.  


399 The northern Mexican garter snake, a candidate species, would be harmed by the 
Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative. Ciénega Creek used to support a 
healthy population of northern Mexican garter snakes, but the population is in 
decline. Mining activities, pollution, lowered groundwater table, and reduced surface 
flow would likely extirpate the population and push the candidate species further 
towards extinction.  Bioaccumulative contaminants entering the food web from the 
mine pit lake would also harm the snake. The DEIS incorrectly disregards 
groundwater drawdown, reduced surface flow, and reduced water quality impacts on 
the viability of the snake, stating that these are indirect impacts that will not occur 
until after mine closure. These impacts would be directly caused by mining activities 
and must be taken into consideration.  


400 The endangered southwestern willow flycatcher would be harmed by the Proposed 
Action and the Preferred Alternative, both of which would adversely modify 
proposed critical habitat in Ciénega Creek. A pair of breeding southwestern willow 
flycatchers was documented in upper Ciénegas Creek in 2001. The DEIS incorrectly 
dismisses the threat posed to southwestern willow flycatchers by the mine. The 
analysis area contains habitat which is ideal for flycatchers, but the area has not been 
surveyed for the project. The DEIS states that flycatchers were detected in upper 
Ciénega Creek in 2001, and that the area was surveyed only once between 1996 and 
2007. The DEIS then states that flycatchers were not detected before or after 2001. If 
the area was surveyed only once, presumably in 2001 when breeding flycatchers 
were present, then it is specious to state that they have not been detected before or 
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since, given that follow-up surveys have not been conducted. In 2011, the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service proposed designating critical habitat for the flycatcher in the 
mine project area along Ciénega Creek. It is obvious that the mine would degrade 
and destroy habitat for the flycatcher in Davidson Canyon, Empire Gulch, and along 
Ciénega Creek. The DEIS should identify the No Action Alternative is the only 
alternative that will not hinder the long-term survival and recovery  of the 
southwestern willow flycatcher.  


400 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative could drive the Rosemont talus 
snail to extinction. The Rosemont talus snail occurs only in the Santa Rita Mountains 
and nowhere else on earth. It is threatened by anything that destroys or disturbs talus 
slopes. The DEIS should identify the No Action Alternative as the only alternative 
that would safeguard the Rosemont talus snail. Both the Proposed Action and the 
Preferred Alternative would cause direct and indirect impacts that would adversely 
modify or destroy the talus snail’s habitat. Snails would be directly crushed during 
mine construction and operation. Talus slopes, rocky outcrops, and rocky canyon 
bottoms that support the snail outside the mine footprint would be degraded or 
destroyed by vibrations from blasting, dust, pollutants, and groundwater drawdown.  


400 The Rosemont talus snail is threatened by direct habitat destruction in the footprint 
of the mine and facilities, habitat degradation adjacent to the mine resulting from 
mining activities, and habitat degradation resulting from planned post-mining 
activities.  Talus snails are threatened by activities that increase interstitial 
sedimentation or erosion, open vegetative canopy, altered runoff or discharge 
patterns, or otherwise change the moisture and microhabitat conditions on which 
they depend. The mine threatens the survival of the species due to increased erosion 
and dust, reduced leaf litter and vegetative cover, lowered water table and reduced 
surface flows, and altered temperature, moisture, wind, reflection, and 
evapotranspiration patterns and conditions. The removal of more than 4000 acres of 
natural vegetation will alter reflection patterns and will increase ground temperatures 
and wind exposure in areas outside the footprint.  Talus snails are dependent on 
moist microhabitats and the altered humidity conditions due to the diversion of 
ground and surface water and loss of vegetation could render their habitat unsuitable 
in areas adjacent to the mine.  


400 Interstitial space between rocks is an important habitat feature for Sonorella because 
it allows for vertical migration in response to climatic variation. Dust and sediment 
from mining activities, topsoil removal and replacement, road construction and 
maintenance, traffic, and tailing piles thus threaten the survival of the Rosemont 
talus snail. Increased dust and reduced moisture also threaten the lichens on which 
Talus snails feed. The Rosemont talus snail is also threatened by windblown 
pollutants from mining including uranium, sulfate, fluoride, antimony, and other 
toxic substances. Herbicides used in conjunction with mining activities and road 
maintenance also threaten the talus snail and the lichens on which it feeds. Proposed 
post-mining land uses include cattle ranching and recreation, both of which threaten 
Talus snails. Current and probable post-mine recreational activities that threaten 
snails include prospecting, ATV and motorcycle riding, and four-wheeling. The 
Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative would jeopardize the continued 
existence of the Rosemont talus snail. 
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400 The western yellow-billed cuckoo, a candidate species, would be pushed closer to 
extinction by the Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative. The cuckoo is 
known to occur in Davidson Canyon, Empire Gulch, Barrel Canyon, and along 
Ciénega Creek. The cuckoo would be harmed by loss of vegetation, loss of prey, 
groundwater drawdown, loss of creeks, seeps, and springs, reduced water quality, 
contaminants, noise, vibrations, and light. We disagree strongly with the conclusion 
in the DEIS that mining and the resultant pollution and habitat loss  would not lead to 
a loss of population viability for the cuckoo.  


401 Then in a blanket statement, the DEIS states that impacts to the other 70 special 
status species not analyzed directly are not likely to result in a downward trend 
towards listing. This is an unacceptable conclusion, and we contend that Rosemont 
must conduct a more detailed analysis, including intensive field surveys to make any 
determination and that all species analyzed should have consistent language in 
determinations.  


401 The Proposed Action and the Preferred Alternative will negatively impact at least 72 
Sensitive Species. The No Action Alternative is the only choice that will not push 
these Sensitive Species toward the need to be protected under the Endangered 
Species Act. The DEIS is inadequate in that it does not fully evaluate impacts to all 
of the Sensitive Species that will be impacted or potentially impacted through direct 
or indirect effects.  The Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management are 
obligated to evaluate the impacts of the proposed mine on all Sensitive Species.  


401 Approval of the Proposed Action or the Preferred Alternative would violate the 
Forest Service’s Sensitive Species Policy (Forest Service Manual 2670) which states 
that the Service is to avoid actions that may cause a species to become threatened or 
endangered and that the Service is to manage habitats to maintain at least viable 
populations of species. The mine would cause a loss of population viability for 
numerous species. There is no question that mining would cause loss of population 
viability for Coleman’s coral-root, Rosemont talus snail, beardless chinch weed, 
northern Mexican garter snake, Sonoran desert tortoise, Western yellow-billed 
cuckoo, and potentially other Sensitive Species as well.  Mining would cause the 
Rosemont talus snail and Coleman’s coral-root to become endangered, a clear 
violation of the Sensitive Species policy.  


413 Cumulative Impacts that must be addressed in this section includes climate change, 
the potential for new mines on the three Rosemont Copper identified sites, continued 
residential need for groundwater in the Sonoita Valley.  


413-415 Mitigation activities are inadequate, missing or incomplete, the following elements 
are proposed in the DEIS to mitigate for the impacts to biological resources: 


“Rosemont Copper will revegetate disturbed areas with 
native vegetation, excluding the pit area. This includes 
linear features such as utilities and pipe lines, which will be 
reclaimed to avoid fragmentation of native biological 
communities. Specifications will be included in the 
Rosemont Reclamation Plan.” 
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 There is no Rosemont Reclamation Plan and revegetation success is being assumed 
with very little evidence to support the claim. 


“Process water ponds, such as raffinate ponds, pregnant 
leach solution collection ponds, or chemical or fuel storage 
areas, will be enclosed, covered, or otherwise managed to 
protect wildlife, livestock, and public safety. Location and 
construction criteria for project facilities will prevent 
deleterious exposure of livestock, wildlife, or birds to toxic 
chemicals or hazardous conditions created by, used in, or 
resulting from processing operations. Further details are 
contained in the preliminary MPO.” 


No mention of how the pit lake will be managed to protect wildlife. 


“In order to protect wildlife breeding habitat, Rosemont 
Copper will fence selected exclusion areas of the highest-
value riparian habitat to restrict livestock access from 
critical breeding areas for sensitive wildlife species within 
the Rosemont Ranch land system. The Rosemont, Thurber, 
DeBaud, and Greaterville grazing allotment permits will be 
modified to reflect fence locations and livestock exclusion 
periods.” 


There is no Rosemont Water Source Enhancement and Mitigation Plan, nor any 
description of acres to be protected, locations, monitoring and management activities. In 
addition the proposed impacts to Waters of the U.S. and other riparian and aquatic 
systems is so great that the small amount of acreage protected by exclusionary fencing 
will be inadequate to mitigate the impacts to over 1000 acres of riparian habitat. 


“Rosemont Copper will monitor disturbed and revegetated 
areas associated with mine activities for noxious and 
invasive weeds and will take action to prevent, eliminate, or 
control weeds should they occur. Methods of control may 
include removal by hand, spray, mechanical, or other 
approved methods. An invasive species control plan will be 
developed that will contain specific measures to prevent, 
control, and reduce noxious weed introduction and control 
weeds throughout the project area and that will 
acknowledge that noxious and invasive weed prevention is 
preferable to remedial action.” 


Earlier in the DEIS an Invasive Species Plan is mentioned, but not here. There is no 
Rosemont Copper Invasive Species Plan. In addition there is no mention of invasive 
species of animals such as the bullfrog, non-native fish, or crayfish. 


“Upon indication or discovery of a cave, sinkhole, 
underground drainage into a solution cavern, or similar 
karst features, Rosemont Copper will suspend work at that 
site and contact the designated Forest Service contact to 
investigate the discovery before work is re-initiated. The 
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designated Forest Service contact will promptly coordinate 
the investigation with the appropriate agency resource 
specialists. Any natural void in rock that is large enough for 
a human to enter constitutes a cave. Any collapse feature in 
or over carbonate rock constitutes a sinkhole.” 


There is no mention of what that mitigation measure would be in the case of a cave or 
void discovery only a vague reference to an “investigation.” This is not a mitigation 
measure. 


“In order to reduce or avoid impacts to habitats specific to 
rocky slopes on the east side of the Santa Rita Mountains, 
including talus slopes, the west side pit operations power 
loop will be located within the disturbance perimeter of the 
ultimate pit.” 


There is no mention of mitigation for the impacts that will occur to the rocky slopes 
in the mine pit footprint.  


422 Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources.  This paragraph states:  
“With respect to livestock grazing, irreversible changes to resources are not 
expected.  Vegetation at the site will constantly be changing as implementation 
procedures are implemented.  Eventually reclamation is expected to return the site to 
conditions equivalent to those currently experienced on the grazing allotments.  
Irretrievable commitment of grazing resources will occur until reclamation has 
returned the site to conditions acceptable for grazing”. 


Those conditions should include consideration of effects from air pollution with 
residues of fine particulate toxic dust, and contaminants on neighboring surface 
waters. 


The final paragraph states: “However the approximately 950 acres of Open Pit does 
represent an irretrievable and irreversible loss of grazing allotment on National 
Forest System land that will not be reclaimed.” 


The persistent request of Pima County for at least partial refilling of the Pit could 
help alleviate some concerns to the region in environmental health.  The safety 
concerns regarding the Pit are real and considerable as it could become a toxic soup 
of contaminants with cumulative impacts for the millennium.  It would be absolutely 
unacceptable to have this enormous and dangerous Pit become another superfund site 
that could be similar to the adverse impacts of toxic waste on the Clarks Fork River 
which transports such toxic residues from the Berkeley Pit in Butte, Montana more 
than 100 miles to Missoula, Montana where the water supply is at risk.  Note that 
open pit mining of the Berkeley Pit started in 1955, and closed in the early 1980s, 
and that the adverse impacts have moved over 100 miles in 50 years. 


429 As discussed in the main text, the spatial area identified for analyses is far too 
limited.  In addition, access roads for powerline maintenance lead to an increase in 
public access which in turn has an adverse impact on grazing operations.  There may 
also be other impacts from powerlines. 
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429 Paragraph 2 under Analysis Methodology …, the DEIS states:  “Grazing will 
continue on all allotments during all mine phases, although some grazing allotments 
will be reduced in capacity.”   


Consideration should be given to the basis for reduction in numbers in terms of 
whether it is entirely based on immediate mine related activity/disturbance or 
whether another consideration should be given to the degree of risk to livestock in 
the allotment pasture outside the perimeter fence but with a higher degree of risk to 
livestock safety regarding impacts from higher density of fine particulate dust that 
could have an impact on air and surface water in proximity to activity within the 
perimeter fence. 


430 Figure 63: Grazing Allotments Impacted by Action Alternatives.  This important 
depiction of impacted grazing allotments shows the cluster of the Rosemont, 
Thurber, Greaterville, and DeBaud, Allotments, all leased by Rosemont; and 
Helvetia, leased by Santa Rita Ranch, and Stone Springs, leased by ANAM.  The 
close proximity of the northern portion of a neighboring allotment, Oak Tree I, 
leased by Barchas brings to the fore the question of potential impact from mine 
activity on neighboring allotments in proximity, on livestock ranching, or any other 
form of agriculture in proximity, and how one might need to consider degree of risk 
or safety in distance  from potential mine impacts.   Accordingly, the boundary of 
analyses for this issue must be expanded as discussed throughout these comments.   


431 Paragraph 1 states that it is “assumed that grazing would be reintroduced to the post 
closure area”.  There is no independently confirmable basis for this speculative 
assumption.  It is not known whether grazing can be reintroduced.  The ongoing 
research funded by Rosemont and conducted by Assistant Professor Fehmi at the 
University of Arizona is incomplete and inconclusive, and cannot reasonably serve 
as the basis for claiming successful reclamation revegetation.  Longitudinal studies 
of complex ecological systems require many years of research in order to produce 
reliable and useful results. 


 It is also important to clarify that the University of Arizona does not, as an 
institution, conduct such research, as the attribution of University of Arizona 
authorship is both erroneous and misleading.  It is misleading in the sense that it 
suggests that the University itself – a nationally respected research institution, has 
somehow validated the research, thus giving it full credibility.  Clearly this is not the 
case and the authorship reference in the DEIS must be corrected to reflect the true 
author(s) of the reports:  


Fehmi, J. S. 2007. Final Report for Phase I. Prepared for August 
Resource Corporation. Tucson: School of Natural Resources, 
University of Arizona. July 6.  


Fehmi, J. S., T. M. Kong, and L. Wood. 2008. Phase II—Final 
Project Report. Prepared for August Resource Corporation. 
Tucson: School of Natural Resources, University of Arizona. 
December 17. 


 
Paragraph 3: DEIS:  “Adequate information was found to analyze livestock grazing 
impacts.  No uncertain or unknown information was identified.” 
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This statement is not accurate.  It is uncertain/unknown to what extent surrounding 
land outside the perimeter fence will be found to have significant impact from fine 
particulate dust pollution that can be inhaled/ingested from air, leaving residues on 
surface water, soils, seeds, grass, browse, animal hair, and potentially ground water. 


It is uncertain/unknown whether livestock grazing on lands impacted by mining 
could ultimately have subtle impacts on organ meat (heavy metals) and possibly 
other meat going to the human food chain that could over time have some negative 
consequences to human health. 


It is uncertain/unknown if there have been adequate, objective, long term studies on 
impacts from mining on livestock ranching and other forms of agriculture that 
eventuate in the human food chain. 


It is uncertain/unknown how far windswept fine particulate toxic dust can travel, and 
degree of risk to Rosemont cattle and neighboring allotments in widening circles of 
distance. 


It is uncertain/unknown whether cumulative impacts in water and air from this and 
other exploratory and projected mines could make ranching/livestock grazing 
incompatible with mining. 


It is uncertain/unknown how mining can be compatible with other multiple uses 
since it can pervasively cause so many dimensions of jeopardy to wildlife, safety of 
water and air, visual integrity, as to deny and degrade the principle of multiple use. 


The foregoing clearly demonstrates that there is great uncertainty regarding the 
adequacy of information necessary to analyze livestock grazing impacts.  Moreover, 
to state that “no uncertain or unknown information was identified” is wholly 
unfounded with respect to “uncertain” information, and naturally no “unknown” 
information would be found.   The DEIS must include analysis of the full range of 
potential impact on cattle grazing occurring on reclaimed mine tailings. 


Table 104:  Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative.  This table 
appears to adequately summarize impacts within the narrow boundary of the affected 
area and the narrow identification of issues.  This table is, nonetheless, incomplete 
and inadequate, and must be expanded to include, but not be limited to impacts on 
surrounding allotments and other public and private lands in grazing use, along with 
impacts of toxic dust on cattle grazing, and impacts of loss of water on cattle grazing. 


432 General Management Direction, final paragraph: This paragraph states, “In general 
the goal of the Coronado for every allotment is to manage livestock in a manner that 
allows for their attainment of sustainable multiple use resource objectives that are 
compatible with the standards and guidelines in the forest plan and the principles of 
ecosystem management.  In doing so the Coronado ensures the following: 


l. The proper use of water resources. 
2.    Compliance with the Endangered Species Act 
3. Compliance with National Historic Preservation Act 
4. Compliance with the Forest Plan 
5. Overall satisfactory watershed conditions 
6. Sustainable vegetation (or range conditions).” 
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Those very commendable and worthy goals are severely challenged by all the 
alternatives except the No Action Alternative.  With a huge Open Pit Copper Mine of 
this magnitude, water resources will be compromised both in quantity and quality, 
with potential contamination of designated outstanding waters; the range of wildlife 
in Santa Rita Mountains, their connectivity, their corridors, the ability to survive and 
breed and thrive, particularly with endangered and special species will be severely 
harmed; National Historic Preservation and cultural sites of deep importance to 
Native people will be in jeopardy; watershed conditions in a chain of watersheds 
leading to the Tucson watershed will be a potential threat to metropolitan Tucson 
through possible seepage of toxins; and successful sustainable re-vegetation efforts 
are not ensured. 


Proposing to modify the Forest Plan to accommodate a single private use and user 
makes a mockery of the principles of the Forest Planning process.  Compliance with 
a proposed and perhaps illegal amendment that violates the public process legally 
required for such amendment is unconscionable.  The speculative nature of this 
action – a future amendment to the Coronado National Forest Plan – must be deleted 
from the DEIS and not addressed until such amended plan is fully and properly 
adopted.  The determination of impacts cannot be based on a future unknown action. 


435 Environmental Consequences.  Proposed Action, ¶ 1 states, “The remaining 
disturbance would be temporary as it is expected that the areas used for waste rock 
and tailings and building facilities (solvent extraction and electro winning, heap 
leach facilities, etc.) would revert to suitable grazing habitat once revegetation is 
implemented and reclamation criteria have been met in those areas.” 


It is indeed a major and unsupported assumption that the huge areas of waste rock 
and tailings could be adequately revegetated and reclaimed.  It is indeed another 
major and speculative assumption that Rosemont will follow through with all the 
extended and extensive reclamation plans as promised.  Rosemont has never owned 
or operated a mine; there is no credible evidence that the applicant can actually attain 
the desired results.  


Moreover, there is no evidence to support the expectation that suitable revegetation 
can be accomplished or that such reclamation criteria will be met in those areas.  As 
such, this material is in the realm of sheer speculation and must be deleted from the 
DEIS.  Such assumptions cannot be used to conclude that impacts will be adequately 
mitigated. In addition, the phrase “it is expected” suggests that the author is merely 
making a “hopeful” statement, and not relying on hard and replicable scientific 
evidence. 


435-438 Impacts Common to all Alternatives.  Several statements common to all the 
alternatives are subject to challenge.   


First is the assumption that the remaining disturbance would be converted to suitable 
grazing habitat once vegetation reclamation has been implemented in those areas.  
The American West is filled with evidence to the contrary; mining reclamation is an 
oxymoron, let alone successful reclamation revegetation.  There is no evidence set 
forth in the DEIS to support this assumption, other than the partial and incomplete 
studies by Assistant Professor J.S. Fehmi, Accountant/ Graduate Student T. M. 
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Kong, and Mathematics Lecturer L. Wood. Only the results of long-term 
longitudinal study of such ecological restoration could provide conclusive results 
upon which to base such an assumption.  This conclusion must be based on findings 
from such completed and independently confirmed studies.  Such results must be 
incorporated into the DEIS along with applicable citations.  


Second is the assumption that such reclamation will actually occur.  The costs of 
reclamation assumed in this section of the DEIS are likely to be quite high.  
Moreover, bonding for reclamation of hard rock mining has an abysmal record of 
success (see Hardrock Reclamation Bonding Practices in the Western United State; 
James R. Kuipers, PE; Center for Science in Public Participation; prepared for the 
National Wildlife Federation, Boulder, CO. February 2000.) Bankruptcy would be a 
likely result of such an ambitious reclamation plan.  Adequate evidence of the 
applicant’s capacity to provide adequate bonding for the costs of reclamation as 
described in the DEIS must be provided and certified by the appropriate independent 
financial analyst(s). 


Third, the assumption that impacts to stock ponds and springs are identical for four 
of the alternatives seems to be a stretch.  Please provide the basis for this assumption. 


436, ¶ 2 Paragraph 2 states: “In addition, 15 stock tanks and 63 springs are expected to be lost 
to direct disturbance or to potential lowering of the groundwater table during 
construction and operation.”  Note that most of these springs are located based solely 
on literature review or topographic maps and may not provide water for livestock; 
see “Groundwater Quantity” section for more detail.  


Ranchers in the greater Sonoita area are likely to be unanimous in their stated 
concerns that water is the most important issue concerning the ability of a ranch to 
survive.  It is also essential for the total ecosystem.  It is therefore unsettling, indeed 
inadequate for a discussion of springs and seeps to be based solely on a literature 
review and topographic maps.  These springs and seeps must be field verified, as 
they are the life-spring of the ecosystem, including virtually all flora and fauna. 
These seeps and springs may have a significant adverse impact on wildlife, even 
seasonally, including impacts to threatened species such as the Chiricahua Leopard 
Frog, than is currently identified by the Forest Service.  That said, the DEIS must 
recognize that southeastern Arizona is in a period of severe drought and that climate 
change may exacerbate water conditions as well.  Therefore, to further deplete even 
very modest water sources is a significant adverse impact on grazing in the greater 
Sonoita basin.  Moreover, in the aggregate, these small, seemingly insignificant 
sources of water combine to provide the headwaters and subsequently the flows for 
creek and rivers, carrying water to important public water sources for urban areas as 
well.  As such, the loss of the 63 springs in the Rosemont area must be classified as a 
significant adverse impact. 


441 Cumulative Effects.  This paragraph states: “The list (of reasonably foreseeable 
potential actions) was reviewed and no reasonably foreseeable future actions are 
expected to have a cumulative effect on livestock grazing.” 


It is unknown whether livestock raised and grazed in mining pastures could at some 
time in the future be found to have cumulative impact from particulate dust residues, 
especially with toxins that could in the long term have some effect on organ and 
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other meat that could go into the food chain for humans.  Experience with the 
adequate labeling of food safety suggests that long-term impacts of potential toxic 
impacts from grazing on toxic mine tailings will eventually be known only after 
sufficient human mortality provides compelling evidence.  Absent such compelling 
evidence, the DEIS must address the impact of cumulative impacts from toxic 
particulate dust residues on human health. 


The list of “cumulative effects” is woefully inadequate.  The statement that “… no 
reasonably foreseeable future actions are expected to have a cumulative effect on 
grazing” is unfounded.  The displacement of recreation users in the Rosemont Valley 
(including hunters, ORV users, equestrians, hikers, bikers, bird-watchers, campers, 
and scenic motoring) from the Rosemont Valley onto surrounding CNF and other 
public lands (such as the Las Cienegas National Conservation Area), along with 
displaced grazing users, will result in adverse impacts on existing grazing on public 
lands, particularly those immediately to the south of Greaterville Road.  Moreover, in 
the past three years, many additional mining activities have been proposed for the 
CNF lands within the Santa Rita and Patagonia Mountains.  Absent prohibition on 
mining in these areas, mining activities will continue to occur, with the adverse 
impacts to recreation and grazing throughout the CNF.  The cumulative impacts of 
these actions would clearly be significant.  (see discussion of impacts of mining on 
agriculture below).  


441 Mitigation Effectiveness.  The assertion that the three identified mitigation measures 
will help return grazing allotments to “full use” is unfounded.  This is mere 
speculation.  Previous comments have addressed mine reclamation and revegetation, 
both of which are demonstrably speculative.  The matter of “voluntary water source 
enhancement” takes speculation to yet another level of absurdity.  The DEIS states 
that the applicant will destroy and/or permanently pollute with toxic materials, all 
water sources within the project area.  The public is then led to believe that they (the 
applicant) will miraculously and voluntarily enhance the water supply within the 
same area.  The basis for this assumption needs to be carefully spelled out or deleted. 


451-452 Mitigation measures from the proposed project’s outdoor lighting are discussed, 
according to the DEIS: “However, the degree to which these mitigation measures 
would reduce sky glow and regional light pollution cannot be determined because 
these measures would be subject to Mine Safety and Health Administration 
requirements and nighttime mine operational needs.”  


If the effect of the mitigation measures “cannot be determined” because of lighting 
requirements from the Mine Safety and Health Administration, then those 
requirements need to be a part of the DEIS.  Since they are not a part of the DEIS, a 
new Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement needs to be produced with these 
requirements and their impact to dark skies included for a new public review and 
comment period. The Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement must include a 
complete review of the measures to mitigate light pollution that includes the lighting 
requirements of the Mine Safety and Health Administration. 


In the Biological Resources section there are frequent remarks about light at night.  
For instance: “Nocturnal and other animals may be adversely affected by the light 
glow in night skies.” And “there would be an overall reduced presence of wildlife in 
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the project area as a result of lost habitat as described above and the effects of noise, 
light (particularly nighttime lighting).”  Yet no analysis is given as to how nighttime 
lighting at the mine site would impact species, particularly those under protection 
from the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act and the federal Endangered Species Act. 
A Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement needs to be produced outlining the 
impacts of light at night toward protected species in and near the project area. This 
new, SEIS needs to be published for a new period of public review and comment.  


Appendix D Visual Simulations (on CD): The DEIS includes only daytime 
simulations.  Half of each day is night.  The Visual Resources section of the DEIS 
states: “There would be an irretrievable, regional, long-term loss of night sky 
viewing during Rosemont Copper Mine construction and operation because night 
sky brightening, light pollution, and sky glow caused by mine lighting would 
diminish nighttime viewing conditions in the direction of the mine.” 


For the public to evaluate and comment on the nighttime visual impact of mining 
operations a new series of nighttime visual simulations based on a complete analysis 
of the nighttime lighting from the proposed mine needs to be produced and published 
in a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for a new period of public 
review and comment.  


452 From the conclusion of the DEIS (Chapter 3, Vol. 2) section on Dark Skies: “There 
would be an irretrievable, regional, long-term loss of night sky viewing during 
Rosemont Copper Mine construction and operation because night sky brightening, 
light pollution, and sky glow caused by mine lighting would diminish nighttime 
viewing conditions in the direction of the mine. There would be no irreversible loss 
of the resource because once the mine completes operations and is closed (including 
removal of mine lighting), night sky visibility would return to conditions similar to 
those prior to mine construction and operation.” 


Missing Data/Sources/Discussions/Input 


- The town of Patagonia has been excluded.  There is no source data, no impact 
on the town from the proposed project  or any analysis. 


- No mitigation plans are included for any of the negative impacts 


- No input from local governmental agencies or organizations:  Town of 
Patagonia, Santa Cruz  County or Sonoita Crossroads Community Forum. 


- A full and proper reclamation plan must be presented and analyzed, including 
explanation of who is responsible for reclamation at what stages, whether 
private as well as public land will be included (failure to reclaim private land 
can have obvious adverse impacts not only on the adjacent public land but on 
other private lands), whether the pit will be secured from trespass, etc., and 
whether the pit will, in fact, be pumped forever or remain filled with water 
forever. 


- Impact of increased trains on the town of Nogales 
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452 Issue 7: Factors for Alternative Comparison.  This list of factors fails to explicitly 
include reference to adverse impacts to views and scenery on private lands and other 
public lands, particularly throughout the greater Sonoita Basin, in the area of the 
proposed project. The focus is too limited with a concentration on USFS lands and 
public highways. 


453, ¶ 1 Analyses Methodology … Temporal Bounds of Analyses.  The statement 
“reclamation vegetation would approach maturity in 50 to 100 years…” is 
unsupported by any research or documented evidence (see later comment).  This 
statement should be modified accordingly in this immediate text and throughout this 
section. 


455 Regrettably only the VMS “unacceptable modification” category (Table 117) 
explicitly incorporates a temporal period (10 years) for a management objective.  
These objectives are better suited for timber management than for evaluating the 
adverse impacts of a large-scale industrial project such as an open-pit hardrock mine.  
Also, per the footnote, both systems identified in the table are to be used to “rate 
landscapes for inventory purposes”.  This statement needs further explanation. 


456, ¶¶ 3 & 4 Methodology.  The initial sentence reads “The Forest Service’s scenic management 
guidelines direct scenic analysis to be conducted from the perspective of public 
travelways and public use areas both within and outside the forest boundaries.”  This 
guideline notably fails to include private travelways and private lands, since it does 
not appear to envision impacts to privately held lands beyond the forest boundary.  
Please explain. 


 This paragraph states that eight representative “visual analysis viewpoints” were 
selected in order to provide “representative views of the existing landscape and or 
potential visual impacts resulting from project development within the foreground, 
middle ground, and background viewing distances across a spectrum of ownership 
(e.g., Forest Service lands, Bureau of Land Management lands, and non-Federal 
lands)”.  The term “non-Federal lands” is confusing and could be construed to mean 
“State lands” as contrasted to “private property”.  Please clarify; private property 
must be included in this “spectrum of ownership”.  


 The viewpoints described in the final paragraph can be classified as follows: 


 VP #  Location 


1 State Route 83; MP 46 (public view; rest stop/picnic area) 
2 State Route 83; MP 44 (public view; closest point to proposed site) 
3 Arizona Trail; on CNF (public land) 
4 Mount Wrightson Wilderness; on CNF (public land) [note: analysis 


incomplete] 
5 State Route 83:  ¼ mi north of intersection with State Route 82 (view from 


public highway) 
6 BLM – Las Cienegas NCA; on public road 
7 Hilton Road (view from nearby private property) 
8 Off Box Canyon Road; on CNF forest road (public land) 
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9 Sahuarita Road; on public road 11 miles from proposed project (no analyses 
conducted as only portion of Scholefield-McCleary alternative would be 
visible. 


As shown in this table, there is only one viewpoint showing a view from private 
property (Hilton Road), although the text purports that other viewpoints are 
somehow “representative “ of other rural residential areas as well as Sonoita and 
Elgin.  Additional viewing points must be incorporated into this analysis as discussed 
in a subsequent comment. 


457 Figure 66. CNF Scenic Integrity Objectives.  The area shown as “Very High 
Scenic Integrity” in the northern tip of the Santa Rita Mountains needs to be labeled.  
The reasons for the designation are missing from this discussion and need to be 
provided.  In addition, the laudable classification of “scenic integrity” should be 
extended across adjoining public and private lands in order to provide a consistent 
basis for analysis and evaluation of impacts. 


458 As a result of the omissions, errors, and need for additional viewpoints, Figure 67 on 
p. 458 needs to be revised. 


 


Table 1: Property Ownership –Viewshed Areas and Representative Viewpoints 


458 Figure 67: Analysis Viewpoints. Additional viewpoints necessary to conduct a 
credible assessment of “representative views” must be provided.  The accompanying 
figure shows the approximate locations of such necessary additional viewpoints.  It is 
important to note that both USFS and SWCA personnel participated in an initial tour 
of the greater Sonoita Area provided by local residents, as did USFS personnel in a 
subsequent tour.  Both tours involved visits to major residential areas with 


Land Ownership Area 


(areas) 


 


Area 


(Sq. 
Miles) 


Percent  
of Area 


Viewpoints 


Recommended 
Viewpoints 
shown in 
italics. 


Percent of 
Viewpoints


Bureau of Land 
Management 


23,598 36.9 12.6% 5, 6, 10, 13, 14,  31.25%


Military 5,410 8.5 2.9%  


National Park Service 8,534 13.3 4.5%  


Private 39,876 62.3 21.2% 7, 9, 11, 12  25.0%


State/Local Government  63,560 99.3 33.8% 16 6.25%


US Forest Service 46,927 73.3 25.0% 1, 2, 3, 4,  8, 15  43.75%


Total Viewshed 187,914 293.6 100.0% 16 100.0%
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unobstructed views of the Northern Santa Rita Mountains (locations discussed in a 
subsequent comment).  Regrettably these existing residential areas have not been 
included in this analysis, thus the analysis and assessment of impacts is incomplete 
and inadequate. 


In addition, the methodology, and thus the analysis in the DEIS fails to address a 
critical factor in visual analyses as used in a number of Federal Agency Visual 
Resource Management (VRM) systems, including the USFS, namely the relative 
vertical position of the observer or view to the position of the object viewed.  There 
are three basic viewer classifications in widespread use: 


• Observer normal:  That visual relationship between viewer and 
viewed which exists when the location from which something is seen 
is at (or approximately at) the level of that object or the dominant 
visual elements in the surrounding landscape.   


• Observer inferior: That visual relationship between viewer and 
viewed which exists when the location from which something is seen 
is below the level of that object or the dominant visual elements in the 
surrounding landscape.  


• Observer superior:  
That visual relationship between viewer and viewed which exists 
when the location from which something is seen is above the level of 
that object or the dominant visual elements in the surrounding 
landscape.  


 
Source: Charles F. Schwarz, Edward C. Thor, Gary H. Elsner; Wildland Planning 
Glossary; Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station; USDA Forest 
Service General Technical Report PSW-13/1976. Berkeley, CA. 


These observer locations are particularly important in the case of the proposed 
action, since the object(s) viewed – the mine pit, the waste rock, the tailing, and 
facilities are all higher elevations than viewers in the surrounding landscape, thus, 
the views are classified as “observer inferior”.  In such viewing conditions 
topography and vegetation can provide screening if located between the observer and 
viewed object.   However, since the Sonoita landscape consists primarily of 
extensive grasslands, there is limited vegetation screening, particularly to the east 
and south.  Moreover, since even modest topographic changes can modify views and 
the elevation changes across the valley are not pronounced, observer position is 
particularly important.  As such, it is important to understand the importance of 
viewer location in selecting Viewpoints for the analyses.  (See subsequent 
comments.)  


460, ¶¶ 1 & 2 The discussion of “scenic integrity” and “concern levels” needs to be expanded to 
include surrounding private lands and other public lands.  By focusing exclusively on 
CNF lands, the existing analysis is too limited, incomplete, and thus inadequate. 
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461 Figure 68: CNF Road and Trail Concern Levels: The extensive network of roads 
and trails between Box Canyon/Madera Canyon Road and Greaterville Road will 
receive a significant increase in recreational visitors if the proposed project is 
approved and existing visitors to the Rosemont Valley are displaced further south in 
the Santa Rita Mountains.  The roads in the area are shown as “concern level 1” and 
thus warrant the inclusion of an additional “Viewpoint” to address impacts on visual 
resources within the portion of the CNF (location discussed in a subsequent 
comment). 


462, ¶¶ 1-6 Assumptions and Unknowns.   
Paragraph 1:  It is understandable that the project area would be so tightly delineated, 
however, there needs to be an additional area delineated something like “area of 
greatest immediate impact” that extends out at least 4 miles (middle ground views) in 
all directions in order to better focus on the impacts to the immediate vicinity. 


Paragraph 2: This paragraph repeats an assumption that appears on page 453, namely 
the assumption that “reclamation vegetation would approach maturity in 50 to 100 
years…”.  Although set forth in a Draft Memo from Robert Lefevre, Forestry and 
Watershed Program Manager, his observations are unaccompanied by any evidence 
(including photos), unsupported by any research, and the sites of such observations 
are unknown.  As such, it is impossible to confirm such observations/evidence, and 
this assumption is therefore invalid and must be deleted from the text of the DEIS in 
this immediate text and throughout this section. 


Paragraph 3:  The initial sentence of this paragraph expands upon the assumption 
discussed above, and thus must be deleted.  The final sentence of this paragraph 
states that “it is assumed that erosion and slope failures would be minimal …” 
another unsupported assumption.  It too must be deleted, particularly given the 
extensive visual evidence of both erosion and slope failures at open-pit hard-rock 
mining sites – for example, Bisbee and Green Valley in the immediate area. 


Paragraph 4: This paragraph concludes that impacts to scenic quality resulting from 
berms, boulders, additional fences, etc., necessary to prevent public entry into the 
project area are “unknown” and thus cannot be evaluated.  Such safety measures 
must be incorporated into the MPO/DEIS and evaluated accordingly.  


Paragraph 5: This paragraph suffers from a similar problem, namely, the actual 
height of the tailing, heap leach pads, and waste rock piles will be unknown during 
early years of the development, and thus cannot be evaluated in terms of impacts on 
visual resources.  The MPO contains detailed descriptions of the planned 
emplacement of waste rock, tailing, etc., and reasoned estimates and approximations 
can be determined for the purposes of visual impact assessment.  This analysis and 
assessment must be completed and incorporated into the DEIS. 


Paragraph 6:  This paragraph addresses a pervasive problem in the DEIS, namely 
how to address impacts to the “relocated” Arizona National Scenic Trail, given that 
the realignments are unknown at this time.  Three years have lapsed since the 
Scoping Comment Period in July 2008.  During such time, the CNF, along with the 
other entities with jurisdiction over the Arizona Scenic Trail, should have been 
actively resolving this matter.  In the absence of such resolution, the NEPA process 
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should be suspended until such resolution is completed and a proper analysis of 
impacts conducted.  Naturally the exploration of a series of alternative locations and 
configurations for the placement of waste rock and tailings has compounded this 
matter, but does not offer an excuse for not undertaking the requisite analyses. 


463 Table 118: Magnitude and Degrees of Effects.  This table is central to the 
determination of the significance of impacts. The intensity and duration of adverse 
impacts shown in this table must be applied to the impacts on surrounding private 
lands and other public lands, and not simply limited to CNF lands.  


Significance Criteria.  Limiting the “significance threshold indicators” to the 
“project area” is inappropriate (final sentence on p. 463).  These significance 
threshold indicators must be applied to all impacted landscapes, be they CNF other 
Federal lands, State Lands, or private property. 


464 Data Sources:  Field Surveys.  The results of the “Field Surveys” conducted by 
SWCA in 2009 do not appear as a Technical Report, nor are they listed in the 
Bibliography or References.  Since the “Analysis Viewpoints” were based on the 
results of these surveys, and such surveys are not available to the public, the reliance 
on such data is highly questionable.  Absent such data, the selection of “Analysis 
Viewpoints” must be considered problematic until such Field Surveys are made 
available to the public for review and comment. 


464-465 Table 119: Summary of Effects by Issue Measures by Alternative.  This table 
should not be cut into two parts/two pages as currently displayed.  It should be 
reformatted to appear on a single page.  The summary statements of impacts 
displayed in this table properly identify the extensive scope and great magnitude and 
duration of the proposed project.  That said, the table needs additional attention so 
that all cells contain corresponding measures.  Notably absent are statements 
regarding the duration of impacts, other than the use of the term “permanently” 
which, in fact, is millions of years. 


468, ¶¶ 2 & 3 Affected Environment – Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies, and Plans.  This 
text discusses relevant BLM plans, regulations, etc., but oddly concludes that 
sensitive views “could potentially be impacted by project development … (emphasis 
added.)”  This is a recurring pattern throughout the DEIS – the concession that an 
impact “could potentially” occur, when there is overwhelming evidence that such 
impacts would occur.  This misleading language suggests that there is no certainty in 
the determination of impacts, thus misleading the reader, and inadvertently lessening 
the perceived impacts of the proposed project.  Such misleading language must be 
eliminated. 


470, ¶ 2 Arizona National Scenic Trail.  Paragraph 2 identified a set of bullet-pointed 
actions currently affecting the scenic quality of the trail.  The relevance of the 
impacts, none of which occur within the area of analyses, is unclear.  Please clarify. 


Notably, and regrettably, this section of the DEIS, as is the case with virtually all of 
the issue-specific sections contained in Chapter 3, utterly fail to recognize that there 
is an extensive body of Local and State Government Laws, Regulations, Policies, 
and Plans governing the non-federal lands. The 10th Amendment to the Constitution 
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sets forth the “Reserved Powers Doctrine” whereby those powers not expressly set 
forth in the Constitution are reserved for the States.  Significantly, among such 
powers is the “Police Power” – the power to regulate private property, which 
essentially resides with the local governments – in this case, primarily with Pima 
County and Santa Cruz County.  The police power is embodied in local ordinances, 
plans and policies, all of which apply to the privately held lands within the Analysis 
Area for visual resources.  Further, the CEQ regulations implementing the procedural 
provisions of NEPA require consideration of whether the action threatens a violation 
of Federal, State, or local law or requirements imposed for the protection of the 
environment.  40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b) (10).  The DEIS must also be responsive to the 
relevant laws, regulations, ordinances, policies and plans of these local governments, 
as well as any State of Arizona agencies with authority over resources. 


Existing Conditions and Landscape Character.  The single photograph on p. 471, 
and described at the bottom of p. 470 is inadequate to convey a representative sense 
of the subject landscape.  USFS personnel and other personnel in the USDA who are 
and will be reviewing the DEIS and any subsequent NEPA documents need a far 
better representation of the visual resources of the Analysis Area.  Several pages of 
color photographs, indexed to a map of the area, should be included in this section in 
order to provide a clearer and more comprehensive understanding of the landscape 
and its visual and scenic qualities. 


473 Viewpoint 4 – Mount Wrightson Wilderness.  The paragraph describing the lack of 
analysis of the Mount Wrightson Wilderness viewpoint is, in fact, inexcusable.  The 
three-year period during which impact assessments have been conducted has 
provided ample opportunity for the consultants to revisit this viewpoint on a day that 
was sufficiently free of smog and haze to permit taking acceptable photographs.  
There are relatively few days when visibility of and from Mount Wrightson 
Wilderness is too limited for such photography, and the area is less than a one-hour 
drive from the City of Tucson.  As such, since Mount Wrightson Wilderness is a 
significant scenic area within the CNF, the analysis of this viewpoint must be 
completed and reported in the DEIS.  This is particularly important since the Mount 
Wrightson Wilderness is the only “Observer Superior” Viewpoint included in the 
analyses.  Views from the Saguaro National Park backcountry would also be 
“Observer Superior”, as the observer would be at a higher elevation than the 
proposed project. 


Viewpoint 5 – Rural Sonoita.  The two paragraphs describing this viewpoint 
accurately state that the view is representative of a view from State Highway 83, but 
in error when stating that the view is also representative of “several sensitive 
viewsheds” in “Rural Sonoita.”   It is also apparent from the photograph on the DEIS 
CD (Appendix D) that this photograph is not taken from .25 miles north of Sonoita.  
Rather, the photograph is taken between mile markers 38 and 39, some 5.2 miles 
north of the intersection of Highway 82 and Highway 83.  As such, it is not 
representative of the type and extent of views from the upper hills of Sonoita and 
Elgin to the south. Sonoita/Elgin is an extensive, developed area that is 
approximately 4 miles (North-South) by 12 miles (East-West), and cannot be 
characterized by a single view from Highway 83.  Note that this view is across BLM 
lands, and that the elevation of this viewpoint is approximately 4816 feet, and thus is 
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more of a “observer inferior” view; both topography and vegetation tend to screen 
the view of the proposed project. (See subsequent comment.) 


Viewpoint 6 – BLM – Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.  Although the 
two paragraphs under this topic adequately describe the affected environment, it is 
folly to suggest that a single viewpoint could adequately serve as a “representative” 
view from an area containing over 45,000 acres.  A careful inspection of Figure 71: 
Proposed Action Regional Visibility (particularly the colored version on the CD) 
reveals that the scenic resources of a major portion of the Las Cienegas National 
Conservation Area is adversely impacted by a proposed open-pit hard-rock mine; 
what an ironic contrast. (See subsequent comment on extent of impacts.)  Moreover, 
two heavily used areas within the LCNCA are not included in this visual analysis: 
the Airstrip Group Site used for group camping, and the Cieneguita Designated 
Camping Area. These two strategic and representative locations on the LCNCA 
should be incorporated into the analysis of impacts on Visual Resources as discussed 
below. 


473 It is unfortunate that visibility of the project area from the Mount Wrightson 
Wilderness was poor on the day you tried to obtain viewpoint analysis, and that 
“representative long-distance views were unobtainable”.  There are many days of 
good visibility in this area and the work should have been rescheduled for another 
day.  


475 Need for Additional Viewpoints.  As discussed throughout this comment letter, at 
least eight (8) additional viewpoints are necessary for this Analysis of Visual 
Resources to be adequate and complete under NEPA.  Bear in mind that the 
proposed project is visible from an area of nearly 300 square miles and that the 
terrain and landscape varies significantly across this large area.  Eight (8) additional 
Viewpoints and their locations (along with recommended GPS) are discussed below. 


(1) Highway 82 traveling west entering the greater Sonoita Basin from the 
community of Rain Valley.  This grassland location has unobstructed sweeping 
views across the entire Las Cienegas National Conservation Area.  The 4900+ foot 
elevation is similar to upper Barrel Canyon, so the full extent of the waste rock and 
View would be visible as well as the mine pit.  This viewpoint also serves to 
illustrate views from the community of Rain Valley. A representative viewpoint 
occurs at the intersection of Rain Valley Road and Highway 82.  GPS bearings: N 31 
degrees, 43.444 minutes; W 110 degrees, 31.201 minutes.  Elevation: 4093 feet.  


(2) Central Sonoita/Elgin traveling North on Highway 83 on the boundary between 
Sonoita and Elgin. This grassland location also has unobstructed sweeping views 
across the entire Las Cienegas National Conservation Area typical of the developed 
area of Sonoita and Elgin.  The 4900+ foot elevation is similar to upper Barrel 
Canyon, so the full extent of the waste rock and View would be visible as well as the 
mine pit.  A representative viewpoint occurs at the intersection of Antelope Court 
and Highway 83.  GPS bearings:  N 31 degrees, 39.838 minutes; W 110 degrees, 
36.331 minutes.  Elevation: 4902 feet.  


(3) Northern Sonoita (in Pima County). – There are a number of residential 
developments significantly closer to the site of the proposed action than the Highway 
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83-82 crossroads.   Many of these residences have stunning views of the Northern 
Santa Rita Mountains, and due to their elevations of greater than 5000 feet, will have 
views of the proposed project that are closer to “observer neutral” views, and the 
proposed project is less  concealed by topography than is the view from Viewpoint 
5: Rural Sonoita (Highway 83).   An excellent candidate viewpoint would be one of 
the residences on East Beatty Ranch Road.  Approximate GPS coordinates: N 31 
degrees 46.095 minutes, W 110 degrees 42.430 minutes. Elevation 5046 feet. 


(4) Las Cienegas National Conservation Area – Airstrip Group Site.   This widely 
used group event and camping facility is situated west of Ciénega Creek, near the 
center of the Las Cienegas NCA. It is thus representative of the open lands to the 
west of the Creek.  With an elevation of 4546 feet, this Viewpoint provides an 
important “Observer Inferior” perspective on the proposed project. A representative 
viewpoint occurs at the information sign at this important location.  GPS bearings:  N 
31 degrees, 47.490 minutes; W 110 degrees, 37.771 minutes. 


(5) Las Cienegas National Conservation Area – Cieneguita Designated Camping 
Area.  This viewpoint to the east of Ciénega Creek provides a central location within 
the Las Cienegas NCA with views representative of the eastern portion of the NCA, 
specifically that portion east of Road LC914 and Road LC900. The elevation of this 
facility is approximately 4564 feet, and would thus provide an “observer inferior 
view”, however views further east shift to “observer normal”, and “observer 
superior” (see further discussion below). A representative viewpoint occurs at the 
information sign at this important location.  GPS bearings:  N 31 degrees, 46.051 
minutes; W 110 degrees, 37.531 minutes. 


Notably, the proposed project, including both the pit and the full extent of the tailing 
and waste rock would be highly visible from not only the eastern half of the NCA, 
but also from the entire western slopes of the Whetstone Mountains, another 
important unit of the Coronado National Forest.  Of particular significance is the fact 
that these views will see the entire north-south dimension of the proposed project – a 
length of approximately four miles.  It is important to note that the entire northern 
Santa Rita Mountains extending to the southwest of Mount Fagan is only 6.5 miles in 
length, thus the proposed project is approximately 2/3 the length of the entire 
mountain range.  The revised DEIS should provide a graphic showing this important 
comparison.  Moreover, as the elevation of views increases, the entirety of the full 
complex becomes more visible, including the top of the top surface of the tailings 
and waste rock, as well as the pit and exposed rock on the entire eastern face of 
Weigles Butte.   As such, the visual quality of recreation uses covering over 100 
square miles of BLM and USFS lands east of Ciénega Creek would be adversely 
impacted.    


(6) Coronado National Forest – Forest Road System south of Greaterville-Box 
Canyon Road.  Recreation use displaced from the Rosemont area by the proposed 
project would naturally shift to that area of the CNF to the south of the Greaterville-
Box Canyon Road.  Where the road system is located on the ridgelines, topographic 
screening is minimized exposing the expansive open country between Box Canyon 
and Gardiner Canyon to unimpeded views of the proposed project.  The displaced 
recreation use from the Rosemont Valley would naturally relocate to the Coronado 
National Forest lands located between these two roads.  Since these roads have 
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extensive views of the proposed project, it is important that the visual analysis 
consider the adverse impacts on the scenic resources of this area.  A representative 
viewpoint from the upper portions of the Forest Road System is located at the 
following GPS: N 31 degrees, 47.256 minutes; W 110 degrees, 46.395 minutes.  The 
elevation is 5160, thus providing a viewer normal view.  Like the viewpoints in the 
Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, this view is of the entire complex.  


(7) Kentucky Camp is a second important area in that portion of the CNF south of 
Greaterville Road.  This important destination (Historic Site and Overnight Rental 
House) is representative of views from the higher elevations of this area. At 5200 
feet elevation, the parking area at Kentucky Camp is representative of these roads, 
most of which are at a similar elevation that creates “observer normal” views. GPS :  
N 31 degrees, 44.892 minutes; W 110 degrees, 44.512 minutes. 


This area between the Greaterville-Box Canyon Road and Gardiner Canyon Road 
consists of approximately 12 square miles, much of which would experience a 
significant adverse reduction in visual quality, with a corresponding impact on 
recreation uses. 


(8) Continental School on Madera Canyon Road – Among the most critical of the 
cumulative impacts is the complex of mines located immediately to the west of the 
proposed project, and also owned by Augusta Resources: Peach Elgin, Copper 
World, and Broadtop Butte.  According to their November 2011 Investor 
Presentation, Augusta Resources is “currently conducting a three-phase geophysical 
survey exploration program” involving these three additional mines.  It is thus 
reasonable to conclude that at least one of these projects is “reasonably foreseeable” 
and must be included in the analysis of “Cumulative Impacts”.  In order to conduct 
the requisite analysis, this Viewpoint should be included in the overall analysis of 
impacts on Visual Resources, since the three mines are clustered immediately to the 
east of this viewpoint, itself representative of views from adjacent residential areas in 
Green Valley to the west. GPS:  N 31 degrees 50.511 minutes; W 110 degrees 
57.440 minutes.  Elevation: 3009 feet. 


When DEIS consultants and/or USFS personnel take photographs of these additional 
representative views, in or adjacent to developed areas, it is important to show 
existing residences in Viewpoints, otherwise the photographs reinforce the false 
notion that no one lives in the Sonoita basin.  Similarly, the photograph near Green 
Valley/Continental should include residences or other structures. 


The photographs in Appendix D (DEIS CD) showing simulations of the proposed 
project are misleading and need to be redone.  By using a panoramic view these 
photographs exaggerate the horizontal extent of the views as seen by the human eye, 
thus including more landscape at the periphery of the photograph.  Also, by 
elongating the field of view, the apparent height of the Santa Rita Mountains is 
flattened.  Data on the lens used for this analysis also needs to be included.  This has 
the effect of reducing the relative size of the proposed project since it takes up less of 
the visual field shown in the photograph.  These photographs should be redone using 
a proper viewing angle in order to accurately simulate the view as seen by the human 
eye.  There is considerable literature on this topic, as the human eye “scans” the 
visual field in order to create the image we “see”.  A 44mm – 55mm lens is generally 
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considered the most “representative” of what the human eye “sees”.  In addition, the 
field of vision of the human eye is expansive (approximately 180 degrees), but due to 
the fact that we focus on only a segment of this field at a time, the use of a 
panoramic lens is not an accurate representation of what we “see” at any given 
instant, hence the request that the panoramic photos in the DEIS be cropped to more 
accurately reflect what a person would actually focus on when viewing the proposed 
project. 


Finally, since the proposed project would constitute a major contrast with the natural 
landscape, the viewer would be drawn to this dissonant object, and it would thus 
capture attention and take on increased visual “importance”.  Thus the use of the 
panoramic photographs is even more inappropriate since they tend to diminish the 
importance of the simulated project, when in fact, the importance would be increased 
for the viewer.  


A summary of the existing and recommended viewpoints is shown in Table 1 
(attached), illustrating the coverage of various viewing conditions and 
landownership. 


475-476 Table 120: Sensitive Viewsheds.  This table is misleading in the sense that it 
indicates that Viewpont 9 is representative of Tucson, Corona de Tucson, and San 
Xavier Mission, and that Viewpoint 5 is representative of Sonoita.  As discussed 
above, additional viewpoints are necessary for Sonoita, and if views of Tucson and 
San Xavier Mission are to be included in the analysis, appropriate viewpoints in 
these areas must be established and incorporated into the analysis.  Preliminary 
visual analysis of the three additional August projects identified above, indicate that 
they would be highly visible from throughout the entire Tucson area.  As such, 
additional appropriate Viewpoints within the City of Tucson must be determined and 
incorporated into the analyses of “cumulative impacts”. 


The footnote to Table 120 claims that the currently selected Viewpoints are 
representative for analyzing the potential impacts to these sensitive viewsheds, 
further stating that describing the impacts for every major community, town and 
recreation area listed in this table is beyond the scope of this analysis.  It is important 
to note that in order for the scope of analysis to be representative, a sufficient 
number of viewpoints must be utilized to ensure that the analysis is truly 
representative; this does not imply that the analysis must be comprehensive as 
implied in the footnote, but it must be representative, hence the need for additional 
“representative” viewpoints. 


477 Night Sky Conditions.  The analyses set forth in this section are all concerned with 
viewing conditions during daylight hours.  The two paragraphs under this 
subheading recognize that night sky considerations also need to be addressed, as well 
as visibility of the proposed project during nighttime hours, when the lighting 
requirements of the proposed project (OHSA requirements in particular) will result 
in an extensive area of industrial lighting within the CNF.  This night lighting will be 
more highly visible than the daylight viewing conditions due to the stark contrast 
between dark night skies and the industrial lighting, most of which will be viewed 
from below (“observer inferior”) where “light shielding” will have no effect in 
preventing or minimizing lighting impacts.  In order to provide an analysis of the 
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impacts of night lighting, the CNF (and SWCA) needs to either (1) conduct night 
lighting testing at the proposed site and report the results accordingly, or provide 
some form of pictorial visual simulation.  It is insufficient to merely describe the fact 
that there will be night illumination. 


477-478 Regional Trends.  The discussion of regional trends is integral to the definition of 
the “No Action” Alternative.  As such, this discussion should be identified 
accordingly and moved to the next subsection under the No Action Alternative on p. 
479. 


481, ¶ 1 This paragraph revisits the assumptions about revegetation and estimates of 
vegetation maturity is too speculative as has been noted in previous comments.  This 
assumption needs to be deleted from the discussion. 


Arizona National Scenic Trail. As discussed in a previous comment, planning for 
the relocation of the Arizona National Scenic Trail should have been conducted 
during the past three years, in order to adequately determine and evaluate the impacts 
of the proposed project on this important trail.  The NEPA process should be 
suspended pending completion of this important activity, which, upon completion, 
must be incorporated properly into the DEIS. 


485, ¶ 2 Direct, Indirect, and Cumulative Effects on Viewsheds:  Sensitive Travel Way 
and Use Area Contrast Analysis.  This paragraph needs to be revised to reflect the 
results of the analyses of the additional recommended Viewpoints.   


486, ¶¶ 2 & 3 Paragraph 2 and Figure 70: Visual Simulation.  The final sentence of this paragraph 
notes that Figure 70 is a “cropped panoramic (photograph) simulation … as seen 
from viewpoint 2.”  Note that this figure provides a more accurate representation of 
the view as seen by an actual person.  A previous comment addresses the issue of the 
use (misuse) of panoramic photographs to simulate views as seen by the human eye.  
Also see comment in following comment paragraph. 


Paragraph 3 discusses the panoramic simulations for all action alternatives as seen 
from all analysis viewpoints.  As noted in a previous comment, the use of panoramic 
photographs exaggerates the horizontal extent of the field of vision of the human 
eye, and thus provides a greater extent of landscape than is viewed.  In doing so, the 
relative size of the proposed project alternatives appears smaller due to the 
exaggerated extent of the landscape.  In effect these simulations thus misrepresent 
the visual impacts by understating their extent in views by humans in contrast to 
panoramic photographs using wide-angle lenses.  As a result, the entire set of 
photographic simulations present erroneous data, and need to be revised to reflect 
views as seen by the human eye (cropping may address this problem). 


487, ¶ 5 Impacts to Viewpoints; Viewpoint 1. Proposed Action Alternative.  This 
paragraph states that “Over hundreds of years, the permanent color impacts of waste 
and tailings rock would gradually diminish to a minor, adverse level of impact 
because rock weathering and vegetation establishment on the waste rock slopes 
would gradually blend the slopes in with the surrounding landscape.” As accurate as 
this statement may be, “hundreds of years” is hardly reassuring in terms of impact 
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duration.  The impacts during the ensuing period starting at mine closure are the 
proper focus of this discussion. 


488 The text at the top of the page must be revised; the revegetation assumption is 
unverifiable and must be deleted.  


495, ¶¶ 1 & 3 Viewpoint 4.  The impact assessment for this critical viewpoint must be conducted 
and incorporated into the DEIS.  As noted in the text of paragraph 1 under this 
subheading, “…visitors would see nearly all of the mine features, including the pit, 
waste rock and tailings piles, (and tops of the tailings), processing facility, and roads.  
Most of the mine features would be light colored and would contrast sharply with 
landscape colors.”  Completion of this work is critical to the analysis of Visual 
Resources since this is the only viewpoint classified as “Observer Superior” and 
where the entire complex will be visible.  It is also the most sensitive viewpoint due 
to its “Wilderness” status. 


Paragraph 3 of this subsection addressing impacts on views from Saguaro National 
Park, states that simulated views (regrettably not included in the DEIS) show that the 
“long viewing distances, intervening atmospheric dust, haze, and heat shimmer 
would obscure views of the mine.”  The simulated views should be shown in the 
DEIS, along with data on when this analysis occurred; the Sonoita Basin has periodic 
atmospheric dust and haze, as well as “heat shimmer” but such days are extremely 
limited, and surely not “representative” of normal viewing conditions.  The analysis 
should be redone, conducted under normal viewing conditions, and reported in the 
DEIS. 


495 Viewpoint 5.  As noted in a previous comment, the geographic location of this 
viewpoint is not properly noted; it is not situated at the intersection of State Routes 
82 and 83, but rather is located 5.2 miles north of this intersection, between mile 
markers 38 and 39. 


500 The analyses of recommended viewpoints numbers 10-16 need to be conducted and 
the results reported in the DEIS. 


502, ¶ 2 Quantitative Impacts to Viewsheds.  This paragraph states, “that although these 
quantitative measurements can help disclose project impacts and compare 
alternatives, the impacts analysis is primarily focused on qualitative analysis 
(including descriptions and simulations).  This statement inappropriately seeks to 
diminish the importance of the quantitative measurements; both quantitative and 
qualitative measures are important.  In the immediate case, the extent of visibility of 
the proposed action – some 187,914 acres, or 293.6 square miles – is a critical 
measure of the magnitude of impact, and should not be dismissed or diminished by 
qualitative statements. 


504, ¶ 3 Lighting and Night Sky.  This paragraph fails to address adverse impacts to 
landscapes and persons other than CNF lands and visitors. This discussion must be 
expanded accordingly to address impacts to all lands, all visitors, and all residents 
within the impacted area. 
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506 Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions (Cumulative Effects).  The initial 
sentence should be expanded from “mineral exploration” to include “mineral 
development” as well.  The proposed Rosemont open-pit copper mine has moved 
from “exploration” to proposed development within a very few years.  According to 
statements to investors, Augusta Resources is already formally moving forward with 
exploration/development of their other mines in the vicinity of Rosemont.  


Paragraph 3 identifies a series of future actions that could affect the scenic quality of 
the Arizona Trail although these actions are all well outside the boundaries of the 
Analysis Area (Figure 65).  The purpose of including these actions is thus unclear.  
Please clarify. 


507 Summary.  The initial paragraph states that “the proposed project, when added to 
past, present, and future actions and combined with regional trends that impact visual 
quality, would result in cumulatively adverse, permanent impacts on scenic quality 
within the region because of the surface disturbances and landscape contrasts 
associated with these activities. “  The relative contributions of these actions – 
proposed project, past, present, future, regional trends – is unclear; please 
differentiate among these contributors.  It is also unclear the degree to which 
“regional trends” should be incorporated into this summary analysis.  Please clarify. 


508, ¶ 3 Reclamation and Mitigation Common to the Proposed Action and Action 
Alternatives.   Paragraph 3 under this subheading again incorporates the extent and 
rate of assumed revegetation into the determination of mitigation effectiveness.  Per 
previous comments, there is no validation of the assumed effectiveness of 
revegetation (i.e., Lefevre, 2010), thus this assumption must be deleted from the 
discussion on mitigation. 


509, ¶ 5 This paragraph provides a summary statement as follows: “In summary, the 
proposed reclamation and mitigation efforts would result in permanent, unacceptably 
low Forest Service scenic integrity for the landscape in the project area.”  Since the 
“project area” is limited to the perimeter of the footprint of the proposed project, this 
statement suggests that the “impact assessment” is limited to the project footprint.  
Please clarify; perhaps the meaning is intended to convey that the landscape 
surrounding the project area. 


510 Additional Measures to Reduce Impacts. This discussion proposes additional 
measures that could be incorporated into the DEIS but that are merely under 
consideration.  As such, they are in the realm of speculation and conjecture and 
inappropriate to consider at this time. 


The measures set forth in this discussion of additional measures should have been 
incorporated into the DEIS, rather than addressed as an afterthought.  Please explain 
why these measures were not incorporated. 


The concluding sentence in paragraph 3 under this heading states that “This 
investigation and potential design work will take place between the DEIS and FEIS”.  
Addressing these measures in the FEIS is unacceptable since this will be new 
information upon which the public will have had no opportunity to review and 
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comment.  As such, this work will have to appear in a Supplemental DEIS or a 
Revised DEIS, not merely in a FEIS. 


Paragraph 5 at the bottom of the page states, “Some mitigation measures mentioned 
in Chapter 2 do not yet have sufficient information or commitment for consideration 
in this analysis.”  Please explain why these mitigation measures suffer from 
insufficient information.  Also, please explain the matter of insufficient 
“commitment” for consideration in the DEIS analysis. 


511, ¶ 3 Discussing means for breaking up the horizontal benching of the upper pit, this 
paragraph discusses “double benching, postmine bench blasting, and randomized 
benching”. The final sentence states;” A combination of these is recommended.” The 
status of this recommendation is unclear.  Please clarify.  If this recommendation is 
not incorporated as a mitigation measure, please explain the reasons and reasoning 
for not including it. 


Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources.  The final sentence of 
this Visual Resources section of the DEIS sums up the impacts of waste materials 
succinctly: “Under all of the action alternatives, existing views of the Santa Rita 
Mountains would be irreversibly lost behind the waste rock and tailings piles 
because of the height and extent of the piles.”   A similar sentence summarizing the 
irretrievable and irreversible visual impacts of the mine pit is also warranted.   


529 The text here states that there would be no direct impact to designated wilderness or 
roadless areas as a result of any of the action alternatives.   This is incorrect.   People 
who enjoy wilderness generally make a great effort to experience “maximum 
contrast with urbanization” (US Forest Service, 2006 ) and leave little trace of their 
presence. They will be directly impacted by the proposed mine. Blasting, lighting, 
dust and view-shed degradation will negatively alter the primitive environment of the 
surrounding designated wilderness and roadless areas, and of the Mount Wrightson 
Wilderness in particular. 


530 The DEIS fails to consider impacts on bicycle traffic on SR83 or any of the national 
forest system roads.  Page 530 of the DEIS states:   


“Cyclists who currently ride State Route 83 and the Patagonia-
Sonoita Scenic Road would be discouraged to continue using these 
roads because of the existing narrow paved roadway shoulders 
and the increase in large-truck traffic.”   


The DEIS contains no documentation or explanation identifying how 
cyclists would be discouraged from travelling SR83.  The Arizona 
Department of Transportation does not prohibit bicyclists from travelling 
state highways.  The DEIS should address the need to improve and widen 
existing narrow paved roadway shoulders to allow continued and safe use 
of SR83 by bicyclists and to improve overall traffic safety on SR83.  The 
DEIS should evaluate how SR83 shoulder widening would improve 
Traffic Level of Service results.  The DEIS should analyze the possibility 
of widening and improving the roadways prior to mine construction.  
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532 The DEIS describes the Rosemont area as “one of the more popular and traveled off-
highway vehicle riding areas, the loss of which would be more intense than the loss 
of roads in other portions of the Santa Rita Backcountry Touring Area”. All action 
alternatives would restrict public access and displace the recreating public. It appears 
as though you have calculated the mileage and percentage of off-highway vehicle 
routes that the proposed project would remove from public access solely from within 
the proposed project area and alternatives. To represent a more accurate model of 
OHV displacement, designated trails accessed from HWY 83, Box Canyon Road and 
the west side of the ridge-line that dead-end at the proposed project perimeter fence, 
as well as trails that dead-end onto the proposed secondary access road, should also 
be counted as mileage and percentage of OHV routes lost.   


534-541 The DEIS fails to identify the breakdown of hiker, equestrian and cyclist days lost 
per year of each action alternative conceptual re-route to the Arizona National Scenic 
Trail and explain how these users will avoid the proposed industrial site, and on what 
roads and trails.   A revised or supplemental DIES should also explain how far out 
from the site would these users will be compelled to travel to avoid the site? 


589 The DEIS claims that decreased recreation in the area of the mine footprint and 
around the mine would have a direct impact of decreasing fire risk in the project 
area.  Recreation may be displaced but will certainly still be present in the EMA. 
Additionally, the increased road traffic and the construction and operation of the 
mine will increase the fire risk and the combination of these impacts should be 
analyzed in the DEIS. 


590 The DEIS states that “An invasive species control plan will be developed that will 
contain specific measures to prevent, control, and reduce noxious weed introduction 
and control weeds throughout the project area.” This is insufficient information to 
assess the adequacy of this plan in relation to Fuels and Fires Management. The 
DEIS must include the full invasive species control plan which should incorporate 
climate change considerations including increased temperatures and changes in 
precipitation giving noxious weeds a competitive advantage. 


590 In the cumulative impacts section for Fuels and Fires Management the DEIS needs to 
include any prescribed burning and fire suppression activities planned for the life of 
the project including during reclamation activities.  


591 This list is clearly inadequate.  Page 591 of the Rosemont DEIS indicates SR83 
roadway maintenance will be required more frequently due to increased road use and 
impact of heavy trucks but none of the traffic impact reports created for Rosemont 
by Tetra Tech discuss how roadway maintenance will impact SR83 travel.  Without 
additional travel lanes on SR83, the current method of restricting travel to one lane 
for northbound and southbound SR83 traffic using pilot cars to control traffic flow 
during roadway maintenance will continue and this is not discussed in the DEIS. 


Traffic impact analysis must consider what impact traffic from Rosemont will have 
during roadway maintenance, and it must estimate how frequently this will occur and 
for how long.  


Traffic impacts from the other regional mining activity whose employees and trucks 
will use SR83 are not accounted for in any traffic impact reports created for the 
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Rosemont proposal.  Notably, even the traffic from Stakaer Parsons concrete batch 
plant and aggregate operations, which was identified as a foreseeable action on page 
108 of the DEIS, was omitted.  Nor does the DEIS consider the traffic which will 
result from the Hardshell project.  Additional traffic from these operations must be 
identified and included in the traffic impact analysis. 


Regularly scheduled and reasonably foreseeable events include annual and seasonal 
events.  A list of these events bringing tourist traffic from Tucson and other areas 
onto SR83 is attached in Appendix D. 


Other reasonably foreseeable events are monsoons.  Torrential rain, high winds and 
lightning strikes are a certainty.  These events will undeniably have an impact on 
traffic, although they are not mentioned in the DEIS.  Winter snow is also highly 
probable, but it too is ignored by the Forest Service.  


These are reasonable, foreseeable actions that will occur and these actions must be 
studied further in order to properly identify cumulative impacts. 


592 The 2-mile analysis area for transportation access identified in the DEIS, p. 592, is 
completely inadequate because it does not take into consideration the traffic impacts 
on I-10, congestion at the Port of Tucson, congestion at the car-pooling locations, 
and additional rail traffic to the destination Port, as well as impacts to the destination 
Port.  The analysis area must account for all of the traffic impacts from mine traffic; 
impacts that are well outside of the current 2-mile analysis area. 


596 Page 596 of the DEIS says: 


 “The southern terminus of State Route 83 is located at 
Parker Canyon Lake. The highway heads northwest from the 
lake and passes through Sonoita before it reaches a junction 
with State Route 82. State Route 82 continues north from 
this junction to its northern terminus at an interchange with 
Interstate 10 near Vail southeast of Tucson.” 


 This statement is factually incorrect.  State Route 82 does not continue north from its 
intersection with State Route 83.  State Route 83 continues north from this junction. 


598 Page 598 of the DEIS says: 


“In order to capture variations in highway usage, data 
collection was performed in the non-peak season (May to 
June) in May 2010 for morning peak hours (6:30 to 7:30 
a.m.) and evening peak hours (5 to 6 p.m.) (table 136). A 
peak season factor provided by the Arizona Department of 
Transportation was applied to the data collected in May 
2010 in order to determine the peak season traffic.”   


Since several of the peak season values are less than non-peak season values, the 
peak season factor had to have been applied incorrectly. Below are several examples: 


SR83 and Hilton Ranch Rd:  
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Non-peak season weekday AM has 56 northbound and 46 southbound; peak 
season weekday AM has 50 northbound and 44 southbound. 


SR83 and Sahuarita Rd:  


Non-peak season weekday AM has 114 northbound and 52 southbound; peak 
season weekday AM has 106 northbound and 50 southbound. 


These are mathematical errors which impact other calculations further on in the 
DEIS.  And the DEIS fails to specify neither what the “peak season factor” is nor 
where it can be documented, creating the possibility of more mathematical errors.    


If indeed peak season traffic is less than non-peak season traffic, an explanation of 
this seeming absurdity needs to be provided. 


601 Page 601 of the DEIS says:  “For roadway segments such as State Route 83, the 
criterion used to determine level of service is the amount of time a vehicle spends 
following another vehicle.”  


Before addressing level of service, the DEIS needs to identify what type of roadway 
segment SR83 is and explain how this was determined.  The DEIS fails to do so.  It 
appears that the Forest Service relies on the ADOT Rosemont primary road 
intersection project transportation impact report completed April 4, 2011, to 
conclude that SR83 is a Class II highway.  The Executive Summary of that document 
states that “because SR83 is designated a Scenic Road, a Class II highway 
designation was applied to the transportation impact analysis.” (pg. 6)  However, a 
thorough investigation would lead a reasonable person to conclude that SR83 is a 
Class I highway.  While SR83 is designated a “Scenic Road,” it is the only access 
residents of Sonoita, Elgin, and Patagonia have to Tucson, where many go to work, 
shop and seek medical care.  Further, it is the official detour that the Arizona 
Department of Transportation has designed when a segment of I-10 is closed to 
traffic (see map in Appendix B). 


Chapter 20, page 3, of the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 sets forth the differences 
between Class I and Class II highways: 


“On Class I highways, efficient mobility is paramount and 
LOS is defined in terms of both percent time-spent-following 
and average travel speed.”  


“On Class II highways, mobility is less critical, and LOS is 
defined only in terms of percent time spent- following, 
without consideration of average travel speed. Drivers will 
tolerate higher levels of percent time-spent-following on a 
Class II facility than on a Class I facility, because Class II 
facilities usually serve shorter trips and different trip 
purposes.”  


Chapter 12, page 13, of the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 is very clear that the 
primary determinant of a facilities classification is the motorists’ expectations: 
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“The classes of two-lane roads closely relate to their 
functions—most arterials are considered Class I, and most 
collectors and local roads are considered Class II. 
However, the primary determinant of a facility’s 
classification in an operational analysis is the motorist’s 
expectations, which might not agree with the functional 
classification.”    


Page 20-3 of the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 states:  


“LOS criteria for two-lane highways in Classes I and II are 
presented in Exhibits 20-2, 20-3, and 20-4. Exhibit 20-2 
reflects the maximum values of percent time-spent following 
and average travel speed for each LOS for Class I 
highways. A segment of a Class I highway must meet the 
criteria for both the percent time-spent-following and the 
average travel speed shown in Exhibit 20-2 to be classified 
in any particular LOS. Exhibit 20-3 illustrates the LOS 
criteria for Class I highways. For example, a Class I two-
lane highway with percent time-spent-following equal to 45 
percent and an average travel speed of 40 mi/h would be 
classified as LOS D based on Exhibit 20-2. However, a 
Class II highway with the same conditions would be 
classified as LOS B based on Exhibit 20-4. The difference 
between these LOS assessments represents the difference in 
motorist expectations for Class I and II facilities.” 


For a majority of motorists travelling SR83, it serves as an arterial to Tucson and not 
just a rural major collector.  These motorists expect higher travel speeds and will not 
tolerate higher levels of percent time-spent-following.  For a complete and accurate 
traffic impact analysis, the DEIS analysis should use a Class I designation SR83.  
Both average travel speed and percent time-spent-following of a Class I highway 
must be considered when determining the present and future levels of service.  
Because the DEIS assumes that SR83 is a Class II, rather than a Class I highway, the 
level of service analysis is fatally flawed.   


605 Page 605 of the DEIS implies that traffic impacts during the construction phase with 
a no car-pooling scenario were evaluated.  In fact, no such analysis took place. 


The statement in Table 141 that “State Route 83 segment and intersection level of 
service—construction phase year 1, no carpool, nonpeak season condition” 
relies on studies done by Tetra Tech.    


No construction percent time-spent-following values can be found in any of the 
traffic impact analysis reports prepared for Rosemont with the same values presented 
in Table 141 of the DEIS.  Documentation validating these values must be provided.   


Page 2 of the Tetra Tech traffic study additional scenarios dated February 
23, 2010, says: 
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“Because the Construction Year trips are expected to be identical 
to the previous April 2009 Traffic Study Report values, LOS 
analysis results are also expected to be the same for the scenarios 
analyzed herein. Therefore, only Operations Year 5 and 
Operations Year 20 were considered for the additional scenarios. 
Existing Year conditions are also assumed to be the same as 
presented in the 2009 report.”   


The 2009 report says Construction Year trips assume 100% car-pooling by 900 
construction workers.   


Therefore, Construction Year trips have only been analyzed for traffic impact with 
100% car-pooling participation assumed and have not been analyzed with “no 
carpooling.” 


This misrepresentation in the DEIS causes a great deal of concern.  It has clearly not 
been scrutinized for errors.  Impacts from construction traffic must be analyzed 
further without using car-pooling to turn 900 commuter trips into 26 bus trips. 


611 Construction traffic impact studies are inadequate and based on the unsupported and 
erroneous assumption that employees will participate in carpooling.  Page 611 of the 
DEIS says: 


“According to the preliminary MPO, crews would be bused 
from staging areas along Interstate 10 to the north and 
Sonoita to the south, totaling approximately 26 bus trips. 
The exact locations of the staging areas will be 
undetermined until the locations of the majority of the 
workers’ homes are known.”  


The DEIS accepts the preliminary Rosemont MPO’s estimate that on-site 
construction employees will range from 100 people to a maximum of 900 people on 
a given day.  Further, the DEIS accepts Rosemont’s assumption that all 900 
employees will carpool to the mine site on 26 buses.  However, there is no support in 
the MPO or the DEIS for this assumption.  The DEIS provides no information about 
whether carpooling can or will be a job requirement, and, if so, how it would be 
enforced or whether the Forest Service could enforce such a requirement.  The DEIS 
fails to raise these questions, let alone provide answers.    


The costs of carpooling during construction and operation are ignored by the DEIS. 
What is the cost of constructing the “staging areas” the DEIS assumes?  What about 
the costs to purchase and maintain the 26 buses? Where will employees park their 
personal vehicles? Do the bus drivers spend the day at the mine, or do they return to 
the staging area and make a second trip to pick up the workers at the end of their 
shift? How will that impact SR83 traffic?  Again, the DEIS provides no answers.   


611 The DEIS contains inconsistent and contradictory information regarding how long 
the construction period will last, making it impossible to accurately predict impacts 
during construction.  Page 611 of the DEIS says:  “As stated in chapter 2, 
construction and preproduction stripping at the mine pit would occur for 18 months 
prior to the start-up of mine and ore processing operations.”  
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But on page 104, the DEIS states that there will be 2,400 construction jobs lasting 3 
– 4 years.  And, at page 605 in Table 141, the DEIS assumes the construction phase 
to be one year. 


If construction lasts 3 – 4 years, construction traffic will overlap with operations 
traffic for a significant period of time.  The DEIS fails to consider the traffic impacts 
of this overlap. 


611 Page 611 of the DEIS says:  “Equipment and construction material deliveries are 
estimated to total approximately 1,000 truck shipments to the site (an average of 2.6 
deliveries per weekday over the 18-month construction phase).”  


This statement fails to consider peak construction truck deliveries on any given day 
and their impact on traffic.   


It also fails to document the number of oversized load trucks which may be expected 
and their impact on traffic. 


611 The DEIS makes unsupported assertions about from where employee traffic will 
come.  Page 611 of the DEIS states 75-80% of employee commuter trips will come 
from the north, but any explanation from where that figure comes is missing.  The 
corollary assumption – that 25% of the traffic will come from the south - is also 
apparently pulled from thin air.  These unfounded assumptions make the entire DEIS 
traffic impact analysis suspect.   


612 Page 612 of the DEIS identifies three reasonably foreseeable future actions for 
cumulative impacts to transportation:  


“Continuing of road maintenance of both Forest Service 
and private roads for support of permitted Rosemont 
Copper grazing operations Pavement preservation of State 
Route 83 from Sonoita to milepost 43 Sahuarita Road Phase 
II.” 


It is reasonably foreseeable that future maintenance and future pavement 
preservation of SR83 will be required while the Rosemont mine is in operation.   


613-614 The DEIS’s discussion of mitigation for the damage caused to SR83 by the increased 
traffic and heavy truck impact is cursory at best.    Chapter 3, pp. 613-614, states: 


“The Arizona Department of Transportation has the legal 
authority to require reasonable highway improvements of a 
project proponent within 1 mile of a proposed intersection 
and can negotiate highway improvements with a project 
proponent beyond 1 mile of a proposed intersection. 
Mitigation measures under consideration include adding 
passing lanes and shoulders at the proposed primary access 
road intersection or elsewhere and improving the roadway 
pavement to accommodate heavy-truck use. A preliminary 
assessment of the roadway condition by the Arizona 
Department of Transportation on State Route 83 indicates 
that at least a 2-inch asphaltic pavement overlay would be 
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required to accommodate the increase of heavy-truck traffic 
that the mine would generate. These mitigation measures 
under consideration would be determined through 
negotiations between Rosemont Copper and the Arizona 
Department of Transportation.”   


The DEIS fails to assess the costs of SR83 roadway improvements, repairs and 
maintenance which would be made necessary by the mine.  There is no discussion of 
how these costs will be funded.   


652 Although p. 652 of the DEIS says Rosemont traffic is estimated to account for up to 
69% of the traffic travelling SR83, it does not cite any studies on the effect this 
increased traffic load would have on road bed or pavement structure.  This omission 
is surprising, given that Forest Service personnel were aware of its importance. 


A document obtained from the Forest Service through a Freedom of Information Act 
request dated 1/29/2010 and titled “meeting notes (mod 1) Rosemont/ADOT SR83 
meeting” from Walt Keyes, transportation engineer with the Forest Service, 
expresses the concern that none of the transportation reports included road 
bed/pavement structure data.  That lack of data and concern that without large 
percentages of carpooling, the LOS on SR83 will reach levels close to LOS D, 
forcing ADOT to do something.  He states that these issues leave NEPA “moot with 
respect to impacts (costs, public impact) to ADOT and the travelling public”.  


Without a complete assessment of SR83 that considers roadway structure, level of 
service, traffic safety, roadway improvement costs and future maintenance costs, the 
public and decision-makers are left without the ability to evaluate what roadway 
improvements will cost.   


Additional studies on SR83 roadbed and pavement structure must be completed.  
Costs to properly improve SR83 for safety and traffic flow must be documented and 
mitigated, and the timing of such improvements must be identified in the EIS.   


652 The DEIS recognizes that the increased traffic caused by the mine on SR83 will 
result in an increase in accidents and traffic fatalities.  However, it gives no 
consideration to the costs associated with the loss of lives, injuries, emergency 
services, or medical care.  At p. 652, the DEIS states traffic accidents along SR83 are 
expected to increase from 30 per year to 61 to 107 accidents per year.  Traffic 
fatalities are expected to increase from 1 every 3 years to up to 2 every year.   


It is chilling that after making this observation, the DEIS makes no recommendations 
on how to mitigate this danger and improve safety.  Over the expected 20-year life of 
the mine, there will be hundreds of injuries and 20 – 40 deaths that would not occur 
but for this mine.  The lack of identification of any mitigation measures leaves the 
public with the feeling that the public agencies with jurisdiction have an attitude of 
“so what.” 


659 The reliance on carpooling as a mitigation measure for traffic impacts is misplaced.  
Page 659 of the DEIS states: 


“Mitigation to reduce traffic impacts on State Route 83 
include commuter carpooling during the operations phase 
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(commuter carpooling during the construction phase was 
included as a factor to determine traffic levels in the 
environmental consequences section). A partial carpool 
scenario for the operations phase is based on 75 percent of 
the commuters carpooling in 5-person vans. The remaining 
25 percent of the commuters would be expected to make a 
single vehicle trip.”   


There is no evidence whatsoever that 75 % of Rosemont employees would carpool.  
This appears to be nothing more than wishful thinking on the part of the Forest 
Service.  To the best of our knowledge, carpooling cannot be legally enforced and 
this must be explained in the DEIS.   


660 & 673 The National Register of Historic Places states that properties that are 50 years old or 
older may be considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places. The DEIS repeats this information (pp. 671, 673), but then places the Historic 
Period as ending in 1950 (p. 660) or 1960 (p. 673). This should be revised to 1961, 
given the date of the Draft EIS release in 2011. 


663, 675-677 The DEIS discusses the strategies used during the archaeological survey but does not 
indicate how or where historical research was conducted. This was provided in the 
SWCA survey reports, which all sources utilized. The survey reports rely primarily 
on research conducted by James Ayres as part of his archaeological work and the 
research was very thorough. However, there have been recent advances in historical 
research, such as the optical scanning of historic newspapers, which has allowed new 
data to be accessed.  As an example, a search of the GenealogyBank.com website for 
Tucson, Arizona, newspapers using the word “Rosemont” brings up 323 articles 
from 1900-1923, while the word “Helvetia” brings previously conducted historical 
research which should be updated, including an attempt to locate records on the 
smaller sites and those that were recently discovered.   


683 There is a confusing discussion here.  The text states that, “One significant historic 
site lies within the rights-of-way for the proposed secondary access road and water 
corridor for all of Helvetia. Only a few structures remain at this location; however, 
Helvetia has been identified as a Priority Historic Site in the Pima County Sonoran 
Desert Conservation Plan.”  Is Helvetia the significant historic site, or is the 
significant site something else? 


699, ¶. 6 “All of these reports were considered and used for this analysis in order to provide a 
range of economic viewpoints.”  Please provide a single, verifiable economic 
analysis that includes all assumptions, coefficients, multipliers, as well as easily 
understandable results.  The public is not interested in a “range of viewpoints”, or 
even “balanced viewpoints”, which this report purports to do. The public simply 
expects credible and documented data, appropriate methodological calculations, and 
supportable conclusions. 


700, ¶. 1 All results reported from the TREO economic report (Economic Impacts of the 
Rosemont Copper Project on Pima County, Arizona) and the Singh economic report 
(referenced on p. 699 as Regional Economic Models – ASU) are an unreliable and 
unacceptable source for the analyses and assessments set forth in this section of the 
DEIS since the data and analyses contained in these two reports is suspect and not 
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independently verifiable, as noted elsewhere in these comments.  All data and results 
from these reports must be considered unreliable and must be deleted from the DEIS.  
The Socioeconomics section (p. 700 – 753) must be redone  using a verifiable source 
for the economic analyses, and the results of this independent analyses must be re-
circulated for public review and comment through preparation and publication of a 
Supplemental DEIS or incorporated into a  Revised DEIS which is likewise re-
circulated for  public review and comment. 


700, ¶ 1 The Power report and the Marlow report do not contain results from any (black box) 
modeling as do the two reports previously cited (TREO Report and Singh Economic 
Report) and thus meet the test of credible, data, appropriate methodological 
calculations, and supportable conclusions. The data, methodology, and analysis on 
which the TREO and Singh reports are based must be fully disclosed, as required by 
NEPA. 


700, ¶ 1 Please consider the following statement at the end of this paragraph: “The potential 
impacts of the mine on the value of public lands, the tourism industry, air and water 
quality, wildlife habitat, astronomical observation conditions, and recreational and 
cultural resources were not addressed in this report (speaking of the TREO report).”  
The TREO report cannot be seriously considered and used in this DEIS if the public 
and private costs attributable to the proposed mine are not considered along with the 
alleged benefits.  Later in this section of the DEIS we repeatedly find that the 
determination of such costs is “too speculative”.  The entire Rosemont project is 
based on “speculation”; the projections of economic benefits are “speculative” as 
they are based on numerous unrevealed assumptions, coefficients, multipliers, and 
other data inputs.  The Socioeconomic section of the DEIS must be based on a 
comprehensive report prepared by an independent entity identifying all the public 
and private costs associated with the proposed project. 


700 Under the 3rd bullet point, please explain the statement “the indirect impacts were 
considered to have too high a level of uncertainty.”  This broad and conclusory 
statement is neither justified nor supported by analysis; it must be if it is to be a 
credible part of this DEIS. 


700, ¶ 4 Bullet 4 should be modified to include “. . . demand and cost for road construction 
and maintenance over time.”  Significant road construction costs will be required to 
provide adequate road infrastructure to support the lifetime of the proposed project.     


700, ¶ 4 Explain how the “changes” set forth in the “factors for alternative comparison” are 
determined, specifically, how they vary “over time”.  The temporal period “over 
time” is confusing and undefined and must be clarified and documented. 


700, ¶ 5 The statement “The mine operation may not conform to the quality of life 
expectations of . . . local regulations and ordinances” is grossly misleading.  The 
Socioeconomic section contains no discussion of such local regulations and/or 
ordinances; no local plans, regulations, and ordinances are included in the 
bibliography.  This misleading, indeed erroneous language must be addressed 
through a thorough review of all applicable local regulations and ordinances, 
including, but not limited to the countywide planning documents and maps of both 
Pima and Santa Cruz Counties, including the Comprehensive Plan for Northeast 
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Santa Cruz County which covers the Sonoita and Elgin areas.  Moreover, the use of 
the phrase quality of life expectations” is inappropriate; these local government 
documents are more than mere hopes and wishes as implied in this statement; they 
are the basis of enforceable local plans, policies, ordinances and regulations which 
must be addressed in the DEIS.     


700 Under “Issue 11A,” please explain the use of the word “may” result in changes rather 
than “will”. 


700 The current DEIS uses a simplistic and superficial qualitative assessment of change 
in tourist revenue; the revised or supplemental DEIS must do a quantitative 
assessment in order for this issue to be fully explored and in order for the public to 
be able to provide credible comments. This lack of quantitative data is an endemic 
and pervasive weakness throughout the current DEIS. NEPA requires that good 
scientific methodology must be used in the evaluation reflected in the DEIS; failure 
to provide quantitative data and analysis is simply a legally inadequate DEIS. 


701 Emergency services measurement:  As with many other factors, the data needs to be 
quantified, not simply described. 


701 In the discussion of tourism measurements, the revised or supplemental DEIS must 
clarify the meaning and relevance of “nonmarket goods.” 


701 Under “Property value measure,” there is no credible basis for the use of a two mile 
“buffer” to determine changes in property values.  Appropriate research must be 
conducted to establish the proper distance. 


701 Under “Road Maintenance Costs,” issue factor uses the term “over time”.  Please 
quantify this statement. 


701, ¶2 Please provide the REMI model results used for this purpose. All results from the 
“black box” economic modeling which cannot be independently verified must be 
removed from the DEIS; if there can be no independent verification of the FS 
analysis, this violates NEPA in failing to provide full disclosure of the data, 
methodology, and analysis in a DEIS. 


701, ¶ 6 Tourism:  There is extensive literature on the value of tourism in the greater Tucson 
region.  For example, see The Failure of the Rosemont Mine DEIS to Adequately 
Analyze the Socioeconomic Impacts of the Proposed Mine; Comments on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Rosemont Copper Project:  A Proposed 
Mining Operation, Coronado National Forest, Pima County Arizona; United States 
Department of Agriculture – Forest Service Southwestern Region MB-R3-05-3, 
September 2011; prepared for the Mountain Empire Action Alliance, Sonoita, 
Arizona, by Thomas Michael Power, PhD and Donovan S. Power, MS, Power 
Consulting, Missoula, Montana, January 2012.  Hereinafter “Power Consulting 
Report, January 2012.  There is no defensible reason to reduce the economic 
measures set forth in these studies to some “qualitative assessment of change in 
tourism revenue over time”.  Appropriate quantitative analyses of the adverse 
impacts on the tourism and amenity economy in the greater Tucson region must be 
conducted and the results incorporated into a revised or supplemental  DEIS. 
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702 ¶ 2 Under “Analysis Methodology…,” the use of a single 50 mile radius for the 
“Analysis Area” is wholly inappropriate.  The complexity of the Socioeconomics 
issue warrants three separate “boundaries of analysis” – one at 50 miles for impacts 
on the Regional Economy, one at a 20 mile radius to identify impacts on the Local 
Economy, and one at a 5 mile radius to identify impacts on the Immediate Facilities 
and Neighborhoods.    Topics of analysis should then be organized by these three 
boundaries, with separate analyses and assessments for each topic and its applicable 
boundary or boundaries. For example, under the general topic “Impacts on 
Businesses”, an analysis and evaluation should be included for each of the three 
“analysis areas” with generalized analyses for the Regional Economy, more focused 
and detailed analyses for the Local Economy, and yet more focused and highly 
detailed analyses on Immediate Facilities and Neighborhoods, where, in the 
immediate case, existing ranching businesses would be significantly adversely 
impacted. 


702, ¶. 4 “Analysis Methodology”: This paragraph consists of the following statement:  “This 
discussion describes the social and economic conditions of these three counties in 
Southern Arizona and, when appropriate data are available, communities near the 
project area that may be impacted by the project.”  The research for the DEIS has 
been conducted over a three-year period.  To our knowledge, no one from the 
Consulting Firm or from the Forest Service ever approached the local community in 
search of “appropriate data”.  It is apparent from the DEIS that the Consulting Firm 
failed to undertake any independent research on the local community, failed to 
consult numerous existing sources containing “appropriate data”, and failed to make 
even a modest effort to properly understand and characterize the local community.  
A local organization organized two tours for Forest Service personnel to familiarize 
them with the local area, but the consultants demonstrated total indifference.  Rather, 
the DEIS relies wholly on State level and County level aggregate data which is 
inadequate for the analyses undertaken.  As a result, impacts on the local community 
have not been adequately addressed in the DEIS. 


704, ¶. 1 No consideration was given for loss of work by local businesses. 


704 Under the 4th bullet point, given the volatility of the copper mining industry, please 
explain the statement “employment and output projections will not fluctuate over the 
life of the project.” 


704, ¶ 3 Regarding “significance” of socioeconomic impacts bullet point 2.  If quantitative 
assessment of impacts are discussed under other issues – noise, air quality, 
recreation, visual resource, these impacts must also be summarized in the 
socioeconomic section alongside any qualitative assessments.  The 
reader/commenter should not be required to search throughout the entire DEIS to 
located “socioeconomic impacts”.  A summary of all “socioeconomic impacts” must 
be provided in this section. 


704, ¶. 3 Regarding “significance” of socioeconomic impacts under bullet point 1, please list 
the measures used to determine “substantial gains or losses in population, 
employment, or general economic stability”.  Employment and economic stability 
are key to the survival of the local Sonoita-Elgin-Patagonia economy, and relatively 
modest losses would be devastating to the local area.  “Substantial” is context-
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specific.  A 200-job loss in Tucson would be far less substantial on the regional 
economy than would a 50 job loss in the local Sonoita-Elgin-Patagonia area.  This 
issue needs more detailed analyses and evaluation (see boundary of analyses 
concerns discussed above). 


704, ¶. 3 Regarding “Assumptions for this analysis included the following: . .,” most of the 
basic assumptions used in this section, indeed throughout the entire DEIS are 
seriously flawed, rendering the entire document fatally problematic. 


- That “all dollar figures are stated in terms of 2008 dollars unless otherwise 
noted” is a standard and acceptable assumption; 


- That “Engineering and construction would occur over an approximately 3-4 
year period, of which 18 months would be required for construction” appears 
overly optimistic.  The proposed project site has virtually no infrastructure, 
thus slowing construction accordingly.  This also presumably assumes that 
there would be no shortages of building supplies and materials, no work 
stoppages, etc.  The conditions which drive this assumption must be 
explicitly stated. 


- That “mine operation, reclamation, and closure would last for an estimated 21 
years “ is wholly unrealistic, particularly when combined with the final 
assumption – 


- That “employment and output projections will not fluctuate over the life of 
the mine.”  


These assumptions clearly constitute a theoretically possible but “blue sky” case, 
well beyond any reasonable “best case” scenario based on historical data of the 
copper industry.  No mine in the history of hard-rock mining ever operated 
continuously at full capacity over the lifetime of the mine, there is not a shred of 
evidence to support the assertions that the proposed Rosemont Copper mine could do 
so. Even at so-called “full capacity”, the maximum output achieved for most mines is 
approximately 85% of operational capacity.  


As a result, the economic projections based on these unrealistic assumptions are of 
no value in a public policy decision as important as the decision on the proposed 
project.  As discussed under subsequent comments, gross revenues, payrolls, tax 
revenues, beneficial impact on local vendors, etc., etc., etc. are all grossly inflated, 
and thus unreliable for purposes of informing decision makers.  The Arizona Copper 
industry has experience over 100 years of cyclical behavior with an abundance of 
data that must be incorporated into these economic projections and analyses.  The 
report titled “Analyses of Economic Costs of the Proposed Rosemont Copper 
Project” prepared by consulting economist Thomas Michael Power, PhD contains a 
section titled Section III:  The Promise and Reality of Copper Mining (pages 37-46) 
which sets forth a detailed discussion of various economic factors related to copper 
mining.  The various subsections discuss (1) The Promise of Copper Mining: (2) The 
anomaly of Mining:  High Pay but little Prosperity; and (3) Explanations for the Poor 
Economic Performance of Mining Communities.  The DEIS must be significantly 
revised to address all the factors discussed in these subsections of the Power 
Consulting Report.  The economic model used to show the benefits of the proposed 
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action must incorporate the relevant factors from this section of the Power 
Consulting Report as well. 


Finally, the DEIS must contain a discussion of the “worst case” scenario, not in the 
formal sense of “worst case” but in terms of a likely case instead of the “blue sky 
case” presented in the DEIS.  See  Power Consulting Report, January 2012. 


704 Table 171 needs to be significantly revised to reflect all revisions embodied in the 
sum of the socioeconomic section comment letters. 


705 In Section 11A, qualitative assessment in change of tourism revenue over time, in the 
“Proposed Action” column, the effect is “Negligible changes in regional tourist 
spending”.  Where is the data to support this? 


705 The DEIS does not document the socioeconomic impacts from increased costs of 
emergency services.   At p. 705, the DEIS states: 


(Effects of the mine are)  “. . . not expected to result in 
dramatic demands on public services and emergency 
services costs.” 


 This statement is made in spite of the fact that the DEIS has already stated that traffic 
accidents along SR83 are expected to increase from 30 per year to 61 to 107 
accidents per year with a corresponding increase in traffic fatalities.   


Doubling or tripling accident rates along SR83 will result in a dramatic increase in 
demand on emergency services, including police, fire and medical personnel.   It will 
result in substantial increased expenses.  The DEIS gives no consideration as to how 
the small communities of Sonoita, Elgin, and Patagonia are going to meet these 
demands.   


The DEIS traffic analysis is only as good as the data upon which it is based.  Those 
data are contained in two reports prepared by Tetra Tech dated April 2009 and April 
2011.  Both reports are flawed in their statement of facts, assumptions and 
conclusions.   


705 Qualitative assessment in change of tourism revenue over time.  What specific data 
and what analytical methodology supports the statement regarding negligible 
changes in regional tourist spending. 


705 Regarding changes in demand and costs for emergency services over time.  No 
consideration given for heavy traffic on highway 83, inability of emergency vehicles 
to get to Tucson in a timely manner, use of alternative resources. 


706 Affected Environment, Relevant Laws, Regulations, Policies, and Plans.  According 
to the final sentence on p. 700, assessment of alternatives will include “ability of 
alternatives to meet rural landscape expectations as expressed by Federal, State and 
local regulations and ordinances (emphasis added).  There are no relevant local 
plans, policies, regulations and ordinances identified in Chapter 6, Literature Cited, 
and no record of consultation with the following local governmental agencies and 
related organizations. 
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- Pima County Department of Development Services (responsible for planning 
and development within the County – including implementation of the 
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan); 


- Santa Cruz County Department of Community Development (responsible for 
planning development within the County); 


- Sonoita Crossroads Community Forum (which serves as an unofficial review 
body for Northeast Santa Cruz County, and has published a plan for the area); 
and 


- Pima Association of Governments (which is a metropolitan planning 
organization with major responsibilities for transportation and other 
infrastructure planning). 


Note that this is not intended to be an exhaustive list.  Rather, it is illustrative of the 
complete failure of the Consultants and the Forest Service to consult with the local 
governmental agencies with land use planning and regulatory authority, 
responsibility and expertise.  There are a significant number of important planning 
documents setting forth local plans, policies, regulations and ordinances which 
govern the private lands surrounding the Coronado National Forest.  These public 
sector agencies seek to minimize adverse impacts on these private lands through 
such plans, policies, regulations, and ordinances. The socioeconomic section must be 
revised accordingly to incorporate these critical public plans, policies, regulations 
and ordinances, and to identify all adverse impacts on such plans, policies, 
regulations and ordinances resulting from the proposed Rosemont mine.   


Note also that a number of State agencies, including but not limited to the Arizona 
Department of Game and Fish have relevant plans, policies and regulations 
associated with various public and private lands within the area, and warrant similar 
treatment in terms of adverse impacts on resources under their jurisdiction. 


707 Existing Conditions, Analysis Area.  The discussion of the Analysis Area is far too 
general.  The area surrounding the proposed Rosemont mine is a complex mosaic of 
public and private lands, as well as a complex array of land uses.  A significant 
conservation effort on the part of local, state, and federal agencies has resulted in 
protection of over 1900 square miles in the greater Tucson area through the 
expenditure of millions of taxpayers dollars.( See Appendix A of Power Consulting 
Report, 2010)   These existing conditions are totally masked by the overly 
generalized three paragraph description of the Analysis Area.  This description must 
be expanded by adding and describing these important Public Land Investments as 
summarized in Appendix A of the Power Consulting Report, 2010. Figure 2.  
Appendix A of the Power Consulting Report (2010) should also be incorporated into 
the DEIS.  


In addition, the DEIS fails to adequately depict the existing pattern of land use within 
the “Analyses Area.”  Two additional figures are attached that should be 
incorporated into the DEIS:  (1) a map showing the Existing Land Uses as identified 
in the records of the respective County Assessor data bases and GIS systems; and (2) 
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a map showing the extensive Ranching and Agriculture in the Mountain Empire 
Region. 


707 Population and Demographics.  Pages 707-712 contain extensive data on population 
and demographics at both the State and County level.  Most of this data is wholly 
irrelevant to the issue of socioeconomic impacts of the proposed project, and fails to 
establish a useful context for the determination, analyses, and evaluation of impacts.  
Such population and demographic data must be provided for the three areas of 
analyses discussed earlier:  50-mile radius (region), 20-mile radius (local 
community), and 5-mile radius (immediate neighborhood). Relevant data for these 
three areas of analysis must be provided. 


The sequence of analyses – Cochise County, Pima County, and Santa Cruz County, 
may be convenient in terms of alphabetic order, but it is grossly misleading.  Cochise 
County is essentially on the periphery of the area impacted by the proposed project, 
and settlement areas in Cochise County are separated by one or two mountain 
ranges.  It is more appropriate to address these counties in terms of the importance of 
impacts – Pima County, Santa Cruz County, and then Cochise County; starting with 
a discussion of Cochise County creates a false impression that the proposed project is 
located far from urban development and within a purely rural setting.  


707, ¶ 3 Analysis Area:  If socioeconomic impacts can be measured to year 25, it hardly 
seems “too speculative” to estimate the impacts beyond that time.  The reclamation 
done by the closure of the mine in year 25 will be in place from that time forward 
and continue to impact the local economy.  An assessment of future socioeconomic 
costs needs to be done as part of determining the total impacts and costs of the mine. 


708, ¶ 2 Pima County, ¶ 2.  In an obvious attempt to represent the location of the proposed 
project as far removed from urban and suburban development and population 
centers, the DEIS consistently states that the proposed project is approximately 30 
miles south of Tucson, AZ.  In fact, the proposed site is 9 miles south of the City of 
Tucson city limits.  The statements that Sahuarita and Green Valley are the closest 
(Pima County) cities to the proposed mine are thus incorrect. In addition, the site of 
the proposed project is 4.5 miles from the southern boundary of the established Santa 
Cruz County community of Corona de Tucson.  This portion of the DEIS must be 
corrected to properly state these facts. 


708 The statement “the population of Pima County continued to increase between 2000 
and 2010 to 136,517” may not be accurate. 


711 The statement, “In Sonoita, 64.8 percent of the residents worked in the county and 
36.6 percent worked in the town itself.”  Based on a population of 818 in the town of 
Sonoita, please explain in what jobs these 300 residents are working within the town 
of Sonoita.  Also, please provide the source for this statement. 


711, ¶ 2 The second and third sentences in this paragraph read as follows: “Sonoita and Elgin 
are the two communities in the county (Santa Cruz County) that are closest to the 
proposed project (approximately 10 miles). There are, however, scattered homesites 
and unincorporated areas that have been developed closer to the proposed project.”  
As a resident of the area characterized as “scattered homesites and unincorporated 
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areas” this stereotypic description constitutes a gross misrepresentation of this area.  
First, to state that scattered homesites and unincorporated areas have been developed 
closer to the proposed project, suggests that it is these homesites and unincorporated 
areas that have encroached into the Rosemont mine, whereas the reverse is the case – 
the proposed mine would encroach into an existing developed area.  Second, the 
characterization of “homesites in unincorporated areas,” infers a less than respectable 
or desirable form of development.  Parenthetically, this is a marginal improvement in 
the description of the exurban development in the area, which is characterized in the 
Mine Plan of Operation (pp. 7-8) as follows: 


1.5.1 Population Demographics 


The area in and around the Project represents a population in transition, and has 
experienced at least two significant waves of migration in the past 50 years. 
Historically, the area was populated by families with Mexican and Native American 
ancestry or families who arrived during the US western migration of the 1800s. 
Many residents have lived in the area for generations and have farms, ranches or 
small businesses. The late 1960s and 1970s saw an influx of people seeking a rural 
lifestyle.  Within the last 10 to 15 years, there has been a steady influx of new 
residents looking for property in a scenic setting or affluent young retirees wanting 
an active outdoor lifestyle and a potential second career.  


More recent economic developments and opportunities in Sonoita and Elgin include 
experiential tourism, wineries, spiritual retreat and renewal centers, bed and 
breakfasts, inns, art galleries, boutiques, and gourmet restaurants. These businesses 
are replacing the historical local economy of ranches and farms.  Agriculture has 
been negatively impacted by the rising cost of land, nearly a decade of drought, and 
volatile livestock markets.  Development pressures have created a burst of new home 
construction on 5 to 10-acre tracts of former ranch land, much of which is considered 
unregulated, or wildcat development. What was once a rustic rural setting is now 
growing into a suburban community adjoining Tucson. 


Residents of the area are properly offended by the gross errors and 
misrepresentations embodied in this characterizations.  The consultants must provide 
the data and sources that identify new residents as “affluent young retirees wanting 
an active outdoor lifestyle and a potential second career”.  Moreover, there is no 
evidence to support the statement that “Development pressures have created a burst 
of new home construction on 5 to10-acre tracts of former ranch land, much of which 
is considered unregulated, or wildcat development.”  The consultants must provide 
the data and analyses that support the statement regarding parcel size (5-10 acres).  
Moreover, the statement that “much of which is considered unregulated, or wildcat 
development” has no basis in fact. The consultants must provide the data and 
analyses that support this statement as well.  Finally, the concluding sentence which 
reads, “What was once a rustic rural setting is now growing into a suburban 
community adjoining Tucson” actually adequately describes the context of the 
proposed project; the proposed Rosemont mine is located in the midst of suburban 
and exurban residential communities adjoining Tucson.  This statement could also 
correctly add, “Many of these existing suburban and exurban communities are 
located within an extensive and growing complex of protected conservation lands, 
including both public and private sector ranchlands.”  
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712, ¶ 2 Housing; Santa Cruz County, ¶ 2:  The third sentence unfortunately aggregates the 
towns of Tubac, Elgin, and Sonoita into a single unit, apparently based on their 
common designation as “rural” areas.  Tubac is situated on the west side of the Santa 
Rita Mountain Range, 23 miles from Sonoita and 31 miles from Elgin.  The Santa 
Rita Mountains constitute a major geographic separation; there is no direct 
connecting road, and the Sonoita Basin communities have nothing in common in 
terms of economics, housing, or social structure.  Accordingly, this aggregate data is 
useless for housing analyses.  Appropriate data must be used as the basis for this 
analysis.  Note that this data also suggests that the consultants who prepared this 
section of the report are not familiar with the area; no one with such familiarity 
would directly aggregate Tubac with Sonoita basin housing.  


713 Table 175, Major Employees by County, 2008:  This table provides very little useful 
information, since merely listing “employer” and “sector” fails to establish any 
useful baseline for understanding employment impacts.  This table must be expanded 
to show numbers of employees in order to have any utility.  In addition, this 
discussion must also contain data showing the relative employment in the various 
sectors of the regional economy.  In order to be useful in the determination of 
economic impacts, this discussion should incorporate the primary economic data as 
provided in the Power Consulting Report, Chapter II:  The Economic Context in 
Which to Evaluate the Proposed Rosemont Mine (pp. 13-36).  This material, 
submitted as a Scoping Comment, establishes the proper context for evaluating the 
adverse economic impacts of the proposed project.  All economic data set forth in 
this Chapter of the Power Consulting Report (all of which is from recognized reliable 
sources), including charts, figures, and tables, must be incorporated into the DEIS 
and used in the determination of adverse impacts. 


The brief one-paragraph discussions of employment within each county as provided 
on p. 714 are of virtually no value in determining the adverse economic and 
employment impacts of the proposed project. 


714 Mine-Related Employment.  This single paragraph is too general to be of any value.  
This section must contain information on mining job availability, number of 
qualified personnel for mining jobs, employment rates at existing mines, cyclical 
variations in mining employment, reductions in mining employment resulting from 
technological advances, etc. etc. etc.  Moreover, the cyclical nature of mining 
employment has an adverse, destabilizing impact on local economies.  A cyclical 
pattern of employment translates into periods of increasing unemployment with the 
related adverse impacts on businesses dependent upon the mining industry.  The 
existing discussion is wholly inadequate and must be expanded to address these 
factors.  This section must also contain data and figures describing the pattern of 
copper mining employment in Arizona.  Pages 37-47 of the Power Economics 
Report contain the appropriate figures and data to address this concern and should be 
incorporated into this section of the DEIS. 


715 Table 176, in the two columns for Santa Cruz County, there are seven “Ds” which 
means that the data “was not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information, 
but the estimates for this item is included in the total.”  If data is to be used in a 
DEIS, it must be disclosed to allow for appropriate public review; thus, the data 
either must be disclosed or it can not be used, rendering this table inapplicable. 
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717, last ¶ The last paragraph states that $24.1 million of area employment is Forest Service 
related.  Yet labor income contributions to area employment are not substantial at the 
county level.  Please explain and provide data sources. 


718 Tubac, Rio Rico, Elgin and Sonoita are referred to as “urban areas”.  Merriam-
Webster online definition of urban is “of, relating to, characteristic of, or constituting 
a city”. Please explain why these areas were considered “urban,” in the face of 
logical counter-vailing perceptions. 


720 Table 180, Santa Cruz County is listed as $0 for private hospitals.  Nogales has a 
hospital, which may be private. 


720 Taxes and Revenues: Much of the discussion on pp. 720-724 is only marginally 
useful as its relevance to the determination and assessment of impacts of the 
proposed project is unclear.  The relevance of this information should be explained.  
Of interest, however, is the fact that due to the absence of royalties on hard-rock 
mining, Arizona ranks 26th among the 35 states that receive federal payments for 
royalties and leases, although the state ranks 2nd behind Nevada, in total mining 
production. 


720-721 Table 180.  Industry output for 2008 for the analysis area.  Splitting this table onto 
two pages has made the information confusing and difficult to fully comprehend.  
This table should be formatted to be on a single page.  In addition, the relatively 
modest contributions of Cochise County and Santa Cruz County to the three-county 
“study area” (not to be confused with “area of analysis”) are masked by the way in 
which the data are displayed.  There should be separate tables for each county, the 
industries should be rank-ordered in order to readily discern the most important 
industries, and the table should show the percentage each industry contributes to total 
industrial output. 


724 Property Values: The generalized discussion of property values is of limited value to 
the determination of impacts of the proposed project.  The reference to Table 170 
summarizing property ownership is incorrect; Table 186 is the correct table 
reference.   


 
724 Table 185: Number of Owner-occupied housing units and median property values.  


This important table fails to adequately describe housing and property value data for 
the area immediately adjacent to the proposed project and thus the most impacted by 
the proposed project.  This table must be expanded to reflect data for the area that is 
immediately adjacent for analysis – that is, owner-occupied housing located within a 
10-mile radius, as well as County-level data.  There is virtually no utility in 
providing data for Arizona and the United States.    


 
725 Table 186: Summary of Property Values within 10 miles of the project area.  This 


important table is confusing and misleading.  The table oversimplifies and distorts 
the data by using only an “average value” failing to provide a range of values as well 
as both mean and median values.  The table also fails to differentiate between 
unimproved (vacant) parcels and improved parcels (containing building, primarily 
residences), fails to provide a measure of property area (acres), and fails to provide 
values per acre, thus no meaningful comparisons can be made.  The table should be 
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revised to show these important data, as well as clarifying the actual data and 
providing a total for each data column. 


 
725 Property Value and Forest Resources.  The relevance of this confusing discussion is 


important; however, the author(s) of this section grossly misrepresent the research 
findings set forth in the cited papers: 


Hand, M. S., J. A. Thatcher, D. W. McCollum, and R. P. 
Berrens. 2008a. Forest amenities and location choice in the 
Southwest. Journal of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics Association 33(2):232–253. 


———. 2008b. Intra-regional amenities, wages, and home 
prices: The role of forests in the Southwest. Land 
Economics 84(4):635–651.   


The basic conclusions of these studies state that the amenities of the National Forests 
are integral to the regional economy and that any damage to the National Forest has 
an adverse impact on the economy.  Specifically, persons will accept an economic 
sacrifice – lower pay, higher property costs – to live near National Forests in the 
Southwest. These economic sacrifices are thus “economic benefits” provided by 
these protected public lands, and have a rightful economic place in the regional 
economy.  In brief, then, this section needs to be completely re-written to accurately 
describe the research and its relevance to the determination of adverse environmental 
impacts related to the proposed project.  


725   Please explain how property values were determined. 


725 Property Value and Forest Resources.  This section discusses people making housing 
and work decisions based on the availability of forest resources and other 
environmental measures. This is a major trend in the West and a big socioeconomic 
force in Arizona in general and rural areas of Santa Cruz County in particular.  The 
people who move into this area because of forest related amenities often come as 
tourists, come back as residents, build or buy houses, and support the local economy.  
“…the existence of an open-pit copper mine could result in negative impacts on 
values to neighboring properties” is only one possible negative impact to Mountain  
Empire residents.  Impacts to local businesses when residents leave because of the 
mine and new residents do not replace them because of the mine need to be 
addressed and quantified to thoroughly understand  the dynamics and possible 
negative ramifications of this situation. 


726 Economic Diversity (Shannon-Weaver Diversity Index).  This discussion is 
interesting, but the relevance questionable.  Please indicate how this will be applied 
in the determination and evaluation of socioeconomic impacts. 


726 Regarding the statement, “approximately 3,572 visitors were surveyed in 2007 by the 
Forest Service with a 90 percent confidence interval with a 3.2 margin of error.”  
Please identify where this survey was done and it’s relevance to the proposed 
project. 
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726, ¶ 2 Reference is made to Dean Runyon Associates regarding tourism data for 2008.  
This data is compiled annually by Arizona Department of Tourism.  The DEIS 
should have used more recent data.    


727 Please explain how an open pit copper mine supports the statement “The greater the 
diversity in the region, the more resilient the economy is in the face of change 
because the economy is more stable.” This is an example of a generalized, 
conclusory statement applied to this specific circumstance without data, 
methodology, or analysis. The public can not credibly comment without 
understanding how the conclusory statement applies to this circumstance. 


728 On p. 728, Table 190, National Tourism Impact ratios, some of these don’t seem 
appropriate for Santa Cruz County.  This general analysis does not apply locally; it 
makes no sense that only 20% of what hunters spend here is tourism related.  They 
spend money on food, lodging, licenses, shells and guides.  Or is somehow hunting 
not counted as tourism?  Also the percentages for “Other amusements; gambling and 
recreation” 20%, “Hotels and motels, including casino hotels”, and “Food services 
and drinking places,” 17%, also don’t seem like accurate statistics for this area.  This 
table needs to be adjusted to reflect tourism in the Patagonia, Sonoita and Elgin area.  
A change in this table could also result in changes for Table 191 which used the 
ratios from Table 190.  


728 Please explain the statement with supporting data “It is important to note that not all 
economic activity in tourism related industries can be attributed to tourist spending.  
Only a portion of sales in hotels, restaurants and other sectors are actual tourist 
sales.” 


729 “…tourism output for tourism sectors in the three county analysis area (in 2008) was 
$1.05 billion, or 1.61 percent of the region’s output”  No information is given 
regarding the Sonoita, Patagonia, and Elgin area, which is basically ignored; such 
local data should be provided, especially because it is available.  The writer, as an 
owner of a business that relies on tourism in the Sonoita, Patagonia, and Elgin area, 
comments that the DEIS treats this area as nonexistent when, in fact, the Rosemont 
Mine will have significant impacts on the area tourism. 


729 Two observatories are noted in the area within 15 miles of the proposed site.  What 
analysis was done of the amateur astronomers in the area and, if none, please explain 
why. 


731 Please explain the statement, “In addition, urban residents from other areas of 
Arizona may have limited knowledge and connection to the Coronado Forest and, 
therefore, have a different valuation of the forest.”  This is another example of a 
broad, conclusory statement that has no support or justification; the data supporting 
this statement must be provided. 


731 Please describe in detail where the survey was conducted of visitors to the Coronado 
National Forest, the sample year used and state its relevance to the proposed project. 
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732 Please explain where “extensive population growth has driven changes (increases ) 
in demand on forest resources” and the relevance of this statement to the specific 
area impacted by the proposed project.   


734, middle ¶ Please explain why the “reference community” is the State of Arizona. The “bounds 
of analysis” used for many other issues is significantly smaller, but in most cases still 
too large. 


735 Environmental Consequences.  No Action Alternative.  This discussion of the “no 
action” alternative fails to meet the NEPA requirements for such discussion.  By 
using a “wax museum” vision of the future where everything is frozen in time and 
space, this discussion envisions a changeless world over the projected 20-25 or 16 
year period during which the proposed project would allegedly occur.  The DEIS 
must identify changes in population growth, land uses, transportation, other 
economic activities etc. which are likely to occur over the projected life of the 
proposed project, and use this “future baseline” as the basis for determining and 
evaluating environmental impacts.   Therefore, the current section, pp. 735-736 is 
wholly inadequate and must be rewritten using the NEPA regulations and guidelines. 
The various local plans and policies discussed previously properly serve as the basis 
for the rewriting of this section.    


736 The statement, “There would be no change (increase) to economic activity and 
output, and in general, the balance of economic activity would remain unchanged.”  
Please explain this statement and provide relevant data to support it. 


736 Under Recreation and Tourism, please explain with relevant statistics to support the 
statement:  “although no measurable impacts are anticipated under any of the action 
alternatives.” 


736 Under Impacts Common to All Action Alternatives, please explain the use of the 
words “if any” as to changes to each of the following stated:  employment, property 
value, taxes and revenues, road maintenance and emergency services costs, tourism, 
quality of life and environmental justices. 


737, ¶ 1 Impacts Common to All Action Alternatives.   This paragraph suggests that the 
Applied Economics IMPLAN results will provide the basis for the identification of 
impacts, whereas paragraph 2 states that the REMI model results (Singh/Seidman) 
will be the basis for determining environmental consequences.  This ambiguity must 
be clarified.  Moreover, only one set of independently verifiable results should serve 
as the basis for the determination of impacts. 


737 Please explain specifically how the proposed project will impact the national 
economy including source(s) for this statement. 


737, ¶ 1 Population and Demographics, Preproduction: Engineering and Construction.  
Paragraph 1 of this discussion states that the “vast majority (approximately 90 
percent) of the construction workforce would be drawn from the local workforce.”  
Please provide the citation indicating the information source necessary to validate 
this statement. 
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737, ¶ 2 Paragraph 2 of this discussion states that approximately 4,100 jobs (2,400 direct and 
1,800 indirect jobs) will be created.  Applied Economics is cited as the source of this 
information which was produced via the IMPLAN model.  As stated earlier in this 
comment letter, absent independent validation, the results reported in the Applied 
Economics report cannot be used for a public policy decision.   Moreover, the 2,400 
direct jobs reported by Applied Economics is in sharp contrast to the maximum 274 
direct jobs reported by Augusta Resources in a 2009 filing.  (Rosemont Copper 
Project Updated Feasibility Study, Volume 1 N1 43-101, Technical Report dated 
January 14, 2009.  Page 84, Table 1-33 Mine Manpower Summary states that total 
mine personnel will not reach the maximum of 274 until year 11.)   This significant 
anomaly must be corrected and the accurate data and its source incorporated into this 
paragraph. The comprehensive failure to provide adequate and accurate data 
throughout the DEIS is clear grounds that either a revised DEIS or a Supplemental 
DEIS must be prepared and distributed for public comment. 


737 On workforce numbers it is reported that annually there will be 600 jobs in the 
construction phase, assuming a four year construction phase.  The total of 2400 
direct jobs can be calculated only on the basis of an assumption that the holders of 
600 annual jobs are fired each year and then immediately rehired. Since this does not 
make sense either historically or in the real world, please clarify. 


738 Please explain the relevance of using a 1982 supporting document to say that 
construction workers are willing to commute up to two hours each way. 


738 In reference to the statements:  “Data for each place in the analysis area are not 
available from the US Census Bureau for the 2006 to 2008 American Community 
Survey; therefore, those data are not presented here.  However, based on information 
for select cities in the analysis area for which data are available from the 2006 to 
2008 American Community Survey, vacancy rates have increased.”  Please identify 
the select cities used and their relevance to the proposed project. 


738 Production and Postproduction.  The initial paragraph states that mine operation 
would occur over an approximately 21 year period, with an annual range of 350-489 
employees.  Applied Economics is cited as the source for this information, and as 
stated previously, absent independent validation these results are inappropriate for 
use in a public policy document used for any subsequent public agency decision.  
Moreover, these 350-480 jobs are in sharp contrast to the 251-274 direct jobs 
reported by Augusta Resources in the 2009 filing described above. The accurate 
numbers reported by Augusta reflect a dramatic reduction in total jobs; a 55.4% 
reduction for the low range, and a 42.9% reduction for the high range.  On average, 
these two reports reveal a nearly 50% reduction in jobs from the publically reported 
data (Applied Economics) to the officially reported data (British Columbia Securities 
Commission).   Naturally, since jobs are the basic input into the IMPLAN model, 
and all subsequent numbers generated by the model use this basic input data to 
calculate economic benefits, a 50% reduction represents an extraordinary difference 
between these two sources.  Moreover, this reduction as applied to the various 
numbers generated for total economic benefits will also reflect this reduction, as will 
indirect jobs, induced jobs, tax revenues, etc.  Clearly, there is a major, indeed fatal 
error in this section.  As stated previously, this entire Socioeconomics Section needs 
to be completely rewritten and based on independently verified economic modeling 
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using input data reported to official sources.  (i.e., British Columbia Securities 
Commission.) 


738-742 Subsections addressing Housing, Employment, Income Characteristics, Economic 
Activity, Employee Spending, Direct Revenue Impacts and Indirect Revenue 
Impacts. The above referenced subsections are similarly fatally flawed.  The use of 
Applied Economics data cannot be independently verified, and thus cannot be used 
for a public policy document (i.e., the DEIS) and cannot be used in support of any 
agency decision based on such document.  The entire Socioeconomics Section, 
including the subsections identified above must be completely rewritten and based 
on independently verified economic modeling using input data reported to official 
sources (i.e., The British Columbia Securities Commission) or independently 
verifiable from other credible sources. 


In addition, the organization of this subsection is confusing, and appears that the 
heading hierarchy contains errors.  This general problem could be addressed through 
the use of different fonts and type points, rather than simply relying on a change in 
type-point and the use of italics.  


739 “. . . 10% of the construction jobs would require specialty skills that could not be 
filled by the local workforce.”  Please provide the data, methodology, and analysis to 
substantiate this cursory and conclusory statement. 


739 Construction phase would employ 600 people annually with 450 indirect jobs.  
Please explain the discrepancy with what is reported on pp. 737: 2,400 direct jobs, 
1,800 indirect jobs. 


739 Please clarify the following points:  “As a result there would be minimal demands on 
the local housing supply during the operational phase of the mine.  In-migration 
would result in beneficial long-term impacts to the local housing supply.”  This is 
another example of a broad and conclusory statement that is not supported by data or 
justified by a clear analysis. Please explain what data was used to support this 
statement. 


740 “. . .the vast majority of the skilled mining personnel needed for the Rosemont 
Project are available in the greater Tucson area.”  There is no data or analysis to 
support this broad and conclusory statement. 


740 Please explain why recreational related employment is not expected to change to a 
measurable degree.  Please provide the data, methodology, and analysis to justify this 
statement, in particular, where the recreation related employment occurs and why or 
why not they will be impacted by the proposed project.    


740 Please provide the data (including what specific jobs and where), methodology, and 
analysis to justify the assertion that the project will generate 1,800 jobs in Pima 
County due to indirect impact during constructions.   


741, ¶ 1 “No employees of Rosemont Copper are expected during the final 2 years of closure 
(Singh 2009).”  Reclamation procedures and their final outcome will have a 
significant impact on the surrounding environment and residents.  Who will be doing 
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the reclamation and the reclamation plan need to be clearly stated in order to 
determine the impacts and costs to the area during mine closure and beyond. 


741 Pre production engineering and construction expenditures estimated for Pima County 
at $355.7 million and “would all be procured from local vendors.”  There is no data 
or vetted analysis to prove this broad and conclusory statement. There is no list of 
vendors who have been contacted to justify this statement. 


741 Please explain the statement, “As with preproduction, recreation related employment 
is not expected to change to a measurable degree during production and 
postproduction.”  Identify specifically where the recreation related employment data 
has been obtained. 


741 Please explain in detail who will be managing the reclamation process as “No 
employees of Rosemont Copper are expected during the final 2 years of mine 
closure.”  Rosemont employees must be on-site to manage the site-closure and 
reclamation process. If there are no Rosemont employees or contractors (if the work 
is to be out-sourced, this needs to be explained, along with the potential adverse 
effects of contractor failure) involved, there will be no protections that are asserted 
for closure and reclamation. 


742 Vendor Spending.  Please explain how Rosemont Copper has guaranteed that it will 
make $158.1 million in purchases from local vendors.   


742, ¶ 2 Direct Revenue Impacts.  “Total direct revenues over the life of the mine are 
estimated at $136.7 million.  Revenue is based on copper being valued at $1.85 per 
pound (Applied Economics 2011).”  Considering the ups and downs of the copper 
mining industry, please explain the facts and reasoning on which $1.85 a pound was 
determined as the valued price as well as the expectation that this price would not 
fluctuate over 25 years. 


743 Please explain the term “significantly” used by Kim and Harris.   


743 The term “industrial site” is undefined; it needs to be, particularly with respect to 
comparing rural and urban industrial site effects, which can be very different. 
Furthermore, data from an open-pit mining site will show significantly different 
impacts from an “industrial site,” particularly one in an “urban” area. 


743, ¶ 1 Property Value.  The general discussion set forth in this paragraph suggests that 
impacts on property values from general industrial sites, landfills, and large-scale 
livestock feeding operations are comparable to impacts from open-pit hard-rock 
mining operations expression in representing which are characterized by significant 
volumes of toxic materials.  This assumption seems tenuous at best and proves to be 
faulty upon examination of the cited literature discussed subsequently. 


744 Please explain how it was determined that the proposed project would displace only 
“1 percent of the tourism and outdoor recreation.” 


744, ¶ 1 Recreation and Tourism.  This paragraph states that “the local destinations boast 
proximity to open spaces, scenic landscapes, and access to the National Forest for 
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hiking, biking, etc. (emphasis added).  “Boast” is hardly the accurate term.  These 
businesses depend on these amenities for their economic survival.  This paragraph 
needs to be revised accordingly.  In general, the authors of the DEIS also need to 
demonstrate greater sensitivity to the economic costs associated with adverse 
impacts.  In the immediate case, the issue is not “boasting rights,” but rather 
“economic survival”; there is a significant difference. 


744, ¶1 The second sentence states that “The Coronado National Forest provides key 
environmental amenities that are important contributors to the recreation and tourism 
identity of the analysis area.”  “Identify” is one thing, but this statement should be 
revised to more importantly state:  “The Coronado National Forest provides key 
environmental amenities that are important contributors to the recreation and tourism 
economy of the analysis area.”  The final sentence of the paragraph states, 
“However, placing a number on the amount of visitors who would choose not to 
come to the area as a result of the mine, would be too speculative.” 


There is no evidence to support the claim that it would be too speculative to 
determine the number (amount) of visitors who might not come to the area as a result 
of the mine.  Determining the potential reduction in tourism and recreation based on 
the presence of an open-pit hard rock mine is a matter of conducting appropriate 
research, not of merely claiming the task as “too speculative”.  The proposed project 
– the extent and quality of the ore body, its levels of employments, revenues, tax 
generation, as well as the adverse impacts, are filled with unknowns.  The purpose of 
the DEIS is to reduce the uncertainty regarding the adverse effects of this highly 
“speculative” venture.  Mining operations are filled with speculation and risk – 
determining the likely/possible reductions in tourism and recreation is not nearly as 
complex as determining impacts on groundwater, air quality, etc., all of which are 
scientifically-based projections at best.  As such, the consultants have an obligation 
to undertake the necessary research to make informed estimates, projections, etc., 
rather than hide behind claims of “too speculative”.  As such, the DEIS must include 
the determination of adverse impacts on recreation and tourism as well as the 
economic losses incurred by these sectors of the economy.  


744, ¶ 1-7 Property Value:  Production and Post Production.  This paragraph summarizes the 
only literature cited in the DEIS reporting on research conducted on the adverse 
impacts of mining operations on property values.  


Hyo-Sun Kim and DeVerle Harris. “Air Quality and View 
Degradation due to Copper Mining and Milling: 
Preliminary Analyses and Cost Estimates for Green Valley, 
Arizona.” Nonrenewable Resources, Vol 5, No. 2, 1996.  


Fortuitously, the research was conducted within 39 miles of the site of the proposed 
project, thus the topography, climate, and resource (copper) are nearly identical. 
Regrettably, the DEIS text avoids reporting on the extent of the finding of the study, 
choosing instead to report selectively on data and findings, although stating that 
“both dust pollution and viewshed degradation decreased property values 
‘significantly’”.  The omitted findings concern the critical matter of distance from 
the mine.  The cited research states that “properties that are 5 miles or more away 
from the mine and tailings banks are affected very little by dust” (p. 99), and the 
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research itself established a 5-mile limit for determining adverse impacts on property 
values.  It is also interesting, indeed disturbing, that the DEIS minimizes the 
magnitude of the impacts by stating: “The average property value decrease due to 
both these factors (dust and viewshed degradation) was estimated to be $18,000 (in 
1992 dollars)” (DEIS p. 744), failing to note that the overall adverse impact on 
property values highlighted in the actual research:” Consumer surplus lost from both 
air quality and viewscape degradation is estimated to be $116,000,000 and 
$169,000,000.” (Kim p. 91).   


Paragraph 3 in this DEIS subsection takes this analyses into another questionable 
context, namely to Iowa where comparisons to agricultural feed lots where the 
decrease in property values only extends to 2.5 miles, and in paragraph 4, reductions 
in property values from a landfill operation are also found to occur up to 2.5 miles. 


 To add insult to injury, paragraphs 2 and 3 indicate that property values may actually 
experience an increase based on research in New Zealand.  Housing demand for the 
mining area apparently led to the increase in property values.  Finally, the reference 
to research by Hand et al., suggesting that proximity to an open pit copper mine 
located on National Forest lands might lead to an increase in property values, again 
misinterprets the findings of the actual research (as reported earlier in these 
comments).  Mercifully, the authors concede that “given the community values 
associated with the project and vicinity, this seems unlikely”.   Nonetheless, this final 
paragraph inappropriately searches (largely in vain) to try to assure property owners 
that property values may actually increase, yet another attempt to diminish likely 
adverse impacts.  Absent any conclusive contributions to this subsection, these final 
paragraphs should be deleted on the basis of bias and misinterpretation of the cited 
literature. 


Not surprisingly, in paragraph 5 the DEIS consultants conveniently conclude that “2 
miles is the threshold for assessing which residential properties  may experience a 
decrease in property values” and that the feedlot research figure of a 15 percent 
reduction is “the threshold used for assessing changes in property value to the 
identified residential properties”. 


The consultants who prepared this DEIS material demonstrate a clear intention to 
mislead the reader.  Other than the Green Valley mining impacts research, the cited 
literature has virtually no relevance given the type, scale, and context of the proposed 
project. The failure to accurately report this important information underscores 
obvious bias on the part of the consultants in an attempt to cast the proposed project 
in the best possible light, while withholding important information from the USFS 
and the general public.  Only the research concerning Green Valley has relevance to 
this subsection.  All other material should be deleted. 


The conclusions reported in paragraphs 6 and 7 must be completely rewritten since 
they are based on biased and faulty, and inappropriate information. Paragraph 7 
attempts to assure property owners that values may “rebound” based on experience 
in Western Colorado well fields. 


744 “However, placing a number on the amount of visitors who would choose not to 
come to the area as a result of the mine would be speculative.”  This data, which is of 
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critical importance to the local economy, is not “speculative” if the DEIS employed 
relevant and appropriate research tools. This is another example of the DEIS’ failure 
to quantify adverse impacts. 


744 With regard to the statement, “the operation of the copper mine would be (sic) have 
little impact on housing demand”, there is no data to support this statement. In 
particular, there should be an analysis of considerations for those who choose not to 
move to the area because of the mine. 


744, ¶ 2 It is interesting to note that following this discussion of impacts on Recreation and 
Tourism being “too speculative”, the authors quote Marlow, whose research 
concluded “As a general comparison, if the proposed project displaced 1 percent of 
the tourism and outdoor recreation, the economic losses would be far greater than the 
annual payroll of the proposed project during operations (Marlow, 2007). This 
statement reinforces the critical importance of providing quantified data on adverse 
impacts. Please quantify the data otherwise dismissed as too speculative. 


744, ¶3 The statement that the “Overall tourism industry output is not expected to change 
substantially during the production phase of the mine” has no basis in fact. Please 
provide the evidence and analyses that lead the author(s) to conclude that tourism 
related sectors of Pima, Santa Cruz, and Cochise Counties are not likely to 
experience substantial growth over the next two decades.  Appropriate analyses of 
tourism growth must be provided in this subsection. 


744, ¶ 3 Recreation and Tourism – Preproduction:  Engineering and Construction.  The 
discussion in this paragraph focuses on the cost of displacing public uses on the 
6,175 acres preempted by the propose project.  The general approach is useful, but in 
addition to direct preemption, the entire Rosemont valley, an area of approximately 
16 Sections (10,240 acres) would essentially be lost to public users at a yearly cost of 
$350,000 per year, or $7.4 million over the life of the proposed project.  


744-745, ¶ 1 Recreation and Tourism – Production and Postproduction.  This paragraph states that 
“local destinations boast proximity to open spaces, scenic landscapes, and access to 
the National Forest for hiking, biking, etc (emphasis added).  “Boast” is hardly the 
accurate term; these businesses depend on these amenities for their economic 
survival. This paragraph needs to be revised accordingly.  In general, the authors of 
the DEIS also need to demonstrate greater sensitivity to the economic costs 
associated with adverse impacts.  In the immediate case, the issue is not “boasting 
rights”, but rather “economic survival”; there is a significant difference.    


745 Please explain the rationale used for the statement “however, they are not expected 
to stop recreating in the area altogether.”  This fails to explain what recreation will 
be taking place and in what area. Such information is needed for the public to treat 
the DEIS as a credible document in compliance with NEPA requirements for full 
disclosure; full disclosure is needed for public comments. 


745 “Numerous additional recreation opportunities exist in the region that tourists and 
recreationists are expected to visit.  As a result, overall tourism output is not 
expected to change substantially during the production phase of the mine.”  
“Regional” analysis of tourism impacts fails to take into account impacts on local 
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tourism, which could suffer significant adverse impacts.  The FS seems to be 
thinking only of the exact number of displaced folks who would actually have been 
visiting the mine site, not passing it on the way here. 


745 “. . .10 percent of the construction workforce (90 employees annually) are expected 
to relocate to the analysis area.”  Page 739 states that “the project would employee 
600 people annually.”  90 employees is 10% of 900 not 600.  Please explain the 
discrepancy.  Please provide the data, methodology, and analysis to support this 
statement, including data explaining whether this means that 90 construction 
employees will be moving to the area each year. 


745, ¶ 2 “Recreationists displaced from the project area would likely visit nearby areas such 
as Madera Canyon … (which) could lead to an increase in user conflicts.”  The 
concept of “user conflicts” is not fully articulated.   Since the concern is tourist 
dollars that won’t be coming to the Mountain Empire, this needs to be analyzed 
based on specific and verifiable data.  This idea is continued with “…numerous 
recreation opportunities exist in the region that tourists and recreationists are 
expected to visit. As a result, overall tourism output is not expected to change 
substantially during the production phase of the mine.”  Please provide the data to 
support this statement as well as the effects on Mountain Empire tourist businesses. 


745, ¶¶ 2 & 3 The discussion of displaced recreationists needs greater elaboration.  Displacement is 
only half of the impact, as the added pressures of increased visitation on other public 
lands needs to be more fully identified and evaluated.  As stated in this discussion, 
increased visitation to nearby recreation sites could lead to an increase in user 
conflicts.  Such increased visitation on the National Forest lands to the south of 
Greaterville Road would not only lead to user conflicts on public lands, but would 
lead to higher conflicts with contiguous private lands and residential development.  
This important consideration must be also addressed, including a determination of 
the increases in visitation and the associated social and economic costs. The 
“numerous additional recreation opportunities” noted in this discussion must be 
specifically identified along with their user capacities and the associated degradation 
in recreation use resulting from excessive numbers of displaced users. 


745, ¶5 Paragraph 5 states: “Adverse impacts to these world-class astronomy research 
facilities would likely have long-term, adverse impacts on the economic 
contributions of the astronomy, planetary and space sciences.”  Please quantify these 
very significant impacts. Without such quantification, neither the FS can make a 
rational analysis nor the public make informed comments. Such analysis and 
quantification needs to include the scientific discoveries or analyses that would be 
affected by the proposed mine. 


745-747 The author(s) concludes that the economic costs could be reflected in decreased 
tourism and outdoor recreation, increased water treatment requirements, and 
increased domestic and water pumping costs, failing completely to provide any 
determination of the magnitude of such costs and who would bear them.  This 
subsection must identify and describe the extent and magnitude of these serious 
impacts, conduct the corresponding economic analyses to determine the associated 
costs, and identify who is responsible for bearing such costs.  
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746, ¶ 1 Quality of Life Conditions – Public Facilities and Services.  The conclusion stated in 
this paragraph likewise has no basis in fact:  “Because no new homes are expected, 
operation of the mine is not expected to result in an increased demand for public 
services.  Current police, fire, medical and educational facilities should be sufficient 
to handle mine operations, staffing, and expected population changes.”  Data and 
analysis supporting this conclusion must be provided and any related costs must be 
determined and reported.  Dramatic increases in traffic on Highway 83, including a 
near-continuous flow of 18-wheel trucks traveling a winding two-lane highway, will 
surely require additional police, medical and emergency services. Simply stating that 
no new housing demand equates to no additional demand for public services is an 
insufficient analysis when considering a twenty-plus year operation of a new major 
industrial operation, particularly one situated outside an existing industrial area.   


746, ¶1 Quality of Life Conditions – Transportation and Road Maintenance.  This paragraph 
summarizes the questionable conclusions set forth in the Transportation/Access 
section, which claim, among other things, that State Highway 83 would remain at 
acceptable levels of service, and that adverse impacts could be mitigated by 
carpooling and busing.  The construction phase of the proposed project will result in 
increased road maintenance costs, as well as road improvements necessary to 
accommodate the construction loads and vehicles required for the construction of 
this large industrial complex.  Of particular note is the fact that the existing geometry 
of the intersection of the proposed access road and Highway 83 could not support the 
construction of the proposed project.  This subsection must identify and describe the 
extent and magnitude of these serious impacts, conduct the corresponding economic 
analyses to determine the associated costs and identify who is responsible for bearing 
such costs.  


746, ¶ 1 Quality of Life Conditions – Transportation and Road Maintenance – Preproduction: 
Engineering and Construction.  This paragraph summarizes the questionable 
conclusions set forth in the Transportation/Access section, which claim, among other 
things, that State Highway 83 would remain at acceptable levels of service, and that 
adverse impacts could be mitigated by carpooling and busing.  Moreover, it is 
difficult to imagine that the construction phase of the proposed project will not result 
in increased road maintenance costs, as well as road improvements necessary to 
accommodate the construction loads and vehicles required for the construction of 
this large industrial complex.  Of particular note is the fact that the existing geometry 
of the intersection of the proposed access road and Highway 83 could not support the 
construction of the proposed project.  This subsection must identify and describe the 
extent and magnitude of these serious impacts, conduct the corresponding economic 
analyses to determine the associated costs, and identify who is responsible for 
bearing such costs.   


746, ¶ 2 Quality of Life Conditions – Public Facilities and Services – Production and 
Postproduction.  The discussion of impacts to domestic wells concludes that over 
500 domestic and production wells would experience draw-downs of 10 to 100 feet 
for wells in the immediate vicinity, and up to 10 feet for the remaining wells.  
Increased pumping costs are noted, as are additional costs for water delivery, 
contamination, wells drying up, increases in sediment loads in springs, and changes 
in aquifer recharge.  It is a huge understatement that “without an adequate water 
supply local residents may experience uncertainty and discomfort in their current 
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quality of life” (emphasis added). This significant environmental and human impact 
must be quantified and analyzed by credible methodology.  People cannot live 
without an adequate water supply. 


The author(s) then concludes that the economic costs could be reflected in decreased 
tourism and outdoor recreation, increased water treatment requirements, and 
increased domestic and water pumping costs, failing completely to provide any 
determination of the magnitude of such costs and who would bear them.  This 
subsection must identify and describe the extent and magnitude of these serious 
impacts, conduct the corresponding economic analyses to determine the associated 
costs, and identify who is responsible for bearing such costs.   


746, ¶ 2 & 3 Quality of Life Conditions – Transportation and Road Maintenance – Production and 
Postproduction.  These paragraphs summarize questionable conclusions set forth in 
the Transportation/Access section, concluding that heavily loaded trucks can do 
much more damage to asphalt road surfaces than do passenger cars (emphasis 
added).  The author(s) concedes that haul truck traffic would occur on Highway 83 
throughout the life of the proposed project, and that this increase in truck traffic 
“would likely” increase maintenance needs along Highway 83.  However, the 
author(s) then note, there is inadequate baseline data for Highway 83, and absent 
such baseline data, damages to road surfaces would be difficult to quantify (see 
“much more” above).  .  This subsection must identify and describe the extent and 
magnitude of these serious impacts, conduct the corresponding economic analyses to 
determine the associated costs, and identify who is responsible for bearing such 
costs.  


746, ¶ 2 The discussion of impacts to domestic wells concludes that over 500 domestic and 
production wells would experience draw-downs of 10 to 100 feet for wells in the 
immediate vicinity, and up to 10 feet for the remaining wells.  Increased pumping 
costs are noted, as are additional costs for water delivery, contamination, wells 
drying up, increases in sediment loads in springs, and changes in aquifer recharge.  It 
is a huge understatement that “without an adequate water supply local residents may 
experience uncertainty and discomfort in their current quality of life” (emphasis 
added).  This adverse impact and effect must be quantified and analyzed better than 
such a simplistic, conclusory statement.  People cannot live without an adequate 
water supply. 


746, ¶ 5 Reference is made to increased costs to “society as a whole”; this phrase fails to 
consider the impacts on local residents, who could be severely impacted by increased 
costs and even economic losses. There is no explanation how workers can be forced 
to car-pool or bus during both construction and production, if this is to be considered 
a mitigation feature. 


Under Production and Postproduction, no notation is made as to the reliance on 
Highway 83 for the numerous tourist destinations.  This must be explained. 


Direct and indirect impacts to our area have been ignored. 
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746 This section talks about maintenance issues, but does not mention effects on 
commuter and tourist traffic.  As noted elsewhere in these comments, more than 56 
round trips a day by trucks goes beyond “acceptable levels.”  


746 “…10 percent of the mine operation workforce is expected to relocate to the analysis 
area, resulting in an annual average increase of 45 employees.”  Please provide the 
data, methodology, and analysis to support this broad and conclusory statement. 
Please clarify whether it means that 45 employees will be relocating each year of the 
20 year production phase. Please explain whether this means that 45 new jobs will 
open each year that can not be filled locally. 


746 The DEIS indicates “four analyzed intersections” on state road 83. The DEIS does 
not identify the intersections; it needs to. Please provide the analysis to support the 
statement “all sections along state road 83 and the four analyzed intersections would 
remain at acceptable levels of service” and what is meant by “acceptable.” Please 
provide the data to measure “acceptability” and the target recipient for determining 
“acceptability.” 


746, last ¶ The claim that the three-year construction period required for the proposed action – a 
major industrial complex – would not result in an increased demand for public 
services, has no basis in fact.  Neither does the assertion that current police, fire, 
medical and educational facilities should be sufficient to handle the construction 
period.  Data and analysis supporting these conclusions must be provided and any 
related costs must be determined and reported. 


747 Please quantify “maintenance costs would likely increase.” 


747, ¶ 1 The “lack of baseline data” is no justification for failing to conduct the analysis; the 
purpose of the DEIS process is to collect data, apply analytical methodology, and 
evaluate the various impacts and effects.  The revised or supplemental DEIS must be 
prepared so that does the necessary work to allow the public to comment on a 
credible analysis. 


747, ¶ 1 Quality of Life Conditions – Community Values and Social Trends – Preproduction: 
Engineering and Construction.  This paragraph cites research conducted on the 
extent and value of public land investments in the vicinity of the proposed action, 
specifically as reported in the Analyses of Economic Costs of the Proposed Rosemont 
Copper Project; Appendix A: Public Land Investments (Power, August 2010).  By 
way of attachment, Appendix A is incorporated into this comment letter, along with 
the admonition that the authors of the DEIS incorporate the data and analyses set 
forth in this material, along with a determination of the adverse economic impacts on 
the value of these public lands resulting from the development of the proposed 
project.  Such adverse economic impacts must be expressed in quantitative terms 
(dollars) in order to properly identify the magnitude of the adverse effect on existing 
public investments.  As noted in this paragraph, changes to the public lands (such as 
the introduction of a major industrial complex – the proposed Rosemont open-pit 
hard-rock mine) would have the potential to decrease the public investment value of 
the surrounding public lands.  Such decrease in public investment value must be 
calculated and reported accordingly. 
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747, ¶3 In this paragraph, the author(s) suggests that the tax on fuel purchases related to the 
proposed project would lead to increase tax revenues and thus infer that these vehicle 
fuel taxes would provide the funding necessary for road maintenance.  This is a 
purely speculative analysis; the critical issue relates to payment for the necessary 
road maintenance and improvements; please provide an in-depth analysis of how 
such costs will be covered. Otherwise, the public can only conclude that it will have 
to pay for public service benefits that will ensure profits to a single private entity. 


747, ¶ 3 & 4 These paragraphs summarize questionable conclusions set forth in the 
Transportation/Access section, concluding that heavily loaded trucks can do much 
more damage to asphalt road surfaces than do passenger cars (emphasis added).  The 
author(s) concedes that haul truck traffic would occur on Highway 83 throughout the 
life of the proposed project, and that this increase in truck traffic “would likely” 
increase maintenance needs along Highway 83.  However, the author(s) then note, 
there is inadequate baseline data for Highway 83, and absent such baseline data, 
damages to road surfaces would be difficult to quantify (see “much more” above).  
This subsection must identify and describe the extent and magnitude of these serious 
impacts, conduct the corresponding economic analyses to determine the associated 
costs, and identify who is responsible for bearing such costs. 


747, ¶ 4 This paragraph summarizes an argument set forth by Marlow, concluding that 
transportation-based societal costs resulting from the proposed project would amount 
to approximately $418,000 per year.  Notably the authors fail to discuss how these 
societal costs would be borne, and whether the applicant should be responsible for 
such costs.  This issue needs to be fully discussed, including who should bear these 
costs. Otherwise, the DEIS is an inadequate analysis of the costs and benefits of the 
project, including the irretrievable and irreversible commitment of resources, that 
does not provide the public sufficient information on which to comment. 


744, ¶ 4 This paragraph addresses an important topic, namely the adverse economic impacts 
on the dark-sky observatories in the area.  Not surprisingly, the DEIS merely states 
aggregate numbers excerpted from a 2007 Arizona Arts, Sciences, and Technology 
Academy report, and fails to note that of the 27 major dark-sky observatories in the 
State of Arizona, 22 (over 80%) are in Southeastern Arizona, as are 8 of the 14 
research institutions (nearly 60%).  As such, nearly three-quarters of the reported 
total economic impact of research operations ($252.8 million in 2006) likely occurs 
in the Southeastern part of the state.  The adverse economic impacts of the proposed 
action must thus be determined and reported accordingly. 


The October 2011 Draft Environmental Impact Statement is incomplete as it 
inadequately addresses the impacts of lighting at night from the proposed mine. 


Chapter 3, Vol., 2, pp. 443 & 445.  The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for 
the proposed Rosemont Copper Project includes a section on Dark Skies. The 
methodology used to assess the environmental impacts due to lighting at night is 
explained: 


“The model’s calculation of lighting impacts was based on the initial Rosemont 
Lighting Plan (M3 Engineering and Technology Corporation 2009). However, a 
revised lighting plan (M3 Engineering and Technology Corporation 2011) was 
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submitted that calls for a total of 21,815,355 lumens for the project; this is 4.4 times 
the lighting used in the Dark Sky Partners 2011 report, which was based on the 2009 
Rosemont Lighting Plan (M3 Engineering and Technology Corporation 2009). Time 
constraints prevented a full reanalysis based on model calculations, so the results 
presented below were based on an assumption of linearity, namely that sky glow 
changes in direct proportion to the lumen changes. A full analysis will be produced 
at a later date.” 


Without the full analysis of the new Rosemont Lighting Plan by the lighting team 
that was consulted for the DEIS, it is impossible for the public to make informed 
comments of the impacts due to lighting at night from the proposed project.  A full 
reanalysis of the lighting plan should be performed and be included in a 
Supplemental DEIS that can then presented for further public comment.   


748 “The amount of vehicle traffic would decrease during the production and 
postproduction, compared with the construction phase of the mine.”  It is stated that 
construction traffic will be 2.6 trucks each day and 56 round trips of the copper 
concentrate trucks during production; the facts appear to contradict the statement. 
Please clarify.   


748, ¶¶ 1 & 2 The mere discussion of negative adverse impacts to local residents is inadequate; 
such impacts must be expressed in quantitative terms (dollars) in order to properly 
understand the magnitude of such impacts.  (see critique of impacts on property 
values previously noted). 


748-749, ¶¶ 1-4 Quality of Life Conditions – Community Values and Social Trends – Production and 
Postproduction.  Although these four paragraphs provide a summary discussion of 
the negative adverse impacts to local residents, the identification of specific impacts 
and the related economic costs is missing.  Such impacts must be explicitly identified 
and expressed in quantitative terms (dollars) in order to properly understand the 
magnitude of such impacts. (see critique of impacts on property values previously 
noted).   


748, last ¶  This paragraph cites research conducted on the extent and value of public land 
investments in the vicinity of the proposed action, specifically as reported in the 
Analyses of Economic Costs of the Proposed Rosemont Copper Project: Appendix A:  
Public Land Investments (Power, August 2010).   By way of attachment, Appendix 
A is incorporated into this comment letter, along with the admonition that the authors 
of the DEIS incorporate the data and analyses set forth in this material, along with a 
determination of the adverse economic impacts on the value of these public lands 
resulting from the development of the proposed project.  Such adverse economic 
impacts must be expressed in quantitative terms (dollars) in order to properly 
identify the magnitude of the adverse effect on existing public investments.  As 
noted in this paragraph, changes to the public lands (such as the introduction of a 
major industrial complex – the proposed Rosemont open-pit hard rock mine) would 
have the potential to decrease the public investment value of the surrounding public 
lands.  Such decrease in public investment value must be calculated and reported 
accordingly. 
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748-9, a. 1-4 Although these four paragraphs provide a summary discussion of the negative 
adverse impacts to local residents, the identification of specific impacts and the 
related economic costs is missing.  Such impacts must be explicitly identified and 
expressed in quantitative terms (dollars) in order to properly understand the 
magnitude of such impacts. (see critique of impacts on property values previously 
noted). 


749 Please provide data to support the statement “potential adverse impacts resulting 
from the copper mine would be specific to the project area and would not affect 
potential environmental justice communities.”  Page 750, Table 196 states “Potential 
disturbance of ancestors buried within the project area would adversely impact 
members of the Tohono O’odham Nation.”  p.751 “Adverse impacts to the quality of 
life and community values would be experienced by not only by (sic) environmental 
justice communities.”  These are conflicting statements and need further explanation. 


749 Under Transportation, “increases in traffic would be concentrated along State Road 
83 but would not reach an unacceptable level in Pima and Santa Cruz Counties.”  As 
stated above, please provide the data and analysis that determine “acceptability” and 
the targets at whom “acceptability” is aimed. Without this information, the public is 
unable to provide informed comments. 


749-750 Quality of Life Conditions – Social Benefits of Amenities on the Coronado National 
Forest – Preproduction: Engineering and Construction and Production and 
Postproduction: These two paragraphs suffer from the same problem of the 
preceding subsections; namely, they merely provide a summary discussion of the 
negative adverse impacts to visitors to the Coronado National Forest. Notably the 
identification of specific impacts and the related economic costs are missing.  Such 
impacts must be explicitly identified and expressed in quantitative terms (dollars) in 
order to properly understand the magnitude of such impacts.   


750-753 Environmental Justice.  Missing from the assessment of impacts relevant to 
Environmental Justice is the analyses of any disproportionate impacts to specific 
users of the Rosemont Valley recreation sites.  Anecdotal information from 
individuals who regularly visit the Rosemont Valley suggests that the recreation sites 
within the Rosemont Valley are heavily used by Hispanic families living in the Great 
Tucson Area.   


Aggregate CNF visitation data collected and published by the USFS does not 
provide sufficient detail to confirm this anecdotal information.  Note that the CNF 
visitation data on race and ethnicity is confusing and inconsistent due to the changing 
definitions of “Spanish, Hispanic of Latino”, and their usage in racial identification. 
According to the National Visitor Use Monitoring Results Data collected FY 2001 
and FY 2007 USDA Forest Service Region 3, Coronado National Forest, October 
2008, “The race/ethnicity questions were not asked identically in rounds 1 and 2. 
Due to OMB requirements in round 2, “Spanish, Hispanic or Latino was presented in 
a separate question because it is an ethnicity not a race. In round 2 respondents first 
stated whether they were of this ethnicity, then in a separate question were asked 
which ones of the racial categories they felt applied to them.  Respondents could 
choose more than one racial group.  “Other” was allowed in round 1 but OMB 
required its removal in round 2.” 
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Given the fact that the Rosemont Valley is among the closest recreational locations 
to the City of Tucson, particularly South Tucson which is 72% Hispanic, the 
author(s) fail to note the disproportionate impact of the proposed project on this 
“minority group” (see summary description of Environmental Justice in the Affected 
Environment, pp. 732-735).  The DEIS must present data and analyses confirming or 
refuting the likelihood of such disproportionate impacts. 


752 Please explain how the Pima County Conservation Plan, Designation of the Santa 
Rita Mountains as a traditional cultural place, Maintenance of Forest Service and 
private roads to support Rosemont grazing permits and the Sahuarita Road Phase II 
will “help to offset the adverse direct and indirect impact experienced by residents 
and visitors under the action alternatives.” Such a simplistic and conclusory 
statement does not meet the NEPA standard requiring full disclosure of analysis to 
allow the public to provide informed comment. 


752 Cumulative Effects.  The discussion set forth under this heading reaches a most 
confused and distorted conclusion; namely, that the projects listed as contributing to 
the cumulative impacts to “socioeconomic resources” (a confusing term at best) will 
result in “a long-term, beneficial impact to local residents and visitors, and could 
help offset the adverse direct and indirect impacts experienced by residents and 
visitors under the action alternatives”.  Under NEPA, it is the (unintended) adverse 
effects of “reasonably foreseeable actions” on the environment that are to be 
evaluated, not simply the benefits of such actions. This misreading of NEPA is 
particularly disturbing since it again reveals a pervasive pro-applicant bias.  This 
subsection must contain the intended contents of the analyses of cumulative effects, 
including but not limited to the on-going development of residential and other 
permitted uses (over the next 20+ years) as set forth in the policies and plans of Pima 
County and Santa Cruz County – “foreseeable actions” that are notably absent from 
the list identified on p. 752.  Growth in tourism and recreation activities on CNF 
lands are also notably absent from this list.  These “reasonably foreseeable actions” 
must also be incorporated into this analysis and evaluation. 


752 Mitigation Effectiveness.  Throughout the DEIS section on Socioeconomics are 
various references to adverse economic impacts on local residents, businesses, 
recreation sites, public lands, etc.  There is no corresponding discussion regarding 
mitigation measures to offset adverse economic costs to various populations and 
users.  For example, if private wells dry up as a result of groundwater migration into 
the open pit, the owners of such wells will experience more than  uncertainty and 
discomfort as stated in the DEIS; they will experience adverse economic impacts – 
costs, that is; costs of drilling deeper wells (if possible) or costs of selling property 
without an adequate water supply.  In both instances, the property owners would bear 
the costs of “mitigating” adverse impacts of the proposed action.  This is not an 
effective manner in which to “mitigate” adverse impacts.  It is the applicant who is 
responsible for mitigating such adverse effects.  The DEIS must address this major 
omission, clearly identifying all such costs as well as the mechanisms the Applicant 
and/or Forest Service intend to utilize in paying for such costs (reimbursements to 
property owners, additional bonding, etc.). 


753 Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Resources.  The hopeful rhetoric set 
forth in the initial paragraph suggests that once the proposed project is completed, “it 
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is possible” that various uses would return.  Once again, this is a purely speculative 
and conclusory comment and has no credible place in an analysis of the factors 
involved in this project.  Such a comment provides no comfort to the public 
concerned about the commitment of resources.  If the CNF believes such uses may 
return, please explain the basis and the projection of what factors may allow such 
uses to return and which factors would not be altered by the issues created by the 
mine. 


The second paragraph concludes that some uses would be lost forever, and that it 
would be decades or centuries before the project footprint is no longer apparent.  
Asking the public to endure centuries of displaced, indeed an irretrievable and 
irreversible commitment of public lands within a growing metropolitan region, is 
unconscionable.  The DEIS needs to be straight with the American people.  Twenty 
years of mining as a trade off for centuries of adverse impacts?  We fail to see the 
calculus that demonstrates the wisdom of this trade off.  


Finally, worst case scenarios for all phases of mine, preproduction, production, and 
reclamation, as well as impacts to traffic, water, tourism, property values, local and 
regional economies, etc. need to be addressed and evaluated in terms of costs to the 
environment and surrounding communities. 


753, ¶ 2 This paragraph concludes that some uses would be lost forever, and that it would be 
decades or centuries before the project foot print is no longer apparent.  Asking the 
public to endure centuries of displaced, indeed an irretrievable and irreversible 
commitment of public lands within a growing metropolitan region, is a significant 
adverse impact that needs more and better discussion and quantification to the same 
extent that twenty years of mining can be quantified. The wisdom and justification of 
this trade-off, if indeed it is seen as appropriate by the Forest Service, must be fully 
and carefully justified. 


Traffic Analysis Report for the Rosemont Copper Project (Tetra Tech, April 2009) 


6 The April 2009 study fails to consider the significant grade changes on SR83 thereby 
choosing the wrong methodology for conducting its analysis.  Directional segment 
methodology, rather than two-way segment methodology, should have been used.   


 Page 6 of the Traffic Impact Analysis report from April 2009 states:  


 “Highway segment analysis was conducted using Highway 
Capacity Software 2000 (HCS2000) which uses the 
methodology in accordance with the 2000 HCM (Highway 
Capacity Manual).  The two-way segment methodology 
estimates the traffic operation performance along a section 
of highway based on terrain, geometric design, and traffic 
conditions.”  


SR83 is in mountainous terrain and has grades of 3 percent or more for lengths of .6 
mile or more.  The Highway Capacity Manual 2000 edition states:  


“two lane highways in mountainous terrain or with grades 
of 3 percent or more for lengths of .6 mile or more cannot 
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be analyzed as two-lane segments.  Instead they should be 
analyzed as specific upgrades or downgrades.  
Performance measures for the two-way segment 
methodology apply to both directions of travel combined. 
Directional segments carry one direction of travel on a two-
lane highway with homogeneous cross sections and 
relatively constant demand volume and vehicle mix. Any 
roadway segment can be evaluated with the directional 
segment procedure, but separate analysis by direction of 
travel is particularly appropriate for steep grades and for 
segments containing passing lanes.” 


The reason for the distinction is that when traveling on a relatively flat two-lane 
highway, drivers have the same experience regardless of the direction they are going.  
On steep grades, however, one direction is up hill while the other is down hill, so that 
the experience is different.  For example, the downhill driver can pass other vehicles, 
while the uphill driver cannot.  Therefore, directional segment methodology, not 
two-way segment methodology, should have been used to create the Traffic Impact 
Analysis report for SR83.  Tetra Tech’s worksheets used to prepare the report show 
that the two-way segment procedure, not directional segment procedure, was used to 
analyze traffic impact on SR83.   


Rosemont Primary Access Road Intersection:  Traffic Impacts Analysis Report, Vol. 1 and 2 
(Tetra Tech, April 2011) 


Executive Summary The Tetra Tech April 2011 report is missing crucial data.  Page i of the Executive  
p. i Summary states:   


“The traffic impact study was prepared based on criteria set 
forth by the ADOT and Rosemont. The study area for this 
analysis included four (4) intersections and one (1) roadway 
segment along SR-83 between State Route 82 and Interstate 
10.”   


Yet all of the LOS worksheets in the appendices of the report claim the segment of 
SR83 analyzed was from the I-10 ramps to Hidden Valley Road, not between SR82 
and Interstate 10.  In addition, all of the input data values are missing from the LOS 
worksheets; data such as segment length, lane widths, and shoulder widths.  The 
DEIS places great reliance on this report in assessing transportation impacts.  The 
facts missing from the report and the contradiction in the segment of SR83, which 
was analyzed by the report, call the entire DEIS transportation analysis into question.  
The public expects and deserves better. 


Executive Summary The April 2011 Tetra Tech report contains and relies on mathematical errors. At 
p. i   Page i of the Executive Summary the report states:   


“The proposed Project is expected to generate 804 daily 
trips during Operations Year 5 with 247 trips occurring in 
the AM peak hour and 186 trips occurring in the PM peak 
hour, respectively. The AM and PM peak hour values are 
the combined Project shipment and delivery trips and 
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commuter trips. To ensure that the estimate of traffic 
impacts was the maximum that could be expected, it was 
assumed that each employee would generate a single trip as 
defined in a No Carpool Scenario.”   


When comparing the two-way, two-lane highway segment worksheets in Appendix 
G for peak season, weekday PM, the worksheet for no project scenario states two-
way hourly volume is 419 veh/hour.  The worksheet for project/no carpool scenario 
states two-way hourly volume is 518 veh/hour.  If the difference is 99 veh/hour more 
with the project than without, the difference should be 186 veh/hour, not 99 
veh/hour. 


When comparing the two-way, two-lane highway segment worksheets in Appendix 
G for peak season, weekday AM, the worksheet for no project scenario states two-
way hourly volume is 383 veh/hour.  The worksheet for project/no carpool scenario 
states two-way hourly volume is 537 veh/hour.  If the difference is 154 veh/hour 
more with the project than without, the difference should be 247 veh/hour, not 154 
veh/hour.  


The numbers make no sense.  Clear documentation on traffic volume must be 
provided; otherwise, the numbers cannot be verified for accuracy and become 
suspect. 


12  Page 12 of the ADOT Rosemont primary road intersection project transportation 
impact report dated April 2011 states that 20% or 17 – 18 of the daily 86 operational 
(truck) trips are assumed to travel from the south to  the mine, which is 56% of the 
remaining 30 trips.  Yet there is no evidence to support the assumption that 56 % of 
the supplies to the mine would arrive from the south.  Nor is there any consideration 
of how these truck trips would impact traffic south of the mine.    


Appendix to Traffic Incorrect values were used in the Level of Service worksheets used to create all of 
Analysis Report, the Traffic Impact Analysis Reports prepared for Rosemont by Tetra Tech.   
Rosemont Copper  
Company, April 2009 None of the input data has been documented on the LOS worksheets, and critical 


information that has substantial impact on LOS calculations such as segment length, 
lane and shoulder widths, is not complete. 


All of the worksheets identify the segment in site information as I-10 Ramps to 
Hidden Valley Road but the Executive Summary says the report was completed from 
I-10 ramps to SR82.  


In all highway segment worksheets, the adjustment for lane width and shoulder 
width is 2.6 miles per hour.  This adjustment is based on lane widths greater than 12 
feet and shoulder widths greater than 2 feet and less than 4 feet.    


SR83 lane widths for most of the roadway are less than 12 feet wide and most of it 
has shoulder widths less than 2 feet wide. 


The Highway Capacity Manual 2000 Exhibit 20-5 adjustment for lane width says 
that roads with lanes >=11<12 feet and shoulders >= 0 and <= 2 feet the adjustment 
should be 4.7 miles per hour.  Thus, this analysis, and the DEIS conclusions based on 
it, are erroneous. 
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Chapter 12 page 13 of the HCM2000 states: 


“Traffic can operate ideally only if lanes and shoulders are 
wide enough not to constrain speeds. Lane and shoulder 
widths less than the base values of 12 ft and 6 ft, 
respectively, are likely to reduce speeds and may increase 
percent time-spent-following.” 


Clearly, incorrect values were used to generate the level of service grades used to 
determine traffic impact from Rosemont traffic in the DEIS.  Correct values need to 
be determined so that traffic impacts on the travelling public measured by the DEIS 
can be correctly evaluated. 


Appendix B to  The existing year LOS worksheets non-peak season two-way, two-lane highway 
Rosemont Primary segment worksheet for the I-10 ramps to Hidden Valley Road, the analysis year says 
Access Road  it is the “Construction Year”.  Construction Year analysis was not completed in this 
Intersection:  Traffic report, and the segment of SR83 studied was documented in the Executive Summary 
Analysis Report, to be from I-10 to SR82.  Errors like this cause concern about the care taken while 
April, 2011  creating the report and the accuracy of the report and, therefore the accuracy of the  


DEIS. 








APPENDIX B 


VISUAL EXHIBITS 


The following maps (Visual Exhibits 1-7) have been prepared by the Sonoita-based 
Mountain Empire Action Alliance (MEAA) in conjunction with comments on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine.  Note that the 
Mountain Empire Region consists primarily of three mountain ranges: Santa Rita, Patagonia, and 
Empire Mountains; the adjoining hills and valleys: La Cienega basin, Sonoita Creek and 
Babocomari Creek drainages, San Rafael Valley,  and the Santa Cruz River Valley south of 
Tucson; and the contiguous slopes of their other adjacent  mountain ranges: Whetstone, 
Huachuca, and Canelo Hills.  Each map also shows the location of the proposed Rosemont 
Copper Mine pit, waste rock and tailings, as well as the additional mine holdings owned by 
Augusta Resources.  To illustrate distances from the proposed project, radii are shown in 5-mile 
increments from the mine pit of the proposed project. 
 
Visual Exhibit 1: Settlement Pattern in the Mountain Empire Region.  This map shows the 
extent of the pattern of existing human settlements surrounding the site of the proposed project, 
including Tohono O’Odham Nation lands, incorporated cities, towns, villages, and other existing 
development in unincorporated areas.  Note also that the southern edge of urban development in 
the greater Tucson area is within six miles of the proposed project. 
 
Visual Exhibit 2: Land Use in the Mountain Empire Region:  This map shows the existing 
land uses within the region as classified in local government data bases, primarily in the form of 
data from the assessor’s office.  Rosemont PR materials and the DEIS state that the proposed 
project is approximately 30 miles south of Tucson.  It is important to note that the Tucson city 
limits (not shown on this map) are a mere nine (9) miles north of the proposed project, and the 
existing southern edge of urban development in the greater Tucson area is within six (6) miles of 
the proposed mine site. Also of interest is the “agricultural” classification of the Rosemont 
property and the adjoining three Augusta Resource properties.  This is of public interest since the 
Rosemont property is being taxed as an agricultural use (low tax rate), although there are 
residential structure(s) on some properties.  
 
Visual Exhibit 3: Greater Tucson Area Land Use Change: Projected Land Use Change – 
2007 to 2040.  This map, created by the Pima Association of Governments, shows the location 
and intensity of development of the greater Tucson area between 2007 and 2040.  Of particular 
importance is the fact that a significant amount of projected growth is located in the southeastern 
portion of the greater Tucson area, a considerable portion of which is situated within 15 miles of 
the proposed open-pit copper mine.  Essentially, this map indicates that the proposed project is in 
direct conflict with the planned growth of the City of Tucson and southeastern Pima County. 
 
Visual Exhibit 4: Public Lands in the Mountain Empire Region: This map shows the 
location of public lands within the region.  Federal lands include holdings under the jurisdiction 
of the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management (including the Las Cienegas National 
Conservation Area immediately to the east of the proposed project), National Park Service, and 
Department of Defense.  The map also shows Arizona State Trust lands, the Santa Rita 
Experimental Range and Wildlife Area.  These public lands represent a major public investment 







as set forth in the comment letter, and any diminution in the value of these public lands resulting 
from the proposed project must be taken into account in the Forest Service decision-making 
process. 
 
Visual Exhibit 5: Ranching and Other Agriculture in the Mountain Empire Region: This 
map shows the location of ranching and other agricultural uses in the region.  The map includes 
the boundaries of the 21 grazing allotments in the Santa Cruz Mountains, and the 29 grazing 
allotments in the Patagonia Mountains and Canelo Hills administered by the Forest Service.  The 
map also show grazing allotments administered by BLM, as well as identifying ranching on 
lands owned by Pima County (lands acquired through open space bonds), State Trust Lands in 
ranching use, other ranches in which State Trust Land is located, and private ranch lands in Pima 
and Santa Cruz Counties.  In addition, the map shows other agricultural uses in Pima and Santa 
Cruz Counties -- orchards, vineyards, and other croplands.  The adverse economic impacts of the 
proposed project on surrounding agricultural lands must be taken into account in the Forest 
Service decision-making process on the proposed project.  Of particular concern to the 
agricultural community are the adverse impacts of the proposed project on water quantity and 
quality, which would affect many agricultural uses and users, as well as the adverse impacts of 
toxic dust deposited on forage on surrounding grazing lands. 
  
Visual Exhibit 6: Mines and Mining Activity in the Mountain Empire Region: This map 
shows the location of over 1,500 mines and mining activities within the region per records from 
the Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources.  As discussed in the text of the 
Coalition comment letter and per the map legend, this map shows the location of currently 
producing mines, mines where development has been initiated, defined prospects, raw prospects, 
past producing mines (some of which are played out but others with remaining mineral 
resources), unknown resources, and “no data”.  It is clear that this distribution of mines and 
mining activities represents a major conflict with other uses within the National Forests (grazing, 
recreation, hunting, hiking, camping, etc.) as well as with adjoining private lands and land uses 
(including, but not limited to residential development, ranching, and other agricultural uses).  
The cumulative effects of these mines and mining uses must be taken into account in the Forest 
Service decision-making process on the proposed project.   
 
Visual Exhibit 7: Mining Claims and Grazing Allotments in the Mountain Empire Region: 
This map shows the location of over 70,000 mining claims in the region, most of which occur on 
National Forest Lands.  Mining claim data is derived from US Bureau of Land Management data 
bases; grazing allotment data is derived from US Forest Service data bases.  Mining claims are 
shown by density of claims per quarter section; larger dot sizes and colors ranging from yellow 
to red indicate higher claim densities.  Red dots indicate over 120 mining claims per quarter 
section (i.e., per 120 acres). There are over 9,000 mining claims on the 21 grazing allotments in 
the Santa Rita Mountains, and over 16,000 mining claims on the 29 grazing allotments in the 
Patagonia Mountains and Canelo Hills.  These data make clear that the distribution of mining 
claims and grazing allotments represents a major conflict between the extractive resource users 
and agricultural users.  Water use, water quality, toxic dust, and use preemption are the primary 
concerns.  The cumulative effects of the development of some portion of these mining claims 
must be taken into account in the Forest Service decision-making process on the proposed 
Rosemont copper mine.   







Visual Exhibits 8 and 9:  Photographs referenced in comments on transportation and 
specifically safety concerns about travelling on SR 8.  They were taken by Mr. Quentin Lewton 
in October, 2011, travelling south on SR 83 in late afternoon and show the tremendous visibility 
challenges travelling on SR 83 at present. 


Visual Exhibit 10:   Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) Outreach Team, “I-10 
Closed Overnight from 9 P.M. Friday, April 8, through 7 A.M., Saturday, April 9;  Postcard with 
map showing 67-mile detour on SR 82, 83 and 90.  Even as this is being written, another closure 
of I-10 is being planned by ADOT.  The analysis must factor in the additional traffic from such 
shutdowns in light of traffic on SR 83 generated by the construction and operation of the 
proposed mine. 


Visual Exhibit 11:  Map showing sites recommended for additional visual analysis. 
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CENTER for SCIENCE in PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
224 North Church Avenue, Bozeman, MT  59715      


Phone (406) 585-9854 / Fax (406) 585-2260 / web: www.csp2.org / e-mail: csp2@csp2.org  


 “Technical Support for Grassroots Public Interest Groups” 


  
  January 9, 2012 
Jim Upchurch, Forest Supervisor 
Coronado National Forest 
300 W. Congress 
Tucson, Arizona 85701 
Phone (520) 388-8300 
CoronadoNF@RosemontEIS.us 
 
Re: Comments on Rosemont Copper Project: Draft Environmental Impact Statement1 
 
Dear Supervisor Upchurch: 


The Center for Science in Public Participation provides technical advice to public interest groups, non-
governmental organizations, regulatory agencies, mining companies, and indigenous communities on the 
environmental impacts of mining.  CSP2 specializes in hard rock mining, especially with those issues 
related to water quality impacts and reclamation bonding.   


The comments below have been drafted by David Chambers, Ph.D. (DEIS Section-Specific Comments), 
Stu Levit, M.S. (Comments on the Rosemont Reclamation and Closure Plan), and Kendra Zamzow, Ph.D. 
(Comments on Rosemont Geochemistry), all with CSP2. The comments were prepared under a contract 
with the Mountain Empire Action Alliance, Sonoita, AZ. 


1. SUMMARY 


The proposed Rosemont mine poses a number of environmental challenges: 


1.1. Water Quality 


Long term groundwater loss, and the potential for groundwater contamination, are the most significant 
issues.  Water quality modeling predicts that seepage from the waste rock and tailings will meet 
groundwater quality standards.  Seepage from the closed heap leach pad will require long term treatment, 
which would be accomplished in a biotreatment facility.  Long term pit water quality is predicted to meet 
water quality standards.2   


As a precautionary measure to prevent the contamination of offsite groundwater, a pit lake will be 
allowed to form.  Because of the evaporative loss from the pit lake (and groundwater), groundwater flow 
will be toward the pit lake, insuring that any unpredicted contaminants from the mine facilities (waste 
rock, heap, tailings, and/or pit walls) would not impact offsite groundwater.  Given the demonstrated level 
of uncertainty in water quality modeling this is a good plan, but it does highlight the uncertainty in long 
term water quality prediction, and does permanently impact long term groundwater quantity, a significant 
concern in this desert area. 


A compromise between protecting groundwater quality and quantity would be partial backfill of the pit, to 
reduce groundwater loss due to evaporation.3  This option was eliminated from detailed evaluation in 
DEIS, although it is stated that partial backfill is still being considered by the Forest Service as a 


                                                 
1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Rosemont Copper Project, United States Department of Agriculture, Forest 
Service, Southwestern Region, MB-R3-05-3, September 2011 
2 DEIS, Executive Summary 
3Rosemont Backfill and Pit Lake Management Approaches, Tetra Tech Technical Memorandum, 10Apr10, Section 4.2 Partial 
Backfill Below Pre-Mining Groundwater Elevations 
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mitigation measure for the existing alternatives in the EIS.4  It should be noted that not only would partial 
backfill mitigate long term groundwater loss, but it would also provide more jobs in the local community. 


1.2. Reclamation & Closure 


The DEIS refers to two documents completed by Tetra Tech for Rosemont.  These documents do not 
actually present a reclamation plan but rather seem to establish generalized reclamation goals and 
suggestions.   


A number of the goals are deficient but the greater problem is that the public is required to assess the 
proposed alternatives in the DEIS without the benefit of determining whether each alternative is actually 
reclaimable.  The DEIS asks the public (and regulatory reviewers) to presume that each alternative will 
yield the same reclamation results, even though the proposed alternatives yield different mine plans and 
impacts.  For this reason, among others, the DEIS should be supplemented with a more detailed 
reclamation plan, at least for the preferred alternative.  This will allow reviewers to actually assess the 
mine’s potential impacts without taking it on faith (with no assessment) that reclamation will occur, will 
be effective, at least for the preferred alternative evaluated in the DEIS. 


1.3. Geochemistry 


SRK, as a part of a review done for the Arizona DEQ, pointed out a number of issues that were not 
adequately addressed.  These include 


 Analysis conducted with limits of detection that are too high to be relevant 
 Blasting residue from ANFO has not been included in models for seep water 
 Inadequate characterization tests 


o Concerns that SPLP tests may be diluting leached constituents 
o Suggestions to conduct long term humidity cell (HCT) testing 
o Calibrating acid-balance accounting (ABA) tests for site conditions 


 Including more elements in model starting solutions (Sb, Be, Cr, Hg, Tl, Ra, gross alpha, gross 
beta).  Uranium should also be added, given that uranium was detected in natural groundwater, 
and is mobilized under alkaline conditions. 


 Providing a detailed plan of how potentially acid generating (PAG) material will be surrounded by 
neutralizing material, given that much of the PAG material will be removed later in mine life.  
Rosemont says it is possible they may need to “re-handle” 70 Mt of waste rock.5  


These are all issues that need to be addressed as a part of the EIS process.  There are several important 
issues that are not addressed in these comments, but which are clearly interrelated: 


1.4. Air Quality 


Alternatives 2 (Proposed Action), 3 and 6 predict PM10 to be close to exceedance (97 percent of standard), 
with Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) and Alternative 5 predicting potential violations in PM2.5 and 
PM10, and possible ozone exceedances.6 


1.5. Water Quantity 


In order to protect offsite groundwater quality, long term groundwater quantity is being sacrificed by 
maintaining a pit lake.  The analysis of these potential impacts is beyond the scope of this review.  
However, groundwater quantity in both the Cienega and Santa Cruz Basins needs to be considered.
                                                 
4 DEIS, p. 85, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 
5 Williamson, M and AL Hudson. 2011. Rosemont facility fate and transport modeling response to comments. Technical 
memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont Copper. May 16 
6 DEIS, Executive Summary 
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2. DEIS SECTION-SPECIFIC COMMENTS 


2.1. Chapter 2. Alternatives, Including the Proposed Action  


2.1.1. Stormwater 


The overall conclusion of the modeling for the DEIS is that there will be little or no seepage from any of 
the mine facilities upon closure: 


"Under average climate conditions, seepage from meteoric precipitation did not develop in any of the 
facilities.”(Tetra Tech, 2010e, p. 2)7 


However, a closer review of the technical reports associated with the DEIS reveals that there is potential 
for seepage from the tailings (due to draindown of moisture as the tailings consolidate – Tetra Tech, 
2010e, p. 2-3), from draindown of the heap leach facility (which would require water treatment until it 
ceases – Tetra Tech, 2010e, p. 2), and from the waste rock (if there is any ponding on the surface of waste 
rock – Tetra Tech, 2010e, p. 2). 


The key assumptions in the modeling that lead to the conclusion that there will be no net long term 
seepage appear to be that:  


1) the outer surface of the Rosemont Ridge Landform was sloped a minimum of one (1) percent, and 
there is no ponding on the surface of the facilities (Tetra Tech, 2010e, p. 2); and, 


2) the tailings will eventually consolidate to a final permeability of 6 x 10-7 cm/sec (Tetra Tech, 
2010e, p. 26). 


These assumptions lead to modeling results that predict runoff amounts of 79% to 100%, even for the 
100-year, 24-hour, and Multi-Day Storm Event scenarios (Tetra Tech, 2010e, Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, pp. 49-
50).  Based on experience, these are very high percentages for runoff, and conditions that lead to these 
high values for stormwater runoff may be difficult to engineer and maintain in the actual mine facilities. 


For the closed tailings facility, it is noted that: 


 “The top of the tailings area is relatively impervious and would slope inward (away from the 
buttresses) so that all precipitation that falls on top of the active tailings area would remain on top 
and evaporate." (DEIS, p. 32) 


Infiltration through the top of a dry tailings pile has proven to be significant, even where covers were 
designed to evaporate and/or prevent the infiltration of precipitation (e.g. covers at the Mineral Hill Mine, 
Jardine, MT, and the Greens Creek mine, Admiralty Island, AK).  Although there is more precipitation at 
northern mines than at Rosemont, the level of precipitation at this site is significant, and it is also likely 
that a wide range in the size and duration of precipitation events, even in the desert, can be expected.  
Unanticipated abnormal precipitation events have overwhelmed engineered facilities at mines on a 
frequent basis (e.g. a waste dump failure at the reclaimed Landusky Mine, Montana, in May, 2011).  The 
long term implications of precipitation infiltration cannot be minimized or ignored. 


It is also apparent that there is the assumption that there will be little seepage through the tailings because 
the natural low permeability of uniformed-sized tailings particles.  


“The thickness of the waste rock cap over tailings is not considered to be the critical determining 
factor for seepage of stormwater through the tailings (which is controlled by the low permeability of 
the unsaturated tailings).” (DEIS, p. 57) 


                                                 
7 Tetra Tech, 2010e, Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report, Tetra Tech Project, No. 114-320794. Prepared 
for Rosemont Copper Company, Tucson, Arizona, August 
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Seepage through tailings ponds is typically controlled by cracks that accompany wetting and drying 
cycles, and not the laboratory-tested tailings permeability. 


Similarly, the heap leach facility is to be encapsulated by waste rock as part of the closure plan, and it is 
assumed that no seepage due to infiltration will reach the closed heap. 


“This lined facility is designed to collect all possible drainage and solution, is on top of a stable rock 
location, and would be encapsulated by waste rock to protect from stormwater infiltration up to the 
maximum reasoned storm event.” (DEIS, p. 75) 


As noted above, infiltration thorough waste material, especially highly permeable waste rock, is typical in 
large/long precipitation events.  Even if this occurs only occasionally, it could be an issue with the heap 
because the heap is projected to have poor seepage water quality, and this would mean that long term 
water collection and treatment capability would be required. 


Recommendation:  The closure plan should assume that seepage will occur on an intermittent basis 
from the tailings and waste rock, and provisions for collection of the seepage, if 
necessary, should be incorporated into the mine closure plan. 


2.1.2. Dry-Stack Tailings Facility 


With regard to placement of the dry tailings, it is noted that: 


"The dewatered tailings would be deposited by a mechanical stacker and moved and compacted as 
needed by a bulldozer." (DEIS, p. 49) 


Experience with dry stack tailings has shown that optimum compaction is not achieved by placement and 
spreading with haul trucks and/or bulldozers.  Failure to achieve optimum compactions affects long term 
stack stability, and most importantly water conductivity and content.  Roller compaction is the only 
technique that has been shown to provide optimum tailings compaction.  Compaction of the tailings under 
the waste rock buttress is also recommended in a technical report done as a part of the EIS process.8 


Recommendation:  Compaction of the tailings should be a design engineering function, and the 
compaction should be tested on a regular basis for compliance with design 
parameters. 


2.1.3. Central Drain 


A central rock drain is planned to route excess stormwater through the tailings disposal area from both 
upstream and on top of the dry-stack tailings facility.  The central drain would be a rock chimney drain 
located between the north and south tailings. (DEIS, p. 51) 


A drain of this type poses several long term issues.  First, the drain, which must allow periodically large 
stormwater flows pass under the tailings in perpetuity, could plug and force stormwater to pool and 
infiltrate into the tailings.  This could impact groundwater. 


Second, a drain is a conduit for seepage from the material that overlies the drain.  There is no mention in 
the DEIS of lining the drain to insure that seepage from the tailings cannot enter the drain. 


Recommendation:  The Central Drain should be hydrologically isolated (lined) to prevent seepage from 
the tailings from entering the drain, and a contingency plan should be developed in 
case the drain becomes plugged. 


  


                                                 
8 Geologic Hazards Assessment, Project No. 320614, Prepared for Augusta Resource Corporation, Golden, Colorado: Tetra 
Tech. June, 2007, p. 4. 
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2.1.4. Mitigation Measures Incorporated into the Project Design 


Although it has not been incorporated into any of the present alternatives, the Forest Service notes in the 
DEIS that it is considering geomorphic landform design as a part of the closure design for mine facilities. 


“The Forest Service is currently exploring the status of geomorphic landform design in the mining 
industry. If these investigations show that geomorphic landform design is a reasonable approach and 
may be feasible for the project, the Forest Service will then apply geomorphic principles to at least 
one alternative. This may include partial backfill of the pit to reduce the footprint of waste rock and 
tailings facilities while maintaining a hydraulic sink. This investigation is currently taking place, and 
potential design work would occur between the DEIS and FEIS.”(DEIS, p. 64) 


Geomorphic landform design would be a very important element of an environmentally sustainable mine 
closure plan.  The drystack tailings design, in particular, would need to be engineered from day one for 
geomorphic landforms.  For this reason a decision to incorporate this technique, which has been very 
successful at some locations, needs to be made at the beginning of the project. 


Recommendation:  Full analysis of the application of the geomorphic landform principle should be 
made available for public review and comment as a part of supplement to the Draft 
EIS process. 


2.1.5. Aquifer Protection Permit 


Even though there is a significant excess of buffering carbonate in the waste rock that will be produced, 
because sulfide minerals are present, there is a potential for localized Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) and for 
Metals Leaching (ML).  Metals Leaching refers to elements that are liberated during localized ARD 
reactions.  Elements such as antimony, arsenic, cadmium, molybdenum, selenium, thallium and zinc 
remain relatively soluble, even as interaction with carbonate rock raises the pH.  Because there is the 
potential for ARD/ML at Rosemont, care and preparation are required to identify which waste rock has 
the potential for ARD/ML, which will require testing of material as it is mined, and a plan that specifies 
specific actions to be taken when this material is encountered.  Lack of thorough testing procedures to 
accurately identify the potentially ARD/ML waste, and strict adherence to the procedures identified in the 
disposal plan for this material will likely lead to problems with ARD/ML. 


It is noted that: 


“On May 16, 2011, Rosemont Copper submitted documents to the Coronado and Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality that describe and commit to measures to identify and ensure isolation of 
potentially acid-generating waste rock, prevention of acid generation from mine waste, and any 
additional mitigation measures that may be necessary should prevention measures fail. These include 
the development of a plan to identify and manage materials using geochemical analysis and acid-base 
accounting methods.” (DEIS, p. 76) 


This document, (Technical Memorandum, Rosemont Facility Fate and Transport Modeling Response to 
Comments, A Hudson and M Williamson, Tetra Tech, May 16, 2011), notes that: 


"The Technical Memorandum titled Rosemont Waste Rock Segregation Plan – Revision 1, dated 
January 12, 2011 presents the current plan for operational identification, testing, and placement of 
PAG material within the Waste Rock Storage Area."9  


This Technical Memorandum (Krizek, D, Rosemont Waste Rock Segregation Plan – Revision 1, Tetra 
Tech, 25Jan11) is in response to a comment from ADEQ: 
                                                 
9 Note: the Revision 1 technical memo is actually dated January 21, 2011.  This document is not listed in Chapter 6: Literature 
Cited, but is available on the Forest Service website of reference documents. 
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"ADEQ recommends that Rosemont should develop a more comprehensive plan to ensure segregation 
of potentially acid generating material using ABA testing and Synthetic Precipitation Leaching 
Procedure. Please submit a copy of the comprehensive plan for segregating potentially acid 
generating material." 


Unfortunately, the 25Jan11 Technical Memorandum is for the most part a tutorial on the classification 
systems for ARD, and is at best a guidance document for waste rock segregation.  The “current plan” for 
waste rock management contains guidance like: 


“Acid generating waste rock will be placed to the interior of the Waste Rock Storage Area and 
possibly mixed (comingled) with nonacid generating waste rock” (Section 4.0 Waste Rock 
Segregation Plan, emphasis added) 


and; 


“Placement of the material should also be verified.” (Waste Rock Segregation Plan – Revision 1, 
Section 4.1 Rock Inspection and Classification, emphasis added) 


This is not an appropriate management plan for a potentially critical issue like ARD management.  The 
"Waste Rock Segregation Plan" part of the Technical Memorandum is less than 2 pages in length.  It is 
not reasonable to conclude that this is the "comprehensive plan" specifically recommended by ADEQ.   


Proper waste rock classification and segregation is important at any mine with sulfide material, even if 
there is a preponderance of acid-consuming carbonate available.  Lack of a carefully developed and 
comprehensive scheme for identifying and segregating PAG material can lead to long term water quality 
problems that are expensive to mitigate, and often impossible to reverse. 


Recommendation:  A comprehensive waste rock segregation plan, including well defined waste 
identification, segregation, and placement procedures, should be submitted for both 
agency and public review as a part of a supplement to the Draft EIS. 


2.1.6. Financial Assurance 


Financial assurance for a mine typically runs tens of millions of dollars – approximately $24 million for 
Rosemont.10  Financial assurance for a mine is required because the public is liable for mine closure costs 
should the mine operator become bankrupt – a situation that has occurred regularly in the US.  A public 
liability of tens of millions of dollars is a significant issue related to a federal permit, and should be 
disclosed and discussed in a Draft EIS, at least for the preferred alternative. 


It is noted in the DEIS that: 


“Rosemont Copper has submitted calculations in section 13 of their aquifer protection permit 
application, which includes all reclamation costs, including bonds for the Forest Service, Arizona 
State mine inspector, and Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. These calculations have not 
yet been reviewed by the Forest Service. Since the components of the final decision are unknown at 
this time, it is premature for the Forest Service to calculate bond amounts. Once a final decision has 
been determined, the Forest Service would calculate bond amounts and ensure that adequate bonding 
is provided.” (DEIS, pp. 80-81) 


                                                 
10 Reclamation and Closure Plan, Rosemont Copper, July 2007, Table 13-2.  It is also interesting to note that reclamation 
sureties can be much larger – usually associated with long term water treatment.  The reclamation and closure for the Red Dog 
Mine in Alaska is over $300 million. 
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If the Forest Service waits until “a final decision has been determined” for the project, the public will 
have no practical means to comment on the reclamation surety, so the process proposed in the DEIS 
means that the surety analysis and requirements would be developed with no public review and comment. 


Recommendation:  An analysis of the financial surety for the Rosemont mine should be developed and 
included in a supplement to the Draft EIS. 


2.1.7. Chapter 2. Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 


NEPA requires that a set of alternatives be developed for the EIS, including consideration of a reasonable 
range of alternatives that meet the project purpose and need and that are economically and technically 
feasible.  For the Rosemont project a number of alternatives were considered, but judged not feasible for 
further consideration.  In addition to the information on alternatives considered but eliminated from 
detailed study in this section of the DEIS, a supporting document was prepared which provides additional 
detail on the dropped alternatives.11 


Several of these dropped alternatives also bear some additional consideration. 


 
2.1.7.1. Partial Pit Backfill 


The goal of partial backfill of waste rock into the mined out pit would be to minimize groundwater loss 
while maintaining a hydrologic sink to protect regional groundwater quality.   It was estimated that 14 
percent of the waste rock could be placed back in the pit and still maintain a hydrologic sink.12 This would 
increase reclamation costs, and the Forest Service is currently investigating this option and may include it 
in one or more alternatives in the FEIS. (DEIS, p. 85) 


Partial backfill should have been an important part of the DEIS analysis.  Offsetting long term 
groundwater loss and providing more jobs in reclamation are important considerations that should be 
evaluated for this alternative, yet only four lines of text are devoted to the partial backfill option in the 
DEIS.  If the evaluation of this alternative is left to the FEIS, as proposed by the Forest Service, then the 
public will not have an opportunity for comment and response on this important alternative. 


Recommendation:  An analysis of the partial backfill option for the Rosemont mine should be 
developed and included in a supplement to the Draft EIS. 


2.1.7.2. Modify the Mine Operating Life 


This alternative considers modifying the mine life by lengthening the number of years taken to mine and 
process the same volume of ore.  The modifications considered did not affect the ultimate size of the open 
pit, waste rock dumps, tailings, or the total volume of water used or the ultimate viewshed.  Lengthening 
the mine life would require a smaller plant size, reduced staffing, and reduced on- and off-site vehicular 
traffic on a daily basis. 


The final determination to eliminate this alternative was based on the follow rationale: 


"Rather than using an arbitrary production schedule, mine-planning professionals use optimization 
programs to determine the most favorable life of mine using inputs from all of the conditions 
associated with the mine, such as infrastructure requirements and considerations of ore type, grade, 


                                                 
11 Rosemont Copper Project Review of Alternatives Considered but Dismissed, SRK Consulting, May 7, 2010.  This document 
is not listed in Chapter 6: Literature Cited, but is available on the Forest Service website of reference documents. 
12 Assuming 1.23 billion tons waste rock (Krizek, K, Rosemont Waste Rock Segregation Plan – Revision 1, Tetra Tech, 
25Jan11, p. 3, Table 1), 14% would equal 172 million tons.  A preliminary number for estimating the cost waste rock would be 
$1/ton, but this number could vary considerably. 
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and occurrence. For these and other reasons, while the alternative is technically feasible it is not 
practically feasible." (SRK Consulting, 7May10, p. 31) 


This is a not-so-oblique way of saying that mine economics drive the mine-life process, if for no other 
reason than variables like maximizing local economic impact or minimizing environmental impacts are 
not inputs to the "optimization programs" being discussed.  While it is understandable that regulatory 
agencies do not have the ability under their permitting authorities to mandate mine life, a more sincere 
analysis is deserving. 


2.1.7.3. Suspend Mining during Certain Environmental Conditions 


This alternative considers suspending mining during certain environmental conditions such as high winds, 
extreme drought, or excellent visibility. The intent of this alternative is to reduce or eliminate fugitive dust 
created by mining and processing activities.  The alternative also considered day only-operations. 


The final determination to eliminate this alternative was based on the follow rationale: 


"It is not practically feasible to operate a mine on a 12-hour schedule. Mining and milling operations 
are continuous-flow processes that are not amenable to being shut down half of each day (12-hour 
scheduling)." (SRK Consulting, 7May10, p. 33) 


This response is misleading.  It is practical to conduct mining operations on a 12-hour schedule, but the 
mill would need to operate on a 24-hour schedule.  Again, this response appears to short circuit a more 
sincere evaluation of this alternative, which would be technically feasible.  The ultimate viability of this 
alternative would be purely economic. 


With regard to the potential for shutting down mine operations during dust events, it was concluded: 


"It is not practically feasible to suspend mining during high winds, in most instances." (SRK 
Consulting, 7May10, p. 34) 


It is feasible to suspend mining during high winds.  In fact, on the next page of the SRK report it is 
explained: 


"It is practically feasible to suspend selected operations temporarily during high winds to comply with 
air-quality permit requirements. This is a standard industry practice." (SRK Consulting, 7May10, p. 
35) 


Making such contradictory statements does not lend credibility to these alternatives analyses.  Mining 
operations will in fact be suspended if air quality permit conditions require it.  The “suspend mining 
during high winds” variation conceivably would just make these suspensions more frequent, but the 
impact of requiring this was not evaluated in eliminating this alternative. 


2.2. Chapter 3. Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences 


2.2.1. Maximum Credible Earthquake 


Determining the largest earthquake that a site will experience is very important from a design perspective.  
It is critically important to make sure mine waste facilities are designed to withstand earthquake shaking 
because failure of one of these structures could release a large amount of waste, with commensurate 
environmental and economic impacts.  While mine processing facilities are only required to stand for 
several decades, mine waste storage facilities must maintain their integrity in perpetuity, so the design 
requirements for waste storage facilities should be much more conservative than those for facilities that 
will only operate during the life of the mine. 
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The Rosemont Project has correctly used the maximum earthquake, which is the largest earthquake we 
might expect based on presently available information, as the design seismic event for the waste rock 
storage area and the dry-stack tailings facility. (DEIS, p. 131) 


However, not mentioned in the DEIS itself, but contained in the technical support documents, is more 
detail on the design specifications/calculations, some of which bear further review.   


2.2.2. Stability of Tailings and Waste Rock 


As mentioned, the tailings and waste rock facilities are being designed using the Maximum Credible 
Earthquake, but pseudostatic analysis was employed to evaluate both static and seismic loading 
conditions.13  A more detailed description of this design analysis is found in “Tetra Tech. 2007a. Geologic 
Hazards Assessment, Project No. 320614, Prepared for Augusta Resource Corporation, Golden, 
Colorado: Tetra Tech. June.”  In that document is the description of the design approach: 


"For pseudostatic analyses for the Rosemont site, the pseudostatic coefficient has been set at 2/3 of 
the peak ground acceleration. For dynamic analysis of structures, such as buildings or high-risk 
earthen embankments a more rigorous approach requiring earthquake acceleration time histories is 
required. Earthquake acceleration time histories may be generated synthetically or integrated using 
actual records or historic ground motions recorded at strong ground motion stations. For dynamic 
analysis at the Project site time histories will need to be developed, as needed, for the final design 
effort." (Tetra Tech. 2007a, p. 26) 


A pseudostatic analysis (sometimes called seismic coefficient analysis) should only be considered as an 
index of the seismic resistance available in a structure not subject to build-up of pore pressure from 
shaking.  It is not possible to predict failure by pseudostatic analysis, and other types of analysis are 
generally required to provide a more reliable basis for evaluating field performance.14  FERC practice 
previously allowed the use of the pseudostatic method of analysis in areas of low or negligible seismicity 
(peak ground accelerations of 0.05g or less). FERC no longer uses a pseudostatic analysis to judge the 
seismic stability of embankment dams.15 


The dry stack tailings facility, and the waste rock dump, at Rosemont are waste storage facilities that need 
to be, and are, being designed with engineering expertise.  That being said, the dry stack tailings facility is 
being designed with what are termed “upstream lifts” – i.e. small, incrementally constructed dams whose 
foundation material is the tailings themselves.  These tailings can resaturate with water, and because of 
this factor upstream dams are statistically the most likely to fail under seismic loading. 


In addition, the waste rock seismic stability analysis also used a pseudostatic analysis.16  However, unlike 
0.217g assumed for the tailings facility seismic stability analysis, the Waste Rock stability analysis only 
assumed a maximum horizontal acceleration of 0.03g, which was not based on the Maximum Credible 
Earthquake.17  Using this value for long term seismic analysis would be totally inadequate. 


Recommendation:  A full dynamic analysis, rather than a pseudostatic analysis, should be conducted 
for all structures being engineered for the Maximum Credible Earthquake.  The 


                                                 
13 AMEC Earth and Environmental Inc. 2009b, Technical Memorandum: Dry Stack Facility Stability Analysis. Project No. 
9420119100. Prepared for Rosemont Copper Company, Englewood, Colorado: AMEC Earth and Environmental Inc. 
December 15, p. 1 
14 See Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety Earthquake Analyses and Design of Dams, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
May 2005 
15 Strength of Materials for Embankment Dams, United States Society on Dams, February 2007, p. 13 
16 Mohseni, Tetra Tech, 12Mar10, Waste Rock Storage Area - Stability Analysis, Document # 076/10-320832-5.3, p. 3 
17 Mohseni, Tetra Tech, 12Mar10, p. 2 
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analysis for the waste rock should be redone based on the Maximum Credible 
Earthquake, as was done for the tailings. 


These structures are designed to stand in perpetuity, so a full and conservative analysis of their 
performance in large seismic events should be done. 


2.2.3. Action Alternatives’ Projected Effects on Bioaccumulation of Heavy Metals from Fugitive 
Dust 


Bioaccumulation of heavy metals from fugitive dust emissions is not assessed in the DEIS.  This is an 
important factor, and should not be postponed until the Final EIS, when there is no response to public 
comment. 


Recommendation:  An analysis of bioaccumulation of heavy metals from fugitive dust emissions for 
the Rosemont mine should be developed and included in a supplement to the Draft 
EIS. 


2.2.4. Expected Water Quality – Waste Rock Facility 


In both the DEIS and a supporting technical support report it is assumed that any seepage from the waste 
rock will not impair groundwater quality: 


“Fate and transport modeling showed where there may be the potential for seepage to reach the base 
of the Waste Rock Storage Area, and that the seepage may have constituents above the Arizona 
Aquifer Water Quality Standards (AWQS). In these cases, however, the constituent concentrations are 
not higher than natural background levels that exist in this mineralized area.” (Tetra Tech, 2010e, p. 
2) 


and; 


 “Arsenic is predicted to exceed the proposed lower arsenic standard of 0.010 milligram per liter. 
However, the predicted arsenic concentration of 0.013 milligram per liter is generally in the range 
naturally observed in groundwater samples within the project area (<0.0005 to 0.0266 milligram per 
liter).”(DEIS, p. 288) 


However, Table 65. “Expected Water Quality from Waste Rock Seepage” lists the Predicted Waste Rock 
Seepage value at 0.013 mg/L, and the Ambient Groundwater Quality as 0.0037 mg/L. The present 
Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standard is 0.050 mg/L, with the standard expected to move to the new 
federal standard of 0.010 mg/L.  The expected value would be in excess of the new standard, while the 
ambient value is only 1/3 of the new standard.  From the data presented in Table 65, it was concluded 
that: 


“None of the constituents predicted in the waste rock seepage exceed current Arizona Aquifer Water 
Quality Standards.” (DEIS, p. 288) 


In Table 65 it is also predicted that Nitrate and Nitrite (as N) values would be 0.018 mg/L for the waste 
rock seepage, with the ambient background at 0.49 mg/L (DEIS, p. 289).  It is our experience that blasting 
residue from the ammonium nitrate – diesel fuel blasting agent often yields nitrate residuals of tens of 
mg/L that persist for decades.  From the results for nitrate/nitrite presented in Table 65 it is apparent that 
blasting residue from the ammonium nitrate – diesel fuel blasting agent has not been factored into the 
water quality modeling for the waste rock. 


In its response to an agency review, the Rosemont consultant stated: 


"Tetra Tech acknowledges that explosives residual leaching was not considered in the starting 
solution associated with Waste Rock Storage Area. However, adding a residual impact to the model 
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would have no impact on the overall predicted results. In addition because of the high solubility and 
mobility of nitrate, it is not anticipated that it will build up in the system, but rather be flushed from 
the pit walls and waste rock by precipitation or dust suppression activities, keeping the concentrations 
low."18 


It is the experience of this reviewer that exactly the opposite usually occurs.  It is common that nitrate 
residue does build up on waste rock, and that elevated levels of nitrate are common in leachate from waste 
rock for years after mine closure. 


Recommendation:  It should be clarified in a supplement to the Draft EIS that Arizona Aquifer Water 
Quality Standards could be exceeded by seepage from the waste rock, and the 
predictive modeling should include estimates for nitrate/nitrite that include blasting 
residue from the ammonium nitrate – diesel fuel blasting agent. 


In this same section of the DEIS it has also been noted that: 


"A long-term maintenance plan to ensure continuation of treatment (of seepage from the heap leach 
facility), if needed, has not yet been developed and is expected to be included under the Aquifer 
Protection Permit program administered by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality." 
(DEIS, p. 290) 


The seepage from the heap is predicted to be acidic, and has all of the characteristics of acid mine 
drainage.19  How the heap seepage will be collected and treated, if necessary, is very important to the 
public because of the potential cost of collection and treatment, and should be disclosed for comment as 
part of the DEIS process. 


Recommendation:  Because of the technical considerations and financial implications, the plan for the 
collection and treatment of seepage should be included for analysis as part of a 
supplement to the Draft EIS. 


2.2.5. Impacts from Mine Pit Lake 


Water quality of the pit lake that will be formed after the cessation of mining (as well as seepage from the 
tailings and waste rock as previously noted), has been described in DEIS as meeting Arizona Water 
Quality Standards: 


“The geochemistry of the mine pit lake results from the contributing inflow water quality, the 
interaction with mine wall rock, and evaporation. Geochemical modeling indicates that no 
constituents exceed numeric Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards.” (DEIS, p. 292) 


Yet a review of the data presented in Table 68 “Results of Geochemical Modeling for Mine Pit Lake at 
200 Years” shows that thallium would be in excess of Arizona Aquifer Water Quality Standards.  It 
should also be noted that as with the arsenic water quality standard, which is required to be lowered by 
federal regulations, the thallium standard also is due to be lowered from 0.002 mg/L to 0.00024, so 
AWQSs will need to be upgraded.20 


Table 68 also predicts selenium and zinc to be in excess of aquatic water quality standards, but not aquifer 
water quality standards – but this will be a lake. 


                                                 
18 Technical Memorandum, Rosemont Facility Fate and Transport Modeling Response to Comments, A Hudson and M 
Williamson, Tetra Tech, May 16, 2011, p. 6 
19 DEIS, Table 66 “Expected Water Quality from Heap Leach Seepage” 
20 National Recommended Water Quality Criteria, USEPA Office of Water, 4304T, 2009, 
http://www.epa.gov/ost/criteria/wqctable/ 
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In general water quality predictions paint a fairly rosy picture, with the exception of the heap seepage.  
Nonetheless, it seems to be the universal choice of all of the EIS participants to retain a pit lake at closure, 
which will maximize groundwater loss, but will also protect off-site groundwater due to the cone of 
depression created by pit evaporation.  And despite the generally good water quality modeling 
predictions, when discussing the pit lake it is noted in the DEIS: 


“… the geochemistry of the mine pit lake is still potentially a hazard in and of itself.” (DEIS, p. 291) 


On the one hand it is conceptually difficult to support predictions of no seepage and good water quality 
for waste rock, tailings, and the pit lake where plans for potential water quality collection and treatment 
systems are left for future analysis.  On the other hand plans are being made to leave a pit lake which will 
cause the depletion of an important groundwater resource while predictions for pit lake water quality are 
good. 


2.2.6. Mitigation Effectiveness 


In this section five examples of important mine management components not yet developed, are 
described: (DEIS, pp. 347-348) 


(1) stormwater management and drainage system design;  
(2) detailed PAG identification, isolation, and mitigation plan;  
(3) pit wall PAG management strategies,  
(4) revegetation plan; and;  
(5) stormwater prevention pollution plan.   


The plans/management strategies/systems/measures needed to manage these long term issues are 
extremely important, but (potential) solutions are not being developed prior to allowing development of 
the mine - only promises to develop these mitigations.  Because of their importance to water quality, these 
management plans should have been included in the DEIS. 


Recommendation:  A stormwater management and drainage system design; a detailed PAG 
identification, isolation, and mitigation plan; a pit wall PAG management 
strategies, a revegetation plan; and; a stormwater prevention pollution plan should 
be included for analysis as part of a supplement to the Draft EIS. 


3. RECLAMATION AND CLOSURE PLAN, ROSEMONT COPPER21 


3.1. General Reclamation Comments 


On behalf of Rosemont Copper, in 2007 Tetra Tech completed a description of the design approach and 
goals of the proposed reclamation activities for the proposed action in the reclamation and closure plan 
(Tetra Tech RCP 2007).22  Also on behalf of Rosemont Copper, in 2010 Tetra Tech completed a 
reclamation concept update report that expanded on some of the ideas presented in the previous 
reclamation and closure plan (Tetra Tech’s November 2010 Survey of Salvage Topsoil Resources).23  
Comments on both documents are presented. 


                                                 
21 Tetra Tech completed at least a half-dozen documents that relate to reclamation, especially regarding soil salvage.  
Regarding reclamation, the Forest Service focuses mostly on Tetra Tech’s July 2007 Reclamation and Closure Plan, Rosemont 
Copper and Tetra Tech’s November 2010 Survey of Salvage Topsoil Resources for the Rosemont Mining Area – Revision 1, 
Rosemont Copper Project.  For that and other reasons these two documents are the focus on CSP2’s review and comments.  
22 Reclamation and Closure Plan, Rosemont Copper, Tetra Tech Project No. 320614-400, July 2007 
23 Survey of Salvage Topsoil Resources for the Rosemont Mining Area – Revision 1, Rosemont Copper Project, Tetra Tech 
Project No. 114-320891, November 2010 
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In general the combination of the two documents presents a generalized set of reclamation goals and very 
limited actual planning or design.  The DEIS explains that: 


“While these specific actions and initiatives described in the 2007 reclamation and closure plan and 
the 2010 reclamation concept update apply to the proposed action, they would also apply to the action 
alternatives, as well.  A more detailed reclamation and closure plan would be developed specifically 
for the final selected action alternative.”  (DEIS, p. 71) 


In other words, an actual reclamation plan will be developed in the future for the final selected action 
alternative.  Prior to its adoption, this plan should be subject to the same level of environmental review by 
regulatory agencies and the public via the National Environmental Policy Act. 


It is of concern that reclamation is not actually described or evaluated as part of the analysis of the DEIS’ 
alternatives.  Instead the DEIS explains: 


“... Rosemont Copper Project Reclamation and Closure Plan’s approach to reclamation is to exceed 
regulatory requirements by employing reclamation activities concurrent with mining operations.”  
(DEIS, p. 71) 


Without a substantive description and analysis of reclamation, regulators and the public are left unable to 
actually evaluate the impacts of the alternatives on reclamation plans and reclamation results.  


Recommendation:  The DEIS should consider and review actual reclamation and revegetation plans 
and not just promise to establish good plans.  The regulatory agencies and the 
public should be afforded the opportunity to review both reclamation and 
revegetation details in a supplemental DEIS document. 


3.2. Section 3.0 Reclamation and Planning Concepts 


“The Plan describes a broad view of the area post-mining and describes a potential trust fund, land 
donations and/or securing development rights.” (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 10).   


Recommendation: While land protections are possible considerations, they should be confirmed and 
committed to prior to mining or plan approval if they are to receive reclamation 
credit or credence.  Otherwise they are unsupported and a distraction from valid 
reclamation issues. 


3.3. Constructing an Outer Facility Buttress 


“Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation and Closure Plan describes using waste rock, including that which 
has the potential to generate acid mine drainage, to stabilize the outer slope of the dry tailings 
stacks.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p, 10).   


This may suggest good engineering but it poses significant long-term risk where any potential acid mine 
drainage or leaching may occur.  Combining potentially contaminating, acid generating, or leachable 
materials together compounds the risk of increasing and exacerbating their individual potential impacts.  
Alternatively, where the materials are fully and protectively isolated, then combining materials may 
reduce the footprint of potential contaminant sources.  In other words, by combining deleterious materials 
in an isolating-zone (space) then their cumulative risks may be better isolated because their risk of failure 
is not as physically/geographically dispersed.    To achieve this benefit, all materials with any risk of 
potential leaching contaminants and/or producing acid mine drainage should be fully top-lined and bottom 
lined and include leak/contaminant detection and pumpback designs and facilities.  This is an important 
planning consideration, particularly regarding contemporaneous reclamation. 
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Recommendation:  Waste rock and other materials used for mine construction should not have an acid 
producing potential or contain contaminants that could leach out as part of their 
use/application. 


3.4. Salvaging Soil Resources 


The plan proposes that soil resources will be salvaged, as practicable and as needed, to reclaim the outer 
surface of the Ridge, as well as for reclamation of the plant site.  Where practicable, soil resources will be 
stripped and placed directly on the outer slopes.  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 11).   


 “The need for topsoil salvage to the maximum depth of available material will depend on the 
requirements of the final reclamation plan.  A review of available geophysical data, geologic boring 
investigations, and geologic test pit data in the southern and central portions of the survey area has 
also indicated substantial reserves of unconsolidated and weathered bedrock.  The southwestern 
portion of the survey area also contains deep deposits of remnant terrace materials and highly 
weathered Willow Creek Formation bedrock.  Borings, test pits, or geophysical surveys have not been 
done in the northern portion of the survey area to verify the potential presence of these deeper 
reclamation materials.”  (Tetra Tech’s November 2010 Survey of Salvage Topsoil Resources, p. 19) 
[Emphasis added]. 


Between Tetra Tech’s 2007 and 2010 documents, and the DEIS references to those documents, it appears 
that Rosemont (and potentially the regulatory agencies) seeks to salvage only the amount of topsoil 
resources that it determines it initially plans to use.  All soil resources should be stripped and stored/saved 
for reclamation.  There are few situations where additional soil resources do not improve revegetation and 
reclamation successes.  Mines frequently seek to limit soil resource salvage, possibly because it represents 
an up-front cost - increasing costs before mining yields economic gains.  However, this is no reason to 
limit what are otherwise significant reclamation gains.  The importance of salvaging all soil resources is 
underscored by the possibility that if the mine closes before the full plan is executed, some areas will be 
left undisturbed and some areas disturbed.  The material for the undisturbed area may be where thick soils 
exist, and may be a source of reclamation soil for other areas.  In an early-closure scenario, this would 
lead to soil resource shortages and likely impair reclamation.  Therefore all soil resources should be 
stripped and stored.  This is further discussed below.  Finally, a Note to Table 5.3 states that “Growth 
media requirements not included” in the Annual Waste Rock Production Schedule (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, 
p.17).  It is unclear what this means in the waste rock context but without very significant amendment and 
alteration (nutrients, organic matter, chemical balances, crushing/size, fractionation, etc.) waste rock 
should not be considered as a growth medium or replacement for soil resources. 


Recommendation:  All soil resources should be salvaged and stored prior to further land disturbances. 


3.5. Implementing Selective Vegetation Removal 


The DIS describes that “wherever possible” salvage and transplant of sensitive vegetation “may be 
considered.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 11). 


The plan should require that all sensitive or important vegetation be salvaged and transplanted (including 
stored, such as on soil salvage piles) for future and long term preservation.  This should not be a 
potentially meaningless “consideration”, but rather the plan should establish a clear commitment to 
protect important native species and vegetative/wildlife habitat. 


Recommendation:  Wherever possible sensitive and unique vegetation should be salvaged and stored 
for future use.  Further, native seed sources should be cultivated to promote 
successful, native long-term revegetation. 
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3.6. Section 5.1 Waste Rock Materials, Quantities, and Timing 


“Waste rock from the open pit will be used to develop and build the following facilities or components 
of the Rosemont facility: 


• The buttress around the dry tailings stacks, 
• The buttress around the eastern and southern portions of the waste rock storage facility, 
• Haul roads, 
• Central and Infiltration Drains, 
• The buttress zone adjacent to the Central and Infiltration Drains, and 
• Top Cap over dry tailings stacks. 


The remainder of the material will be placed within the waste rock storage facility.” (Tetra Tech RCP 
2007, p. 14). 


The proposed mine’s use of waste rock for construction underscores the importance of fully 
characterizing potentially acid mine drainage producing materials to ensure that acid mine drainage is 
limited and its effects are fully contained. 


As discussed elsewhere in these comments, the number of samples may not be sufficient to adequately 
characterize acid producing potential.  This is particularly important because it may take years or decades 
for acid mine drainage production to start or become detectable - but once started in earnest it is 
impossible to stop.  With the planned uses of waste rock (roads, facilities, etc.) it will be critical to 
adequately characterize acid producing materials before mining starts and also during mining (simple 
observational determination during mining may not be adequate to ensure that acid producing material is 
properly handled/isolated). 


Regarding acid mine drainage, the timing and location of both the acid producing and neutralizing 
reactions raise questions about the general conclusions about acid production and neutralization (see the 
Reclamation Plan discussion at page 11).  The location and timing of acid producing and neutralizing 
reactions are not necessarily (and are probably unlikely) to be at the same time and location within the 
millions of tons of relevant waste rock.  Just because a series of samples will product acid (acid mine 
drainage) and basic (neutralizing) materials does not mean that the neutralizing materials will be in a 
useful location and will dissolve at the right time to actually neutralize the acid that is formed.  In fact, it 
is likely that the timing will not synchronize and it is improbable that the acid and base ions will happen 
to be in the same location.  Therefore, it is important for mine planning to design and operate facilities 
with the presumption that neutralizing potential will not effectively neutralize acid that is also produced.   


While the percentages of acid producing material may sound low, it is important to evaluate the 
Reclamation Plan’s claims with an understanding that the sample size is very low compared to the vast 
amount of waste and materials produced by the mine.  Even a few-percent of acid producing material 
represents millions of tons of waste rock, etc. 


Recommendation:  It is critical to ensure that all potentially acid producing materials are isolated from 
causing further contamination to onsite or offsite lands and waters. 


With regard to chemical reactivity of rock to be used for mine facilities/construction, Tetra Tech’s 2007 
Reclamation Closure Plan states: 


“Buttress material will be comprised of neutral or chemically inert waste rock material from the open 
pit.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 14) 


The presence of acid producing minerals should not be concluded to be “neutralized” simply because of 
the presence of net neutralizing material.  In light of the above discussion of the timing of release and the 
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physical locations of neutralizing and acid producing materials, the presence of acid producing materials 
should be handled (treated) independent of the presence of neutralizing materials. 


Recommendation:  Material used for construction should not have an acid producing potential or 
contain contaminants that could reasonably be leached. 


3.7. Section 5.6 Surface Treatments and Stormwater Control 


Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan notes that: 


”As much as practicable, Augusta plans on reclaiming the Rosemont site with methods that mimic 
natural landform terrain.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 21) 


The DEIS should identify an actual plan, including reasonably foreseeable surface treatments and 
stormwater design.  Field conditions and construction latitude are reasonable; however, clear goals and 
intentions are not indicated by the promise of “practicability.” 


Recommendation:  The DEIS should identify clear reclamation commitments and plans, including but 
not limited to surface treatments and stormwater control and their implementation. 


3.8. Section 6.0 Other Principal Reclamation Areas 


Section 6.1 Leach Facility 


Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan describes that: 


“Based on the current mine plan, up to 50 million tons of oxide ore will be leached by solvent 
extraction/electrowinning processes.  The leach pad and associated ponds, comprising approximately 
111 acres and 8 acres, respectively, are located within the footprint of the waste rock storage area.” 
(Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p.26) 


As discussed elsewhere, it is reasonable to expect infiltration thorough waste material, including the leach 
facility that is capped by waste rock (which is highly permeable).  This seepage, regardless of frequency, 
could lead to poor quality seepage, necessitating long-term water collection and treatment.  A facility of 
this size and volume could pose a serious threat if contaminated leachate contaminates surface or ground 
waters. 


Recommendation:  The closure plan should anticipate and plan for seepage from the waste facilities. 


3.9. Section 6.2 Open Pit 


Regarding open pit reclamation, Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan states that: 


“During operations, Augusta plans to encourage plant growth on the upper benches of the open pit.  
Approximately 49 acres of the pit area will be affected by this plan out of a total pit disturbance, 
including buffer, of 950 acres.  These 49 acres are potentially visible above the Rosemont Ridge from 
Highway 83.  Soil capping and seeding of these benches will take place approximately in Year 7 of the 
operation, before mining restricts access.  In addition to the existing perimeter security fence, the 
open pit will be bermed or additional fence installed to restrict access.  Signage will be (sic) also be 
clearly posted around the pit perimeter.  No other additional reclamation or closure activities are 
planned for the pit area.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p.28)  [Emphasis added] 


As discussed elsewhere in these comments regarding DEIS section 2.1.6.1, the DEIS should consider at 
least partial pit backfilling.  There may be significant benefits to pit backfilling that should be fully 
considered before the pit is left as an unreclaimed mine site. 


Recommendation:  An analysis of the partial backfill option for the Rosemont mine should be 
developed and included in a supplement to the Draft EIS. 
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3.10. Section 7.2 Hazardous Materials 


Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan identifies numerous materials (chemical wastes, lead, 
explosives and residues, etc.) that should be defined as hazardous materials.   


“Facilities will be designed to isolate these substances either in tanks, ponds, or in other operational 
structures.  In the event these substances will be managed by a third party, the following general 
management strategy would apply: 


... 


Solutions associated with the leaching process can be managed in several ways. 


Solutions can be tested and, if they meet quality requirements, can be sold to other mining operations.  
If this method is deemed inappropriate by the Forest Service, solutions can be recycled through the 
leach pad and evaporated.  Solutions may also be neutralized in the ponds.  This method, however, 
would create a sludge that may require special handling or off-site disposal. 


.... 


It is anticipated that there will be a limited amount of waste materials generated at the Rosemont site 
that meet the toxic or hazardous waste definition.  Such wastes may include aerosol cans and 
laboratory chemicals.  If such wastes exist, there will be management systems to ensure proper 
disposal.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 28-29) 


Because of the potential hazard and toxicity of these materials and the need for safe handling and 
disposal, a more detailed plan for mine company and third-party contractors/handlers should be 
developed.  It is unclear how it is anticipated that there will be a limited amount of waste materials 
generated at the Rosemont mine, but it appears that this is achieved by excluding from consideration 
“wastes” that the mine will create from its leaching and other operations.   


The DEIS and regulatory/public analysis should identify the reasonably anticipated volumes of materials 
used and the reasonably anticipated volumes of by-products created (independent of whether they are 
characterized as waste or not - if the materials are hazardous or toxic they should be treated as wastes.  
“Recycling” through a leach pad (causing some materials to remain on-site) or sale does not eliminate the 
need for management and handling. 


The volumes of materials and their methods of disposal should be identified and analyzed.  It is not 
adequate to simply anticipate that the mine will do something with them.  A “general management 
strategy” is not sufficient to protect human health and the environment from hazardous and toxic 
materials that will be regularly and copiously used at the mine.  


Recommendation:  The mine should develop, and regulators and the public evaluate, as a part of a 
supplement to the Draft EIS, a supplemental hazardous and toxic materials 
handling and disposal protocol and guidelines.  Further, the handling, 
management, and disposal of these materials should include clear commitments - 
and not assumptions and generalized goals. 


3.11. Section 8.0 Surface Water Hydrology  


Section 8.1 Process Water Containment and Stormwater Control 


Section 8.1.1 Operational Phase 


Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan appropriately describes the open pit and plant facilities as 
closed systems which will contain and/or treat all precipitation and surface waters.  However, Tetra 
Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan also describes that: 
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“During the operational phase, the surface of the tailings area, which is fairly impervious, will be 
sloped so that all precipitation that falls on top of the active area will remain on top and evaporate.  
Ponded water may also be pumped to the PWTS Pond (and used in the process) to limit infiltration 
into the tailings mass. 


During the initial years, surface water runoff generated in the waste rock storage area will be 
managed by using internal stormwater controls and/or allowing stormwater runoff to infiltrate back 
into the waste rock pile.  The southern and eastern slopes of the waste rock storage area are set back 
from basin divides by at least 100 feet.  Runoff from these outer buttress slopes will be contained 
within mini basins located along the toe. 


Stormwater diversions and culverts are planned for the west side of the waste rock and tailings 
storage facilities to divert runoff to the Central Drain area.  The North Diversion, as shown on 
Figures 3 though 12, is planned to divert runoff from a 100-year, 24-hour storm event around the 
north dry stack tailings facility and plant site.  As the Central Drain is built-up, an attenuation pond 
will form, allowing collected surface water to slowly feed into the drain.  The attenuation pond will be 
sized to allow a 100-year, 24-hour event to drain within 30 days. 


The location of the Storage and Recovery System is shown on Figures 4 through 8.  This system will 
initially collect stormwater runoff from the waste rock area upstream of a planned haul road. 


Pumps may be installed to evacuate impounded water that has the potential to infiltrate into the 
downstream tailings mass.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 32) 


As discussed elsewhere, it is reasonable to expect infiltration thorough waste material, including the leach 
facility that is capped by waste rock (which is highly permeable).  Likewise, as discussed elsewhere, 
inadequate compacting of tailings, such as by bulldozer or machinery passings, does not necessarily 
adequately compact the tailings, and could allow seepage.  These seepages, regardless of frequency, could 
lead to poor quality seepage, necessitating long-term water collection and treatment.  A facility of this size 
and volume could pose a serious threat if contaminated leachate contaminates surface or ground waters.  
The series of ponds and cells described by Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan could reasonably 
create water quality problems - including within the tailings or waste rock that would not be readily 
detected (until it caused surface or ground water contamination that was identified through monitoring).  
The water containment plan should therefore further analyze the actual volumes and handling/disposal of 
surface and contaminated waters. 


Recommendation:  The closure plan should anticipate and plan for seepage into and from the waste 
rock and tailings facilities. 


Regarding Groundwater Protection, Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan states: 


“Because there has been little drilling associated with determining the background water quality at 
the site, the actual standards for groundwater compliance are not known at this point.  Once the point 
of compliance monitoring wells are installed, Augusta will work with the State of Arizona to set 
protective standards.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 34). 


As discussed elsewhere, neither Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan nor the DEIS adequately 
consider potentially significant impacts to surface and ground waters.  Infiltration to and seepage from 
waste rock and tailings facilities are reasonably probable.  Therefore, the DEIS should consider these 
impacts and their prevention and mitigation, as well as consider long-term water quality treatment. 


Recommendation:  The regulatory review should clarify that surface and/or ground water standards 
could be exceeded because of mine seepage from the tailings or waste rock facilities.  
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Further, a seepage collection and treatment plan should be include in a revised 
Draft EIS. 


3.12. Section 11.0 Revegetation Planning and Soil Surveys 


Regarding revegetation planning and analysis, Tetra Tech’s 2007 Reclamation Closure Plan identifies 
reasonable revegetation goals but does not identify how they will be met.  The DEIS describes various 
revegetation studies started by Rosemont Copper in 2007.  The DEIS then goes on to describe that 
revegetation plans would be consistent with Forest Service policy and would be approved by the 
Coronado Forest. 


The DEIS’ revegetation analysis reasonably summarizes (in approximately a page) reasonable 
revegetation concepts.  But it describes only generalized goals.  The DEIS should consider and review an 
actual revegetation plan and not a promise to establish a good plan.  The regulatory agencies and the 
public should be afforded the opportunity to review both reclamation and revegetation details in a 
supplemental DEIS document. 


Recommendations:  All surface soil resources should be salvage and stored prior to disturbance and/or 
mining (including road and facility surfaces). 


It is strongly recommended that only native species be selected for final 
reclamation. 


To the extent possible, seed should be locally collected and then cultivated.  This will 
allow the years of mining to also be used to produce native, local seed. 


Nurse-crops should be established on soil stockpiles - using final-reclamation 
species - to both promote soil health (such as organic matter, soil microbes, etc.) 
and produce seed. 


Reclamation plans should be subject to full public and regulatory review and 
establish clear success criteria and responses to failure to meet those reclamation 
criteria, including but not limited to: aerial and surface cover criteria; species 
diversity and distribution (alpha and beta); acceptable weed criteria and treatment 
protocols; long-term protection from post-reclamation disturbances; timeframes 
over which success will be measured and how criteria failure or re-treatment 
activities should re-start timeframes, etc. 


3.13. Section 13.0 Reclamation And Closure Costs 


Section 13.1 Bond Estimation 


In this section of the Rosemont reclamation plan, and in the accompanying appendices, a detailed 
financial surety estimate is presented.  An analysis of this estimated financial surety was not provided in 
the DEIS, for reasons previously discussed in this report.  Even though this financial surety estimate is not 
the one deemed appropriate for review in the EIS process, it does provide a great deal of insight into how 
Rosemont intends to calculate the financial surety estimate.  CSP2 would like to comment on several 
aspects of the financial surety, or “bond”, estimate. 


Regarding bond calculation, Tetra Tech’s Reclamation and Closure Plan (Tetra Tech RCP 2007) 
describes that: 


“The basic premise of the estimate is that if the operator is unable to complete the reclamation, the 
USFS would have to perform the work.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 43) 
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This description (in context) is not inaccurate but it does oversimplify critical bonding elements and 
considerations - largely that the bond is necessary to allow regulatory agencies (the government) to step-
in at any time in the mine’s life and maintain the site until the mine’s future is determined.24  The site may 
be closed and reclaimed, but if, for example, the mine owner goes bankrupt, the bankruptcy court may 
negotiate with creditors or purchasers of the mine who could then operate it as an asset.  The government 
therefore may have to “sit on” the site for months or years before taking any dispositive actions.  During 
this period the government must continue to maintain the site - including water treatment, monitoring, 
fence or other safety repairs, dust control, etc.  After disposition it may be necessary to reclaim the mine 
or begin a new regulatory process with a new owner/operator.   


There are therefore direct and indirect costs, not to mention government (third party) overhead, that must 
be included in bond calculation.  If important elements are missed, then the government and public must 
pay the price of the mine’s failure.  


Recommendation:  The reclamation bond is actually a holding operation, reclamation, maintenance & 
monitoring, and post-closure bond - which must include costs for all reasonable 
costs that it takes to operate and maintain the mine, respond to reasonable 
emergencies, and transfer or close and reclaim the mine.  Missing these costs 
largely transfers the risks for mine failure from the mine company to the public.  A 
reclamation surety should be evaluated as part of a supplement to the Draft EIS.  
Additional discussion of the details that should be addressed is given in the 
subsections below. 


3.14. Section 13.1.1 Direct Cost Determination 


The document was completed in 2007 and therefore used 2006 diesel fuel prices.  The fuel price should 
be adjusted to reflect current and reasonably foreseeable prices into the 5-year period between bond 
review/recalculation.  Because fuel prices have been volatile during the last 5-10 years it is recommended 
that a 15% factor be added to the price. 


3.15. Section 13.1.2 Indirect Cost Determination 


Rosemont included the following items in its indirect cost calculations: 


“Insurance    1% of total direct costs  


 Workers Compensation  10% of total labor 


 Contract Administration  15% of total direct costs 


 Bond     1% of total direct costs 


 Profit     10% of total direct costs.”    


(Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 43-44) 


These following elements are generally considered necessary to include to ensure that a financial surety is 
sufficient to fund reasonable expenses that are required: 


(1) Contingency 


(2) Mobilization/Demobilization  


(3) Engineering Redesign  
                                                 
24 These “holding costs” are the costs to the government agency to hold onto the site while the site’s future is determined.  A 
mine can’t just be walked away from: there are processes and expenses imperative to hold the site for days or weeks, let alone 
to maintain it for months before transfer or preserve/maintain the site for years. 
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(4) Engineering, Procurement & Construction Management  


(5) Contractor Overhead (include performance Bond cost) 


(6) Contractor Profit  


(7) Agency Administration  


(8) Annual Inflation 


Note that the Rosemont calculations do not include several of these elements, including Contingency; 
Mobilization/Demobilization; Engineering Redesign; Engineering Procurement & Construction 
Management; and, Annual Inflation 


The table below shows a general range of bonding estimates, based on two sources – the Forest Service’s 
Training Guide for Reclamation Bond Estimation and Administration, and recommendations developed 
by CSP2.  It is important when comparing the differences between the two to recognize that the Forest 
Service’s recommendations are guidance and not necessarily the only way to calculate a bond.   CSP2’s 
recommendations seek to ensure that the mining company fully carries the reasonably likely costs to 
maintain and dispose of the mine (whether to another operator or through reclamation).  Failures in bond 
calculations almost always leave the public paying for mine-related costs. 
 


 


INDIRECT COST GUIDELINES
CSP2* USFS**


Recommended Recommended
Percentage of contract costs Percentage of contract costs 


Minimum Maximum


Contingency 10% Contingencies:
- Scope Contingency 6% 20%


- Bid Contingency 10% 20%


Mobilization/Demobilization 10% Mobilization/Demobilization 0% 10%


Engineering Redesign 3% Engineering Redesign 2% 10%


Engineering, Procurement & 
Construction Management


5% --


Contractor Overhead 15% Contractor’s Costs:
(including Performance Bond cost) - Performance & Payment Bonds 3% 3%


- Estimated Sales Tax: 0% 5%
Contractor Profit 10% - Profit & Overhead: 15% 30%


Agency Administration 10% Agency Project Management 2% 7%


Annual Inflation 3% Inflation 0% 3%


 ======  ======  ======


TOTAL 66% 38% 108%


References:
* Hardrock Reclamation Bonding Practices in the Western United States, James R. Kuipers, PE, Center for 
Science in Public Participation, February 2000.


** Training Guide for Reclamation Bond Estimation and Administration, For Mineral Plans of Operation 
Authorized and Administered Under 36 CFR 228A, USDA Forest Service, Minerals and Geology Management, 
April 2004.
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As can be seen from the indirect cost estimates in Section 13.1.2, Rosemont’s estimates are very low 
compared to either the Forest Service estimates or CSP2’s estimates.  This should be remedied to ensure 
that the permit does not make the public responsible for Rosemont’s liabilities. 


The bond should be further reconsidered after an actual reclamation plan is established.  This will be 
particularly important for items such as soil salvage and replacement, which Rosemont proposes to 
minimize by not salvaging all usable soil resources.  These handling costs will increase reclamation costs 
(and also increase the likelihood of successful revegetation). 


3.16. Section 13.5 Tasks Covered in Cost Estimates 


3.16.1. Interim Operations and Maintenance 


Rosemont’s Reclamation and Closure Plan states that: 


“Interim Operations and Maintenance – since operations for this site have not yet started, interim 
operations and maintenance costs have not been estimated.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p 50). 


Interim operations and maintenance costs should be included for a number of reasons.  Most importantly, 
as discussed above, interim costs can be significant and may last for years.  Further, Forest Service 
regulations require calculating the highest cost for the period in question.  While the mine has yet to start 
operations, it should calculate the highest reasonable interim operations costs for the first period of 
operations and bonding.   Reasonable items that may be necessary, even at the start of the mine (and 
certainly later in mine life) include, but are not limited to engineering redesign, bidding and waiting until 
actual construction can occur, monitoring, management and oversight, and insurance.  A two or three year 
period for interim operations is realistic but still may be optimistic. 


Recommendation:  The bonding costs should include interim operations and maintenance for a period 
starting at the first day of permitting, for a minimum of two years. 


3.16.2. Hazardous Materials 


Regarding Hazardous Materials, the Reclamation and Closure Plan notes that: 


“...hazardous materials that may be used in this process are considered products until they are placed 
in the operation.  At the end of the operational period, any chemicals remaining in product tanks will 
be available for resale or return to the vendor.  Solutions containing copper can be sold rather than 
disposed of.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 51) 


Categorizing materials as hazardous or toxic (or products or materials) does not change if the site is 
abandoned and the government must treat, dispose, or store these materials - which can be costly, even if 
only for oversight and management.  Rosemont seeks to operate the mine for a profit but the bond should 
not anticipate the government disposing of the mine at a profit.  That is not the government’s role or goal 
and therefore should not be a factor in bond calculation. 


Recommendation:  Actual costs to the government for storage, disposal, and management should be 
calculated for hazardous or toxic (and all) products and materials on the site. 


3.16.3. Water Treatment 


The Water Treatment section describes that “water will be evaporated as a solutions management option.”  
(Tetra Tech RCP 2007, p. 51).  While this may be the goal, as discussed elsewhere, water may also stand 
and pond (the RCP and DEIS note a number of retention and other ponds) and water may also infiltrate 
into waste rock and tailings materials.  Therefore, it is not sufficient for bond calculation to baldly 
conclude that water will require no further treatment except evaporation.   
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3.16.4. Earthwork 


The Earthwork section states that “earthwork has been based on current plans.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 2007, 
p. 51).  As discussed above, the earthwork costs should be increased to include salvaging all topsoil 
resources (and to redistribute the topsoil).   


Recommendation:  The bond should include reasonable costs to salvage, store (including nurse crops, 
etc.), and redistribute all usable soil resources. 


3.17. 13.6 Summary  


Table 13-4: Reclamation Cost Summary per Activity Area 


Table 13.4 does not include water treatment costs that are reasonably possible and therefore should be 
included in the bond calculations. 


Recommendation:  The bond should include reasonably possible water treatment (including 
monitoring and pumping) costs for at least 25-30 years. 


Table 13.4 grossly underestimates the need for long-term monitoring.  Rosemont proposes monitoring for 
a term of 3 years when monitoring will most likely be required for decades after the mine closes to ensure 
that long-term impacts such as acid mine drainage have had sufficient time to become evident.  In the 
absence of long term funding for monitoring and maintenance the public is left to deal with the cleanup 
and long term costs long after the company has moved on. 


Recommendation:  The bond should include costs for long term monitoring & maintenance for at least 
25-30 years. 


3.18. Appendix C: Reclamation Costs 


Earthwork Summary Table and Equipment Fleet Augusta Resource Rosemont Project - (Life Of 
Mine and Walk-Away Tables) 


A number of items in the Life of Mine (second) table rely on “a bid by Brandenberg.”  (Tetra Tech RCP 
2007, Appendix C, p 1).  Bids are a good source of information but it is recommended that additional bids 
be sought to corroborate each other, and the high-low and average values presented. 


3.18.1. Hazardous Materials Cost 


As discussed above, Rosemont’s premise for hazardous materials may underestimate the actual cost for 
the government to manage and dispose of hazardous materials.  Therefore, this “maximum” estimate is 
probably low. 


3.18.2. Water Quality 


As discussed above, Rosemont’s estimate for water quality is likely low because it concludes that no 
treatment (beyond evaporation) is necessary.  The bond should more prudently anticipate that water 
treatment (including pumping) may be necessary 


3.18.3. Long-term Operation, Maintenance and Monitoring Cost 


As discussed elsewhere in these comments, Rosemont proposes monitoring for a term of a few (3) years.  
This is inadequate:  Monitoring should last for at least 25-30 years.  This is the reasonable time it will take 
for problems such as acid mine drainage or long-term stability problems to become evident.  Therefore, 
the long term operations, maintenance, and monitoring costs should be substantially increased to reflect a 
necessary longer time period. 
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4. COMMENTS ON ROSEMONT GEOCHEMISTRY 


4.1. Issues brought up by SRK 


SRK has mentioned several issues, some also brought up by Arizona DEQ, which Rosemont has not 
adequately addressed.  These include 


 Analysis conducted with limits of detection that are too high to be relevant 


 Blasting residue from ANFO has not been included in models for seep water 


 Inadequate characterization tests 


o Concerns that SPLP tests may be diluting leached constituents 


o Suggestions to conduct long term humidity cell (HCT) testing 


o Calibrating acid-balance accounting (ABA) tests for site conditions 


 Including more elements in model starting solutions (Sb, Be, Cr, Hg, Tl, Ra, gross alpha, gross 
beta).  Uranium should also be added, given that uranium was detected in natural groundwater, 
and is mobilized under alkaline conditions. 


 Providing a detailed plan of how potentially acid generating (PAG) material will be surrounded by 
neutralizing material, given that much of the PAG material will be removed later in mine life.  
Rosemont says it is possible they may need to “re-handle” 70 Mt of waste rock25 


Recommendation:  Designs for temporary storage, final placement, and costs of re-handling the 
material should be provided.  These issues should be reevaluated as a part of a 
supplemental Draft EIS. 


4.2. Organics sampling 


Background organics sampling had so much contamination that sample collection should be re-done and 
new samples submitted for new analysis, possibly at a new lab.  In 104 analyses of groundwater, 
contamination was detected.  Lab contamination was suspected in 48 samples, 39 were between the limit 
of detection and the reporting limit, and an additional 17 were determined to have “real” contamination, 
including 7 samples with detectable toluene.   


4.3. Tables of water quality standards 


When modeled seep results are presented and compared to Arizona aquifer water quality standards, a 
column should also show Arizona surface water quality standards.  Surface water quality contains 
standards not required in groundwater, such as for copper, zinc, fluoride, chloride, iron, manganese, 
molybdenum, silver, vanadium, and ammonia.   


4.4. Static and Kinetic Testing 


The bulk of sample testing occurred with short term ABA tests.26 Some samples were submitted as 
duplicate samples,27 and the results indicate how variable test results can be, even on duplicates.  For 
example,  


                                                 
25 Williamson, M and AL Hudson. 2011. Rosemont facility fate and transport modeling response to comments. Technical 
memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont Copper. May 16 
26 Table 2.01 in Levy, D. 2009.  Evaluation of Rosemont geochemical testing results and local water quality.  Technical 
memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont Copper.  May 5;  Table 1 in Hudson, A. 2010. Rosemont preliminary 
geochemistry review response to comments.  Technical memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont Copper. November 23. 
27 Table 6 in Hudson 2010, November  
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 Sample AR2025-01 (andesite) had an NNP of 7.5 and an NP/AP of 1.25, indicating acid 
generating material; the duplicate (AR2025-03)  had an NNP of 39 and an NP/AP of 261, 
indicating strongly alkaline material 


 Sample AR2036-02 (quartz porphyry) had an NNP of 4.7 and an NP/AP of 31.3, indicating 
alkaline material while the duplicate (AR2036-04) had an NNP of 0.3 and an NP/AP of 1, 
indicating acid generating material. 


Such variability argues for long term kinetic (humidity cell, HCT) testing to provide a better 
determination of eventual leachate quality.  While these two rock types are only expected to make up 
about 5% of the waste rock, there were virtually no duplicates for the tailings material (one set for 
Horquilla rock), and in the absence of information, it is reasonable to suggest that similar variability could 
be found in tailings ABA tests.   


On site field columns ran 21 weeks in small columns (2’ x 6”) and were ended when they cemented, while 
HCT testing was conducted for 20 weeks (tailings) or 35 weeks (waste rock).  These time periods are too 
short to provide the information which kinetic testing is designed to provide – rates of depletion of 
neutralizing material relative to acid generating material.  Studies need to be re-done with larger columns 
or bins.  Additionally, the standard operating procedures mention that leachate from field columns was 
collected in unpreserved bottles and kept at 4C during transport to the lab for analysis.  It does not 
mention whether filtering and preservation were done on site prior to transport, as should be done for 
analysis of dissolved metals.   


Recommendation:  A full QA/QC plan and a detailed Standard Operating Procedure should be part of 
testing, and should include best practice protocols for quality assurance. 


4.5. Climate data inputs for models 


Seep models for the waste rock storage area and heap leach use data from the Nogales station.28  This is 
inappropriate, given the much higher evaporation rates that occur at the low elevation Nogales site.  In 
every month for which there is Rosemont site data, there is less total evaporation (precipitation minus pan 
evaporation) than at Nogales. The limited information available (July-Dec 2008 at Rosemont)29 is shown 
below (adapted from Tables 3.2 and 3.4 in the Infiltration, Seepage, Fate and Transport Modeling Report, 
Tetra Tech, February 2010) (Table 1). 


The model for seepage at the tailings was developed using precipitation from the Santa Rita Experimental 
Range, which is appropriately conservative as there appears to be more precipitation on a monthly basis 
than at Rosemont.30  However, no pan evaporation data for Santa Rita is provided, and there is no mention 
of what pan evaporation data was used in the model. Without appropriate pan evaporation, the 
evapotranspirative loss could be overestimated.  Additionally, it appears that storm events were utilized in 
models for waste rock and the heap, but not for the tailings facility.31   


It should also be noted that the model for tailings was run for 20 years, and the heap leach model only run 
for a single year.   


Recommendation:  The models need to utilize consistent precipitation and pan evaporation inputs for 
all facilities, and all need to be run for the life of the mine, and post-closure 
predictions.  This issue should be reevaluated as a part of a supplemental Draft EIS. 


  
                                                 
28 Section 5.5.1 in Tetra Tech. 2010. Infiltration, seepage, fate and transport modeling report  for Rosemont Copper, February 
29 Tables 3.2 (precipitation) and 3.4 (pan evaporation) in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
30 Section 5.5.1 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
31 ibid 
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Table 1.  Precipitation and pan evaporation at Rosemont and nearby sites. 


Precipitation Pan evaporation 
Precipitation  minus 
pan evaporation  


Month 


Nogales  
(1952-
2007) 


Santa Rita 
(1950-2005) 


Rosemont
(2006-
2008) 


Nogales 
(1952-
2007) 


Rosemont
(2008) 


Nogales  
(1952-
2007) 


Rosemont
(2006-
2008) 


January 1.10 1.63 0.59 3.59   (2.49) NM 


February 0.85 1.46 0.79 4.46   (3.61) NM 


March 0.90 ment 0.45 0.45 7.01   (6.11) NM 


April 0.39 0.69 0.45 9.35   (8.96) NM 


May 0.22 0.24 0.51 11.91   (11.69) NM 


June 0.47 0.62 0.98 13.31   (12.84) NM 


July 4.34 4.87 5.51 10.00 4.77 (5.66) 0.74  


August 4.13 4.32 3.74 8.28 2.92 (4.15) 0.82  


September 1.55 2.15 1.62 8.06 4.11 (6.51) (2.49) 


October 1.33 1.62 0.24 7.17 2.32 (5.84) (2.08) 


November 0.66 1.15 1.11 4.49 2.2 (3.83) (1.09) 


December 1.43 1.96 1.16 3.57 2.22 (2.14) (1.06) 
NM = not measured 


 


4.6. Waste Rock Facility Water Quality 


The waste rock will be composed primarily of carbonate (Horquilla limestone, etc) and oxide (arkose, 
andesite) type materials.  However, details of ABA testing indicate that arkose rock, expected to make up 
44% of the waste rock material, will primarily produce neutral-alkaline leachate but can be extremely 
variable, with some acid-generating material.32  Additionally, Epitaph, Bolsa and Colina rock types can be 
acid-generating.33  This suggests that the waste rock dump is likely to have variable, rather than uniform, 
seepage chemistry.  Pockets of acid-generating rock are likely to cause heavy metals – particularly 
copper, cadmium, and aluminum to leach out, while alkaline areas will leach arsenic, major cations 
(calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium), chloride, fluoride, and sulfate, and precipitate gypsum.34 


Models currently show that no seepage will occur at the waste rock dump;35 however, experience has 
shown that seepage does occur.  Models appear to use a 1% slope to prevent ponding, and models were 
not run under a ponding scenario.  Should ponding develop, Rosemont presumes seepage will occur36 and 
“Fate and transport modeling showed potential for seepage to reach the base of the waste rock storage 
area and exceed water quality standards.”37  Notably, both the “semi-consolidated” and “consolidated” 
waste rock have higher hydraulic conductivity (10-1 cm/sec and 10-2 cm/sec respectively) than alluvial 
material (10-4 cm/sec).38   


                                                 
32 Tables 6, 8 and 9 in Hudson 2010, November 
33 Levy 2009 
34 Experience indicates the potential for nitrate residues, from ANFO blasting, to also be flushed out.  This was not addressed 
in any of the models. 
35 Williamson, M. 2011. Rosemont scaling of SPLP source terms.  Technical memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont 
Copper. May 13 
36 Section 6.4 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
37 Executive summary in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
38 Section 5.5.5 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
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The report then goes on to say that expected seep water quality would not be much worse than 
background.39  However, the PHREEQC model that was used for water quality prediction had inputs from 
SPLP tests with high water:rock ratios.  Given the inputs, the water quality prediction does not consider 
the potential for acid pockets in the storage area to produce heavy metals, nor does it consider the 
accumulation and migration of sulfate and salts.   


Recommendation:  Mitigation should be prepared for seepage of variable quality.  Techniques for 
removing heavy metals, such as cadmium, arsenic, and salts are all different, 
therefore mitigation needs to consider, and provide financial assurance for, various 
types of remediation. 


4.7. Tailings Water Quality  


Tailings will be produced from rock types Horquilla (41-63%), Earp (11-24%), Escabrosa (1-5%), Colina 
(0-19%), and Epitaph (0-13%).40  Although Rosemont expects tailings to be “relatively homogenous”,41 
this refers to the grain size; chemically material exhibits variability.42  Horquilla, Escabrosa, and Colina 
are all limestone with sulfide components.  Epitaph, Bolsa and Colina have samples that generate acid. 


The geochemical characterization of these rock types has been primarily short term ABA:43 


 ABA SPLP MWMP 
Horquilla 26 8 2 
Earp 14 6 0 
Escabrosa 10 4 0 
Epitaph 16 6 0 
Colina 11 4 0 


 
Simulated tailings also underwent geochemical testing.  Seven to nine samples went through testing, with five to 
seven undergoing MWMP tests (out of 40 MWMP tests on all rock types).44 


 ABA SPLP MWMP 
Colina tailings* x x x 
Earp tailings** x x x 
Epitaph tailings** x x x 
Escabrosa tailings x x  
Horquilla tailings* x x x 
Tailings 022807 x x  
Tailings 05-June 07 x x x 
Year 0-3 tailings x x x 
4-7 year composite x x x 


*Colina and Horquilla have the same sample identification (WG0359) 
** Epitaph and Escabrosa have the same sample identification (WG0173) 


 


Another tailings composite of years 8-21 was “designed” in order to run seepage prediction models, but it 
does not appear that physical samples of a composite were submitted to ABA, SPLP, or MWMP tests.   


                                                 
39 Section 6.4 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
40 Table 5 in Hudson 2010, November 
41 Section 5.5.6 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
42 Table 6.5 in Williamson and Hudson, May 16 
43 Table 1 in Hudson 2010, November 
44 Table A.1 and A.6 in Hudson 2010, November 
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While all tailings simulations and rock types were submitted to ABA and SPLP testing, far fewer were 
submitted to MWMP leach tests, which use a much lower water to rock ratio (1.5: 1 versus SPLP at 20:1), 
and HCT tests were only conducted for 20 weeks.  The rock type that is expected to make up the majority 
of the tailings (Horquilla) appears to have only been submitted to two MWMP tests as Horquilla rock, and 
the MWMP test of “Horquilla tailings” may have been a mixture of Horquilla and Colina, in that they had 
the same sample ID number.   


The tailings rock types are limestone with sulfide components.  Short term leach tests, and a 20 – week 
HCT, do not provide enough time to determine if some rock types will lose their buffering capacity over 
time.  It is important to understand this aspect of the geochemistry in order to plan for mitigation. 


Seepage is expected to continue off the tailings pile for 500 years,45 and is expected to move away from 
the pit lake (north and east) until the water table re-establishes.46  Seepage will be both from retained 
moisture inside the tailings stack and, should ponding occur, from rainfall.47   


The primary barrier to infiltration from precipitation is presumed to be the low permeability of tailings, 
but experience shows that infiltration will occur.  This again argues for long term HCT testing.  No 
compaction is expected, other than that which occurs through stacking.  The upper layers of tailings, with 
only permeable waste rock placed on them, are likely to themselves be permeable and infiltration is likely 
to occur under conditions of ponding and heavy precipitation. 


Rosemont has suggested that HCT results can be estimated for major elements by multiplying SPLP 
results by 13.3, 48 although this method does not work for trace elements.49  The illustrations provided to 
support the point are confusing, in that no actual constituents are shown on the graphs.50 


In either case, this completely disregards the purpose of HCT testing, which is to determine if carbonates 
are consumed at a faster rate than sulfides.  Tailings will contain over 500,000 tons of sulfide material 
over the life of the operation.51   The current model, based on SPLP tests, indicates pH will decline to 
some extent, to 5.9 from starting solutions generally near 7.5-8.5.   


Recommendation:  Long term HCT testing needs to be conducted to determine if pH will continue to 
fall.  


Should the bulk of the limestone be consumed faster than sulfides, acid drainage, and resultant heavy 
metals, could leach in the long term.  While Rosemont suggests that changing the testing would not 
change the model enough to “affect selection of a preferred alternative or to design mitigation”,52 in fact it 
could change the mitigation design if HCT tests indicate that buffering material will be consumed over 
time. 


The model, currently based on SPLP tests, indicates that soluble salts (calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
sodium, sulfate, fluoride, chloride) will leach. Salt leaching will occur in the short term, and long term 
HCT tests should be conducted to determine if this will also occur in the long term.  HCT testing may also 
show higher sulfate produced from tailings over the long term.  Current models indicate that waste rock 


                                                 
45 USFS 2011 pg 286 
46 USFS 2011 pg 290 
47 Tetra Tech 2010, February 
48 SPLP test use a water:rock ratio of 20:1, HCT test uses a water:rock ratio of 1.5:1.  The difference is a factor of 13.3 
49 Williamson 2011 
50 Ibid, Illustrations 1 and 2  
51 Table 5 in Hudson 2010, November 
52 Williamson 2011 
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seepage will have over 1500 mg/L of sulfate while tailings, much of which is derived from sulfide ores, is 
expected to have about one-third the concentration.53   


If water evaporates, there is likely to be a concentration of salts near the surface, making establishment of 
vegetation difficult; if it leaches through the tailings, surface seeps and groundwater infiltration could 
carry salts (in the short and possibly long term) and potentially heavy metals (in the long term). 


Recommendation:  Seepage models for tailings should be run on a yearly basis.  This issue should be 
reevaluated as a part of a supplemental Draft EIS. 


Rosemont mentions that they expect year 4 to have the most PAG of the first seven (11%); yearly 
simulations will provide information on whether seepage during and after operations is likely to change 
substantially from year to year. 


4.8. Heap Leach Water Quality 


4.8.1. Geochemical characterization and modeling 


The heap will contain material from arkose, andesite, quartz monzonite porphyry rock types, which are 
primarily oxides.54  Geochemical characterization testing was done in 2009: 


 % of heap material ABA SPLP MWMP 
Arkose 57% 55 8 8 
Andesite 19% 38 4 6 
Quartz Porphyry 24% 9 2 1 


 


Of these, andesite and the quartz porphyry are expected to have low pH and some high dissolved metal 
concentrations, including copper at 53 mg/L or 90 mg/L, respectively.  Arkose SPLP results indicate 
relatively benign rock, with the exception of high nitrate – even without considering nitrate residues from 
ANFO.   


An initial model utilized a starting solution of leachate from spent heap ore with 0.5% sulfuric acid 
added55 to determine a likely final seep water quality, with a result of low pH, high concentrations of 
cations, and some dissolved metals in high concentrations, particularly copper (30 mg/L), nickel, 
cadmium, selenium and zinc.56 A later model, in April 2011, utilized the leachate from andesite and 
quartz porphyry columns as the starting solution.  This resulted in worse water quality, with lower pH and 
alkalinity, and higher TDS, aluminum, calcium, cadmium, chloride, chromium, copper, fluoride, 
magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, nitrite + nitrate, selenium, zinc, and sulfate.  Cadmium exceeds 
Arizona water quality standards, and some elements, such as copper (62 mg/L) are quite high and would 
far exceed surface water quality standards if these needed to be met. 


This water is expected to report to the pit lake, but “if the containment system failed, could move laterally 
before reaching regional groundwater, or migrate offsite before the cone of depression expanded to reach 
the heap leach facility.”57   Additionally, the model predicted no seepage from the heap leach after initial 
draindown, even after storm events.58 


  


                                                 
53 Tables 6.7 and 6.9 in Tetra Tech. 2010. Infiltration, seepage, fate and transport modeling report, Revision 1, for Rosemont 
Copper, August. Both tables refer to “sulfur” as “sulfide + sulfate”; under oxygenated conditions, all would present as sulfate. 
54 Table 2 in Hudson 2010, November 
55 Section 6.3.2 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
56 Section 6.4, Table 6.3 and Table 6.7 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
57 USFS 2011, pg 290 
58 Section 5.9.2 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
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4.8.2. Effectiveness of heap leach cover 


The model predicting no seepage relies on “average” climate conditions, no ponding, and “positive 
drainage … maintained on the outer slopes”59 through design of a 1% slope.60  Experience in Nevada and 
other arid climates shows that waste rock dumps seep.  Heaps are designed for fluid to infiltrate, and once 
meteoric water moves through a proposed waste rock (with or without soil) cover, it will migrate through 
the heap.  Precipitation of calcite, barite, magnesium sulfate, and aluminum, iron, and manganese (oxy) 
hydroxides will likely cause preferential pathways to develop through the heap.  The potential for re-
mobilization of secondary mineral precipitates, as well as spent ore, exists (see “Mitigation” below). 


The DEIS states both that encapsulating waste rock over heap leach will “prevent infiltration” and that the 
presence of neutralizing material in waste rock will be beneficial, implying that neutral-alkaline drainage 
will provide some mitigation as it infiltrates through the heap. 


Recommendation:  Models need to be updated to provide realistic infiltration rates, and a final seepage 
water quality based on water moving through both the waste rock cover and the 
heap.  Given the variability in precipitation, models should be based on a monthly 
basis, not an annual average, in order to be adequate during periods of high 
precipitation and/or low evaporation.  This issue should be reevaluated as a part of 
a supplemental Draft EIS. 


4.8.3. Rebound 


Preferential drainage paths tend to develop within a heap.  Should the heap experience wetting and drying 
cycles, constituents may accumulate and flush in cycles.  During wetting, pore-water flushes out of the 
heap along preferential pathways.  With the main pathways opened, pore water with weathered material 
from smaller pathways gravity feeds into the main pathways, to be flushed out during the next wetting 
event.  Copper, selenium, and aluminum have been observed to mobilize this way.61 


In pores where sulfuric acid remains entrained, dissolved copper, zinc, and cadmium will also likely be 
entrained.  If a rebound effect occurs, high concentrations of copper could continue to seep.  Should 
copper collect in mitigation ponds or migrate and accumulate in the pit lake, there are potential water 
quality issues. 


Over time, if there is infiltration, sulfuric acid will decrease and dilute.  At this point, pore waters will 
become more neutral, and potentially alkaline, influenced by contact with the waste rock cover and spent 
ore.  Copper will not mobilize under neutral-alkaline conditions, but other elements present in these 
materials will, notably arsenic.   


Under both conditions, cations (calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium), anions (chloride, fluoride, 
nitrate, sulfate) are generally mobile and there is potential for a groundwater plume to develop, should 
collection ponds or  mitigation ponds overflow during storm events, or seepage make its way off the liner 
or infiltrate along incompetent sections of liner.   


Recommendation:  If there is infiltration into the closed heap leach, the issue of “rebound" needs to be 
considered in new models determining seep water quality.62   


  


                                                 
59 Section 5.5.3 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
60 Section 5.6.1 in Tetra Tech 2010, February 
61 ibid 
62 Zamzow, KL and Miller GC. 2008.  Review of Carmacks copper heap closure plan for the Little Salmon Carmacks First 
Nation 
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4.8.4. Undeveloped plans for biological treatment of heap leach 


The heap leach water quality is expected to be poor, with a pH ~3.2 and elevated concentrations of 
cadmium, nickel, selenium, and fluoride.  Although “treatment” systems of limestone or a “biologically 
engineered system” are proposed, there are no details for either other than tables of modeled final water 
quality.63  Neither system appears to have much effect on the chemistry, other than to raise the pH. 


Some heap leach seepage is expected for 115 years;64 therefore a treatment system will need to effectively 
increase pH and remove heavy metals for decades.  No treatment system is entirely passive.  Systems, 
whether biological or limestone, will plug over time and need to be dredged or replaced; if they are not, 
water “short circuits” across the top and the system is ineffective.  Biological systems will need to be 
sized correctly to assure enough retention time to produce the sulfide that enhances metal removal.  
Biological systems may also need addition of alkalinity up front, in order to raise the pH at least above pH 
4.5 in order to allow microbes to function.   


It is highly likely that, even should a biological treatment system be installed, only cadmium, and some 
nickel, are likely to be removed.  Nickel does not precipitate particularly well as a sulfide, and 
concentrations of fluoride and selenium are not likely to be reduced.65  Removal of metalloids such as 
selenium and arsenic require a different type of treatment than sulfide precipitation. 


Recommendation:  Rather than performing “future bench and pilot scale studies” during the drain-
down period after heap closure,66 such studies need to be done as part of defining 
mitigation in the EIS.  This issue should be reevaluated as a part of a supplemental 
Draft EIS. 


 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this plan. 


Sincerely: 
 


 
 
David M. Chambers, Ph.D. 
  


                                                 
63 Table 4 of Appendix E in Tetra Tech 2010, August 
64 Draft EIS, Executive Summary, pg xxiii 
65 USEPA. 2006. Compost-free bioreactor treatment of acid rock drainage, Leviathan mine, California. Innovative Technology 
Evaluation report.  EPA/540/R-06/009 
66 Williamson, M and AL Hudson. 2011.  Revised heap leach facility fate and transport modeling and treatment options 
evaluation.  Technical memorandum from Tetra Tech to Rosemont Copper.  April 12 
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APPENDIX D


REPORTS AND OTHER SUBMISSIONS


4. Local Events Calendar







Report on Weekend traffic


The DEIS must take into consideration weekend traffic when calculating level of service.


Weekend events bringing tourist trafhc from Tucson to SonoitalPatagonia/Elgin on SR 83'


Following is a list of events that occur in this region. None of these events are considered in the


DEIS.


Februarv
ãd Saturday in Februal.y...Invitational Vy'riters' Round Up, Patagonia


March
MidlvIur"h...'Wine-making and Wine Tasting class Canelo Hills Vineyard and 'Winery,


Elgin
Late March Patagonia SV/AN Day (Support Women Artists Now)
Late March Santa Cruz County Energy Expo Sonoita/Patagonia


April
Fitrt t*o weekends of April Hidden Treasures of the Santa Cruz Valley - Open Studio


Tour Patagonia
Spring Ride Empire Ranch about 100 participants north of Sonoita (horse trailers)


tnir¿ weet<end in April Earth Day Patagonia Trails Day in Patagonia Town Park


Third weekend in April Blessing of the Vineyard Festival at Sonoita Vineyards, Elgin


Endurance Ride in Sonoita area including Rosemont....100 riders (horse trailers)


Last weekend in Aprit/first in May...Santa Cruz County Horse Races, Sonoita (horse


trailers)
Equestrian Events at Grass Ridge Farms Sonoita several each year with 50-100


participants (horse trailers)


Mav
ffit weekend in May New Arizona Wine Release & Music Festival Kief-Joshua


Vineyards, Elgin
Second weekend in May FOUR day Quarter Horse Show Santa Cruz County Fairgrounds


Sonoita (horse trailers)


June
ffi. days Third weekend in June Mountain Empire Festival Wine, Dine and Unwind


Julv
July 41h Annual Patagonia celebration
Last weekend in July Summer Barrel Tasting Canelo Hills Vineyard and Winery Elgin


Last weekend in July Blessing of the Harvest Sonoita vineyards Elgin


September
first W""t .nd in Sept. (3 days) Sonoita Labor Day Rodeo (Horse Trailers)


Third weekend in Sept. (3 days) Annual Santa Cruz County Fair Sonoita







October
Second weekend in October (3 days) Patagonia Fall Festival


Third Saturday in October Empire Ranch Round-up 2000 attendees


Endurance Ride in Sonoita area including Rosemont. . . .100 riders (horse trailers)


Los Charros Ride Sonoita 160 participants (horse trailers)
Halloween wine tasting festival Kief-Joshua Vineyards Elgin


November
Second weekend in November Atizona Cowboy Symposium Sonoita Fairgrounds


November Friday/Saturday aftet Thanksgiving Patagonia Art Walking Tour


December
First Friday in December christmas in the Alpaca Barn sonoita


Mid December Sonoita "shopping by Starlight"
Throughout the year there are Guided tours of the Empire Ranch


In addition, Rosemont expects increased tourism to the mine site for mine tours. We


repeatedly hear about what a popular tourist attraction Rosemont is yet the DEIS fails to account


for increased traffic from Rosemont tourism.
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Executive Summary 
The Failure of the Rosemont Mine DEIS to Adequately Analyze the 


Socioeconomic Impacts of the Proposed Mine 
 
The Coronado National Forest has prepared a Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the Rosemont Copper Project (DEIS.) The proposed open pit copper mine, waste 
piles, and copper ore processing facilities would be located south of Tucson, Arizona, 
just north of the Pima- Santa Cruz County line. 
 
This report comments of the socioeconomic section of that DEIS that, in its own words, 
“evaluates the social and economic effects, both positive and negative, of the 
construction, operation, and reclamation phases of the [Rosemont copper mining] 
project.” (p. 702)  
 
The primary conclusion that follows from this review of the DEIS socioeconomic 
analysis is that it systematically exaggerates the economic benefits while just as 
systematically dismissing or ignoring the economic costs of the Rosemont Mine. As a 
result of a series of errors in economic analysis, the DEIS describes the Rosemont 
proposal as having large economic benefits but no or negligible economic costs. Those 
economic errors include: 
 


i. Ignoring the economic role that the landscape amenities of the Greater Tucson 
area play in supporting local economic wellbeing and vitality. 
 


ii. Treating landscape amenities and their degradation as primarily cultural, social, 
or aesthetic problems with no significant economic implications. 
 


iii. Ignoring or misinterpreting the empirical economic research findings of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Forest Service (USFS) researchers who have 
documented the important economic role that landscape amenities play, 
including, specifically, in the American desert southwest. 
 


iv. Relying uncritically on economic impact modeling funded by Rosemont and 
based on Rosemont-specified assumptions and commissioned by a local 
economic development group. The Coronado National Forest did no economic 
impact modeling of its own nor did it commission and supervise any economic 
impact modeling for the DEIS. The USFS did not even inquire about the 
assumptions and methods used in that outside economic impact modeling 
before the DEIS embraced it as its own. 
 


v. When during the DEIS comment period the USFS did seek additional 
information from Applied Economics, Rosemont, and TREO on the 
assumptions and methods behind the economic impact modeling on which the 
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DEIS relied, the USFS was not willing to share that information with the public 
despite repeated requests. 
 


vi. The economic impact modeling on which the DEIS relied explicitly stated that 
“[t]he potential impacts of the mine on the value of public lands, the tourism 
industry, air and water quality, wildlife habitat, astronomical observation 
conditions and recreational and cultural resources are not addressed in this 
analysis.”1 As a result, that economic impact modeling adopted by the DEIS 
explicitly excluded all of the potential costs associated with the proposed mine 
while exclusively reporting on its benefits. 
 


vii. The economic impacts of the construction phase of the Rosemont project are 
exaggerated by a factor of four because the annual jobs and payroll are 
multiplied by the four- year length of the construction period. The result is an 
estimate of thousands of new jobs (4,100) rather than hundreds of temporary 
jobs. 
 


viii. The economic impacts of the projected 20-year period of full production were 
exaggerated by assuming that most of the supplies needed to operate the mine 
would be produced by and purchased from local business firms. This led to 
estimates of indirect impacts that were 3 to 5 times too large. The result was 
total “multiplier” impacts that were twice as large as appropriate. 
 


ix. The DEIS explicitly assumed that “[e]mployment and output projections [for the 
Rosemont Mine] will not fluctuate over the life of the project.” (p. 704) This is a 
counter-factual assumption. Throughout the history of copper mining in Arizona 
and the United States copper mine production and employment have fluctuated 
substantially over periods as short as ten years or less. This DEIS assumption 
explicitly assumed away one of the primary economic costs associated with 
metal mining, the instability and disruption it brings to local employment and 
payroll. The net result, again, is to exaggerate the local economic benefits by 
assuming they will be more stable than can reasonably be expected and, as a 
result, higher levels of employment and payroll over time. 
 


x. The DEIS understated the size of the visitor economy that could be negatively 
impacted by degrading the landscape amenities in the Greater Tucson region 
by focusing primarily on:  


a. a small area in the immediate vicinity of the mine, 
b. people engaged in recreation on Coronado National Forest land, 
c. people engaged in active recreation as opposed to other types of 


visitors to the Greater Tucson area. 
 


                                            
1 “Economic Impacts of the Rosemont Copper Project on Pima County, Arizona,” Applied Economics, 
June 2011, p. 1.  Emphasis added. The DEIS quotes this warning statement on page 700 when listing 
this economic study along with other economic studies that were available but does not repeat the 
warning when 37 pages later it adopted the Applied Economics economic impact results as its own. 
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xi. The DEIS understates the impact of the Rosemont mine on the visitor economy 
by assuming that there are perfect substitutes in the area for any landscape 
values degraded by the Rosemont open pit mine, extended waste rock piles, 
scenic highway congested by mine haul vehicles, and general industrialization 
of the landscape. 
 


xii. The DEIS dismisses the negative impacts of the mine on the visitor economy 
and amenity-supported economic development as “not substantial”  (p. 736) or 
“negligible” (pp. 718 and 745). At the same time it characterizes the positive 
local economic impacts of the mine as “quite modest” (p. 740). The DEIS, 
however, never places the “quite modest” positive economic impacts in the 
same context as the “not substantial” negative economic impacts to determine 
the extent to which one might cancel out the other. The result is that the DEIS 
emphasizes and, in the process, exaggerates the positive economic impacts 
despite their small size relative to the overall economy.  
 


xiii. The DEIS ignores the fact that the negative economic impacts of the Rosemont 
Mine do not have to actually reduce the employment or payroll associated with 
the visitor economy or amenity-supported in-migration of people and 
businesses. Very small reductions in the growth of these sources of local 
economic vitality because the natural landscape amenities in the Greater 
Tucson area have been degraded and it is not as attractive a place to live, 
work, and do business as it had been, can have negative economic impacts 
over time that are larger than the positive economic impacts associated with the 
proposed mine. 
 


xiv. The DEIS characterizes the negative economic impacts of the Rosemont Mine 
due to its impact on the visitor economy as being “speculative…difficult to 
predict and quantify.” (p. 744.) Alternatively it characterizes the impact on the 
visitor economy as having “no measurable impacts.” (pp. 736, 740, 741) Yet the 
DEIS confidently predicts the level of copper production and its impacts on 
employment and payroll 23 years into the future in its positive economic impact 
analysis. Predicting future employment down to the job and payroll down to the 
dollar 23 years in the future not just for the mine itself but also for the indirect 
and induced impacts throughout the Pima County economy is also 
“speculative,” to say the least, as well as “difficult to predict and quantify.” Yet 
the DEIS is willing to speculate on the positive impacts but dismisses potential 
negative impacts because they might be “speculative” or “difficult to predict or 
quantify.”  This clearly represents a bias that emphasizes positive economic 
impacts while dismissing negative economic impacts. 


 
“Difficult to predict and quantify” or “measure” is not an excuse in an environmental 
impact statement to ignore or dismiss impacts. Impacts, including economic impacts, 
can be described and evaluated in whatever terms or metrics are available rather than 
ignoring or trivializing them because they are not easily predicted, measured, or 
quantified. 







v 
 


 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and Forest Service economic research has 
demonstrated the economic importance of landscape amenities to local economic 
vitality. That research has also warned about the negative consequences on local 
economic vitality and wellbeing associated with commercial development that damages 
or degrades those landscape amenities. That knowledge developed, over the last 
several decades, not only by USDA and USFS but many other economists, should 
serve as part of the foundation for any socioeconomic impact analysis written by the 
U.S. Forest Service. 
 
If the exaggerations associated with the DEIS’s modeling of the economic impacts of 
the Rosemont Mine are eliminated and the instability in copper mining production and 
employment are taken into account, the positive economic impacts associated with the 
proposed mine would be only a quarter to a third of what the DEIS projects. 
 
If the economic analysis of the Rosemont Mine took into account amenity-supported 
economic development and eliminated the bias in the DEIS socioeconomic analysis, a 
quite different picture of the local economic impacts of the proposed Rosemont Mine 
would be clear: It is highly likely that the “relatively modest” positive economic impacts 
of the Rosemont mine will be completely offset by equally modest negative impacts on 
the visitor economy and amenity supported in-migration. For that reason, it is also highly 
likely that the Rosemont Mine would, overall, damage the economic vitality and the 
economic well-being of the Greater Tucson area.   
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I. The Failure of the DEIS to Accurately Describe the Existing 
Economy and the Socioeconomic Impacts of the Rosemont 
Project 


 


1. Failure to Describe the Economic Role of the Natural Landscapes in 
the Greater Tucson Area 


 
The socioeconomic section of the DEIS (pp. 699-753) provides a reasonable statement 
of its objective: “The analysis for socioeconomics evaluates the social and economic 
effects, both positive and negative, of the construction, operation, and reclamation 
phases of the [Rosemont] project.” (p. 702) To prepare for the discussion of the 
Rosemont Project’s social and economic effects, the DEIS first describes current social 
and economic conditions and the affected social and economic environment (pp. 706-
735). The DEIS then discusses the social and economic environmental consequences 
(pp. 735-753).  
 
Unfortunately, the DEIS provides neither an accurate description of the existing 
economy nor an accurate projection of the socioeconomic consequences of the 
Rosemont Project. 
 


1. Failure to Describe the Economic Role of the Natural Landscapes in the 
Greater Tucson Area 


 
The very last paragraph in the DEIS’s discussion of existing socioeconomic conditions 
lays out the “existing conditions” when it comes to the natural landscape that would be 
irretrievably degraded by the Rosemont Mine: 
 


As discussed above, people are drawn to the Coronado National Forest 
because of the unique ecology, scenery, scenic driving, relaxing, and 
hiking and camping opportunities. Landscape appearance and scenery 
can be important public land amenities, not just as recreation opportunity 
settings, but also as elements of the region’s identity. Regional economic 
development is also increasingly dependent on the environmental and 
ecological amenities associated with the Coronado National Forest 
specifically, and public lands in general. Factors such as clean air and 
water quality, scenery and natural landscape, open space, dark skies, and 
the number of recreation opportunities can be economic assets 
themselves for local economies. (p. 732, emphasis added) 
 


Found at the very end of the description of the existing socioeconomic conditions, this is 
the only mention or discussion of the role that protected natural landscapes can play in 
supporting regional economic development. Instead of this statement being made at the 
beginning of the description of the existing socioeconomic conditions that the Rosemont 
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Mine would alter, it is made at the end after almost 30 pages that largely suggest that 
protected natural landscapes play little or no economic role. Instead natural landscapes 
are primarily described in cultural and aesthetic terms and linked to the economy 
primarily through the spending of recreationists. Even in describing that particular 
economic link between natural landscapes and the local economy, the focus is often so 
narrow as to suggest that this too is a relatively trivial link between the region’s natural 
landscapes and the economy. The result is a seriously inaccurate depiction of the 
existing socioeconomic conditions that will be impacted by the Rosemont Mine. 
 
This failure is not the result of the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) not having access to 
studies documenting the positive role that protected natural landscapes can play in 
supporting local economic vitality. The State of Arizona’s Office of Tourism annually 
funds studies of the role of visitors in the Pima, Santa Cruz, and Cochise County 
economies.2 More directly to the point, the USFS and its parent agency, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) have been the source of much of the economic 
research over the last several decades documenting the reality of “amenity-supported 
local economic development.” In fact, the DEIS cited two recent published studies of the 
role of forest lands in supporting local economies in Arizona and New Mexico (p. 725). 
One was titled “Intra-regional amenities, wages, and home prices: The role of forests in 
the Southwest.” The title of the other was “Forest amenities and location choice in the 
Southwest.3 
 
These studies were carried out through one of the USFS’s own research agencies, the 
Rocky Mountain Research Station and one of the USDA’s primary economic research 
organizations, the Economic Research Service. 
 
The DEIS interpreted these articles as primarily providing information on what 
influenced property values in the study area. The first use of these studies in the DEIS 
was in a section labeled “Property Value and Forest Resources” (p. 725). The second 
use was in a section titled “Property Value” (pp. 742-744).  The DEIS treated these 
USFS-supported studies as if they were discussing appraisal tools for determining local 
property values: “ …these same [forest] amenity characteristics, along with a variety of 
other characteristics (location, area land and housing prices, area wages, number of 
bedrooms, bathrooms, etc.), can also influence where people live (migration) and 
property values (Hand et al. 2008b)” (p. 725) 
 
This is a gross misrepresentation of these studies and their results. Although the studies 
did discuss the impact of the presence of forest lands on local wages and property 
values, this was done to document and quantify the economic importance of the natural 


                                            
2 The DEIS cited one of these studies: DEIS p. 726 in the Recreation and Tourism section cites the Dean 
Runyan Associates  Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2007p study released in June of 2008. The most recent 
of these studies was released in June 2011, Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2010p, 
http://www.azot.gov/system/files/410/original/AZ%20Tourism%20Imp10p%20FINAL.pdf?1310693693  
3 Hand, M. S., J.A. Thatcher, D.W. McCollum, and R.P. Berrens. 2008. “Intra-Regional Amenities, Wages, 
and Home Prices: The Role of Forest in the Southwest,” Land Economics 84(4)635-651 and “Forest 
Amenities and Location Choice in the Southwest,” Journal of Agricultural and Resource Economics 
33(2):232-253. 
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amenities associated with the forest to residents and local economic vitality. These 
USFS-sponsored studies that the DEIS cites documented the fact that the forest lands 
and their natural amenities provided a valuable “second paycheck” to residents that 
supplemented residents’ monetary paychecks.  As one of the articles stated in its 
“Introduction”: 
 


“As traditional resource extraction has become relatively less important in 
regional economies of the American West, the amenity value of forests 
and other natural features have received more attention. Instead of 
seeking out areas that, for example, hold the promise of a large paycheck 
from logging or mining jobs, migrants may seek out areas that offer a large 
so-called ‘second paycheck’ derived from the value of the natural 
landscape. This economic behavior can have observable effects in the 
markets for housing and labor.” (p. 635, Intra-Regional Amenities) 


 
That article included in its “Conclusions” the following: 
 


“As mentioned in the introduction, the role of forests in the regional 
economy can have implications for rural development policy and non-
market valuation within the region. One conclusion from the results is that 
a portion of the wage gap between urban areas and forested rural areas is 
due to compensating differentials for forests. That is, the second paycheck 
represented by forests is offsetting a reduced first paycheck from money 
income in amenable locations. Economic development policies that do not 
recognize the role of forest amenities in the region’s wage structure may 
not be effective, particularly if the policies involve development of the 
resources that generate the second paycheck. Put another way, the 
development or preservation of natural resources ‘has less to do with the 
kinds of jobs that result than with the social and environmental amenities 
created or destroyed in the process,’ (Power and Barrett 2001, 18)4. The 
results presented here appear to confirm this view of economic 
development policies.” (p. 648, Intra-Regional Amenities, emphasis and 
footnote added). 


 
Note the emphasis on the role of natural amenities on local economic development 
rather than on establishing the appraisal value of property. Note also the supporting 
citation to a book co-authored by one of the authors of the present comments on the 
Rosemont Project DEIS. 
 
The connection between local forest and landscape amenities and regional economic 
development was emphasized in this study by Hand et al. on Regional Amenities. The 
study also found that forests at some distance from a person’s work and residence were 
still valuable amenities. That is, it was not only forests adjacent to a person’s residence 


                                            
4 The citation is to Thomas Michael Power and Richard N. Barrett, Post-Cowboy Economics: Pay and 
Prosperity in the New American West, (Washington DC: Island Press), 2001. 
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that were economically valuable to households. The value of forest amenities had broad 
regional impacts on location decisions. As the study pointed out:5 
 


Schmidt and Courant (2006) found that the proximity of forest (and other 
“nice places”) near to urban areas is associated with lower wages; people 
don’t need forest in their backyard to accept lower wages, as long as 
forests are “close enough.” 
 


The “lower wages” in this quote and the higher housing costs mentioned elsewhere in 
the article are a measure of the sacrifice that in-migrants are willing to make to gain 
access to those landscape amenities. Just as it is the broad set of landscape amenities 
within commuting distance that attracts and holds new residents and the economic 
activity associated with them, damage to that broad set of landscape amenities will have 
negative impacts on the attractiveness of the same broad geographic area such as the 
Greater Tucson Area and its future economic vitality. 
 
The other Hand et al. study from USFS and USDA researchers mentioned above and 
cited by the DEIS also laid out the public policy implication of the study results in its 
“Introduction”: 
 


“The importance of natural characteristics to regional location decisions is 
policy relevant…The effects of changes in local forest characteristics on 
population movements, and the social and economic consequences of 
those movements, may be information the regional teams would want to 
consider. (p. 233, Forest Amenities and Location Choice) 


 
The “Conclusions” of that other Hand et al. study included: 
 


“An implication of the results is that the attractiveness of forests and other 
natural characteristics is policy relevant. This relevance stems from the 
fact that forests are not uniformly distributed across the landscape, and 
policies affecting the supply of forest may not have a spatially uniform 
impact. For example, if a policy reduces the supply of natural 
amenities in one location, other locations begin to look relatively 
more attractive to residents (although the region as a whole would 
look less attractive than other areas of the country). 
 
This raises at least two policy issues in a regional context. First, locations 
in the Southwest, where the supply of amenities may be upwardly 
bounded, may need to view preservation as an important economic 
development policy. Protecting amenities already in place may 
buttress a steady influx of human resources to those locations…” (p. 
251, Forest Amenities and Location Choice, emphasis added) 


                                            
5 Ibid. p. 647. The “good enough” comes from the Schmidt and Courant study title: “Sometimes Close in 
Good Enough: The Value of Nearby Environmental Amenities,” Schmidt, Lucie, and Paul N. Courant. 
2006. Journal of Regional Science 46 (December): 931-51. 
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These studies, cited by the DEIS in support if its socioeconomic analysis, were 
providing a warning that the commercial development of National Forest lands in a way 
that damaged the natural amenities those lands provided, could damage the local 
economy, leading to both lower levels of economic development and lower levels of 
economic well-being for residents. This perspective and warning were simply ignored by 
the DEIS socioeconomic analysis except for the brief assertion made at the very end of 
the description of the existing economy of the study area (DEIS p. 732) quoted above. 
 
These studies underlined a very important element of any complete and accurate 
approach to describing the Greater Tucson Area economy and how the Rosemont 
Project is likely to impact that economy. Focused as these studies were on Arizona and 
New Mexico and coauthored by USFS and USDA researchers, it was all the more 
important for the DEIS to have incorporated these studies’ approach to analyzing the 
existing economy and the impact of a large open pit copper mine on that economy. The 
DEIS failed to do so. This is a serious error. It means that the DEIS, instead of providing 
the public and public decision makers with an accurate description of the forces driving 
the existing local economy and the likely economic impacts of degrading the regional 
natural landscape amenities, at best misinterpreted those studies and provided an 
incomplete and misleading socioeconomic analysis 
 
The two Hand et al. 2008 studies quoted and discussed above and cited by the DEIS 
were not reporting on new or unusual results and policy implications. As mentioned 
above, the USFS and USDA have been analyzing and quantifying the economic role of 
landscape amenities on regional economies and well-being for several decades.6  
 
David  A. McGranahan, a researcher with the USDA Economic Research Service, 
published a research report in 1999 entitled “Natural Amenities Drive Rural Population 
Change.”7 In that report he described a natural amenities index that he developed and 
demonstrated that it explained much of the county population change in the United 
States between 1970 and 1996.  He also found that employment change was highly 
related to natural amenities.  More recently Dr. McGranahan has authored a summary 
of economic research entitled “Forestland a Big Draw for Rural Living.”8  This summary 
of research results reinforces the conclusions of the two Hand et al. (2008) studies to 
which the DEIS referred but misinterpreted. Also in 2009 Dr. McGranahan published an 
article in Amber Waves, the journal reporting USDA’s Economic Research Service’s 
findings, entitled “Scenic Landscapes Enhance Rural Growth.”9 This was a summary of 


                                            
6 In what follows, the comments will focus on the regional economic role of landscape amenities. This is 
the focus because the Rosemont Mine represents a significant degradation in the quality of landscape 
amenities in the Greater Tucson Area. The intent is not to suggest that the only thing influencing that 
regional economy is the high quality natural landscape and the environmental services it provides. This is 
just one of the important economic forces supporting local economic vitality and well-being, but one 
threatened by the Rosemont Mine that was not dealt with in the DEIS. 
7 Agricultural Economic Report (AER) No. 781, October 1999 
8 In “An Illustrated Guide to Research Findings from USDA’s Economic Research Service,” EIB-46 (April 
2009). 
9 June 2009. http://www.ers.usda.gov/AmberWaves/June09/Findings/ScenicLandscapes.htm  
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a study published in Landscape and Urban Planning entitled “Landscape Influence on 
Recent Rural Migration in the U.S.”10  That study found that recent nonmetropolitan 
migration in the U.S. was driven by landscape preferences: People have been most 
drawn to areas with a mix of forest and open land, water area, topographical variation, 
and relatively little cropland. Such landscape features influenced migration directly, not 
through effects on employment. Note, again, the USDA research findings documenting 
the role of forestland amenities in attracting in-migrants. 
 
Twelve years ago the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture published a special edition of Rural Development Perspectives on the 
rapid growth in population in the rural counties of the Mountain West including Arizona. 
That growth attracted the attention of analysts because it could not be explained by the 
Mountain West’s traditional land-based activities of farming, ranching, forest products, 
and mineral extraction, all of which were in relative or absolute decline. These USDA 
studies were focused on the non-metropolitan West, where one might expect these 
traditional land-based economic activities would dominate. The titles of the studies 
indicated the common theme: “Amenities Increasingly Draw People to the Rural West.” 
“Quality of Life, Nontraditional Income and Economic Growth: New Development 
Opportunities for the Rural West,” “Wildlife Conservation and Economic Development in 
the West,” and “Jobs Follow People in the Rocky Mountain West.”11  
 
Also in 1999 the USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station, the USDA, and the 
University of Montana School of Forestry sponsored a conference on “Wilderness 
Science in a Time of Change.” The proceedings of that conference were edited and 
published as a technical report by the USFS.12 That multi-volume report included 
studies of “The Impact of Wilderness and Other Wildlands on Local Economies and 
Regional Development Trends,” “Population Growth, Economic Security, and Cultural 
Change in Wilderness Counties,” “Wildland Economics: Theory and Practice,” and 
“Windfalls for Wilderness: Land Protection and Land Value in the Green Mountains.”13 
 
The USFS has long recognized the importance of natural landscapes and scenic beauty 
associated with National Forest lands to residents and visitors. The USFS has devoted 
considerable research effort over the last forty years, seeking to quantify in some 
objective way the quality of the scenic landscape associated with the lands the USFS 
manages.  Understanding that would put the USFS in a better position to understand 
the likely impacts of land management decisions in terms of the degree of degradation 
of landscape values. In 1968 the Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment 


                                            
10 85 (2008): 228-240. 
11 See the special issue of Rural Development Perspectives on the rural West, 14(2), August 1999, 
USDA, Economic Research Service. 
12 Cole, David N.; McCool, Stephen F., Freimund, Wayne A., O’Loughlin, Jennifer, comps. 2000. 
Wilderness Scenic in a Time of Change Conference Proceedings RMRS-P-15-VOL-1 through VOL-5. 
Ogden, UT: S.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. 
 http://www.wilderness.net/library/documents/science1999/index.htm  
13 See table of contents via the link in the previous footnote. The authors of the studies mentioned were 
Gundars Rudzitis-Rebecca Johnson, John B. Loomis, Paul A. Lorah, Pete Morton, and Spencer Phillips, 
respectively. 
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Station issued a research paper on “Forest landscape description and inventories: a 
Basis for Planning and Design.”14 In 1974 the Forest Service developed a “Visual 
Management System” to be used by all National Forests.15 In 1976 a research paper 
discussed “Measuring Landscape Aesthetics: The Scenic Beauty Estimation Method.”16 
Broader efforts at “Assessing Amenity Resource Values” followed17, including efforts at 
“Setting Technical Standards for Visual Impact Assessment Procedures.” 18 Research 
continued over two more decades, leading to the development of a new landscape 
assessment method promulgated by the USFS in 1995: Landscape Aesthetics: A 
Handbook for Scenery Management.” 19 Clearly the USFS has a long commitment to 
evaluating the scenic characteristics of the lands it manages and developing tools to 
understand the impacts of management activities and mitigating them. 
 
It also has not just been the USFS and USDA researchers who have recognized the 
importance of local amenities in determining the migration of both people and economic 
activity across the United States. That recognition that location choice based on site-
specific qualities was an important force driving the redistribution of economic activity 
and the economic vitality of communities was also not something recently identified by 
economists.  Since the mid-1950s economists have emphasized the importance of 
residential location decisions as a powerful economic force. They focused on the role of 
local environmental “amenities” such as climate and natural landscapes in the 
settlement of the desert Southwest (including Arizona, New Mexico, and Southern 
California), Florida, and the Pacific Northwest.20 Tiebout underlined the fact that people 
“shop around” for the social amenities produced by different levels of local government 
taxation and different public spending patterns such as on schools, parks, and roads.21 
In 1964 Borts and Stein argued that in a mobile, open economy, it would be an area’s 
ability to attract and hold a labor force without bidding up labor costs that would 
determine the geographic distribution of economic activity.22 Attractive local amenities 
draw workers to an area allowing firms to obtain the skilled labor they need without 
having to bid up wages. 


                                            
14Litton, R.B. 1968. USDS Forest Service Research Paper DSW.49. 
15 National Forest Landscape Management, Vol. 2, The Visual Management System, Agricultural 
Handbook 462. US Government Printing Office, Washington, DC (Chapter 1). 
16 Daniel, T.C. Boster, R.S. 1976. WSDA Forest Service Research Paper RM-167. Rocky Mountain 
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Fort Collins, CO. 
17 Daniel, T.C., Zube, E.H., Driver, B. (Eds.) 1979. USDA Forest Service General Technical Report RM-
68. Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station.  Fort Collins, CO. 
18 Craik, K.H., Feimer, N.R. 1979. In Elsner, G., G., Smardon, R. (Eds.), Proceedings of Our National 
Landscape,” Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, Berkeley CA. 
19 Agriculture Handbook No. 701, USDS Forest Service, Washington, DC, 1995. 
20 Ullman, Edward, 1954, “Amenities As a Factor in Regional Growth, Geographic Review, 44(1):119-
132 
21 Tiebout, Charles, 1956, “A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, Journal of Political Economy, 
64(2):160-164.	   
22 Borts, G.H., and J.L. Stein, 1964, Economic Growth in a Free Market, New York: Columbia University 
Press  
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A 2010 review study of the explanations that have been given for the redistribution of 
population and economic activity across the United States since 1950 concluded:23   
 


“The results show that amenity-led growth has taken what was once the 
periphery that faced with extreme remoteness or extreme historical 
baggage into 50 years of robust growth….the American landscape was 
being transformed from one where economic activity was virtually the sole 
driver of regional dynamics to one where natural amenities would become 
a major determinant.”  (p. 532) 
 
“The evidence is fairly clear that since the middle of the twentieth century, 
there has been a massive deconcentration out of the traditional American 
core of the Great Lakes states and the Northeast to what was the 
periphery of the country in the South, Southwest, and Rocky Mountain 
region…growth patterns have been very consistent with amenity-led 
migration to places endowed with high levels of natural amenities such as 
nice climates, pleasant landscapes, lakes, oceans  and 
mountains…Amenity migration has led to a fundamental transformation of 
American geography.” (p. 533) 


 
These economic forces that are tied to local amenities that draw new residents, new 
firms, and the economic activity associated with them have transformed the Arizona 
economy in general and the Greater Tucson Area in particular along with many other 
parts of the nation’s economic geography. That amenity-supported local economic 
development helps to explain the above average economic performance of the 
Mountain West, including Arizona, as well as in the Southeast and the Pacific Northwest 
over the last two decades before the Great Recession struck.24 
 
The 2006 Tucson Economic Blueprint produced for the Tucson Regional Economic 
Opportunities (TREO) recognized the regions landscape amenities as among the 
region’s “highest ranking…economic development strengths.” 25 After listing Tucson’s 
two public institutions of higher education and Tucson’s proximity to Mexico and the 
cultural diversity that results from that, the next highest ranking economic development 
strengths were “Tucson region’s current image as a place for leisure, recreation, and 
entertainment,” “Recreational and entertainment resources within the region,” and the 
“Tucson region’s current image as a place to live.” Each of these, of course, goes 
beyond just the region’s landscape amenities, but they clearly are included among the 
region’s “highest ranking economic development strengths.” This is one of the reasons 
that the Pima County Board of Supervisors, the City of Tucson, and the Tohono 
O’Odham Nation have actively opposed the Rosemont Mine.26  


                                            
23Mark D. Partridge, “The Dueling Models: NEG Vs Amenity Migration in Explaining US Engines of 
Growth” 2010, Papers in Regional Science, 89(3): 513-536.  
24 Thomas M. Power and Richard Barrett, Post Cowboy Economics: Pay and Prosperity in the New 
American West, Island Press, Spring 2000. 
25 Strategic Analysis Report, December 27, 2006, by the KMK Consulting, p. 29. 
26 Pima County: "Resolution of the Pima County Board of Supervisors Opposing the Proposed Rosemont 
Mine”, Resolution No. 2007-15, Passed January 16, 2007.City of Tucson; “Memorial Relating to the City 
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The DEIS effectively ignores this powerful set of economic forces by discussing the 
landscape amenities associated with the Coronado National Forest and other public 
lands surrounding the Greater Tucson Area in non-economic terms. There are important 
non-economic, cultural, social, aesthetic, and ethical  aspects to these landscape 
amenities. But there are also important economic aspects that should have been central 
to the discussion of the existing economy and the local economic effects of the 
proposed Rosemont Mine.  
 
Because the Rosemont Mine would seriously and permanently degrade important 
landscape amenities and because those landscape amenities have been one of the 
most important sources of economic vitality in the Greater Tucson Area, this is a fatal 
economic error in the DEIS. Instead of informing the public and public decision makers 
of these threats to local economic vitality associated with the Rosemont Mine so that the 
public can comment in an informed way on the proposed Rosemont Mine, the DEIS 
provides an incomplete and misleading analysis of the socioeconomic environment and 
the likely changes in it associated with the proposed mine.. 
 


2. The DEIS’s Treatment of Landscape Amenities and Quality of Life as 
Largely Social, Cultural, and Aesthetic in Character Rather Than 
Economic 


 
The flaw in the DEIS is not that it does not mention the recreation opportunities, the 
scenic beauty, and the quality of life. It does discuss these many times, but almost 
never as, among other things, important aspects of the economy. The DEIS’s 
discussions of these important amenities also tends to minimize their importance even 
from a non-economic point of view. 
 
Typical of the DEIS’s handling of the environmental amenities of the Greater Tucson 
Region is the section (p. 725, “Property Value and Forest Resources”) in which it 
introduces the two economic studies by Hand et al. discussed above. In that discussion 
the words “economic” or “economic development” never appear. Instead the DEIS 
mentioned that “environmental amenities…contribute to the region’s identity, as well as 
area quality of life….these same amenity characteristics can also influence where 
people live (migration) and property values (Hand et al. 2008b)” The decision as to 
where to live is presented in a real estate sales setting of individual choice based on 
things like the “number of bedrooms, bathrooms, etc.”   
 
Clearly the number of bedrooms and bathrooms in individual houses is not a force that 
drives local economic development. It simply affects who buys which house and what 


                                                                                                                                             
of Tucson’s Opposition to the Proposed Rosemont Mine”, Passed, Adopted, and Approved by the Mayor 
and Council, February 6, 2007. Tohono O’Odham Nation: “Resolution of the Tohono O’Odham 
Legislative Council Opposing the Proposed Rosemont Copper Project”, Resolution No. 09-569. Passed 
October 22, 2009. 
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price is paid for different types of housing. That is an individual decision with few 
regional economic implications. As a result of shifting to this individual framework and 
away from the Hand et al. regional economic framework, this section of the DEIS 
concludes that “the existence of an open-pit copper mine could result in negative 
impacts on values to neighboring properties.” Note that this is, again, an individual 
problem for what the DEIS will later suggest will be only about a dozen households. The 
broader issues of the regional economic damage done by permanently degrading the 
area’s landscape amenities, is never broached even though that was the concern 
expressed by the Hand et al. studies. 
 
The DEIS also suggests that we do not really know what it is that people value about 
forested landscapes: “…the specific characteristics of the forest amenities that are 
influential is [sic] unknown…is it open space, recreation opportunities, or wildlife habitat 
that is attractive to people...?” (p. 725) The answer, of course, is “all of the above.” The 
specific answer in the context of this DEIS is that an open-pit copper mine would 
damage all of these. Because of that, we can draw important economic conclusions 
without specifically allocating those costs to particular qualities of life in the area that 
would be damaged. 
 
Another example of the DEIS’s handling of the issue of local quality of life as it may be 
affected by the proposed mine is the section on page 729 labeled “Quality of Life” but 
which leads off with an outline that appears to be far off the mark of what most people 
mean when discussing quality of life: “The analysis area has a diverse population, 
economy, housing, land use, and natural features that are supported by an 
infrastructure of facilities and services.”  That section then goes on to discuss “Public 
Facilities and Services,” “Transportation and Road Maintenance” which are certainly 
important to discuss but it is not clear they are the lead indicators of local quality of life. 
 
This section does get around to discussing “Community Values and Social Trends” (p. 
730) and “Social Benefits of Amenities on the Coronado National Forest.” (p.731) Note 
that economic trends and economic benefits of quality of life and landscape amenities 
are not included in the headings. 
 
The Community Values and Social Trends section focuses on the transition in the 
economy from natural resources (e.g. ranching and mining) to more tourism and 
amenity based economies and lifestyles. The DEIS explicitly says that: “The local 
economy near the proposed mine and rural areas of Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz 
Counties is typical of the changing economy of the West as people move to these rural 
areas to live, work, and play.” (p. 730) These people value “quality of life” and 
“environmental amenities such as clean air and water and recreation opportunities.”  
Also: “Communities in the area, such as Sonoita and Elgin, benefit from proximity to 
public lands.” This is important information about the changes in community values and 
social trends. What is missing is a discussion of the economic development implications 
of this, i.e. what does this say about the role of recreation opportunities, quality of life, 
and environmental amenities as sources of new jobs and income and overall economic 
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vitality and prosperity? This is not just a social or values trend. It is also a powerful 
economic force. 
 
The next section of the DEIS focuses on the Social Benefits of Amenities on the 
Coronado National Forest (p. 732). Note the lack of mention of the economic benefits of 
those landscape amenities. This is not to suggest that social benefits should be ignored. 
The point is that the economic benefits should not have been ignored given the powerful 
role they have played in the economic development of the region. 
 
The focus on the social aspects is clear:  
 


“Environmental amenities…contribute to the region’s identity, as well as 
area quality of life…regional population growth has brought on 
significant changes in the local and regional quality of life over the past 
2 decades; extensive population growth has driven changes (increases) 
in demand for forest resources. The region is shifting from a solely 
commodity based lifestyle toward a more recreation and tourism based 
way of life.” 
 
“Communities adjacent to Coronado National Forest lands have a 
strong sense of place tied to the forest, specifically to the recreational 
opportunities of the forest. Environmental amenities that attract tourists 
are also appealing to area residents.”  (p. 732) 
 


This focus on the social aspects of the changes taking place in the surrounding region is 
appropriate and important. In both of these two sections of the DEIS there is a hint of 
concern that the growth in population pursuing these landscape amenities may have 
negative consequences for both residents and the quality of the landscape amenities as 
population and active use of the landscape increases. These are potential costs 
associated with amenity-driven local economic development. But to deal with them, one 
has to first admit that this economic dynamic is playing an important role in transforming 
the local economy. The DEIS fails to do that except, as mentioned above, indirectly in 
the last two sentences of this DEIS discussion of the existing economic conditions (p. 
732). 
 
This exclusively “social,” i.e. non-economic, characterization of quality of life concerns 
continues in the DEIS’s discussion of the socioeconomic consequences of the 
Rosemont Mine (pp. 735-739). If the mine is not built (No Action Alternative): “In terms 
of quality of life, specifically “Community Values and Social Trends” and Social Benefits 
of Amenities”…there would be no change in the natural amenities and environmental 
quality that area residents treasure. Environmental amenities that contribute to the 
region’s identity and area quality of life would remain untouched, and the rural 
landscape would be preserved (p. 736).”  Note the emphasis on “regional identity” and 
the natural world that “residents treasure.” This is appropriate and important to 
recognize, but in an economic analysis it is also important to recognize that quality of 
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life and its various components are also powerful economic forces, not just social, 
cultural, or “aesthetic” interests. 
 
The DEIS explains how it calculated the economic effects of the Rosemont Mine in the 
following terms: “The economic impacts…of the project were estimated by using 
regional economic modeling, or more specifically, by using IMPLAN (Applied Economic 
2011). These types of regional economic modeling are standard approaches…providing 
an estimate of the ripple effects in an economy associated with a direct stimulus or 
investment (p. 737).” For readers who do not recall the first citation to Applied 
Economics thirty-seven pages earlier, this statement might be read to suggest that the 
USFS hired a consulting firm to carry out IMPLAN modeling of the economic impacts 
under USFS supervision as it did with other sections of the DEIS. But that is not the 
case, as mentioned on page 700 of the DEIS, The Applied Economic IMPLAN modeling 
was paid for by Rosemont and commissioned by Tucson Regional Economic 
Opportunities, a regional economic development organization. Rosemont provided the 
basic inputs around which the IMPLAN modeling was carried out. The USFS did not 
commission, pay for, or supervise that economic modeling. When the USFS wrote the 
DEIS it also did not have access to the Rosemont inputs or the approach to modeling 
that Applied Economics took. 
 
Even more important, where the DEIS reveals that it will rely on the Rosemont/Treo 
IMPLAN modeling on p. 737, it does not repeat its earlier warning about the limitations 
of this report and its use of this report: “The potential impacts of the mine on the value of 
public lands, the tourism industry, air and water quality, wildlife habitat, astronomical 
observation conditions, and recreation and cultural resources were not addressed in 
this report (p. 700, emphasis added).” 
 
Instead, as the DEIS begins its discussion of the economic effects of the Rosemont 
Mine, the DEIS presents the Applied Economics IMPLAN modeling as an adequate way 
of estimating all of the economic effects of the mine with no qualifications.  It does not 
repeat the warning about the potential economic effects of the mine that were left out of 
the Applied Economic report. In effect, the DEIS, without warning or explanation, 
adopted an approach to modeling the economic effects of the Rosemont Mine that 
focused exclusively on the economic benefits of the mine and ignored the major public 
concerns about the economic costs of the mine. An economic analysis that focuses only 
on benefits and ignores the costs is a biased and fatally flawed economic analysis.  
 
The treatment of quality of life in the socioeconomic effects section of the DEIS is 
focused on the social and individual impacts. The DEIS says that any degradation in the 
natural landscapes surrounding the Greater Tucson Area “would have the potential to 
decrease the public investment value of the [public] lands as well as the sense of place 
that these public lands provide to residents and visitors (pp. 747-8).” There might be 
negative changes in the quality of life for those living close to the mine: the mine “could 
dramatically change community well-being and sense of place…(p. 748). “…the mine 
could lead to a change in the nearby communities’ self-perception, from identifying with 
an area that is rural and moderately developed to identifying with a place shaped by 
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industry and mining (p. 748).  Such a “shift from this [undeveloped] landscape 
expectation to a more industrialized landscape would negatively impact local residents 
who are seeking a rural residential community…a real or perceived decline in local 
environmental quality would likely impact community values and well being, and could 
also reduce the demand for living in or visiting the area (p. 749)”. 
 
Note the emphasis on individual location decisions and on sense of place, community 
self-perception, landscape expectations, and community values. The DEIS does not 
deal with the potential negative impact on the economic vitality of the area because it 
has become a less attractive place to live and operate a business. The positive 
economic effects of building and operating the mine are emphasized while most of the 
negative economic impacts associated with a degraded natural landscape are implicitly 
ignored by treating them as largely social, cultural, and personal (subjective) and not 
economic.   
 
This separation of the landscape amenities and qualities of life from economic impacts 
is built into the structure of the DEIS’s socioeconomic analysis. Consider the 
“Environmental Consequences” section (pp. 735-753). It works through changes in 
population and demographics, housing, employment, income characteristics, economic 
activity, and taxes and revenues, before getting to recreation and tourism, quality of life 
conditions, and the social benefits of amenities.  
 
The discussion of the economic effects of the Rosemont mine on population, housing, 
employment, income, economic activity, and taxes and revenues are all carried out 
solely in terms of the positive economic impacts associated with the proposed mine. 
Applied Economics’ modeling of Rosemont’s economic effects was exclusively used by 
the DEIS for its economic impact analysis despite both Applied Economics and the 
DEIS having explicitly stated that that modeling excluded the potential economic costs 
associated with environmental damages associated with the mine (DEIS p. 700 and 
Applied Economics, p. 1). Despite this one-sided focus on benefits to the exclusion of 
costs, this was the modeling that the DEIS used to measure “[t]he economic impacts 
of…the [Rosemont] project.” (p. 736)   
 
The DEIS says that this modeling is “measuring the production and consumption 
linkages in an economy between households, industries, and institutions (such as 
government), thus providing an estimate of the ripple effects in an economy associated 
with a direct stimulus or investment.” (DEIS p. 737) Note the emphasis on the positive 
side: “stimulus” and “investment.” Only the positive economic impacts associated with 
the mine are to be modeled and reported. The degradation or destruction of natural 
capital (landscape amenities) and the depression of economic activity in other sectors 
was not modeled. The DEIS does not seek to use the same tools to trace the direct, 
indirect, and induced negative economic impacts of the mine. Its study of “employment,” 
“income,” “economic activity,” and “taxes and revenues” is entirely limited to the positive 
impacts associated with the Rosemont Mine. 
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Then, after the economic analysis (employment, income, economic activity, taxes and 
revenue) had been carried out entirely in positive terms, the “environmental 
consequences” section turned to recreation and tourism, quality of life, and amenities 
(pp. 744-749). The DEIS does not discuss any of these in terms of employment, 
income, economic activity, taxes and revenues, suggesting that recreation, tourism, 
quality of life, and amenities are not as “economic” in character as the Rosemont Mine 
is. This is a fatal error. As discussed above, the landscape amenities surrounding the 
Greater Tucson Area have been powerful economic engines supporting the region’s 
economic vitality. The negative impacts on those landscape amenities on the regional 
economy should have been treated in a parallel way in the DEIS. 
 
The explanation the DEIS provides for this asymmetric treatment is that the impacts on 
recreation and tourism are unknown: “…placing a number on the amount of visitors who 
would choose not to come to the area as a result of the mine would be speculative.” 
“The extent to which visitor use and associated spending…or overall tourism industry 
output…would be displaced by the open-pit copper mine is difficult to predict and 
quantify…” (DEIS p. 744) 
 
It is also difficult, of course, to predict what the level of output, employment at the 
proposed mine would be 10 or 15 years from now. It is even more difficult to predict 
what the “ripple effects” throughout the Greater Tucson Area economy would be 5, 10 
or 15 years from now. Yet the DEIS did not hesitate to accept the Rosemont-related 
estimates of these economic impacts twenty-three years into the future. The USFS 
writers of the DEIS felt confident enough to project the number of jobs and the labor 
income 15 or 20 years out down to the individual job and dollar of labor income. The 
DEIS appears to provide very precise estimates of these future economic benefits. It is 
unclear how such precise projections of future benefits of the mine are not speculative 
but even approximating what the economic impacts associated with the negative 
impacts of the Rosemont Mine might be are impossibly speculative and/or impossibly 
difficult to predict or quantify. Saying that something is difficult to estimate precisely in 
quantitative terms is not the equivalent of saying that it has zero value and can be 
ignored. 
 
However, the DEIS goes further and indicates that whatever the losses associated with 
the damage to landscape amenities by the Rosemont Mine are likely to be, they will be 
quite small because: “Recreationists and area users…are not expected to stop 
recreating in the area altogether…Recreationists displaced from the project area could 
likely visit nearby areas…[N]umerous additional recreation opportunities exist in the 
region that tourists and recreationists are expected to visit. As a result, overall tourism 
industry output…is not expected to change substantially during the production phase of 
the mine.” (DEIS, p.745)  
 
As noted above, this assumes that the open pit mine, its waste piles, the congestion of 
a scenic highway, the loss of dark skies, and the industrialization of the landscape will 
only affect those people who are currently actively using the mine site or lands in the 
immediate vicinity. In addition it assumes that there are nearly perfect substitutes for the 
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use of the general mine site “just around the corner.” The DEIS completely ignores the 
larger impact on the quality of the natural landscapes surrounding the urban, suburban, 
and exurban human settlement in the Greater Tucson Area which has been one of the 
major sources of the region’s economic vitality. 
 


3. The DEIS Reduces the Economic Importance of Landscape Amenities 
by Focusing on Active Recreation on USFS Land  


 
Throughout the socioeconomic section of the DEIS, the primary landscape amenity that 
is quantified is recreation. The DEIS primarily focuses on recreation on the Coronado 
National Forest. This dramatically understates the value of landscape amenities and the 
potential damage the Rosemont Mine could do to those values. This is true because: 


• Providing opportunities for outdoor recreation is only one landscape amenity 
value. Landscape amenities are also valuable to people who do not actively 
recreate on those lands. That broader set of values includes open space, scenic 
beauty, natural settings, and wildlife habitat that are enjoyed by residents 
whether or not they engage in recreation on public lands. 


• Outdoor recreation on public lands is just one of the activities in which visitors 
drawn by the landscape amenities engage. The majority of visitors may not 
actively visit public lands but still come to enjoy the natural beauty of the area. 


• Outdoor recreation on Coronado National Forest land represents only part of the 
outdoor recreation that takes place on public and private lands that may be 
affected by the Rosemont Mine.  
 


The result of this narrowing of what is measured as landscape amenities is a DEIS 
conclusion that the outdoor recreation values are so small that the Rosemont Mine 
could not cause significant damage to them. That is a false conclusion based on an 
unreasonably narrow measure of the relevant landscape amenities. 
 
In describing the existing economy the DEIS estimates “Recreation Related 
Employment” by using data on visitor use on the Coronado National Forest and a USFS 
model tied to IMPLAN.  This is used to estimate the economic impact of expenditures 
associated with current levels of recreation activity on the Coronado National Forest (p. 
714-5).  This leads to an estimate that 799 jobs in the three county study area (Pima, 
Cochise, and Santa Cruz) are “directly related to” recreation on the Coronado National 
Forest. This, the DEIS calculates represented 0.15 percent of study area employment 
(p. 715).  Although this is almost twice the size of the direct operational employment 
associated with the Rosemont Mine27, this is still a tiny sliver of the overall regional 
economy. The problem, of course, is that despite the DEIS heading, “Recreation 


                                            
27 The direct employment at Rosemont is presented simply as a measure of relative size. Our IMPLAN 
modeling of the total employment impact of the Rosemont Mine in Pima County is about 1,000 total jobs, 
25 percent larger than the recreation impact of the Coronado National Forest. That Power Consulting 
IMPLAN modeling, the IMPLAN modeling reported in the DEIS, and the more recent USFS IMPLAN 
modeling released late in the DEIS comment period (December 20, 2011) will be discussed in a later 
section of this report. 
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Related Employment,” this is not a measure of total “Recreation Related Employment.” 
It is just the impact of recreation on the Coronado National Forest. 
 
This focus only on Coronado National Forest land is repeated throughout the DEIS with 
the same trivializing impact. The DEIS also estimates “Recreation Related Labor 
Income” in the same way and concludes: “In terms of recreation contributions to the 
area economy approximately 0.10 percent of area labor income is [Coronado National] 
Forest Service related.” This is characterized as “not substantial.” (p. 717).28 In the 
discussion of Recreation and Tourism in the existing economy, the DEIS again focuses 
not on recreation and tourism throughout the study area but on the “visitors to the 
Coronado National Forest” (p. 726).  
 
In the discussion of the economic impacts of the Rosemont mine on “Recreation and 
Tourism,” the DEIS again begins with a focus on the role  of the Coronado National 
Forest in providing “key environmental amenities” but goes on to make clear that  these 
are “important contributors” to a larger “recreation and tourism identity of the analysis 
area” (p. 744). Note again that this is clumsily phrased in non-economic terms, 
“identity,” with no mention of the economic implications.  This, statement, however does 
momentarily shift the focus to the larger range of recreation, tourism, and visitor 
activities in the Greater Tucson Area rather than focusing only on recreation on USFS 
land. 
 


4. Understating the Size of the Visitor Economy That Will Be Affected by 
the Rosemont Mine 


  
A focus on those who actively engage in recreation on Coronado National Forest lands 
leads the DEIS to mistakenly conclude that the Rosemont mine will have insignificant 
impacts on the local economy. This minimization of impacts takes place in two steps. 
 
 i. First, recreationists who actually set foot on National Forest land represent a 
very small part of the total population of the study region. 
 ii. Second, those recreationists are assumed to be simply geographically 
displaced. They can move their recreation a relatively small distance to other National 
Forest land or other recreation land and proceed with their recreation with very little 
loss. 
 
This is a double error. First of all, the population that will be affected by the Rosemont 
Mine is much larger than the part of active outdoor recreationists who visit National 
Forest lands. It includes all those who in their travels around the Greater Tucson area 
will be forced to view the damaged landscape and experience the industrial 


                                            
28 In this one sentence the DEIS makes two mistakes. It refers to employment when it should have said 
labor income. In addition it characterized the estimated labor income as “Forest Service related” when the 
Forest Service activities and the Coronado National Forest has economic impact that stretch far beyond 
those of recreation on the forest. 
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disamenities associated with the mine including dust, light, noise and the conversion of 
a scenic highway into a mining haul road. 
 
Secondly, because the impact will be so broad damaging the viewscape from miles 
away, the dark skies, the scenic highway between the mine and the Port of Tucson, 
etc., residents cannot just shift their outdoor activities slightly and make the costs 
associated with the impact go away. 
 
As discussed in the previous section, the impact of the mine will not just be on the 
“recreation” or “tourist” economy. It will also have a significant impact on the 
attractiveness of the Greater Tucson Area as a place to live and engage in economic 
activity. That is, the proposed mine does not simply damage the attractiveness of the 
Greater Tucson Area as a place to visit, it also damages its attractiveness to existing 
residents and potential future residents. The DEIS almost completely ignores this other 
ongoing economic development impact despite citing USFS and USDA studies warning 
of exactly those impacts. 
 
Even when the DEIS focuses on the economic impacts of degrading forest amenities, it 
understates those by focusing on people actively engaged in recreation on Forest 
Service land instead of focusing on all of the recreation values that are likely to be 
affected and the entirety of the “visitor” economy. 
 
There is not an “industry” in federal government economic statistics labeled “tourism” or 
“visitor sector.” The reason for this is not that these sectors are inconsequential but 
because economic activities supporting visitors are spread throughout the economy. 
Visitors stay in hotels and motels, they eat at restaurants and relax in drinking 
establishments, they use airlines and rent cars, they attend entertainment events, go to 
arts and crafts galleries and museums, engage in recreation, and make purchases of 
goods and services at a broad variety of businesses. 
 
The categories of economic activity most directly associated with the visitor economy 
are accommodations (hotels and motels), eating and drinking establishments, and “arts, 
entertainment, and recreation.”29 For the tri-county study area, total jobs in these 
sectors in 2009 totaled 54,500. Total labor earnings were just over one billion dollars. 
That was about 9.5 percent of all jobs and 2.6 percent of all personal income.30 In the 
same year all of mining, including sand, gravel, and other local building materials, was 
the source of about 3,700 jobs and $181 million in labor earnings, 0.7 and 0.5 percent of 
jobs and personal income respectively. 
 
This comparison, however, is incomplete since it only includes two or three sectors of 
the economy that are impacted by visitors. In addition, all of the spending in the sectors 
that were mentioned above is not visitor-related.  Local residents visit eating and 
drinking establishments and enjoy recreation, entertainment, and the arts. To calculate 


                                            
29 U.S. Department of Commerce, Regional Economic Information System. 
30 Ibid. Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz Counties. 
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the impacts of the visitor economy, estimates need to be made of the distribution of 
visitor spending throughout the local economy. 
 
Although the DEIS was aware that the Arizona visitor economy along with the visitor 
economies of each of Arizona’s counties had been studied for the Arizona Office of 
Tourism by Dean Runyan Associates31 each year for several years, the DEIS ignored 
the most recent version (June 2011) of that study32 as well as the county-level analysis 
in the 1998-2007 version of the Dean Runyan study the DEIS did cite.  Instead of 
referring to those studies sponsored by the State of Arizona, the DEIS attempted to 
carry out its own estimate of the size of the study area “tourism related sectors.” It did 
this by relying on a 2001 paper presented at a conference. That paper, in turn, provided 
a table on tourism spending for the “Greater Lansing [Michigan] Region in 1998.33 From 
that twelve-year-old paper, the DEIS obtained an estimate of the percentage of total 
spending in each sector of the national economy that was tourism-related. The DEIS 
applied those “national tourism impact ratios” to total spending in those sectors in the tri-
county study area to estimate the total size of the study area tourist economy.34 From 
this the DEIS concluded that the “industry output for tourism sectors in the three-county 
analysis area (in 2008) was $1.05 billion, or 1.61 percent of the region’s output. This 
was the DEIS’s estimate of the direct output to the tourism industry. No multiplier 
impacts were included. 
 
If, instead, the DEIS had used the study done for the State of Arizona by Dean Runyan 
Associates “Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2007p” that the DEIS itself cited, it would have 
concluded that travel-related spending was directly responsible for 5.2 percent of jobs 
and 2.8 percent of labor earnings in the tri-county study area, indicating that the travel 
industry was two to three times larger in relative importance than the DEIS estimated.35   
 
The Arizona Travel Impacts study that the DEIS cites (1998-2007p), estimates that 
there were 31,000 direct travel industry jobs with direct labor earnings of about $700 
million in the tri-county study area.36 In comparison the DEIS estimates that the direct 


                                            
31DEIS p. 726 in the Recreation and Tourism section cites the Dean Runyan Associates  Arizona Travel 
Impacts 1998-2007p study released in June of 2008.  
32 Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2010p, 
http://www.azot.gov/system/files/410/original/AZ%20Tourism%20Imp10p%20FINAL.pdf?1310693693  
33 Table 2, no page number, PDF page number 25, D.J. Stynes, “Estimating economic impacts of tourist 
spending on local regions: A comparison of satellite and survey/I-O approaches.” DEIS Table 190, p. 728, 
citing Stynes (2001). 
34 DEIS p. 728-9, Tables190 and 191. 
35 Dean Runyan Associates  Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2007p study released in June of 2008, table on 
page 30. Cochise, Pima, and Santa Cruz Counties combined. Neither the Runyan analysis nor the DEIS 
analysis included multiplier impacts. Because the DEIS uses the IMPLAN data base estimates of “output” 
by industry, the results are not directly comparable to the estimates of Dean Runyan Associates. Dean 
Runyan estimates total traveler spending and then estimates the direct employment and labor earnings 
associated with that. The IMPLAN data base defines the output of the service and manufacturing sectors 
as the value of sales (“spending”), but it defines the output of retail trade establishments as simply the 
margin markups, not the total customer spending. 
36Ibid. The travel industry direct jobs and labor earnings in the 2011 Dean Runyan AZ Travel Impacts 
study were slightly lower due to the ongoing effects of the recession. We have used the 2008 study in 
these comments because that is the study cited by the DEIS. 
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employment associated with the Rosemont Mine would be 350 to 480 and direct labor 
earnings will be $19.5 to $26.2 million depending on the year.37 
 


5. The Visitor Economy in the Immediate Vicinity of the Rosemont Mine 
 
In early December of 2011, two local business owners surveyed the owners of all 
identified small businesses in the area surrounding the towns of Sonoita, Elgin, and 
Patagonia to the south of the proposed Rosemont Mine in Santa Cruz County.38 They 
identified 217 businesses employing approximately 800 people. The survey asked two 
questions: 
 


What percentage of the firm’s sales was derived from visitors to the area? 
What percentage of those visitors were drawn to the area by its landscape and 


cultural amenities?39 
 
The responses indicated that about 66 percent of these firms’ sales were tied to the 
purchases of visitors rather than residents. In addition, 78 percent of the visitors were 
drawn to the area by the landscape and cultural amenities as opposed to just passing 
through, being on business, visiting family, etc. Combined, these results indicate that 
the landscape and cultural amenities were responsible for 51 percent of local business 
sales in the area. If employment is proportional to sales, this would suggest that 386 
local jobs are associated with the surrounding landscape and cultural amenities in this 
small town and rural area.  
 
The industrialization of the landscape by the Rosemont Mine and the conversion of the 
scenic highway SR 83 into a congested mineral haul road threaten both access to these 
local businesses and the attractiveness of visiting this area at all.  For these small 
businesses, which had average employment of less than four workers per firm, small 
changes in the number of customers and aggregate customer spending could have a 
devastating impact. Such firms have relatively high fixed costs associated with their 
commercial establishments (rent, utilities, property taxes, insurance, etc.) and have to 
have a certain number of workers simply to keep the business open. There is a scale of 
operations below which the business simply is not financially viable because it cannot 
cover those fixed costs. Modest losses in business that push the volume of business 
below that level will force the business to shut down and the jobs to be lost. 
 


                                            
37 DEIS pp. 738 and.741. 
38 Mountain Empire Business Survey, prepared and administered by A. Halpert and N. McCoy, December 
2011. 
39 These “amenities” were defined on the survey as hiking, biking, birding, hunting, equestrian activities, 
ranches, relaxation get-aways, health and wellness, historic and cultural sites, arts and artists, dining, and 
shopping. 
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II. The Potential Impact of the Rosemont Mine on the Amenity-
Supported Economic Vitality in Pima County 


 
The DEIS focused its analysis of the positive economic impacts associated with the 
Rosemont Mine exclusively on Pima County40 despite asserting that a tri-county study 
area was appropriate.41 So that our local economic impact analysis can be compared 
with those reported in the DEIS, in this section we will also focus on Pima County.  
 


1. Potential Impacts on the Greater Tucson Area Visitor Economy 
 
From 1998 until the Great Recession struck in 2007, travel spending adjusted for 
inflation (“real” spending) in Pima County grew at a compound rate of 2.1 percent, labor 
earnings grew at a rate of 2.0 percent, and travel related employment rose at a 2.6 
percent annual rate.42 We do not have consistent estimates for the Pima County travel 
industry before 1998. However, real labor earnings in the hotel and motel 
(accommodations) sector of the economy, which primarily serves travelers, grew at an 
annual rate of 7.2 percent between 1988 and 1998. Over the entire period for which we 
have data, 1969 through 2009, real earnings in the traveler-related accommodation’s 
sector grew at a compound rate of 3.4 percent per year across boom years as well as 
recession years. 43  For the purpose of this analysis we will assume that the future rate 
of growth of the visitor economy will be 2.6 percent for both employment and labor 
earnings. 
 
The Arizona Travel Impacts analysis done for the Office of Tourism estimated the 
multiplier impacts of tourist expenditures to be 1.86 for jobs and 2.06 for labor 
earnings.44 IMPLAN multipliers for copper mining in Pima County are somewhat 
different, about 25 percent higher for jobs (2.3) and about 14 percent lower for labor 
earnings (1.78).45 
 
If the industrialization of the natural landscapes surrounding the Greater Tucson Area 
due to the Rosemont Mine were to slow the annual growth of the visitor economy by 
less than a tenth of a percentage point, from 2.60 percent per year to 2.51 percent, the 


                                            
40 Applied Economics 2011, cited and discussed in the DEIS p. 737.  However, the exclusive focus on 
Pima County alone of that study and modeling is never mentioned in the DEIS. 
41Figure 105, p. 703 and p. 702. Also p. 737: “As previously discussed, Cochise, Pima, and Santa Cruz 
Counties were selected as the economic impact analysis area.” 
42 The years 1998-2006 are included. The recession year of 2001 is included. Since the start of the Great 
Recession, the travel industry in Pima County has not recovered to its 2006 levels. Tables on pp.30-32, 
Dean Runyan Associates, “Arizona Travel Impacts 1998-2010p,” June 2011, prepared for the Arizona 
Office of Tourism.  
43Bureau of Economic Affairs, Regional Economic Information System, earnings by place of work, 
deflated using the CPI.  
44 Dean Runyan Associates, op. cit. tables on p. 16. 
45 These multipliers are calculated by dividing the estimated total economic impact by the direct economic 
impact and represent the IMPLAN results for Pima County when the IMPLAN coefficients describing the 
relationship between the copper industry and the local economy are used. 
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negative impact on visitor-related employment in the Pima County economy would 
offset about half of the projected total job gains associated with the Rosemont Mine. If 
the annual growth of the visitor economy slowed somewhat more, by a sixth of a 
percentage point, from 2.6 percent to 2.43 percent, the negative impact on the total 
employment associated with the visitor economy would completely offset the projected 
total increase in jobs associated with the Rosemont Mine. 
 
If the impact of the mine were to slow the growth in the visitor economy by about a 
seventh of a percentage point, from 2.60 percent per year to 2.45 percent, the negative 
impact on labor income in the Pima County economy would offset 53 percent of the 
projected positive impact of the Rosemont Mine on labor income. If the growth of the 
visitor economy slowed somewhat more than that, by less than a third of a percentage 
point from 2.6 to 2.3 percent, the decline in total labor income associated with the visitor 
economy would completely offset the projected gains in labor income due to the 
Rosemont Mine.  
 
Note that we are not talking about an actual decrease in employment and income 
from the visitor economy, simply a slight slowdown in the rate at which the visitor 
economy expands, a slowdown so slight it probably would not be noticed by 
most businesses and workers in the Greater Tucson Area.  
 
As will be discussed later in this report, the analysis above assumes a scaled down total 
job impact associated with the Rosemont Mine based on running the IMPLAN model 
without Applied Economics’ exaggerating “customization” of that model. Instead of the 
Applied Economics’ estimate of an average of about 1,750 jobs46 being created directly 
and indirectly by the mine during its 20-year period of full operations, our IMPLAN 
modeling indicates that a total of about an additional 1,000 jobs would be associated 
with the mine if the direct employment the that Applied Economics, reported is correct 
rather than the lower employment reported in the Rosemont Feasibility Study.47 Instead 
of $83.5 million per year in additional labor income being generated, our IMPLAN 
modeling indicates $43.1million in additional labor income.48 That is, the IMPLAN 
modeling on which the DEIS relies projects local economic impacts about 75 to 100 
percent higher than our application of IMPLAN indicates are appropriate.49 
 


                                            
46 Applied Economics reports on 23 years of employment, labor income, and output (Figure 8, p. 12). 
Three of those years are pre-production years and one is a closing year. Those three years have much 
lower levels of output, employment, and income. We have focused on the 20 years of full operations. This 
increases the average annual impacts somewhat. For instance, instead of about 1,600 total jobs as 
reported by the DEIS (p. 740), the average over the 20 years of full production is about 1,750 jobs. 
47 As will be discussed later, the Rosemont Feasibility Study estimated direct employment that was about 
half of what the DEIS and Applied Economics assumed. 
48 Again, both the Applied Economics and our IMPLAN results are stated as an average over the 20 years 
of full production. 
49 As will be discussed later in this report, the USFS, late in the DEIS comment period (January 20, 2011) 
released the results of IMPLAN modeling that a USFS economist recently carried out. It too found that the 
local economic impacts reported in the DEIS significantly exaggerated the likely impacts of the Rosemont 
Mine, implicitly using multipliers that were more than 80 percent larger than appropriate. 
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2. The Potential Impact of the Rosemont Mine on Population Growth in 
Pima County 


 
As discussed above, one of the driving forces that has supported the economic vitality 
of the Greater Tucson Area has been the net in-migration of new permanent residents 
and the economic activity associated with them.50 During the 1990s two-thirds of the 
Pima County population growth was associated with net in-migration.51 During the 
2000s, with a recession at the beginning of the decade and the Great Recession 
beginning in late 2007, the mobility of the American population declined, and the 
percentage of Pima County population growth due to net in-migration declined to 51 
percent.52 The State of Arizona projects that going forward almost all of the growth in 
the population of Pima County will come from in-migration.53 
 
Net in-migration added about 10,000 new residents per year to Pima County during the 
1990s. During the first half of the 2000s, net in-migration peaked at about 14,000 new 
residents per year. That led the state of Arizona to project future in-migration at about 
that same level. 54  The Great Recession slowed in-migration down. So the actual rate 
of in-migration during the 2000-2009 period was about 11,000 new residents per year, 
but in the first year of the Great Recession (2007-2008), net in-migration fell to about 
5,000 per year.  
 
Net in-migration, however, is the difference between out-migration and in-migration both 
of which are much larger than the net difference between them. So, for instance, the 
5,000 person net in-migration to Pima County between 2007 and 2008 was the result of 
in- and out-migration that were each over ten times as large. 60,000 people moved in 
while 55,000 people moved out.55  Fairly small changes in either or both of these can, 
over time, lead to significant cumulative impacts on total population.  
 


                                            
50 A common item of “folk wisdom” is that people passively follow jobs, which have to be created before 
people will move to a new location. As the discussion above about amenity-supported economic vitality 
explained, this is not the only economic force operating within local economies. Jobs also follow people 
because people represent the necessary workforce and markets for businesses. Net in-migration, by 
itself, can drive the expansion of the economy. These two sets of economic forces are the familiar ones of 
labor demand and labor supply. One of those economic forces does not necessarily dominate the other. 
51 County Population Estimates and Demographic Components of Population Change: Annual Time 
Series, July 1, 1990 to July 1, 1999, CO-99-8, March 9, 2000. 
52 US Bureau of the Census, Population Estimates, Components of Population Change, State and County 
Data. Table 4. Cumulative Estimates of the Components of Resident Population Change for Counties of 
Arizona, CO-EST 2009-04-04, March 2010. 
53Pima County Population Projections 2006-2055, Arizona Department of Economic Security, Research 
Administration, Population Statistics Unit, March 31, 2006. This increased role of net in-migration is partly 
due to the projected decline in the birth rate. http://www.azstats.gov/population-projections.aspx    
54 See previous three footnotes and Table 5: Annual Estimates of the Components of Population Change 
for Counties in Arizona: July 1, 2004 to July 1, 2005 (CO-EST 2005-05-04), Population Division, U.S. 
Census Bureau, March 16, 2006. 
55Pima Association of Governments, Regional Data, Demographics,Migration: 
http://www.pagnet.org/documents/rdc/population/components0708.pdf  
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For instance, if about 500 more of the total population of Pima County (980,000) were to 
move out each year because of the degradation of the surrounding natural landscapes 
by the Rosemont Mine, over a 20 year period the population would be 10,000 lower 
than it otherwise would have been. That 500-person loss, of course, is a tiny sliver of 
the total Pima County population, one person out of every 2,000. If the degraded natural 
landscape amenities also discouraged 500 fewer in-migrants each year, less than a one 
percent decline in total in-migration in 2008 and, again, a one person in 2,000 impact on 
the total population, another 10,000 residents would be lost over 20 years for a total 
loss of 20,000. Again note that we are not saying that the population would decline. 
Rather, it would just grow slightly slower than it otherwise would, 0.10 percent slower. 
e.g. instead of 2.15 percent per year, population growth would be 2.05 percent per year. 
 
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis data indicates that during the 2001-2009 period  
there were 50 jobs for each 100 residents of Pima County. The 2000-2009 average rate 
of annual in-migration of 11,000 new residents per year would be associated with about 
6,500 additional jobs.56 Over a 20 year period, that would be a total of 130,000 new 
jobs. Slowing the rate of in-migration even slightly because the Greater Tucson Area 
was no longer considered as attractive a place to live, as the TREO Vision study put it, 
or more specifically, because the landscape amenities that the local governments in the 
Greater Tucson Area have sought to protect, have been degraded, could have a 
significant impact on total employment. 
 
For instance the 500 person increase in the number of people moving away from Pima 
County and a similar 500 person decrease in the number of people moving into Pima 
County discussed above would offset about half  (47.5 percent) of the projected $43 
million annual increase in labor income our IMPLAN modeling indicates would be 
associated with the Rosemont Mine. In addition it would offset half of the average job 
gains our IMPLAN modeling indicates would be associated with the Rosemont Mine 
(500 of 1,010 jobs).  
 


3. The Total Economic Impact of the Rosemont Mine on the Economic 
Vitality in Pima County 


 
The DEIS asserts that proposed Rosemont Mine will have negligible negative impacts 
on the local economy through impacts on tourism and other landscape amenity-related 
economic forces: In describing the impacts on recreation and tourism the DEIS 
characterizes them as: “Negligible changes in regional tourist spending”, “no 
measureable impacts” “in associated tourism activity” (p. 736 and Table 171) or that 


                                            
56 Job growth in Pima County during the 1970s and 1980s averaged about 9,000 jobs a year. During the 
1990s and 2000’s up until the Great Recession (through 2007), annual job growth was a third higher, 
about 12,000 jobs a year. Total job growth was clearly faster than the job growth we have estimated 
above to be directly related to net in-migration which in the 1990s and early 2000s would have been in 
the 5,000 to 7,000 jobs per year range. However, we have not assigned any multiplier impacts associated 
with the employment associated with net in-migration. 
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impacts of the degradation in the character of USFS forestlands on recreation and the 
economy “are not substantial” (pp. 718 and 745) . 
 
As the critique above points out, one reason the DEIS comes to this conclusion is that 
the DEIS systematically understates the importance of landscape amenities to the 
economic vitality of the Greater Tucson Area. It does this by: 
 


• Treating landscape amenities as primarily social, cultural, and aesthetic values 
while implicitly ignoring the fact that besides being all of these, landscape 
amenities are also powerful economic resources supporting local economic 
vitality. 


• Focusing what discussion there is on the economic role of landscape amenities 
only on recreation and, even more narrowly, on recreation on National Forest 
lands. 


• Understating the actual size and importance of the visitor economy. 
• Ignoring the broad expanse of landscapes and natural amenities that will be 


directly or indirectly impacted by the Rosemont Mine and focusing only on the 
immediate area around the mine. 


• Not analyzing or discussing the visitor economy and its importance in the small 
towns and rural areas south of the proposed mine. 


• Simply dismissing known negative economic impacts associated with landscape 
amenity degradation as “speculative” and “difficult to predict and quantify” (p. 
744). 


 
In addition, the DEIS does not put the size of the impact of the mine on amenity 
supported economic vitality in the same context as the size of the impact of the 
proposed mine itself.  The DEIS points out the fact that the impact of the Rosemont 
mine on the overall economy of the three-county study area will be “quite modest” and 
cites two previous studies, including one by Power Consulting, that pointed out that the 
direct jobs associated with the mine would represent a 0.07 to 0.08 percent job increase 
within the study area employment of (p. 740). That is between one job in 1,250 and one 
job in 1,500. Even after accounting for “multiplier effects” impacts of this size are 
appropriately described as “quite modest,” to use the DEIS’s language. Distinguishing 
impacts that are “not substantial,” the language the DEIS used to describe the negative 
economic impacts of degraded landscape amenities (pp. 718 and 745) from the “quite 
modest” positive economic impacts associated with the mine is difficult, to say the least. 
Yet the DEIS pays close attention to the positive impacts of the mine despite their “quite 
modest” character while not even attempting to compare them to the “not substantial” 
negative impacts of the mine. 
 
The important point is that in the context of “quite modest” positive impacts from the 
proposed mine, it is quite possible that “not substantial” negative impacts can more than 
offset those positive impacts and leave the local economy worse off. 
 
Just as important, it does not take actual declines in recreation, tourist, and other 
visitor-related activities or an actual decline in the region’s population to have a 
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significant impact of local economic vitality. The negative economic impacts of very 
tiny reductions in the rate of growth of the economy caused by the degradation of the 
landscape amenities surrounding the Greater Tucson Area can accumulate over time 
and have a significant impact. These impacts of slower rates of growth can then be 
compared to more reasonable estimates of the likely positive economic impacts 
associated with the operation of the proposed Rosemont Mine to evaluate whether the 
mine represents a net positive impact on the economy or not. 
 
To demonstrate this we have calculated the smallest negative impacts the mine would 
have to have on the growth of the visitor economy and on the ability of the area to hold 
and attract permanent residents because of its attractive characteristics to offset the 
positive impact of the mine. The point of this calculation is to show that “negligible” or 
“insignificant” or “not substantial” changes in the rate of growth of the visitor 
economy or the rate of growth of population could completely offset the 
projected positive impacts of the Rosemont Mine on employment and labor income. 
The same would be true of local government tax revenues. 
 
This is not to suggest that the degradation of landscape amenities associated with the 
Rosemont Mine will not actually eliminate jobs because of reduced visitation to the 
region or reduced net in-migration into the region. It will certainly have those direct 
negative impacts. We are simply demonstrating that actual reductions in the number of 
visitors or in-migrants relative to the current number is not necessary for the Rosemont 
Mine to have net negative impacts on the regional economy. 
 
If the growth of the visitor economy and the growth in population due to in- and out-
migration were to decline by one-tenth of one percent, the net impacts on non-
Rosemont jobs due to the Rosemont Mine would be zero. If the negative economic 
impacts of degrading the landscape amenities surrounding the Greater Tucson Area 
were greater than this, the net impact of the mine on employment opportunities would 
be negative. 
 
The same is true of impacts on projected labor income. If the growth of the visitor 
economy were to slow by a about one-seventh of a percentage point and the decline in 
the attractiveness of the surrounding landscapes slightly increased the rate of out-
migration by one-tenth of one percent and slowed the rate of in-migration also by one-
tenth of one percent, the negative economic impacts of the mine would offset the 
positive impacts. See the table below. 
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We know that the landscape amenities of the Greater Tucson Area have contributed 
significantly to economic vitality. That is one of the reasons why local, state, federal, and 
tribal governments have put so much effort and money into trying to protect those 
landscapes. We also know that seriously degrading those landscapes will have 
negative impacts on the attractiveness of the area to new businesses, residents, and 
visitors and, therefore, the overall economy. That is one of the reasons why Pima 
County, the City of Tucson, and the Tohono O’Odham Nation have opposed the 
proposed mine. 
 
Given how small the negative economic impacts associated with the proposed mine 
have to be to completely offset the positive economic impacts of the mine, we can be 
quite certain that the overall economic impact of the mine will be negative. Local 
economic wellbeing will decline and the social, cultural, and aesthetic environments will 
be degraded. 


III. Exaggerations in Rosemont Jobs and Labor Income: Misstating 
the Economic Impacts 


 
As a result of the serious lingering effects of the financial collapse and the Great 
Recession, there is probably no more important subject of public concern than 
employment and wages.  An economic proposal that is said to create thousands of jobs 
is likely to instinctively draw significant public support and appear to be a “no-brainer” to 
public decision makers who are asked to approve the proposal. Given the level of 
concern, fear, and, even, desperation about employment opportunities, it is even more 
important to be as accurate as possible in objectively estimating the likely employment 
and payroll impacts. 
 
Unfortunately, the DEIS repeatedly overstates the number of jobs and payroll 
associated with the Rosemont Mine. It does this it three ways. 
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a. Instead of relying on an independent estimate of the jobs and income 
impact of the Rosemont Mine, it makes use of a study based on 
Rosemont assumptions and paid for by Rosemont. 


b. It multiplies the number of jobs by the number of years those jobs may 
exist; 


c. It simply assumes, despite historical evidence to the contrary, that 
Rosemont mine output, employment, and payroll will remain largely 
constant over nearly a quarter of a century. 


 
 


The Failure of the Coronado National Forest to Provide the Basic Data Supporting 
the IMPLAN Modeling upon Which It Relied for the DEIS Socioeconomic Analysis  
 
Power Consulting, despite extensive efforts over a three month period, was not able to 
obtain from the Coronado National Forest the assumptions and guidelines that TREO 
and Rosemont provided to Applied Economics to guide the IMPLAN economic modeling 
which the Coronado National Forest incorporated into its Rosemont DEIS. This 
prevented us from carrying out both an analysis of the plausibility of the assumptions 
around which that modeling was built and checking the accuracy of the modeling given 
those assumptions. 
 
With the release of the Rosemont DEIS in mid-October of 2011, it became known that 
the DEIS relied on the TREO-Applied Economics IMPLAN modeling. On learning that 
this was the basis of the DEIS’s local economic impact analysis, Power Consulting 
informed its client, Mountain Empire Action Alliance (MEAA), that Power Consulting 
would not be able to evaluate the IMPLAN modeling results reported in the DEIS since 
none of the details of that modeling were available to us or, apparently, the Coronado 
National Forest or most other parties seeking to comment on the DEIS.  
 
Immediately after the official release of the DEIS in late October, Power Consulting 
prepared two memos to MEAA with the understanding that they would be forwarded to 
the Coronado National Forest. The memos were titled “The need for Additional 
Information on How Applied Economics Carried out Its IMPLAN Modeling” and “The 
Information Necessary to Evaluate the Reliability and Accuracy of the Applied 
Economics Application of the IMPLAN Model to the Rosemont Mine.”  
 
On October 28, 2011, Power Consulting participated in a telephone conference with the 
Supervisor of the Coronado National Forest, Jim Upchurch, to discuss the importance of 
obtaining the details of how the IMPLAN modeling reported in the DEIS was carried out. 
On October 31, 2011, MEAA  memorialized that telephone conference in a memo to 
Supervisor Upchurch. Attached to that memo were Power Consulting’s two memos on 
the additional information needed about the IMPLAN modeling on which the DEIS 
relied. 
 
Partly in response to these requests, the Coronado National Forest sought the 
assistance of the U.S. Forest Service Region One economist in Missoula, Montana, to 
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evaluate the Applied Economics IMPLAN modeling, talk to Applied Economics about 
how it had done its modeling, and then both see if the Applied Economics results could 
be reproduced and also redo the IMPLAN modeling using assumptions that the Region 
One economist considered more appropriate.  
 
This was done and in a telephone conference on December 14, 2011, the Principal in 
Power Consulting discussed the Region One Economist’s approach to these issues and 
her results in remodeling the Rosemont economic impacts. On December 15th the 
Region One economist submitted a report to the Coronado National Forest on that 
review of the Applied Economics’ IMPLAN modeling. On December 20th, Power 
Consulting received a copy of the Region One economist’s report on the IMPLAN 
modeling she had carried out on the Rosemont Mine. 
 
Power Consulting responded to that report the next day in an email to the Coronado 
National Forest, repeating the original request that Power Consulting and MEAA had 
made two months earlier: To receive a copy of the detailed assumptions that Rosemont 
had provided to TREO and Applied Economics that guided the IMPLAN modeling on 
which the DEIS relied. The Coronado National Forest had indicated two months earlier 
that it had received a multi-page document laying out those assumptions and guidelines 
for that IMPLAN modeling from TREO, Applied Economics, and/or Rosemont. That 
background information to the IMPLAN modeling upon which the DEIS relied was still 
crucial information for an informed evaluation of the socioeconomic section of the DEIS.  
 
Despite three months of efforts, MEAA and Power Consulting did not receive that 
information by the time it was completing these comments to the Coronado National 
Forest on the DEIS. For that reason these comments could not be fully informed or 
complete. 
 


1. Multiplying Multipliers: The DEIS’s Use of Rosemont’s Exaggerated 
“Indirect” Economic Impacts 


 
The DEIS explains how it estimated the economic impacts associated with the 
Rosemont mine in the following way (p. 737):  
 


“The economic impacts of the preproduction, production, and 
postproduction phases of the project were estimated by using regional 
economic modeling, or more specifically, by using IMPLAN (Applied 
Economics 2011). These types of regional economic modeling are 
standard approaches to measuring the production and consumption 
linkages in an economy between households, industries, and institutions 
(such as government), thus providing an estimate of the ripple effects in 
an economy associated with a direct stimulus or investment. The 
multipliers of IMPLAN measure these downstream or ripple impacts.” 
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Most readers of this description of how the DEIS would estimate the economic impacts 
of the Rosemont Mine would assume from this description that the USFS had 
contracted with Applied Economics to provide independent economic impact modeling 
for the DEIS. That, of course, was not the case. The economic modeling on which the 
USFS relied for the DEIS came from modeling paid for by Rosemont and based on 
assumptions that Rosemont provided. It was not the USFS with whom Applied 
Economics contracted but the Greater Tucson economic development agency, TREO.57 
To not identify the fact that the applicant seeking permission to develop the mine was 
the source of the funding for the report and of the economic impact assumptions and 
that the report was commissioned by a local industrial development organization is a 
serious error. The more serious error is that the DEIS include an independent analysis 
of the economic impacts of the Rosemont mine but instead directly and indirectly relied 
on Rosemont for that information. 
 
All of the basic information that laid the basis for the calculation of the local economic 
impacts of the Rosemont Mine were provided by Rosemont itself and not independently 
analyzed by the Coronado National Forest for their plausibility and accuracy. Given that 
Rosemont has provided different estimates of the jobs associated with the mine in 
different settings, this failure of the USFS to critically review the basic economic data is 
disturbing. 
 
The Canadian Securities Authority requires mining companies such as Augusta 
Resource Corporation, Rosemont’s parent company, to make periodic reports on the 
quality, extent, and economic value of mineral deposits following a strict set of 
guidelines. Independent certified professionals are required to prepare these documents 
and sign them attesting to their accuracy. The guidelines for preparing and presenting 
information on mineral properties are found in the Canadian National Instrument 43-
101. The purposes of these guidelines for making statements about the value of mineral 
properties is to ensure that misleading, erroneous or fraudulent information relating to 
mineral properties is not published and promoted to investors on the stock exchanges 
overseen by the Canadian Securities Authority. 
 
Augusta Resource Corporation had an NI 43-101 Technical Report prepared for the 
Rosemont Copper Project that presented a Feasibility Study of the proposed mine and 
associated copper ore processing facilities.58 That report estimated that the “peak 
manpower” requirements would be in years 11-15 of the mine operation and involve “45 
supervisory and technical personnel, 150 workers in mine operations and 79 in mine 
maintenance, totaling 274 people.”59  “Mine Personnel” was discussed and a detailed 


                                            
57 A careful reader of the DEIS who referred to the bibliography to see to what “Applied Economic 2011” 
referred would not be told whether this was a USFS commissioned report or not. No sponsorship is 
mentioned.  A very careful reader who shifted back and forth within the DEIS would have discovered that 
on page 700 of the DEIS the Applied Economics report was identified as “commissioned by Tucson 
Regional Economic Opportunities,” not the USFS. The role of Rosemont in funding and providing the 
assumptions for the report would remain unreported.   
58 M3 Engineering & Technology Corporation. January 14, 2009, Amended March 17, 2009. Principal 
Author and Qualified Person: Dr. Conrad Huss, P.E. 
59 Ibid. p. 8. 
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annual “Mine Manpower Summary” was provided in Table 1-33, p.85. The total labor 
requirements during the years of mine production varied from 156 to 274. This direct 
employment associated with the Rosemont mine in the Feasibility Study is substantially 
lower than the direct employment reported in the TREO Applied Economics IMPLAN 
study. The direct employment estimates provided by Rosemont for that study varied 
from 351 to 478 during the production period, about twice as high as what was 
estimated in the Rosemont Feasibility study. That is a significant difference that would 
also directly affect the projected indirect and induced jobs, personal income, and tax 
revenues.60  
 
IMPLAN modeling can be whatever the analyst chooses to makes of it. IMPLAN, itself, 
is a relatively sophisticated economic impact modeling tool that can model diverse 
economic changes using relatively simple input data.  IMPLAN can also accept more 
nuanced inputs if more detail is available from outside the model about the local 
economy and the way the proposed project would interact with it. In that sense, 
IMPLAN’s ability to accept user-chosen inputs to replace information built into IMPLAN 
allows the analyst to “fine tune” the model to more closely represent the economic 
change and community being studied. That also allows the IMPLAN user to “tune” the 
model in any direction that might be useful to the proponent of a particular industrial 
project. IMPLAN is readily available at a relatively modest price to anyone who is willing 
to pay for it.   
 
From our review of the Applied Economics application of IMPLAN to the proposed 
Rosemont Mine, it appears that Applied Economics changed how the IMPLAN model 
described the way the Pima County economy would react to the Rosemont Mine. This 
could represent appropriate fine tuning of the model so that its results are more 
accurate. It could also represent errors, misrepresentations, or distortions.  What 
anyone interpreting Applied Economics’ (or anyone else’s) IMPLAN results needs is a 
description of what modifications, if any, were made to the model and what customized 
assumptions were made about how the proposed project would interact with the local 
economy and what the factual basis or justification for those assumptions were.  
  
Applied Economics in its report on the “Economic Impacts of The Rosemont Copper 
Project on Pima County, Arizona” appears to claim that it did not make any changes in 
the Pima County IMPLAN model.  On page 13 Applied Economics states that: “The 
multipliers used in this analysis are from IMPLAN, a national vendor of economic impact 
software, and are specific to Pima County. Industry-specific multipliers were used for 
each category of vendor purchases, and income-specific household consumption 
multipliers were used to model employee spending.  
 


                                            
60 It is possible that the Rosemont Feasibility study, for some reason, did not provide a complete 
accounting of the direct employment required to operate the mine and its associated metal ore processing 
facilities along with the technical and administrative support workers. That study does, however, discuss 
the number of “supervisory and technical” workers required and discusses in detail the various technical 
aspects of the operation of the mine and the ore processing facilities. 
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However, when we did our initial IMPLAN runs on Pima County using the same 
Rosemont initial direct economic impacts that Applied Economics used, we came up 
with significantly different results. The IMPLAN modeling done late in the DEIS 
comment period by the USFS also generated significantly different results, results that 
were similar to Power Consulting’s results.61   
 
With the same assumed levels of Rosemont employment, payroll, production, and mine 
spending that Applied Economics used, IMPLAN generated very different local impacts 
from Rosemont purchases, employee spending, and other expenditures for Power 
Consulting and the USFS IMPLAN modeling runs. Some of the calculated impacts 
generated by Power Consulting’s non-customized IMPLAN modeling were much 
smaller than Applied Economics’ estimated impacts. For instance, our indirect impacts 
were only a fifth to a quarter of Applied Economics’ estimates of the employment, labor 
income, and output impacts. The USFS IMPLAN modeling results produced late in the 
DEIS comment period also estimated indirect impacts of the mine that were much 
lower, a quarter to a third of what Applied Economics estimated. 
 
The USFS IMPLAN modeling found that: “Since the two analyses [one using Applied 
Economics and the other the USFS sectoral assignment of Rosemont spending] use 
different sectors for these expenditures, and since the impact per $1million of spending 
is six times greater for the sectors used by Applied Economics, this has a large effect on 
the results of the analysis.”62 That is, the USFS analysis found that Applied Economics 
assigned Rosemont Mine spending to sectors of the Pima County economy in a way 
that significantly increased the apparent local economic impacts of that spending. 
 
In other cases Power Consulting and the USFS IMPLAN modeling estimates of 
Rosemont’s local economic impacts were larger than those estimated by Applied 
Economics. For example, our estimates of the induced impacts associated with 
employee spending were 60 to 85 percent larger than those of Applied Economics. As 
the USFS noted in its IMPLAN modeling of Rosemont’s local economic impacts: “These 
differences arose from the definition of income that was used in the two analyses 
(whether or not employee benefits were included).” 63  Both Power Consulting and the 
USFS modeling included employee benefits while Applied Economics did not. 
 
However, the exaggerated impacts associated with the mine’s spending in the local 
economy far exceeded the Applied Economic’ underestimate of the impacts of mine 
employee spending (the induced impacts). As a result both Power Consulting and the 
USFS IMPLAN modeling estimates of the total local economic impacts of the Rosemont 
Mine were only one-half to three-quarters the size of the Applied Economics’ estimates.  
 


                                            
61 “Comparison of economic impact results for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine,” Krista Gebert, 
Regional Economist, Northern Region, USFS, http://www.rosemonteis.us/files/technical-
reports/20111220_usfs-economic-impact-analysis-overview.pdf  . December 20, 2011. The USFS 
IMPLAN modeling was able to approximately reproduce the Applied Economics results by assigning 
Rosemont spending to different sectors of the Pima County economy. 
62 Ibid.  Page 2. 
63 Ibid. 
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Put the other way around, the Applied Economics’ results that were used in the DEIS 
estimated total impacts on labor income that were almost double our and the USFS 
estimates (93 and 51 percent higher than Power Consulting and the USFS 
respectively). The Applied Economics’ total employment impacts were 73 and 85 
percent higher respectively, and their total output effects were 35 percent larger than 
Power Consulting’s. These much larger Applied Economics’ total effects were due to 
Applied Economics estimating that the impacts of Rosemont Mine’s purchases of 
supplies and equipment in Pima County would have four to four- and-a-half times larger 
impacts than the non-customized IMPLAN model and the USFS customized model 
would indicate. This clearly indicates that Applied Economics adjusted the model in 
ways that generated significantly larger local impacts from the assumed local purchases 
by the Rosemont Mine in Pima County.  
 
The table below shows the results from our preliminary IMPLAN modeling of the 
economic impact of the Rosemont Mine.  The table is an amalgamation of three 
different runs of the direct impact data provided by Applied Economics and reported in 
the DEIS.64 The table shows the direct inputs (mine employment, payroll, and output) 
provided by Applied Economics and the indirect (mine spending in the local economy), 
induced (mine workers spending in the local economy), and total impacts. The table 
also shows the multipliers that IMPLAN produced for employment, labor income, and 
output, given Applied Economics’ direct inputs (effects). The multipliers are simply the 
ratio of the total effect to the direct effect. 
 


Power	  Consulting	  IMPLAN	  Modeling65	  


	  


Impact	  Type	   Employment	   Labor	  Income	   Output	  
Direct	  Effect	   438.7	   $24,160,000	   $234,862,495	  
Indirect	  Effect	   252	   $10,053,993	   $44,947,122	  
Induced	  Effect	   319	   $8,841,779	   $43,812,952	  
Total	  Effect	   1,010	   $43,055,772	   $323,622,569	  
Multiplier	   2.30	   1.78	   1.38	  	  


	   	  


 
 
The next table below shows comparable results contained in the USFS report 
“Comparison of economic impact results for the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine” that 
was prepared in late December 2011. 
 
 
 


                                            
64 We produced three different model runs with the direct inputs provided by Applied Economics.  This 
table is not meant to represent the output of one model run by IMPLAN, but the output of three different 
model runs based on direct employment, direct labor income, and direct output. 
65 The direct impacts of the Rosemont Mine as reported by Applied Economics included two pre-
production years and a shut-down year as well as 20 years of production for a total of 23 years. We have 
focused on the 20 years of full production, years 1-20. This increases somewhat the average annual 
impacts. E.g. the direct employment averages 438.7 jobs over the 20 years rather than the 434 that 
Applied Economics reported for the 23 year period, which is the average direct employment used in the 
USFS IMPLAN modeling. The same is true for the direct labor income and output. 
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Forest Service	  IMPLAN	  Modeling	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final table below shows comparable results presented by Applied Economics in 
their report “Economic Impacts of The Rosemont Copper Project on Pima County, 
Arizona.” It was these results on which the DEIS relied. 
 
 


Applied	  Economics	  IMPLAN	  Modeling66	  
Impact	  Type	   Employment	   Labor	  Income	   Output	  
Direct	  Effect	   438.7	   $24,160,000	   $234,862,500	  
Indirect	  Effect	   1136.05	   $52,916,000	   $178,102,500	  
Induced	  Effect	   172.65	   $6,089,500	   $26,983,500	  
Total	  Effect	   1747.05	   $83,147,500	   $439,948,500	  


Multiplier	   3.98	   3.44	   1.87	  
 
 
The most striking differences between these three IMPLAN modeling results are the 
multipliers that result from the three different applications of IMPLAN and the indirect 
effects. The multipliers and indirect effects from Applied Economics are much larger 
than those that Power Consulting and the USFS estimated. Approximately the same 
direct inputs (effects) were used in all three cases. This tells us that there were some 
significant assumptions made in Applied Economics’ IMPLAN modeling to produce the 
much larger total economic impact effect for employment, labor income, and output.   
 
We cannot assert that Applied Economics’ customization of IMPLAN that generated 
these much larger economic impacts is an error or a deliberate distortion. As was 
pointed out above, despite much effort, Power Consulting was not provided with the 
assumptions that Rosemont provided to TREO/Applied Economics nor with the 
assumptions that Applied Economics made in its modeling.   
 
We are simply pointing out that modeling assumptions made by Applied Economics 
and/or Rosemont produced much larger positive local economic impact results which 
were then uncritically incorporated into the DEIS by the USFS. Applied Economics in its 
Rosemont report did not explain what it assumed nor how it carried out its analysis, and 


                                            
66 Applied Economics, op. cit. Figure 8, p. 12. That table includes two pre-production years and a shut-
down year as well as 20 years of production for a total of 23 years. We have focused on the 20 years of 
full production, years 1-20. This increases somewhat the average annual impacts. 


Impact	  Type	   Employment	   Labor	  Income	   Output	  
Direct	  Effect	   434	   $29,000,000	  	   Not	  reported	  
Indirect	  Effect	   265	   $17,000,000	  	   “	  
Induced	  Effect	   247	   $9,000,000	  	   “	  
Total	  Effect	   946	   $55,000,000	  	   “	  
Multiplier	   2.18	   1.90	   “	  
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the DEIS did not inquire about Applied Economics’ assumptions before basing its local 
economic impact analysis on Applied Economics’ results.   
 
The IMPLAN model and data bases incorporate very specific detailed knowledge about 
the local economy and how a particular industry, such as copper mining, links into the 
local economy. The Pima County IMPLAN database also recognizes that there is 
already significant copper mining activity taking place in Pima County.67  The analyst 
using IMPLAN, however, can make customized assumptions about how she expects a 
copper mine to interact with the local economy. Those assumptions about how the mine 
will relate to the local economy, however, should be made explicit, explained, and 
documented. Only that will allow other analysts to examine the accuracy of those 
assumptions and that modeling and confirm or dispute the approach taken so that the 
ultimate decision maker is better informed about the economic consequences of the 
proposed development.  
 
The USFS in preparing the DEIS socioeconomic analysis did not do that. The Applied 
Economics’ report did not do it either. The DEIS simply accepted the results of modeling 
commissioned by a local industrial development agency and paid for by Rosemont 
itself. The USFS in writing the DEIS did not ask Applied Economics, TREO, or 
Rosemont how IMPLAN had been customized to produce the results that the DEIS 
reported. As a result, the DEIS lent its blessing to estimated socioeconomic impacts that 
suggested very large ongoing economic impacts, e.g. 1,750 jobs when the mine is 
operating, four times the number of jobs directly associated with the copper mine and 
copper processing facilities themselves.  As the USFS discovered late in the DEIS 
comment period when it asked one of its economists to use IMPLAN to model the local 
economic impacts of the Rosemont Mine, the employment impacts of the mine reported 
in the DEIS were 85 percent too high.   
 
This uncritical acceptance by the USFS of a local industrial development agency’s 
version of all of the good things that will come from the mine biases the comments that 
the general public and public decision makers are likely to make about the Rosemont 
proposal. The purpose of the DEIS is to provide the public with an accurate depiction of 
all of the impacts associated with the proposal so that informed comments can be 
made. The DEIS’s analysis of the local economic impacts of the Rosemont Mine did not 
do that. 
  
 


 


                                            
67 Copper mining and related activities provide about 2,000 jobs in Pima County out of about 3,000 total 
mining jobs (excluding oil and gas industry employment). Thus IMPLAN has built into it the existing 
copper industry that provides almost four times as many jobs as Rosemont would provide, and the 
connections of that copper industry to the rest of the economy. [Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional 
Economic Information System, U.S. Department of Commerce, 2009 employment and earnings by 
industry.] 
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2. Multiplying the number of jobs by the expected duration of the jobs. 
 
The largest employment and payroll impacts that the DEIS estimates for the Rosemont 
Mine are those associated with the planning and construction of the mine. The DEIS 
reports that “approximately 4,100 jobs” would be created during project engineering and 
construction. 2,400 of these jobs would be directly employed in the construction of the 
mine and 1,800 additional jobs would result from the spending of construction 
companies on payroll and supplies (p. 737, also Table 171).  
 
This huge employment number is then used to estimate the impacts on population and 
housing demand. For instance, the DEIS assumes that 10 percent of these 4,100 new 
workers are likely to relocate to the region to fill the jobs. As a result, the population is 
projected to increase by 410, i.e. 10 percent of 4,100 (p. 737 and Table 195).68  
 
Immediately following the assertion that the Rosemont Mine will be “creating [an] 
estimated total of approximately 4,100 jobs,” the DEIS restates this as: “Annually, the 
engineering and construction would result in approximately 600 jobs (assuming a 4-year 
construction phase).” (p. 737 and 739) There is a huge difference between saying 4,100 
jobs will be created and saying that 600 jobs will be created.  The first job count is 
almost seven times the size of the second. Misstating the employment impact of a 
project by a factor of seven when the size of the employment impact is one of the most 
important social and political considerations is a major error that can only seriously 
confuse the public dialogue and decision making by political and business leaders. 
 
It is unclear where the 600 jobs figure came from. The DEIS cites the IMPLAN modeling 
carried out by Applied Economics under contract with Tucson Regional Economic 
Opportunity (TERO).69 That study simply asserted that: “The total economic impact 
during the three to four year construction period is estimated at $563.6 million, 
supporting about 4,100 direct and indirect jobs…(p. 3).” Figure 1 in that study shows the 
same construction impact at 4,148 jobs. 
 
It appears that the DEIS took the direct construction jobs (2,400) and divided by the four 
year construction period to obtain the 600 “annual” jobs. It is unclear why one would not 
do the same with the 1,772 indirect and induced jobs that when added to the 2,400 
direct jobs leads to the 4,148 total jobs. 
 
The DEIS clearly believes that the “jobs” estimated by Applied Economics represent not 
“jobs” in the normal sense but, rather, the sum of worker-years across the entire four 


                                            
68 The DEIS misstates the population increase as “240 individuals” and then calculates a percentage 
increase based on that number. Table 195 indicates that actual projected population increase is 410 but 
then shows a percentage increases much too small to be consistent with the 410 person increase. 
Actually, since some of the in-migrating workers will bring their families, the actual increase in population 
in percentage terms associated with the 10 percent in-migration assumption will be much higher than 
shown in Table 195, possibly more than three times larger. It will still be a relatively small increase in 
population, but the string of errors in these calculations cast doubt on the other calculations in the DEIS 
socioeconomic analysis. 
69 Economic Impacts of the Rosemont Copper Project on Pima County, Arizona, June 2011. 
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year construction period. That is, Applied Economics added together the number of 
workers associated with the construction of the mine for each year of the construction 
period. If Applied Economics had applied the same approach to the operation of the 
mine, instead of stating that the average employment during the 21-year operation of 
the mine was expected to be 434 jobs, it could have multiplied this by 21 years and 
asserted that the employment associated with the mine would be 9,114. That would be 
a gross misstatement that neither Applied Economics nor the DEIS made when it came 
to production jobs. Yet when it comes to the construction period, both Applied 
Economics and the DEIS explicitly exaggerate the employment and income impacts by 
summing the impacts over the years of construction, effectively exaggerating the 
economic impacts by a factor of four, the number of years in the construction period. 
 
There is standard economic language for the multi-year employment impacts that 
Applied Economics and the DEIS present. It is not “jobs” or “employment” but “worker-
years.” “Jobs” and “employment” represent employment opportunities per year.  
“Personal income” or “payroll” typically is reported in the same way, on a per year basis. 
The logic of this is straightforward. If the federal government were to open a federal 
court office in a major city, one might reasonably expect that office to operate 
indefinitely, for as long as the United States existed. If one were to multiply the number 
of jobs, say 100, by the expected duration of the jobs, one could claim the employment 
was infinite or, if one were more modest, one could use a thousand year period and say 
the number of jobs associated with that court office was 100,000. Clearly that would be 
a useless and misleading number of no practical use. 
 
Construction jobs are temporary jobs. Many of the more specialized jobs last only for a 
few months. Others may last a year. Only a small fraction of the jobs last for the entire 
construction period. As the DEIS points out, because of the temporary nature of the 
construction jobs, construction workers tend to commute to those jobs (p. 737). 
Because of the temporary nature of such jobs, it is even more important not to 
exaggerate the contribution they can make to the local economy. Instead of recognizing 
this limited importance of the temporary construction jobs, Applied Economics and the 
DEIS do the opposite. They exaggerate the importance of those temporary jobs by 
suggesting that 2,400 or 4,100 construction-related workers will be working for four 
years until the mine is completed. This is simply an erroneous statement. 
 
The DEIS statements about the income impacts associated with construction are also 
erroneous, e.g. “Total construction impacts in Pima County would precipitate a $194 
million increase in payroll (p. 741).”70  If one divides this claimed increase in payroll by 
the 600 annual jobs that the DEIS has estimated, each of these jobs would be paying 
over $323,000. Clearly this $194 million “payroll” is also the sum of the payrolls over 
four years. The actual temporary increase in average annual payroll is a quarter of this, 
$48.5 million. Summing annual wages over multiple years simply leads to misleading 


                                            
70 It is not clear that the $194 million is actually payroll. Applied Economics labels it “personal income” 
which means that it includes rent, interest, and profit associated with the construction activity in addition 
to labor earnings or “payroll.” See p. 3, Figure 1 (p.4), p 6, and Figure 3 (p. 7). It is also true that on page 
5, Applied Economics labeled the $194 million “payroll.” 
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exaggeration.  Applied Economics, for instance, shows the “total” direct payroll 
associated with employment at the Rosemont Mine during its operation as $515 million 
(Figure 4). The average employment level during the 23 years this payroll was 
calculated was 421. Thus the implied pay associated with these jobs is $767,000 per 
job. That, of course, is nonsense. The annual payroll is actually about $26 million 
(Figure 4) and the pay per job is about $54,000 per year. The latter is useful information 
(if it is accurate); the former is not; it is misleading exaggeration. 
 
While the DEIS does mention that the “annual jobs” during the construction period 
would be 600, not 4,100, it drops this distinction when discussing the “[i]ndirect impacts 
during the construction phase of the project” which it says “would result in 1,800 jobs in 
Pima County (p. 740).”  This is actually 1,800 “worker-years.” The annual jobs would be 
a quarter of this, 450 jobs. Again the actual impact on employment is grossly 
exaggerated by the DEIS. 
 


3. Ignoring the Instability of the Economic Impacts of Copper Mining 
 


The DEIS’s socioeconomic analysis is explicit in stating that its analysis assumed that: 
“Employment and output projections [for the Rosemont copper mine] will not fluctuate 
over the life of the project (p. 704).” The DEIS provides no explanation or justification for 
this foundational assumption. The very fact that the DEIS explicitly stated this 
assumption indicates that the USFS was aware of the fact that in the public discussions 
of the Rosemont Mine during the scoping part of the environmental impact statement 
process, the issue of the instability of copper mining output and employment had been 
raised. Instead of dealing with this important socioeconomic issue, the DEIS simply 
states that it will ignore it. This, in effect, assured that the DEIS’s analysis would be 
biased towards the positive economic impacts associated with the proposed mine since 
the socioeconomic instability that reliance on copper mining can bring to a local 
economy would be purposefully ignored. In addition, the positive employment, income, 
and tax impacts would be exaggerated because of the assumption that the operation of 
the mine would never be interrupted. 
 
One of the primary reasons that areas that are dependent on mining are rarely 
prosperous and typically are areas of depressed economic development and, even, 
persistent poverty, is the instability in mining production, employment, and payroll.71 The 
instability of primary copper production in the American economy is shown in the U.S. 
Geological Survey data in the figure below. Over the last sixty years, 1950-2010, copper 
production has taken a significant downturn six times. The average time period between 
significant declines in production has been about eight years. Expecting a 20 to 25 year 
period of steady production at a copper mine is not a reasonable assumption given the 


                                            
71“The Economic Anomaly of Mining—Great Wealth, High Wages, Declining Communities,” T.M. Power, 
in Mining in New Mexico: The Environment, Water, Economics, and Sustainable Development, L.G. 
Price et al. eds., New Mexico Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources, New Mexico Institute of Mining 
and Technology, 2005.  
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historical experience including recent experience when American copper production has 
declined by 50 percent over the last 12 years. See the next figure. 
 


 
   
 
  
  Source: Copper Statistics, U.S. Geological Survey, Compiled by K.E. Porter and D.L. Edelstein. 
 
 


 
Arizona copper production and employment have also been unstable. The next figure 
shows Arizona copper production and employment since 1972.  Arizona data also 
shows a dramatic decline in production, 45 percent, beginning in the late 1990s. 
Employment in the copper industry has declined even more dramatically, by 60 percent 
from the mid-1970s to 2009. 
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 Source: Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources and Western Economic 
  Analysis Center, George F. Leaming, “The Economic Impact of the Arizona 
  Copper Industry,” various years. 
 
 
 
One can contrast the DEIS’s use of the Rosemont assumption that mine employment 
will be at a relatively steady level over a 20 year period with what has actually happened 
to Arizona copper industry employment over the last two 20-year periods: 1970-1989 
and 1990 to 2009.  In the first period Arizona copper industry employment was relatively 
stable from 1970 to 1982 and then fell by almost 60 percent to attain some stability at a 
very depressed level. In the second 20-year period employment remained relatively 
stable at the previous depressed level from 1990 to 1996 when it again plunged, this 
time by over half.  Seven years later, beginning in 2003 it began a recovery that lasted 
until the down turn in 2009. That is shown in the following figure.  
 
If the twenty-year period the Rosemont Mine is expected to operate followed the 
Arizona experience over the last forty years, it is likely that the Rosemont Mine would 
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shut down after about the first ten years. It might or might not reopen in a recovery 
period that follows. That could cut the expected positive local economic impacts in half. 
Alternatively, the mine operation could retrench along with the rest of the copper 
industry at an employment level less than half of its planned employment. That would 
eliminate about a quarter of the projected positive economic impacts. 
 
Assuming steady production and employment at a copper mine over a 20- to 25-year 
period is an unreasonably optimistic assumption to make, especially without any 
discussion whatsoever. 
 


 
 Source: Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources and Western Economic 
  Analysis Center, George F.  Leaming, “The Economic Impact of the Arizona 
  Copper Industry,” various years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


IV. Other Errors in the Socioeconomic Section: A List 
 
We list here apparent miscalculations contained in the socioeconomic section of the 
DEIS that should be corrected. 
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1. p. 708: It is said that the population of Pima County “increased…to 136,517.” 
However, the population was already 843,746 in 2000. This no doubt was supposed to 
refer to the size of the increase in population after 2000. 
 
2. p. 714: “State and Local government are the primary industries in Pima County…at 
12.7 percent of employment.”  The DEIS probably means that the largest sector when 
industries are grouped as in Table 176 is state and local government combined. Local 
government was about 8 percent of total employment and state government was about 
5 percent. Neither of these is the “primary industry” in Pima County.  
 
p. 718: It is said that “recreation contributions to area economy, approximately 0.10 
percent of area employment…” However, the value given is $24.1 million. This must be 
discussing labor income not employment or the $24.1 million does not belong in the 
sentence.  
 
p. 719: “…output in Cochise County was dominated by electric power generation (3.82 
percent of the county total) and computer programming services (2.76 percent). Output 
in Pima County was dominated by missile and space vehicle manufacturing (6.76 
percent of the country total) and real estate establishments such as brokers, agents, 
and realtors, etc. (4.63 percent).”  Again the DEIS must mean that among the largest 
industrial sectors in each county are the listed sectors. An industry that represents 3 
or 4 percent or even 5 or 7 percent of output cannot be said to dominate a county or its 
economy. 
 
p. 736: Impacts of No Action Alternative on Economic Activity: “There would be no 
change (increase) to economic activity and output, and in general the balance of 
economic activity would remain unchanged.” This is almost certainly incorrect. The next 
impact listed stated the status quo correctly: economic activity “will increase consistent 
with historic trends.” 
 
p. 737 and Table 195: The percent of the expected relocating construction workforce: 
the 0.046 and 0.024 percent figures should be 0.0788 and 0.0418 if the relocating 
construction workforce is 410. Alternatively, the relocating construction workforce 
should be 239 and 235 to match the percentages given. 
 
Table 195: The “total annual relocating operation workforce” is said to be 10 percent of 
the number of employees. The annual operational employees would be 350 to 480 (p. 
738). Ten percent of that would be 35 to 48. Instead a number 21 times this is provided. 
The table is supposed to be quantifying the population increases. Workers will come 
with families. Those families should be counted too. Finally, only the direct employment 
at the mine is considered. The indirect and induced employment is ignored. Some 
percentage of them is also likely to relocate to the area. 
 
p. 739: “…the number of workers needed for the operation of the mine and mill (average 
annual employment is 35 to 48 workers)...” This is incorrect. The DEIS estimates that 
350 to 480 jobs are associated with operations, ten times the numbers provided here. 
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p. 739 and Table 195 : “…the resulting population changes (735 to 1,008 people over 
the life of the project (approximately 21 years)…” “Total annual relocating operation 
workforce: 735 to 1,008.” This is totally confused: 735 and 1,008 is 2.1 times the total 
direct employment of 350 and 480. This would be a reasonable conversion of in-
migrating workers to in-migrating population. So, if all of the direct workers were in-
migrants (which the DEIS denies and says only 10 percent will be), then the population 
will increase by 735 to 1,008.  
 
p. 739: “…the resulting population changes…would not be more than the number of 
vacant housing units…” Each person does not need a house. Each household needs a 
house. That would be 35 to 48 or 350 to 480 depending on which page of the DEIS one 
reads. 
 
p. 739: “approximately 10 percent of the construction jobs would require specialty skills 
that could not be filled by the local workforce. Thus, an estimated 240 may relocate 
temporarily…” But the DEIS has previously pointed out that the annual construction 
workforce would be 600. Thus only 60, 10 percent of 600, would be in-migrants (a 
quarter of what was stated) in any given year. The peak construction workforce is likely 
to be above the average, but it will not be the sum of the worker-years across the entire 
construction period.  The 240 is 10 percent of the 2,400 worker-years during the 4 year 
construction period. A worker-year is not a person. 
 
p. 740: “Indirect impacts during the construction phase of the project would result in 
1,800 jobs in Pima County.” This is the total worker-years across all four years of the 
construction period. The annual number of indirect and induced jobs would be a quarter 
of this or 450 jobs. 
 
p. 745: “As previously discussed, 10 percent of the construction workforce (90 
employees annually) is expected to relocate to the area.” This would suggest that the 
annual construction workforce is 900 workers, not the previous 600 estimated in the 
DEIS (pp. 737 and 739). The construction workforce over 4 years, the DEIS says, will 
be 2,400, which divided by 4 is 600 annual construction jobs times 10 percent would be 
60, not 90. 
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View traveling South on SR 83 in the late afternoon
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January 17, 2012 


 


Mr. James Upchurch, Supervisor 


Coronado National Forest 


P.O. Box 4207 


Logan, Utah 84323 


 


RE: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed Rosemont 


Mine Plan of Operations 


Dear Mr. Upchurch:  


Please consider the following document, “Statement of Concern—Ground-water 


Resources of the Sonoita Plain” as an official public comment of the Sonoran Institute 


pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) regarding the Rosemont 


Copper Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
Luther Propst 
Executive Director 
The Sonoran Institute 


 
 







Statement of Concern—Ground-water Resources of the Sonoita Plain 


I.    Introduction 


Purpose -- Recent inquiries of possible effects on ground-water resources 


underlying the Sonoita Plain, Pima, Santa Cruz, and Cochise Counties, Arizona, suggest 


a potential for unacceptable declines in ground-water levels owing to flow of water into a 


pit if a copper mine is constructed at the Rosemont site, northeastern Santa Rita 


Mountains, AZ.  The purposes of this statement are to (1) express this concern to 


regulators and decision-makers responsible for the permitting process to conduct mining 


at the site, (2) provide a basis for the concern, and (3) provide estimates of the possible 


range of effects if copper mining at the Rosemont site has the regional hydraulic effect 


described in this statement.  Investigations pertinent to the issue are summarized below to 


provide a basis for the conclusion that concern is warranted.          


Thesis – The Forest Service’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on 


the proposed Rosemont Copper Mine inadequately examines the potential impacts to the 


water resources, both surface and subsurface, of the Sonoita Plain.  Extensive, even 


exhaustive, technical investigations have been conducted on ground-water issues related 


to extraction of copper ore at the proposed Rosemont Mine.  These investigations 


generally have taken the form of ground-water flow models.  Results of the modeling for 


areas at and near the proposed mine have been detailed, but are deficient in the regard 


that they do not specify estimated effects of subsurface dewatering in much of the 


Sonoita Plain, they do not recognize differing lithologies of rocks underlying the mine 


site and the Sonoita Plain, and they do not acknowledge the possibility or likelihood of 


confined (artesian) ground-water conditions at the mine site and beneath the Sonoita 
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Plain.  Although abundant geohydrologic information is contained in many of the 


commissioned reports, very little of the relevant information is summarized in the DEIS 


(see Postscript).  Additional and expanded consideration of the possible regional effects 


of water draining into the proposed open-pit mine have been suggested by hydrologists 


Larry Winter, PhD (Professor and Head, Department of Hydrology and Water Resources, 


University of Arizona), and W. R. Osterkamp, PhD (Research Hydrologist, Emeritus, 


National Research Program, U. S. Geological Survey).  The Forest Service must take into 


consideration the scientific work of Drs. Winter and Osterkamp and undertake a detailed 


and rigorous analysis of these potential impacts prior to rendering a decision on this 


project.   


II.   Concern 


 The Sonoita Plain (Appendix 1, map A) is an area of extensive exurban housing, 


livestock production, agriculture and vineyards, tourism and historic sites, native 


grasslands, and natural riparian areas.  It lies east of the northern Santa Rita Mountains 


and the site of the proposed Rosemont Mine and includes a portion of Las Cienegas 


National Conservation Area, Pima and Santa Cruz Counties, northeast of Sonoita 


(Appendix 1, map A).  All human-related activities of the area rely on ground water 


pumped from wells, and all of the grasslands and water-sensitive bottomlands depend on 


moisture derived from natural processes of precipitation, streamflow, infiltration, and 


spring discharge and seepage.  Analysis of the geology and hydrology of the eastern flank 


of the Santa Rita Mountains and areas east of the mine site causes concern that these 


water sources are vulnerable to decrease or elimination by the excavation of a deep open 


pit at the site of the proposed Rosemont Mine.      
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III. Basis for Concern 


The maximum projected depth of the open-pit mine will be about 885 m (meters), 


or 2900 ft (feet).  This depth corresponds to an elevation of about 730 m (2400 ft), 670 m 


(2200 ft) lower than the 1400-m (4600-ft) mean elevation of the central Sonoita Plain.  


The depth to saturated rocks at the mine site averages about 40 m (130 ft), or an elevation 


of 1575 m (5170 ft).  With decreasing elevation of the land surface from the mine site to 


the east and southeast, the depth to the zone of saturation increases to a range generally of 


30 to 80 m (100 to 260 ft) in the Sonoita/Elgin area.  Rocks that may be exposed by 


excavation at the open-pit mine range from late-Cretaceous and Tertiary-age clastic and 


volcanic beds to underlying Paleozoic carbonate strata; beds of Paleozoic limestone and 


dolomite at the mine site dip steeply eastward before flattening to near-horizontal beneath 


the Sonoita Plain.  Although the stratigraphy and structural geology of the Sonoita Plain 


are inadequately known and understood, many of the volcanic and carbonate rocks to be 


exposed on walls of an open-pit mine are present at and beneath the Sonoita Plain.  If 


exposure of these rocks causes ground-water drainage into the open pit to a level 


approaching a lowermost elevation of 730 m (2400 ft), the water resources, especially the 


ground-water resource, of the Sonoita Plain could be severely compromised.   


IV.   Estimates of the possible range of hydrologic effects  


A deep, open-pit mine causes drainage of the adjacent saturated rocks that it  


penetrates and can be likened to a water well penetrating the same rocks (Myers, 2007).  


In either case water flowing from saturated bedrock into the well or excavation creates a 


“cone of depression”, a conical volume of dewatered rock surrounding the well or pit that 


is deepest at the well or pit wall and declines in depth with distance from the well or mine 
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disturbance.  Depending particularly on rock characteristics, the length and intensity of 


pumping at a well, and the time since an open pit was constructed, the edge of the cone, 


or the limits of effect, diminishes outward and the cone merges with the top of the pre-


existing zone of saturation.   


Projected excavation activity at the Rosemont Mine site and available geologic 


and hydrologic information from the mine area were applied to this simple concept by W. 


R. Osterkamp, Research Hydrologist, Emeritus, U. S. Geological Survey, to construct a 


conceptual model covering the area of the Rosemont Mine eastward through the Sonoita 


Plain (Appendix 1, maps B, C, D).  Simplifying assumptions of the conceptual model 


included confined (artesian) conditions for carbonate rocks at the mine, unconfined to 


partially confined conditions for carbonate rocks under the Sonoita Plain, hydraulic 


connectivity of carbonate strata between the mine site and the Sonoita Plain, no 


complicating effect by geologic structures (faults, folds, fractures, joints, etc.), and a 


linear relation between elevation of the top of the zone of saturation or the potentiometric 


surface and distance from the open pit to limiting topographic (Appendix 1, map A) and 


ground-water divides (Appendix 1, maps C, D) of the Sonoita Plain.  Without doubt the 


hydrology of the area is more complex and more fully artesian than these simplifications 


represent, and development of a more accurate model is essential.  Nonetheless, 


application of known geologic and hydrologic conditions to the model suggests an effect, 


possibly a “worst-case” scenario, of water-level or potentiometric-surface decline of up to 


300 m (980 ft) in the Sonoita area and 200 m (660 ft) in the Elgin area; declines in 


ground-water levels owing to drainage into the open pit potentially could occur as far as 


40 kilometers (25 miles) to the east and southeast of the mine.          
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To test results suggested by the conceptual model, an independent analysis was 


conducted by Larry Winter, University of Arizona.  The analysis differed from the 


conceptual model by computing the size and shape of the cone-of-depression.  The 


computations were based on the Theis equation, which can provide drawdown estimates 


at various distances from a mine.  Application of the Theis solution requires simplifying 


assumptions of a high degree of geologic uniformity in a saturated, confined aquifer.  


Available information indicates that the first assumption is not met – the geology is quite 


complex -- and that the second assumption is reasonably valid – artesian conditions, 


relative to the Paleozoic carbonate rocks, are either in place or nearly so.    


Dr. Winter’s analysis yielded families of curves describing the size and shape of 


the cone of influence assuming a range of rock properties, especially transmissivity (the 


ability of rocks to convey water through them).  Although he made several simplifying 


assumptions in conducting the analysis “that may not strictly apply in this case”, and that 


the analysis “is probably conservative”, Dr. Winter summarized results for drawdown at a 


distance of 10 kilometers (6 miles) from the mine to vary between 0.5 and 15 m (1.6 and 


50 ft).  Explanations given by Dr. Winter included: 


Assuming no mistakes were made in the arithmetic or parameterizations (always 


a possibility), these rough calculations indicate that a drawdown of about 5-10 m 


might be expected at a distance of 10 km from the open pit.  This is a significant 


amount of water, although not enough to dry up most water supply wells. 


 Given the material heterogeneities found in many karst systems, it is possible that 


much greater drawdowns could be observed at some locations.  Only a more detailed 


model could show that. 
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 Given the regional importance of groundwater in Southern Arizona, a regional 


groundwater study seems in order.  The place to start is with a better 


parameterization of this simple Theis model and evaluate a range of scenarios based 


on T, Q, and R.  (For elaboration on the comments of Dr. Winter, with explanation of 


the Theis equation and symbols used, see Appendix 2.)   


The conceptual model of Dr. Osterkamp, based on physical conditions and 


observations of the Sonoita Plain, and the pressure-head drawdown (Theis equation) 


computations of Dr. Winter are different approaches to estimate ground-water declines 


caused by dewatering of rocks at the open pit.  The magnitudes of effects estimated using 


the two approaches differ, but both suggest likelihood that significant water-level 


declines much greater than was identified by the Rosemont DEIS may be induced by 


ground-water drainage of geologic formations at the mine site.  


  V.   Previous Investigations 


A review of water use in the Sonoita Plain (Naeser and St. John, 1996) identified 


a disparity between the rate of exurban development and the ground-water resource 


needed to support the development.  Principal conclusions of the review were that (1) the 


subsurface is the only available source of water for environmental and human needs, (2) 


the occurrence of ground water is neither uniform or predictable throughout the Sonoita 


Plain, (3) inadequate hydrologic assessments for developments may cause water scarcity 


for property owners and a disruption of ground-water recharge, and (4) disturbance to the 


hydrologic system, such as drought or excessive ground-water withdrawals, will 


exacerbate previous overdrafts.     
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Extensive technical investigations by consultants, including hydrologic studies, 


have been commissioned by the Rosemont Copper Company.  Among several reports 


describing the geology, ground-water hydrology, proposed surface-water and ground-


water monitoring, and expected reactions of the regional hydrologic systems to open-pit 


copper mining, Montgomery and Associates (2009) prepared Groundwater flow modeling 


conducted for simulation of proposed Rosemont Pit dewatering and post-closure.  The 


report provides a detailed analysis of expected effects to the local ground-water reservoir 


owing to proposed copper mining before, during, and after mine construction, and gives 


quantitative results of temporal changes to the ground-water reservoir in the mine vicinity 


based on numerical modeling.  Although descriptions of local and regional geology are 


provided, the analysis generalizes the effect of mining to all rocks without specifying that 


near-surface rocks, clastics and volcanics, likely have transmissivities different from the 


underlying carbonate rocks.  Acknowledged is the extensive fracture permeability that is 


present for most rocks at the mine site, but potentially variable effects of dewatering 


owing to lithologic differences of the rocks to be penetrated by the pit, particularly 


carbonate beds, is disregarded.  Implicit in the analysis is that ground water is unconfined 


throughout the system.  This assumption differs from that of the conceptual model of Dr. 


Osterkamp and of the hydraulic model of Dr. Winter; it is probably incorrect relative to 


the carbonate beds.       


Interpretations developed from a ground-water flow model independent of that of 


Montgomery & Associates were submitted to Rosemont Copper Company by the 


consulting firm, Tetra-Tech, Tucson, AZ (2010).  Assumptions used in a finite-difference 


model, MODFLOW, to simulate ground-water movement for up to 1000 years in the 
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mine vicinity, Davidson Canyon, and the Cienega Creek Basin were similar to those 


applied by Montgomery & Associates: extensive fracture permeability, unconfined 


ground-water conditions, and pit excavation into relatively homogeneous bedrock.  


Separate model results were not obtained for near-surface clastic and volcanic rocks as 


opposed to the underlying limestones and dolomites (carbonate rocks), and results were 


not extended to the east and southeast into the central Sonoita Plain.  Because assumed 


conditions of geology and ground-water hydraulics for the Montgomery & Associates 


(2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) models were similar, results were similar.      


Hydrogeology of the Santa Rita Rosemont Project Site, a consulting report by 


Tom Myers, PhD (2007), was commissioned by the Pima County Board of Supervisors.  


The study was a reconnaissance analysis of surface- and ground-water fluxes, and of the 


water balance of the mine area.  Although Dr. Myers recognized that the open pit could 


affect the regional ground-water resource, focus was largely on areas near the mine site.  


Using a conceptual model similar to that used by Dr. Osterkamp, Dr. Myers concluded 


that mine excavation could lower the regional water table by up to 1500 feet.  This would 


create a drawdown cone which would draw water from the regional groundwater similar 


to pumping from a large diameter well.  This substantial drawdown may draw 


groundwater from a significant distance if the adjoining aquifers are hydraulically 


connected to the bedrock aquifer of the pit.  


A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Rosemont Mine 


describes anticipated effects of the mining operations on ground-water quantity and 


quality.  Discussion of ground-water issues within the DEIS is strongly weighted toward 


monitoring and protection of ground-water quality at the mine site and seepage of water 
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from mine spoils (p. 32); no attention is given to possible reduction of ground-water 


levels east of the mine, nor does the DEIS provide summary results of the Montgomery & 


Associates, Tetra Tech, or Myers reports for areas other than in the vicinity of the 


proposed mine.  The DEIS acknowledges that west of the Santa Rita Mountains, in the 


Santa Cruz River Valley, the mine facility could adversely affect ground-water 


availability to public and private wells, especially in the communities of Sahuarita and 


Green Valley; household water supplies may be reduced (p. vii, 13).  According to the 


DEIS (p. vii, 13), ground-water availability to private and public wells east of the 


proposed open-pit mine may be reduced “in the vicinity of the open pit”; no mention is 


provided concerning the influence that the open pit might have on the ground-water 


resource further to the east and southeast in the Sonoita Plain.    


VI.   Recommended Actions by the Forest Service  


To ensure that discharge of water into the pit of the proposed Rosemont Mine 


does not have immediate and long-term effects on ground water of the Sonoita Plain, a 


variety of studies is necessary.  It is recommended that before approval is provided by the 


Forest Service for advancement of mining activities, detailed and independent 


investigations be conducted throughout potentially affected areas of the Sonoita Plain, 


Pima, Santa Cruz, and Cochise Counties, Arizona (Appendix 1, map A).  The results of 


these investigations should be peer-reviewed by impartial experts in the fields of geology, 


hydrology, biology and ecology, and economics prior to submission of results of the 


studies to the Forest Service and other regulatory agencies.  The investigations should 


include but not be limited to:   
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Geology  


Geologic mapping of rocks exposed at the surface and characterization of 


subsurface stratigraphy, and geologic mapping of structural features including 


faults, folds, fracture patterns, and rock jointing.  Geologic mapping of the above 


is possible through the use of previously published geologic maps, water-well 


logs and related data, and aerial photography and imagery.   


Hydraulic Properties of Water-bearing Rocks  


Characterization of hydraulic properties of saturated rock types underlying the 


Sonoita Plain; these properties in particular should include transmissivity, storage 


capacity, determination of hydraulic gradients for unconfined aquifers and the 


potentiometric surface for confined aquifers, and rates/velocities of ground water 


flowing through rocks underlying the Sonoita Plain.  A starting point for 


determining these properties is the use of previously published geologic maps, 


water-well logs and related data, and aerial photography and imagery, but these 


sources will need to be supplemented by the drilling of test wells at suitable sites, 


determination and logging of rock types penetrated, and aquifer tests of the wells.   


Ecological Analyses of the Sonoita Plain and Adjacent Hills and Mountains 


The Sonoita Plain, including Las Cienegas National Conservation Area, has one 


of the last remaining relatively natural grassland ecosystems of the semiarid 


American Southwest.  Components of the ecosystem include four rare habitat 


types (native desert grassland, riparian/wetland, mesquite bosque, and oak 


woodland) as well as moist-bottomland stands of the bunchgrass, sacaton, diverse 


riparian-zone plants, and numerous invertebrates, reptiles, amphibians, and fish 
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dependent on intermittent-to-perennial flows of streams draining the Sonoita 


Plain.  Many fauna are listed as endangered (lesser long-nosed bat, Huachuca 


water umbel, Gila chub, Gila topminnow, Southwestern willow flycatcher, and 


jaguar) or threatened (Chiricahua leopard frog), and all rely on water supplied as 


spring flow or seeps, generally emanating from carbonate rocks exposed in 


bounding mountains and hills that define the limits of the Sonoita Plain area 


(Appendix 1, map A).  A lowering of water levels owing to dewatering of rocks at 


the mine site could adversely affect these plants and animals, and an analysis of 


the magnitude of the effect is mandatory. 


Given the potential suggested by the models for significant drawdown of the zone 


of saturation through time and many kilometers from the mine, there are major 


biological risks that need to be recognized and assessed prior to a decision on 


mine approval.  The obvious element concerns surface-water loss and reduction of 


riparian-zone area, such as along Empire Gulch (Appendix 1, map A).  Congress 


was clear when it established Las Cienegas National Conservation Area that 


protection of wildlife and riparian areas was one of its key purposes:  In order to 


conserve, protect, and enhance for the benefit and enjoyment of present and 


future generations the unique and nationally important aquatic, wildlife, 


vegetative, archaeological, paleontological, scientific, cave, cultural, historical, 


recreational, educational, scenic, rangeland, and riparian resources and values 


of the public lands described in subsection (b)…there is hereby established the 


Las Cienegas National Conservation Area of the State of Arizona (HR 2941, 


2000). 
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In addition to significant risk to the biological and heritage values of Las 


Cienegas National Conservation Area, there is a less obvious and far more serious 


risk to all of the eastern slopes of the Santa Rita Mountains, Davidson Canyon, 


the Sonoita Plain, and beyond.  It concerns the ability of the trees and shrubs to 


grow as the ground-water level drops.  The roots of many of the key species will 


be unable to reach adequate moisture to sustain growth, and the species eventually 


will die out.  With the prediction of increasing drought owing to regional climate 


change, the loss of ground-water will certainly exacerbate a situation that does not 


appear to have been considered.   


The hydrological models vary in how extreme the effect might be, but in all of 


them the ground-water loss over time will have the effect of reducing the density 


of vegetation that allows so much wildlife to flourish in this haven of biological 


diversity.  In the worst-case scenario, the effects will likely be evident within a 


few years, with diminished diversity of plants, and as drawdown continues, the 


forests eventually will disappear over large areas.  It is even possible that, in 50 


years, the Santa Rita Mountains and areas to the east will be barren. 


For these reasons alone, it is critical that more detailed models be developed, so 


that more precise predictions can be made, and decisions about the environment 


based on them. Avoidance of these dire effects is essential to prevent the total loss 


of basic habitat, corridor habitat, and thousands of species of animals including 


birds. For much of the report, the question of water and its significance for the 


whole habitat has been practically ignored except in relation to stream beds, 


washes, and water for human consumption.  Yet, for the region to remain the 
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habitat for wildlife and the recreation center for residents and tourists alike, the 


big picture of water loss needs critical attention.          


Economic Impact   


An economic analysis of the implication of projected ground-water drawdown, 


including but not limited to the costs associated with springs, streams, and wells 


drying out; and aquifer storage decreasing. These costs can be measured in terms 


of changes to personal income, personal property, business income, business 


property, Tucson Water drinking water costs; fiscal impacts; local/regional 


economic development; and ecosystem services values.  


Modeling of Ground-water Impacts Owing to Possible Dewatering by an Open-pit 


Mine 


Results of the ground-water flow models developed and submitted to Rosemont 


Copper Company by Montgomery & Associates (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010) are 


detailed and based on comprehensive data.  Many of the conclusions presented in 


the two reports appear valid and should not have been disregarded.  Other 


conclusions, owing to the use of inappropriate assumptions (especially unconfined 


ground-water conditions and homogeneous lithologies), are suspect and should be 


retested before being used to support the inference that bedrock dewatering by an 


open pit will cause minimal effect to the ground-water reservoir beyond the 


immediate vicinity of the proposed mine.       


Based on results of the geologic and hydrologic (hydraulic) investigations 


recommended above, modeling of ground-water movement beneath the Sonoita 


Plain should be conducted that is similar in approach but more detailed and 
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validated than that conducted by Dr. Winter.  Thus, the preliminary modeling 


results and information obtained to characterize the geology and hydrology of the 


Sonoita Plain should be used to develop a conceptual model of the area that is 


based on more substantial information than was available for the conceptual 


model proposed by Dr. Osterkamp or the hydraulic-model results computed by 


Dr. Winter.  Furthermore, the improved hydrologic and conceptual models should 


be combined to generate families of drawdown curves, similar to those advanced 


by Dr. Winter, that yield indications of the range of likely effects to the regional 


water-table and potentiometric-surface configurations that may result by aquifer 


dewatering at the mine site.  Input data for generating these curves should include 


aquifer-characteristics information transmitted in consultants’ reports such as 


those of Montgomery & Associates (2009) and Tetra Tech (2010).  These curves 


should reflect changes in land-surface and spring-discharge elevation with 


distance east of the mine site, and should be constructed to yield change with 


time.    


Topographic Analyses of the Sonoita Plain 


The results of the geologic and hydrologic (hydraulic) investigations and 


modeling need to be combined with investigations of surface features including 


regional slopes, occurrences of springs and seeps, and stream reaches of 


intermittent to perennial flow.  The objectives would be to anticipate how ground-


water gradients and the potentiometric surface of the Sonoita Plain will be altered, 


the degree to which springs and seeps of the Sonoita Plain will be affected, and 
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the degree to which yields of wells currently drawing water from rocks underlying 


the Sonoita Plain will be reduced by dewatering at the mine pit. 


 
Respectfully submitted 


 
Luther Propst, Executive Director 
The Sonoran Institute 
Tucson, AZ 
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Postscript 


 As submitters of this Statement, we contend that the DEIS does not adequately 


convey available ground-water information regarding the proposed Rosemont Mine.  


Relative to the issues of concern addressed by this Statement, the DEIS notes only that 


for Issue 3A, East Side Groundwater Availability, “The proposed open-pit mine may 


reduce groundwater availability to private and public wells in the vicinity of the open pit.  


Household water availability may be reduced.”  This simple statement (page vii) 


disregards virtually all of the technical input that was provided to Rosemont Copper 


Company by consultants commissioned by the company.  Examples are: 


Detailed, albeit inadequate, analysis of flow modeling is contained in a report 


submitted to Rosemont by Montgomery & Associates (2009).  The Montgomery report 


(p. 2) states that Model projections indicate groundwater level drawdown will be limited 


to the area in and around the Rosemont project and into Davidson Canyon with no 


projected drawdown at Cienega Creek.  Montgomery & Associates do not specify a limit 


of influence in Davidson Canyon, but at its mouth at Cienega Creek, Davidson Canyon is 


about 24 km (15 miles) northeast of the mine site, a distance reasonably considered 


beyond the mine vicinity.       


A report by Tetra Tech (2010, p. 1) warns that Dewatering of the proposed Open 


Pit will result in groundwater levels being lowered to approximately 3,020 feet above 


mean sea level (amsl), which is about 2,200 feet below the pre-mining water level in the 


immediate Project area.  The projected bottom of the pit is 3,050 feet amsl.  Dewatering 


the pit will create drawdown in the regional groundwater system, propagating outward.  


Drawdown will be most dramatic in the vicinity of the Open Pit, the effects of which will 
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decrease with increased distance from the pit.  Although partial recovery of water levels 


within the pit area are anticipated following the cessation of dewatering, water levels are 


anticipated to take hundreds of years to reach a new equilibrium condition.  The DEIS 


selectively mentions that water-level decline is expected in the vicinity of the pit, but 


other potential problems suggested by the Tetra Tech passage are ignored. 


As shown above, the Tetra Tech report (2010) predicts a temporal effect lasting 


hundreds of years, and model results reported by Montgomery & Associates (2009) 


indicate that decreased water levels outward from the open pit may persist in excess of 


100 years.  No indication of the time that water-level decline will persist is apparent in 


the DEIS.   
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Appendix 1. – Unpublished maps of the Sonoita Plain area showing A: relief and 
cultural features of the study area, the Sonoita Plain (the area within the closed 
black line) (extracted from ESRI GIS software, scale 1:280,000, 2010), B: potential 
reductions in water-surface or potentiometric-surface elevation based on the 
conceptual-model analysis of W. R. Osterkamp, C: depth to water in wells of the 
Sonoita Plain, and D: interpolated, or generalized, water levels of the Sonoita Plain 
based on well data of map C.  
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Appendix 2. – Theis drawdown analysis of Larry Winter, PhD, University of  
Arizona 
 
Estimates of drawdown due to an open pit at the Rosemont mine site 


From: Larry Winter    11/28/11 


I made a quick estimate of pressure head drawdown at distances up to 50 km 


from a pond at the bottom of a site like the proposed Rosemont Mine. The 


estimate is based on the Thiem Equation, which is the simplest setting for a 


steady-state solution to Darcy's Law governing groundwater flow. The purpose of 


the calculation is to see whether further study is in order to determine if a mine 


pond could significantly affect water pressure in Sonoita. 


Bottom-line. Estimated drawdowns for typical parameter settings are 1-10 m at 


10 km, which is not negligible. Given the high degree of heterogeneity that may 


be found in the parent karsts, detailed regional modeling may be required to 


investigate the hypothesis carefully. Assuming the well model (mine pond) and 


transmissivity estimates are approximately correct, a mine pond could 


significantly affect water pressure in Sonoita 


Model. The Theis solution is a basic means for calculating groundwater 


drawdown at a distance, r, from a well (the mine pond). The drawdown due to a 


well losing water at a rate Q (measured in m3/s) is 


 
                              h(r) - h0 = [Q/2πT]ln(r/R)                                                 (1) 


 
The pressure head at a distance r is h(r), and h - h0 (h0 > h), is the drawdown at r. 


The background hydraulic head for the region, h0, is the height in meters to which 


water would rise naturally in the absence of pumping or other disturbance, and R 
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is the radius of the well's influence, i.e., the distance away from the well where 


the pressure head attains the background level, h0. The drawdown is inversely 


proportional to the regional transmissivity, T, whose units are m2/s.  


The Theis solution is based on assuming a high degree of uniformity in a 


saturated, confined aquifer. See a standard hydrology text for details. The 


necessary uniformity assumptions may be a bit strong for a karst system, but the 


point of this exercise is just to gauge feasibility. 


Parameters. The values of the parameters in this model can be found in 


databases of the NWS and USGS. Since the current exercise is only meant to 


indicate risk, rough estimates of parameters are used here based on experience. 


Transmissivity. Transmissivity, T = Kd, is the product of hydraulic conductivity, K, 


with aquifer thickness, d. I used conductivities, K = 1, 2 and 3 m/day, which could 


be a little slow and aquifer thickness, d = 50 m, which might be a little thick. 


Hence, T = 50, 100, and 150 m2/day. Also we consider T = 1000 m2/da, which is 


a typical high transmissivity value in the Tucson basin. 


Pond losses (the well rate). Average pan evaporation for Tucson is 


approximately 1/3 inch/day or 0.008382 m/day. The surface area of an open-pit 


mine pond is about 250,000 m2 based on the areas of the ponds at the Kennecott 


pits outside Green Valley. 


Hence, Q = 200 m3/day. I also used Q = 100 and 500 m3/day. 


Radius of influence. I used a range R = 30, 40, of 50 km. The radius of influence 


doesn't have a large effect. 
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Location of an affected site. I used r = 10 km, which is about the distance from 


the mine site to Sonoita, when evaluating impacts on domestic wells. 


Results.  Results of solving eqn (1) are given for two kinds of scenarios: (1) 


varying T while holding other factors constant, (2) varying Q while holding other 


factors constant. 


(1) The following figure indicates drawdowns at various distances, r, from the 


pond for 3 levels of T: T = 50 (blue), 100 (red), 150 (green), and 1000 (black) m. 


Q = 2000 in all scenarios. The vertical axis is drawdown in meters. At r = 10 km 


the drawdown ranges from approximately -0.5 to -15 m. 


 
 


 
r 
h - h0 


 


(2) The next figure indicates the effects on drawdown of Q = 1000 (green), 2000 


(blue), and 5000 (red) m3/day, also at various distances. Here T = 100 m2/day. 


Drawdown is approximately -2m to -15m at a distance of r = 10 km. 


r 
h - h0 
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Discussion. Assuming no mistakes were made in the arithmetic or 


parameterizations (always a possibility), these rough calculations indicate that a 


drawdown of about 5-10 m might be expected a distance of 10 km from the open 


pit. This is a significant amount of water, although not enough to dry up most 


water supply wells. 


The Theis solution is based on a number of simplifying assumptions that may not 


strictly apply in this case. If anything, it is probably conservative.  The 


parameterizations of Q and T are extremely rough, and improved estimates 


might make a difference. In particular, T ~ 100 m could be an order of magnitude 


too small. 


Given the material heterogeneities found in many karst systems, it is possible 


that much greater drawdowns could be observed at some locations. Only a more 


detailed model could show that.  


Given the regional importance of groundwater in Southern Arizona, a regional 


groundwater study seems in order. The place to start is with a better 
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parameterization of this simple Theis model and evaluate a range of scenarios 


based on T, Q, and R. 
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APPENDIX E 


CHRONOLOGY OF EFFORT TO OBTAIN TREO REPORT DOCUMENTATION 


June, 2011  Tucson Regional Economic Opportunities (TREO), releases a report  
   prepared for it by Applied Economics, A Phoenix-based    
   consulting firm, titled “Economic Impacts of the Rosemont Copper project 
   on Pima County, Arizona” (hereinafter, the “TREO Report”).  The TREO  
   Report utilized the IMPLAN model as a central analytic tool for its  
   findings and focused solely on the economic benefits of the proposed  
   Rosemont mine, ignoring all of the costs of the proposed mine to the  
   County. 


July, 2011  Pima County, a cooperating agency involved in the preparation of the draft 
   environmental impact statement (EIS) for the proposed Rosemont mine  
   criticizes the report and seeks to obtain the underlying assumptions used  
   in model.  Their request is denied.  
 
August 18, 2011 Center for Biological Diversity files request for information under the  
   Arizona Open Records Act. 
 
October 19, 2011 TREO calls Center for Biological Diversity to say that they would not  
   release underlying assumptions.   
 
October 21, 2011 Notice of Availability for the Draft EIS for Proposed Rosemont Copper  
   Mine Project is published in the Federal Register, beginning 90 day  
   comment period.  The analysis from the TREO Report is one of three  
   economic reports relied upon for analysis in DEIS.    
 
October 24, 2011 Lynn Carey, private citizen, has a conversation with Melinda Roth, Forest  
   Service, Coronado National Forest.  Ms. Roth states that the Forest  
   Service doesn’t feel it has an obligation to provide the underlying data,  
   which, she said, the Forest Service did not have.   
 
October 24, 2011 Prof. James (Jimmy) Pepper with the Mountain Empire Action Alliance  
   (MEAA), Sonoita, Arizona, sends Ms. Roth an email message with  
   describing the information being sought and giving her contact   
   information for TREO officials. 
 
October 26, 2011 Prof. Pepper sends Ms. Roth an email confirming that both he and another  
   representative of the Mountain Empire Action Alliance and Tom Power,  
   an economist under contract to MEAA, will be meeting with Coronado  
   National Forest Supervisor Jim Upchurch that Friday regarding the data  
   used in the TREO Report. 
 
October 28, 2011 Meeting held at Coronado National Forest headquarters in Tucson.  Those 







   attending were Jim Upchurch, Forest Supervisor, Melinda Roth, Special  
   Assistant, Rosemont Project, Coronado National Forest, Prof. Pepper,  
   Wade Bunting, MEAA Steering Committee member, via phone, Dr.  
   Thomas Power, Consulting Economist, Missoula, Montana, via phone.   
 
October 31, 2011 Letter and cover email message sent by Prof. Pepper to Supervisor   
   Upchurch, summarizing meeting of October 28, 2011.  The letter requests  
   that the Coronado National Forest obtain and release to the public the data  
   used in the IMPLAN modeling, including, but not limited to inputs,  
   multipliers, and assumptions used in the preparation of the TREO Report.   
   It explains that typically this information would be in a    
   technical appendix to permit independent verification and peer review.   
 
October 31, 2011 Prof. Pepper has a telephone conversation with Ms. Roth in which Ms.  
   Roth informed Mr. Pepper that Supervisor Upchurch would be meeting  
   with Forest Service Regional Socioeconomic Specialist in Albuquerque  
   that week and would discuss the matter of the underlying data in the  
   TREO Report. 
 
November 3, 2011 Prof. Pepper sends an email to Supervisor Upchurch explaining that he  
   had learned from Ms. Roth that the Coronado National Forest had   
   apparently obtained some IMPLAN data inputs from Rosemont and that  
   discussion was ongoing with the Forest Service Regional office about this  
   issue.  However, Ms. Roth indicated that this material did not appear to  
   include any information regarding how IMPLAN had been customized by  
   Applied Economics in preparation of the TREO report.  Email urges  
   Supervisor Upchurch to obtain this information. 
 
November 4, 2011 Ms. Roth leaves a voice mail on Prof. Pepper’s telephone, stating that the  
   Supervisor Upchurch decided to ask the Forest Service Regional office to  
   run the model using data that Rosemont recently provided regarding jobs,  
    but not with adjustments per the TREO Report such as multipliers and  
   other data.  In her message, Ms. Roth acknowledges that, “I know that this 
   is not what you are requesting”. 
 
November 15, 2011 Ms. Roth leaves a message with Prof. Powers stating that a Forest Service  
   Region 1 economist has started modeling and analyses and that the Forest  
   Service will prepare a short report and that the report would be posted on  
   the website.  
 
November 21, 2011 Prof. Pepper sends an email to Ms. Roth, thanking her for the update and  
   suggesting that it might be of benefit if Dr. Power and the Forest Service  
   economist had a conversation about technical issues, including obtaining  
   the still missing assumptions in time to be available for the public   
   comment period on the DEIS. 
 







November 22, 2011 Ms. Roth replies that she will not have a response until the following  
   week. 
 
November 30, 2011 Conversation between Dr. Power and Forest Service economist, Christina  
   Gebert, takes place in Missoula, Montana.  Ms. Gebert indicates that   
   although she has done an independent model run, she also does not have  
   underlying assumptions utilized by Applied Economics. 
 
December 9, 2011 Ms. Roth tells Prof. Pepper that she received some data related to the  
   TREO economic analysis that was filled with “jargon” that she didn’t  
   understand.  Prof. Pepper sends email to Ms. Roth thanking her for update  
   but continuing to ask for underlying data and assumptions, pointing out  
   that public comment period is over half over, and confirming   
   understanding that Forest Service economist now has underlying data and  
   that she will release that information to Dr. Power. 
 
December 13, 2011 Prof. Pepper sends another email to Ms. Roth asking for an update on  
   obtaining requested data. 
 
December 14, 2011 In phone conversation between Ms. Roth and Prof. Pepper, Prof. Pepper  
   learns that the Forest Service is still unable to provide the data.   
 
December 21, 2011 Dr. Power sends email to Ms. Roth requesting again copies of the actual  
   “input documents” Applied Economics obtained from Rosemont. 
 
December 27, 2011 Independent Forest Service socioeconomic technical report posted on  
   Rosemont EIS website.  No notice to public at large that new information  
   was being made available. 
 
January 18, 2011 No further response and no release of underlying data. 
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Medicine, and a B.S. degree from the University of Arizona, majoring in Zoology with a 
minor in Physics and Chemistry. Her training includes an externship at Columbia 
University in New York City and an internship in Internal Medicine at Downstate 
Medical Center, also in New York. She completed a Residency in Diagnostic Radiology 
and a Fellowship in Nuclear Medicine at the University of Arizona. She is on staff at the 







University of Arizona College of Medicine, and has been working in the field of Breast 
Cancer Diagnosis since 2002. 
 
Sarah Barchas is the owner of High Haven Ranch, acquired by her parents as an active 
cattle ranch since 1967.  She has been involved in ranching in Southern Arizona for 55 
years (Barchas Ranch, preserved as Brown Canyon Ranch, now owned by FS).  High 
Haven Ranch with its Forest Service Oak Tree Allotment along Highway 83 is in very 
close proximity to where the tailings and waste rock piles would be.  Sarah is greatly 
concerned about potential despoilment and jeopardy Rosemont Mine would cause to 
ranching, health, safety, and legacy.  A significant portion of her patented land at High 
Haven is in conservation easement with Arizona Land and Water Trust. 
 
Eric Betterton PhD is a professor at U of A Department of Atmospheric Sciences and 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics.  His research interests include Atmospheric and 
environmental chemistry, including aerosols, cloud condensation nuclei, frozen solution 
chemistry, microphysical and chemical properties of winter precipitation, urban air 
quality, ground water remediation, and chemistry of azides derived from automobile air 
bags. 
 
Todd D. Camenisch received his B.S. from The University of Arizona and holds a PhD. 
from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and is currently associate professor 
at The University of Arizona. His postdoctoral fellowship training was with The Mayo 
Clinic. He is an expert on the health effects caused by arsenic and is the associate director 
of the federally funded Super Fund Research Program at The University of Arizona. He 
participates with dozens of colleagues in environmental, engineering, soil, and medical 
sciences and is the author of over forty publications. Dr. Camenisch also serves as vice 
president of the Catalina Foothills School District governing board. These responsibilities 
highlight his passion for both the education and welfare of children.   
 
Lynn Carey, attorney, has a B.A. from DePaul University and a J.D. from the University 
of Wisconsin.  After an initial career as a trial attorney, she now works as a consultant in 
project organization and implementation.  She has served as the coordinator of these 
comments.  Previous projects include the successful campaign to reject Propositions 400 
and 401 in Santa Cruz County.  She resides in Tumacacori, AZ.  
 
Charles Carreon is an attorney in private practice for over 25 years in California and 
Oregon, with a sole practice in Tucson, AZ specializing in intellectual property.  
 
Frances Causey a public interest journalist and producer, began her career in journalism 
with CNN where she was a National Assignment Editor and Field Producer for fourteen 
years.   After leaving corporate journalism, Frances founded Adhara Media LLC, which 
specializes in helping non-profits with media matters. Frances’ documentary feature, 
“Heist: Who Stole the American Dream” premieres March 2012 at The Quad in New 
York City. 
 







David Chambers obtained his engineering degree from the Colorado School of Mines 
and his M.S. in Geophysics and Ph.D. in Environmental Planning from the University of 
California.  His doctoral dissertation analyzed the U.S. Forest Service's efforts to plan for 
and manage minerals on the National Forests.  He is president of the Center for Science 
in Public Participation, a non-profit corporation formed to provide technical assistance on 
mining and water quality to public interest groups and tribal governments.  This 
assistance has included review of underground and open pit mine design, seismic stability 
for tailings, dams, waste rock facilities design, water quality monitoring, water treatment 
facility design, reclamation planning, and financial assurance for mine closure.  He has 
consulted across the United States and Canada, as well as in Kyrgyzstan and Northern 
Ireland. 
 
Tierra Curry is a biologist and a naturalist who specializes in the study and conservation 
of mollusks and amphibians. She visits the Tucson area annually to enjoy outdoor 
recreation and observe the wildlife and plants of the region. She holds a masters degree in 
biology from Portland State University, and has worked as a conservation biologist with 
the Center for Biological Diversity since 2007. 
 
Andrea M. Curto holds an A.A.S. in Forestry from Hocking College, Nelsonville, OH, a 
B.S. in Horticulture and an M.S. in Soil Science from The Ohio State University, and a 
Ph.D. in Environmental Science/Soil Science from the University of Arizona.  She has 
been the owner of SoAZ Site Assessments, LLC since 2001, an environmental consulting 
firm.  She has worked as a soil and environmental scientist for over 25 years. 
 
Sheila Dagucon retired as Vice President of MarketWatch, the real-time surveillance and 
regulatory department of the Nasdaq Stock Market.  She has a BS in Economics from 
University of North Carolina at Wilmington, and a Juris Doctor from the University of 
Baltimore School of Law.  She is currently an active member of the Arizona and District 
of Columbia bar.  She now practices law at her partnership, Kramer & Dagucon, LLP in 
Sonoita, AZ. 
 
Philip Eiker is an attorney in private practice for 30 years with an emphasis on banking, 
insurance and real estate law.  He is currently an active member of the New York, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Arizona bar. 
 
Kate Ervin holds a B.S. in Environmental Science from the University of Arizona and a 
Masters in Urban Planning from Hunter College CUNY.  She was raised in Sonoita and 
attended schools in Elgin and Patagonia.  Her parents commuted daily between Sonoita 
and Tucson for 20 years via Hwy 83.  Kate is currently a resident and small business 
owner in Tucson, and continues to utilize Hwy 83 regularly to visit family and friends.  
She is active on several neighborhood planning and transit-related committees in Tucson, 
and works as a research analyst for the Mountain Empire Action Alliance in Sonoita.  
 
Morris Farr received his B.S. in Physics from Rice University and His M.S. and Ph.D. 
in Nuclear Science from the University of Michigan.  He has worked at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory and as professor and assistant dean at the U of Arizona College of 







Engineering and as Head of the Nuclear Engineering Department.  In addition, he served 
as a State Senator for 6 years. 
 
Roger Featherstone is Director of the Arizona Mining Reform Coalition and has been 
working to protect public land, especially from inappropriate mining, for two decades. 
 
T. J. Ferguson holds an M.A. Degree in Regional and Community Planning and a Ph.D. 
in Anthropology, both from the University of New Mexico.  Dr. Ferguson has worked in 
the Southwest for 30 years as a specialist in Native American heritage management and 
historic preservation. 
 
Joel L. Fisher’s environmental career has spanned more than fifty years. He holds the 
BChE from the Cooper Union in chemistry and chemical engineering, the MS from 
Vanderbilt University in water resources, and a PhD from the University of Pennsylvania 
in water resources. He began his career in the military service where he disarmed, 
disassembled and destroyed chemical munitions in an environmentally safe manner. 
Then, at the Department of Interior he worked on problems of power plant pollution, 
assisted on biological surveys of Alaska rivers on the proposed route of the Alaska 
Pipeline, and managed research grants and contracts. At EPA he managed research on the 
geochemistry and microbiology of groundwaters, and the environmental effects of heated 
discharges from nuclear power plants into surface waters.  He then went to the 
Department of State where he was Senior Scientist and Environmental Advisor to United 
States Commissioners on the United States-Canada Boundary Waters Commission for 
more than 26 years. His portfolio was mainly air pollution and water pollution of 
transboundary waters with associated ecological and public health issues affecting the 
United States-Canadian border region.  He retired from the Department of State in 2006 
and continues to be active in environmental affairs. 
  
Anne Gibson is a lifetime resident of the Mountain Empire (Sonoita, Patagonia and 
Elgin) and is a third generation owner of the largest privately owned cattle ranch in 
Arizona.  She is Associate Broker, formerly Designated Broker, for Long Realty 
Sonoita/Patagonia and with 20 years’ experience, is currently the most senior real estate 
professional in the area.     
 
Fergus Graham, PhD, an Arizona resident, holds an M.Sc. (1967) and a  Ph.D. (1970) in 
Geology from the University of Western Ontario, Canada. The first part of his career 
involved employment as an exploration geologist, research geologist and chief geologist 
for several mining companies. For the rest of his career he worked as a consultant in the 
fields of base metal and gold deposit exploration and evaluation in various parts of 
Canada and the US, including Arizona. 
 
Trevor Hare, Landscape Restoration Program Manager for Sky Island Alliance, was 
born in Colorado. He moved to Tucson in 1984, seeking warmth and saguaro cacti. He 
spent most of the next decade tramping around Mexico and Arizona’s western desert. 
Trevor graduated from the University of Arizona in 1991 with a degree in Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology with a focus on botany. He started work on a long-term project 







with the Arizona Poison and Drug Information Center studying the impacts of urban and 
rural development on rattlesnakes and Gila monsters. Trevor began work with Sky Island 
Alliance in July 2001 and oversees SIA’s restoration program. He serves as the Science 
Advisor for the Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection, and sits on the Pima County 
Conservation Acquisition Commission. Trevor also serves on the Chiricahua Leopard 
Frog Recovery Team and the Sonora Salamander Participation Team. 
 
Stan Hart, PhD, SB from MIT, MS from Cal Tech and PhD from MIT, all in 
Geochemistry, as well as an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Paris. His field of 
specialty is Isotope Geochemistry, with a focus on deep earth processes, water-rock 
chemical interactions, and the evolution of ore deposits and continental crustal rocks. 15 
years as Staff Scientist at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Department of 
Terrestrial Magnetism. 14 years as a Full Professor in the Department of Earth, 
Atmospheric and Planetary Science, MIT. 18 years as a Senior Scientist at the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution. His awards include the Goldschmidt Medal by the 
Geochemical Society, the Hess Medal by the American Geophysical Union, and the 
Arthur Day Prize by the National Academy of Sciences. He is a member of the National 
Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.  He has 
published 238 peer-reviewed publications, with over 17,000 total citations. 
 
Gayle Harrison Hartmann holds a B.A. degree in Anthropology from the University of 
California, Berkeley, and an M.A. degree in Anthropology from the University of 
Arizona.  She has worked as an archaeologist, archaeological editor, and historian for the 
past 35 years.  She is the editor, author, or co-author, of numerous publications, ranging 
from reviews and articles to books. She maintains a special interest in the Western 
Papaguería, in the early Spanish Entrada into the Southwest, and in Southwestern rock 
art. She served as editor of Kiva: The Journal of Southwestern Anthropology and History. 
Currently, she is a Research Associate at the Arizona State Museum, University of 
Arizona. 
 
W. Scott Kardel holds a B.S. in Secondary Education/Physical Science from Northern 
Arizona University and an M.S. in Astronomy from the University of Arizona.  He is 
currently serving as the Public Affairs Director for the International Dark-Sky 
Association (IDA). He comes to the IDA from the Palomar Observatory in California. He 
has given invited talks across the country on astronomy and light pollution. 
 
Martin Karpisack, PhD, received his B.S. from City College of New York and his M.S. 
and Ph.D. from the University of Arizona.  He has served as professor and research 
scientist at the U of A and conducted research programs on water quality, water and 
energy conservation, constructed wetlands, water treatment and reuse, and constructed 
wetlands.  He has also performed research on revegetation of disturbed areas.  He is the 
author of numerous papers and studies.   
 
Renate Kloppinger recently retired from the World Bank, where she was responsible for 
the development of rural financial systems world-wide. Prior to that she was employed by 
Citibank and Deutsche Bank as a senior corporate banker in the US and Germany. Renate 







also set up and managed an international consulting company that focused on private 
sector development in developing countries. She holds an M.S degree in Psychology 
from Goethe-University in Frankfurt and an MBA in international finance from UClA. 
 
Geoffrey C Knight,  MSc, University of Nottingham, UK.  Mr. Knight has served has 
served as head of British Coal Corporation’s $40million/annum research unit dealing 
with mine productivity, safety and environmental issues.  He is a member of the United 
Nations committee on coal mining research and a visiting professor to the Hearst School 
of Mining at the University of California and the Mining Department of the University of 
Nottingham, UK 
 
John Kozma holds a B.S from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, and a M.B.A. 
from Pepperdine University, Los Angeles, CA.  He was employed with a variety of 
companies in the metal turning industry during his career, with the latest position as 
Materials Manager for New Hampshire Ball Bearing at their Precision Division in 
Chatsworth, CA.  John was certified by both the National Association Of Purchasing 
Managers and the American Production and Inventory Control Society.  In addition to his 
work career, John also taught materials management classes at the Extension Division Of 
California State University Northridge and Glendale Community College.  Since retiring 
to Green Valley in 2009, John has become involved with several community groups.  
These include the Sahuarita Volunteers In Police Service, the Green Valley Council, 
where he holds the position of Chair of the Water Group of the Environmental 
Committee, and the Planning Committee of the Upper Santa Cruz Providers And Users 
Group. 
 
Leslie F. Kramer, J.D., a partner in Kramer & Dagucon, LLP, Sonoita, AZ, has been 
practicing law for over 30 years and is licensed in Arizona and Wisconsin.   Areas of 
practice include real estate, land use issues, estate planning and all matters of concern to 
small businesses.  She is active in various community organizations serving on numerous 
boards of directors, including Save the Scenic Santa Ritas, Inc., and is past President of 
the Sonoita – Elgin Chamber of Commerce and the Mt. Horeb, Wisconsin Chamber of 
Commerce.    
 
James Kramp holds a B.A. in Computer Science from Madonna University in Livonia 
Michigan. He is an active subcommittee member of the Mountain Empire Action 
Alliance in Sonoita and oversees the Rosemont transportation taskforce. He has regularly 
travelled Arizona highway 83 daily for over 13 years to commute to work and take 
family members to doctors’ appointments. 
 
Jessica Lamberton, Wildlife Linkages Program Coordinator for Sky Island Alliance 
attended the University of Arizona in Natural Resources, receiving a Bachelors degree in 
Wildlife, Watershed and Rangeland Management. Since 2007, Jessica has attained 
training and experience in wildlife research, particularly with wild cats, using non-
invasive remote camera monitoring and wildlife tracking techniques. Jessica spent four 
years as the Field Biologist and Volunteer Coordinator for The University of Arizona 
Wild Cat Research and Conservation Unit, combining citizen science and community 







outreach with local mountain lion and urban bobcat monitoring projects. With Sky Island 
Alliance, Jessica has served as a volunteer for ocelot and jaguar monitoring and tracking 
instruction, and as the Conservation Associate for Protected Lands, organizing grassroots 
support for Wilderness designation in the Tumacacori Highlands and the "Land of 
Legends" Whetstone, Dragoon and Chiricahua mountain ranges. Jessica became Sky 
Island Alliance's Wildlife Linkages Program Coordinator in April 2010, where she trains 
and engages volunteer naturalists, conducts scientific research and informs policy and 
advocates protecting and connecting wildlife movement corridors in the Sky Island 
region. 
 
Lainie Levick has lived in Tucson since 1986, and is an avid outdoor enthusiast who 
enjoys all of our unique Sky Islands in Southern Arizona. She has a B.S. in Geosciences 
and an M.S. in Watershed Management, both from the University of Arizona.  She has 
participated in the review of numerous mining proposals in Arizona since 1990, and has 
been involved in protecting the Santa Ritas from mining since 1995. 
 
Quentin Lewton, a former truck driver and Truck Driver Advocate for Citizens for 
Reliable and Safe Highways (CRASH). 
 
Robert Maddox is the Director, Emeritus of the U.S. National Severe Storms 
Laboratory.  Dr. Maddox has spent 30years working at NOAA forecasting and research 
facilities.  He has been observing the weather in southeast Arizona for about 20 years.  
He resides in Tucson and spends one weekend a month near Sonoita and has first-hand 
knowledge of the strong winter winds that occur along Highway 83 just east of the 
Rosemont site.   His areas of expertise include weather forecasting, severe thunderstorms, 
and flash flooding.  Dr. Maddox has also served as a professor with the U of A’s 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences. 
 
Nancy McCoy holds a B.S. in Elementary Education from the University of Wisconsin – 
Platteville and a Masters Degree in Gifted Education from Northeastern Illinois 
University.  She worked for nineteen years in the Illinois public school system as a 
classroom elementary teacher and Gifted and Talented specialist.  For the past eight years 
she has been the proprietor of The Duquesne House Bed and Breakfast in Patagonia, 
Arizona.  She is active in numerous civic organizations and is past President of the 
Patagonia Area Businesses Association.  
 
Annie McGreevy holds a B.A. from Goddard College and has been a Sonoita resident 
for more than 24 years. She has been head of Friends of Scenic Highway 82 since 1996 
and head of the Development and Construction Review Committee for Scenic Highways 
82 and 83 since 2005. ADOT consults DCRC about all proposed construction on Scenic 
Highways 82 and 83. 
 
Marshall McGruder has a B.S. and M.S. in Physical Oceanography from the US Naval 
Academy as well as an M.S. in Systems Management from University of Southern 
California.  He retired from the US Navy as a Lieutenant Commander after 25 years of 
service.  He also worked as a Senior Systems Engineer for Hughes Aircraft 







Company/Raytheon Systems, as Senior Systems Architect for Integrated Systems 
Information Services, and Senior Training Systems Engineer for Imagine CBT. 
 
Jo Anne Meyer is a 31 year resident and ranch owner in Sonoita. She has an 
unobstructed view of the proposed Rosemont Mine site, a distance of eight miles. She 
utilizes highway 83 for travel to Tucson at least once per week for shopping and various 
errands and appointments. Her son attended high school in Tucson, requiring daily round 
trips, which would not have been an option if a mine had been operational at that time. 
The safety of Scenic Highway 83 is an issue of utmost concern to Jo Anne and all 
residents, if Rosemont Mine is approved. 
 
Louise Misztal is the Conservation Policy Program Coordinator and GIS Specialist at 
Sky Island Alliance. Louise holds Bachelor degrees in Microbiology and Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology from The University of Arizona. Over the past eight years Louise 
has worked as a conservation biologist in southern Arizona on a variety of research and 
monitoring projects including monitoring threatened and endangered species’ 
reproduction and habitat, assessing current and potential habitat for species of concern, 
and implementing and monitoring riparian restoration projects. Louise performs spatial 
analyses to inform conservation planning and implementation of upland and riparian 
restoration work, and works with a variety of federal, state and county agencies, NGOs 
and research scientists on developing natural resource management and conservation 
responses to climate change. Louise sits on the steering committee for the Desert 
Landscape Conservation Cooperative and on the advisory team for a USGS-Northern 
Arizona University study, Forecasting effects of climate change on federal and state 
managed wildlife within ecosystems of the arid Southwest. 
 
Waite R. Osterkamp, National Research Program, U. S. Geological Survey (USGS), is a 
geomorphologist at the Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona.  He holds undergraduate 
degrees in geology and chemistry from the University of Colorado and MS and PhD 
degrees in geology and hydrology from the University of Arizona. He has been Project 
Chief, Sediment Impacts from Disturbed Lands, since 1980, is a former Research 
Advisor for the Geomorphology and Sediment Transport Discipline of the National 
Research Program, and is Adjunct Professor, University of Denver and University of 
Arizona.  He is interested in the factors that govern landscape stability, from hillslopes to 
bottomlands, and studies the nature and rate of recovery of these surfaces from natural 
and anthropogenic disturbance, and the role that vegetation plays in this recovery. This 
information can be used to plan engineering works and to manage riparian settings. Dr. 
Osterkamp also has investigated hydrologic processes, such as those involved in the 
origin and development of playa-lake basins in the Southern High Plains of Texas and 
New Mexico, the evolution of armored hillslopes, the geomorphic and hydrologic effects 
of transmission loss from arid-zone streamflow, and the processes of sediment storage, 
alluvial-landform development, and re-vegetation that follow catastrophic floods. 
 
Jonathan Overpeck, or "Peck" as he prefers to be called, is a founding co-director of the 
Institute of the Environment, as well as a Professor of Geosciences and a Professor of 
Atmospheric Sciences. He received his B.A. from Hamilton College, followed by a M.S.c 







and Ph.D. from Brown University. Jonathan has published over 130 papers in climate and 
the environmental sciences, and recently served as a Coordinating Lead Author for the 
Nobel Prize winning UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth 
Assessment (2007). He has also been awarded the US Department of Commerce Bronze 
and Gold Medals, as well as the Walter Orr Roberts award of the American 
Meteorological Society, for his interdisciplinary research. Overpeck has also been a 
Guggenheim Fellow, was the 2005 American Geophysical Union Bjerknes Lecturer, and 
won, with co-authors, the 2008 NOAA Oceanic and Atmospheric Research Outstanding 
Scientific Paper Award. Peck is a Fellow of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Sciences.  
 
James (Jimmy) Pepper holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree form Montana State 
University, a Masters of City and Regional Planning and a Masters in Landscape 
Architecture from the University of California, Berkeley.  He served on the University of 
California, Santa Cruz faculty for 25 years as a Professor of Environmental Studies – 
Planning and Public Policy.  Environmental impact assessments, particularly visual 
assessment, are among Prof. Pepper’s areas of academic and professional expertise.  Over 
the past 50 years, Mr. Pepper has maintained a professional practice in environmental 
planning and design, and since 1980 has been a Senior Associate with Mintier-Harnish, a 
Sacramento, CA based planning firm.    
 
Thomas Michael Power received his PhD in Economics from Princeton University. 
From 1968 to 2008 he taught in the Economics Department at the University of Montana. 
From 1978 to 2008 he served as Chairman of the Economics Department. In 2008 he 
retired from teaching and administration and now serves as a Research Professor and 
Professor Emeritus.  He is the author of six books, a dozen and a half book chapters, and 
numerous articles and reports in the field of Natural Resource and Regional Economics 
and the relationship between those two fields. He has regularly testified before state and 
federal regulatory agencies. 
 
Thomas F. Purdon, MD has a BA degree and an MD degree from the University of 
Iowa. He is a board certified OB-GYN, Clinical Professor of OB-GYN at the University 
of Arizona and consultant in Gynecology for United Community Health Centers of 
Southern Arizona. He is currently President of the Friends of Madera Canyon and a board 
member of Save the Scenic Santa Ritas. 
 
Cheryl Rennie holds a B.S. Degree in Business Administration from the University of 
Southern California, Masters Degree in Public Administration from the University of 
Colorado, Honorary Doctor of Management from Colorado Tech. 
She has been employed by Lloyds Bank California as Vice President, Los Angeles, 
California. She has extensive experience in corporate business analysis, loan packaging 
and lending to diverse businesses.  She also served 6 years as an At-Large elected 
member of Colorado Springs City Council with  budget oversight of $1.2 Billion, 
Chairwoman, Pikes Peak Area Council of governments, President, Colorado Municipal 
League, Board of Directors, Colorado Springs Utilities, Vice-President Urban Area 
Policy Committee. 







 
Larry Robertson holds a B.S. from the University of North Carolina and a J.D. from 
Stanford University.  He has served with the U.S. Department of Energy as Deputy 
General Counsel for Legal Services and in the legal department of various private 
utilities.  He is now in private practice where he specializes in transactional and litigation 
services in the areas of corporate, energy, municipal public utility and water law. 
 
Susan Scott was a human resources executive with a Fortune 500 company until her 
retirement after which she established a consulting firm advising small and medium sized 
businesses on a variety of human resources, leadership and development issues.  Since 
retiring, she has devoted her time, energy and resources to non-profit organizations 
including establishing the Greater Renton (Washington) Community Foundation, serving 
as president of the Patagonia Regional Community Foundation, serving on numerous 
boards in the Sonoita and Elgin area, as well as on the Design and construction Review 
Committee for Scenic Highways 82 & 83, Arizona State Department of Transportation.    
 
Deni J. Seymour holds a B.A. with Honors in both Anthropology and Environmental 
Studies from the University of California, Santa Cruz.  She also holds an M.A. and Ph.D. 
degrees from the University of Arizona.  Dr. Seymour is a leading regional authority on 
protohistoric and historic Native American archaeology and ethnohistory.  For over 25 
years she has studied the Sobaipuri-O'odham, the ancestral Apache, and lesser-known 
mobile groups who were present at the same time.  She has authored and edited dozens of 
journal articles, has served as guest editor for journal issues, and has authored three 
books. At present she is a full-time research archaeologist affiliated with two academic 
institutions. 
 
David Steele received his B.S. from the University of Arizona.  He is a founding partner 
in Strategic Issues Management Group and has extensive experience in state-wide and 
local political campaigns for both individuals and issues.  He served as facilitator for the 
successful Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan Steering Committee, resulting in 
overwhelming voter approval of the Pima County Open Space bond.  He also served as a 
senior policy advisor to Senator Dennis DeConcini on environmental, water, energy and 
natural resource issues. 
 
Homer Thiel holds a B.A. in Honors Anthropology from the University of Michigan and 
an M.A. Degree in Anthropology from Arizona State University.  He has been employed 
at Desert Archaeology, Inc., since 1992 as the Historical Archaeologist.  He has 
participated in dozens of archaeological projects and is the author of numerous 
publications.  Several of these deal with the early historic period of Tucson and the 
surrounding region. 
 
Henry Wallace holds a B.A. degree in Anthropology from the University of Arizona and 
an M. A. degree in Anthropology also from the University of Arizona.  He has 30 years 
of archaeological experience in Mexico, Costa Rica, and especially southern and central 
Arizona.  He has designed and directed large and small-scale excavation and survey 
projects and he is active in local conservation efforts.  He is the author numerous 







archaeological publications and is currently working on the analyses and report on the 
archaeological excavation at Honey Bee Village in Oro Valley. 
 
Mark Williams left Fort Huachuca as a child and fulfilled a lifelong dream by returning 
to Sonoita with his wife, Joan, 35 years later. They are members of the American 
Endurance Ride Conference. They train and condition horses in and around the Coronado 
Forest to compete in the sport of Endurance. They assist in managing the Las Cienegas 
and Old Pueblo Endurance events, a three day race of one hundred fifty five miles held in 
March, and a one day, one hundred mile race held in September. These rides draw 
competitors from across the US and Canada, use the Arizona Trail through the Rosemont 
Valley as part of the course, and are based out of the Airfield Event Site on the LCNCA. 
These are but two of many events that would be forced to seek a less industrial setting 
because of a permitted Rosemont Copper Project. 
 
Larry Winter obtained his M.S. in Geoscience, M.S. in Applied Mathematics and Ph.D. 
in Applied Mathematics from the University of Arizona.  He is the Deputy Director of the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).  Dr. Winter is also an Adjunct 
Professor in the Department of Hydrology and Water Resources at the University of 
Arizona.  Before moving to NCAR, Dr. Winter was leader of three groups at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. During 1997-1999 he led the Computer Research and Applications 
Group; from 1995-1997 he led the Geoanalysis Group; from 1990-1995 he led the 
Applied Mathematics and Statistics Team.  His research interests include the stochastic 
theory of subsurface flow and transport and the applications of parallel and distributed 
computing in scientific research.  He has authored or co-authored over 40 refereed 
journal articles and book chapters. 
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View traveling South on SR 83 in the late afternoon
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mine facilities on the regional aquifer and  
surface waters 


  Comments Related to both  Ground and Surface Water Quality Impacts 49 
  Groundwater Quality        53 
  Groundwater Monitoring       56 
  Surface Water Quality        57 
   Stormwater management facilities not analyzed in the  57 


context of best new data and analytical methods   
    DEIS lacks sufficient detail in analysis and modeling of   58 


sediment yield – an important component of Clean  
Water Act compliance 


    Potential adverse effects from acid rock drainage are not  59 
adequately addressed 


    Examination of other waters on the CNF impacted by   60 
     mine run-off 


  Surface Water Quality and modeling      60 
   It is likely that the mine project will violate the Clean  61 
    Water Act 
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  Monitoring of hazardous materials      63 
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  Loss of mineral resources       69 
  Map and illustration deficiencies      70 
  Wind speeds on Rosemont property      70 
  Revegetation         71 
  Meteorological analysis problems caused by failure to use    72 
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appropriate data-collection  and methodology 
  Center for Science Report, incorporated by reference (Appendix D) 73 
 
 Biological Resources          73 
  General observations          73 
  Invasive species, missing information       75 
  Migratory birds, missing information      76 
  Golden eagles, unsupported or incorrect information    76 
 
 Recreation          77 
  General Comments        77 
  Missing and incomplete information      77 
  Inadequate analysis of mitigation measures     79 
 
 Designated Wilderness        80 
  Incomplete information         80 
 
 Visual Resources           81 
  General comment         81 
   
 Conservation of biological diversity and the public investment in conservation 81 
  Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan       81 
   Missing, inadequate, and incomplete information   82 
  The Vision for Ranch Conservation      82 
   Missing, inadequate, and incomplete information   83 
  Cienega Creek Natural Preserve      83 
  Colossal Cave National Park       84 
  Kartchner Caverns State Park       85 
  Pima County’s Conservation Lands System     85 
   Missing, inadequate, and incomplete information   85 
  Biological corridors and critical habitat     86 
  Las Cienegas National Conservation Area     87 
   Missing, inadequate, and incomplete information   87 
  Direct economic value of public lands     88 
 
 Livestock and Grazing        90 
  Impacts on ranching        90 
   General comments       90 
   Incomplete and missing information    90 
  Livestock and rangelands       90 
 
 Cultural and Historic Resources       93 
  General observations        93 
  Prehistoric sites        94 
   Misinterpreted or incorrect information running throughout  94 


discussion 
   Missing information       95 
   Indirect impacts       95 
  Protohistoric issues        96 
   Lack of current source material     96 
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   Inadequate cumulative effects analysis    100 
   Inadequate mitigation measures     101 
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  Power Executive Summary [see Appendix D]    103 
  Summary of page-by-page comments     106 
  Inability to comment fully because of lack of modeling data   106 


(TREO chronology – see Appendix E) 
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  Financial concerns        107 
   Financial viability       107 
   Reclamation bonding      108 
   Historic experience of Augusta executives    109 
 
 Energy Impacts         109 
  Alternatives to Overhead TEP Transmission Lines    110 
  Off-site impacts        110 
 
 Transportation Analysis        111 
  General observations        111 
  Incorrect information        111 
  Missing or incomplete information      111 
  Overly narrow spatial bounds of analysis     114 
  Inadequately identified and analyzed mitigation    115 
 
 Cumulative Effects         116 
  General Observations        116 
  Past and present actions and analysis      116 
  Cumulative effects        117 
  Reasonably foreseeable actions and analysis     117 
  Development of other mining claims      117 
 
 Monitoring and Mitigation        127 
  Basic Meteorological Data       127 
  Meteorological data and dispersion modeling    129 
  Geochemical testing for Water Quality Analysis    135 
  General observations        136 
  Generic comments on monitoring      137 
    
 Incorporation by Reference        138 
  Missing information        138 
 
 Administrative Record        138 
  Missing information        138 
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 Proposed Amendment of Coronado National Forest Plan (Management   138 


Area 16) 
  General comments        138 
  Incorrect analysis        140 
 
 Failure to Require FLPMA Right-of-Ways and/or Special Use permits   141 


for pipeline(s), transmission line(s), and other conveyances 
 
 Failure to Comply with all Environmental standards and requirements  143 
 
 Failure to Minimize all adverse environmental impacts    146 
 
 Proposed finding of non-significance for amendment of Coronado National  149 


Forest Plan 
Incomplete Information       149 
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